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CLEAR COpy PAUSE



You just dump your printing data
directly to Microbuffer, whoosh!,
and continue processing.

Microbuffer accepts data as
fast as your computer can send
it. It first stores the data in its
own memory buffer, then takes
control of your printer.

It's that easy.

THERE IS A MKROBUFFER
FOR ANY COMPUTER/PRINTER

(OMBINATION. .
Microbuffers are available in
Centronics-compatible parallel
or RS-232Cserial versions.

software
rates up to 1
faces are compatible with Epson
commands including Graftrax-BO
and Graft rax-80+ .

MICROBUFfER FROM
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS.

ALL OTHER COMPUTER/PRINTER
COMBINATIONS are served by the
in-line, stand-alone Microbuffers.
(Pictured here, twice actual size.)

Both serial and parallel ver-
sions are expandable up to 256K.

When you think of h0W much
time Microbuffer will save,
can you afford to not have one?

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.TM
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362
(213) 991-8200
CIRCLE 236 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Plug yourself into a new
world of possibilities for
you and your APPLE.

Have you ever wished that
your APPLE computer could do
just one more thing?

To somehow perform that
. one task that wou Id just exactly fit
your particular need.

You may have found that a
hardware limitation prevents you
from accomplishing your goal
and that there are no interfaces or
expansion modules designed for
your particular application. Are
you frustrated? Not any more!

THE CUSTOM APPLE &
OTHER MYSTERIES, volume
one in IJG'S APPLE Information
Series, provides you with the
information, specifications and

references you need to do it
yourself, whether a novice or
expert, and includes the basic
information required for
hardware enhancements that are
common to many projects.

Guide to APPLE
Hardware and software
modification.

THE CUSTOM APPLE &
OTHER MYSTERIES includes a
number of data acquisition and
control projects with printed
circuit layouts like an 8-Bit D/A
and AID Converter, a 6522
application interface board, a
sound and noise generator

board, an EPROM Burner
board, an APPLE Slot

. Repeater, and
"'I"r"l

tJ1J ""~'''r,.<'J;r" ."''''~'k"" .••••.........,.~CU5~~"~~~oeQel ~-.~.

of,(Jrl~~l!!!PIt!
. 'l:.l?Il:S·

includes information on the
APPLE as a square wave
generator, the control of stepper
motors, connecting two 6502
systems, and lots more.

The Custom APPLE &
Other Mysteries is a valuable tool
for all APPLE or APPLE II
computer users and is available
for $24.95 at computer stores, B.
Dalton Booksellers and
independent book dealers. If
your dealer is out of stock, order
direct from IJG.

Include $4.00 for shipping
and handling. Foreign residents
add $11.00 plus purchase price.
U.S. funds only please.

1953 West 11th Street ~
Upland, California 91786 ~
Phone: 714/946-5805 ~~

Helping You
Help Yourself.

PLUG IN
TO YOUR
APPLE.
New Book
On Sale NOW!

I
I

I!
I

I

9 IJG. Inc. 1982
TM APPLE and APPLE II are registered trademarks of
Apple Computer Inc.
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18 Dow Jones Market Analyzer Costarakis
Technical analysis tool for investors

28 Stock Option Analysis Program Costarakis
Analyzing investments and strategies

43 Real Estate Analyzer Cooley
Calculating return on real property

48 MaxIOC.RA.S Johnson
Check register and accounting system, too?

54 The Accountant Allen
A home finance program

63 SuperScrlpslt Robinson
Scripsit in a blue cape

69 The Sony 3 1/2" Disk Drive Roichel
Interfacing a really mini-floppy

77 Flight OfThe 5150 Fastie
Microsoft Flight simulator

88 Apple Arcade G~mes Ahl & Vogeli
17 packages to test your wits and dexterity

I110 Garnes ForTheVlc-20 Busch
Space, Slots, and Sargon II

118 TheProgramrnableCube Murphy
Rubik's revenge

1~7~=:~~~:~~j~Y~ti'~kf~~'th'~C~I~;c'~~'p~t~; Ahl

128 Miner 2049'er Linzmayer
Atari strikes gold

123 Gift of the MAGI Anderson
Tomorrow's graphics are here today

132 HowToSoIvelt Piele
Annual Computer Problem Solving Contest

140 The Controller C09kbook Riley
Rebuilding paddles and.joysticks

Thanks and a tip of the hat to the following software com-
panies whose packages are the basis for our fanciful February
cover: Broderbund (Serpentine), Datamost (Money Munchers).
Gebelli (Firebird), Hayden (Bellhop). Penguin (Pie Man). Sierra
On-Line (Laf Pak), Sirius (Way Out), and Synergistic (Crisis
Mountain). Illustration by Jack Moore. Reviews of these games
start on page 88.

154 Fln-Apple Ratios Purpura & Purpura
Analyzing financial ratios on the Apple

180 ACRS Depreciation Broudy & Broudy
Getting the most from the new tax laws

188 Financial Analysis For The Apple Moody
Calculating rate of return on investments

208 Naked Call Writing Richards
An investment strategy using stock options

222 IRA Analysis With VlslCalc Dousette
Does the tax advantage compensate for loss of liquidity?

232 Stereo Graphics: Part ~ FOVl:ler
Mesh plots and hidden line removal .

6 Input/Output Readers

10 Notl~ : Fee
The contest winners

12 Dateline: Tomorrow Ahl
News and views '

242 The Graph Paper .. , Lubar
A bit of a shift

252 New Products Staff

260 AppleCart cotte»
Personal accounting with VisiCalc

266 Outpost: Atarl Anderson
Disk utilities

278 IBM Images Fastie
More on languages, a game, and a word processor

290 Personal Electronic Transactions Yob
A columnist is converted

298 TRS-80 Strings Gray
The 48th twirl around the rink .

304 Book Reviews Gray, et et
VisiCalc and other mysteries explained
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can wait for industry standards
to mandate improved performance.
Or you can have itnow on Maxell.

The Gold Standard.
The refinements of The'Gold Standard, from
oxide particles to lubricant to jacket, are uniquely
Maxe". And therefore, so are the benefits.
Our unique, uniform crystals assuredense
oxide packing. Soyou begin with an origi-
nal signal of extraordinary fidelity. A signal
we safeguard in ways that leave industry
standards in our wake.
An advanced binder bonds oxides
to the base material preventing time
and money-wasting dropouts.
Calendering then smooths the sur-
face for a read/write signal that stays

clear and accurate. And lubricants reduce fric-
tion between head and disk for a longer media

and head life. Tohouse it, we then
constructed a new jacket heat-

resistantto 140° Fto withstand drive
heat without warp or wear. And

created the floppy disk that
leads the industry in error-free
performance and durability.
All industry standards exist to
assure reliable per1formance.
TheGold Standard expresses

a higher aim: perfection.

maxeu
It's worth it.

Computer Products Division, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N,J. 07074 201-440-8020
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Hurt Peelers' Feelings
Dear Editor:

In your October article listing the winners of the Inter- .
national Computer Problem Solving Contest II, the names of
the members of the Apple Peelers were left out. Collin
Hitchcock and Paul Janzen were the members of this team.

Gordon Stallings
Contest Director

Slide Slips
Dear Editor:

Reference the review of C & H Video Slide Show,
November 1982, page 78. The price of The Slide Show is
$49.95, not $39.95 as listed. We feel that this still "represents
a good buy" as you reported. While you were correct in
pointing out the lack of a "picture-packing" routine, it was
the size of the transitional effect routines and requests of our
customers to concentrate on the speed of loading that brought
this about. This being the case, the program has been written
to allow for loading of a hi-res picture in 3-4 seconds.
Your review of the Screen Director points out the value of

an "overlay" capability in presenting complex graphs and
visuals in an additive format. We only wish that you had made
the same observations about the The Slide Show, which
includes two overlay effects. Both of these transitions allow
the user to combine multiple pictures into a single image as
you described.

Robert W. Hench, Jr.
C & HVideo

110 W. Caracas Avenue
Hershey, PA 17033

.Hi-Res Caveat
Dear Editor:

While the Article "Four High-Res Text Generators for the
Apple-Comparative Review" by Andrew Berentes, in the
July 1982 issue, was interesting, it did contain two items upon
which I wish to comment.

First, the word of warning on page 44 regarding the memory
range $300 to $3FF should also note that Apple DOS uses the
range $3DO to $3EC and that the Apple Monitor uses the
ranges $3FO to $3FF.
Second, the box on page 51 states that "...The Apple does

•••
not display control characters on the text screen ..." While
this is correct, page 151 of "The DOS Manual" (for DOS 3.3)
and "Disk Operating System Instructional and Reference
Manual" (for 3.2) gives a short machine language program
which causes control characters (other than Carriage Return
and Back Space) to be displayed as Flashing Characters on
the text screen. The program given is shown in an Applesoft
Program and connects to DOS. However, the same program
can be used with Integer Basic (the changes are reasonably
obvious).
Additionally, the program will work without DOS: remove

the POKE 54,0; POKE 55,3 and insert them in the program
where the display is desired, and remove the CALL 1002.
This program is fully relocatable by changing the POKE 54,0
and POKE 55,3 which receive the low and high order bytes of
the location of the program.
The following short assembly program displays all control

characters (except CONTROL-M which is the carnage return)
as Flashing Characters and all lower case characters as Inverse
Characters:

CMP #$8D
BEQ COUT
CMP #$80
BCC COUT
CMP #$AO
BCC CTRL
CMP #$EO
BCC COUT
AND #$3F
JMP SFDFO

CTRL AND #$IF
AND #SIF
ORA #$40

COUT JMP $FDFO
..;:..

The hexadecimal version of the above is
C9 8D FO 15 C9 80 90 11 C9 AO90 09 C9 EO90 09 29
3F 4C FOFD 29 IF 09 40 4C FOFD

This program can be used by loading it where desired and
then inserting a POKE 54,LB and a POKE 55,HB where LB is
the low order portion of the address at which the program is
loaded, and HB is the high order of the address at which the
program is loaded into the program. You may also do the
foregoing POKEs in a short program which includes a CALL
1002 to connect to DOS.

Alan Westwell
23 Weeks Avenue
Trenton, Ontario
Canada K8V lX4
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Making New Thais
Dear Editor:

I am a career missionary living in Bangkok, Thailand. My
husband and I own an Apple II computer which we use for a
myriad of personal uses, Recently I have been exploring the
possibility of using the Apple coupled with our Epson printer
for word processing in Thai and several of the hill tribe
languages. I would sincerely appreciate hearing from your
readers who have had experience with alternate character set
manipulation, foreign language programming, and graphic
dumps to a printer.

I am interested in hints, software, books, articles, or corre-
sponding with others who are interested in this type of
application. This is new territory for me and I want and need
to learn all that I can.

Sue Kavli
Box 832

Bangkok, Thailand

Creative Computing has published several articles
describing ways to create alternate character sets on the
Apple. The most recent was "Cyrillic Anyone?" by Jeffrey
Mangasarian in the July 1982 issue. We also recall that the
winning entry in the personal computing applications contest
at the 1980 NCC printed Thai characters with a Teletype
printer. Do readers have more specific experience that may
be of help?-EBS

Respects Review
A copy of the following letter was sent to the editors.

Ms. Patricia D. Glenn
1599 Melrose Ave.
Columbus, OH 43224

I was very pleased to see your article, "It's Academic,"
about our Ment01 Master and Game Show programs in
Creative Computing.
I felt the article was an accurate and fair description of the

programs. You may be interested to know that some of the
shortcomings you mentioned have already been or are now
being corrected. The problem with fill-in answers required
only a minor change which was done immediately.
Also, since the article came out, we have added the ability

to record student names and scores on the disk. While not
done yet, I intend to add branching capabilities soon. The
challenge here will not be devising the branching subroutine
but rather finding room for it in an already packed program.

Thank you for your fine article and the obvious time and
care you put into writing it.

Peter E. Holden
DataTech Software Systems

19312East Eldorado Dr.
Aurora, CO 80013

Database Update
Dear Editor:

The following changes to Mark Pelczarski's Developing
Data Base (Sept. '82) will make the program a bit more
versatile:

1135 DIM C$(7) ,Cl%(7) ,C2%(7) ,F$(5
) ,C3$(7) :CH = 13

51397 PRINT "(M) TO CONTINUE SEAR
CH": PRINT "(0 TO END SEARC
H": GET A$: IF A$ ( ) "M" AND
A$ ( ) "E" THEN 51397

51398 IF A$ = "E" THEN RS = 1
813913 INPUT"" jC$(J): IF C2%(J) (

) 2 GOTO 81392
81391 PRI NT "SEARCH BY E) ENTRY (

FAST)": PRINT TAB( l1)j"S)
STRING (SLOW)": GET C3$( J): IF
C3$( J) ( )" E" AND C3$( J) (
) "S" THEN 81391

81392 J = J + 1: IF J ) 7 THEN 816
13

8292 IF C3$(J) = "S" THEN 83136
83136 L1 = lEN (TI$(Cl%(J») :l2 =

lEN (C$(J»
83137 FOR J5 = 1 TO Cll - l2 + 1)

: IF MID$ CTI$(Cl%(cT) ,J5,l
2) = C$(J) THEN 83313

83138 NEXT
83139 GOTO 83413

Lines 5097 and 5098 allow for the termination of the search
routine when in the Change mode. Once you have found and
corrected the record you want, you are no longer required to
wait for the search to progress through the rest of the file.
The remaining lines are changes which allow the user to

search for a substring within a specified field. This can be
very helpful when you are not sure of the contents of the
entire field. Or you could search fot all items on your index of
articles that were authored by Pelczarski-even if you don't
happen to remember his first name. You can also put multiple
keywords within one field.
My thanks to Mark Pelczarski for providing us with a

powerful database program which we can enhance and tailor
to our own needs.

Robert D. Steinberg
9030 Niles Center Rd.

Skokie, IL 60076

Bomber Bombing?
Dear Editor:

After typing the Valley Bomber program by Tim Basham
(October 1982) into my TRS-80 Model III, I could not get it
to run correctly.

I changed lines 5020, 5030, 5040 and made u = 1 in each of
them instead of u = 0 and it ran fine.
Perhaps other readers of Creative Computing are having

the same difficulty and can try this change.
Mark Phillips

2S Celestia Court
North Kingstown, RI 02852
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National Computer
Graphics Association

"Graphics at Work" in the "City That
Works"-NCGA '83 sponsored by the
National Computer Graphics Association,
will be held in Chicago's McCormick
Place, June 26-30, 1983..

New sessions added to the 1983 con-
ference include shipbuilding CAD/CAM,
engineering mapping and photogram-
me try , printing and publishing, human
factors, legal issues, and pattern recog-
nition, and image processing.

Tutorial sessions are scheduled for June
26 and 27; technical sessions will run June'
28-30; the exposition opens June 27 and
continues through June 30.

For more information, contact NCGA
'83, 8401 Arlington Blvd., Fairfax, VA
22031; (703) 698-9600.

Playing Our Hands
We knew it was hard, but we thought

you were equal to the challenge. We
didn't expect to be deluged with entries,
but we expected more than six.
That's right, only six readers entered

the Playing Our Hands Contest. You
remember, the one in which we offered a
one-year subscription to the first person
to identify correctly the owners of the
hands on our September 1982 cover.

It was a far cry from the over 300
entries we received in our trivia contest
two years ago. Are you readers getting
apathetic?

No one even wrote a program to gener-
ate all the possible combinations of hands
and names.

All of the entrants correctly identified
my hands-silver bracelet and ruffled
cuffs - but it was straight downhill from
there. One person even suggested that
David and Sandy Small had flown in from
Texas for th~hoto.

We have awarded the subscription to
Eugene R. Hammond of Carmel-by-the-

Sea, CA whose entry listed the most cor- '
rect names.
To the other five sporting souls: Art

Swanson of Cambridge, MA; Marc A.
Shannon of Greenville, NC; Hung Hoang
of Pacific Grove, CA; and David
Vandergugten of Fort St. John, B.C. we
have sent Creative Computing T'shirts.
And now to the correct answers: Start-

ing at 12 o'clock and moving clockwise
around the cover, you see the hands of
Editor Betsy Staples (remember the
ruffled cuffs?), Editorial Assistant Laura
Gibbons (yes, she does have another arm,
we just didn't need it), Managing Editor
Peter Fee, Associate Editor John
Anderson, Technical Editor Mike Coffey,
former Editorial Assistant Karyn Hecht
(she went back to college), Creative Com-
puting Press Editor Claudette Moore, and
the man with the plaid sleeves, Editorial
Assistant Andy Brill.-EBS

National
Computer Camp

The Sixth Annual National Computer
Camp will be held in Atlanta, GA and St.
Louis, MO. The camps will be under the
direction of Dr. Michael Zabinski, Pro-
fessor at Fairfield University. One- and
two-week sessions are available for camp-
ers ages 9-18 from July 3 to August 5.

For further information contact
Michael Zabinski, Ph.D., at (203) 795-
9667, or write National Computer Camp,
P.O. Box 585, Orange, CT 06477.

Corrections
"The Monkey and The Hunter," which

appeared in our December, 1982 issue,
was not printed in order. The correct
page sequence should be: page 298, 304,
300,302,306,308 and 310.

We have a correction for the address
of Epson America, Inc., which appeared
on page 104 of the Creative Computing
Buyer's Guide to Personal Computers,
Peripherals and Electronic Games. The
correct address is: 3415 Kashiwa Ct.,
Torrance, CA 90505.

"We re back! It was all just a computer error!"

10 February 1983 e Creative Computing
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The Dakin 5 Business Bookkeeping System."
We do more, faster-yet cost less than any
comparable program!

That, our competitors may feel, was a cheap
trick. Notso. It took no magic at all

to make us shine. We
used our heads
-and gave our
customers what
they asked
for. AQuick,
easy-to-use
system that
encompasses
general
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ledger, vendor activity, customer activity and
employee activity.Aging with receivables. Visual
documentation. Toll-free hot line for technical
support. And a reasonable price.

No matter whae your accounting needs are-
from personal to business-the Dakin 5 Business
Bookkeeping System ™ solves the problems. (So
does our Budget Planner," Depreciation Planner,"
Analyzer," and Programming Aids." But more on
that and other versatile new tricks later.)

Dakin 5.We give it aUto YOUt Faster, easier and
for less. Honestly

Just ask your local computer retailer.
Dakin 5.Answers that put an end to the

disappearing dollar.

o Please send information on the Business Bookkeeping Systemo Also enclose information on other Dakin 5 business software.
Name _

DAKIN 5 CORPORA~TION
Hr(,l~l1'I\T"vSuite 304, Denver, CO 80221 (303) 426·6090.

Toll free Hot Line: 800-525·0463
CIRCLE 155 ON READER SER\lICE CARD
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New Apples In The Orchard
We previously reported on two new Apples scheduled for release in 1983.

However, it seems now that there will be three.
Lisa, the high-end unit, is based on the Motorola 16-bit 68000 chip.

Modeled in the image of the Xerox Star, Lisa will be a professional workstation with
high-resolution graphics and a Unix-type operating system. Price is expected to be
$7000 plus.

One step down from Lisa is Mackintosh also based on the 68000. It also has
··ex·cellentg1"aphics including.a-graphics editor •..Like ..the Osbo.r.ne.and..ma.o.yo.ther.. '0

recently-introduced business machines, Mackintosh will include a large assortment of
software bundled into the package.

A third entry, The Apple Super II, is an updated Apple II Plus. Finally
offering upper and lower case, the Super II also has cursor control keys and 64K of
memory. Like the Timex/Sinclair ZX81, the Super II incorporates several custom very
large scale integrated circuits that replace many of the .chips used in the current
Apple II. Rumor has it that the Super II has only 18 chips inside.

Because of the fewer chips and design which make it much more efficient to
assemble, the Super II could potentially be priced quite low (under $1000).
However, it will undoubtedly be the market that determines the price. The machine
would be a good value priced the same as the existing Apple II, it would be a
teriffic bargain at $1000, or if Apple decides to go to the mat with Atari and
Commodore ••.well, who knows?
UNIX: Price Down, Sales Up, Users Fanatic

So you don't want a Unix-like operating system on the Apple Lisa; you want
the real thing. Good news! AT&T dropped the royalty price of Unix from $5000 a few
years ago to $750 and, just recently, slashed it to a bargain basement $100 per

....mach:!.ne...... .... ....... .... . .In addition, the latest version includes the most popular teat-tiresfrom
several earlier, independent Unix systems. Eight microcomputer manufacturers now
offer Unix, including Radio Shack who previously has written its own proprietary
packages.

Uni~ is an operating system that was written by Bell Labs back in the late
60's. It was licensed mainly to universities until micro makers started showing an
interest in it in the last year or so. As a result, thousands of computer science
students grew to know and love Unix.

Unix i~ a highly portable and accomodating system. As a result, software
can be developed on one machine and easily transferred to another. Also,
applications packages written on older computers can be updated to newer machines.

Now that Baby Bell, oops, American Bell is entering the free enterprise
market one might expect that the world will see a great deal more of Unix, perhaps
even on an AT& T desktop computer.

But don't hold your breath waiting for this computer. Right now American
Bell is wrestling with more mundane problems like how to gracefully take over the
Phone Center Stores. At this point, the stores don't even offer a modem, much less
a computer.
Did the IBM PC Fall Into a Photocopier?

Over the last few months it seems as if every other ·announcement of a new
computer says "IBM compatible." Some even try to look like an IBM PC, although most
have a different physical appearance.

What does "IBM· compatible" mean? In general it means a twin but not a
clone. In other wordS, most programs designed for the PC will run on the twin with
only minor modifications, but rarely with none at all. .

Most of the twins try to go beyond the IBM design and offer something extra,
such as greater portability or higher density disk storage. It almost goes without
saying that most sell for 20 to 30% less than the IBM unit.

Six new Japanese computers, none of which have been introduced to the U.S.
market yet, are IBM compatible. These include units from Sharp, Toshiba, Hitachi,
NEC, Mitsubishi and Matsushita (Panasonic). ,More on these after winter CES.
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Canon Introduces SOSS-Based Personal Computer
Here's a curious turnabout. The IBM PC is based on the 16-bit Intel SOS8

mpu. Three of the new Japanese IBM look-alikes do not use the S08S. The Canon
AS-lOa does use the SOSS but is not IBM cOmpatible.

Some time ago in this column I mentioned that a landmark 'announcement at the
1982 NCC was that Microsoft and other American software companies had signed'
contraqts to do softwa~e development for Japan, Inc. Here is an early result; the
Canon AS-l00 supports both MS-DOS and CP/M-86.

The AS-lOa has 12SK of RAM built in, expandable to 512K. Price of the basic
computer is $1800 (monochrome) or $2100 (21 colors). A 5-1/4" 640KB floppy disk
drive costs $1210 and a seven-color ink jet printer has a projected price of $170!
Video Games With Your Coke

New vending machines introduced by the ccc a-co La Co. feature. a.small-screen
video game which nestles above the coin slot , By Simply purchasing a Coke, the
customer gets to piay 'the game. ... . .. ..

Two games are available. In one, a monkey hangs from a palm tree and tosses
cans of Coke at the player-controlled delivery man below. Catch the Coke and the
monkey pitchel:!another can. If you miss the monkey laughs and the delivery man
opens his mouth in surprise. Three misses and the game ends. If you've seen
~ctivision's Kaboom, you get some idea of this game.

, The object of the second game is to stop the correct letters in a moving
line to spell the word Coke.

Most players put in hundreds of quarters before mastering a coin-op video
game, but buying that many cans of Coke might give you pause, but not necesarily the
pause that refreshes.
Video Games On Cable TV and Telephone

Some years ago, Warner established a two-way cable system, Qube, in
Columbus, OH. Gam e designers were hired as oon sur t ant s to dream up mass.
participation games that could be offered over the cable. But it never quite caught
on because of the 11m~ted control available to each player. '

But now two companies think they have a better idea. PlayCable, a joint
ventilre between MatteI .and General Instruments offers games v Ia cable that can be
played with MatteI's Intellivision video game. Game Line, a similar system offered
by Control Video Corp. of Washington allows owners of Atari video games to load
games into their systems over the telephone.

Personal computer owners have been able to download games for some time now
from both The Source and Compuserve. But perhaps the most popular and innovative
game from a central service is Megawars offered by Compuserve. Differing from most
Gthers, Megawars is a multi-player game which accomodates from eight to ten players
Simultaneously. Currently, the game attracts about 2000 p.layers per week at $5.00
per hour in the off hours.
Sega Arcade Game Uses Laser Videodisc

Sega, with some of the most innovative coin-op games around (Zaxxon, Turbo •.
Eliminator), has gone one step further to put realism into its games. The new
machine combines a fast-m0ving video game with laser videodisc technology. The
result is a game in which laser disc images (exploding tanks, moving monsters, etc.)
interact with com~uter geneiated graphics.

Heightening the realism is a new sound system that utilizes what Sega calls
"bocly-sonics" for a "total game experience never before encountered." PR hype?
Maybe. But I'd adv ise s,etting as ide a couple of quarters for when it comes to an
arcade near you .

Atari 600 or ??
We don't usually run photos in

Dateline:Tomorrow because we usually don't
have any. However, since mot0ring magazines
sometimes get their spies into proving
grounds to get photos qf next year's models,
we thought we ought to be able to do it too.
Well, it didn't happen quite like that, but
anyway, here is a sneak preview of what may
be the Atari 600. Kind of looks like a
full-stroke keyboard dropped into a ~OO
case.



These are the utilities developed by Valpar International's software
specialists and used to create our commercial software products. Coming Attractions. * TARGET COMPILER* 3D WORLD

val FORTH alone requires 24K
val FORTH plus one or more packages requires 32K minimum

Memory requirements include 10-12K working space
All products are now on non-protected disks
Over 350 pages of detailed documentation!

val FORTH
General Utilities and Video Editor
Player Missile Graphics, Character Editor, and

Sound Editor
Display Formatter
Turtle and valGraphics and Floating Point Routines
Text Compression and Auto Text Formatting
val DOS and val DOS File Editor
Heavy-Duty Professional Binder (provided free when

ordering 3 or more packages at one time)
Starting Forth

$45.00
40.00

40.00
35.00
45.00
35.00
45.00

13.00
15.95



An to the
modern art ofprogramming

using the ancient art
. ofdrawing. ..



Kids love to draw.
And with Delta Drawing, your children

can have fun creating their own colorful
drawings, and at the same time, learn
about computer programming.

Delta Drawing is much more than
just a fun game. It's an educational
tool that helps children develop their
creativity, learn to write computer pro-

grams and·
build an
understand-
ing of pro-
cedural
thinking.

Easier to use than LOGO.
Delta Drawing makes

it easy for children to
use the computer-even
if they've never used a
computer before.

In fact it's easier to use than LOGO
turtle graphics. And Delta Drawing costs
less than half as much as LOGO.

With Delta Drawing, your child controls
the Delta cursor, and the Delta cursor
controls all the action. So kids can learn
at their own pace while they're haVing fun.
How your children will learn
programming.

With Delta Drawing, your child first
creates a picture using simple, single-
key commands, for example: "D" for
draw, "L" for left "E" for erase.

As the picture is being drawn, the com-
puter keeps track of every keystroke
and records it as a program.

Then, by touching the 'T' key for "text
mode:' the child can see the program

that was written. As children progress,
they can begin to write their programs
in the text mode and swnch to the graph-
ics mode to see their pictures. They can

even SWitchback and forth
between graphics and
text modes.

Delta Drawing will
make your child comfort-
able with the computer
and helps develop proce-
dural thinking-the kind
of step-by-step approach
needed to write programs

and solve problems
with computers.
Get Delta Drawing today.

Delta Drawing can be played on Apple"
computers.

It comes complete with easy-to-
follow fast-start cards. And for more
advanced users, a completely detailed
instruction manual.

You can save your child's drawings
on a blank disk and even print them,
if you have a printer with graphics
capabilities.

So look for Delta Drawing at your local
software store. Or write to Spinnaker,
215 First Street Cambridge, MA 02142.

You'll find that when we combined
learning and fun, we created a work
of art.

We make learning fun.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.



Dow Jones Market Analyzer

Technical Analysis Tool For Investors

Investors and traders take note! Here
is an easy to use technical analysis tool.
The just released Dow Jones Market An-
alyzer by RTR Software, Inc. and Dow
Jones & Company, Inc. is an easy to use,
menu driven, technical analysis and
charting program. (Charting refers to
the graphing of securities prices. Tech-
nical analysis uses numerical analysis
and/or graphic analysis of securities
prices, price changes, and trading
volume.)
At the outset, let me state that this

program does not and will not tell you
when to buy or sell securities. The Dow
Jones Market Analyzer is a tool for the
investor or trader to use in the analysis
of securities price action, and in particu-
lar to improve the timing of purchases
and sales of securities .
. Technical analysis relies heavily on

the recognition of certain securities price
action or patterns as a means of
determining when to buy and sell. There
is a long standing controversy among
investors and analysts as to the validity
of technical analysis. Many of those who
rely solely on fundamental data, i.e, the
analysis of balance sheet data and sales
and earnings projections, regard tech-
nical analysis as just so much witchcraft.

So many people rely on technical
analysis, however, that to some degree at
least, we probably invoke self-fulfilling
prophecies. As an example, consider
Bristol-Myers. Bristol-Myers stock
could not get past a price of 42 for more
than ten years until August of 1980.
When the stock finally broke through
the 42 level, previously considered a
strong "resistance" level, many chartists
and technical analysts recognized this as
a significant event and rushed in to buy
the stock. Bristol-Myers has not been be-
low 42 since, and was at 73 in early
November 1982.
The main problem an individual

Dennis A. Costarakis, 3562 Union St., San Diego, CA
92103

Dennis Costarakis

investor has with technical analysis is
the amount of time and effort required
to perform this analysis. This is where
the Dow Jones Market Analyzer shines.
It relieves the investor of the tedium and
effort required to conduct the analysis.
The program even has an automatic
mode that enables you to pre-set any
sequence of charting and analyses you

qP~~tiy8GOmputi~f1
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Nllme: Dow Jones Market Analyzer
Type: Securities Charting/Technical

Analysis
System: 48KApple, disk drive (two

preferred), printer. To
access Dow Jones News/
Retrieval, Hayes
Micromodem or Apple
RS-232 card with acoustic
coupler.

Fonnat: Disk
La~guage: Machine language and

Basic
Summary: A must for serious investors.
Price: $350
Manufacturer:

Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 300
Princeton, NJ 98540
(609) 452-2000

warranty against defects is included. Af-
ter one year, disks can be replaced for
$30 each. There is a handy plastic ref-
erence card with the keystroke com-
mands and page references. A menu
map is also provided (Figure 1) that
shows all the menus and how they are
linked.

Purchase of the Dow Jones Market
Analyzer includes a SUbscription to the
Dow Jones News/Retrieval service and
one hour of free time. The program can
also be used by manually inputting all
data. However, I can't believe anyone
would manually input data once they see
how efficiently and rapidly the auto dial,
log on, retrieval of data, and phone
hang up work.

desire for your stocks, thus saying you
many keystrokes. A pause feature allows
you to perform additional analysis dur-
ing the auto run mode.
The Dow Jones Market Analyzer

comes in an attractive gray vinyl 8" x 9"
loose leaf binder. Four disks are pro-
vided: a master, a backup, a data disk,
and a temporary work disk. A one year

18

Getting Started
The introduction to the manual is ac-

tually" a teaser for the program and the
information retrieval service. The next
section, titled Getting Started, starts off
by telling you how to get your free pass-
word and the Fact Finder (which con-
tains local access phone numbers, stock
and bond symbols, and information
about the retrieval service). Commonly
used terms are also defined here-a very
thoughtful addition. Both the master
and backup program disks are copy-pro-
tected, but must be used without a write
protect tab.

After power up the first time, you are
instructed to perform the system setup.
This consists of storing the following
information: number of disk drives,
printer slot, modem type and slot, pass-
word, and stored telephone number(s)
for Tymnet and Telenet.

A sample session follows that takes
you step-by-step through a typical ses-
sion, including setting up the data disk. I
would recommend using three stocks
initially. Three is enough to exercise the
program sufficiently without using up
too much computer time and your time
as you learn the system. The sample ses-
sion takes you through automatic data
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COSMIC COMPUTERS

BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss .. $17
Alpha Plot $28
Utility City $21
Tip Disk #1 $15
Apple Mechanic $21
BflODERBUND
Choplifter $25
Star Blazer $23
Davids Midnight $25
Apple Panic $21
Alien Rain $18
CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant $53
Home Money Minder $25
tst Class Mail $53.
DATAMOST
Snack Attack $21
EDUWARE
Spelling Bee

w/Read. Prim $28
Algebra I . ... $28
Rendevous . ... $28
HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II . . $25
INFOCOM
Zork I $28
Zork II. . $28
Zork III $28
Starcross . $28
Deadline. .. $35
LOTUS
Exec. Brief Sys $137
MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler.. . $270
MultiPlan $190
MUSE
Robot War $28
Castle Wolfenstein $21
ON·L1NE
Wiz & Princess $24
Cranston Manor. . $25
Time Zone $70
Maurauder $25
Frogger $25
Cannonball Blitz $25
Screenwriter Prof $135

PEACHTREE
All Series Call
SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Congo $25
SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Gorgon $28
Sneakers $21
Kabu ISpy $25
Bandits . .. $25
Way Out $28
SIRTECH
Wizardry. . $35
SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS: Report. . $67
PFS: Filing $87
PFS: Graph .. . $87
SPINNAKER
Snooper Troops #1 $32
Snooper Troops #2 $32
Story Machine. . . $25
Face Maker $25
STONEWARE
D.B. Master. . $158
D.B. Master Util #1 $70
Graphics Proc. Sys $42
STRATEGIC SIM.
Computer Baseball $28
Cytron Masters $28
Guadalcanal $42
Galactic Gladiators .. $28
Battle of Shiloh $28
Tigers in Snow $28
Cosmic Balance $28
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator $27
Space Viking $35
Saturn Navigator $27
VISICORP
Visicalc 3.3 $175
MISCELLANEOUS
Human Fly $21
Master Type $28
New Step by Step $57
Sam (w/DAC) .. $87
Ultima. . $28
Zoom Graphics $28

800 (48K) $499
810 DISKDRIVE $428 32K (RAM){Mosaic) $99
410 RECORDER $74 32K RAM (Intec) $09
850 INTERFACE $164 32K MICROTEK $75
400 COMPUTER $219 48K (Intec/400) $139
Entertainer $66 Educator $112
Communicator $298 Programmer $52

IPE~(]()Ml

ADVENTURE INT'L INFOCOM
Rear Guard (D) $18 Zork 1(0) $28
Saga 1·12each (D) $28 Zork II (D) $28
Adv. 1·12 each (C) $18 Zork III (D) $28
Preppie (C/D) $21 Starcross .. . $28
APX Deadline (D) $35
Outlaw/How (CID) $17 JV SOFTWARE
Eastern Front (C/D) $23 Action Quest (CID) ..... $21
Fam. Cash Flow (D) $17 Ghost Encount. (CID) .. $21
747 Land. Sim. (CID) $17 K.BYTE
ATARI INC. Krazy (each) $34
Microsoft Basic (D) .... $65 ON·L1NE
Macro Ass. & Edit. (D) . $65 Mouseattack (D) $24
Assembler Editor (R) $45 Wiz & Princess (D) $24
Basic Cartridge (R) $45 Crossfire (C/D) $21
Pac Man (R) $32 Frogger (CID) $25
Centipede (R). . $32 Threshold (D) $28
Caverns of Mars (D) $28 Ultima I (D). . $28
Missile Command (R) .. $27 Ultima II (D) $44
Star Raiders (R).. . $32 Jawbreaker (CID) $21
Conv. Lang. Ea. (C) $44 The Next Step (D) $28
Music Composer (R) $31 Crossfire (R) . . $28
SuperBreakout (R) $27 ROKLAN
My First Alphabet (D) .. $26 GOrf (D) . . $30
Prog.2 & 3 (ea.) (C) $21 Gorf (R) $33
Word Processor (D) $107 Wizard of War (D) $30
Pilot (Educ) $98 Wizard of War (R) $33
Touch Typing (C) $19 SIRIUS
Home File Mngr(D) $37 Space Eggs (D) $21
AUTOMATED SIMUL. Sneakers (D) .. . $21
Invasion Orion (C/D) $18 Way Out (D) $28
Rescue at Rigel (C/D) .. $21 Bandits (D) $24
Temple of Aps.(CID) $28 STRATEGIC SIM.
Star Warrior (C/O) $28 Shattered Alliance (D) . $28
Datestns of Ryn (CID) .. $15 Tigers In Snow (CID) .... $28
Dragon's Eye (D) $21 Battle of Shiloh (CID) " $28
AVALON HILL SYNAPSE SOFTWARE
Empire of Over (D) $25 File Mngr 800 + (D) $73
B·l Nuc. Bomber(C) $13 Protector II $24
BRODERBUND Shamus (CID) $24
Apple Panic (CID) $21 Nautilus (CID) $24
Star Blazer. . $23 Claim Jump (CID) '" $24
Choplifter(D) $25 MISCELLANEOUS
Davids Midnight (D) $25 Ali Baba (D). '" $24
Deadly Secrets (D) $25 Miner 204ger (R) $35
Steller Shuttle (C/D) $21 Jumbo Jet (R) $37
DATA SOFT Kid Grid (CID) $21
Text Wizard II (D) . $73 Pool 1.5 (D) $24
Canyon Climber (D) $21 Raster Blaster (D) $21
Pacific Coast Hwy (D) . $21 Sam (D) . $42
Clowns & Balloons (D) $21 Galactic Chase (C) $17
EDU·WARE Warlocks Revenge (D) . $24MONITORS Cornpu-Bead tp) $21 Visicalc(D) $175

NEC Oompu-Math Fr. (D) $28 3·0 Supergraph (CID) .. $28
12" GRN (JB1260) $115 lac••o.m.p.u'.M.a.th.D.e.c•.(.D.)." .$2.8_.S.ta.r.ba.s.e.H.y.p.(D.)•.•...•...•..•$••17.
12" GRN (JB1201 M) $155
12"ColorComposite(JC1212) $279 • adlo Ihaell
12" Color RGB (JC1203IBM) $689
AMDEK
V300 $139 a-------------- .......•
V310 (GRN-IBM) ......................•••......................... $169
V310·A(AMBER·IBM) CALL
COLOR 1 •..•••.•.•••••.•••...•••.••••.•••.••••••.••••..••••.•.••..••••. $310
COLOR II $650
USI (AMBER) CALL

Single Density Master $409
DoubleDensity Master $515
DoubleDensity Dual $815
Obi Sided Obi Density Master $625

ATARI SOFTWARE

PRINTERS
C.ITOH
Prowriter $439
Prowriler II $649
Starwriter F·10 (40 cps) $1325
Printmaster F·10 (55 cps) $1599
NEC .
8023 A·C $465
3510 $1375
3530 $1595
3550 (IBM compatible) $1829
7710/7730 $2319
STAR MICRONICS
Gemini 10 $379
Gemini 15 $485
SMITH CORONA TPI $589
AXIOM GP·100 $269

MODEMS
HAYES
Micromodem 11 •••.•••.••••.•.••.•••••.•.•••.•••..•••••..•••.••••.. $269 ( d
StackSmartmodem $215 I[comma are
Smartmodem 1200 $519
NOVATION • ....,;;;... •••••

~ff~p~f~.gai·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~
D·Cal $155
ANCHOR AUTOMATION
Signalman I or II $79

TRS·80
TRS-80 Model III $1699

2 Drives • 48K

--...- ....
-" -::-:-=. =- -- .....-- ~ ---- _ •..-..~=='= ':'=®

100% IBM PIC COMPATIBLE
CALL FOR LOW PRICE

IBM ACCESSORIES
AMDEK MICROSOFT
Color II . . $650 64K RAM . . $255
Color III CALL 256K RAM . $629
3" Drives $689 64K RAM Chip Set $135
V310 GRN $169

PERCOM
SS/DD External Drv $319
DS/DD External Drv $379
5M Hard Disk '" $1849
10M Hard Disk. ... $2250

NEC
Color RGB (JCI203) $689
3550 Printer $1829
MICROTEK
64K W/Parity $235
128KW/Parity $345
192KW/Parity $449 IBM Joystick (TG) $44
256KW/Parity $559 IBM Joystick (Kraft) $48

IBM SOFTWARE
Visicalc (256K) $175 Visitrend/Plot. . $225
Easywriter II $249 Visidex . $175
Home Acct. Plus $105 Visifile $225
1st Class Mail $85 Visischedule $225
Wordstar . . $239 Bus. Forecast Model $75
Mail Merge $75 Peachtree 4 CALL
Spells tar .. . $125 Zork I, II, III $28
Supercalc . . $215 Starcross $28
Easy by Denver :.. $529 Deadline. . $35
Tax Manager $179 Temple of APS $28
T.I.M. II $339 Frogger.. . $25
Money Decisions $132 Snooper Troop 1 $31
Desktop Plan I. . $225 Snooper Troop II $31
Data Reporter. . $170

COMPUTERS
TELEVIDEO

802 $2595
802H $4445

NEC
PC-8001 Computer $709
PC·8012 1/0 Unit $469
PC-8031 (Dual Drive) $709

NORTH STAR
Advantage $2595
Advantage (5M Byte H.D.) $37~9

EAGLE
Eag Ie II $2329

COSMIC
COMPUTERS

UNLIMITED

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAIO ORDERS
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:

ORDER LINES OPEN MON-SAT 9 am - 9 pm

VIC 20 .....••..•........•$177 1530 RECORDER $59
1541 DISK DRIVE $298 1600 MODEM ..•.... $87
1525 PRINTER ....•$296

(714) 861-1265
228 N. PROSPECTORS RD.
DIAMOND BAR, CA 91765

Add $2.00 Shipping per software order anywhere in U.S.
Add $5.00 Shipping per software for non-U.S. orders.
Call lor cost of Hardware shipping. Calif. resicents add
6'12% sales tax. Cashiers Checks or Money Orders filled
same day. Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear.
Master Card and Visa OK for software only, add 3% sur-
charge.lnclude card no., expiration date and signature.
Prices subject to change. .

APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
ATARI IS A TRADEMARK OF ATARI, INC.

IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF IBM CORP.
TRS'80 .15 A TRAOEMARK OF RADIO SHACK

CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Dow Jones Analyzer, continued ...
DOW JONES MARKET ANALYZER

1. MAINTENANCE
2. INDIVIDUAL CHARTS
3. COMPARISON CHARTS
4. DJN/RS DAILY UPDATES
5. DOW JONES EZ TERMINAL
6. SETUP
7. STOP

r
INDIVIDUAL CHARTS COMPARISON CHARTS DAILY UPDATE MENU

HISTORIES TYPE H
UPDATES... . .. TYPE U
PRINT REPORTS.. . . .. .. . TYPE P
LIST/CORRECT NAMES. . . TYPE L
LIST/CORRECT DATA. TYPE C
UTILITIES MENU.......... .. . TYPE X
DIFFERENT DATA DiSKETTE TYPE D
EXIT PROGRAM TYPE E

INDIVIDUAL CHARTS TYPE I
SEMI· LOG CHARTS TYPE S
LIST NAMES. . . TYPE l
DIFFERENT DATA DISKETTE TYPE 0
AUTO RUN TYPE A
EXIT PROGRAM.. .. TYPE E

DATA MAINTENANCE

COMPARISON CHARTING TYPE C
RELATIVE STRENGTH CHARTING. TYPE R
LIST NAMES.......... . TYPE L
DIFFERENT DATA DISKEITe TYPE 0
EXIT PROG RAM. . . . . .. . TYPE E

CONVERT QUOTES TYPE C
EDIT THE STOCK LIST. . TYPE E
FETCH QUOTES TYPE F
INITIALIZE TEMPORARY DISKETIe. TYPE I
PRINT THE STOCK LlST TYPE P
RETURN TO DJMA MENU TYPE R

x

RETAIEVEQUOTESFROMDJN/RS. TYPE R
MANUALSINGLEOAYUPDATE TYPE 5
CONVERT CURRENT QUOTES TYPE C
MULTIPLE DAY UPDATE TYPE M
RETURN TO MENU TYPE X

PRINT MENU UPDATE MENUUTILITIES MENU

CREATE NEW DATA DISKETTE .. TYPE C
DELETE A STOCK TYPE 0
ALPHABETIZE STOCK liST TYPE A
DROP OLDER UNITS TYPE 0
TRANSFER STOCKS TYPE T
ADJUST FOR SPLIT.. TYPE S
DELETE TAG. . .. TYPE L
RETURN TO MENU.. . . ... TYPE R

PARAMETER FILE TYPE P
HISTORICAL DATA.. . TYPE H
COMPLETE PRINTOUT.. TYPE C
RETURN TO MENU.. .. TYPE R

Figure 1.
the auto run feature, errors are not very
likely to occur.

The program is menu driven, which
makes it a joy to use. (lam partial to one
keystroke menu driven programs.) The
Data Maintenance Section allows you to
place historical data on disk, updates the
data disk with current quotes, prints
hard copy of data information from disk,
lists stock names and parameters on
disks and allows for corrections, displays
stock data on a disk and allows for
corrections, creates a new data disk, de-
letes a stock, alphabetizes a stock list,
drops outdated information, combines
data from several disks, and adjusts for
stock splits. It also has a feature for
multiple-day quote updates which is
ideal for use after a vacation when you
need to update ten or twenty days' data.

We then come to the Individual Chart
Section. The menu allows you to chart
data for a stock on a standard bar chart
tth volume, charts bar charts on a
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retrieval as well as manual data entry.
Two points must be noted at this time.

1) Believe it or not, the Dow Jones
News/Retrieval service does not provide
any market index information. That's
right. You can't even get the Dow Jones
Industrial averages; they must be stored
manually if you want to use the informa-
tion. 2) Error handling is not as I would
have it. The manual points out that due
to program space limitations only error
message numbers are displayed when er-
rors are detected. You must then look
up the type of error in the manual. If
that's not bad enough, and I can live
with that, the screen is erased whenever
an error is detected, erasing forever any
and all work you may have had on the
screen.

The first few times it happened, I ut-
tered several epithets. There must be a
better way, I thought. The saving grace
is that once you get familiar with the
program, and particularly when using
Figure 2.
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EDIT STOCK LIST

ADO A SYM BOL .. .. TYPE A
CHANGE A SYMBOL TYPE C
DELETE A SYMBOL TYPE 0
EXAMINE LlST TYPE E
LOAD LIST.. . . TYPE L
RETURN TO MAIN MENU TYPE R
SAVE UST.. . TYPE S

Copyright 10 1982Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
semi-log scale chart, lists the symbols of
the stocks from the disk in use, changes
data disks, and constructs and saves a
sequence of commands which can be
automatically executed (Auto Run).

Creating Charts
The heart of the Market Analyzer be-

gins with the section titled Flashing
Caret Mode. Once you have constructed
your bar chart (Figure 2), you can begin
to perform various forms of analysis
such as simple moving averages,
weighted moving averages, and exponen-
tial moving averages, and display and
print the numerical version of the mov-
ing average. Figure 3 is the numerical
table of a 12-day moving average,and
Figure 4 is the 12-day moving average
plotted on the bar chart.

All charts and tables were printed on
an IDS 460-G printer with a Grappler
printer interface. Straight lines, includ-
ing horizontal lines, linear least-squares
. fit, trend lines, parallel lines, and speed
resistance lines can also be plotted. Fig-
ure 5 is an example of a least squares fit.
Scales can also be changed vertically,
charts extended, and time periods
changed. Oscillators and moving av-
erages of oscillators can be plotted, too.
You can also erase any line or moving
average you have plotted-a very handy
feature.

Figure 6 shows the bar chart for Dig-
ital Equipment Corporation and a 12-
day exponential moving average plotted
over it. At the bottom is an oscillator
chart constructed by subtracting the

February 1983 <C> Creative Computing



by Peter Fokos

You haven1lived until you",e died in space.
And here's your chance.
Software author Peter Fokos has created

Alien Ambush, a space age nightmare. It's a hi-res,
full-color arcade game, fiendishly written to give
those nasty aliens every advantage.

So if you have access to a 48K Apple* with
DOS 3.3 or a 16K Atari 400/800** with a disk
drive, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien
Ambush was written for you. But be warned: it just
got a lot tougher to survive in space.

*Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. **Atari, Atari 400 and Atari 800 are trademarks of Atari, Inc.
Distributed exclusively by Micro D, 17406, Mt. Cliffwood Circle, Fountain Valley, Ca. 92708 (714) 540-4781
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DQw Jones Analyzer, continued ...
C60 190 MER
12 UNIT EXPONENTIAL AVERAGE

UNIT CLOSE AVERAGE
-------

?l30 25 25
8/2 25.38 25.06
8/3 24.63 24.98
8/4 23.5 24 .71
8/5 23.75 24.54
-8/6 22.88 24.24
8/9 22.38 23.9
8/10 21. 25 23.41
8 I 11 21.13 23
8/12 21 .38 22.7
81 13 22.25 22.62
8/16 22.38 22.58
8 I 17 25.63 23. 13
8/18 26.13 23.67
8 I 19 26.25 24 .14
8/20 29.88 25 .18
8/23 30.88 26.22
8/24 31.25 27 .13
8/25 32.63 28 .13
8/26 33.63 29 .13
8/27 33.75 29.97
8/30 I 34.5 30.79
8/31 34.13 31 .4
9 11 33.38 31.76
9/2 34.88 32.32
9/3 36.25 33.04
9 I 7. 37.38 33.83
9 I 8 38 34.58
9/9 37.13 35.05
9 110 36 35.22
91 13 37.25 35.59
9/14 37.63 35.96
91 15 37.88 36.31
9 116 37.38 36.5
9 I 17 36.25 36.45
9/20 36.13 36.39
9 I 21 37.63 36.62
9/22 35.88 36.48
9/23 36.£8 36.55
9/24 37 .13 36.66
9/27 37.13 36.74
9/28 36.25 36.65
9(29 35.38 36.42
9/30 34.88 36.14
101 1 35.25 35.98
10/4 35.25 35.84
10 I 5 35.88 35.85
10 I 6 39.5 36.51
10 17 40.88 37 .31
10/8 43.5 38.43
10 I 11 46.88 39.97
101 12 47 41 .24
10/13 48.13 42.5
10/14 46.75 43.27
10/15 47.63 44.06
10/18 50.25 45. 18
10/19 50.88 46.22
10/20 54 47.63
10 121 54 48.79
10 I 22 53.38 49.62
Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.
value of the 12-day exponential moving
averages from the daily closing price of
the stock. Figure 7 shows how several
plots can be combined. A 5-day and 12-
day exponential moving average is plot-
ted over the bar chart of Digital
Equipment Corporation. The oscillator
represents the difference between the 5-
day and 12-day exponential moving av-
erage. The theory is to buy when the
oscillator goes from under to over the
horizontal line, and to sell when the os-
cillator goes below the horizontal. This
type of analysis works relatively well
during strong market movements up or
down such as we experienced in the
second half of 1982.

This technique causes excess trading
when a stock moves sideways and will

22

result in losses during such movement.
When using technical analysis, provision
must be made to eliminate or avoid side-
ways moving markets.

Figure 8 shows a chart with a 12-day
exponential moving average and an in-
dicator chart below. The indicator is a
cumulative volume indicator with a 12-
day simple moving average of the in-
dicator plotted on it. Figure 9 shows a
semi-log chart of Digital Equipment
with a trendline plotted.

In addition to the cumulative volume
indicator shown on Figure 8, the pro-
gram can also plot negative and positive
volume indicators, volume line chart,
price volume trend, and daily volume in-
dicators. You can also furnish your own
indicator by using the User Jump Rou-
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Pascal
Basic
Cobol
Forth
Pilot
Fortran
Spread Sheet
Inventory
Logo
"c"

Data BaseManagement
Word Processor
Communication Utility
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Engineering Utility

General Ledger
Mailing List
Macro Assembler

Education

TRSDOS*
- -___ •.••«_" ..• .L •.•• ~_ •••• -"" __

.::: -:.. •••.. _ - •••.• ~ ••.•••• _ •••.••••.••.• -r ~ ". .• , • :~. : ~~

CP/M**
Open your doors to a world of SOFTWARE with LNW interface to 5 or 10 million characters.
computers. You'll get MORE PERFORMANCE1 than with Standard Software: LNWBASIC and DOS PLUS operat-
the IBM PC~ the Apple II~TRS80 MODEL II or TRS80 ing system packages, commanding all the above features,
MODEL 1114 along with software support of TRSDOS or are included.
CP/M, the TWO MOST WIDELY USED OPERATING
SYSTEMS. This means you, the user, can select from the The LNW computer will be the key to your success
largest base of business or personal software. with tthhestartintygprice at $1695.00, along with a full 6

mon warran.
Standard Features: A serial RS232 communication
port, parallel printer port, Hi-Resolution (480x192) Dealers: You too can open the door to a successful
B/W and COLOR graphics, an 80 character-per- \~' product. C~II for our special dealer programs:
line screen display along with Quad-density ~, (714) 544 5745.
interface for 5" or 8" floppy disk storage ~
offering immediate access to 3.5 million " n F':'Il LNW Computers
characters or optional Hard disk ,/,,' ~ 2620 Walnut Avenue

, ~ ~ Tustin, California 92680
"" ~ (714) 544-5744

'TRSDOS is a trademark of Tandy Corp. CIRCLE 204 ON READER SERVICE CARD
"CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.
1. Performance is based on bench mark test in the JAN 1982 issue of BYTE magazine, pg. 54, with LNW80 II as the comparison.
2. IBM PC is a trademark of IBM CORP
3. APPLE II is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTERS.
4. T.RS80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. Intemational orders please inquire for pricing/shipping cost.



Dow Jones Analyzer, continued ...
1~

DEC

Figure 7.

tine. You can actually provide your own
subroutine to be plotted. The User Jump
Routine is also used to enable your
printer to plot the charts shown here,
providing your printer is capable of
graphics.

If you plan to print many charts, I
recommend you obtain a printer buffer
to store the chart while it is being
printed so you can use the computer
while the printer is printing the charts.
Most printers take several minutes to
print these charts. Several User Jump
Routines are provided in the manual for
the Silentype, Trendcom 200 and for any
printer using a Grappler interface. With
an IDS printer I recommend you change
line 31000 to read:

31000PRINT: VTAB23: INPUT
, 'LARGE OR SMALL' , ; U$

The manual does not have the PRINT
stateinent in line 31000. Without it, the
input query spans two lines. With it, it is
all on line 23 on the screen.

The program also allows for compari-
son charting. If you have a color mon-
itor, you can plot two to five stocks
relative to a $100 purchase in each stock
at the same time. Figure 10 shows how
MER performed relative to DEC when
$100 was invested in each on 7-30-82.
Relative strength charts can be plotted
also.

6

C
l)
I

Figure 8.

Any chart plotted on the screen can
be saved to disk for later plotting. This is
useful for those who use software to
drive their printers in the graphics
mode.

An added feature of the program is
the Dow Jones E Z Terminal mode
which allows you to retrieve news
information and other data from the
Dow Jones News/Retrieval service. This
very nice feature allows you to keep up
with news and earnings reports about
companies in which you have an
interest.

Brief discussions and examples of the
various principles and techniques used
in the program are also provided. These
are necessarily brief discussions (The
whole manual is 101 pages including the
index) and should be used only as an in-
troduction to each of the technical
analysis methods mentioned. A sug-
gested reading list is also provided (12
books). Most, if not all, should be avail-
able at larger libraries. Most are still in
print.

Caveats
If you plan to use this program and

manually input data, buy a key pad,
you'll need it.

Figure 9.

Remember that the Dow Jones
database does not adjust for stock splits.
If you see a large gap or hole in the
chart, check to see if there was a split.

On comparison charts, the legend is
not completely printed. You will have to
make a note as to which plot is which
stock. You will also need a color mon-
itor if you plan to compare more than
two or three stocks.

Error messages cause you to lose all
plots on the screen. I found I needed to
keep notes on what I was doing. There is
one quirk. The temporary work disk has
to be put into drive 1. If you accidentally
put it into drive 2, you'll get an error
message and lose your work on the
screen. It got me several times. The data
disks go into drive 2. Only the tem-
porary work disk goes into drive 1.
Don't ask me why. Just be careful.

All in all, the Dow Jones Market An-
alyzer is a powerful and useful program
for any investor who. wants to improve
the timing of his purchases and sales. I
have not come across a program with
these capabilities at this price. Most are
more expensive. Serious investors should
definitely have a plotting/technical
analysis program to assist in their analy-
sis of stocks. The Dow Jones Market An-
alyzer certainly fills the bill. 0

84 " ."

7-30

'l>Ec.. MER.

Figure 10.

24

10-27
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New From Sirius™
For The Big Game Hunter

You're being attacked
from both sides by the

most evil aliens to
ever fly the unfriendly

skies. Luckily, your
intergalactic fighter

can blast seven
enemies into cosmic
dust at once. Trouble

is, those aliens are
very fast. If you can

turn the lights off and
be in bed before the
room gets dark, then

you might be ready for
Turmoil.

IFA~lA$lIlC
VOYA6ETM

Those cranky crabs
are trying to drive the
ducks from their once
quiet pond. Imagine,

crabs taking to the air
armed with bricks and

bombs! Luckily, Deadly
Duck has a few tricks

of his own. His gun
barrel bill can unleash
a bevy of crab cracking
bullets at a moment's

notice. Look out,
Deadly, here comes

another brick! It takes
more than luck to
play Deadly Duck.

An incredible medical
journey is about to
begin. You and your
submarine are to be
reduced to micro-
scopic proportions and
injected into the blood
stream of a critically ill
patient. You must
navigate past deadly
Defense Cells,
Bacteria, Antibodies
and Enzymes to
destroy a life-
threatening blood clot
near each patient's
brain. Prepare yourself
for one Fantastic
Voyage!

••W

You've got to be cool
and you've got to be
steady to play Fast
Eddie. Eddie is on a
wild treasure hunt,
climbing up and down
ladders ev,erywhere in
search of prizes.
Things would sure be
a lot easier if it weren't
for all of those pesky
little Sneakers ,.
running around. They
literally keep him
jumping!

SiriUS™

Video Game Cartridges For The Atari 400, Atari 800, VIC-20 And Commodore 64 Computers
Deadly Duck, Fast Eddie,Turmoiland FantasticVoyageprogramand audio visual © 1982Sirius, packaging© 1982Fox VideoGames. Deadly Duck, Fast
Eddie,Turmoiland Siriusare trademarks of SiriusSoftware, Inc.FantasticVoyageis a 20thCentury FoxFilmCorporation Production.Atari is a trademark of
Atari, Inc. VIC-20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Commodore BusinessMachines, Inc. Sirius is not affiliated with Atari or Commodore.

For more in1ormation contact your local Sirius dealer or distributor or contact us at 10364 ROCkingham Drive,
Sacramento, CA 95827, (916) 366-1195.
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•1 CALLTOLL-FREEI 1-800-523-9511I IN PENNSYLVANIA
1 1-215-868-82191-----------------

TIMEX ·$89
FRANKLIN W / monitor CALL!
VIC 20 ·189
CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER SYSTEM CALL!
INDUST. MICRO SYSTEMS.. CALL!
MORROW MICRODECISION CALL!

PRINTERS
smith Corona TP-1 $599
C Itoh PROWRITER-P ·489
C tton PROWRITER-S 639
C iton PROWRITER 15" 789
CltohF-10 1399
C Itoh F-10 TRACTOR 229
OKIDATA 80 ........•... ···359
OKIDATA 82A 489
OKIDATA 83A ····739
OKIDATA 84A 1179
IDS PRISM 132 1649

4 color, 200ens,auto-sneer
feeder, graphics

IDS PRISM 80. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 789
IDS MICROPRISM . . . . . . . . .. 599
ANADEX 9501 1299
MICROFAXER 32K S-S 269
MICROFAZER 32K P-P 199

TERMINALS & MONITORS
ADDS VIEWPOINT $559
AMDEK VI DEO 100 99
AMDEK VIDEO 100G 137
AMDEK VIDEO 300 ·········179
AMDEK COLOR I 399
AMDEK COLOR II. 719
TELEVIDEO 910 649
TELEVIDEO 912C 799
TELEVIDEO 920C 868
TELEVIDEO 925 ····825
TELEVIDEO 950 ····949

GAMES
SPACE CADET $29
SNACK ATTACK FOR IBM 39
NEMESIS 39
DUNGEON MASTER 39
ANALIZA II 39

APPLE HARDWARE
VldexVIDEOTERM $299
VldexKEYBOARD ENHANCER .119
Microsoft Z-80 SOFTCARD 279
Microsoft 16K RAMCARD 149
Microsoft PREMIUM PACK 599

Includes:Z·BOsortcarn, 16K
Ramcard,VldexVldeoterm,and
CPLMUSERGUIDE.

RANA 1-163K $379
RANA 11-326K 529
RANA 11I-652K 699
RANA with controller additional .. 99
HayesMICROMODEM II. 289
SVA 256K APP-L-CACHE 949
MountainMULTII / 0 178
MountainSUPERTALKER 262
M&R SUPERFAN 38
GRAPPLER PLUS 125
PKASO 135
CCS '" 129

AsynchronousInterface
CCS 149

SynchronousInterface
CCSCalendarClock 105
CCSPrinter Interface 129

IBM ACCESSORIES
ouaoram128K RAMCARD 599
ouaoram192K RAMCARD 669
ouadram 256K RAMCARD 669

ouaoramincludesRS232,
parallel port, realtime clock

Microsoft 64K RAMCARD 399
Microsoft 64K RAMCARD 599
MicrosOft192K RAMCARD 699
Microsoft 256K RAMCARD 799
randon SGL. SIDED FLOPPY 249
randon DBL. SIDED FLOPPY .. 289
DavongHARD DISK SYSTEM. 1599

MEDIA
Maxell MD-1 $31.25
Maxell MD-2 47.10
MaXeli FD-1 41.50
Maxell FD-2 48.95

MISC. SOFTWARE
MATHEMAGIC $79
GRAPHMAGIC 79
DIAGNOSTICS II 84
DISK DOCTOR - 84
UTILITIES I, II '" 53

WORDPROCESSING
WORDSTAR $279
MAILMERGE 149
SPELLSTAR 144
PERFECTWRITER 239
PERFECTSPELLER 139
WORD HANDLER 199
SPELLBINDER 279
SPELLGUARD 179
EASYWRITER II 269
EASYSPELLER 159
PIEWRITER 123
WORD PLUS 129
MATHSTAR •........... , 99

DATABASE
MANAGEMENT

dBASE II $529
PERFECTFILER 279
EASYFILER 349
FMS 80 750
TIM III 399
FAST GRAPH 189
THE ANSWER 219
OUICKCODE 229
dUTlL 68
D GRAPH 239
DATASTAR 171
SUPERSORT 145
VISIFILE 228
VISIDEX 184

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE
EAGLE MONEY DECISIONS.. $119
SUPERCALC 189
PLANNER CALC '. 69
MASTER PLANNER 249
MULTIPLAN 219
PERFECTCALC 139
VISICORP'VISICALC •........ 184
DEKTOP IPLAN 184
VISISCHEDULE 228
VISITREND / PLOT 228
SCRATCHPAD 259
STATSGRAPH 169
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTING PLUS $385
ACCOUNTING PLUS II 299

ForAppleII
EASY EXECU. ACCOUNTING. 579
TCS 79
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT 129
IUS-IBM ACCT. SYS CALL!

LANGUAGES
Microsoft BASIC COMPILER .. $299
Microsoft BASIC INTERPRETER 279
Microsoft FORTRAN 80 379
MicrosoftCOBOL 80 559
MlcrosoftmUSIMP/muMATH.199
MicrosoftTASC 149
supersoft ADA 269
SupersoftFORTH 149
supersoftA.L.D.S 99
supersoft FORTRAN / RATFOR . 284
sorctm PASCAL M 129
whitesmlth's C 690
wnrtesmltn's PASCAL. 850



NEW PRODUCTS!
MHMICROPRISE SYSTEM

MICROHOUSE has designed a package, fully compatible with
APPLE hardware and software. The MICROPRISE SYSTEM is a great
system at a great price. Everything necessary is included ... even
a 1 page, step by step instruction sheet to put it all together.
ENTER THE MICROPRISE SYSTEM.
FRANKLIN ACE 1000 $1595
12" GREEN PHOSPHOR MONITOR 125
SMITH CORONA-LETTER QUALITY PRINTER 700
DISK DRIVEW ICONTROLLER 579
INTERFACE 150
VISICALC 250
BOX OF DISKETTES 50
MISC. CABLES 60
BURN IN/TESTING 100
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS N/C

TOTAL LIST PRICE $3634
MICROHOUSE PRICE $2699

DICTRONICS PUBLISHING, INC.
RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS
THE RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS IS THE FIRST REFERENCE SOFTWARE
THAT ALLOWS YOU TO DO "IDEA PROCESSING" WITHIN YOUR WORD PROCESSORBASED
ON THE POPULAR RANDOM HOUSE THESAURUS. IMPROVES YOUR WRITING SKILLS BY
FINDING THE RIGHT WORD YOU NEED AND INSERTING IT IN THE TEXT.
THE 60,000 SYNONYM VERSION REQUIRES 204K. ABRIDGED VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR
80K AND 125K.
LIST PRICE: $150.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $129.00

PROOF READER
PROOF READER ALLOWS ACCESS TO THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY WITH FULL IN·
TERACTIVE CORRECTION TO CHECK ALL YOUR SPELLING ERRORS. CP/ M VERSION
ALLOWS ACCESS UP TO 50,000; IBM VERSIONS ALLOWS ACCESS UP TO 32,000
AVAILABLE WORDS.
LIST PRICE: $ 50.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $39.00

INFOSTAR MICROPRO
MICROPRO'S DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM NOT ONLY COMBINES THE ALREADY

RENOWNED FEATURES OF DATASTAR AND SUPERSORT BUT ALSO FEATURES A REPORT
GENERATOR. THIS MEANS YOU CAN ENTER, SORT, RETRIEVE, ORGANIZE, AND PRINT
DATA QUICKLY AND EASILY...AND WITH NO NEED TO PROGRAM! BUT THAT'S NOT
ALL...YOU CAN EDIT YOUR REPORTS WITH WORDSTAR, THE WORLD'S
#1 WORDPROCESSOR.
LIST PRICE: $495.00 MICROHOUSE: CALLI

CALL MICROHOUSE FOR MORE NEW PRODUCT INFORMATION AND PRICING.
WORDSTAR. DATASTAR, SUPERSORT, INFOSTAR ARE TRADEMARKS OF MICROPRO, INC. RANDOM HOUSE IS A REGISTERED
TRADEMARK OF RANDOM HOUSE, INC., THE RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS IS A TRADEMARK OF RANDOM HOUSE INC..
DICTRONICS PUBLISHING INC. EXCLUSIVE LICENSEE. IBM IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES.
CP/M IS A REGISTEREDTRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH.

PRICES MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT FORMATS. ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR SPECIFICS.

1444 LINDEN ST. I BOX 499 BETHLEHEM, PA 18016
DEALERS INQUIRIES WELCOME
CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW ...

ICROHOUSE



Stock Options Analysis Program

Time is money. The Stock Option
Analysis Program will help you save, and
make, both time and money. The bane of
any serious investor is the amount of
time and effort it takes to analyze and
evaluate all but the simplest of invest-
ments or the most basic of strategies,
especially when options on stocks are
involved. The Stock Option Analysis Pro-
gram (SOAP) eliminates these draw-
backs and provides the investor with a
tool with which to evaluate virtually all
types of option strategies.

The manual that comes with SOAP
"assumes that the user has a basic un-
derstanding of the options markets and

Figure 1.

H&H SCIENTIFIC
STOCK OPTION EVALUATION SYSTEM

DO YOU VISH TO RUN:

1) THE STOCK OPTION ANALYSIS PROGRAM
2) THE AUTO PRICE rETCH PROGRAM

(REQUIRES MODEM)
3) THE VOLATILITY FILE UPDATE PROGRAM
4) EXPIRATION DATES UPDATE PROGRAM
5) COMMISSION SCHEDULE UPDATE PROGRAM
6) FIXED PARAMETER FILE UPDATE PROGRAM
7) OPTION DOVNLOAD FILE UPDATE PROGRAM
8) CONVERT FILE FORMAT
9) QU IT

ENTER A '1' THROUGH A '9': * 6

options strategies." However, some defi-
nitions are in order before proceeding
further.

An option is a security that allows the
owner of the option to buy (call) or sell
(put) 100 shares of stock at a specific
price for a specified period of time. With
the advent of the listed options markets,
options were standardized with respect
to exercise price and expiration dates.

Standardizing options provided the
investor with the means to buy and sell
options as easily as buying and selling
stocks. As of June 24, 1982, there were
331 stocks that had options trading on
Dennis A. Costarakis, 3562 Union St., San Diego, CA
92103.

Soft SOAP

Dennis A. Costarakis

the four listed option exchanges. All op-
tions trading and rules are governed by
the Options Clearing Corporation
(OCC).

The OCC is also the organization that
issues "The Options Clearing Corpora-
tion Prospectus," a pamphlet that must
be given to all investors prior to making
their first option transaction. It is the
most readable and understandable pro-
spectus you will ever read. It covers all
the rules and regulations for all four op-
tions exchanges, and details all the risks
involved with option trading.

In addition to the prospectus, your
broker can provide you with explanatory
booklets describing put and call options
and various strategies. The booklets can
also be obtained directly from the ex-
changes that publish them (address can
be found in the prospectus).

Back to the program. The Stock Op-.
tion Analysis Program comes with two
disks, the program disk (copy protected)
and the data disk. A backup program
disk can be purchased for $25. Personal-
ly, I object to having to pay for a back-
up, particularly when a program costs
over $100.

After backing up the data disk and
write-protecting the program disk, as I
usually do when I first get a new disk, I
began reading the program manual.
Once past the introduction and into the
program instructions, I realized that I
could not keep the program disk write
protected, as the program stores some
updated files on the master program
disk.

Figure 2.

OTHER

cpeatlve compntlnfj
SOFfW ARE PROFILE

Name: Stock Option Analysis
Program

Type: Investment analysis
(listed options)

System: 48K Apple II with Applesoft
in ROM, or II +; Optional:
.ne. Hayes Micromodem, Printer,
and access to Dow Jones
News/Retrieval system

Format: Disk (copy pi.iitk:ted)
L B· .#. I
anguage: astc . '. .

Summary: Comprehensive-and '
valuable option l~aly~!&Pllfkaie

Price: $250.00 . I~~ ',' r
p •.••.•• ~. ~ ,,'"'.;.tj,"

Manufacturer: .. ~ ~~ ;;,}r'
H & H SCientific 4.:~,.~.~
13507 Pendleton 'St. ,: ,••::
Fort Washington, ».D 20744r
(301) 292-3100 : t~

28

FIXED PARAMETERS UPDATE PROGRAM
CURRENT PARAMETERS ARE:

1) NUMBER OF DISK DRIVES

2) MICROMODEM SLOT'

3) DOV JONES LOCAL PHONE.

41 PASSVORD

5) LOG ON TYPE

6) PR INTER SLOT •

7> PRINTER TYPE

This feature forces you to use the only
program disk that comes in the package.
Although I had no problems, it always
makes me nervous when I have to use
my one and only disk day in and day
out. Murphy's Law is bound to catch up
sooner or later.

Getting Started.
The first part of SOAP you encounter

is the main menu (Figure I), and the
first item you go through is the Fixed
Parameter File Update Program (Figure
2). The manual very thoroughly guides
you through this section. Setting and
saving the fixed parameters stores your
system configuration in a file that is que-

February 1983 © Creative Computing



If flying your IBM®PCgotanymore
realistic, you'd need a license.

You took off from Boston-Logan with nothing above
you but blue sky. Now you're 5,000 feet over Long Island
Sound, and New York-LaGuardia, your destination air-
port, reports high winds. Connecticut-Bridgeport is the logi-
cal alternate. but clouds with a low ceiling are going
to make life difficult. You're in for an instrument approach ...
The plane inside your PC. Run the Microsoft" Flight
Simulator on your IBM Personal Computer, and put your-
self in the pilot's seat of a Cessna 182. You control
everything from flapsand aileronsright down to the magneto
switch. You can even navigate using radio signals and
fly totally by instruments if you run into bad weather. Best
of all. Flight Simulator features a full-color. out-the-window
flight display.With detailed graphics that closely simulate
a pilot's actual perspective.
The world beneath your fingers. Once you're in flight.
don't worry about running out of airspace.You can
take off and land at over 20 airports from Los Angeles to
New York. Each.with its own particular set of challenges.
The learning curve. In its "easy" mode. the Flight Simu-
lator gives new pilots an aircraft which readily forgives
errors in flight. engine control. and navigation. As you

gain skill. move into "reality" mode. Then get ready for
simulations of everything from running out of fuel to
carburetor icing.
The Ace in your soul.When you think you've earned
your wings, turn the clock back for a round of "British
Ace:' Fly into a World War I air battle complete with
scouting flights, bombing runs and hair-raising dogfights.
Destroy your targets. shoot down the enemy fighters.
and you just might survive to be decorated.
Throttle on. Takea test flight at your computer store or
software dealer. Once you've been aloft, you'll want
to buckle up behind your own IBM PCwith the Microsoft
Flight Simulator. It's the closest you can get to flying.
Without leaving your nest.

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROSOFt
MICROSOFT CORPORATION

10700 NORTHUP WAY
BELLEVUE. WASHINGTON 90004

Microsoft is a registered trademark and the Microsoft logo
is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation



Stock Options, continued ...

ried on system startup, eliminating the
need to enter the data each time the sys-
tem is used.

The Stock Option Analysis Program
can be run without using any of the oth-
er programs on the disk. All required in-
put can be entered via the keyboard. The
great strength of this package, however,
is the automatic data retrieval capability
using the Dow Jones News/Retrieval
database.

Access to this database service is
available by a local telephone call in
most U.S. and Canadian cities through
the Tymnet and Telenet timesharing ser-
vices. The Dow Jones News/Retrieval
service must be purchased separately
from Dow Jones & Co.

The operating guide that comes with
the database service lists all the Tymnet
and Telenet local telephone numbers for
the U.S. and Canada, log on procedures
(for manual use of the database), sym-
bols, and procedures to access desired
data and information. The stock symbols
found in the News/Retrieval Operating
guide are used to create automatic data
retrieval files when using the "auto price
fetch" and "option download file" pro-
grams (Figure 1) in the SOAP.

After you have set up the fixed param-
eters, it is a good idea to read the manual
a couple of times to familiarize yourself
with it. Then go through the Sample
Case shown in Appendix A. I found that
the Sample Case clarified several points
that were not explained clearly in the
manual. Stepping through the Sample
Case will also familiarize you with the
program before you attempt to use it
with your own files or stocks.

Considering the power of this pro-
gram, it is relatively easy to use. One
nice feature is the availability of two
types of cursor-a flashing asterisk
which indicates that only a one-key re-
sponse is necessary and the regular flash-
ing square which indicates that a
multiple-key input followed by a return
is required. .

Error trapping is very good, but not
excellent. At one point, I did manage to
break out of the program with some ef-
fort. Also, the program is not thorough-
ly trapped to catch null inputs where
they don't belong (return key input
only). Successive presses of the return
key at some points in the program result
in an error message referring you to the
DOS manual and return you to the main
menu. Under normal use, however, the
program works just fine. I have used it
for several hundred complete analyses
with no problems.

I do feel that error trapping should be
complete and thorough, and should
withstand any test. A means for retreat-
ing to the previous input to make a cor-

rection during data input should be pro-
vided in all programs (say, in the event
the return key was pressed accidentally
with no input). It is not available in the
SOAP.

It is also nice to have the escape or a
control key allow the user to return to
the main menu or last used menu at any
time during input to facilitate exiting
any section of any program. This also is
not available in the SOAP. You must ei-
ther force an error message or complete
the data input for the analysis.

The Stock Option Analysis Program
has two great strengths. One, mentioned
earlier, is the ability to retrieve stock and
option price data automatically from a
database using a modem, thereby saving
untold hours of manual price updating.
The second is the main purpose of the
program, the analysis of option
strategies.
Figure 3.

INPUT STOCK TICKER SYMBOL: DEC

INPUT CURRENT STOCK PRICE: 84.5

INPUT VOLATILITIES:
A) SPECIFY ANY VALUE =) XXX

OR B) MARKET ASSIGNED VALUE .)
OR C) HISTORICAL VOLATILITY =) -1

FOR OPTION PRICE EVALUATION: 0

FOR STOCK PRICE DISTRIBUTION: -1

INPUT INTEREST RATE ('ro): 17

INPUT PRESENT MONTH: FEB

BUSINESS DAYS REMAINING IN FEB: 0

More important, when predicting the
price of an option for a specific stock
price, the program demonstrates its use-
fulness time and again. It calculates for a
range of stock prices what the predicted
option price will be for the day request-
ed, and what the net profit/loss will be
at those prices for the strategy used. This
not only allows you to project and evalu-
ate strategies, it enables you to manage
your portfolio positions more effectively.

Using The Program
Update the stock and option daily

price files before using the main program
to speed up the analysis. The first thing
the program does is read the Fixed Pa-
rameters File. It then advises you to in-
sert the data disk in the appropriate
drive. At this point you are asked to in-
dicate which commission schedule you
wish to use, the old pre-1976 New York
Stock Exchange standard commission
schedule, a typical discount broker's
schedule, or a typical standard broker's
schedule. You can add your own bro-
ker's schedule if you like.

After accepting the commission
schedule, the program searches for a dai-
ly file which you may have created pre-
viously. It then displays on the monitor
all the stock symbols in the daily file, if
one exists. The program will then ask
you if you want to use the file.

Using the file enables the computer to
use price and dividend information auto-
matically, saving you the trouble of en-
tering them manually. Next, you are
asked to enter the ticker symbol of the
stock you wish to analyze (Figure 3).
The stock price is then either manually
entered or automatically retrieved from
the daily file.

You are then asked to input two vola-
tility figures, and are given the alterna-
tives of specifying the number, using ei-
ther a market assigned value or a
volatility derived from historical data. I
normally use the market assigned value
for the option price evaluation, and his-
torical volatility for the stock price
distribution.

Volatility is the probable percent price
change of a stock in one year. The pro-
gram gives you the opportunity to enter
your own estimate at this point, a very
valuable feature if you like to play "what
if?"

The next data input is the interest rate
that could be obtained if the funds were
invested in short term notes rather than
options.

The current data are entered in a rath-
er different manner. The month and
number of business days remaining in
the month are the necessary input.

At this point in the program you are
asked for the type of strategy you wish
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Unless you are interested in only one
or two stocks, it is virtually impossible
to evaluate option strategies effectively
without a computer and a program like
SOAP. The heart of any analysis pro-
gram is its ability to predict (prices) ac-
curately. Option prices are a function of
both the stock price and the amount of
time left before the option expires.
SOAP uses the Black and Scholes op-

tion pricing mathematical model that
professors Fischer Black and Myron
Scholes first published in 1973. To be
honest, I have always doubted the value
and usefulness of pricing models. SOAP
has proven to me the value of this model
as used in the program.

I went through six months of back
issues of the Daily Graphs Stock Option
Guide, a weekly publication of charts
and statistical data on all listed options
and the underlying common stock, start-
ing with December 1981, to check the
accuracy of SOAP's calculations. I com-
pared the stock volatilities as determined
by SOAP with those listed in the Stock
Option Guide. They were either very
close or in the ballpark.
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WORD PROCESSING
HAS NEVE EEN SIMPLER

Brederbund's Bank Street functions with password pro-
tection, • Document chaining allows you to print documents
of unlimited length, • Page headers and automatic page
numbering-top or bottom, •Highlighting of text, •Upper
and lowercase without additional hardware.

Brederbund's Bank Street

Writer turns your Apple or Atari computer into a powerful
word processor, with many of the advanced features you'd
expect to find only in an expensive business system. Powerful,
yet purposefully simple, Bank Street Writer has no complex
codes to memorize. The screen
guides you every step of the
way. It's everything you're ever
likely to need ina word proces- Bank street Writer comes complete with

Tutorial and Utility programs, a
comprehensive reference man-

WRITER"sor at a price YOl..! can afford.
Here are just a few of its many
features: • Add, move, in-
sert and erase blocks of text,
• Universal search and replace, • Automatic centering and
indent, • Automatic word wrap, so you don't have to hy-
phenate or "return" at the end of each line, • Potent print
format routines all in memory, • Disk storage and retrieve

ual and a free back-up disk.
Student approved, the en-

tire system has been exten-
sively tested by Bank Street

College of Education and Intentional Educations.
Bank Street Writer. The ground-breaking, sensible combi-

nation of word processing power, thoughtful design, and
exceptional value.

The First Word Processor For The Entire Family.
Hardware requirements I Apple version requires Apple II or
Apple II + with 48K and Applesoft in ROM of language card, DOS

3.3. Atari 400/800 version requires 48K and BASIC cartridge. Both
versions require only one disk drive.

1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, California 94901, Telephone (415) 456-6424
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.
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printout for the case we have been using
is shown in Figure 9.

The expected loss estimate was the
one consistent annoyance I experienced
with the program. It rarely ever came
Figure 8.

Stock Options, continued ...
to employ, and you then request the spe-
cific information for that strategy (Fig-
ure 4). In this case, a bearish spread was
chosen (i.e., different exercise for the
same expiration month).
Figure 4.

OPENING TRANSACTIONS
IS THIS TRANSACTION:
I) A CALENDAR (HORIZONTAL) SPREAD
2) A VERTICAL SPREAD
3) A STRADDLE
4) IIRITE COVERED CALL, OR
5) OTHER

'2

1) PUTS. OR
2) CALLS
'PUTS

ENTER THE EXPIRATION MONTH: JUL

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS: 10

FOR THE OPTION YOU IIISH TO BUY:
ENTER THE STRIKE PRICE: 80

OPTION PRICE (PER SHARE)' 3 875

FOR THE OPTION YOU IIISH TO SELL:
ENTER THE STRIKE PRICE: 70

OPTION PRICE (PER SHARE): I 375

Once the data have been entered you
are given an opportunity to change any
of the input data (they are displayed in
condensed format in the top half of Fig-
ure 5).

Figure 5.

NO
(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE]

NO .TYPE STRK EXP PRICE
CONTR PRICE MON

PUT
PUT

80
70

JUL 3.875
JUL 1 375

BUY
SELL

10
10

OK? •.

COST ANALYSIS

NO COST COMMISSION NET

3875. 00 137 66
-1375.00 105 38

4012.66.
- 1 269 62

TOTAL COST: $2743.04

SOAP now retrieves and/or calculates
the stock and option volatilities, displays
them, and requests an average volatility
to use for the option spread in this case
(Figure 6). This volatility input is signifi-
cant, as it is the key number used to cal-
culate the estimated future option prices.
I noticed that the farther apart the two
option volatilities were from each other,
say .2 or more, the greater was the vari-
ability in the predicted price compared
to the actual price of the option. This is
something to keep in mind when using
the program.

Next, you are given another opportu-
nity to change any of the previously in-
put data (Figure 7). This is also the in-
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put screen used to enter new data for
additional calculations when the current
strategy has been evaluated-another
time saving device. Once you are satis-
fied with the data, you can obtain the
predicted price distribution. SOAP cal-
culates the number of days remaining
for each option and asks for the number
of days in the future that you want the
calculations (Figure 8).

It is this feature that enables you to
create an entire sequence of calculations
from the present data all the way out to
the nearest option expiration date. By
producing calculations on a weekly, bi-
weekly, or monthly basis for each strate-

Figure 6.

HISTORICAL VOLATILITY
FOR DEC

DIGITAL EQUIP CORP
DEC
DIVIDEND: O. DATE:
LAST UPDATED: 04/01/82
PRICE AT LAST UPDATE: 75 314
LAST VOLATILITY: .244

(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE]

MARKET ASSIGNED VOLATiLITY

NO TYPE STRK DAYS PRICE

PREDICTED PRICE DISTRIBUTION

NO NO
CONTR

BUY 10

SELL 10

TYPE STRK DAYS PRICE

NO.
CONTR

BUY 10
SELL 10

DIVIDEND AMOU~T:
DATE PAID:

PRICE REI!
80 97
70 97

3.875
1.375

PRICE REM
PUT
PUT

80
70

97 3 875
97 1 375

PUT
PUT

IIHEN \lOULD YOU LIKE A PREDICTION FOR
(INPUT NUMBER OF DAYS FROM START--ENTER
o TO RETURN TO MENU) '73

AFTER 73 DAYS THE STANDARD DEVIATION
ON THE STOCK PRICE IS 11.09

THE PRICE RANGE FOR EVALUATION \lILL BE
FROM 58.35 TO 122.35

IIOULD YOU LIKE THE OUTPUT PRINTED' 'N

close to actual results. The author uses
mathematical probability to determine
this estimate. If predicting stock prices
were that easy, we would all be rich. My
best advice is to ignore this estimate.

I don't have a hi-res graphics interface
for my printer yet, so I cannot produce
hard copy graphics. Figure 10 is a copy
of the chart that comes with the SOAP
manual. Figure 10 gives you an idea of
the capability of the program. SOAP is

Figure 9.
CHANGE DIVIDEND AMOUNT' 'N

IPLEASE '\lAIT

VOLATILITY FOR OPTION II .384 SITUATION AFTER 73 DAYS FOR DEe

VOLATILITY FOR OPTION 12 318

VOLATILITY TO USE = .381
STOCK
PRICE

PREDICTED OPTION PRICE
PROFIT PUT PUT

JUL JUL

gy you employ, you can actively track
and manage each of your option strate-
gies as necessary.

The statistical and graphic printouts
also vividly demsonstrate the effect of
time on the value of the options and the
strategy when a sequence of printouts
over time are compared. The statistical

80 70

Figure 7.

INPUT SUMMARY
I) STOCK SYM & PRICE: DEC 84 5
2) VOLATILITIES- OPTION: 381. STOCK: .244

3) MONTH. DAYS. INT RATE: FEB, O. 17
4) OPENING TRANSACTIONS

NO TYPE STRK EXP PRICE
CONTR PRICE MON

BUY 10 PUT 80 JUL 3.875
SELL 10 PUT 10 JUL 1.375

58 Jq 6697

64.75 6451
71 15 3512
77 54 599
83.94 -1352
90.34 -2361
96 15 -2154

103 14 - 2 8 3 8
109 54 -28.38
115 94 -2838

122 34 -2838

21 66 11 66

15 25 5 63
8 85 2.28
4 Z9 0.71

71 18
6 a 04

o 17 a 01
a 5 a .01

.02 01
o 01 01
0.01 a 01

5) EXECUTE

6) QUIT

(1-4 ABOVE TO CHANGE LISTED VALUES)
ENTER ONE OF ABOVE NUMBERS:

33

EXPECTED LOSS IS: $634

supposed to work with any of the cur-
rently available printer interfaces that
include hi-res graphics screen dump
routines in firmware. You also have the
option of saving the graphics screen to
disk for later printout if you have a soft-
ware dump routine you can use.

It is not difficult to become familiar
with the Stock Option Analysis Program.
In fact, after three or four trial runs I
felt right at home with the program. The
two most tedious procedures are the cre-
ation of the stock and option files for use



Stoc~ Options, .continued ...
with the automatic price retrieval system
and verifying the accuracy of the expira-
tion dates file that comes with the
program.

Figure 10.

Murphy's Law being what it is, I did,
indeed, find that one of the 24 numbers
in the listing was incorrect by one digit,
and corrected it (Figure 11). To facilitate

,,
" " ,

" ...
'1_,

'" "
'"

I I I II,

28 38 32

37 Da':ts ·for BLIT'.......
•",- ~'II' •, ,, ,

.,' 1'1,
II,

I
I
I

/

~;ituat ion After1508

10-

100.8

500 ,,
II
I
I
I I I I

keeping the expiration dates file current,
you should obtain a copy of an option
expiration calendar from your broker, or
by writing to the Chicago Board Options

Figure 11.

-500
16 18 2~/ 22

I',
",

""...
"",.'.,

24 26

EXPIRATION DATES UPDATE PROGRAM

-1000
.'......... -
·1
20-

. 1
1.,.-1500 1

p

COPYRIGHT 1981

BY RICHARD G DONALD
INSERT YOUR DATA FILES DISK IN DRIVE 2

<PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)
OPTION DAYS

calendar spread

MONTH BUSINESS DAYS UNTIL
DAYS EXPIRATION

JAN 21 15
FEB 19 14
MAR Z3 15
APR 21 11
MAY 20 15
JUN 22 14
JUL 21 11
AUG 22 15
SEP 21 12
OCT 21 11
NOV 21 15
DEe 22 13

UPDATED THROUGH: FEB 1983

~HICH MONTH DO YOU ~ISH TO UPDATE?
(PRESS < RETURN) TO au IT) ?

orders only, toll free number:

Experience the Magazines
of the Future ... TODAY

Subscriptions= Cassette Diskette
Year (10 issues) $50.00 $75.00
V2 Year (5 issues) $30.00 $45.00
Trial Issue $10.00 $15.00

UI¥GriA1I
for the Atari 4()()1800

~
for the TRS-80

COLOR, e« Basic

* Add $2.00 postage and handling.
ALL SOFTWARE REQUIRES 16K.

See your local dealer or order direct:
THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE

a division of F!JTUREHOUSE
P.O. BOX 3191. DEPT. A
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514

0El •

1-800..334-S0 FT

CIRCLE 243 ON READER SERVICE CARD
34

for information:

1-919-967 -0861
Mon-Fri 10-6; Sat 11-3

The Programmer's Institute's magnetic magazines
will entertain, educate, and challenge you.

Each issue features ready-to-load programs ranging from
games, adventures, home applications and utilities to personal
finance? educational, and our unique teaching programs. Our
magazines include fully listable programs, a newsletter con-
taining descriptions and instructions for all programs, and notes
on programming techniques used.

Vicvideo for the VIC-20 is here. Call for details.
.---- ORDERINGINFORMATION--..,
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Introducing Booknology.

The Book of
Apple Software 1983
$19.95
Software can be a significant
investment. But many times
it's difficult to compare similar
programs to find exactly the
program you want.

Enter The Book of Apple
Software 1983. It's the only
source that evaluates (not just
lists) hundreds of programs
available for Apple micro-
computers.
Each evaluation is written

by an expert in the type of
program being reviewed, be it
Accounting, Education, Word
Processing or Games. So you
get top-notch, impartial
information.
Not only does each evalua-

tion tell you all the hard facts
(like price, hardware require-
ments, language, etc), it also
gives you a letter grade (A
through F) in categories like
Ease of Use, Reliability, and
Value for Your Money.

FUN AND GAMES PROFITABLE
PROJECTIONS

Apple Graphics
and Arcade Game Design
$19.95
It's finally available. Every-
thing you wanted to know about
creating arcade games - from
Space Invaders to Pacman -
but didn't know who to ask.
Jeffrey Stanton takes you

from game concept through Lo-
Res and Hi-Res color graphics
at the machine language level.
And he gives you a thorough
grounding in the Apple's screen
architecture and the advan-
tages of bit-mapped design.

WHAT IF ... ? A Guide
to Computer Modeling
$19.95

The Book of
Atari Software 1983
$19.95
Attention Atari 400/800 or
2600 (VCS) owners. Atari has
been famous for games, but
they also offer a broad selection
of software in other areas,
such as Business, Education,
and Word Processing.
The Book of Aiari Software

1983 contains hundreds of
incisive reviews. Each evalua-

tionfeatures a concise descrip-
tion of the program, plus a letter

I--"--''---------------l grade rating system (A through
GREAT REVIEWS F), so you'll know at a glance
I--------------i whether or not a particular

program is right for you. And
it will help to save you money
along the way.
Pick up The Book of A tan

Software1983 soon. It's not just
the best consumer guide to
Atari software. It's the only one.

sing flow
charts and working examples
he discusses scoring, laser fire,
and bomb drops in both single
screen and scrolling games.
This is the "must-have" book

for anyone who wants to under-
stand and create a computer
game.

Almost every
practical or business application
of computers involves a complex
scheme of projections called
a model.
WHAT IF .. ? tells you

about these powerful programs
in terms that even the new
computer-user can understand.
You get a general explanation
of model building, a comparison
of the most popular modeling
packages on the market (like
VisiCa1c and SuperCa1c), and aU
the tools you need to build your
own modeling programs. So
you'll be able to create models
for everything from real estate
analyses to cash flow projections
for your own company.

&HE oWOOK WOMPANY
A Division of Arrays, Inc.------------------------------------~--------- ....----Available at computer stores everywhere or directly from

THE BOOK COMPANY.
o The Book of Apple Software 1983, $19.95.
o The Book of Atari Software 1983, $19.95.
o Apple Graphics and Arcade Game Design, $19.95.
o WHAT IF ... ? A Guide to Computer Modeling, $19.95.
(Place quantity in box if ordering more than one of each title.)

Visa, MasterCard, Check or Money Order accepted.
o Visa #, (expiration date)' _

Total amount enclosed $ . (California residents
add 6% sales tax. Postage will be paid by THE BOOK COMPANY.)

Name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _

o MasterCard # (expiration date) Mail to: THE BOOK COMPANY, (Dept. CC), 11223 South
Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Or call toll-free

Signature (800) 421-3930 or, in California call collect (213) 417-3003.~--------------------------------------------------Apple is a registered trademark or Apple Computer, Inc .•Atari is a registered trademark of Atari.Jnc .•Space Invaders is a registered trademark of Namico. VisiCaIc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp., SuperCa1c is a registered trademark of
Sorcim Corp ••Pacmanis a registered trademark of Bally, CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD



400 & 800 COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Beating any video game is easy, but
beating it single handed takes a lot mora
It takes a good joystick that is responsive
and comfortable. Now with Spectravision's
new Quick-Shot™ Joystick Controller, you can
do it all single-handed; control and fire at the same time.

One look at the handle and you know you'll have a better grip on
your game. It's contour design fits comfortably around your palm. You
can play for hours without developing a case of sore thumb. The
firepower button on top of the handle gives you that extra margin of

THE WINNING EDGE.

speed. 0Ne didn't call it Quick-Shot for
nothing.) You also have the option to use
the left hand fire button simultaneously.

The four removable suction cups hold the
entire joystick firmly on any surface. It also comes with a long cord.

With all those superior features in one joystick, you know you got
yourself a winning combination. And when it comes to beating video
gomes, one hand is all you need! .

Get the Quick-Shot™ now, you'll be that much ahead. After all,
winning is what every game is all about.

BY~~~t."RFlVI5'N.
CONTOURHANDLE OPTIONAl LEFTHAND UNIVERSALJACK 8< REMOVABLESURE

AND RAPIDFIREBUTTON FIREBUTTON LONGCORD FOOTSUCTIONCUPS 39 W. 37th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018

•ATARI VCsT., 400 & 800 COMPUTERSYSTEMST. ARE REGISTEREDTRADEMARKS OF ATARI, INC. 'SEARS VIDEOARCADET·IS A TRADEMARK OF SEARS. ROEBUCK& CO. ·VIC·20T·IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE
CIRCLE 282 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Stock Options, continued ...

Exchange (they're free). There is always
a current calendar in the front of the
Daily Graph Stock Option Guide.
SOAP comes with a data file of 75

stocks in the volatility file. The file up-
date menu and partial listing of the file is
shown in Figure 12. The orily complaint
I have with this part of the program is
that the date of the last update is not
shown on the monitor nor is it printed
when a printout is requested.

The manual suggests updating the vol-
atility file monthly. I feel that is the
minimum requirement. As pointed out
in the manual, option prices and option
price prediction are very dependent on
the volatility of stock prices. I would

Figure 12.

FILE UPDATE PROGRAM
FUNCTION MENU:

1) MANUALLY UPDATE OR CHANGE ENTRIES
2) AUTO UPDATE (WITH MODEM)
3) ADD ENTRIES TO FILE
4) RE-ORDER ENTRIES
5) WRITE NEW DATA FILE TO DISK
6) VIEW OR PRINT VOLATILITIES
1) QUIT

ENTER ONE OF ABOVE NUMBERS '6
DO YOU WISH TO:

1) VIEW VOLIT FILE DATA
2) PRINT VOLIT FILE DATA (40 COL)
3) PRINT VOLIT FILE DATA (80 COL)
4) RETURN TO MAIN MENU

*1
TIC CY PRICE VOLlT DIV DIV DATE

ABC 33 112 296 O. 40 2/191 XX
AET 45 1/2 O. 224 .58 3/181 X X
AMH 19 1/8 O. 508 O. 10 3/1/XX
AA 24 5/8 .220 O .45 2/08/XX
ACY 26 1/4 .268 .44 2/20
AHS 41 118 O. 213 O. 21 3/121 XX
T 56 114 O. 142 .35 2/23/XX
ASA 34 114 O. 431 .25 2/20/XX
AVT 46 3/8 .324 P 2S 3/5/XX
AVP 24 o. 224 .75 2/91 XX
BLY 28 118 .344 .03 2/3/XX
BAX 32 o. 283 O. 10 3/121 XX
BA 11 1/2 .312 o . 35 2/131 X X
BGH 34 o. 322 .65 1171 XX
BC 16 3/8 0 .645 .Z5 11211 XX
KO 32 3/4 o. 198 o. 58 3/1

CDA 30 .322 o . 13 3/14
GLW 40 1/4 o. 259 58 3/15 I X X
DAt 30 1/2 .358 o. Z5 2/5

DEC 15 3/4 .Z4 4 .00

update this file twice a month, or weekly
during strong stock market moves-
either up or down; then print the volatil-
ity file and date it.

When creating your own volatility file
or adding to the existing one, you will
need to obtain a volatility figure. You
can either get it from your broker or ap-
proximate it using the simple equation
found on page B-3 of Appendix B in the
manual (no calculator required).
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WHAT CAN 100 WITH MY
COMPUTER?
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If you have been looking for new ways to use your Home Computer, a way to make your
computer more versatile and exciting, then look no further!
THE SOFTWARECONNECTION'S- PROGRAMOFTHEMONTHCLUB is for you.

THEPf!OBLEM

In the past decade a revolution has occurred thai has changed 04f lives ..

the Computer Revolution. Every time we go to the store, watch television

or even answer the telephone. computers are involved. What makes a

computer perform all of these marvelous feats? The key is the PROGRAM.

The Home Computer however. is still in its infancy. Sure you can buy a

computer just about anywhere, but the selection of programs offered at
these ptacee to make your computer perform marvelous feats for you

is Vert limited,

THE SOLUTION

There are creative and imaginative programmers worldwide writing

programs for your computer, With these programs your computer can

transport you to a world never before availabl~. You can Fly to the

Moon, Track Real Satellites. Improve Your Memory, Play Chess with an

Expert or even Fly your own Airplane. Your computer can be used as a

Paint Brush to Draw Murals or as a Musical Instrument to Compose and

Play Music. With Financial Programs you can analyze the Stock and Bond

Markets, Perform Mortgage Analysis. Balance Your Checkbook. or Control

and Analyse your Household Budget. Using Educational Programs you

can learn just about anything through a revolutionary technique called CAI

(Computer-Assisted Instruction) or through Computer Simulations

The key to all this is the PROGRAM.

The SOFTWARE CONNECTIO~'s staff is seeking out the authors of

these marvelous programs and are offering t~em to you through the

- PROGRA", OF THE MONTH CLUB-

Each month you will receive a description of a featured program along with

3 alternate programs - one from each catagory: GAMES, EDUCATION

and PERSONAL & FINANCE. Take your lime looking through it and

decide if you want to add the featured program to your library. If not.

check NO or one of the allernate programs on the enclosed card and return

within 10 days. Otherwise be prepared to embark on a new Computer

Adventure.

HOW TO GET STARTED

To get started complete the Club Membership Application telling us what

kind ot computer you have. Include the New Member Initiation Fee of $5.00

(V2 OFF the Norma/Initiation Fee)

As a Special Offer to readers of CREATIVE COMPUTING we will send you

a certificate good for 10"/0OFF all purchases made during anyone month.

There are No ~inimum or Maximum number of programs to purchase. All

programs are fully tested and guaranteed to be a unique experience.

THE

SOFTWARE CONNECTION

- PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CLUB-

r--------------------------,
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICA nON
Yes I want 10 jom tne Program 01 me Month Club I
understand that I Will be sent a description 01 the featured I
program of the month along wnn three alternate programs. I

~n;l~r~::~~~I~:~e~I~~~: ~~~~~iEd~uC~~IZf~~~~::;:I~~~!
tbat II I do not want the teanneo program I m.ay select an I

~~:r~~t~I~;~~rac:r~ n~nn; ar~~~'r~;n;al~kl~~I~~ d~~'r~::sn !'
Otherwise. I Will be ready 10 embark on a new and unique I

exoenence usmq my com purer I have enclosed the
uunanon fee 01 $5 00 ('12 OFF the Normal tnmanon Fee) I
understand that Ihere are no minimum or maximum number

1 of purchases thai 1may make and that all programs are fully
resrec

Name

Address Apt No

State

37

City

z-c ccoe

Proressrco

DYes. 1 saw Ihls ad In CREATIVE COMPUTING Please I
send 10 me my cemtcare lor 10% OFF all purchases
made during anyone month

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
11 Comouter Model' (Check 1)o TRS 80 MODEL l-Lever IIo TRS 80 MODEL 111- Levetno TRS 80 Color Computer

o Appfe If with Integer BaSIC Firmware Cardo Apple II with Applesoft Firmware Cardo Appfe II language Systemo Atarr40Qo Atan800

2) Memory (Check t)o 16K Bytes

C 24KBytes

o 32 K Byles
(TRS Disk Systems require a rmoenum of 32 Klo 48KBytes
(Apple Disk Systems require a minimum 01 aa K\

3) Number of Disk Dnves (Check 1)o None

01o 2CfMore

1
1
1:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

: 4) Cassette rote-race (Check 1)
I 0 Yesl 0 No! S) gh~0~c~~~~~S(CheckM~)(lmumot3)

: B .j~I;~~~kS or Paddles 'r

L:~:~~~~~~~~~=~·:::-:.~~:_-::J

@



C COMPILERS-COMMON FEATURES:
• UNIX VER 7 compatibility· standard float, double, and long support > run time library with full I/O

and source. fast compilation and execution « full language.

AZTEC C II CP/M (MP/M) $199
• produces relocatable 8080 source code. assembler and linker supplled > optional MaD lntertece s

SID/ZSID debugger interface· library utility. APPLE requires Z80 and 16K card

AZTEC C I [ APPLE DOS $199
• relocating assembler supplied > APPLE SHELL· VED editor. library and other utilities

• requires 16K card
C86 IBM PC MSDOS CP/M-86 $249

• directly produces 8088/8086 object code. linker supplied

Manuals-$30 ORDER BY PHONE OR BY MAIL-Specify products and disk format

• MJ~NX·
software systems

Box 55, Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701 (201) 780-4004

Stock Options, continued ...

Summary
Some additional comments. The pro-

gram is sold "as is." It is not for the nov-
ice investor. If you are interested in
learning about options so you can use
them as part of your investment pro-
gram, SOAP can be a valuable aid, espe-
cially when it is used with one or more
of the popular books available, such as
L.G. McMillan's Options As A Strategic
Investment, New York Institute of Fi-
nance, NYC, 1980. A numeric keypad
would be a big help since there is so
much numeric data to enter.

I did find a couple of bugs in the pro-
gram. They are not serious and can be
avoided. I notified H & H Scientific and
they are, as of this writing, correcting
them.

CP/M FORMATS, S· STD. HEATH. APPlE. OSBORNE. NORTHSTAR. OUTSIDE USA-Add 510 In N.!. add 5% sales tax

CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE BEST MAZE GAME
EVER WRITTEN FOR

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER*
NEW! DIFFERENT! ACTION PACKED!

After three or four
trial runs I felt
right at home

with the program.

The most significant one occurs when
you have completed an analysis and re-
turn to the input summary (Figure 7).
When the month is the only item
changed and is followed by execute, the
program does not accept the change and
reuses the previously entered data.
The other bug occurs when creating a

new option file. If the line number of a
request for data is entered instead of a 0
or a -1 as requested in lines 2 and 3, you
get a type mismatch error and drop out
of the program completely.

All in all, the Stock Option Analysis
Program is well done considering its
complexity. The enormous amount of
time this program saves you is alone
worth the price. If you use options as
part of your investments, the Stock Op-
tion Analysis Program is a must addition
to your library of investment analysis
software.

For More Information
Dow Jones News Retrieval, Dow

Jones & Company, Inc., Box 300,
Princeton, NJ 08540.

Daily Graphs Stock Option Guide,
William O'Neil & Co., Inc., P.O. Box
24933, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

The Options Clearing Corporation,
200 South Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL
60606. 0
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How long can your Myrmidon escape the crazedchase
of the evil Conates? Long enough to reach an increasingly
difficult maze? Or maybe just long enough to hit the panic
button? You won't put your joysticks down!'

This all machine language game for 1 or 2 players
requires joysticks and a 16 K or 32 K color computer.
Available on diskette or cassette. $34?5 Includes

shipping &
*Trademark of Tandy Corp. handling

MasterCardNisa-Call (901) 754-0997

SOPHWARE
Dept. CC PO. Box #38037· Germantown,TN 38138

Dealer Inquiries Invited

CIRCLE 279 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Videx. a frontrunner in
microcomputer peripherals and software.

announces two exciting new programs that
will make existing software compatible with

the aD-column VIDEX VIDEOTERM.

APPLE WRITER ][
pre-boot with BO-Column Display

This program allows an 80-column display for your APPLE
WRITER ][. and access to true upper and lower case input
from the keyboard. When combined with the ENHANCER ][.
this program will provide a complete word processing
package.

Interested in word processing in different languages? The pre-
boot program has been set up to allow APPLE WRITER ][ to
prompt in other languages. With
an Enhancer ] [. the keyboard
can be programmed to be
compatible with different
languages.

519.00
Suggested retail price

VisiCalc™
pre-boot with 80-Column Display

Now you can view the VisiCalc electronic worksheet window in
80 columns. Since the ehtry line is also 80 columns wide.
complex formulas can now be seen in their entirety for editing
ease. An added bonus is the ability to display upper and lower
case. 549.00

Suggested retail price

For those who need even more power. a more advanced ver-
sion combines all the above features with the ability to use
many of the memory expansion boards currently available. A
configuration editor allows VisiCalc to use a mixture of dif-
ferent kinds of memory [expansion cards. Just tell it what
memory cards you have and which slots they are in. For exam-
pie. you could use more thbn one language card equivalent. The
memory cards can be combined
to give you access up to
176 K of memory!

5B9.00
Suggested retail price

. -
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There are more pee>p'lein more
places making more accessories
and peripherals for Apples than
for any other personal computer
in the world.

Thanks to those people -
in hundreds of independent
companies - you can make the
humblest 1978Apple IIturn tricks
that are still on IBMs WIsh List
for 1984.

But now we're coming out with
our very own line of peripherals
and accessories for Apple®personal.
Computers.

For two very good reasons.
First, compatibility. Weve

created a torallz kluge-free {amily
of products designed to take full
advantage of all the advantages
built into every Apple.

Second, service and support.

Now the same kindly dealer who
keeps your Apple PC in the pink
can do the same competent job
for your Apple hard-disk and your
Apple daisywheel printer.

SQ if you're looking to expand
the capabilities of your Apple II
or ill, remember:

Now you can add Apples to
Apples.

A joy to behold.
The new Apple Joystick II is

the ultimate hand coritt6i device
for the Apple II.

Why is it such a joy to use?
Wlth two firing buttons, its

the first ambidextrous joystick -
just as comfortable for lefties
as righties.

Of course, it gives you 3600
cursor control (not just 8-way like
some game-oriented devices) and
full X!Y coordinate control.

And the Joystick IIcontains
high-quality components and
switches tested to over 1,000,000
life cycles.

Which makes it a thing of
beauty. And a joystick forever.

Gutenberg would be proud.
Old Faithful Silentype" has now been joined by New Faithfuls, the

Apple Dot Matrix Printer and the Apple Letter Quality Printer.
,,-' So now, whatever your budget and your

needs, you can hook your Apple to a printer
thars specifically designed to take advan-

tage of all the features Duilt into your
Apple. Wlth no compromises.

7x9 Apple Dot Matrix
is redefining "correspondence
with excep . -tfai legibility.

Ul~rT, -"0.160 dots per'" uare inch, it can
create high res ,1ution graphics.

The App~e Letter Quality Printer;
which ge s-tffe words out about 33%
faster ffian other daisywheel printers
in its price range, also offers graphics
capabilities. See your authorized

Apple dealer for more information and
demonstrations. Because, unfortunately, all

the news fit to print simply doesn't fit.

•



the creek
without
paddle?
in space? Or down in

?-..u., 'A-'"'' '0,
n'3'F''''~''your games, vou'll

to know that someone
come out with game

to hold up under
1<:tP,,..,.o fire.Without giving you

the cases extra
wel!.s{~dswitches tested

cycles.We shaped
hrfllN,,,,.N hands and placed

on the right rear
1nJlfnrnutu comfort.

never miss a shot.

A storehouse of knowledge.
If you work with so much data

or so many programs that you find
yourself shuffling diskettes con-
stantly, you should take a look at
Apples ProFileT,Mthe personal
mass storage system for
the Apple IllPersonal
Computer

This Wmchester-based
S-megabyte hard disk
can handle as much data:
as 35 floppies. Even more
important for some, it
can access that data
about 10~times faster
than a standard floppy
drive.

So now your Apple
illcan handle jobs once
reserved for computers
costing thousands

ana reliability, you need only store
one word of wisdom:

Apple.

Launching pad for numeric data.
Good tidings for crunchers of

numerous numbers:
Apple now offers a numeric

keypad thats electronically and
aesthetically compatible
with the Apple II
Personal Computer f

So you can enter ..-
numeric data
faster than
ever before.

The Apple
Numeric Key~
pad IIhas
a standard

because unlike some other key-
pads, it can actually function as a
calculator

The four function keys t the
left of the numeric pad should be

of special interest
to people who use
VisiCalc~ Because
they let you zip
around your
work sheet more
easily than ever,
adding and
deleting entries.

Wtthone
hand tied be-
hind your
back.





Real Estate Analyzer

Calculating Return On Real Property

The Real Estate Analyzer, as its name
does not imply, is a user-friendly
program-so user-friendly that you can
begin to use the program almost without
referring to the manual.

When I received Real Estate Analyzer
for review, I sat down and skimmed the
manual to get a general feeling for the
program and how it approached real es-
tate investment analysis. It appeared to
be a straightforward approach, so I put
the manual down and booted the pro-
gram.

Structure
The program comes on one disk that

is not copy-protected. Howard Software
Services say that they will allow you to
make one copy for backup purposes and
to make additional copies in case of
damage to the previous copy. They say
that they do this to eliminate the cost
and time delay in obtaining backup
copies. They then warn about copyright
violations and ask you to show the same
consideration by not abusing the privi-
lege of copying. They will replace an
original, damaged disk for a $15 service
charge.
I think this is an excellent method of

handling this problem. Certainly they
have the customer's best interest at
heart, and they are willing to rely on the
integrity of their customers. I wish more
software developers would take this
attitude.

Since this type of package must

Don Cooley, 20200 Via Santa Teresa, San Jose, CA
95120.
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Don Cooley
change every time the tax laws change,
an update service is a must. Howardsoft
will update all registered owners of the
software for a fee-currently $50.

The program starts with a menu that
gives you a choice of performing a new
analysis, generating reports from the old

Since this type of
package must change
every time the tax laws

change, an update
service is a must.

data on file, changing the disk defaults,
preparing new storage disks, or deleting
unwanted files.

The Analysis
The program steps you through the

gathering of the information needed to
do the analysis. This is done by sections
which include general information, loan
information, depreciation, income, ex-
penses, inflation factors, tax rates, and
selling costs.

All of the information can be recalled
from a previous file stored on the disk, if
you have done an analysis on the prop-
erty before. Each section of the program
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starts by asking you if you want to
change any of the information. If you
do.. it steps you through each question
giving you a chance to verify or change
each item. Then, at the end of each sec-
tion, it again allows you a chance to re-
view and change each item. Otherwise,
you can move on to the next section.

General information includes year of
purchase, purchase price, date of analy-
sis, current market value, past loan
reduction, and past cash flow. The last
two items are important only when you
are analyzing a property you currently
own.
Loan information lets you enter up to

ten loans that can be fully amortized,
amortized with a balloon payment, in-
terest only, or any other type of loan for

Name: Real Estate Analyzer
TytJe: PersonalFinance
System: 48K Apple II, II +

or III, disk drive;
64K 1MB PC, disk drive.

Format: Disk
Language: Basic
Summary: Good program,

easy to use.
Price: $195, Apple; $250 IBM
Manufacturer:

Howard Software Services
8008 Girard Ave., Suite 130
La Jolla, CA 92037

GP6ativ6 GOmpatiRfj
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Real Estate Analyzer, continued ...
which you can specify the principle and
interest payments on a year-by-year ba-
sis. This last option is particularly useful
in our current economic situation. It lets
you choose the best of the many dif-
ferent financing plans being offered by
banks and other lending institutions.

You may use up to ten different
depreciation items. Each item has its
own life, recapture rule, and type of
depreciation, including the new Accel-
erated Cost Recovery System of the
1981 Economic Recovery Act.
The section on income allows you to

enter up to 50 leases with the beginning
and ending year of each lease and the
scheduled monthly income. It also al-
lows you to enter a percent of the sched-
uled income for a vacancy factor. .
The main flaw I found in the pro-

gram is in the expense section, which
differs from commonly accepted prac-
tice. Usually expenses are expressed
from commonly accepted practice. Usu-
ally expenses are expressed as a percent-
age of scheduled income. Every analysis
I have seen, as well as the accepted
methods of the National Association of
Realtors, uses this method. The Real Es-
tate Analyzer however, expresses the
operating expenses as a percentage of the
market value of the property. The only
saving grace is that you can input the
dollar amount for each expense and the
program will figure the percentage for
you.

However, when you have worked with
percentages as a factor of the income, it
is very disconcerting to change your
thinking to accommodate a computer
program. All real estate agents who
work in investment properties know the
average percentage of income for invest-
ment properties and can do an analysis
based on these averages. For this reason,
I think that the program is best suited to
someone other than a professional real
estate agent who specializes in invest-
ment properties.

One of the big pluses of the program is
that it allows you to express, separately,
inflation factors for the property value,
operating expenses, rental income, and
property taxes. These factors, many
times, are different, and it is very handy
to be able to enter them separately.

Another unique feature is that you
can enter a money rate for any interest
you receive on cash generated or a
charge against any debt incurred by a
negative cash flow. Then you can input
anticipated tax rates for both ordinary
income and capital gains tax. Finally,
you enter the selling costs of the prop-
erty.

The Report
You can do a report from files on the

disk or from the results of the new input.

It can be printed in a report year-by-year
for up to ten years. The report, includes
the following: pre-tax cash flow; after-
tax cash flow; total return on investment
(ROI); total internal rate of return
(lRR); equity ROI; equity IRR; return
on equity; conventional IRR; and finan-
cial management rate of return
(FMRR).

The program provides several param-
eters to ensure compatibility between the
software and the printer. You can set the
margins, characters per line, and lines
per page. You can initialize the printer
to print in compressed mode, empha-
sized type, double strike, or other modes
if your printer has these capabilities.

One of the big pluses
of the program is that

it allows you to
express, separately, an
inflation factor for the

property value,
operating expenses,
rental income, and
property taxes.

You can format the report to have a
title page and to print the background
information and the assumptions for the
analysis. You may also choose to print a
heading at the top of each page and a
separate page for each of the reports.
The finished product is a very attractive
report.

Documentation
The documentation includes an

attractive, three-ring, 7" x 9", padded
binder. The documentation is well writ-
ten and easy to follow. However, I found
myself having to page through the man-
ual to find some answers because there is
no index. An index certainly would
make life much easier. The section on
definitions of real estate investment
terms is quite adequate.

In addition, there is a section on
understanding investment analysis. Here
the author attempts to give a short
description of the different analyses per-
formed, along with the formulas used to
arrive at the results. Reference books are
listed for those who want more details.
This section is well done and provides an
idea of what the different returns are all
about. For the experienced person, it is a
good short review. For the inexperi-
enced, it is an adequate introduction.

The last section shows sample print-
outs of the reports. These have been
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done with a dot-matrix printer, then re-
duced to half-size, making them very
difficult to read.

Also included with the program is a
demonstration on disk. Although I did
not go through the demo first, I later
wished I had-it would have saved some
time.

Suggestions for Improvement
Everything is figured on a full year ba-

sis. If you were purchasing a property in
the middle of a year, the program would
not give you figures for the few remain-
ing months. Although this is not a seri-
ous limitation, it would have been nice .
to be able to calculate partial years.

In the ROI analysis, the program
shows the taxes on gains as a part of
sales expense. Although there isn't any
question that the tax on the capital gains
is a cost, it is not normally included as
an expense of the sale.

Although the program must calculate
the principle and interest on an am-
ortized loan, it does not provide the
monthly payment. It would help if the
program would report the payment at
the time the loan information is given
and in the printed assumptions.

One of the problems in listing the
rental income is that the program asks
for the leases on the property. In the
process, it asks for the ending date of the
lease.lf the lease has fewer than IOmonths
to go, the amount is dropped from the
reports at the end of the lease term.
There is no provision to include another
lease when the current one expires.

In addition, the Real Estate Analyzer
calculates the inflation factor for. the to-
tal income each year, even though you
may not have a cost of living increase
built into the lease. A better way to han-
dle this would have been to ask for the
rentable square footage and the average
rent per square foot. This would then
give you a gross scheduled income to
which you could apply the vacancy fac-
tor. If you used existing leases at the
beginning and the building was not fully
occupied at that time, you could be
applying a vacancy factor to a building
that was partially vacant.

With a full understanding of the
limitations above, I suggest that this pro-
gram would be very useful to someone
who wants an estimate of return on
property that is presently owned or be-
ing considered for purchase. It certainly
would allow you to compare different
properties and their returns prior to pur-
. chase. In the hands of a real estate agent,
it would help show a client what he
could expect as a return on his
investment.

Both the Apple and IBM packages are
identical in their operation and the re-
ports they produce. D
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At the rate we're going,
we'll have these pages .
filled by 2083. And by
208( people will be
clamoring for the next
Infocom creation.
'We hate to disappoint our

public. So we keep you waiting.
Because while the software facto-
ries are cranking out arcade game
after arcade game, pulpy adven-
ture after trite fantasy, we're
Writing and rewriting, honing and
perfecting. Before a single person
enters one of Infocom's worlds,
it must be crafted into a living,
riveting, definitive experience.

Judging from the public's reac-
tion, it's worth the wait. For
instance, Creative Computing
welcomed DEADLINE ™ as
"thoroughly engrossing and real-
istic," while a So/talk readers'
poll recently voted ZORK™ I and
ZORK II the most popular adven-
tures of 1981.

And now, for the moment, your
wait is over. ZORK III, your final

Istep in the underground
trilogy, and STARCROSS;M
an exploration of a new
dimension in science fiction,

•
' are ready for you. '

. Look at them up there,
the little worlds of Infocom. As
our universe expands, compan-
ions will come to help fill that vast
expanse of white space. Till
then, they'll continue to stand
alone as the best of all possible
worlds.

Inl=oc:olft
55Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA02138

Infocom's worlds are available for Apple~Atari~ IBM,TRS-80~ Commodore, NEe, Osborne, CP!M~and DEC:"
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc. TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. DEe is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.



Maxi C.RA.S.

Check R~gisterand
Accounting System, Too?

Goodgriefl-What.is this we.find.on.
our pages? A review of a checkbook
balancing program-the very thing we
have so cynically pooh-poohed for so
many years. We never thought we'd
see the day, but here it is. We have
published a review of a check register
program that made us want to buy
one. If you are still waiting for the
day, read on. -EBS

I have seen several programs that
provide a record of checkbook activity.
Generally, they provide a subroutine for
balancing your checkbook against the
monthly bank statement, and not much
more. For me, they have been more
trouble than they were worth.

Perhaps, I did not learn how to use
them properly, but it appeared to me
that they more than doubled the work of
maintaining my checkbook. When you
have to keep a manual record so that
you will know the status of your bank
account any time you write a check, en-
tering the data again into the computer
just to reconcile your records with the
bank statement hardly seems worth the
effort and takes longer than balancing
with a pocket calculator.
So, I had given up on computerizing

my checkbook records-until Maxi
C.R.A.S.
C. A. Johnson, 3619 Sugarhill Dr., San Antonio,
TX 78230.

can any of the transactions be edited. Of
course, you can always start over, define
a new account structure and reenter the
data, if you wish.

To allow for oversights in defining the
accounts, I recommend that you include
several "undefined" accounts in both the
expense and income account lists. Maxi
C.R.A.S. allows you to edit the account
titles later. If you reserve a larger num-
ber of accounts than you initially think
you need and enter the extra accounts
with blank titles, you may add the actual
titles later. The accounts will be there to
use as you discover your need for them.

GP88tlv8 GOmplItlnl1
SOFTWARE PROFILE

C.A.Johnson
Maxi C.R.A.S. is not only a check reg-

ister system, but an excellent double en-
try accounting system, as well. It is a
conversational, menu-driven program. It
is so user-oriented that even the newest
computer tyro can use it without diffi-
culty, yet it provides a sophisticated set
of reports which are designed to aid in
money management and ease the pain of
completing the Internal Revenue Service
forms.

The documentation is well written,
clear, and to the point. All features of
the program appear to have been dealt
with in an excellent manner. Some hints
on advanced uses of the program are
provided, but I am convinced that there
are many additional applications and
variations of this program which will be
developed by those who make serious
use of it.

The Account Structure
Naturally, as with any accounting sys-

tem, the first chore is to define the ac-
count structure. In Maxi C.R.A.S., you
may establish as many as 223 accounts,
divided in any way you choose between
expense and income accounts. Once the
account structure has been established
and the transactions entered, the ac-
count structure cannot be altered nor

48

Name: Maxi CR.A.S.
T.ype: Checkbook Processor
Systems: TRS-80 Model I or III,

48K, 2 Disk Drives
Format: TRS-80 Disk (Both

Model I and III included)
Language: Basic
Summary: Excellent menu-driven

double entry accounting system
Price: $99.95
Manufacturer:

Adventure International
P.O. Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750
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Confidence with computers
and the way they operate is
as fundamental to a child's .
education as reading, writing,
and arithmetic. Parents and
teachers can build that
confidence with well-designed
software systemsfrom Edu-Ware.

Packageslike CQunting Bee,
Spelling Bee and Reading Primer,
and the new Spelling Bee Games
create comfortable interaction
between children and the
computer, making learning
easy and fun.

EDU-WARE
preparesthem
for thelr
future.

This imaginative collection of
four games-Convoy,
Squadron, Skyhook, and
Puzzle-combines words and
animation to help develop
spelling and reading memory,
motor skills, eye-hand
coordination, and spatial
relationships. (Gaming paddles
required.) $29.95
Atari Basic, 48 K, Disk Drive

With graphics and sound.
these companion proqrams
introduce reading and speWng
to YO,upglearners by linking
words to familiar pictures.
Parents or teachers can design
a learning experience based
on a child's individual needs.
$39.95

Introduces young learners to
counting, addition,
subtraction, shape
discrimination, weight, and
measure. Counting Bee's
colorful animation and ease
of use will capture and hold a
child's attention. $29.95

All in Applesoft, 48K. DOS 3.3.

Available at computer stores everywhere.
CIRCLE 163 GIN READER SERVICE CARD

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 22222·
Ag.our.a.Ca 91301

(213) 706-0661



If yo~ use a Word
Processor, you need

(JRAM MATi1{
Beyond Spelling Checking
Grammatik can find over 15
different kinds of common errors
missed by simple spelling
checkers alone, including
punctuation and capitalization
errors, overworked and wordy
phrases, and many others. Use
Grammatik with Aspen Software's
spelling checker Proofreader,
featuring the Random House
Dictionary®, or with your current
spelling checker for a complete
document proofreading system.

Read what the experts say:
"The perfect complement to a
spelling checker."

Alan Mi!ler. Interface Age. 5/82

"A surprisingly fast and easy tool for
analyzing writing style and
punctuation."

Bob Louden. InfoWorld. 12/81

"Anyone involved with word
processing in any way is encouraged
to get thi~ excellent Program."

A.A. WiC,ks, Cornputronics. 6/82

"A dynamic tool for comprehensive
editing beyond spelling corrections."

Dona Z. Meilach. Interface Age. 5/82

"A worthy and useful addition tQ your
word processing software."

Stephen Kimmet. Creative Computing. 6/82

Works with CP/M®,
If3M-PC®, TRS-80®

Grammatik $75.00
Proofreader $50.00

Order directly from Aspen
Software, or see your local dealer.
Specify your computer system
configuration when ordering!
Visa, Mastercard accepted.

Random House is ~ registered trademark ot Random
House, Inc. Other registered trademarks: CP/M: Digital
Research -- TAS-BO: Tandy Corp. -- 18M: IBM .-
Proofreader. Grammatik: Aspen Software Co.

P.O. Box 3~9·C Tijeras. NM 87059
(505) 281-;634

Maxi C.R.A.S., continued ...
The program does not restrict you to

a one check-one account entry. If you
write a check for a group of items which
span several accounts, you may enter the
total amount of the check for the check
register and then break out the amounts
to be entered into the accounting system
according to the accounts to which they
belong.

It is a standard practice in accounting
that nothing is ever erased once it is en-
tered into the books. Errors are general-
ly corrected by entering new transac-
tions, properly identified as corrections,
to offset the errors. Maxi CR.A.S. con-
forms to this practice.

After entering the data for a transac-
tion into the computer, you are given a
last chance to review it and either cancel
it or add it to the disk file. You may in-
clude a note as part of the transaction if
an explanation is desired. Once the
transaction has been written to disk,
however, it cannot be changed.

By including a CASH account, you
can handle cash expenditures without af-
fecting your checkbook balance. This is
done by entering a 0.00 for the check
amount and offsetting the purchase with
a negative CASH amount and a positive
amount for the other accounts. .

"Yes," a notation is made into a special
file. When you are ready to print checks,
you select the proper item from the
menu and indicate whether you are
using continuous form checks.

If you answer N you may print checks
singly. The program will not allow you
to print a check more than once. If you
wish to use window envelopes to mail
your checks, you' may build an address
file and the program will pick up the ad-
dress and include it on' the check at
printing time.

Several useful reports are provided.
The Check Register Statement (Figure
1) is a two-page report (too wide for a
single page printing) showing all of the
transactions during the month with a
running balance.

Other reports include check Register
Notes, Income and Expense Account
Subtotals (Figure 2), selected Account
Statement (Figure 3), Checkbook Rec-
onciliation, and Account Distribution
Statement (Figure 4).

Pros and Cons
One of the outstanding features of

Maxi CR.A.S. is its ability to interface
with VisiCalc. The format for the file set
up for VisiCalc is as follows: Account
names are in the first column, opening
balances for each account in 'the second
column, and monthly balances in the
remaining columns. Once you get the
data into VisiCalc, you can manipulate it
in many ways. If you are a VisiCalc

09/26/82 Page 1

A. B. Your-name

Check Register for September~ 1982

12;\-345-6 AnyBank USA

TXN ,Day,C,Check,
II, ,*, II ,

Payee/Payor

-----:---:-:-----:------------------------------:------------------------------
I n Payment Of

Opening balances
1: 2:
2, 4,
3: 4:
4, 5,5, 7,
6, 8,
7, 15,
8, 20,

:Magazine A
~Ol:Local Office Supply Store
502:C~sh

:Past Office
503:Yt;Jubuyit Office Supply

: Your-eedi t Pub I i shers
,Self

505:Local Office Supplies

Closing balances for September, 1982

09/26/82

:Stop Smoking
:5 Reams Paper
:Petty Cash
: Pce t aqe
:Typist Chair
:Second year royalties
:Transportation
: Envelopes

A. B. Ycur-neme

Check Register for September~ 1982

AnyBank USA

Amount Paid Amount Received
____________________ • •• _0 0

.0. 0
0.00

42.56
100.00

0.00
78.00
0.00
0.00

20.00

2~OOO.QO

Printing Checks
Maxi CR.A.S. provides for printing

checks as well as reports. At the time the
transactions are entered, you are asked if
you wish to print the check. If you reply
Figure 1.

Page 2

123-345-6

Balance "N, TXN ,
,,*, II ,

250.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

500.00 .. ,
750.00 " *,707.44
607.44 .. ,
607.44 .. ,
529.44 .. ,

2,529.44 , , *,
2~529.44 " *,2~509.44

6,
7,
8,

I,
2,
3:
4,
5:

240.56 2,250.00 2,509.44

0.00
0.00
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WE'IIEMADE
RECKLESS DRIIIINB AN

INDOOR SPORT.
Grab the wheel in Hazard Run, our high-speed

cross-country chase ... and watch the feathers
fly!This exciting game features four progressively
tougher runs, plus one random run. Smash through
the brush, snake around trees
and boulders, leap ponds in a
single bound, and maneuver on
just two wheels. It's all part of
the fast moving, fine-scrolling
white-knuckle action of Hazard
Run, 100%assembly language
play that flexes your Atari Program by Dennis Zander

graphics to the max! For more fun than the law
should allow, get Hazard Run at your local
computer store, or write or call today.
100% assembly language program for the ATARI 400/800
16KCassette $27.95* 24K diskette $31.95*

rG~ithi~;r-:-.:-;;~Tn'ihi; ~;p~~'
or call toll-free 800-828-6573

ARlWORX Software Co., Inc. 150 North Main St., Fairport, NY14450 (716) 425-2833
Please send me __ Hazard Run program( s)
D Enclosed is my check for $__ .BillmyDVISADMasterCard

NUMBER EXP.DATE _

Signature _

Name (please Print) _

Address _

City State __ Zip _
D Please send free ARTWORXcatalog.

So you can play.~----------------~MARl and APPLE are rt'1(f.oUered troaemnrn»,

HERE'S WHAT MOTHER
NEllER TAUBHT YOU

ABOUT IIIDEO BAMES.
Settle in for a sizzling evening of Strip Poker,

our new R-rated program with graphics so realistic
that we can't illustrate what you see when you win.
Strip Poker features Suzi and Melissa, two amply
endowed opponents each with
their own style of play-one of
whom is totally inept. Our
sophisticated software
stretches the pictorial resolu-
tion of your computer to the
limit ... without having to
stretch your imagination at all. Atari version ® Rated.
Ifyou're tired of kids' games and you're ready for
the real thing, see your local computer store or
write or call forStrip Poker today.
Adult fun for the ATARI 400/800 and APPLE II 40K<diskette $34.95*
"Add $2. for postage and handling. N.Y.residents add 7% sales tax.

rF~;~~ ti~:-S-;~inlli'l;~;p~;-'
or call toll-free 800-828-6573

ARlWORX Software Co., Inc. 150 North Main St., Fairport, NY14450 (716) 425-2833
Please send me __ Strip Poker program(s)
D Enclosed is my check for $__ .BillmyDVISADMasterCard

NUMBER EXP.DATE _

Signature _

Name (please Print) _

Address _

City State __ Zip _
D Please send free ARTWORXcatalog.

So you can play.~----------------~



LAST NIGHT WE EXCHANGED LETTERS WITH
MOM,THEN HAD A PARTY FOR

ELEVEN PEOPLE IN NINE DIFFERENT STATES
AND ONLY HAD TOWASH ONE GLASS ...

That's CompuServe, The
Personal Communications
Network For Every Computer
Owner

And it doesn't matter what kind
of computer you own. You'll use
CompuServe's Electronic Mail system
(we call it Email'") to compose, edit and
send letters to friends or business
associates. The system delivers any
number of messages to other users
anywhere in North America.

CompuServe's multi-channel CB
simulator brings distant friends together
and gets new friendships started. You
can even use a scrambler if you have a
secret you don't want to share. Special
interest groups meet regularly to trade
information on hardware, software and
hobbies from photography to cooking
and you can sell, swap and post personal
notices on the bulletin board.

There's all this and much more
on the CompuServe Information Service.
All you need is a computer, a modem,

CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

and CompuServe. CompuServe connects
with almost any type or brand of
personal computer or terminal and
many communicating word processors.
To receive an illustrated guide to
CompuServe and learn how you can
subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Information Service Division, P.O. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220

800-848-8990
In Ohio call 614-457-8650

An H&R Block Company



Maxi C.R.A.S., continued ...
devotee as I am, you will agree that this
feature alone is worth the price of the
program.

Of all the many things that Maxi
CR.A.S. does, there is only one that I
am not happy with. The report pro~ram
is designed to be used with continuous
form paper. There is no provision for
pausing at the end of each page to insert
a new sheet of paper. I attempted to pro-
vide the Figures for this article with my
daisy wheel printer and gave up in utter
frustration. I could not insert the new
pages quickly enough. It seems to me

Figure 2.

that it would have been a simple matter
to have provided the capability to select
either continuous feed or single sheet
reporting.

Written specifically for the TRS-80,
Maxi .CR.A.S. is supplied with both
Model I and Model III versions. The
Model I version comes on two disks, and
the Model III is supplied on a single
disk. Both versions are delivered on
disks with TDOS, a stripped down ver-
sion of DOSPLUS. If you wish to use a
different operating system, the instruc-
tions for conyersion are provided. D

09/26/82

A. 8. Your-name

Income ~{ Expertee Account Subtotals for Sep t.ember-, 1982

123-345-6 Any8ank USA

Opening Balance: Monthly Subtot~l: Clos~ng BalanceNo. : Account Title---:-------------------:------------------:------------------:-----------------

Page 1

1:0ffice Supplies 0.00 62.56 62.56
2: Postage 0.00 16.00 16.00
3: Office Furniture 0.00 78.00 78.00
4:Telephone 0.00 0.00 0.00
5:Transportation 0.00 18.00 18.00

6:Cash 0.00 66.00 6b.OO
7: C).OO 0.00 0.00
8: 0.00 0.00 0.00
9: 0.00 0.00 0.00
10: 0.00 0.00 0.00

11:Article Sales 0.00 -250.00 -250.00
12:Book Royalties 0.00 -2,000.00 -2,000.00
13:Newspaper Features (l.00 0.00 0.00
14:Ghosting 0.00 0.00 0.00
15:0ther 0.00 0.00 0.00

16: 0.00 0.00 0.00
17: 0.00 0.00 0.00
18: O.pO 0..00 0.00
19: 0.00 0.00 0.00
20: 0.00 0.00 0.00

Figure 3.

09/26/82 Statement of Account No. 1 -- Office Supplies

For September ~ 1982 throuqh September, 1982

A..B. Yourname

TXNit:MO:DA: Payee/Payor
----:--:--:-----------------:----------------:-----:-----------:-------------:-

42.56:
20.00:

Page 1

123-345-6 Any8ank USA

: In Payment Of :CHK it: Subtotal :N
Opening balance

2: 9: 4:Local Office Supp:5 Reams Paper
8: 9:20:Local Office Sopp aEnve lopea

Amount

501:
505:

0.00:
42.56:
62.56:

Figure 4.

09/26/82

A. 8. Your-name

Account Distribution Statement For September~ 1982

Any8ank USA

TXN it: Payee/Payor

Page 1

123-34~-6

:ACT #: Amount Account Name-----:------------------------------:-----:-------------- ---------------------
1: Mag az i. n e A
2:Local Office Supply Store
3:Cash
4:Post Offie:e

5:Youbuyit Office Supply
6:Youreadit Publishers
7:Self

8:Lac~1 Office Supplies

February 1983 © Creative Computing

11 -250.00
1 42.56
6 : 100.00
2 16.00
6 : -16.00
3 78.00
12 -2~OOO.OO
5 18.00
6 -18.00
1 : 20.00

Article Sales
Office Supplies
Cash
Postage
Cash
Office Furniture
Book Royalties
Transportation
Cash
Office Supplies
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FOR HOME or
BUSINESS ... WHAT, WHEN, HOW!

Learn how and why a computer can help you.
Learn to write your own computer programs.
See how easy it is to use different programs
already available. See how they fit into your
home or business operations ...budqetlnq, real
estate, bookkeeping, inventories, expenses,
prlcinq, profit margins, investments, interest,
taxes, shopping lists, vacation planning, ad"
dresses, phone numbers, rautiIil9···hundreds
more including foreign lanquaqes, computer
games and graphics. Never again be at the
mercy of a so-called "computer expert." Know
what really happens when you get a computer
problem from a bank, store, loan company, oil
company, utility or anyone else. You'll tie able
to talk their language ...understand why and
how things happen ...be able to take the etten-
sive when you're the victim of a computer error.

EXPERTS SHOW YOU WHAT TO 00,
HOW TO 00 IT ... TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER
Everything is explained in easy-to-understand lan-
guage with plenty of examples. Step-by-step di-
rections take you through basic computer proprarn-
mingo You learn everything you need to know to use
the computer. You'll be able to understand computer
experts and talk their language...storage, systems,
terminals ...you'll learn it all and much, much more.

NOW... ALL THIS IN ONE COURSE!
• Computer Training • Computer Programming
• Computer Applications • Computer Games

Find out what you need to
know computer operations

¢TIMEX COMPUTER
INCLUDED WITH
YOUR TRAINING
Plugs into any TV!

SEND FOR
FREE FACTS!

COMPUTERTiiAiNiNG',-;;-OHo"23-1
SINCE 1891 Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 I
Please rush me free facts and color brochure I
that tells how I can learn computer applica- I
tions, programming and operation at home in
spare time. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. I

_____ . Age I
I Address . __ .-- ... _- - I
~~~~==.-=--==--==-~.::..-~-..:...J
CIRCLE 228 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Name



The Accountant

Household Finance

GPsativs Gomplltinf1
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Accountant
Type: Household Finance
System: Apple II 48K, Applesoft in

ROM, 80 column printer
recommended

Format: Apple 16 sector disk
Language: Basic and Machine

.language
Summary: Powerful double entry

accounting system.
Price: $129
Manufacturer:

Decision Support Software,
1438 Ironwood Dr.,
Mclean, VA 21201
(703) 241-8316

Have you ever purchased a software
product because the features listed in the
advertisement sounded enticing, and
then discovered that, indeed, it could dot
he things which were advertised but
"now that I know more, I sure wish it
could ... "
My purchase of The Accountant by

Decision Support Software has turned
out to be one of my best software invest-
ment. My experience with the program
has been "now that I know more, you
mean I can do all that, too?"

The Accountant has three features
which make it stand out: It is a double
entry accounting system, you don't have
to know what a double entry system is to
use it, and it has an interface to Visicalc
for advanced projections and planning
which sells for $20.

Larry D. Allen, 4009 Buckingham Ct., Dumfries, VA
22026.

utilities, groceries, etc. The manual sug-
gests defining a reserve account called
Equity to represent your net worth.

You may also want to set up Group
accounts. By doing this, you may gain
easy access to the sum of the balances of
up to nine groups of accounts. For
example: my utilities are defined as a
Group, thus, it is convenient to find the
total I pay each month for all utilities. I
do the same for insurance, charge ac-
counts, liquidity, and other general cate-
gories of interest.
Codes, which will later facilitate

retrieving transactions, are defined.
These are particularly good for tax pur-
poses. Examples of some useful codes
are long term gain, long term loss, short
term gain/loss, charitable contributions,
interest expense, and non-taxable in-
come. Since I operate a small business
from my house, I defined a code for
business. Thus, all business transactions
for which I pay with personal funds may
be accounted for and later retrieved in a
detailed breakdown for reimbursement
(which also facilitates entry of each
transaction into the company's general
ledger).

Tax return time becomes almost
enjoyable in a strange way as all tax re-
lated transactions are printed out by
category, i.e., medical, gains, losses, in-
terest expense/income, etc. Of course,
we'll still save the old receipt shoe box
sans organized printouts for the IRS
auditor-why let others share our fun?

Once the accounts and codes are de-
fined, you are ready to start entering
transactions. Many examples are pro-
vided in the documentation and in the
demonstration database. Decision Sup-
port has done an admirable job of "hand
holding."

First, initial year entries are made to
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Larry Allen
Setting Up A Database

Upon booting a copy of The Accoun-
tant, you first See the main menu. A
demonstration database which allows
you to gain experience interacting with
The Accountant is provided on the pro-
gram disk. When ready, you select the
menu option to Create A New Database.
Whenever an action such as this, which
might inadvertantly destroy the current
database, is requested you are asked if
you really want to do that before
proceeding.

At this point, you decide whether to
let the program disk contain the new
database or to use a separate data disk.
For most users this is not a critical de-
cision. The Accountant uses memory
very efficiently so very little disk swap-
ping is required when one drive is used.
If you make a large number of trans-
actions per year, you may want to use a
separate data disk since more room is
then available for transactions. A disk
holds from 2500 to 4000 transactions,
which is more than enough for most
users.

From here your options are to Create
A Database or to Rollover from Last
Year's. In the beginning, we obviously
want the first option.

The next step is to define up to 63 ac-
counts and 63 codes. Each account is
designated as an Asset, a Liability, or a
Reserve account. Bank accounts, cash,
stocks, and property are examples of As-
set accounts (Note that you may define
as many bank accounts as you want).

Liability accounts include such things
as charge accounts and loans. Budget
type disbursements make up the Reserve
list, which can include rent, insurance,
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I!!!!!JJt; 1 /

MONITOR-
MICRO COMPUTER

DISC DRIVE

FOR DATA
SAVE YOUR DATA
FROM POWER OUTAGESt

. . ','If>'.' . '.. . " ,
.cOM'PlJ:rER;~QNITOJl, PRINtER'AND 5V4'" FLOPPY AND HARD DISC DRIV,E

• Autoniatically~tops annoying problems frQr:fl.power line int.errupti0ns and brown oufs. You need startdby power to save data
• Maintenance free backtJP'pow~i available 10,'1'15 velt (ir' 220"Yoft • 50 or.60 HZ;' 150 watts • Complete versatility - operate
your system from a 12 volt source, i.e., automobile Cigarette lighter, boat or airplane. Rugged self contained gel cell battery
• No voiding warranty "'- no cutting wires. Automatic audlo alarm, warning tone during commercial power failure or interrupt
• UL listed. FCC approved. Transient voltage suppressor gives added h;suran,ce from line voltage spikes, utilizing Zener RayTM
•Green/red LED power status, Indicator. Green - normal AC line power. Slow blinking red - at least 6 minutes of remaining
standby, power· Fast blinking red - approximately 2 minutes of remairting battery power • Solid state technology unexcelled
by any UPS power unit in its class.

~LECTRONICS, INC.
SEE YOUR RH ELECTRONICS
PRODUCTS DEALER

COPYRIGHT © 1981, PATENTS PENDING

FOR YOUR APPLE 11*:
SUPER FAN 11'" .
SUPER FAN II'"/ZENER RAY'" ,
SUPER RAM 11'",.,.,
RH 12 VOLT TRANSVERTER

FOR MICRO COMPUTERS:
GUARDIAN ANGEL'"

.... , $ 74.95
. $109.00

... $125.00
, .. $149.00566 IRELAN, BUELLTON, CA 93427

(805) 688-2047
CIRCLE 298 ON READER SERVICE CARD

, , $595,00



I
MASTERCARD - VISA

"COOL IT"
• ALSO FITS ON APPLE'S* NEW MONITOR STAND
• RED PILOT LIGHT ON/OFF SYSTEM SWITCH
• CLIPS ON - NO HOLES OR SCREWS. REPLACEABLE SWITCH
• AVAILABLE IN 120Vor 240V AND 50/60 HZ. DURABLE MOTOR
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS
• SOLD WORLD WIDE. UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY
• TAN OR BLACK COLOR. QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET
• INCREASED RELIABILITY - SAVES DOWN TIME AND REPAIR CHARGES
• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR DESIGN
• TWO EXTRA 120V OUTLETS FOR MONITOR AND ACCESSORIES TURN ON WHEN YOU TURN ON YOUR FAN·
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

SUPER FAN IITMWITH ZENER RAY OPTION $109.00
ZENER RAv=TRANSIENT VOLTAGE SUPPRESSOR

TWO EXTRA
120VOLT OUTLETS

OUR BUILT IN ADVANCED DESIGN UNIT GIVES
DRAMATIC COST SAVINGS - STOPS ANNOYING DOWN TIME
INSURANCE FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES·GLlTCHES
DANGEROUS VOLTAGE SPIKES CAN JEOPARDIZE YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PROTECT COMPUTER· DISK DRIVE· PRINTER AND MONITOR

NO CUTIING WIRES. WON'T VOID WARRANTY, JUST PLUG IN SUPERFAN II WITH ZENER RAY

OTHER PRODUCTS BY ",£ELECTRONICS, INC.

SUPER RAM IITM16K RAM CARD FOR YOUR APPLE II. 2 YEAR WARRANTY $125

GUARDIAN ANGELTMAN UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SOURCE $595

12 VOLT TRANSVERTER 12 VOLT - RUNS YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER AND
AND 5114" DRIVE FROM YOUR CIGARETIE LlGHTEH $149

•Registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.



SPYX30lFOREVBRWARRANTY .
·Ou3O-dayUaCOliditioJull Guaraatee: If your
BPYXGaaae••••••ydefeetwbateoeverwithJa
30 days of pDch ••e, retara it to a. or yoar
dealer ••dwe wUl replace it free.
·Our J'orever l'Iarraaty: If ••yth..., happeD.
to,.._ disk at any Ume aftel' 30 days. fo.,
•• X ~eallOa,J ••t .ead It back with $5.00 for
••• bij.alulwc ••••Hadyoa. replacemeDt.



Accountant, continued ...

show the status of each account at the
beginning of the year. Next, individual
transactions are entered. For the sadis-
tically inclined, every penny can be ac-
counted for by category. My own Cash

. account grows slowly, because I do not
account for every soda pop. I simply ad-
just the Cash account via a Miscella-
neous account each month to reflect
near-reality.
As I mentioned earlier, you do not

have to be an accountant to use The
Accountant. For example: suppose you
cash a check for $200. An accountant
would debit Cash and credit Checking.
By selecting the prompting mode from
the main menu (which is also the default
mode), you simply instruct The Accoun-
tant to Increase Cash and Decrease
Checking by $200, and the computer de-
cides which is the credit and which is the
debit.
The date and a brief description, as

well as a code if appropriate are sup-
ported for disbursements which cover
more than one account. Also, the pro-
gram is very fast. Transactions may be
entered with nary a delay between them.

Several years ago I took an evening
accounting class. At the end of the
course I still did not know the difference
between a debit and a credit. Because of
the excellent tutorial included in The
Accountant manual, I now feel comfort-
able with the basic principles of
accounting.

A very handy feature for entering data
or querying the data base is the ability to
abbreviate accounts and codes and have
the program fill in the remainder. For
example, entering CA RETURN will in-
stantly display CAR INSURANCE or
the first alphabetical account which

starts with CA. If some planning is used
in defining accounts and codes, most can
be found by typing only the first letter or
two. This saves a great deal of time by
avoiding constant reference to a printed
list. An alternative is to enter the num-
ber associated with each account and
code (from I to 63) and, again, have the
proper name filled in by the computer.

Some transactions, such as rent or
mortgage payments, will usually be
regular entries. For these, up to nine sets
of automatic transactions may be de-
fined. When requested from the main
menu, these transactions will be posted
automatically to the specified posting
date.

For those regular transactions which
vary in amount from month to month or
week to week, you may request prompt-
ing· to fill in the proper amount before
they are posted. It is convenient to de-
fine a set of automatic transaction for
common weekly expenditures such as
groceries; another set for your paycheck
to account for taxes, insurance, and
other deductions; and another set for
regular monthly expenditures such as

• rent and utilities. This feature saves a lot
of redundant typing.

Querying the Database
Here The Accountant really shines.

Transactions may be listed by numerical
range, by date range, by specific account
or code or by a combination of account
and code. "Inverted" file pointers may
be defined for specific accounts and
codes which considerably speeds the re-
trieval of transactions by those accounts
and codes no matter how large the
database. Retrieval by transaction num-
ber or date range is already very fast.
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A current balance sheet is also avail-
able from the main menu. Thus, your
current net worth or the current balance
of every charge account is always just
the push of a button away. Similarly, it
is a simple matter to see which of the
Reserve accounts (groceries, entertain-
ment, clothing,) are staying within
budget.

When the Hardcopy option is turned
on from the main menu, the results of all
queries are sent to the printer.

Miscellaneous Features
Password protection is provided, but

is intended only to deny a casual eaves-
dropper access to the database. A "desk
top calculator" may be called up at any
time for the four basic math functions.
This is especially helpful when doing
split transactions.

Transactions may be Rectified to cor-
rect errors, and the correction will be re-
flected in all the following months. Of
course, professional accountants will
probably wnat to enter a new trans-
action to correct an earlier mistake in or-
der to maintain an audit trail.

Transactions are numbered automati-
cally in chronological sequence. If a
transaction is missed, it may be entered

, under the proper date by using Date Se-
quence Suppress from the main menu.
When the session is terminated, the
database will be rebuilt and transactions
renumbered as required. During this re-
building process, which may take from 1
to 25 minutes according to the size of
the database, the program tells you
approximately how long it will take a
nice courtesy.

A Monthly Summary of Account
command displays the ending balances
each month of a specified account and
also the change from month to month in
that account. Each of these displays has
an associated histogram for graphical
representation. These displays may be
sent to the printer if the Hardcopy op-
tion is in effect.

Finally, one of the nicest
features- The Accountant disk is not
copy-protected. A small "key" which
fits in the game I/O socket is required to
use the program. I have found that
swapping the key with game socket
peripherals causes no inconvenience
when a port extender (recommended by
Decision Support) is used to bring the
game socket out of the Apple. In fact,
this extender has proved very convenient
for switching between joy stick and pad-
dles for various games, thus, the port ex-
tender is a worthwhile $14.95
investment. (It is available from De-
cision Support for even less.) The
Accountant may be copied for as many
backups as will comfort you.
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gram is so easy to use that rarely will
reference have to be made to the
manual.

The only problem I have experienced
with this software is duririg the monthly
reconciliation process. In order to use
the Reconcile utility, each account to be
reconciled must be an inverted account.
I always turn off the "pointers" during
data entry because with them on there is
a relatively long delay between trans-
actions. To turn the pointers back on re-
quires a rebuilding time of about 12
minutes for the present size of my
database .. I also wish there were room
for a longer transaction description, but
then there would not be room for as
many transactions on a disk.

I have found customer support from
Decision Support to be exceptional.
Questions are answered courteously and
intelligently, updates are mailed
promptly, and periodically a newsletter
is sent out to answer questions and offer
tips. After several months of heavy use, I
have discovered no software bugs or er-
ror trapping problems.

As you may have guessed, I am a
•completely satisfied customer of De-
cision Support services and an enthusias-
tic user of The Accountant. 0

Business Version
A business version of the program of-

fers the following additional features:
• Definition of it fiscal year.
• Transactions up to one cent less

than one million dollars. Assets up to
ten million dollars.

• Five-part balance sheet (Assets,
Liabilities, Equity, Revenue/Expenses,
and Income) with separate sections for
expenses and income.

• Up to 200 accounts.
• Multiple data disks (when one be-

comes full).
• Improved password protection.
/\. 16K memory board is required to

use the business version. The price has
not been announced as of this writing,
but to those who want to upgrade from
the personal version, only the difference
between the purchase prices will be
charged.

Utilities
A utility disk adds the following

capabilities:
• End of Month Balances which re-

port an end of month balance for every
account for a specified range of months.

• Monthly Report which lists trans-
actions for II specified month first
chronologically, then by account, and fi-
nally by code. The beginning balance,
ending balance, and change are shown
for each account.

• Year to Date Report which reports
transactions for the entire year by ac-
count and by code for those accounts
and codes which are currently inverted.

• Reconcile which reconciles dif-
ferences between balances in The
Accountant database and the balances
reported by the bank, charge accounts,
etc.

Actually, the first three functions can
be done from the main program; the
utility programs simply automate them.
The Reconcile program has proved most
useful for me. It is extremely easy to use
'and occasionally finds "lost" trans-
actions, credit card company errors, and
other mistakes. It is very pleasing to see
the flashing "0.00" which indicates a
reconciled balance.

Conclusion
The Accountant brings the powerful

personal financial management tools of a
double entry accounting system to
accountants and non-accountants alike.
The documentation is thorough, easily
read, and complete. My manual did not
come with an index, but a new manual
with index is now available. The pro-
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1/0 EXPANSION ADAPTORApril 15th is just

around the
corner

• Works with all Apple compatible joysticks and paddles. Unique
"Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to meet your needs s
Select one of two devices or use 4 paddles simultaneously. Gives
you four pushbutton inputs. Supports shift key modification.
Exchange X & Y joystick axis. Small & compact-adheres to
computer with supplied foam tape. All strobes, annunciators and
power available on both connectors. $29.95The ACCOUNTANT

Finance Data Base System
Optional VisiCalc~ Interface Available EXTEND-A-SLOT

The EXTICND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside
your APPLE", allowing an easy change of
cards. The 18" flex cable is long enough to
allow placement of the card in a convenient
location. The high quality connectors are
gold plated for reliability.
The EXTEND-A-SLOT works well with all

·-BE A MONEY MASTER
Define up to 63 tax codes and save when you prepare
your returns. Available for APPLEN and IBMNPC.

"Among bookkeeping programs, Decision Support
Software's ACCOUNTANT ($129) earns high marks
and is easy to use." - Money Magazine, Nov. 1982

$29.95slow to medium speed cards, such as
Modems, Printers, Clock, Music, etc. It is not recommended for high
speed data transfer devices such as disk drive controller cards.

(800) 368-2022 Th(~se fine products come with a 90 ~Iay w.urant y
Available at your local dealer or direct from:
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP
post Offi~e Box 2231 C Add $2.50 for shipping,
Goleta, CA 93118 $5.00 outside U.S.A. &
(805) 685-1931 Canada. CA add tax.

Apph~ is ;I trudum.u-k uf Ap"I!!
V,SA, MASTERCARD accepted Cumputet-s

Decision Support Software
1438 Ironwood Drive, McLean, VA 22101 (703) 241·8316

Add 53.00 shipping and hardling. Virginia residents add 4%
APPLE", IBM", and Vi,Cal," an! lIadtmarlts 01 APPLE Compute,. tee.. IBM COlp .• and VlSiCorp. Int. fUpI(tiVety.

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CIRCLE 281 ON READER SERVICE CARD





We Take Classroom
Computing Seriously

That's why Radio Shack has a full-time Educational
Coordinator near you. These professionals are experi-
enced field representatives for our classroom-proven
TRS-80@microcomputersand courseware materials.
Their job is to help you decide how your class or your
entire school system can benefit from the TRS-80.To
find out more, call one of your Radio Shack Educational
Coordinators today. They're all across the country ...
and close by when you need them.

Itadlo IhaeK
The biggest name in little computers ™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
CIRCLE 249 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Albany Region Atlanta Region
Don Francolino (203) 232-4529 Preston Stone (404) 255-9438

Eastern Mkt. Manager
Ron Moore (817) 390·3527

Los Angeles Region
Terry Kramer (213) 921·2659

Kansas City Region
Dan Hennessey (612) 546-4888

San Diego Region San Francisco Region
Bob Norman (714) 894·1371 Steve Terhune (415) 574-1708

Seattle Region
Annie Gillvan (206) 527-0940

Boston Region
Dick Callahan (617) 848-0780

Detroit Region
Celia Magro (313) 552-9290

Chicago Region
Donna Comber (312) 833·1010

Houston Region
Jim Savoie (512) 341-2622

Miami Region
Peter Lenkway (305) 748-3408

New Orleans Region
Sid Agent (214) 484-9943

Philadelphia Region Pittsburgh Region
Donald Wallick (609) 829-6911 Dave Castora (412) 833-1918 .

Tampa Region Washington, D.C. Region
Paul Hoagland (813) 886·2974 Kevin Hogans (703) 527-2553



SuperScripsit

~t'sA Bird, ,It's A Plane ...

It's Scripsit in a blue cape. It can't
leap tall buildings in a single bound, and
it's still slower than a speeding bullet,
but Superscripsit is well named, for it is
truly a super program.

Radio Shack's new word processor
teams the TRS-80 with the Daisy Wheel
II printer to produce proportional, jus-
tified printing that approaches book
quality. Priced at $199, the program is
much easier to use than its earlier Clark
Kent version and contains most of the
state-of-the-art features found in modern
word processing programs.

The SuperScripsit package includes a
pair of disks for the Model I and a pair
for the Model III, eight half-hour les-
sons on audio cassettes, a 109-page
training manual, a quick reference card,
and a 144-page reference manual.
SuperScripsit may be called from

TRSDOS together with the name of the
text file to. be processed, and fires up
with the first of many menus which
make the program user-friendly.

The Display
When entering text or editing, 14 text

lines at a time are displayed above a for-
mat line. this line depicts margins and
tab settings in inches and contains a
ghost cursor that keeps pace with the
text cursor. Below is the status line
which contains the document name, the
printed page and line numbers, and the
position of the cursor in inches. The
print pitch and line spacing for the cur-
rent paragraph are shown together with
indicators when certain modes are
active.

Note the distinctions: although the
screen may give' equal space to every
character, format, and print symbol, the

Dan Robinson, 1625 Higgins Way, Pacifica, CA 94044.
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Dan Robinson

status line is smart enough to consider
only the space the characters will require
in print, even given the variable width of
proportional-font characters. Second,
note that each paragraph may have its
own margins, tabs, and line spacing.

The status line is further used as a

The program is much
easier to use than its
earlier Clark Kent

version.
mini-menu in answer to certain instruc-
tions and if an improper command is
given, the status line is replaced by a
flashing error message.

Text Control
SuperScripsit uses the familiar @ key

for control in conjunction with letter

cpcathrc GomplItiufj
SOFfW ARE PROFILE

Name; SuperScripsit
Type: Word processor
System: TRS-80 Model I, IU
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: Mild-mannered Scripsit

now bends steel in its bare hands
Price: $199
Manufacturer:

Tandy IRadio Shack
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76ioi

and symbol keys. Unlike the original
Scripsit, all of the combinations are logi-
cal: Control-D is used for delete, Con-
trol-I for insert and so on.
SuperScripsit offers a large number of

cursor movements with the arrow keys.
J3y themselves, the arrow keys move left
and right a character at a time and wrap
around to the next line when they reach
the end of the current one. The up and
down arrows move one screen line at a
time and when shifted move to the
beginning or to the end of the text file. A
shifted left arrow moves to the left mar-
gin while a shifted right arrow moves to
the next tab stop.

An arrow pressed in conjunction with
H or F moves to the header or footer
page, while an arrow pressed with W, G,
P or V moves to the next/previous word,
paragraph, printed page, or video page.
An arrow with N permits an input to
move to a specified printed page, and
with an L to a desired line number on
the current printed page. Finally, an ar-
row with S will move the cursor to a
specified search string.

Other common commands are a little
more sparse. For example, there is only
one way to delete text: hold the control
key and D to eat a character at a time.
The alternative is to designate the text to
be deleted as a block, call the block ac-
tion mini-menu, select Delete, and fi-
nally answer an "Are You Sure?"
prompt to erase the text.

Insertions are a little simpler. A con-
trol-I opens the text for unlimited inser-
tion. When the insertion is completed, a
delete command closes the text.
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Special Features
A unique feature of SuperScripsit is

the align tab. When this function is
called, the text moves to the left of the
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cursor as it is entered until the decimal
point is keyed, and then the remaining
input flows normally to the right. The
result is an easy-to-use way to ensure
that lists of figures will remain neatly in
column even if the format of the para-
graph is later altered. The align tab sym-
bol may be changed from the default
decimal point to any character, if needed
to maintain a columnar presentation
with product or part numbers and the
like.

Another unusual feature offered by
SuperScripsit is the tab line. Each para-
graph contains its own tab and margin
settings and tab and margin settings can
be changed up to 50 times in a docu-
ment. The tab line contains the left and
right "margins, tab settings, and an In-
dent tab to position the beginning of
each new paragraph. The Indent tab
may be set beyond the margin to provide
reverse or hanging indentations for
outlines.

The paragraph may use the system tab
or call upon one of ten special tab for-
mats stored by the program, all of which
are programmable by the user. A quick-
set command may be called to set mar-
gins and the indent tab for individual
paragraphs. A separate tab Help Menu
appears if blunders are made while
formatting tab lines.

If the print width is greater than the
64 characters available on the TRS-80
screen, the text may be "windowed" in
eight-character increments to the left or
right. Unlike the original Scripsit, the
new program with its wraparound
cursor movements makes windowing an
easy-to-use aid to ensure that the printed
copy will appear as the user intended.

Search and Block Commands
The search routine in SuperScripsit

presents a menu with find/delete/
replace choices. The program may be in-
structed to make searches independent
of whether the string is in upper or lower
case, or optionally will respect the case
of the string. A search may be specified

to locate only complete words which
equal the string or to find the string even
if it is embedded within a longer word.
Searches are made from the cursor po-
sition to the end of the text file, and may
be set to pause after each match to per-
mit selective deletions or replacements
or continue through the text
uninterrupted.

Many of the functions
of SuperScripsit are
performed through
block commands.

Many of the functions of SuperScripsit
are performed through block com-
mands. A block of text may be marked
by moving the cursor to the beginning
and then the end of the block, or by a
Quick command which prompts for
block identification by word, sentence,
paragraph, printed page, from the cursor
to the end of the text file. A block action
command then presents a mini-menu
from which a choice may be made to
perform the block functions.

If the cursor is moved to a new
position, Adjust gives the marked block
the same format as the paragraph in
which the cursor is located. Copy writes
the block to disk and then duplicates it
in the new location, while Move per-
forms the move and also deletes the copy
from the old position. Recall inserts the
block from "disk at the current cursor
location, even if it was saved from a pre-
vious file. Print delivers a hard copy of
the marked block, and Linespace alters
the spacing of that block only.

Freeze makes the block impervious to
change until it is unfrozen so as to pre-
clude alteration if the text is later
manipulated as part of a larger block.
There is a Search option which functions
like the global search but is confined to

"I know you did a speedy installation - that So the problem!"
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the marked block.
The Hyphen option brings the cursor

to the segment of the word on the
following line which would fit in the cur-
rent line if hyphenated. The cursor can
then be moved to the proper break point,
and when a hyphen is struck, the word is
broken and a hyphen inserted. The text
is reformatted and the cursor moves on
to the next hyphenation opportunity.

Other Features
A Control-C commands centering of

the paragraph where the cursor rests,
and whenever the cursor is moved over a
centered paragraph, a Cen is displayed
in the status line.

Text display may be toggled with a
view mode to show the text as it will ap-
pear in print or to display format and
print symbols as an aid in editing.

Ten user keys can be programmed to
function with the control key in a se-
quence of up to 127 keystrokes each. A
key sequence could, for example, insert a
company letterhead or logo with a dot
matrix printer, or type the complete
standard signature block. The user keys
can chain to one another and can loop
back on themselves to provide such
functions as scrolling.

SuperScripsit can be made to rec-
ognize widows so that the first line of a
new paragraph doesn't end a page, or
the last line of a paragraph hangs by it-
self at the beginning of a new one. When
ordered to do so SuperScripsit will avoid
widows by printing one more or one less
line at the end of a page.
Headers and footers may contain up

to 768 characters each. They may be
identified to appear on odd,even, or all
pages, and a menu option permits identi-
fying the first page on which they will
appear.

Printing
SuperScripsit has built-in functions to

support the ability of the Daisy Wheel II
to use sub- and superscripts, bold print-
ing, strike-through, underscore, and
double underscore. A top-of-form com-
mand sends reverse linefeeds equal to
the number of lines printed on the cur-
rent page to support two-column print-
ing. Proportional or mono spacing or no
justification at all can be specified; and
the print pitch can be set to match the
current wheel. Line spacing may be set
for single to triple spacing with half-lines
supported.

The printer menu permits command-
ing a page pause to insert a new sheet of
paper at the end of each page. The pro-
gram also supports a pause print com-
mand which can be placed anywhere in
text to enable the operator to change
daisy wheels before resuming printing.
SuperScripsit supports the Daisy
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Ifyou can beat these prices,
you must have a brother-in-law
in the business.
16K RAM KITS 13.95
Set of 8 NEe 4116 200 ns. Guaranteed one year.

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS 21.95
Single sided, certified Double Density 40 Tracks,
with Hub-ring. Box 0110. Guaranteed one year.

SCOTCH 3M
S.S.O.OEN '0 TRK ...
O.S.O.OEN '0 TRK..

.. 23.50
..... 36.50

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MO 525·01, 10. 16 26.50
MO 550·01, 10, 16 44.50
MO 557·01,10,16.. .. 45.60
MO 577·01,10,16.. .. 34.80
FO 32 or 34·9000, 36.00
FQ 32 or 34-8000.. . . .45.60
FD 34-4001.. .. 48.60

DISKETTE STORAGE
51/~" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 2.50
8" PLASTIC L18RARY CASE.. . .. 3.50
PROTECTOR SIf," (50 Disk Capacity) 21.95
PROTECTOR 8" (50 Disk Capacity) 24.95
DISK BANK 5\/,", 5.95
DISK BANK B" , ....................•... 6.95

ALTOS, NEC, & HP
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Call Alpha Byte for our low prices.

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI BOO.. . 659.00
ATARI 400 (16K).. , ....•. $CALL
AlARI 810 DISK DRIVE.. . ..... 445.00
ATARI 850 INTERFACE.. ..169.00
ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER 75.00
JOYSTICK CONTROLLER 10.00
PAOOLE CONTROLLERS. .. . 17.50
PERCOM DRIVE.. ..684.00
STAR RAIDERS 32.00
MISSILE COMMAND. .. 32.00
ASTERIOOS.. .32.00
PACMAN.. 32.00
CENTiPEDE... . .. 32,00

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR AlAR! 400 ..
32K FOR ATARI 800 ..

PRINTERS
ANAOEX 9501·A.. . .. 1390.00
C'ITOH F·l0 40 CPS PARALLEl. ... 1390.00
C·ITOH F-10 40 CPS SERIAL ..•....... 1390.00
C-ITOH PROWRITER PARALLEL ... 480.00
C·ITOH PROWRITER SERIAL .. , •.•.... 590.00
EPSON MX·80 W/GRAFTRAX+ SCALL
EPSON MHO FIT W/GRAFTRAX + $CALL
EPSON MX·l00 W/GRAFTRAX+.. ,.$CALL
EPSON GRAFTRAX PLUS 60.00
COMREX-CRI PARALLEL 839.00
COMREX-CRI SERIAL 859.00
IOS PRISM 80 W/COLOR.. ..1599.00
10S MICROPRISM '80. . SCALL
NEC 8023A.. .. 485.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P. RO 1995.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S. RO.. ..25'5.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P. RO.. .2545.00
OKIOATA MICROLINE 82A 469,00
OKIOATA MICROLINE 83A 720.00
OKIOATA MICROLINE 8'.. .. 1199.00
OKIGRAPH 82.. .49.00
OKIGRAPH 83.. ..49.00

APPLE HARDWARE
SUPER CLOCK II 129.00
VERSA WRITER OIGITIZER 259.00
SOFTCARO PREMIUM SYSTEM... .569,00
MICROSOFT Z·80 SOFTCARO ..•.......•. 249.00
MICROSOFT RAMCARO... .. 79.00
VIOEX 80,24 VIOEO CARO.. •. .. , 260,00
VIOEX KEY80ARO ENHANCER 11... 129.00
M & R SUPERTERM 80,24 VIOEO BO .. 315.00
M & R COOLING FAN 44.95
TIG JOYSTiCK.. ..44,95
TIG PAOOLE. .. 29.95
T/G SELECT-A-PORT 54.95
VERSA E·Z PORT.. , •.............. 21.95

PROMETHEUS VERSACARO... •. ...•. 165.00
MICRDBUFFER III 16K WI GRAPHICS .. 259,00
MICROBUFFER III 32K WIGRAPHICS .. 299.00
SUPERFAN II.. .. .. 62.00
RANA CONTROLLER.. •. .... 104,00
RANA DRIVES ...•............ 335.00
SNAPSHOT.. ... 119.00
OUENTIN APPLEMATE .•. , .. 269.00

IBM HARDWARE
SEATTLE 64K RAM +.. 355.00
OUAORAM OUAOBDARO 64K. .. 430,00
64K MEMORY UPGRADE 80.00

ALPHA BYTE IBM MEMORY
EXPANSION BOARDS
256K WI RS·232C.. .. 349.00
256K WI RS·232C & SUPERCALC 529.00
512K WI RS·232C.. .. 599.00
512K WI RS·232C & SUPERCALC .749.00

MONITORS
AMBER 12".. .. ......•. 165,00
NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR 169.00
NEC 12" COLOR MONITOR.. ,399,00
SANYO 12" MONITOR (8 & WI, 198.00
SANYO 13" COLOR MONITOR.. 402,00
AMOEK COLOR I 365.00
AMOEK RG8 COLOR II.. ..774,00
AMOEK RG8 INTERFACE.. •. 169.00
COMREX 12" GREEN MONITOR 115.00
BMC 12" GREEN.... ...89.00

MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARO.. ...154.00
ROMWRITER.. .. ....•.... 149.00
AID + O/A.. .. 299.00
RAM PLUS 32K.. 160,00

CALIF. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
APPLE BOARDS
7710A ASYNCHRONOUS S. iNTERFACE149.00
7712A SYNCHRONOUS S. INTERFACE. 159.00
7424A CALENDAR CLOCK. ,.99.00
7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE 105.00

MODEMS
.. 145.00
... 67.00

NOVATION CAT ACOUSTICS MOOEM ... 140.00
NOVATION O·CAT DIRECT CONNECT .. 156.00
NOVATION AUTO'CAT AUTO ANS 219.00
NOVATION O'CAT (1200 BAUD) , 619.00
NOVATION APPLE· CAT (300 Baud) •.... 310.00
NOVATION APPLE'CAT (1200 Baud) .... 605,00
HAYES MICROMOOEM II (APPLE) •..... 289.00
HAYES 100 MODEM (S'100) 325.00
HAYES SMART MOOEM (300 BAUD) 227.00
HAYES SMART MODEM (1200 BAUD) .540.00
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH.. .. .. 199.00
SIGNALMAN MODEM WI RS·232C, ..... 85.00

ty. No elleet on your present l10ppy disk system.
Includes all cables and installation lnsuuctcns.
10 MEGABYTES.. . .. .. 2370.00
20 MEGABYTES.. . 3180.00

BARE DRIVES
TAN DON 5'14 INCH
100·1 SINGLE HEAO '0 TRK •.
100·2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK...
100·3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK,
100·4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK...

.. •.. 195.00
...... ,262.50
...... 250.00
..... 369.00

MAGIC WINDOW.. .. .. 79,00
MAGIC MAILER.. .. 59.00
08 MASTER.. .. .. 169,00
DB MASTER UTILITY PACK 69.00
PFS: GRAPH 89,95
PFS: (NEW) PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM.85.00
PFS: REPORT.... .. .. 79.00
Z·TERM PRO'.. .. .......•.. 129,95
EASY WRITER·PRO 199.00
EASY MAILER·PRO.. . . .. 79.00
LISA 2.5.. . 59.95
TRANSCEND II.. . ...115.00
WORD HANDLER II 149.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT.. ...........•.. 59,95
FIRST CLASS MAIL 55.00

VISICORP
DESKTOP PLAN II.. •. .. 189.00
VISIPLOT.. .. 158.00
VISITRENO/VISIPLOT .•.................. 229.00
VISIOEx.... " 189.00
VISITERM.. •. ........•.....•.... 79.00
VISICALC 189.00
VISIFILES, , ...........•..........•.•.•... 189,00

CP/M® SOFTWARE
THE WORO PLUS.. .. .•....•.. 117,00
d BASE II.. .. .429.00
OUICKCOOE.. .. 230.00
OUTIL.. •. , 91.00
SUPER CALC.. . 189.00
P & T CP/M" MOO 2 & 16 TRS'80 .. ,175.00
COMMX TERMINAL PROG... .. ..•. 82.50
ACCOUNTING PLUS"·

G/L,A/R,A/P,P/R... .. .. 1799.00
SUPERFILE.. .. .. 170.00

We carry an CP/Mi!I software in all popular disk
lormats. Call lor avallibitity/pnce.

INFOCOM
ZORK 1.11.111•.
STARCROSS .•.
OEAOLlNE .. ,

EDU·WARE
COMPU·REAO ..
COMPU·MATH FRACTIONS ..
COMPU·MATH DECIMALS ..

MORE APPLE GAMES

...... 28.00
..28.00

.. 35.00

.. 24.95
.. 34.95
. .. 34.95

TERMINALS
TELEVIOEO 920C 830.00
TELEVIOEO 950C.. .. 995.00
AOOS·VIEWPOI NT... ..599.00
HAZELTINE ESPRIT 510.00
VISUAL' 50 GREEN.. .. .. 690.00

TRS·80 HARDWARE
PERCOM OATA SEPARATOR.. . 27.00
PERCOM ~OUBLER II WI ~OS. 3.4 159.00
TANDON 80 TRK DISK DRIVE WI P S .345.00
TAN DON 40 TRK OISK DRIVE WI P.S .289.00
LNW OOUBLER W/OOSPLUS 3.3, 138.00
LNW 5/8 WI DOSPLUS 3.4 181.00
MOD III DRIVE KIT.. 615.00

HARD DISK
DRIVE SPECIAL
MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS
5'/." Winchester, cabinet. P.S. controller,
assembled and tested. Attaches to your z·eo CPU
system in minutes. Runs on Northstar, Heathl
Zenith, TRS·eO Mod II, Apple wi CP/M:!> , CCS
and others. Hardware must be Z·80 I CP/M®
system. The jncluded sell jnstalling soflware at-
taches to your CP/M~ system. s-monttt warren-

TANDON THINLINE 8 INCH
8'8·1 SINGLE SiDE.... . •..•.. 379.00
848·2 ~UAL SlOE 490.00

MICRO PRO
APPLE CP/M®
WOROSTAR·j.. .. .. 199.00
SUPERSORT·j... .. •... 109.00
MAILMERGE'j 60.00
OATASTAR·j.. . .. 162.00
SPELLSTAR·j., .•.•... 109,00
CALCSTAR' j... ..109.00

FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 1595.00

RANA
DISK DRIVE 449.oo

RANA DRIVE
CONT. CARD l35.oo
C.lTOH 8510
PRINTER 795.00

MICROBUFFER
32K 299.oo

NEC 12" GREEN
MONITOR. 200.oo

VERBATIM
DISKS .45.oo

LIBRARY CASE 5.oo

~

NowS2352

IBM SOFTWARE
VOLKSWRITER.. ..145.00
WRITE ON.. .. .....•.... 90.00
EASYWRITER II.. .. ... 247.00
HOME ACCOUNTANT +.. .. .. 105.00
VISICALC I 256K.. .. •................. 189.00
QUICKCOOE ......•......................... 230,00
SUPERCALC.. .. .179,00
d BASE II.. , 429.00
SUPERFILE.. •. .. 170.00
WOROSTAR ......•......•................. 235.00
MAILMERGE.... .. 79.00

Call lor additional IBM software.

IBM GAMES
OEAOLlNE ..
ZQRK 1,11,111..
STARCROSS ..
TEMPLE OF ASPHAI ..

. ... 35.00
.. ...•................... 28.00

.. .... 28.00
. ..•. 31.35

TRS·80 SOFTWARE
NEWOOS/80 2.0 MOO 1.111.. ..139.00
LAZY WRITER MOD I,ll ..•................ 165.00
PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOD 1.111., •..... 109.00
OMNITERM SMART TERM,MOO 1,111..•.. 89.95
MICROSOFT BASIC COMPo FOR MOO I .165,00
LOOS 5.1 MOO 1,111 119.00
OOSPLUS 3.4.. •.•.. 89.00

APPLE & ATARI G,~MES
BRODERBUND
APPLE PANIC
MIDNIGHT MAGIC ..
CHOPLIFTER ..

.............. 23.61
,27.26

.. .......•.. 27.20

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION ORION. .. .......•.•. 20.95
STAR WARRIOR.. .. 31.35
CRUSH,CRUMBLE AND CHOMP., , 2'.95
TEMPLE OF APSHAI.. 31.35
HELLfiRE WARRIOR... .3135
RESCUE AT RIGEL.. 23.36

ON·LlNE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCESS .•.. 27.26
SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 23.36
THRESHOLD.. .. 31.16
JAW BREAKER.. , 23,36
CROSSFIRE ," ....•... 24.95
ULYSSES & GOLDEN FLEECE 25.95
FROGGER.. 24.50

GALAXY WAR.. . ..20.95
ALIEN TYPHOON... ..20.95
ARCADE MACHINE.. ...32.95
TUES. MORNING QUARTER8ACK 25,95
THE DRAGON'S EYE.. .. .. 20.95
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK .............•. 31.16
SEA FOx...... ..•....•.•....•... ..24.00
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE.. .. •.. 49.95
POOL 1.5.. .. •.•.•... 27,26
ULTIMA.. . .. 31.16
RASTER BLASTER.. .. .. 23.36
fLIGHT SIMULATOR.. . .. 26.61
INTERNATIONAL GRANO PRIX... ..25.95
SARGON II.. .. .. 28.95
SPACE KAOETT... . 28.00
SNACK ATTACK 23.36
THIEF.......... .. .. .•.•..... 24.95
MARS CARS.. ...23.00
KAMIKAZI... ...27.26
THE WARP FACTOR.. .. ..............•.•. 31.16
COSMO MISSION.. .. 23.36
WIZARDRY.. •. 37,95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS.
GORGON ...
SNEAKERS ..
PHANTOMS FIVE ..
BANDITS ....

EDU·WARE
PERCEPTION PKG.. . . .. 19.95
COMPU·MATH: ARITHMETIC.. ..39.95
COMPU·SPELL (REO, DATA DISK) .....•. 24.95
COMPU'SPELL OATA DISKS 4·8. ea ...•. 17.95
RENDEZVOUS... ...28,50

.•. 23.36
............. 31.16

•.23.36
•.. 22,00
... 25.00

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
ULTIMA 11... ..42.00
MISSILE DEFENSE ......................•.. 27.26
SABOTAGE.. .. .. 20.95
TIME ZONE.. •.•.77.96
CRANSTON MANOR. .. 25.95
CANNON BALL BLlTI.. 25.95

MUSE SOFTWARE
ROBOT WARS.. ..,32.95
THREE MILE ISLANO 31.61
A.B.M.. . 19.46

To order or for
information call

In New'tbrk:
(212)509-1923
In LosAngeles:
(213)706-0333
In Dallas:
(214) 744-4251
ByModern:
(213)~:~

---- ""'-UNErCA\.L OUR tAOOlOl'Cw.s.'
, fOR WEEKL'I' ~ __ J
I --\.----
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31245 LA BAY A DRIVE
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362

We guarantee evefything we.seIl for 30 days- no retums~er 30 days. ~~ software will be replaced. free, but all other software retumsare SUIl;ecl to 15% restocking lee and must be~paniedby RMA slip. No re!ums()'l ~soItware, unlessdelective. We aa::ept VISA MId MasterCard 00 all orders;
COD orders, up 10 S3OO. Shipping charges: $3101" all prepaid orders, actual shiPPIng charges for non· prepaids; $3 Ioc COD orders under 251bs. ($6 lor over) pius a $4 surcharge; add 15% /(If loretgn, FPO and APO ordel's. Calif. add 6% sales tax, in l.A. County add 6W'Io. Prices QWoo are tor S10ck on hand
MId are subject 10 change w.thout rdice

CP/M e a reg. trademark of Digital Research. -Requires Z-80SoCtcard. tReg.trademarkol Micro Pro Imemalion.11 Corp 1:TrademarkOf Practical Peripherals, Inc. .oTrademiirk 01 Sottware tmlenSioos, Inc.

MICROSOFT
APPLE
BASIC COMPILER'" ". ""."" .. " .. ".296.00
Z'80 SOFTCARO" . ",,2'9.00
RAM CARD. ".79.00
OLYMPIC DECATHLON" ,,24,95
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER .. " ...•.. 125.00
MULTIPLAN ""."" ..•. """". " "" ,,209.00

CP/M®
BASIC 80 """ """"". "" " ... " ,249.00
BASIC COMPILER" ." ... 299,00
FORTRAN 80" 359.00

APPLE SOFTWARE
SCREENWRITER II.. . 99.00
DICTIONARY.. . 79.00



SuperScripsit, continued ...
Wheel II: Lineprinter IV, V, VI, and
VIII; DWP 410, DMP 200, 400 and 500;
and offers a general serial driver, as well.
Several sample text files are provided on
the disks to lead the new user through
the lessons.

The CLEAR key is used to denote print
codes embedded in the text, with the
following character interpreted by the
printer driver to activate the function.
The Superscripsit user can program both
the shifted and unshifted number keys to
operate in conjunction with the CLEAR
key to send up to 20 sequences of special
printer codes.

Menus
SuperScripsit calls up several menus to

support user action such as opening a
document, printing, or setting system
parameters, and another pops up to offer
options for Search. Seven screens of
Help menus may be called in addition to
the special Tab Help menu. Mini-menus
appear for block actions, entering head-
ers or footers, and Quick setting of line-
spacing or margins. Most menus call for
a simple response, but some require
editing to establish new' Superscripsit
default parameters.

Form Letters
SuperScripsit contains a file merge

capability which allows inserting of data
from a variables file into the text for
form letter production. For example, if
the program encounters /NAME/ in the
letter it will insert the data from the
NAME field in the variables file. One
copy of the form letter will be printed
for each record in the file. Profile III
may be used to create variable data for
merged form letters, or they may be
written using Superscripsit, with the
variable field names errtered as the first
record.

Documentation
Both the Figures traimng book and

the Reference Manual are tabbed for
quick access, and both are clearly writ-
ten. The reference manual contains a
copy of the Daisy Wheel II printer
dri ver source code as an aid to Model III
users who need to write a driver for their
own printers. Model I users will need a
bit of experience to write a driver, as the
differences are not defined.

The training manual, cassette instruc-
tions, and sample text files on disk pro-
vide a painless introduction to Super-
Scripsit operation. Even a beginner in
word processing will find that the course
makes learning word processing easy
following the one-step-at-a-time format.
Emphasis is on the Daisy Wheel II,
however, and users of other printers will
miss many of the finest features of the
program.

Utilities
. The program has a utility module to
compress a SuperScripsit file to its mini-
mum size, although there must be suf-
ficient space on the disks to contain both
versions simultaneously. Other utilities
convert SuperScripsit files to ASCII and
back again to retain compatibility with
old Scripsit files and Basic programs
saved with the A option.

The Proofread option uses the Scripsit
Dictionary in a second drive on the

Old habits of dealing
with small segments
and then combining
them for printing will
have to be changed.

Model III with a 73,000 word vocabu-
lary. The Model I requires three drives
and is limited to 34,000 words.

The Warts
The SuperScripsit text buffer holds

nearly 12,000 characters, and the text
file is written to disk automatically when
the buffer fills or when the user is ready
to terminate the session. For safety's
sake, the user may empty the buffer to
disk at any time. Since SuperScripsit
writes the file to disk as it grows, the
length of a document is limited only by
disk capacity, and with a second Model
III 40-track, double density drive that
quantity is awesome.

Manipulation of very large files is pos-
sible,but can be a slow process when
dealing with more than 12,000 charac-

ters. The user must wait for the text to
be read from and written to disk even to
move from one end of the file to another.
Old habits of dealing with small seg-
ments and then combining them for
printing will have to be changed, for
there is no way to merge even two small
text files. Smaller segments must be
stored one at a time as a block and later
inserted into a second file.
SuperScripsit must be used without a

write-protect tab. TRSDOS will write
marked blocks to drive 0 when identified
for a move or copy, although text files
may be identified to be written to other
drives as a part of their file specification.
The program has its own directory com-
mand. This is not supported on the
Model I however, and my efforts to
make SuperScripsit function with operat-
ing systems other than TRSDOS failed.

Surprisingly, three common features
found in other word processors are ab-
sent: the program does not support key-
board entry during printing, nor does it
allow chain printing of .lengthy docu-
ments or support insertion of "boiler-
plate" or standard paragraphs from disk.
The more versatile delete commands
found in other programs would be a
blessing.

Summary
But that's being picky, for Super-

Scripsit 'does just about everything and
does it very well, indeed. Users can be
certain that Tandy programmers or out-
siders will quickly have patch programs
on the market to provide the few fea-
tures that SuperScripsit lacks as well as
the added utilities that are only now
beginning to appear to enhance older
word processors.

The program truly is Scripsit in a blue
cape: it's SuperScripsit. 0
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"This ought to settle afew arguments!"
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HAVE [EFT AT $5,000
AND A T TO SAN FRANCISCO!
THE GREATKAMIKAZE SHOOTOUT-

Time's running out fast. Play your best game of
Kamikaze, send us a photograph of your best score-
and we could send you tickets to San Francisco for the
Shootout.

You've had plenty of time to practice-what? You
haven't got Kamikaze yet? Rush to your Hayden Software
dealer, or order direct. All the rules and your entry blank
are right in the package.

Remember: top prize is $5,000! Second place is
good for $1,000; third is $500; and fourth- and fifth-place
winners can choose $250 worth of Hayden Software.

Even if you don't win, you'll have a terrific time play-
ing Kamikaze. The more you play, the tougher it gets-
and the more fun you have!

So get Kamikaze, and start getting those dive
bombers in your sights: they could be worth a fat five
thousand dollars!

kaze Catalog No. 13809, Apple II disk, $34.95

Available from your local dealer or call:

1-800-343-1218
(in MA call 617-937-{)200)

IHAYDEN Wle'i.l,It'iJW
CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD





The Sony 3% Inch Drive

Interfacing
A Really
Mini-Floppy

Sony Corporation recently introduced
its 31/2" disk drive-thereby giving a
new and significant meaning to the term
"mini-floppy." In fact, Sony has coined
the term "micro-floppy," to distinguish
this remarkable new device.

The overall dimensions of the drive
are an impressively compact 2" X 4"
X 5". And yet, as I formatted them, I
was able to obtain a storage capacity of

F.ebruary.1983 e Creative Computing
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161K in the single density mode, 322K
in the double density mode. The 3 1/2"
drive works identically to its older and
larger precursors, with a couple of
exceptions: head load, settling, and seek
times are longer on the 312" system.

Choosing A Format for Formatting
The manual accompanying the drive

suggests the use of nine 256-byte sectors,
or 16 128~byte sectors in formatting mi-
cro-floppy disks. This suggestion seemed
to me rather arbitrary, and potentially
wasteful. It is probably based on
compatibility with certain equipment
used at Sony.

69

I found a much more efficient manner
of disk utilization through the definition
of 18 sectors of 128-bytes per sector. Fig-
ure 1 indicates the formatting tables
incorporated in the operating system.

Figure 2 indicates the disk definition
tables for 16- and 18-sector formats.
Interchange with other users and other
disk media is possible through incor-
poration in the user's system software of
the tables shown. They are based on the
use of CP1M or a similar operating
system.

"·d77 ;78 track 26 sector
;riunber of S'JS tracks
;future
;preaMble

;sec/trk 8 irch ·~tand.ai-d.bjte
•('ott.·
+b'jte
"b':lte
+b':Jte
•('ote t'd72

;gap Z
;gap 3

.b:Jte

.bote

.c.':!te ".:l18 ; 18 sector Son"

.b':!te
tb:;te "'d70··1 ;70 track Micro disk
.bote 3
.b':!te ;flJture
.bote .A·ci16 ;prear,ble
.b'jte .A·dB ;gap "L
.tr:;te "dll ;gap 3

,b':lte ..•.·d16 ;16 sector Sfjr~Y
tbljte
.bote /"'d7D"'1 ;70 track Micro disk
+b:Jte 3
.b':lte ; future
.b'jte "d16 :pre2Mble
~b'Jtt~ Adl1 t9ap ?

,b':ite AdZ7 ;sap 3

Figure 1. Formatting tables,



Sony Disk Drive, continued ...
I have successfully interfaced the

drive to S-lOObus computers, STD bus
computers, and an Apple II, with Z80
card and Vista disk controller board.
Interfacing the Sony drive to these three
systems was completed without any seri-
ous problems. An interconnecting
transition board must be furnished, and
,a software adjustment made to accom-
modate the head seek and settling times
specified in the reference manual.
The interfacing signals required are

extremely similar to those specified for
8" Shugart drives. The major difference
is that 8" drives are usually connected
via 50-conductor ribbon cable, while the
Sony drive uses a 26-pin connector.
Another difference is related to the

number of available drive select lines,
and the method of turning the motor of
the smaller drive on or off. Figure 3
shows the configuration of an adapter to
resolve these differences. The use of such

For 18 sectorltrack single densi V,,:

SONY18:

"d18
3
7

;sedors per tracY..
;block shi fl f2,ctor
lblock MasV

.word
•b<Jt!'
~b'::rte
.b-otp
tword
.word
.boote
.bote
.word
.word
,[r':jte

:n,-,l1 ",ask
"dH9
"d63
OCOH
o
A(j16

ldisk size - 1
1di redor':! nax - 1
;a11oc 0
;alle.:: 1
:check size
aT" ack off-;et
;-:.tpra't for ~icr'odrive3

T181ZS
,boite
,bojte
.b':lte

1.s,9t13,.17 ,3j.7, 11
15,2,6.10, H, lS,~,8
12,16

For' 16 sector/tr-ack single densit'j

SONY16:
•wQi·d A(l16
.b':lte 3
.t":jte 7
.b'Jt~ 0
+wQrd ...•..d133
,\-JOrd Adt,3
.i:,,;te OCOK
+b'jte 0

lsectors per tracl< .
lblock shift factor
; block Mask'
;1"1,-,11 Mask
,disk size - 1
;(JHector,:! size - 1
:;110>: 0
:a11oc 1
:track offset

T1,:i"::~:~
.o':ft;:- 116,22f26t5~2u, 15,4
~b:1t€' 9,14t3i8t13tZt7t12

Figure 2. Definition tables.

Performance Specifications
Capacity, Unformatted
Single Density
Double Density

Capacity, Formatted (70 tracks, 18 sectors per track)
Single Density
Double Density

218.8 kilobytes
437.5 kilobytes

161 kilobytes
322 kilobytes

Transfer Rate (600 R.P.M.)
Single Density
Double Density

250 kilobits/sec
500 kilobits/sec

Access Time
Track to Track
Average
Settling time
Head load time

15 milliseconds
365 milliseconds
15 milliseconds
60 milliseconds

Power Requirements 12 volts @ 400 milliamps,
5 volts @ 600 milliamps,

7.5 watts continuous,
3.3 watts standby

Power dissipation

SHUGART COMPATIBLE
50 PIN CONNECTOR

2
4
6
8
10

DSKCH-12
14

INUSE-d6
HDLOAD-+18

INDEX-20
READY-22
SECTOR-24

DSl-+26
DS2-+28
DS3-+30
DS4-+32

DIRTN -+34----
STEP-+36----

WRTDAT -+38----
WRTGAT -+40--~--

TRKoo-+42---~
WPR-44-~-~

READ-46---~
SEPDATA-48
SEPCLK-50

SONY (NOTE 1)

1 MOTOR ON (NOTE 2)
2 SELO-+
4 SELl-+
6 DIRTN-+

';...---- 8 STEP-+
~,---~1O WRTDATA-+
-*--'<---12 WRTGATE-+

14 HOLOAD-+
16 RESERVED*
18 -INDEX

'-.;,.--20 - TRKOO
"---\--22 - WRTRRT
"--~-24 -RDDATA

26 -RDY

NOTES: 1. All odd numbered pins are
grounded (except later models)
-2.On later models only

Figure 3. Adapter configuration.
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Cdex" Trainingfor VisiCalc®
Makes VisiCalc Easy.

In an hour, Cdex Training for VisiCalc can
make you a VisiCalc user. Or for the experi-
enced VisiCalc user Cdex Training for
VisiCalc acts as an instantaneous elec-
tronic reference and review system.

your personal tutor. It's completely self-
paced. So you set your own learning time.
And it's graphically-oriented. So you see
what you're learning. Remember, a picture
is worthtooc words. Cdex Training for
VisiCalc runs on the same Apple® II or
IBM® Personal Computer as your VisiCalc
program.

So see how easy VisiCalc can be. See your
nearest computer dealer for a demonstration.

Cdex™Trainingfor VisiCal~
We don't make VisiCalc.
We just make it easy.

It's a computer-assisted training program
that works. It's highly interactive. So it
creates a dialogue with you and serves as

Ld~XTM
Cdell Corporation
5050 EI Camino Real Suite 200
Los Altos, CA 94022

VisiCalc® is a registered trademark of VisiCorpTM
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Introducing the
most advanced
computer
animation

. ever created
• for the Apple®!



"They told us that graphic animation this sophisticated
can't be done." _Richard Hefter, creator of STICKYBEAR and

Old Ironsides and world-famous author and illustrator.

It took 21/2 years in testing and develop-
ment, but we've finally done it! Announcing
a breakthrough in color graphics that will
put the most advanced computer anima-
tion at your fingertips!

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
What you see on this page and on the
lively eye-catching packaging, is exactly
what you get in these four bright, bouncy
new programs developed by QRtimum
Resource, Inc. and distributed by Xerox
Education Publications/Weekly Reader .:

Unlike other programs, where the pictures
on the packaging bear no resemblance to
the screen images, these programs deliver
precisely what's promised!

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET•••
Bright, interest-grabbing packag-

made of durable, wipe-clean
. Easy to store ... attractive to

display!
STICKYBEAR'· - the first animated
character created exclusively for
your Apple" by a popular children's
illustrator!
Hi-resolution graphics never
before seen on an Apple"! And, for
the first time, shapes move freely

_
over color backgrounds!

And each program is packed with
full-screen, full-color pictures!

You won't be disappointed when you see
these programs or the packaging. We
guarantee it.

STICKYBEARand
OldIronsid~are
registeredtrademarksof
OptimumResource,Inc.

Look for STICKYBEAR BOP,STICKYBEAR
ABC, STICKYBEAR Numbers and Old Iron-
sides programs in finer computer stores
everywhere. Dealers are invited to inquire
by calling toll-free 1-800-852-5000.
If there is no store near you, Visa and
MasterCard holders may order by calling
toll-free 1-800-852-5000. Or, send a check
or money order for $39.95 for each pro-
gram, plus $2.00 for shipping and han-
dling (and please add state sales tax).
Mail to Xerox Education Publications/
Weekly Reader, Dept. 3-A, 245 Long Hill
Road, Middletown, CT 06457.
Apple II and Apple II Plus 48K 3.3 DOS

Stickybear Bop
Three animated shooting galleries of
STICKYBEARS, ducks, planets, balloons,
more .. ,to knock off the screen. Each round
requires more skill. FREE game, poster and
stickers. For ages 3 to 99.
By RichardHefter.Programby Jack Rice.

Stickybear ABC
Big, full-screen full-color moving pictures,
with sound, represent each letter in the
alphabet. FREE poster, book and stickers.
For ages 3 to 6.
Picturesby Richard Hefter.Programby Jamie and
SteveWorthingtonand SpencerHowe.

Col groups of big moving objects-
trucks, ducks, planes, more- teach num-
bers, counting and simple arithmetic.
FREE poster, book and stickers.
For ages 3 to 6. Picturesby Richard Hefter.
Programby Jamie and SteveWorthington.

PWS,
FOR THE
WHOLE
FAMILY•••

Old Ironsides
This colorful, new 2-player naval battle
features animated sailing ships firing
broadsides at each other. Tactics include
ramming, shooting out the opponent's
ammunition and hiding in fog ... while
contending with wind direction, clouds
obscuring your vision, more! FR EE poster.
For ages 8 to 99.
By Richard Hefterand Jack Rice.

Distributed by

X.rox Education Publications
Weekly Reader
Computer SoftWare Division
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Sony Disk Drive, continued •.•

The Great Mi<?~o~FloppyCase
Of particular interest is the Sony

micro-floppy disk casing.
The rotating medium itself is very

well protected, so that the diskette is
much less prone to damage than 5'14"
or 8" floppies. The disk cover is made
of rigid plastic which incorporates a
sliding aluminum cover to protect the
head window when the diskette is not
in use. The center hole is reinforced
with it heavy duty aluminum hub.

While these improvements result in
added cost to the disks, they totally
eliminate the need for disk sleeves,
and produce a much more durable
diskette overall. Spills, bending, and
cruel treatment during shipment pose ,------------ -J

a minimal threat to micro-floppy
data.-JJA

Media Head Window

Ho'e-

Classic
Family
Software ™
Introduces

NEW
FOR
AGES
3-9

FAONTVIEW BACK VIEW

a board permits the intermixing of 8"
and Sony drives in the same system, and
on the same drive interconnecting cable.

I have been using the drive for several
months with no more problems than are
usually encountered with disk drives.
Although the cost of the drive is asjhigh
right now as that of a comparab e 8"
unit, that will probably change very
soon. Its construction and design suggest
a drastic decrease in this cost as [" ore
users incorporate the drive into their
systems.

A recent contact between Hewlett
Packard and Sony for approximately
$30 million worth of drives may al~o in-
dicate a rapid price decrease. It may well
be that the micro-floppy drive willi soon
supplant its older and larger cous~ns as
the de facto storage medium of iicro-
computers. 0
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Plastic Case

SIDE VIEW

Fun Games For Kids
At last, arcade quality games for kids.
Imagine your children laughing with
excitement as they too join in video fun.
No reading required to operate. "The
first computer activity my four year old
daughter really enjoyed."

Musical Computer Comics
Enjoy good feelings with your children
as you read and Sing popular Mother
Goose rhymes together. Complete il-
lustrated parents manual provided.

Free Stickers & Poster
Your kids will love their color Mother
Goose stickers. And the large color
"Micro Do's and Don'ts" poster shows
the "rules of the road" for happy and
safe family computing.

3 fun·filled Mother Goose games start easy
for the little ones, but challenge all at higher
levels.

Ask For It ... At Your Local Store
Don't wait. Take this ad to your local
computer store today and get your kids
"Micro Mother Goose."

9magical Mother Goose rhymes are so easy
to run even 3 year aids can operate
successfully.

Graphics created with The Graphics Magician
AWIe II i$. Trademarl< 01 AWIe Compuier. tne

~Software
~ Productions, Inc.

2.057 Southway Drive
P.O. Box 21341
Columbus, OH 43221
(614)486-.1)6.1
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Special version for attaching directly to
l ., the popular Epson printer .

.~..---:::::::~~'~~/



By the most remarkable of co-
incidences, I find myself in Chicago with
some time to myself. I've just recently
heard that Microsoft is about to in-
troduce a flight simulator for the IBM
Personal Computer, and that the pro-
gram is being written by Bruce Artwick.
What luck! I'm only a short hop from
Champaign, the home of Bruce and his
company, Sublogic,

My luck holds. It is a beautiful day for
flying, and my friends Alan and Tandy
offer to lend me their plane. It's gassed
and waiting at Meigs, they tell me, so
I'm off. Sure enough, I find it without
difficulty.

Of course, I find it a little peculiar
that the aircraft is sitting in the middle
of the runway with the engine running,
but I climb into the cockpit and begin
my checkout. Let's see, fuel tanks full.
Radios on and working. Magnetos both.
Engine sounds smooth, temperature and
pressure coming up. Visual check out all
windows, okay. Control surfaces work-
ing properly.

The plane is sitting on the runway fac-

w. H. Fastie, 7110 Sheffield Road, Baltimore, MD
21212. Correspondence can only be acknowledged
when a stamped, self-addressed envelope has been
provided.
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Will Fastie

ing north, but I'm a little too close to the
northern end for my comfort. I like a lot
of runway. There's nothing going on
around me, and no visible traffic, so I
apply a little throttle and turn hard to
the left. I'm off, a slow taxi to the south-
ern end of the runway.

The radios are set for Willard Airport,
but I'decide to cruise at 5000 feet, which
puts the VOR (VHF omni-directional
radio) at Willard out of range. So I reset
the NAV (navigation) radio to 113.2
MHz (megahertz), the Peotone VOR. I
also tune the COM (communications)
radio to 123.0 MHz, the frequency of
the Greater Kankakee Airport control
tower. If my navigation is any good, I'll
pass just to the west of this airport after
I fly over the Peotone VOR. With the
frequency set, I immediately hear a
report which, except for weather
conditions, I ignore.

Ah. I'm at the southern end of the
runway. Hard left, line it up due north.
Flaps up, full throttle, and I begin the
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A view between two levels of clouds.

roll. Oops, due north isn't quite right;
nudge it a little west, that's good. Now
the speed's picking up, looks good, air-
speed about 70, plenty for takeoff. Ease
back the stick, hold it for a second, and
I'm om

Landing gear up. That's funny, I still
see a wheel under my left window when
I look down. Hmmm. Now I put the
stick forward just a tad and the plane
picks up speed. At full throttle, I begin a
rapid climb. I sneak a quick glance over
my shoulder to watch Meigs slip away,
and I take an extra moment to take a
snapshot (see Photo 1). The John Han-
cock building looms up to my left, and I
begin a left turn to head south.

Golly, that's a neat building from the
air. I decide to fly around it for a full
view. I bank right toward the eastern
side of the building, then I bank left to
head around it counter-clockwise. Ah!
Perfect view, another snapshot (see
Photo 2). Is that somebody in the build-
ing waving at me? Hard to tell. Just my
imagination, I guess.

Enough foolishness. I hold the left
bank. I'm at about 2000 feet and climb-
ing now. I flip the OBI (omni-bearing in-
dicator) until I find a course toward



Flight of the 5150, continued ...

Photo 1. View out the rear window as I
leave Meigs Field.

Peotone. There it is; I head southwest,
course 190. Off to my right is the Sears
Tower, and there is Chicago-Midway
coming into sight. That's about the last
landmark I know in Chicago, so I con-
centrate on getting the aircraft into a
stable configuration.
As I pass through 3000 feet, I ease

back the throttle to about 75% and re-
turn the stick to almost center, just a lit-
tle back. I'll keep climbing, just a little
slower. I pick up a little forward speed.
A glance at the OBI and my compass
confirms that I'm on course.

At about 4800 feet I throttle back to
65% and begin to level off. I continue to
climb about another 100 feet, and then I
level. That looks okay, so I begin to get
ready for my first course change.

I pull out my chart. I decide to fly
from Peotone to the Roberts VOR, then
maintain that course until I intercept the
170 bearing from the Champaign
VORTAC. I'll then turn left, and I
should find myself heading directly for
the Willard runway.
Aha. The OBI changes from TO to

FROM, indicating that I've just passed
over the Peotone VOR. NAV frequency
to 116.8, Roberts. Spin the OBI, looks
like 210 will do it. I gently bank to the
right until I'm heading that way. There's
greater Kankakee in the distance, just a
little to my left. That's really the last
landmark I can identify before I get to
Champaign.
The aircraft is doing well. Plenty of

fuel, although it is somewhat lower than
I expected. Let's see, the endurance of
the plane is supposed to be 7.5 hours at
65% throttle, but I climbed under full
power for a while. Still, both tanks reg-
ister half full after only 30 minutes of
flying. Maybe I've got a leak. I hope I
make it.

The OBI flips from TO to FROM,
and I know I've just crossed Roberts.
NAV goes to 110.0, and I begin to watch
the OBI for bearing 170. Shouldn't be
too long-there it is! I turn left to
heading 170.

Photo 2. I decide to circle around the
Hancock Building.

Now I begin a gradual descent by
throttling back to about 25%. The plane
drops very slowly. Willard is not in sight
yet. Check the chart; Willard altitude is
754. There it is! Altitude is now 3000,
and I continue my glide. The airport is
getting closer now, but I'm too high. I
inch the stick forward, and I drop a little
faster. 2000 feet now, so I give 10% flaps
and inch the throttle back up to 50%.
Stick forward to keep the glidepath. I've

Both my tanks have
been hit from behind.
Curse you, Red Baron!

got a better view of the airport now, but
I'm not lined up for the runway like I
had planned. I begin to adjust my course
to line up. 1500 feet, landing gear down.
A little carburetor heat just in case. 65%
throttle, 20% flaps. The runway is in
front of me now, but I need further
adjustment to line up. 1000 feet, about
80 knots, looks good. Oops, I'm over the
runway at 1000 feet, or 246 feet above
ground level (See Photo 3). I inch the
stick forward to drop a tad faster. There
we go. 900. 800. Full flaps. Ease the

Photo 3. My final approach to Willard
Airport.
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stick back. I'm not stalling, but I'm not
going down! Stick forward, that's better.
I sink, cut the throttle, ease back the
stick, and hear the wheels hit the
ground. I'm down!
Hold it now. Stay on the runway, look

for the taxiway. Apply some brakes.
There it is. Off the runway. More
brakes. Oh, heck, stomp on the brakes.
The plane stops.

And I stop to catch a breath.
Okay, I'm here. I start to look for

Bruce Artwick. He must be around here
somewhere. I taxi all around the airport,
but no luck. No other planes in sight.
You mean I flew all this way and he's
not around? I'm crushed.

Change of Scenery
I sure don't feel like flying back to

Chicago, but I guess I don't have any
choice. Here we go. Visual check OK.
Radios OK. Fuel tanks topped off. Huh?
How'd that happen? Wait a minute,
where am I? This doesn't look like Wil-
lard. Hold it. The instruments are dif-
ferent. And those indicators. Ammo?
Bombs? Hey, what gives?
I'm a little scared. I feel safer in the

air, so I hit the throttle and head for the
runway. Oh no, forget the taxi: I'm do-
ing this under power! There's the speed,
and I'm up. I decide to climb fast so I
can get a better look at where I am.
Hmmm. Big river ahead. Is that an

airport in the distance? Funny, the
gound looks like graph paper. Wait!
What's that ahead? Looks like some.
other aircraft. Can't make them out,
though; they're too far away. I think I'll
land at that airport and see if I can find
someone to tell me where I am.
That's funny, those are biplanes. Wait

a minute! They're Fokkers! I click off a
picture (see Photo 4) in case somebody
doesn't believe me. Holy smokes, they're
shooting at me! I fire back. I'm a bad
shot, and I miss. There's one, right in
my sights! I fire! A hit! Uh oh. My fuel
gauges are dropping, and fast. Both my
tanks have been hit from behind. Curse
you, Red Baron!

Photo 4. The British Ace War Game.
Three biplanes are visible out the front
window.
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Flight of the 5150, continued ...

I'm at 2000 feet, and I look frantically
for a place to land. I'm only a couple of
miles from friendly territory--maybe I
can make it. I start to turn toward home.
I'm hit again! I begin to bank hard to the
left. I yank the stick to the right, but I'm
out of control. I'm spinning! Calmly, I
salute the victor. I'm going down fast!
Arrrgh ....

Now For A Snack .
It's been an exhausting two hours. I

get up, stretch, and head for the kitchen
for a snack. Let's see, Coke, munchies,
and back downstairs. Get my notes, and
reboot the computer.

That's right. For the last two hours
the Microsoft Flight Simulator has let
me fly from Chicago to Champaign and
let me do battle with six German fight-
ers of World War I vintage. And that's
only a preview of the capabilities of the
program.

Written by Bruce Artwick (see box),
the program is described by Microsoft as
"a second generation, real-time flight
simulator" for the IBM Personal Com-
puter. Requiring a 64K system with a
disk drive and a C.olor/Graphics
Adapter (with any kind of display de-
vice), the simulator provides an extraor-
dinarily realistic simulation of the flight
of a single engine light aircraft.

Visually the product is exciting. Half
the screen is devoted to a detailed ren-
dition of an aircraft instrument panel.
The standardized instruments (airspeed
indicator, artificial horizon, altimeter,
turn and bank indicator with two-
minute turn marks, gyrocompass, and
rate of climb indicator) are included in a
cluster on the left side. An omni-bearing
indicator (OBI) and an engine RPM
gauge are in the approximate center. On
the right is the radio stack with COM
and NAV radios and a transponder. A
digital clock, magnetic compass, ILS
marker indicators, fuel gauges, and oil
temperature and pressure gauges are
provided. Indicators for the instrument
panel lights, carburetor heat, magnetos,
and landing gear are at the far right.
Scattered around the panel are in-
dicators for flaps, elevators, elevator
trim, rudder, ailerons, and throttle.

The out-the-window display is stun-
ning. The pilot has a 360-degree field of
view through eight "windows." The pi-
lot can also look out his window (left
side of aircraft) for a downward view.
The display is done in color. The ground
is green, water blue, sky light blue, and
clouds white and gray. Photo 4 shows
the view out the front jwindow when the
aircraft is between the two cloud layers.
Airports are white outlines on green.
When the aircraft is moving, the anima-
tion is fantastic. Microsoft claims 15

The Genius of
ChC\lmpaign-Urbana

Photo 6. Famous Person Bruce Artwick.

money, and in 1979 moved back to Illi-
nois "where," he says, "the crowds are
thin; the air is clean, and the seasons
are noticeable."

In the midst of the Sublogic success,
Bruce found time to write Micro-
computer Interfacing, published by
Prentice-Hall. Prentice-Hall is soon to
release Bruce's second book, Micro-

.. computer Graphics. However well the
first book did, the second is sure to fly!

And so will the new Microsoft Flight
Simulator.

Tower and Hancock Building in Chi-
cago, are included in each area. Every-
thing is in its place; the "world" is
geographically correct.

The Parameter List
These cities are too far apart to fly be-

tween, although New York to Boston
can be managed. Since the simulator al-
ways comes up with the aircraft at
Meigs, an editing mode is provided to let
you change a long list of parameters,
including your position. It is easy to
move from Boston to Los Angeles in just
a few seconds.

But those parameters do much more.
The first one on the list is called the
mode. There are 50 modes, with 0
through 9 preset with the program and
the rest available for modification by the
user. Selecting modes 0 through 9 causes
the rest of parameters (or at least those
needed) to be automatically set. The
other 40 modes are empty, and can be
written with any settings desired.

The parameter list includes settings
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Bruce A. Artwick, 29, is the presi-
dent and founder of Sublogic Com-
pany, known primarily for its graphics
systems for the Apple computer, and
particularly for the A2-FSI Flight
Simulator for the Apple. More re-
cently, Sublogic has published Bruce's
pinball game, Night Mission, for the
Apple.

Bruce received .hisbachelor's .and
master's degrees in electrical engineer-
ing from the University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana. Not surprisingly,
his master's thesis is entitled "A Ver-
satile Computer-Generated Dynamic
Flight Display." The thesis work was
performed at the Aviation Research
Laboratory, Institute of Aviation,
University of Illinois for the Office of
Naval Research.

Bruce can fly for real, too. He re-
ceived his private pilot's license in
1975, and lists flying as a' hobby along
with motorcycling, skiing, music, and
volleyball (provided it's on a sandy
California beach). He used to be in a
rock band, and currently plays electric
piano and various synthesizers.

In 1976, after he graduated, Bruce
went to work for Hughes Aircraft in

,Culv~r 'City, ck There he designed
logic and chips for high performance
signal processor computers. He started
Sublogic while at Hughes, saved some

frames per second which is, of course,
the same speed as home movies and half
the speed of video tape. The motion of
the "world" and the objects in it is very
smooth.

The world is very big. It is a square
10,000 miles on a side. The database
used to represent the world has a resolu-
tion of 2.5 inches, that is, the distance
from a coordinate in the system to one of
its immediate neighbors is 2.5 inches.
North America fits easily into the
database.
After the terrific display graphics, the

next best feature, but the most important
for the product, is the contents of the
database. Five major areas of the United
States are included with the product:
Seattle, WA (near the home of
Microsoft), Los Angeles, CA (including
Catalina), Chicago, IL (extending far
enough south to include Champaign,
home of the program author), Boston,
MA., and New York. Altogether, there
are about 22 airports and 38 VORs. Rec-
ognizable landmarks, such as the Sears
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Flight of the 5150, continued ...

It's a Bird, It's a Plane,
It's a Skylane!

Photo 7b. Instrument panel of the Skylane.

Item
Length
Height
Wingspan
Wing Area
Landing Gear

for two layers of clouds and three layers
of winds. If these settings are ignored,
the day will be clear and without wind.
The time can be set, for day, dusk, or
night flight. The season of the year can
be selected, which affects the time of the
day dusk and night fall.

The state of the aircraft is completely
represented by a set of parameters in the
list. Pitch, heading, altitude, airspeed,
throttle position, rudder position, and
elevator position can all be set by enter-
ing the appropriate values.

The last item on the parameter list is
the reliability factor. If this factor is re-
duced from 100, then a possibility exists
that the aircraft could develop some
kind of trouble during the flight.

The default mode is 0, called "Easy

Maximum Takeoff Weight
Empty Weight
Maximum Useful Load
Maximum Landing Weight
Wing Loading
Power Loading
Maximum Useful Fuel

Max. Rate of Climb, Sea Level
Max. Rate of Climb, 8000 ft.
Service Ceiling
Maximum Speed
Cruise: 65% power at 8000 ft.

75% power at 8000 ft.
Endurance: 65% power

75% power \
Stall Speed: Clean

Flaps Down

Flight." It has some characteristics
which make flying easier and is es-
pecially designed with the novice in
mind. One feature is called auto-

The ten preset modes
provide a number of

flying situations.

coordination. When this feature is en-
gaged, the ailerons and the rudder move
together, and the aircraft is easy to steer.
Another feature, reality mode, is off.
This keeps the engine running all the
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Simulator Skylane
28' 28'
9' 3" 9' 3"
36' 35' 10"
174 sq. ft. 174 sq. ft.
Retractable, Non-retractable,
nose steers nose steers
3100lbs 3100 Ibs
1752lbs 1730lbs
13601bs 1380lbs
3100lbs 2950lbs
17.8 lbs/sq.ft. 17.8 lbs/sq.ft.
13.21bs/HP 13.2 lb~/HP
88 gals 88 gals
526lbs 526lbs
1050 ft/rnin 865 ft/min
455 ft/rnin
14,900 ft. 14,900 ft.
146 knots 146 knots
133 knots

142 knots
7.5 hours

5.9 hours
54 knots 54 knots
49 knots 49 knots

One of the things I wondered when I
began to follow the development of this
product was which aircraft was being
simulated. I was certain that it would
be real as opposed to imaginary, and
this turned out to be true.

According to Microsoft, the aircraft
is "very close" to a Cessna 182. So I
called Cessna and got the specifications
and some pictures. Cessna calls the
model the Skylane, and it is shown
here. I also got a picture of the in-
strument panel, which bears a striking
resemblance to the simulator.

The meat of the comparison,
though, is in the performance specifica-
tions. Here they are. You be the judge.

time, causes empty fuel tanks to be ig-
nored (you can still fly), prevents the
heading indicator from drifting, and
keeps the instruments visible; even at
night with the lights off. When reality
mode is on, these factors and others
contribute to increased complexity in the
simulator.

The ten preset modes provide fl num-
ber of flying situations. There is one
mode each for fair, moderate, and bad
weather flight. Dusk and night flight
each have a preset mode. Two modes are
dedicated to airborne situations, one
normal and one emergency. The British
Ace game is started by selecting mode 7.

The only part of the simulation which
is not particulary realistic is the way in
which the controls are implemented. Of
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course, there is no control yoke. All con-
trols are on the keyboard. Once learned,
however, they are not difficult to use.
The stick takes some practice: there is a
tendency at first to think that the "up"
and "down" cursor keys mean just that,
when in fact they mean "stick forward,"
which makes the aircraft nose down, and
"stick back," which makes the aircraft
nose up. If auto-coordination is re-
moved, the rudder must also be
controlled.

The function keys on the left of the
keyboard are used for flaps (the odd
keys) and throttle (the even keys).

The letter keys are used for just about
everything else. The landing gear switch
is G, magnetos M, carburetor heat H,
etc. The three radios can be set with C,
for COM, N for NAV, and T for
transponder. The OBI is set with V for
VOR. D resets the gyrocompass, and A
sets the altimeter for the current baro-
metric pressure. In British Ace, X drops
a bomb, W declares war, and the
spacebar fires the machine guns.

The program provides another system
for helping the pilot locate the position
of the aircraft. It is a radar system which
displays a top down (bird's eye) map-like
image. I have found it most helpful in
two cases. It is invaluable for taxiing

around an airport. When you look out
the window while on the ground, your
perspective is not good and it is hard to
see a taxiway, for example. The radar
map shows your position clearly. The
second case is flying into an airport with
which you are unfamiliar. The radar
view can give you a sense of the runway
layout before the airport is visible out
the window, This allows you to get into
better position.

Some runways at some airports have
an ILS beacon. However, the version of
the program I was testing did not have
this feature. When complete, the ILS
will allow very accurate positioning.

Well, all that sounds very com-
plicated, and it is. The manual that
comes with the simulator is over 100
pages long and inclues aeronautical
charts (accurate, but for use with the
simulator only), an excellent glossary of
terms, good diagrams, and a big section
on how to fly. I felt one thing was miss-
ing: although area charts were provided,
I thought· that the more detailed ap-
proach charts or airport diagrams would
have been useful so that runway head-
ings could be known. Since the world in
the simulator is accurate, it should be
possible to buy commerically available
charts for this purpose if you feel it

would help. With that exception, the
manual is excellent.

And even though the program is com-
plicated, it can be enjoyed quickly. As
you grow more proficient, you'll be able
to handle greater and greater complex-
ity. The program lets you dole out the
complexity in dribs and drabs, at your
pace.

Summary
It's not hard to summarize my feel-

ings about this program. In their estab-
lished tradition, Microsoft has again
chosen to market a classic program,
unique in the market. The program is
extensive, and the aircraft simulation is
realistic. The graphics are outstanding.
British Ace alone is a considerable
advancement over· Mr. Artwick's pre-
vious effort, the Subl.ogic Flight Simu-
lator for the Apple and TRS-80 (still
good sellers, by the way). In short, it's a
great program-one everybody is going
to want. In fact, I think it's going to sell
its share of IBM PCs, and will certainly
sell some Color/Graphics Adapters.

The price? I'd thought you'd never
ask. Incredibly, unbelievably, it costs
$50.

Microsoft corporation, 10700
Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004. 0

(Fantastic!!)
VlC·20 COMPUTER WILL PLAY
ArARI GAMES CARTRIDGES

when you plug in our

GAME LOADER!
Wow!! Now you can play all Atari game cartridges on your "VIC-20 Computer." Atari
VCS cartridge video games, Activision, Imagic, M-Network cartridges will all play on your
"VIC-20 Computer," when you use our new "GAME LOADER" plus you get fantastic
VIC-20 sound and graphics. .
LIST PRICE $99.00 SALE $79.00 "15 DAY FREE TRIAl':'

• We have the lowest VlC-20 prices
• We have over 500 progr~ms
• Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D.
• We love our customers!

PRDTECTD
ENTERPRIZES (FACTORY.DtREcn·

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 10010
Phone 3121382·5244 to order
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LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

l"'AS~ITOIj-Tl,TE dBase II $ 700 $449
COMSHARE TARGET, Target PlannerCale $ 99 $ 39

Masterplanner $ 325 $225
PlannerCalc Applications Pkg. $ 50 $ 40
Ptennertatc Combo Pkg. $ 125 $ 65

Deadline s 60 $ 45
lork I s 50 $ 39
lork II s 50 $ 39
lork III NEW! $ 50 $ 39
Stareross NEW! $ 50 $ 39

ISM, MatheMagie $ 100 $ 75
MICROCRAFT, legal Billing & Time Keeping $ 750 $395

Prof. Billing & Time Keeping - Billkeeper $ 750 $395
, WordStar® plus free WordStar Training Manual $ 495 $249
MaiIMerge,.M $ 250 $ 79
SpeliStar '.M s 250 $129
3 Pak, Word & Mail & Spell, 3 above $ 845 $395
SuperSort $ 250 $169
OataStar s 295 $199
CaleSlar $ 145 $ 99

1\~I~~IRCOS()IF'r~;~~i~ ';Ia~ $ 275 $199II Fortran 80 s 500 $325
BASIC Compiler s 395 $295
COBOl·80 $ 750 $545
BASIC-80 $ 350 $275
mulisp/muStar-80 $ 200 $145
M-Sort-80 $ 195 $145
Edit-80 $ 120 $ 80
Macro-80 $ 200 $145

OASIS, The Word Plus (45,000 word verification) $ 150 Call
PEACHTREE, Magic Wand $ 500 $195

Series 4 Gl, AR, AP or Inventory, each $ 600 $395
Series 8 Gl, AR, AP, tnv. or Pay. each $ 750 $495
Series 9 Peach Text $ 500 $330
Series 9 Spelling Proofreader $ 300 $195
seness Calc. Mail List or Telecomm., each $ 375 $245

PERFECT SOFTWARE, Perfect Writer '.M $ 389 $239
Perfect Speller":" $ 189 $119
Perfect FilerT,M $ 289 $179

SELECT tNFO .•Select $ 595 $359

NEC, 12" Green
12" Color. Composite

SANYO, 9" B&W
9" Green

••. 12" B&W Special Truckload Sale
12" Green
13" Color, Composite
13" Color RGB

ZENITH, 12" Green
AMDEK, 12" Green #300

13" Color I, Composite
13" Color II, RGB, Hi Res. (Ap. II, III & IBM-PC)
13" Color III, RGB, Commercial, (Ap. II, III)
DVM, Color II or III to Apple II Interface
Note: Color II and III come with cable for IBM-PC.

$ 249
$ 450
S 190
$ 200
$ 250s 260
$ 470
$ 995
$ 150
$ 200
$ 449
$ 899
$ 569
$ 199

$159
$349
$149
$139
$139
$199
$349
$795
$119
$159
$359
$799
$469
$175

EPSON, See Epscn section below
STAR MICRONICS, Gemini to $ 499

Gemini 15 s 649
APPLE COMPUTER, INC .• SilenIype Printer for Apple II $ 395
IDS, Microprism 480, near letter quality, 110cps, 80 col. $ 799

Prism 80 Color, 200cps (all options- color, sprint, auto) $1795
If- Paper Tiger, 440 w/Graphics and 2K. Limited Special $1295

LETTERQUALITY - DAISY WHEEL PRI NTERS:
.• OLYMPIA, ES-100, Printer/Typewriter, complete with all

interfacing to the Apple II $1735 $1295
COMREX, Comriter CR-I, RS232 Seriall/F, 200 wpm $1199 $845

Comriter Tractor Feed for CR·1 $ 118 $ 99
SUPPLIES: Tractor Feed Paper, Ribbons, Heads, Qume Daisy Wheels & Ribbons.

$385
$495
$335
$699

$1450
$495

MODEMS AND
TELE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL

HAYES, Micromodem II (for the Apple II) $ 379 $275
Apple Terminal Program for Micromodem II $ 99 $ 69

NOVATION, Applecat II Modem $ 389 $269
212 Apple Cat $ 725 $599

HAYES, Stock Chronograph (RS-232) s 249 $189
Stock Smart modem (RS-232) $ 289 $225
Smartmodem 1200 (RS-232) $ 699 $535
Micromodem 100 (S-IOO bus) $ 399 $275

SIGNALMAN, Modem MKI (RS-232) $ 99 $ 79
IBM-PC to Modem Cable $ 39 $ 29
AXLaN, Datalink 1000 Hand Held Communications Terminal $ 399 $325

Control Data Corporation 12 for 10 Special. limited Time!
CDC, 120 each, 5~ with ring SS, SO (Apple, IBM, etc.l $ 450 $195

12 each, 5'A, with ring, SS, SO (Apple, IBM, etc.) $ 40 $ 22
12 each, 5'A with ring, SS, SO (HIP, IBM 320K, etc.) $ 51 $ 28
12 each 8", 55, SO $ 51 $ 28
to each, 5'A With ring, OS, DO (IBM) $ 50 $ 39

IBM, 10 each, 5~, SS, SO (Apple, IBM, etc.) $ 60 $ 45
to each, 5'A, SS, DO (HIP, IBM 320K, etc.) s 65 $ 49

VERBATIM, 10 each 5'A, with ring, SS, SO or SS, DO $ 50 $ 28
MAXEll, 10 each, 5'A, SS, SO $ 55 $ 35
DYSAN, to each, 5'A, SS, SO $ 55 $ 39

10 each, 5, OS, DO $ 65 $ 49

$ 745
$ 995
$ 60
$ 120
$ 165
$ 15
$ 40
$ 40

* 6 Meg Hard Disk, wlo interface $2995

* *)~ ::~~:;~~:~:::;~:~::~:~: ~m~
IBM PC Interface (IBM DOS), Manual & Cable 5 s 300
Mirror built in for easy backup $ 790
Apple Interface, Manual & Cable 5 $ 300
Other Interfaces, Omni-Net. Constellation. Mirror. All in Stock .

$2095
$2695
$3495
$239
$595
$239

**CORVUS SYSTEMS

AD #950

Hot line For Information
On Your Order
(503) 772:3803i. ~

., MX80 FIT III, with Graftrax+
MXIOO FIT III, with Graftrax+
IBM-PC to Epson Cable
AppleInterface and Cable for MX80 or MXlOO
Grappler+ by Orange Micro, specify printer
Apple Graphics Dump
Atari to Epson Cable
TRS-80 to Epson Cable
Other cables, interfaces, ribbons, heads and paper in stock.

$525
$695
$ 45
$ 95
$119
$ 9
$ 30
$ 30
Call

DISKETTES
EPSON PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES

OR D ER I NGIN FOR MATI 0 N AN D TE RM S: A~lIit~~: ~~:;~; ~n";t~(k80w;ai~~oe~~~::'lyO~0;;r5~~;hiers Checks, Money Orders, Fortune 1000
Checks and Government Checks. Personal or' Company Checks allow 20 days to clear. No C.O.D. Add 3% for VISA or MC. Include telephone number. Add 3% for shipping,
insurance and handling (S.I&H) with $5 minimum. UPS ground is standard soadd 3% more for UPSBlue with $10 minimum. Add 12%total forS.I&H for USPostal,APO or fPO
with $15 minimum. For Hawaii. Alaska and Canada, UPS is in some areas only, all others are Postal so call. write. or specify PO. Foreign orders except Canada for S.I&H add 18%
or $25 minimum except for monitors add 30% or $50 minimum. Prices subject to change and typo errors, so call to verify. All goods are new. include factory warranty and
are guaranteed to work. Due to our low prices, all sales are final. Call before returning goods for repair or replacement. Orders received with insufficen! S.I&H charges will
be refunded. ORDER DESK HOURS 8 to 6 PST. M-F and 10 to 4 Sat. 1 PM here is 4 PM in NY.

OUR REF ERE NC ES: s~:teh~~~~,e(~~;) C7~~~j~3~e~:rb~il~~~ !;i~ea~~ai~~~i~f~~%~;~cee,lr5800j) ~~~~~~~i~~to~n~:rls~a~~~a~~~~;~;~;i~~';u6;~e aan~uJbe:~~r~~~.
Computer Exchange is a division of O'Tech Group, Inc.

* Means a BEST buy.



Manufactured !tiI Bell e. Howell by tI:IPPk! cornputcu
Exclusively for •

B&H APPLE 11+
64K (48K + COEX 16K)
Disk. Micro Sci A2 w/3,3 Controller
Disk. Micro Sci A2 Only

LIST
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

11725
1579
1479

11150
1378
1299

appk!@II/II+ I
SUpp Ij center

Apple Computer. Inc.
The Conlroller Gl, AR, AP I 625 1399
Apple Wriler II I 150 1119
Apple Pascal $ 250 1199
Apple Fortran I 200 $159
DOS Tool Kit I 75 I 59
DOS 3.3 Upgrade Kit I 75 I 59
Apple Pilot $ 150 1119
OJ Portfolio Evaluator I 50 I (5
How to! $ 50 $ 25
Microcourier $ 250 $125
Micro Telegram $ 250 $125
Apple logo $ 175 $149

Applied Soft Tech., Versa Form I 389 $265
Artsci, MagicWindow II New! I t50 $ 99
Ashion·tate, dBase II (CP1M) I 700 1439
Continental, Gl, AR, AP or PRoea. I 250 $169

Ist Class Mail $ 75 I 49
Home Accountant $ 75 S 49

Hayden, Pie Write, (Specify brd.) $ 170 I 99
.•• High Tech., Job Control Sys, $ 750 1350

Info Master I 189 1119
Howard Soft.

Real EstateAnalyzer II I 195 $129
T" Preparer $ 150 I 99

fnfo. Unfim" Easywriter (PRO) I 175 1119
.•• ISA, Spellguard (CP/M) I 295 I 99

UK, letter Perfect w/MailMerge I 150 I 99
.•• Micro Crall, (CP/M)

Protessienal Billkeeper I 750 1395
legal Billing & Timekeeping I 750 $395

Micro Lab, Invoice Factory $ 200 $ 99
Tax Manager I 150 I 99

Micro Pro, (all CP/M)
WordStar® + Training Manual $ 495 $199
MailMerge '.M. I 250 I 69
SpeIStar,·M. $ 250 I 99
SPECIAl! All 3 above I 895 $349
Data Star '.M $ 295 11(9

• Microsoft, Multi·Plan (CP/M) $ 275 $175
Multi·Plan (DOS 3.3) New' $ 275 $175

Muse, Super Text 40/80 I 175 $129
Super Text 40/56170 New! $ 125 I 95

• cn-une. ScreenWriter II $ 130 I 89
The Dictionary New! s 100 I 69
General Manager II New! I 230 $155

Osborne/C.P. Soli, (Disk and Book)
•. Some Common Basic Programs.

•••• --. 75 Business. Statistics and Math
programs for the Apple II $ 100 I 49

•. Practical Basic Programs
40 more very valuable programs
beyond "Some Com BasicProg" $ 100 I 49

Peachtree. Requires CP/M and MBASle. Specify
Videoterm or 40 columns.
Series 40 Gl, AR or AP, each $ 400 $275

AD #950

SOFTWARE
on disk for Apple 11/11+

LIST
PRICE

Series 40 Gl & AR & AP, all 3 $ 595 1395
Series 40 Inv. or Pay., ea. $ 400 1275
Series 9 Text & Spell &Mail,aIl3 $ 595 $395
Series 80 Gl & AR&AP,Videx $ 595 $395

Perfect, Perfect Writer $ 389 $239
Perfect Speller I 189 $119
Perfect Filer $ 289 $179

Qu.lity, GBS w/3 gen. (a DBMS) $ 650 $(75
Sensible, Sens. Speller, specify $ 125 I 85... Sileon Valley, Word Handler $ 250 $139
Sof.!Sys., Executive Secretary $ 250 $169

Executive Speller $ 75 I 55
Solidus/Softeeh... Stockfile $ 600 1350

Stockseller $ 700 $(50
Systems Plus

Acctg. Plus, General ledger I 425 $295
Acetg. Plus, Gl, AP and AIR $ 995 1595
Acctg. Plus, above + Inventory $1395 $775

Software Publish;nl,
PFS II $ 125 I 85
Report I 95 $ 65
Graph I 125 I 85

Southeastern Data Capture, can to soecifv.
$155Stoneware. DB Master $ 229

DB Utility I or II I 99 $ 69
Videx,

Applewriter II pre boot disk 20 $ 15
Visicalc to 64K preboot disk 50 I 39
Vis calc to 176K pre boot disk 90 I 69

VisiCorp/Personal Software,
Visicalc 3.3 I 250 $179
VisiDex Special! I 250 $150
VisiFile $ 250 $179
Desktop Plan II $ 250 $179
Desktop Plan III $ 300 $219
Visiplot $ 200 $1(9
VisiSchedule New! $ 300 $219
VisiTrend & VisiPlot $ 300 1219
VisiTerm $ 100 179

BUSINESS
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT
8",le, Utility City 30 $ 22

DOS Boss 24 $ 18
Apple Mechanic New! 30 I 22

Central Point Software
Filer, DOS Utility 20 I 15• Copy II Plus (bit copier) 40 $ 35

Epson, Graphics Dump 15 $ 9
Insoft.

GraFORTH by Paul tutus $ 75 I 59
TransFORTH /I by Paullutus I 125 I 99

Microsoft,
ALD.S. I 125 $ 75
BASIC Compiler $ 395 $299
Cobol 80 $ 750 1559
Fortran 80 $ 195 $1(9
TASC Compiler 1175 $159

.•. Omela, locksmith (bit copier) $ 100 I 75
Penguin. Comp. GraphicsSys. New! $ 70 I 53

Graphics Magician New! $ 60 I 41
Phoenix, Zoom Grallx $ 40 I 29
Quality, Bag of Tricks New! $ 40 $ 29
Sensible, Back It Up, (bit copier) I 6,0 $ 49

THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

computer Exchante
ALL MAIL: P.O. Box 1380, JacksonVille, OR 97530

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES, BY APPOINTMENT AT 6791 UPPER APPLEGATE ROAD.
CIRCLE 140 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• (8k 8&" APPLE 11+
• COEX 1.6l RAil Card
., IIkro Sci A2 Dilk DriVewitli 3,3 ColllroU.r
• Colllraf Point FilII, Appltll+ 3.3 00$ plus many

utility pr•••••••
9' Gr••n 1I0nHor

(for color 1\'-)

• For ApploII
A2,5'O', 143K Disk Driv.
CQlltrol~r Card for A2 Drive
MO, 5JA", 1601< Disk Drive
A70, 5,"", 286K D~k Drive
Controlle< for MO or A70
Fijer, D~k Utilfly Sottware

, WHI!.E THEY LAST
• OVERSTOCK SPECIALS •

FOR APPLE './11+
COEX 16K RAM Card Special! $ 179

~!r!::IIAt::A~~fa~d ~ i:~
Sa1ur. ,syste ••s, 32K RAM Card $ 249
AU ICard, 180 CP/M Card $ 269
ALS Smarterro 80 Col. Card $ 345
AU Sy.nerg~er Pack, a .oo.e pfu.

Super ••lc pfus Condor Jr. $ 749 5529
Yldox Videoterm, BO cofumn card $ 345 $2~9

$ 59
$79
'89
Sl69
1199
$249

HOME & EDUCATION

LIST OUR
PRICE PRfCE

Broderbund.
Apple Panic 30 I 21
Arcade Machine 45 HO
Choplifter New! 35 I 26
Many others C.II

Budleeo. Raster Blaster $ 29 I 22
Continental. Home Accountant $ 75 H9
Datamost, Snack Attack $ 30 I 2(
Datasoft. Canyon Climber New! $ 30 $ 23
Edu-Ware, Several in stock Call C.1f
Auto. Simulations,

Introductory 3·Pack 50 I 35
Hayden, Sargcn II (Chess) 35 I 29 ,
Infoeom, Deadline 50 $ 38
Insoft, Electric Duet by tutus 30 I 25

Zargs New! 35 $ 27
Spider Raid New' 30 $ 2(

lightninl, Mastertype 40 $ 29
Microsoft, Olympic Decathlon 30 $ 2(

Typing Tutor II 25 $ 15
Muse, Robot War 40 $ 29

CastleWolfenstein 30 I 23
On-line, Frogger New! 35 I 25

Ultima /I 55 $ (0
Softporn (X Rated) I 30 I 22

Piccadilly, Warp Destroyer I 30 I 23
Sirius. Gorgon $ 40 $ 29
Sir-Iec, Wizardry I 50 I 39

Knight of Diamonds. New! $ 35 $ 26
Sub logic, Flight Simulator I 34 $ 25

Pinball I 30 $ 23
Strategic. Southern Command $ 60 I 45
OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK. CAlL

~ 800 Computer 48K $1099 S66~
810 Disk Drive $ 600 $A99

ATARI:~~~:~:~~~ $ 220 1169
$ lDO $ 79

",IOn,
",Rampower 128K System (for 800) $ 475 $3~O

R,mpower48KModule(for400) $ 185 $135
• Rampwr. 3211Module(4DOor8001 I 120 $89
free wlth above 3: Ramscan, DiagnostIC Diskette,
Call tar other software: and atcessories.

(I: commodore
VIC 20 Home Computer $300 $199
OataseUe vie 1530 $ 75 $ 59
Disk Drive VIe 1540 $399 $369
Call tor ,other software and accesories.

~:~~ORN;isK TOLL FREE ORDERS

(800) 547.1289 ONLY
All Other Orders Including Oregon: 772·3256



Apple Arcade Games
17 new games expose us to pigs, pies, bugs,
bags, boulders, cars, snakes, tunnels, tires,

bucks, phasers, lasers and lats.- S~
••css £~ ~i\

~O\\6'

David H. Ahl
and

Chris Voge/i

Crisis Mountain falls into the lava pit, it is ejected up to-
ward the top of the mountain where it
again starts its treacherous descent. The
boulders, like the barrels in Donkey
Kong, may be avoided by jumping over
them. However, this isn't always suc-
cessful, particularly if you are already in
midair jumping from one section of the
cavern to another.

If you are hit by a boulder while you
are running, you are slowed to a walk. If
you are hit by a boulder while walking,
you must crawl. As time goes by, you
will gradually "heal" a little bit at a
time. If you can avoid further injury,
you will finally be back to full strength
and will be able to run again.

There are times, however, when you
will not wish to be immediately restored.
This is because certain of the lower pas-
sages can be traversed only by crawling.

February 1983" Creative Computing

Crisis Mountain is a fascinating, enter-
taining game which resembles no exist-
ing arcade or computer game. The
screen is laid out in series of passage-
ways and crawl spaces loosely resem-
bling caves and tunnels inside a moun-
tain. At the bottom are two bubbling,
lethal columns of molten lava.

You, the intrepid explorer, start from
a passageway in the upper right corner.
From there, you must run, walk, crawl,
and jump from one passage to another,
collecting various treasurers. Unfortu-
nately, an assortment of large and small
boulders eventually finds its way into the
mountain.

The rocks begin rolling around in the
caverns and on the slopes. These boul-
ders are quite indestructible; when one



The Word Handler is the easiest
word processor around ... also
the most sophisticated. The Word
Handler is a single-key command
word processing program that runs
without hardware modifications to your
Apple®, or Apple compatible computer.

Words can't describe how much I love the
Word Handler but
let me tell you the
Word Handler gives
me unlimited tabs,
incremental spacing,
vertical spacing and
a two character
format. My Word
Handler comes with
a simple-to-understand
manual, complete customer service and free, yes,
free upgrades.

See your Apple, or Apple compatible computer dealer
for sophisticated simplicity .. : The Word Handler.

Let it speak for you.

It speaks for itsel f!

" .Ihen I need words ...
I use

The WORD HANDlIR"

Apple is a registered trademark, of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.
Simply the best ...

--------Silicon ValleySystems--.•
Silicon Valley Systems Inc. 1625 EI Camino Real #4 Belmont, CA 9400.1IIIl

CIRCLE 256 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple Games, continued ...
On the other hand, you cannot leap
across the mouth of the lava pit without
a running start. When you are at full
strength, you can change your position
(upright, crawl) by using the spacebar.

Your eventual goal is to dig up and
defuse the timers on two boxes of TNT
located within the mountain. If you have
recovered the shovel, you can dig up
each bomb four times faster than digging
by hand. When you finally defuse each
bomb, the time remaining on the bomb
clock at the moment it is defused is
added to your bonus time. You then
start the "bonus run" in which you are
free to collect supplies and loot until the

GP6ativ6 GomplItiufj
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Name: Crisis Mountain
Type: Action/Strategy
Author: David Schroeder
System: 48K Apple, disk

drive, paddle
Format: Disk
Summary: Action adventure

inside a cave
Price: $34.95
Manufacturer:

Synergistic Software
5221-120th Ave., SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

bonus time runs out, until you are hit by
a boulder, until you die in the lava or are
bitten by Bertrum the bat.

Ah yes, Bertrum. He is a crazed, ra-
dio-active bat who flies around Crisis
Mountain in pursuit of human intruders.
If you manage to avoid him and collect
all the supplies and loot, you enter the
"Nova Mode." At this point magical
stars and novae appear which are worth
between 400 and 3,000 points. You be-
gin the game with three lives. Bonus
lives are awarded at 10,000 30,000 and
50,000 points. If you manage to survive
the first level with one or more lives
remaining, two even more difficult levels
await you.

Crisis Mountain can be played with ei-
ther game paddles or joystick. While the
instructions recommend the joystick, we

found that game paddles were quite
satifactory.

In summary, Crisis Mountain is a new
and different concept that will keep you
entertained and challenged for quite a
long time.-DHA

Serpentine
Serpentine is one of the best games

ever written for the Apple. In fact, when
playing, you must keep reminding your-
self that you aren't at your local arcade
on one of the newest games. The graph-
ics, the animation, and the strategies
are as close to arcade quality as you can
get.

What makes Serpentine so special?
First, it is not like any other game (ar-
cade or otherwise). Second, it is extreme-
ly challenging at every level. Third, it is
very easy to get used to, so younger
players are not frustrated by low scores
when learning the game.

Far in the future, large serpents rule
the globe. The serpent kingdom is divid-
ed, naturally enough, into good and evil.
The good snakes are blue and the evil
serpents are a sickly orange. You have
managed to tame a few of the blue
snakes and now, astride your reptilian
mount, you set out to rid the world of
evil.

The game arena is, appropriately
enough, the streets of an ancient city,

continue your nibbling until the enemy
is eliminated, or wait until you can meet
him head on.

For every snake you devour head on,
your blue steed grows one segment in
length. The longer your snake is, the
rougher he is to defeat. Eating a snake
from behind will eliminate him, but will
not add another segment to your snake.
You can also add a new segment by de-
vouring one of the frogs hopping around
the city.

Let's see, what else is there? Oh yes,
snakes also like to lay eggs. Evil eggs are

GP6ativ6 GomplItiufj
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Name: Serpentine
Type: Arcade
Author: David Snider
System: 48K Apple, joystick optional
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: One of the best
Price: $34.95
Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software Inc.
1938 Fourth St.
San Rafael, CA 94901

spotted; your good eggs are solid white.
If you eat an evil egg, you will grow yet
another segment. Likewise, if an enemy
eats one of your eggs, he will grow an
extra segment.

There is a great deal to think about
while you are playing Serpentine. This is
one reason that our panel preferred the
joystick over the keyboard. Often, life or
death depends on quick reverses or
sharp turns. With a good joystick, these
turns are easy. On the keyboard, they
become difficult; if not impossible.
Without doubt, Serpentine is a game

worth owning. If you are in search of
fun, thrills, and excitment, Serpentine is
to sure to delight you.-CV

now reduced to a series of burnt out
corridors.

The screen is used to display an over-
view of the city. On the right, is the pen
from which your snake is released, and
on the left is the cage for the orange ser-
pents. The only way to destroy an enemy
snake is to eat it. You must approach the
enemy from behind and nibble away at
his segmented body. When you have bit-
ten off enough to make the enemy snake
shorter than your snake, he will change
from orange to green indicating that he
is edible. At that point you can either

90

Tunnel Terror
The packaging states, "while your

ship moves around the circles on the
edge of the dimensional tunnel, the ene-
my will move up the sides until they ei-
ther reach the top or are destroyed by
your ship's fission torpedoes. The enemy
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Simply the best ...
--------Silicon ValleySystems---------

Silicon Valley Systems .Inc. 1625 EI Camino Real #4 Belmont, CA 94002
CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The List Handler is, without doubt,
much more than a mailmerge
program.
Presto! List Handler turns your
Apple® into a quick response file cab-
inet with room to grow storage space.
With List Handler you can hold up to
3000 records per drive so that 24000
can be kept cn-ltne at the same time
with multiple disk drives.
These records can be addresses if
you choose, but here's where the ver-
satility and flexibility come in.

Put what you like on those records!
• inventory • product lists
• form letters • short newsletters
• mailing lists. personnel directories
• invoices • labels
The list is endless.
The List Handler will run on one or
more drives, read and write DIF for-
mat and has unlimited sort fields.
List Handler can stand alone or as an
interface with your Word Handler (or
most other word processors) for the

most efficient word processing duo
around. .
The List Handler will surprise you,
but the first surprise will be the price!
At 89.95 the List Handler is the best
and the only buy of its type around.
The enormity of Santa's job may have
you skeptical of Santa's exist-
ence-but when you see the List
Handler you might just believe in
Santa again! See your Apple dealer
for the List Handler.

Apple is a registered trademark.
of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

415·593·4344



Apple Games, continued ...
is varied as well as deadly: Walker Carri-
ers split into two walkers upon reaching
the tunnel exit and will try and destroy
your ship; Crazies are unpredictable and
may attack upon emerging from the tun-
nel or retreat back into it-if you're
lucky."

Tunnel Terror is similar to the arcade
game Tempest.

GPoativo Gompatiuf1
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Name: Tunnel Terror
Type: Space arcade
System: 48K Apple, paddle

recommended
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: Lightning fast action

with superior graphics and sound
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Adventure International
P.O. Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750

Tunnel Terror can be played with ei-
ther the keyboard or a game paddle.
Each mode of play is responsive and ac-
curate. In paddle mode, a small arrow
apears on the screen when the paddle
comes to the end of its sweep. This is an
especially nice feature and easily pre-
vents paddles from being broken by
"overtwisting."

Tunnel Terror is yet another winner
from AI. It combines fast animation
with the superb graphics that we have
come to expect from all of Scott
Adams's games. With 61 different skill
levels, it's hard to imagine anyone be-
coming bored with Tunnel Terror.-CV

Wayout
Sirius terms Wayout "a 3-D action

maze game," and that it is. With a
compass and map maker as your only
tools, your task is to find the shortest
way out of a selected maze. While doing
so, you must avoid the mischevious
"Cleptangle" which will delay your
search by stealing your tools.

In the game, the screen is split in two
parts. Roughly the upper two thirds of
the screen shows the viewable area of the
maze (mouse's eye view) directly in front
of you. The lower portion of the screen
is where your mapmaker tool draws a
map of areas of the maze you have ex-
plored. The compasses in each upper
corner of the screen show your direction
of travel relative to the map. An odome-
ter at the top center shows the distance
travelled (your score).

The Cleptangle is a playful creature
which appears as a spinning rectangular
form, white on the front and orange on
the back. The closer the Cleptangle, the
faster and louder the warning light and
sound will fluctuate. If the Cleptangle
catches you, it will steal your compass,
mapmaker, or both.

If your. compass is taken, a flashing
question mark appears instead of the ar-
row on the compasses. If your mapmak-
er is stolen, no additions are made to
your maze map, and it flickers. You can
get your stolen tools back by catching up
with the luminous Cleptangle and trap-
ping it.

When you see a door which pulsates
in bright colors, you will know you have
found the one and only way out. If you
set a new low score for any maze, you
may enter your initials and they will be
saved on the disk.

Wayout can be played with the key-
board, regular joystick, or a switch-type
joystick, with the Sirius Joyport.

There are friendly fireflys in the maze
which are supposedly blown by the wind
in a constant direction. Weare told in
the instructions that they provide a clue
to the way out since the wind sometimes
blows from that direction. Frankly, after
many plays of the game, I have not
found the fireflys to be particularly use-

ful. Much more useful are your compass
and mapmaker which, unfortunately,
are subject to theft by the Cleptangle.
When this happens, it is usually wise to
drop what you are doing and give chase
to retrieve them as quickly as possible.

Vsing the joystick, it is possible to
navigate around the maze at consider-
able speed. As you enter a new area, it is
frequently useful to do this so your map-
maker can draw large portions of the
maze in a short amount of time. Howev-
er, when you are exploring every nook
and cranny looking for the way out, it is
usually better to pull back on your joy-
stick to halt your motion temporarily
while you get your bearings, look around
you, and adjust your direction for the
next move.

Another very useful tool is the com-
mand which allows you to save up to
nine locations in the maze so you can
later return to the same spot instanta-
neously. I usually reserve location 1 for
a spot near the center and 2 through 9

GPoativo Gompatiuf1
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Name: Wayout
Type: Maze game
Author: Paul Edelstein
System: 48K Apple, joystick

recommended
Format: Disk
Summary: Delicious frustration
Price: $39.95
Manufacturer:

Sirius Software, Inc.
10364 Rockingham Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95827

"Please excuse Roy, he s lost the battle of
Midway 1,015 times in a row."

There are 26 mazes stored on the disk.
They do not vary, so if you wish to run
the same maze over and over, you can
try to lower your previous score. How-
ever, after finding your way through five
or six mazes, it is difficult to remember
which is which, hence, the game retains
a high level of challenge.

The first time through, you may be
thinking the operative word is frustra-
tion, rather than challenge. I, for exam-
ple, had an overwhelming urge to stran-
gle the designer, having made over 3000
moves in the second maze without hav-
ing found the way out. I had drawn
(with my mapmaker) the entire maze,
expecting the way out was somewhere
on the periphery. As a result, I had
failed to examine many of the V-shaped
passages .in the interior section of the
maze. Clue: one of them is the way out.

Other mazes are similarly devious, so
examine every aspect of the area of the
maze you are in before going on to a new
area.
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Apple Games, continued ...
for the eight compass points near the
periphery.

As you can probably tell, I have now
gotten over my initial desire to strangle
Paul Edelstein, and now would like to
thank him publicly for creating a deli-
ciously addictive game. -DHA

Phaser Fire
The instructions state, "your assign-

ment is to use the base phaser to guard
the Star Portal from attacking aliens.
The Star Portal provides the passage
from your world to other galaxies. The
alien attackers must be prevented from
entering the Star Portal at all costs since
the aliens intend to use this portal to
further their plans to conquer other
galaxies."

GP8ativ8 GOmpatiRfj
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Name: Phaser Fire
Type: Arcade
System: 48K Apple, joystick optional
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Summary: Blast the aliens
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Gebelli Software
1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A
Sacramento, CA 95861

So far, Phaser Fire sounds like most
other space battle games. In fact, Phaser
Fire is similar to the arcade game Radar
Zone. The premise is simple, blast as
many aliens as you can without losing a
ship. Need we say more.

Phaser Fire should be played with a
joystick. The keyboard controls just
can't provide the responsiveness re-
quired to navigate the waves of attacking
ships.

It is always hard to describe a space
game in original terms. So many popular
games involve some sort of laser fighting
and after a time, they just become a con-
fusing blur. As for Phaser Fire, it is bet-

ter than most space games but it is not
outstanding. Your best bet is to play this
one before you pay. Who knows, Phaser
Fire could be just what you are looking
for. Certainly it will appeal to hard-core
space gamers.-CV

Laf Pak
Laf Pak is a disk of four games:

Creepy Corridors, Apple Zap, Space
Race, and Mine Sweep.

GP8ativ8 GOmpatiRfj
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Name: Laf Pak
Type: Four Arcade Games
Author: Charles Beuche
System: 48K Apple, joystick, paddle
Format: Disk
Summary: Four for the price of one
Price: $34.95
Manufacturer:

Sierra On-Line
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614

filled with big and small bombs or
mines. You have at your disposal a mine
sweeper which, by using the keyboard or
joystick, can be made to fire in any of
four directions.

A small mine simply explodes in the
square it is in, while a large mine ex-
plodes itself and the eight surrounding
squares. In addition, every once in a

In Creepy Corridors, you must guide
a small animated man around a maze of
corridors, picking up four treasures lo-
cated in the four corners of the maze and
then exiting through a door on the right

while a mine layer zooms out and lays a
new row or column of mines. Each small
mine is worth one point and each large
mine is worth two. If you manage to get
the mine layer, you earn 100 points.
Needless to say, if you are too near a
large mine when it goes off, it will take
you with it. You have an unlimited num-
ber of mine sweepers to use within the
2000 time units.

This is a tough little game in which
you must keep moving and shooting al-
most constantly in order to have a pray-
er ·of clearing the board. We found that
play was easiest using a switch-type joy-
stick with a Sirius Joyport.

In Space Race, you use a paddle con-
trol to maneuver a small rocket from ei-
ther the right or left side of the screen up
through a portal in the top. Your chal-
lenge is to avoid giant bats which try to
prevent you from reaching the escape
portal. This is a game for one or two
players, but be warned, you will find the
computer an extremely tough opponent
in the one-player game.

Apple Zap is a game played from the
keyboard in which you attempt to shoot
space ships and missiles coming at you
from the four compass points. Essential-
ly, it is the same game as Space Fortress
on the Escape from Arcturus disk from
Synergistic Software.

All in all, La! Pak offers a lot of game
playing value per dollar, and you are al-
most sure to find one or more of the
games on this disk to your liking.-DHA

Firebird
In Firebird, you assume the role of

Piggo, the fearless firefighter. You must
use your ladder and firehose to quench a
blaze which is destroying a hotel and
wreaking havoc among the guests.
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side. Hampering your progress are
scores of creepy things which enter the
maze from the left.

You have a gun at your disposal with
which you can dispatch the creepy
things to Creepy Heaven. On the other
hand, this isn't always the easiest thing
to do since your gun shoots only in a
straight line, and few of the corridors are
straight and long. Thus, good planning
and quick reflexes are probably of great-
er value in retrieving the treasure than
your weapon.

As you might expect, each level be-
comes progressively more difficult. How
many levels are there? I don't know, but
certainly enough to keep you challenged
for a long time.

In Mine Sweep, the entire screen is
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Apple Games, continued ...
ming, Nasir has allowed for you to cus-
tom tailor the controls. By typing
CTRL-C, you can redefine all keyboard
controls to suite your fancy.

All told, Firebird is an entertaining,
fast-paced game. While it does take
some time to get used to, it is incredibly
addictive once you get the hang of it. If
you have always wanted to be a fireman
but don't like the smoke, pick up Fire-
bird and live out your fantasy.-CV

Bellhop
A Bellhop's life is full of ups and

downs. As the bellhop in a six-story ho-
tel, your job is to deliver seven pieces of
luggage to seven different suites. The
suites are on the top floor, and each is
served by a different elevator.

vator at the bottom of the screen, you
are carried up to the sixth floor. You
then step off the elevator, deposit the
luggage, and jump back in for the ride
down.

GP6ativ8 GOmpatiRfj
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Name: Bellhop
Type: Arcade game
Author: John Van Ryszin
System: 48K Apple
Format: Disk
Summary: Deliver luggage and,

collect tips
Price; $29.95
Manufacturer:

Hayden Software
50 Essex St.
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

Each round of the game has a starting
tip value (from $30 to $60) which counts
down during play. At the end of the
round, when all seven pieces of luggage
have been delivered, the remaining tip
value is saved. When you finish all four
rounds, or run out of tips completely on
anyone of them, the game ends and the
tip values are added up and displayed so
you can see how much you have earned
for all your work. .

After you have completed two rounds,
a new hazard appears: a sneaky little
hotel ghost who starts at the bottom left
and works his way across the screen.
Each time he moves, you lose about
$2.00 in tips. When he encounters a
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The keyboard is used to control both
the movement of the ladder and the as-
cent and descent of Piggo. To put out a
blaze in one of the rooms, Piggo must be
maneuvered so that he is just to the left
of the fire, and his firehose must be acti-
vated. If the fire is allowed to burn for
too long, the occupant of the room will
panic and jump out rather than face the
flames. To catch a falling victim just
move the ladder to the left of the victim
and Piggo will grab him automatically.

Rather than d.ropping your grateful
passengers off on the ground" the game
requires that they be taken up to the top
of the building. There, a helicopter grabs
them and transports them to safety.

If the game sounds pretty straight-
forward so far, it is because we haven't
introduced the Firebird. While you are
busy saving lives and dousing fires, the
Firebird, a small chicken-like creature, is
starting them up again. This crazy crit-
ter runs across the top of the building
leaving a trail of burning rooms behind.
You can't kill the Firebird, and you
can't stop him. Just try to keep up with
him.

To lose the game, you must kill your
three Piggos. As it turns out, this is very
easy to do. If you happen to be in front
of a window when a person decides to
jump, you will be knocked off your lad-
der and fall to the ground.

Firebird is controlled with the key-
board. In a thoughtful bit of program-
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Name: Firebird
Type: Arcade
Author: Nasir Gebelli
System:' 48K Apple
Format: Disk
Language: ~achine
Summary: Fire-fighting fun
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Gebelli Software
1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A
Sacramento, CA 95861 Say, how's that black hole simulation coming along, Chet?
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You run to the lobby at the. bottom
right-hand side of the screen and pick up
a piece of luggage. Then you rush to the
nearest elevator or call one (using the es-
cape key) to take you to a suite that
needs luggage. As you step into the ele-







There was a time in recent history. when people could tolerate the in-
adequacies of personal computers. We believe that era has ended.

Now you can own personal computers that are more power-
Pro jOO Series ful, easier to use and more fully supported than

any to have come before them.
The minicomputer cf personal computers. They are the new personal
computers from Digital Equipment Corporation, the
worlds second largest computer manufacturer. ThejUllysu~portedsmalibusinesssystern.

Digitals personal computers give you more information on
the screen. More storage. And communications options that let you talk
to other, larger computers anywhere in the world.

When it comes to graphics, you no longer have to settle for the
"paint-by-numbers" look of yesterday's systems. Digitals optional bit-map
graphics give you four times the resolution of even the very best picture
tube. And you no longer have to settle for the pale, bland colors of the
past. Digitals personal computers give you a wider palette to pick from.

Even more, you no longer have to be content with a narrow
choice of personal computers. For Digitalgives you three choices: Rainbow,
DECmate, and Professional personal computers. Different kinds of personal
computers, because there are different kinds of problems to manage.

So if you've been unhappy with the history of personal compu-
RainbowlDO ting thus far, be glad. A new generation has begun.

1b find out more, ca1l800-DIGITALand we'll send
'=The~low;;;;;;cost3big5iieibpereiorma~n~ce~mac~bine~. you our free
personal computer brochure. Or
write: Digital Equipment Corporation,
129 Parker St., Maynard, MA01754.

Professional 350. DECmatc. and Rainbow arc trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
© Digital Equipment Corporation 1982
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Apple Games, continued ...
piece of luggage, he swipes it and returns
it to the lobby. If you are smart, you can
outwit him by choosing where you
deliver the luggage.

There is another trick a clever bellhop
can learn. Instead of riding the elevator
all the way down, you can get off at the
fifth floor and jump into an empty eleva-
tor shaft. You then descend twice as fast
as the elevator could carry you and you
don't get hurt either. And as the game
progresses, you will need every trick in
the book in order to hang on to your
tips.

This is a fascinating little game, based
on a novel concept. If you are dexterous
enough, the fun never slows down, and
neither do you! -DHA

Monster Mash

Weare told in the promotional infor-
mation about Monster Mash "the scene
is an infrequently visited graveyard that
is occupied by a rather rowdy group of
monsters. It is your job to keep the mon-
sters in the graveyard and protect the
visitors using your new monster masher
system."

Basically, your monster masher sys-
tem consists of a series of gates (or turn-
stiles) that may be rotated to either a
vertical or horizontal orientation. Mon-
sters enter the screen (graveyard) at the
upper left-hand corner and head toward
an exit at the bottom right. By rotating
the turnstiles between the rows and col-
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Name: Monster Mash'
Type: Arcade game
Author: Dave Eisler
System: 48K Apple
Format: Disk
Summary: Fast fingers needed
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

The Software Farm
3901 South Elkhart
Aurora, CO 80014

umns of gravestones, you are able to
guide them into your clutches.

When one of these little devils passes
by one of your monster mashers (a
hinged grave stone), you simply press on
a key to flip the gravestone over and
crush the monster.

There are four different kinds of mon-
ster: Claws (worth maximum points
when nearest the entry), Smokey (worth
maximum points when nearest the exit),
Eggs (may be ignored with no penalty,
but turn into snakes when mashed), and
Snakes. Snakes are tricky and fast. They
are worth three times as many points as
Smokey, but also count as three mon-
sters if allowed to escape.

Monster Mash is played only using the
keyboard controls. Game variations al-
low it to be played with just two keys
(for beginners like me) or as many as
eight keys for proficient players. Monster
Mash is a different concept from the
Software Farm folks in Aurora, CO,
whose farm, we hope, is free from
monsters.-DHA

Pig Pen
The packaging has a huge picture of a

warthog charging down a corridor em-
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Name: Pig Pen
Type: Arcade
System: 48K Apple, joystick optional
Format: Disk
Language: Machine
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Datamost
9748 Cozycroft Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91~11
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blazoned on the cover. In large red let-
ters are the words, "Watch Out! The
Oinks are Loose!" This is all well and
good, but scary warthogs have nothing
to do with the game. In reality, Pig Pen
is yet another variation of Pac-Man,

Instead of ghosts, you are being
chased by pigs, and instead of eating
dots, you are scattering them in a trail
behind you. Pigs are worth 200, 400, and
800 points, and can be eaten only after
you have ingested one of the four pig
pills located in the four corners of the
maze.

In addition, an ear of corn worth 1000
points appears randomly within the
maze. A joystick is a must for Pig Pen.
The keyboard controls are difficult to
master, and your scores will definitely
suffer when using the keys.
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There really isn't much to say about
Pig Pen. If you already have a Pac-Man
style game, it is doubtful that you will
find the variations in Pig Pen worth the
purchase price. If however, you haven't
broken down and bought a maze game
yet, Pig Pen might be for you.-CV

Succession
In Succession, you are confronted with

a Pac-Man type of maze. Your creature
has an antenna on top of his head and is
called the Masher. Your goal is to tag
other little creatures with numbers on
their bodies: You must tag them in or-
der. At the same time you must avoid a
large white creature with a big mouth
who is after you (the Crasher).

There is a timer shown as a blue bar at
the bottom left of the screen. You must
get all the little creatures, in order, be-
fore time runs out. If you touch one of
the little creatures out of order, all of
them reappear even if you have gotten
three or four of them in the correct
order.

For clearing a level or getting all the
creatures in order, you are awarded 500
points. In addition, each mark left on
the timer when you clear a level is worth
InO points. If there are more than 15

.
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marks left on the timer you get a bonus
of 1000 points. Complicating the maze
are doors over certain passageways
which open and close randomly and,
every so often, an invisible door.

If you are being hotly. pursued by the
Crasher or you are about to touch a
creature with the wrong number, you
can head out through an outside tunnel.
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This Sunday
You Can Play Football

Against Your ATARI®400j800M

STARBOWL ™ FOOTBALL

It only takes one look to see the
incredible realism of STARBOWL™
FOOTBALL by GAMESTAR. With ani-
mated players so lifelike, they may go
out on strike. Totally involving sounds,
from the whoosh of the ball to the
cheer of the crowd. And a level of
sophisticated play that goes beyond
mere videogame systems. Because
STARBOWLTM FOOTBALL by
GAMESTAR can only be played on
an Atari® Home Computer.

Which means you can challenge an
allstar Atari® computer team or another
player to 60 minutes of exciting gridiron
action. Run, kick, pass and catch. Call
your own plays. Even contend with
fumbles and penalties!

So grab your playbook, plan your
strategy, and get set for Sunday's big
game. The Atari" allstars are ready and
waiting - in STARBOWL ™ FOOTBALL
by GAMESTAR. Ask for it at your
nearest Atari® dealer.

WE BRING OUT THE STAR IN YOU.
1302 State Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 (805) 963-3487

© 1982 GAMESTAR, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD ATARI AND 400/800 ARE TRADEMARKS OF ATARI, INC.



Apple Games, continued ...
This places you at some other random
spot in the maze. In general, I found this
was not a good strategy since it generally
took a. moment or two to determine
where I reappeared and, by the time I
did, I was frequently in more trouble
than when I started.
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Name: ~uccession
TYPE:: Pac-Man derivative
Author: Chris Eisnaugle
System: 48K Apple,
Format: Disk
Summary: To catch the creatures

, in order
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Piccadilly Software Inc.
89 Summit Ave.
Summit, New Jersey 07901

The game may only be played from
the keyboard=-a slight disadvantage if
you are used to a joystick for games of
this type.
Succession is not an easy game. In-

deed, some people will find it a mite
frustrating as I did at first. However, if
you get the hang of it and clear the first
level, there are three increasingly diffi-
cult levels awaiting you. Each succeed-
ing level has one more little creature to
be tracked down, and each is a bit faster
than the preceding one.

In summary, if you are tired of Pac-
Man and are looking for an interesting
variation on tHe theme, Succession might
just fill the bill.-DHA

Laser Bounce
"Your City and Their City have been

at war as long as anyone can remember.
A defense wall exists between the
cities-so high that the only way to
attack is to bounce laser beams off
satellites!

"The object of the games is to destroy
the energy modules of the enemy while
protecting your own,

"To attack, you fire a laser beam so.
that it is deflected by a passing satellite
onto an enemy energy module. ,;

To aim your beam, you simply move
the crosshairs of your site back, and forth
with a paddle controller. As a satellite
approaches your crosshairs, you press
the fire button and a laser is fired from
your base at the bottom left corner of the
screen toward the satellite at the upper
right from which it is deflected down to-
ward targets in Their City on the left
bottom part of the screen. Needless to
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progress of your pursuers. You always
start off in the upper left comer and
must make your way around the board
picking up treasures (designated by a
dollar sign), and make your way back to
the upper left-hand corner which then
becomes a passage to the next level.
Meanwhile, killer cars are pursuing you,
one on the first level, two on the second
level, three on the third and so on.

On the lower levels, the cars are rel-
atively easy to outwit, however, on the
upper levels, they become more intelli-
gent and the barriers, more numerous. I
found the even numbered levels some-
what easier because I could frequently
lure cars into collision with each other,
eliminate all cars, and then leisurely col-
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lect the treasures. On odd numbered lev-
els this is impossible, of course, because
there will always be at least one car left
to pursue you.

The game may be played at any of
seven speeds. When I first got the game,
I pressed speed 1, thinking it was the
slowest. It is not; speed 7 is the slowest
and speed 1 is the fastest. After getting
used to the game and working out some
strategies at the slower speeds, I found it
was most fun playing the game at speed
3, 4, or 5, depending upon the lateness of
the hour.

Crazy Mazey can be played only from
the keyboard, not a major problem since
there are only four directional keys used
in the game.

say, the enemy (another player or the
computer) is following the same proce-
dure against your targets in the right-
hand portion of the screen.

Played against another human, Laser
Bounce is interesting and challenging.
Played against the computer, it is quite
impossible.

There are two kinds of satellites, one
of which deflects the beam straight
down (perpendicular) to targets on the
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Name: Laser Bounce
Type: Arcade Game
Author: Kevin Kalkut

..System: 48K Apple; paddle
Format: Disk I

Summary: Nearly impossible
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Hayden Software
50 Essex St.
Rochelle Park" NJ 07662

ground; the other bounces the beam off
the satellite at the same angle at which it
was aimed. The perpendicular-bounce
satellite is much easier to use for aiming,
however, it is not always available, so
the angular-bounce satellite must be
used to achieve top scores. There are
three levels of difficulty; however, we
cannot imagine a game above the lowest
level, but it may be that my age is begin-
ning to show.-DHA

Crazy Mazey
Crazy Mazey is a hunt and chase game

in which you hunt treasures in your
speedy little car while vicious killer cars
chase you. Your only defenses against
these nasty attackers are quick reflexes
and careful planning.

Each of the 19 levels is laid out in
checkerboard fashion with you and the
killer cars able to travel along the grid
lines. There are barriers at different
points, always the same on each level,
that impede both your progress and the
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Name: Crazy Mazey
Type: Arcade Game
Author: Ronald Meadows
System: 48K Apple
Format: Disk
Summary: Fast-paced chase through

a maze
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Datamost, Inc.
9748 Cozy croft Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311



Apple Games, continued ...
You start with three cars and get a

fourth when you get 10,000 points. You
receive 100 points for each of the six
bundles of cash, and 100 points each
time you cause two enemy cars to col-
lide. I found Crazy Mazey a fast paced,
addictive, and challenging game best
played when I was alert and could
outdrive and outthink the killer
cars. -DHA

Money Munchers
When we first got Money Munchers,

some of us were heard to mutter, "Not
another maze game." When the mutter-
ers went away, our play-testing panel
was left with the game. Soon after, they
were heard to say, "No, it is not just
another maze game."

At the start of each game, a maze is
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Name: Money Munchers
Type: Maze arcade game
Author: Bob Bishop
System: 48K Apple, joystick

recommended
Format: Disk
Summary: Munchin' money
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Datamost, Inc.
9748 Cozycroft Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

randomly generated. The pathways are
filled with dollar signs, each one worth
one dollar. Your task is to guide an ani-
mated man around the maze picking up
all this free money. But you are not
alone in the maze.

Each maze has four Money Munchers
which look something like hand lawn
mowers that also gobble up money when
they come upon it. Not only that, they
also hate the idea of anyone else trying
to snatch a dollar, so if they catch
you ... poof! ... you are eliminated.

Once the first maze is cleared of dollar
signs, you move on to the next level and
an opportunity to score even bigger in
the money department. However, at
Level II, the Money Munchers get
annoyed and call in nasty little spider
guardians to help them out. These spi-
ders hover around the uncollected mon-
ey and go after you when you try to
collect it.

On the third and higher levels, snakes
join the fray. They ignore the money,
but track you relentlessly, looking for a
bite to eat.
Money Munchers can be played with

either the keyboard or a joystick. We
found a switch-type joystick the best
control for .achieving high scores.

The game is quite insulting if you
don't get more than $50 or $60 on the
first board. However, once you accumu-
late $400, you get encouraging messages
between boards or upon elimination of
your player. You are also rewarded with
a delightful graphic between screens, but
don't let it lure you into a sense of com-
placency because the next screen will be
faster and more challenging. Beware the
Money Munchers! -DHA

neighbor next door is seeding your gar-
den with deadly Amazon Skran Weed to
camouflage the release of lethal Blue
Widow spiders and giant flesh-eating
caterpillars.

"Your quick aim of a high-energy pest
killing laser is all that stands between
the survival of you and your garden and
being engulfed by deadly, ever-advanc-
ing bugs." .

Your laser weapon can destroy weeds
(not very many points, but lots of them),
the spider (bouncy and fast), the ever ad-
vancing caterpillars (which enter the
screen from the top and weave back and
forth) and your weed-planting neighbor.
Actually, he must have hired a platoon
of robots to plant the weeds because the
minute you eliminate one, another ap-
pears to take his place.

Bug Battle
So you've got an Apple and you've

been reading the reviews of Centipede
for the Atari computer and 5200 System
with envy. Not that Apple owners didn't
have a Centipede-type game available;
they did. Nightmare Gallery from
Synergistic and Photar from Softape are
both loosely based on Centipede. Now,
United Software of America brings us
another game in this genre, Bug Battle.
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Name: Bug Battle
Type: Arcade Game
Author: Mike Riedel
System: 48K Apple, joystick

recommended
Format: Disk ':
Summary: Centipede revisited
Price: $22.50
Manufacturer:

United Software of America
750 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10017
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The theme is cute. We read in the in-
structions that "tiny crawling pests have
infested your prize winning garden.
They have already devoured the toma-
toes and are now heading for the main
course, your carrots, peppers and
lettuce.

"To insure the complete destruction
of you and your garden, your jealous
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In contrast to the Centipede game, the
weed-planting robots run across the
screen horizontally instead of dropping
from the top down upon you. Also, they
are far more efficient than the
mushroom-dropping fleas in Centipede.
It doesn't take long for the garden in
Bug Battle to become full. of weeds.
Thus, it is virtually mandatory for you
to hold the firing button down as you
sweep back and forth across the bottom
quarter of the screen (garden).

While the instructions claim that the
game can be played from the keyboard,
we found this mode of play next to im-
possible. A joystick is a far more suitable
control device for your laser.

The weed-planting robots are worth
500 points each; the caterpillar, 100
points; the spider, 50-100 points (de-
pending on how close it is to you when
shot); and weeds, 5 points each. Each
shot costs you 1 point.

An additional pest-killing laser is
awarded at each 1O,000-point increment.

We found the best strategy was simi-
lar to that recommended for the Centi-
pede arcade game. Namely, blast two
columns up each side and keep them as
clear as possible. When the caterpillar
enters one of these columns and starts its
downward descent, get' under it and
blast away. Stay at the bottom through
most of the game unless caterpillar seg-
ments are on the lowest level. In this
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The Data Factory
An extremely easy-to-use sys-
tem with enormous power and
flexibility. Data storage on two
disks is 225,000 bytes. Relocate
records into a new data base;
add, delete, or change field lengths
anytime.

The Invoice Factory
Not just an invoice maker. It gen-
erates statements, aged receiv-
able reports, product or customer
reports, sales analyses. Use a
new free form, automatic or stan-
dard invoice form.

ThcrLcrarningSystem
A company or educator may pre-
pare a training/tutoring/testing
device. Enter instruction or infor-
mation; then key it to a tutorial
drill or test to check for learning

comprehension.

This portfolio management pro-
gram allows you to enter, by hand
or modem, Friday's closing prices,
Standard and Poor, Beta ratings,
Value line timeliness and safety
factors. Use standard formula or
make up your own to project buys,
sells and holds.

V Factory
Allows for a marriage between
Data Factory and VisiCalc™ files.
You can move data in either direc-
tion, manipulate it within the cho-
sen program, and store it either
way. An exciting tool for research
and analysis.

Tax Manager
For producing federal income taxes
and printing the schedules. This
easy-to-use program includes the
latest tax laws and will remain
current with our Extended War-
ranty option.

Data Manager III
A data base designed for the Apple
III and can be used with floppies or
hard disk drive. It will handle as
many records as the storage media
can handle with total flexibility.

Merrgerr
A utility for the Data Factory and
Invoice Factory. Merge data from
fields in either program into those
of another file.

Entcrrtainmcrnt
Test your luck and skill with excit-
ing games from Micro Fun.
Dogfight II Roach Hotel
Crown ofArthain Peeping 'Ibm
Mad Venture Palace in Thunderland
Painter Power U.S. Constitution Tutor

English SATI

Both old and new tax laws are
incorporated in this program
which uses the straight line
method for balance sheets and
accelerated method for estab-
lishing asset values for amorti-
zation and prints tax schedules.
1,000 assets per taxpayer.

RcrlocatablcrLinking Loadcrr
Takes machine language routines
that have been designated by an
assembler as relocatable, links
them together, and then estab-
lishes the program at an address
the user specifies. Canhe used with
Language Plus.

Payroll-Manager
A whole department that doesn't
write itself a check. Figures hours
and makes all standard deductions
plus seven optional deductions and
writes the checks. Unbelievably
fast, and easy to use.

Languagcr Plus
A two volume library of machine
language routines. These packages
allow users, through Applesoft
Basic, to speed up their perform-
ance in programming.

VDlernd
Allows users of'Visiflalc'" to com-
bine data in multiple VisiCalc™
files, merging the information into
a new file.

Software that prompts you
throughout the program.





Just when the business
world is up to its white collars
in visiclones, calcalikes and
other spreadsheet packages,
Apple's" come out with
something entirely different.

Introducing Senior Analyst.
Like other financial

modeling packages, it allows
managers and professionals
to ask all those proverbial
"Wh 1£7" .at . questions.

Unlike the others, this
powerful financial planning
tool was designed to be used
in a corporate environment,
by lots of people. So you get
lots of advantages.

For example, you can
transfer data (across diskettes)
from one financial model
to another. Or consolidate
many models into one.

So sales, manufacturing,
administration and any
number of other depart-
ments (even in other cities)
can easily share information.
Giving each the power to
create comprehensive and

With Senior Analyst, you can now cultivate forecasts
by merging reports from distant divisions.

_ flexible financial projections,
budgets, cash flow statements
and the like.
Want to combine selected

data (such as important
subtotals) from six different
divisions? With Senior

". ~ • -,-' w~--~- ---
- - - --

Senior Analyst lets different departments share and consolidate data. That way the company doesnt make
more pitchforks than it can sell.

Analyst, you can do it. And
even print out a formatted
report that includes only the
information you need.

A report that anyone can
understand. Because the
headings are in English, not
in code.

Easy to follow commands allow employees to
create models without learning a second language.

You can also document
and print out all those
assumptions used to create
your model, to give others a
concrete understanding of
how you reached your
conclusion. (The program

even allows you to continue
working while a model is
being printed.)

To complement all these
accommodating features,
you'll also find built-in
functions for depreciation,
linear regression forecasting,
and other powerful virtues
not found in most financial
software packages.

All of which we'd like you
to experience in person, at
any of our 1300 authorized
full-support dealers (they
also offer a vast library of other
quality software distributed
by Apple for Apples).

And don't ask for just any
spreadsheet packageTell them
you need to see an analyst.

pplcz
The most personal software.

Call (800) 538·9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you, or for information regarding corporate purchases through our National Account Program.
In California (800) 662·9238. Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept., 20525 Mariani Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014. © 1982 Apple Computer Inc.
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Apple Games, continued ...
case move your laser base up and wait
until the, segments bounce off bottom
sections of the maze or weeds and start
to migrate upward. Never stay in' one
spot for too long or the spider is sure to
get you. '

We found abug in the program which
occasionally causes it to hang-up at
scores of 10,068 and' 10,070. Hopefully,
this bug was only in the pre-release
versions of the software.

As in Centipede, the play value of Bug
Battle is very high. It is extremely addic-
tive and was enjoyed by all members of
our playing panel. Try it and good
zapping! -DHA '

The Snapper
In The Snapper, you are presented

with a rather unusual gridwork of lines
with scoring and status information
above it. You control a little creature,
the Snapper, directing it about the grid.
The Snapper starts in the center. To-
ward each of the four corners are four
bases. In addition, there are "blots" lo-
cated randomly throughout the maze.

Your object is to eat as many of these
blots as possible before time runs out.
You hear a warning signal when there
are 10 seconds left in the round and an
even more urgent warning when 5 sec-
onds remain. When you hear the warn-
ing, you must head for one of the bases.
When you get there, the score of your
blots is tallied. If you do not make it to a
base in time, you start again with anoth-
er Snapper, assuming you have not used
them all.

Impeding your progress are "whirl-
ers" which move around the maze on
the same gridlines that the Snapper does.
There is also a Gamma Field composed
of undulating lines which moves at ran-
dom over the entire display, similar to
the Qix in the arcade game.

Not only must the whirlers be avoid-

creative CO.lRputlnd
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Name: The Snapper
Type: Maze Game
Author: Dave Sanders
System: 48K Apple, joystick

recommended,
40K Atari 800

Format: Disk
Summary: Intriguing new concept
Price: $32.95
Manufacturer:

Silicon Valley Systems
1625 EI Camino Real, #4
Belmont, CA 94002
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ed, but they, hamper your progress by
occasionally :erasing some of the grid
lines. Indeed, as the game progresses,
you will find they have erased so many
lines that you can't even get to certain
areas of the maze. However, after you
have collected 10 blots, a magic ring ap-
pears in the center. By going over this
ring, you restore the maze to its original
pristine condition.

As you progress to higher rounds of
the game, some of the maze lines turn
bluish green in color and become
"slick." When you enter one of these
lines, you travel all the way to the other
end of it without being able to get off at
any of the intermediate junctures. Thus,
as the game progresses, more and more
planning is necessary to survive and
achieve a high score.

The scoring is rather complicated. In
essence, it provides a tradeoff between
survival and high scores. If you eat only
a few blots before touching a base, you
will live a long time, but you will not get
many points. There are ways of earning

an extra life, multiplying your score, and
so on. As you get the hang of the game,
you'll find your score rising
dramatically.

In summary, The Snapper is an in-
triguing, challenging game which should
hold your interest for a long
time.-DHA

Pie-Man
In Pie-Man, you are a baker's appren-

tice in an automated bakery. Since the
pies are made by machine, all you have
to do is add topping (whipped cream
and cherries) as the pies come out on a
conveyor belt and put them away when
they are decorated. Sounds simple
enough, eh?

The graphics on this game are superb.
When a pie comes out of the baking ma-
chine, a whistle lets out a toot, and the
pie travels along a conveyor belt running
from left to right. '

You guide a little pie man who must
rush up to the bin at the top left of the
screen and pick up a tube of whipped
cream, then dash down to the conveyor

belt and dab or squirt the whipped
cream on the pie.

You then go to the cherry bin in the.
top center of the screen, grab a cherry,
and put it on the pie. Y00. then take the
finished pie and put it in .the pie bin at
the top right of the screen. By this time,

creative computinf1
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Name: Pie-Man
Type: Arcade game
Authors: Eagle Berns and

Michael Kosaka
System: 481\ Apple, joystick

recommended
Format: Disk
Summary: It's a tough life in the

bakery
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Penguin Software
830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134
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another pie is coming out of the ma-
chine, and you start again.

As you proceed, flour sacks get
stacked on the floor in your way and
grease spots magically appear, ready to
trip you up. As if this weren't enough,
every so often the slightly tipsy wedding
cake baker dances around with his cre-
ations and steals your pies if you get in
his way. Oh, yes .. .if you let seven pies
fall to the floor at the end of the convey-
or, you will be fired and the game ends.

We found it easiest to play Pie-Man
with a switch-type joystick through the
Sirius Joyport or with the Astar Inter-
face. Those with coordinated fingers can
play Pie-Man with the keyboard. How-
ever, eight directional keys must be con-
trolled with the right hand while three
action keys are controlled with the left.
Pie-Man is non-violent and funny,

thus it is quite suitable for young chil-
dren. The concept seems silly and sim-
ple. That may be, but it is also extremely
addictive. Every time we said, "This is
the last game," we decided to try it "just
once more." We are sure you will,
too.-DHA '0



Games For The Vic-20

Cartridge games like these four for the
Vic-20 from Commodore show why
"low-end" $300 computers can compete
successfully against games-only units
like MatteI's Intellivision in the same
pnce range.

These $29.95 ROM packs cost about
the same as their video game counter-
parts, are not much more difficult to
plug into the back of the machine, and
offer resolution and action that is, for
the most part, equal.

The RdM games make a lot of sense
for both the manufacturer and the buy-
er. They load instantly when the com-
puter is turned on, and are much less
perishable than fragile tape, so the buyer
does not need to make backups, and the
manufacturer does not worry that these
backups will appear in pirated versions.
all over the United States two weeks
after the game hits the stands.

Jupiter Lander
The object of Jupiter Lander is-

surprise!-to land a spaceship on the
surface of a planet without crashing
ignominiously into the craggy surface
thereof. To add an element of origi-
nality, Commodore has chosen to por-
tray the target planet as Jupiter, rather
than the more traditional lunar surface.

The keyboard, rather than the joystick
is used to control the lander. This was a
wise choice, as three special function
keys on the Vie are used to provide vary-
ing amounts of thrust. A feather-light

David Busch, 515 E. Highlanld Ave., Ravenna, OH
44266.

David Busch

touch is possible, and, given the
requirements of the game, mandatory.
Side thrusters to provide lateral move-
ment are activated by pressing the A and
D keys, The controls are simple to learn,
and soon become automatic,

What makes the Jupiter Lander game
challenging is the speed readout at the
side of the screen, showing speed in
meters per second. The "needle" indica-
tor must be within a certain very narrow
area, outlined in yellow, at the moment
of landing for bonus points to be scored.

creative complIth~Ji
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Name: Jupiter Lander
. Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20
Format: ROM cartridge
Language: Machine language
Summary: Lunar-lander type game
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.

487 Devon Park Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087

provide higher bonuses, The game keeps
track of high scores, which are lost once
the computer is turned off.

Vie Avenger
Vie A venger is Commodore's version

of the popular Space Invaders game. It is
very much like any of the dozens of oth-
er knock-offs of this arcade classic. It
does make good use of the Vic-20 multi-
color graphics to present a fast-moving

game_.__ ---------------- _

The player can swoop in for a pinpoint
landing, only to lose a scoring opportu-
nity with a heavy hand during the last
microsecond.
The Jovian surface is shown in two

views, a long shot, and a closeup which
is displayed as the ship nears the landing
site. Three landing sites are provided.
An easy plateau surface may be used for
practice, although the new player will
require several tries before he achieves
his first successful landing. Each touch-
down at the appropriate speed results in
additional fuel and points being
awarded.

The more difficult landing surfaces

110
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Control of the player's missile-firing

base is through a standard Atari joy-
stick, which may be plugged into a port
built into the right side of the computer.
Because there is only one port available
for these controllers, Vie games are lim-
ited to single-player action at this time,
The player is given three bases to start

cr6atlve complItlnJi
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Name: Avenger I
Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20
Format: ROM cartridge
Language: Machine langyage
Summary: Space Invaders-style

game I
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer: I

Commodore Busine~.s
Machines, Inc'i

487 Devon Park Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087
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WHEN WE ANNOUNCED
THE COMMODORE 64 FOR $595. OUR COMPETITORS

SAID WE COULDN'T DO IT.
THAT'S BECAUSETHEY COULDN'T DO IT.

The reason is that, unlike our competitors,
we make our own IC chips. Plus all the parts of the
computer they go into.

So Commodore can get more advanced
computers to market sooner than anybody else.
And we can get them there for a lot less money.

WHAT PRICE POWER?
For your $595: the Commodore 641M gives

you a built-in user memory of 64K. This is hundreds
of dollars less than computers of comparable power.

Lest you think that the Commodore 64 is
some stripped-down loss leader, a look at its
available peripherals and interfaces will quickly
convince you otherwise.

SOFTWARE THAT WORKS HARD.
The supply of software for the Commodore

64 will be extensive. And with the optional pluq-in
Z80 microprocessor, the Commodore 64 can
accommodate the enormous amount of software
available in CP/M~

Add in the number of programs available in
BASIC and you'll find that there are virtually no
applications, from word processing to spread-
sheets, that the Commodore 64 can't handle with
the greatest of ease.

PERIPHERALS WITH VISION.
The Commodore 64 interfaces with all the

peripherals you could want for total personal
computing: disk drives, printers and a telephone
modem that's about $100, including a free hour'S
access to some of the more popular computer
information services. Including Commodore's own
Information Network for users.

RUN YOUR BUSINESS BY DAY.
SAVE THE EARTH BY NIGHT.

At the end of a business day, the
Commodore 64 can go into your briefcase and ride
home with you for an evening's fun and games.

Because of its superior video quality (320x200
pixel resolution, 16 available colors and 3D Sprite
graphics), the Commodore 64 surpasses the best of
the video game machines on the market. Yet,
because it's such a powerful computer, it allows you
to invent game programs that a game machine will
never be able to play; as well as enjoy Commodore's
own video game cartridges.

ATTACK, DECAY,SUSTAIN, RELEASE.
If you're a musicologist, you already know

what an ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, release)
envelope is. If you're not, you can learn this and
much more about music with the Commodore 64's
music synthesizing features.

It's a full-scale compositional tool. Besides a
programmable ADSR envelope generator, it has 3
voices (each with a 9-octave range) and 4 wave-
forms for truly sophisticated composition and play-
back-through your home audio system, if you

wish. It has sound quality you'll find only on
separate, music-only synthesizers. And graphics
and storage ability you won't find on any separate
synthesizer.

DON'T WAIT.
The predictable effect of advanced technol-

ogy is that it produces less expensive, more capable
products the longer you wait.

If you've been waiting for this to happen to
personal computers, your wait is over.

See the Commodore 64 soon at your local
Commodore Computer dealer and compare it with
the best the competition has to offer.

You can bet that's what the competition will
be doing.,-------------------,
I Commodore Business MaChines. . I

Personal Systems DivisionI P.O. Box 500, Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 19428

I Please send me more information on the Commodore 64'!M

i Name Tttle _

I Company _

I Address _

i City State _

I Zip Ph0ne _

i C::commodore
I COMPUTERL CC-2~

•Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price: July 1. 1982. Disk drives and printers are not included in prices. The 64's price may change without notice.
CP/M" is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
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Vic Games, continued ...
and is awarded an extra base at 1500
points. The movement of the invaders is
mercifully slow at the beginning, so that
even a novice should have no trouble
eliminating the first wave. As the speed
increases, the game becomes more chal-
lenging. Those who have played hun-
dreds of games of Space Invaders on
many different computer systems will
probably tire of this rather quickly. Die-
hards will happily test their skills on yet
another version.

Because no skill whatsoever is in-
volved, this game will quickly bore the
non-Vegas-frequenting older child or
adult. Unless one manages to win one of
the larger prizes, Superslot invariably be-
comes a contest to see if the player can
keep pulling the lever until all the coins
are lost. Frequent small wins can drag
this process out to more than an hour.
The larger pots are infrequent enough
that one is tempted to quit while ahead,
rather than spend the time needed to
squander two or three hundred coins.

COINPULLVIEW
I'M READY TO
ACCEPT COINS

Superslot
I rated Superslot as the least interest-

ing of the three arcade games, mostly be-
cause slot machine games traditionally
require no skill or strategy-just a play-
er willing to drop in coins and pull on-
the arm of the machine. In fact, I re-
wrote the last slots game I came across
to perform these tasks automatically,
and let the game play itself. I came back
in a few hours to see how long it had
taken to consume all the money allotted
at the beginning of the session.

Superslot seems to amuse younger
children quite well. The spinning reels
are realistic, have finely detailed cher-
ries, apples, and other fruit, and make a
joyful sound as they grind to a halt.

The player begins With 80 coins. Joy-

stick control makes this a painless game
to play. The fire button is pressed to in-
sert from one to five coins. Each addi-
tional coin dropped increases the num-
ber of winning combinations, although
this makes no difference at all in improv-
ing the odds over the long run, Pulling
down on the joystick activates the slot
machine. Pushing up switches the dis-
play to a chart that portrays the winning
combinations available.

Every time the player wins, his stake
is increased noisily, one coin at a time. If
one of the higher pots-300 or 400
coins-is won, this process can take sev-
eral seconds. I have yet to win the big
3000-point jackpot, but would guess that
a lunch break could probably be taken
while that bonus accumulates.

GP68tlv8GOmputlnJj
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Superslot
Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20
Format: ROM cartridge
Language: Machine language
Summary: Vegas slot machine
Price: $29.95
Manufacturer:

Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.

487 Devon Park Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087

OMNIOATAPRO o C.O.D. 0 Check (liO Mgt. Corp.) "D Money Order

o M/C 0VISA Card# Exp. _

OHard Sector
Computer OSoft Sector

# of 5 1/4" ORDER
TOLL-FREE:
1-800-343-1292

617-398-0807

la-pack lO·pack

17.90 0 19.90 0
21900 23.900
34.900 39.900
29.90 0 39.90 0

Library Case (Holds 10) 2.50 __
UPS/Shp. & Hand!. ~

5% Mass. Tax. __
Total __

5'pack

SS/SD 9.950
SSIDD 13.450
DSIDD 19.95 0
DS/FF 17.45 0 Name _

Address, City, _ Software Production Services.
DealersWelcome.
Call for 8" Prices.Phone _Zip _State: _
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Vic Games, continued ...

Sargon II
Vic-20 users will welcome this version

of the redoubtable Sargon II chess pro-
gram on ROM cartridge. All the famed
Spracklen goodies-and a few new op-
tions, such as choice of screen color'
combination-are available.

The game comes up instantly when
the power is turned on. The player is
asked if he desires a game (G) or board
setup (S), and is offered a level of play,
from 0-6. At level 0, the computer re-
sponds immediately, and plays a good
novice-level game. Average responses at
higher levels run from 20 seconds (level
1) to four hours (level 6), although the
documentation cautions that actual-time
may vary from 1/3 to three times these
lengths.

The chess board is displayed in the
upper left of the screen, with ranks and
files noted in the border surrounding it.
At the right is a listing of the last five
moves. Game level and an asterisk (indi-
cating that Sargon is thinking, and not
locked in an endless loop) are displayed
at the bottom of the screen .:

Pieces may be moved by entering
standard algebraic notation at the key-
board (i.e., A2-A4), or by using the joy-
stick to "pick up" a piece and deposit it
in a new location. Invalid moves are, oJ

course, not allowed. While beginners
may like the joystick movement, I rec-
ommend learning and using the rank-
and-file notation to maintain compatibil-
ity with the rest of the chess-playing
world.

Hitting a question mark causes Sargon
to provide the player with hints, and
works at every level but 0 once the game
has progressed far enough that the' com-
puter is actually looking some plies
ahead and not resorting to book moves.
The game also has other features that

GP88tlv8 Gompatlnfj
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help the beginner learn chess more
quickly. For example, it is possible to
take back a move, or set up the board to
play from any point in a game.

For the complete novice, the instruc-
tion manual even provides a brief discus-
sion of the rules, and charts showing
how each piece moves. Only the most el-
ementary strategies are recommended
("moving pawns and knights out first is
a good opening strategy"), but enough
information is given that a beginner can
buy this cartridge and begin play the
same day.

Given the ready availability of a flexi-
ble, challenging partner, Sargon II

1

makes it easy for chess nuts to get
hooked and go on to books and other

L- , aids. 0

Name: Sargon II Chess
Type: Game
System: 5K Vic-20
Format: ROM cartridge
Language: Machine language
Summary: Computer chess game
Price: $39.95
Manufacturer:

Commodore Business
Machines, Inc.

487 Devon Park Rd.
Wayne, PA 19087

SIOCK MARKEr INVESIORS:Calling this toll-free number
can be the best "investment" you'll ever make.

-
Discover the Market Maverick - a revolutionary
stock market program for the Apple II· and IBM·PC·· corn-
puters - with a combination of money makinglmoney saving
features that you won't find in any other program at any price!
Ours is a declslon-mekinq tool. Ours is based on a model
with 8'/2 years of proven performance. Ours is used by protes-
sional investors. Ours has the longest published Wall Street
track record of any model of its type. And ours is fully
supported statistically!

With the Maverick, you not only pinpoint stocks with the
greatest upside potential, but you can avoid those that are
over-extended and get out before
price reversals,
Record of success.
For 8'12 years ending 6/30/82,
the top 10% of stocks which the
model identified as most attrac-
tive rose 139.1% and the least

attractive 10% fell 31 ! Two years ago, 14 of
the 20 most overval stocks were in the energy sector
and since then, t I declined an average of 53%. And its
20 most undervalued .C, Penney, Philip Morris, McDonalds,
etc.) have appreciated 4.3%!

What's more, the Maverick foresaw the recent downturn of
technology stocks: Tandem, MIA Com, Scientific Atlanta, and
Tandy.And the upturn of IBM, GE and General Foods.
Call us toll-free.
No operators, your call comes direct to FSI people who have
the answers, Ask about system requirements. Ask about our

$25 Home Demo Package (which we
apply to the $175.00 purchase price
when you buy). Ask about some of
the successes that users tell us
about. You'll never really know how
incredible the Market Maverick is
until you try it!

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE, INC.
11401 West ridge Circle, Chardon OH 44024

For our free no-oblipatlon brochure or more
information, call (from outside Ohio)

1-800- 392-2669
In Ohio, call 216·338·6811

•Apple" is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. ··IBM·PC is a trademark of IBM.
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Save time and money
Keep up with the latest in
computer books and software
without leaving your terminal!
Select 5 fact-filled booksfor ON LY $295 (values to $103.75)

1485
List $21.95

List $15.95

••••(=.:...•~.'::=..-'

List $19.95 List $18.95

ff..1f.12.J~. If n woo~
806

List $16.95

7 very good reasons to try
The Computer Book Club

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

•Reduced Member Prices. Save 20% to 75% on books sure
to increase your computer know-how
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10
days without obligation
•Club News Bulletins. All about current selections-mains,
alternates, extras-plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
with dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection
will be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an
Alternate Selection-or no books at all-we'll follow the
instructions you give on the reply form provided with every
News Bulletin
•Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every
book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and
qualify for discounts on many other volumes
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-
tions, plus special discounts on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's
editions, filled with useful, up-to-the-minute information

1169
List $17.95

554
List $15.95 (paper)

1332
List $16.95

1478
List $19.95

1160
List $13.95

336
List $14.95

1195
List $13.95

1123
List $11.95

1421
List $21.95

1295
List $16.95

1277
List $19.95

1200
List $16.95

1398
List $16.95

1496
List $17.95

1396
List $13.95

1275
List $14.95

1506
List $12.95r-------------------·I n liIfI [J1JrlllllJlflr ~(](]~ [JllJlI

I ~ Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
I Please accept my membership in The Computer Book ClubI and send the 5 volumes circled below, billing me $2.95plus
I shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return

I the books within ten days without obligation and have my
membership cancelled. I agree to purchase 4 or more booksI at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during theI next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

I
I
II Name

I Address
I City

I State ----------- __ Zip --
I (Valid for new members only. Foreign and Canada add 20%. Orders outside U.S.

or Canada must be prepaid with international money orders in U.S. dollars.)

L This order subject to acceptance by The Computer Book Club. CC-283 ••-------------------

336 337 554 806 1123 1160 1169 1195
1200 1205 1228 1251 1275 1277 1295

1299 1332 1389 1391 1394 1396 1398 1421
1428 1449 1468 1478 1485 1496 1506

___________________________ Phone _
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The Programmable Cube

Rubik's Revenge

Having conquered all the known
world, the irresistible wave of cube puz-
zles has invaded the realm of micro-
computing in the form of David Bar-
stow's The Programmable Cube which,
like its real-life counterparts, is much
more complex than it seems at first
glance.

For casual cubesters and those with
short interest spans, the program would
appear to be a poor investment in com-
parison with a real cube puzzle, which
costs only a few bucks. But for those
who like doing mental calisthenics, who
have developed cube solving theories, or
who would like a beginner's level intro-
duction to programming principles, The
Programmable Cube offers many
delights.

When you boot up the disk, you see
three faces of a cube. Facing you. are the
red striped, green, and blue sides. Mirror
images reveal the colors of the sides fac-
ing away from the viewer: gold, violet,
and orange. Like the original cube, The
Programmable Cube has nine smaller
cubies per side. A system of simple
commands-F moves the front side one

Brian J. Murphy, 133 Post Rd., Fairfield, CT
06430.

puzzle. In fact, using this set of 18 com-
mands, you can scramble your cube and
attempt to solve it with about the same
ease as the real cube.

If you like, you can bevel the entire
cube around using a set of nine rotation
commands. This means that the faces
the computer recognizes as the front,
back, right, and left, will change, adding
an extra challenge in solving. At this
point you can also combine commands
in a series before you press Return to ex-
ecute, giving you the opportunity to re-
lax and just watch the cube twist and
spin itself.

Once you have mastered the simple
moves; the program allows you to
Scramble the cube to your heart's con-
tent. You specify the number of twists
the cube will be given, the computer fig-
ures it out without actually showing you
the moves, and the jumbled result is dis-
played a few seconds later on screen.

Scrambling with three or four turns
might not be too big a challenge for an
experienced cube solver, even given the
necessity of becoming used to the simu-
lation, but if you pick a factor of 30 or
100 turns for your Scramble you may be
in trouble. There are two ways out. One
is to Reset the puzzle, which simply re-
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Brian J. Murphy

quarter turn clockwise, tJ moves the up-
per side a quarter turn counter-clock-
wise-enables the user to manipulate the
cube in exactly the same way as a real

CP6otlv6 compntlnfj
SOFfW ARE PROFILE

Name: The Programmable Cube
Type: Cube puzzle simulation
System: 48K or 64K Apple II

with disk drive
Format: Disk
Language: Pascal
Summary: A puzzle and a

learning experience.
Price: $34.95
Manufacturer:

Metacomet Software
P.O. Box 31337
Hartford, CT 06103
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arranges the cubies into their original
positions.

The other way is to use the Solver
program, which will undertake to do the
job itself. Sitting back you can enjoy the
spectacle of a cube apparently struggling
to solve itself. Ah, sweet revenge ...

Should you still want to do the job
yourself, but hate having to enter all
those moves into the computer, the
game comes with an easy to follow in-
struction booklet which leads you, step
by step, though a special programming
language you can use to write your own
cube-solving programs.

Programming A Solution
Barstow's game allows you to take

those theories of yours, those formulas,
those hunches, put them in program
form and turn them loose on the cube
until-one hopes-a solution is derived.
This simple programming system allows
you to define moves individually and in
series. You can write a program to rec-
ognize when all the cubies are in their
proper position, and to exit once that is
accomplished.

About the only real barriers to the
process of learning to program with The
Programmable Cube are getting used to
the two dimensionality of the cube and
learning the names of the 26 cubies,

which are named not by the colors on
the hi-res screen but their up, down,
right, left, back, and front locations.
Sometimes it is hard to remember that
the violet, blue, and gold cubie that is so
far away from home is really the
FDL-Front, Down, Left. It helps to
make a chart of which colors correspond
to which directions.

The author told us that he developed
the program not only because he was in-
terested in the cube as a puzzle which
could be adapted to computers, but also
because it would make a useful tool with
which to analyze cube algorithms and to
teach elementary concepts of
programming.

The Programmable Cube certainly

achieves these goals, and in an amusing,
entertaining way. The hi-res graphics are
pleasing to the eye, although the anima-
tion is unexciting.

Commands are executed quickly, but
it takes a second or two for the prompt
to reappear, surprisingly slow for a pro-
gram written in Pascal. By the way,
don't panic: The Programmable Cube
will load its own Pascal into your Apple
without you having to buy Apple Pascal.

You may want to invest in a 16K
RAM expansion board, however, be-
cause The Programmable Cube comes in
two versions, 48K and 64K. The pro-
grams useup a lot of memory when you
write your own solver, and in the 48K
version you have room for just one mod-
erately long solver program. In 64K you
have enough free memory to load one
long or two compact solvers.

So, if you don't have VisiCalc or a
word processor but still have the itch to
upgrade to 64K just for the fun of it,
here is the excuse you have been waiting
for. Tell your missus (or mister) that you
have become a cubeaholic, and you must
have a 16K expansion board to sate your
ungodly appetite.

Who knows, maybe after you have
fooled around with The Programmable
Cube long enough, you'll become a
cubeaholic for real. D



HOME

~
ATARr

16K .. $199
$274
$359

$74.00
$429.00

. $269.00
$589.00
$159.00
$259.00
$169.00
$18.00
$77.95

......
:32 K •(~o.n:'a:1 :a.mi.
4B K. !~o.n ~t~" :a.ml.

SOFTWARE FOR ATARI

ATARI
$33 Missile Command. $29

Centipede $33 Star Raiders. 535
Caverns of Mars $32 Galaxian $33

529 Def9nder. .$33

ON-LINE
Jawbreaker $27 Mission Asteroid. 522
Softporn $27 Mouskattack. 531
Wizard & Princess. '" $29 Frogger $31
The Next Step $34 Cross Fire (ROM) $36

SYNAPSE
File Manager 800. 589 Shamus. $26

Chicken .. $26 Protector. $26

Dodge Racer. $26 Nautilus. ... $26

Synassembler. $30 Slime ... $26

Page 6. $19 Disk Manager. .. $24

OATA.OFT
Pacific Highway ..
Canyon Climber ..
Tumble Bugs.
Shooting Arcade .
Clowns & Balloons
Graphic Master

$25
.$25
.525

.. . 525
$25

.. 530

Graphic Generator ... $1 3
Micro Painter. . . $25
Text Wizard. . $79
Spell Wizard. . . ... $64
Bishop's Square .. $25
Sands of Egypt. . $25

EPYX
Crusn. Crumble $24 \.1or10C'5 Tower $16
Undead Crypt $24 Rescue at Rtgp.1 $24
Curse of Ra ~16 Ricochet $16
Datestones $16 Star Warrior $29
Invasion Orion $19 Temple Apshai $29

Arthur's Heir 524 Upper Reaches 516

APX
Text Forrnaner ~f8.50 Holy Grail $24
Family Budget . 518.50 Prayer Piano . 518.50
Eastern Front 524 Keyboard Piano, $18.50
Family Cas" 518.50 Number Blast 513
Jukebox $13 Frogmaster $18.50
Downhill $18.50 747 Land Sirnul " 18.~O

$1850 Word ,"Jrocessor 540

CBS
K·razy Shoot Out $32 K·razy Antics. . $32

K-razy Kritters. $32 K-star Patrol .... $32

STICK STAND
$699

BOO
New low price effective January 1. 1983.

Microtek 16K Ram.

Intek 32K Board
One Year Extended Warranty
CX481 Entertainer Package
CX482 Educator Package.
ex 483 Programmer Package
CX 484 Communicator Package

VISICORP
Far Apple, IBM & Franklin

Visidex. .5189.00
Visifile. . .. $189.00
visiolot ..
Visiterm
Visltrend/Plot
VisiSchedule.
Desktop Plan 5189.00
VISICALC for Apple II plus, Atari, CBM & IBM 179.00

CONTINENTAL
The Home Acountant(Apple/Franklin)
The Home Accountant (IBM) .
1st Class Mail (Apple/Franklin)

SIRIUS
Flee Fail 524 Space Eggs.
Beer Run $24 Sneakers
Snake Byte 524 Bandits

BROOERBUNO

.559.00
5119.00
. 559.00

524
524
$28

~EJH1()M
DISK ORIVES FOR
ATARI COMPUTERS

S 1 Single Drive. .5549.00
A 1 Ado-On Drive $339.00
S2 Dual Drive. . $879.00
Single Side Dual Head.
Dual Drive Dual Head .

C2 Controller.
C47 Controller ..

Apple Panic 523 Arcade Machine. 534

David's May'" .. 527 Choplifter $27

Star Blazer. $25 Serpitine 527

INFOCOM
Deadline 535 Zork I $29

Star Cross $29 Zork II or III 529

MPC
Bubdisk (1 281': Ram) $'i 19.00

DISK DRIVES FOR
FRANKLIN & APPLE

................ 5299.00
$369.00
S499.00
$79.00

.... S89.00

PRINTERS
Smith Corona

TP 1. ..... $599.00

FLOPPY DISKS
MAXELL

MD I (Box of 10)
MD II (Box of 10) ..

MFD I (8").
MFD II (8" DD).

VERBATUM
532 5'1."SS DD. . . $26

.. 544 5'/. DS DD $36

. $40 ELEPHANT
$50 5'1. SS DD. . .. $19.99

C.ITOH (TEC)
Starwriter (Fl 0-40CPS).
Print master (Fl O-55CPS)
Prowriter 80 Col (P).
Prowriter 80 Col (S).
Prowriter 2 (132 Col).

OKIOATA

.... $1399.00
.51749.00
. $499.00

... $629.00
. $799.00

MONITORS
AMOEK

300G.
Color I .
Color II.
Color III

5169.00
5339.00
$699.00

. .. $429.00

82A
83A.
84P.
84S ..

$429.00
$659.00

.51079.00

. $1199.00

BMC
12" Green.
13" Color 1400 .
13" Color 1401 (Mid Res).

ZENITH

.585.00
$279.00

· $369.00

lOB
MicroPrism. . $649.00
132 (fully configured). . . $1599.00
80 (fully configured) . .. . $1399.00

Call for other configurations.

OAISYWRITER
Letter Quality. $1049.00

ZVM121, . $99.00

OIABLO
.... $1179.00
... 51849.00

SHARP
Sharp 13" Color TV .

PANASONIC
TR·120 MIP (High Res. Green).
CT-160 Dual Mode Color..

.5275.00

5159.00
..... $299.00

620 ..
630.

MODEMS
HAYES

Smart.
Smart 1200 (1200 Baud)
Chronograph ..
Micromodem II (with Term).
Mic"odem 100

.... 5239.00
..... 5549.00

.5199.00
$309.0U
$309.00

NOVATION
Cat ..
o-co
Auto Cat ..
212 Auto Cat.
Apple Cat II.
212 Apple Cat II .

5144.00
....... $159.00

· $219.00
· $589.00
$279.00

........... $609.00

ANCHOR
Mark I (RS-232) .
Mark 1I·(Atari).
Mark III (T1'99) ..
Mark IV (CBM/PET) .
Mark V (OSBORNE) .
Mark VI (IBM·PC).
Mark VII (Auto Answer Call)
TRS-80 Color Computer .
9 Volt I Supply .

......... $79.00
...... $79.00

... " " $109,00
.... $125.00

595.00
...... $179.00
. ..... $119.00

$99.00
.. ... 59.00

\Neat
800-648-3311

IN NV. CALL (702) eSS-eae4

P.O.BOX BBSS STATELINE, NV. BS449
INTERNATIONAL aRDER.rAII shipments outside continental United States must be pre-paid by certified check only! Include 3% (rninirnun S3.00)
shipping and handling.EDUCATIDNAL DI.CDUNTs,Additional discounts are available from both Computer Mail Order locations to qualified

Educational Institutions. CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD



'ACE1OOO
SYSTEM

ACE 1000
ACE 10 with Controller Card
ACE Writer Word Processor
CALL .•.
FOR SYSTEM PRICE.

PC

eaGLE
--_ .•_---~--- ....- .•. -... ---~""... -- ---- -- .• -.. --- ..-- .. --,-. -.0: :-0,;-.;:.--
'?;-~:;::~1: ;;:I!-£.
•• e. •• •• .•

----- .,
-=:mo

5'1,' l60K Disk Drive .. , .. , .. , .... ,
5'14' 320K Disk Drive,

AMDEK
31 OA Amber Monitor .... , .... ,', .. ,' ..•. , .. , ,$179

.. , $729
'" ,$759

64K RAM
780 K8 Disk Storage

Word Processing, Ultracalc CP/M
C-8asic Software
Smith Corona TP1

Letter Quality Printer
$2995.00

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP 41CV
CALCULATOR

••••--c-o-rn-rn-o-d-o-re--.. $209

RANA CISK CRIVES
Call for price and availability on the
new Rana Disk Drives to, the Apple and
Franklin Computer Systems

$999,00
" CALL
$749,00
$369.00

$1599,00
$369.00

8250 Double Sided Disk Drive, , , , , . , , . , " $1699,00
D9060 5 Megabyte Hard Disk. , , $2399,00
D9060 7.5 Megabyte Hard Disk $2699.00
6050 $1 299.00
4040, . . , $969,00

8032,
CBM 64,
4032,
8096 Upgrade Kit. ,
Super Pet.,.
2031,

8300 (Letter Quality) , $1549,00
8023. ."."., $599,00
4022. "",., $399,00
New Z·Ram, Adds CP/M and 64K Ram,. $549,00
The Manager..
Magis ..
Word Pro 5 plus"
Word Pro 4 plus, ,
Word Pro 3 plus.
The Administrator
InfoPro Plus,
Fewer
VIC 20 Dust Cover"
CBM 6032 Dust Cover,
CBM 605014040 Dust Cover,

$209,00
, CALL

'" $319,00
'" $299,00

$199.00
.. $379,00

"" $219,00
, , , , " , $79.00

" $6,99
", .. , $14,99
"" $10.99

VICzo
$179
VIC 153b Commodore Oatassetts. ,
VIC 1540 Disk Drive.

· $69,00
" $339,00
.. ,CALL
$339,00

VIC 1541 (64 Disk Drive) ..
VIC 1525 Graphic Printer.
VIC 1210 3K Memory Expander.
VIC 1110 8K Memory Expander, .
VIC 1.111 16K Expansion, ,
VIC 1011 RS232C Terminal lntertace ,
VIC 1112 vie IEEE·488 Interiace

· $32.00
""', .. $53,00

, $94,00
$43,00

· $86.00
VIC 1211 VIC 20 Super Expander ..
VIC Mother Board,

"" $53.00
.. $99'90

Amdisk(3'141 Drive, ,
DXY Plotter .... , , .. , , .... , .... , , , .. , , , ...

SDFTWARE
!.U,S, Easywriter!1 .. , , .. , .. , ,' •.. ,' $249
I.U,S, Easyspeller, .. " , , .. " .. ,',.,"" $129
Peachtree Peach Pak (GL/AP/AR) "" $419
MPC Bubdisk ' , " , call

HEWLETT

~~

HP-S5
51969
HP-125

TELEVIDEO
TERMINALS
910, $579,00
91 2C ' $699,00
920C. ,
925C,
950, .

800A
802,
802H,
806 ..
816.

NEe
COMPUTERS

8001A
8031
8012

PRINTERS
8023.
7710/7730.
3510/3530

JB-1260
JB-1201

800-233-8950
east IN PA. CALL (717) 327-S575

477 E.THIRD ST.,WILLIAMSPORT, PA. 17701
east

HP 41C
HP 10C
HP l1C,
HP12C,
HP 15C

$149,00
$69,00
$79,00

In-stock items shipped same day you call. No risk, no deposit on C.O.D. orders. Pre-paid orders receive fre.e shlppi'lg within the continental United States with no waiting period
for certified checks or money orders. Add 3% (rninimurn $3.00) shipping and handling on all C.O.D, and Crecu Card orders. NV and PA residents add sales tax Ailitems subject
to availability and price change. NOTal We stock manufacturer's and third.partv software for. most all computers on the market' Call today for our new catalogue

• • I , • • • ,

PC-1S00
POCKET

COMPUTER

CE 150 Printer, Plotter and Cassette
Interface Unit,.", """'" $172,00
CE152 Cassette Recorder, , , , , , , $69,00
CE 155 8K Ram Expansion Module, , , $94,00

Timex Sinclair 1000

8
16K Memory Module. $44.95

Vo-Cate $17.95 The Organizer. $14.lfS
Super Math $12.95 The Budgeter $13 95
Check Book Manager. S13.9S Stock Option SI4.9~

Loan &Mortgage Amornzer $1295



PERIPHERAL VISION
Floppy DiskServices,Inc. isa contracted SIEMENSdrive dealer. Do not let the prices fool you, we buy in very

lorge quantities to get the best price and passthat savingson to you! All systemsore of the highest grade
components and our cabinets ore custom designed with you in mind! Ifnot 100%satisfied,call usand wewill

promptly refund your money. t

We carry Add-on drives for IBM, Radio Shack, Heath, Apple and most other microcomputers.

Apple II Add on drives , $329.00
Apple 8 inch controller ' 365.00
Apple 80 track dual system 1395.00
Apple dual 8 inch system wi controller 1250.00
FDD-100-5b 'flippy' exact HEATHadd on 235.00
FDD-200-5 double sided 40 track drive 250.00
FDD-111-5 5ms step IBM or MOD 3 Add on 245.00
FDD-221-5 5ms step 80 track DD/DS 350.00
TECSFD-51B5ms 51/448TPI.... " .. 215.00
FDD-100-8d 8 inch single side DD drive 340.00
FDD-200-8p Double sided 8 inch drive 445.00
Custom 8 inch and 5% inch enclosures Call

System packages available for all drives .
Dual 8 inch system with EVERYTHING 935.00'
Dual double sided 8 inch system 1125.00'
Single 5% Heath or MOD I Add on wi case 285.00'
Dual 5% Heath or MOD I 585.00'
10mb Hard Disk for any computer 2700.00'
CDR controller, allows any combo Il and 5% inch drives to
be added to your H88 or H89 Call

• 8 inch systems require minor assembly. Add $100.00 A&T.
All 5% inch systems come assembled and tested.

t Equipment must be in same condition as you received it.

WE HAVE ZENITH Z-l 00 SYSTEMS IN STOCK.
Have a disk drive in need of repair? We have expert techs ready to optimize your drives!

Call us for info.

1111

Single
5114 Case

AT FLOPPYDiskServices.we not only sell
drives,we alsosellcustom enclosures.

. Our cabinets ore designed by our
expertsto be functional and attractive. And our
quantity pricing is so attractive. we invite
dealers and lorge group purchasersto call.

CALL TODAY • 609-799-4440
40TK
Flippy
w/Case

FI!2PPY
DISK 741 ALEXANDER ROAD

PRINCETON, NJ 08540

SERVICES INC.

PAYMENT POLICY - We accept Mastercard, VISA personal checks & MO. We
reserve the right to wait 10 working days tor personal checks to clearyour bank
before we ship. All shipping standard UPS rates plus shipping & handling. NJ
residents must add 5% sales tax,

FD2-'

IFyou don't see what you want. give us a coli between 9 am & 5 pm (El),
Chances are we'lI have what you need for your system at your price, Due to
production deadlines for advertising. prices in this ad are 2 months Old. so we

encourage you to call us for current prices and new product information.

PRICES& SPECIFICATIONSSUBJECTTO CHANGE MOD 1-11-111, CP/M are trademarks of Tandy and Digital Research respectively.
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Before the letters MAGI came to be
the acronym for the Mathematical
Applications Group, Incorporated, they
formed the plural of the singular magus,
which came from the Latin meaning
"sorcerer." From this root came the
word magic. This is entirely appropriate,
as we shall see.

Magic is not a bad word to describe
what is going on at the MAGI facilities
in Elmsford, NY, and Santa Monica,
CA. With the publicity that has accom-
panied the film Tron, it is unlikely that
you are entirely unfamiliar with the
work of MAGI. If, in addition, you have
seen commercials for the arcade game
Zaxxon, or -the home video game Worm
War I (which, by the way, was written
by my predecessor at Creative, David
Lubar), you have seen the work of
MAGI. What you have seen is vivid,
computer generated imagery, real
enough to captivate.

I recently had an opportunity to visit
the Elmsford labs of MAGI, and to
speak with some of the people who are
responsible for these remarkable effects.
Crossing the Tappan Zee Bridge on a
misty morning, I made the turn into
Elmsford. I fought back the urge to look
for the tower of the Master Control Pro-
gram, and followed the directions I had
with me.

The first person I spoke to when I
arrived was Chris Wedge, a young artist
and animator. He led me through a laby-
rinth of corridors. Computer animation
is only a small part of what MAGI does.
With over 150 employees, they also pro-
vide computerized services for the direct
mail industry. They developed a busi-
ness slide-making system now marketed
nationally by Xerox Corporation. The
company is also involved with computer
aided design and manufacturing
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(CAD/CAM). Chris led me back to the
section of the building where computer
generated animation takes place.

3-D Ferrari
He had what looked to be the gutted

remains of a toy car. Stripes of fine tape
mapped grids across the contours of red
fenders, hoods, and doors littering his
desk. "I'm modeling a Ferrari," he ex-
plained. "The process of inputting its
three-dimensional coordinates is some-
what tedious." He directed my attention
to a Chromatics terminal nearby.

First the design must be fully delineated
on paper, so the artist may input it to the
computer as a series of connected shapes.

There on the screen was a rudimen-
tary rendering of the car, as if it had
been fashioned out of luminous guitar
wire. With the click of a few keys, he
made the image spin slowly. "This is the
first step," he said, with a smile. "Once
we have the shape fully defined, we can
make it do anything we want it to do."

We were joined by Larry Elin, who
manages the place and had been kind
enough to invite me for the visit. I had
recently read his piece in Artist and
Computer, and enjoyed it. I asked him to
provide a bit of background about the
company.
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Light sources can be moved right into the
frame. Note the accuracy of the shading.
Copyright 1982 Walt Disney Productions.

MAGI, he said, was founded in 1965,
by Dr. Phillip S. Mittelman, a nuclear
physicist and noted computer scientist.
.He has degrees from Harvard as well as
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

The company at that time had abso-
lutely no intention of becoming involved
in computer graphics. They were in-
volved, however, in three-dimensional
modeling and simulation. In fact, under
the direction of Dr. Mittelman, who
remains president and chairman of
MAGI, the company conducted shield-
ing studies of theoretical nuclear blasts.

MAGI is no longer involved in any
way with nuclear studies or in any gov-
ernment contract. It may seem a far cry
from nuclear shielding studies to the
graphics of Tron, but the jump was
really not all that great. The tool for
three-dimensional simulation had al-
ready been developed. In 1967, the first
graphics using the systems were initiat-
ed, as a research and development tool.
The first picture generated was of a
helicopter.

A System Ahead Of Its Time
The system had, by 1972, reached the

point where it was decided that a com-
mercial animation service could be
embarked upon. MAGI was then too far
ahead of its time. In 1973, when Larry
Elin, in his own words, "married the
boss's daughter," a rethinking of the
project took place. It was determined
that the audience, capability, and accept-
ability of the system had been
misjudged.

They did not give up, however; the



The codes of the entered data are dis-
played ana separate terminal.

project was kept alive. The' software
team, consisting of Dr. Mittelman and
many scientists still with the company
today, continued to improve the soft-
ware. The idea was to wait until the time
did come.

They dubbed the system Syntha-
Vision, and waited. And their time
finally came. •

In 1978, competition began to
appear-Robert Abel Associates, NYIT,
and other groups. Computer power was
getting cheaper. The creative possibili-
ties of computers blossomed, as did
interest in their potential as artistic
tools. In early 1979, Disney Studios
approached MAGI, expressing interest
in computer animation techniques. At
roughly the same time, the business slide
system was improving the cash flow for
research and development in computer-
ized animation techniques.

A group of test films was created to
explore the possibilities. of the
Syntha Vision system. Steven Lisberger,
the motivating force behind Tron, was
extremely pleased with preliminary re-
sults. The impetus was there now to spur
dramatic improvements in the software.
Thus the process came to be one of the
leading technologies in the field of
computer animation.

Chris took me into the cold, humming
computer room, and showed me hun-
dreds of reels of magnetic tape. On each
tape, there are five to eighteen final film
frames, depending on how much data is
necessary to construct a specific frame.
Chris underscored the parallels between
the Syntha Vision process and traditional
stop-motion animation, in which he was
trained. However, instead of an artist
doing rough drawings on paper, going
from storyboards. to meticulously exe-
cuted eel transparencies, and then to the
camera, this whole process takes place in
the computer. It becomes the animator's
job to define that "world," which will, as
a final step, be photographed.

pefining A Camera
The objects, whether lightcycles or

Ferraris, must first be defined. Once
they are, they need never be redefined-
they will then be generated and regener-

The designs are compared against initial
results, with a mind toward instituting
improvements.

ated as three-dimensional' data sets.
They can be depicted from any angle
and at any distance. The next task is to
define a camera, explicitly setting pa-
rameters for its focal length. The anima-
tor may desire for a given shot a wide
angle or a more narrowed perspective.
Of course the camera position and angle
must be determined. Inputting the back-
ground and defining the intensity as well
as the positioning of the light source
follow. The complex software takes over
from there-to create entirely ficticious
but utterly believable pictures.

Camera movement and object move-
ment is defined entirely by the animator.
Chris therefore feels not in the least
compromised by the technology with
which he works. As graphics systems be-
come more sophisticated, offering imrne-
diate feedback to the artist, animators
will not need to be on the intimate terms
Chris is with details of the system. Ani-
mation can be done poorly through the
MAGI system, he stresses, just as it can
be done poorly using traditional
methods.

The animator is still ultimately
responsible for the finished product.
Without him, it will be impossible for a
Recognizer or a sports car to roll around

Light attenuation into the distance.
Copyright 1982 Walt Disney Productions.

Production Manager Nancy Campi, Se-
nior Creative Director Richard Taylor,
and Animator Chris Wedge evaluate
results.

a curve or tip off a precipice in an ac-
ceptably realistic or stirring manner.
While animation has undeniably been
transformed, creative human input re-
mains undiminished-is, in fact, extend-
ed and enhanced.

The current hardware consists of a
Perkin Elmer 3240, hardly what one
might call a micro, I would agree. A new
computer room is now under construc-
tion; it will house an SEL computer,
which is about seven times faster. This
will help surmount the delayed feedback
problem. A special camera is used to
expose computer images on 35mm film.
An image is projected on a flat screen
CRT, capable of generating extremely
high resolution, even though the screen
is no more than six inches in diameter.
In fact, there is no shutter in the
camera-the film is exposed by the sin-
gle scan line.

When the frame is completed, the
screen goes dark, and the film is ad-
vanced another frame. Color is handled
in what amounts to a Technicolor
process-black and white separations
are created initially. Color can then be
created and manipulated in any way
desired.
. The Syntha Vision technique is a mar-
riage between computer and existing
film technology-Wedge evoked the
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Systems Manager John Beach threads a
reel into the computer.

term computer-assisted animation to
describe the process.

Though the Tron script was entirely
storyboarded, it evolved as time went
on, as did the capabilities of Syntha-
Vision. The casting of shadows, the de-
piction of reflections on the surfaces of
objects, and the attenuation of light-
that is, the drop-off in the intensity of
light with the increase of distance-were
added to the system.

Artist's renderings of each shot were
laid out in detail so that everyone could
clearly understand what would transpire
in any given scene. After a shot had been
entirely specified to the computer, it was
studied on color terminals, then re-
worked as many times as necessary to
perfect the shot.

For Tron, a terminal was installed at
Disney Studios and a modem used to
send shots for analysis directly. Disney
in some cases called for subtle changes-
Elin states that his crew learned a great
deal about the mechanics of animation
from Disney experts.

The animators at MAGI are quite sea-
soned. But they are only half the crew.
The other half is composed of the pro-
grammers, the mathematicians, the
physicists-they are not concerned in
any way with the projects at hand. They
work only to improve the software.

John sets up the camera.

Left Brain; Right Brain Gap
And so the MAGI group works in

these divergent directions, while success-
fully bridging the supposed and cele-
brated "left brain, right brain" gap be-
tween scientific and artistic minds.

Larry states that the gap is not nearly
as big as we tend to think it is. There is
mathematics in art, and art in mathema-
tics-the difference is more semantic
than philosophical. A common vocabu-
lary, like pictures, can bridge the gap.
The MAGI artists and programmers
embody this idea in their mutual respect
for one another. They set an example
well worth noting.

Chris Wedge said that bridging this
gap might be essential to our evolution
as a species. Larry stated the ideal quite
succinctly, evoking the term "renais-
sance." He hopes that technology will
foster a real renaissance for the Ameri-
can animation industry.

Elin asserts that the computer can
provide an indispensable tool for the ani-
mator, but that we should not expect too
much from it. The computer can replace
the "stoop" labor in animation, but
never the inspiration or the artistry. He
very fervently believes that computers
will never generate acceptable computer
animation of characters themselves, at
least not with much more quality than

Recognizers leave their shadows on surfaces far below.
Copyright 1982 Walt Disney Productions.
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The Wunderkinder: among them, Dr.
Mittelman in the foreground, Larry Elin
seated to his right, Chris Wedge on the
far right.

the stuff currently littering Saturday
morning television.
Elin's vision is one wherein the com-

puter can clear the way for the artist to
focus on truly caring character anima-
tion, taking account of things like ex-
pression and body language.

And what of the future? Better soft-
ware and peripherals will make the pro-
cess more flexible for the artist. Right
now the artist works more or less blind-
ly, waits, sees a few seconds of a result,
and on that basis, modifies the effort.
Efforts are underway to change this.

Christine Chang, another member of
the animators staff, showed me a system
now under scrutiny by Disney, wherein
eels are colored using a sophisticated
graphics tablet-rather, than someone
having to sit and color each eel meticu-
lously by hand. This dramatically boosts
productivity, and combined with other
computer techniques, will contribute to
the revitalization of the animation indus-
try in this country. Certainly the only
way the U.S. will ever regain preemi-
nence over foreign concerns is to use its
technology to make the process cheaper,
without sacrificing quality for automa-
tion, as it has in recent decades.

As the state of the art approaches
photorealism, computer assisted anima-
tion will be used more regularly in live-
action films, and not just for special ef-
fects. Francis Ford Coppola has already
foreseen the day when his "studios" will,
in large part, reside inside a computer. If
he wants, for example, a ghost town in
the Old West, he will simply have one
generated. The day remains in the fu-
ture, but inexorably approaches.

As for the possibility of Tron Il, Elin
would not be pinned down. He says Dis-
ney continues to ask for tests. Explora-
tion is currently in progress for a new
Maurice Sendak film to be produced by
Disney studios.

It remains for MAGI to show the
magic of a partnership between Disney's
acknowledged masters, and the new
Wunderkinder on the block. You can bet
the results will be interesting-and
revolutionary. 0



The Qume SI;'RINT 11 PLUS,"is the new stan-
dard of quality for professional, letter-perfect

daisywheel printing. And for just $1776,
you can have it for your personal or desk-
top computer, It comes complete with a

Qume Connection interface module to fit
popular computers from IBM, Radio Shack,

Commodore, Xerox, Hewlett Packard, North
Star and many others. Its 96-character daisywheel
delivers letter-quality text at a steady 40 cps. And

with an average of 5;500 trouble-free hours
(3 years typical use) between maintenance,
the SPRINT 11 PLUS is unmatched in
reliability. Qume quality is the choice of
sophisticated, professional users. At $1776,

there's no reason for you to settle for any-
thing less. Make the Qume Connection by

calling one of our authorized distributors.
Or write Qume, 2350 Qume Drive,

San Jose, California 95131.

Our new
SPRINT 11 PLUS.
fits every

$17-76.-~



It's easy to make the
Qume Connection.

Call the distributor nearest you to get the
best quality printer for your microcomputer.
Abacus Data Services
(416) 677-9555 Onlario.

Canada
Anacomp/ESCOM
Division
(213) 516-7480 CA
(206) 641-4990WA
(509) 624-1308 WA
Anthem Systems
Corporation
(415) 342-9182 CA
Audio Visual Services
(713) 659-1111 TX
(800) 392-7777 TX Only
Bohlig and Associates
(1!12) 922-7011 MN
Butler Associates
(617) 964-5270 MA

Byte Industries
(800) 972-5948 CA Only
(800) 227-2070 Outside CA
C&G Distributors, Inc.
(513) 435-4340 OH
(800) 245-1084 Outside OH
(412) 366-5056 PA
(800) 245-1084 Outside PA
David Jamison
Carlyle Corp.
(213) 277-4562 CA
(415) 254-9550 CA
(714) 640-0355 CA
(808) 531-5136 HI
(312) 975-1500 IL
(201) 946-9669 NJ
(214) 458-0888 TX
(713) 530-4960 TX
The Computer Factory
(212) 687-5000 NY
(914) 793-1300 NY
(212) 896-0700 NY
(516) 248-6700 NY
Computing Resources. Inc.
(702) 825-8800 NV
Computer Mart
of New Jersey
(201) 283-0600 NJ
Datamex Ltd.
(514) 481-1116 Montreal.

Canada
(613) 224-1391 Ottowa
(416) 787-1208 Toronto
(604) 684-8625 Vancouver
Data Systems Marketing
(602) 833-0061 AZ
(714) 540-2312 CA
(213) 641-2050 CA
(415) 941-0240CA
(916) 891-8358 CA
(213) 796-2562 CA
(213) 796-2631 CA
(714) 560-9222 CA
(213) 344-7097 CA
(209) 237-8577 CA
(303) 573-5133 CO
(303) 694-1710 CO
(313) 254-2830 MI
(406) 587-1200 MT
(505) 294-1531 NM
(503) 297-8444 OR
(412) 486-2676 PA
(214)960-1604 TX
(713) 789-0803 TX
(801) 292-6666 UT
(206) 575-8123 WA
Data Technology
Industries
(415) 638-1206 CA
Data Terminal Mart
(403) 270-3737 Alberta
(403) 420-1755 Alberta
(514) 288-1555 Montreal
(902) 469-3782 Nova Scotia
(416) 677-0184 Ontario
(416) 495-2001 Ontario
(416) 245-4780 Ontario
(613) 729-5196 Ontario
(604) 872-8482 Vancouver
Equipment Resources
(404) 955-0313 GA
General Electric
(205) 479-6547 AL
(602) 278-8515 AZ
(415) 436-9265 CA
(714) 231-0309 CA
(203) 628-9638 CT
(904) 751-0615 FL
(305) 921-0169 FL
(404) 452-4919 GA
(319) 285-7501 IA
(219) 933-4500 IN
(317) 241-9330 IN
(812) 473-6161 IN
(502) 452-3311 KY
(617) 938-1920 MA
(301) 332-4710 MD
(612) 522-4396 MN

(816) 231-6362 MO
(314) 965-7115 MO
(704) 525-3011 NC
(201) 227-7900 NJ
(518) 385-4888 NY .
(716) 876-1200 NY
(513) 874-8512 OH
(503) 221-5095 OR
(901) 527-3709 TN
(214) 243-1106 TX
(713) 672-3575 TX
(801) 973-2253 UT

Gentry and Associates
(305) 859-7450 FL

InterACT Computer
Systems .
(305)331-7117 FL
(404) 953-<1213 GA
(704) 552-7502 NC
(704) 254-1949 NC

MicroAmerica
(213) 327-6030 CA
(800) 262-4212 CA Only
(800) 421-1485 Outside CA
(617) 449-5807 MA
(800) 343-4411 Outside MA
(617) 431-7660 MA
(214) 235-3616 TX
(800) 442-5847 TX Only
(800) 527-3261 Outside TX

National Computer
Syndicate
(312) 459-6400 IL
Office Systems, Inc.
(704) 374-0822 NC
(919) 274-8423 NC
(919) 549-0545 NC

PAR Associates
(303)3l1-4140CO
(801) 292-8145 UT

Pioneer Electronics
(205) 837-9300 AL
(305) 859-3600 FL
(305) 771-7520 FL
(404)448-1711 GA
(301) 948-0710 MD
(919) 273-4441 NC
(215) 674-4000 PA
Pioneer Standard
Electronics
(312) 437-9680 IL
(317)849-7300 IN
(313) 525-1800 MI
(612)935-5444 MN
(216) 587-3600 OH
(513) 236-9900 OH
(412) 782-2300 PA
(512) 835-4000 TX
(214) 386-7300 TX
,(713) 988-5555 TX

Schweb,,,
(205) 882-2200 AL
(408) 496-0200 CA
(213) 537-4321 CA
(916) 929-9732 CA
(213) 999-4702 CA
(203) 792-3500 CT
(305) 927-0511 FL
(305) 331-7555 FL
(404) 449-9170 GA
(319) 373-14171A
(312) 364-3750 IL
(617) 275-5100 MA
(301) 840-5900 M 0
(313) 525-8100 MI
(612) 941-5280 MN
(201) 227-7880 NJ
(516) 334-7474 NY
(716) 424-2222 NY
(216) 464-2970 OH
(513) 439-1800 OH
(918) 622-8000 OK
(215) 441-0600 PA
(412) 782-1600 PA
(713) 784-3600 TX
(214) 661-5010 TX
(512) 458-8253 TX
(414) 784-9020 WI

Tek Aids Industries Inc.
(312) 870-7400 IL
(512) 835-9518 TX
TerminaLRentals
(602) 258-4466 AZ
(714) 832-2414 CA
(408) 292-9915 CA
(213) 637-3413 CA
(714) 235-9268 CA
(415) 956-4821 CA
Terminals Unlimited
(800) 336-0423
Unico
(512) 45H)251 TX
Victor Electronics
(617) 481-4010 MA
Western New York
Computer
(716) 381-4120 NY
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Spectrum Stick

Color Computer Joystick
David H. Ahl

Color Computer owners, have you
been looking enviously at the many high
quality joysticks available for the Apple?
Has the dimpled contact in your Color
Computer joystick button come to the
end of its short life? Do you yearn for a
joystick with a precision feel?

If y~u can answer yes to any of these
questions, you are a candidate for a re-
placement joystick for your Color
Computer.

Unfortunately, your choice is not
nearly as wide as the choice available to
Apple or Atari owners. However, re-
cently the situation has taken a turn for
the better with several replacement joy-
sticks making their way to market. One
of these is Spectrum Stick. This rather
massive 6" x 3" x 2" unit is more than
twice the size of the Radio Shack origi-
nal equipment Color Computer joystick.
However, the largish blue plastic case
houses a joystick with real potentiome-
ters, a heavy duty pushbutton, and an
LED indicator that shows whether pow-
er is on or off to the computer.

The LED indicator may be the best
thing of all. -How many times have you
turned off your TV first and forgotten to
turn off the computer? Not that this in-
dicator will turn it off for you, but if you
get in the habit of putting the joystick
down on top of the computer, the indica-
tor is a handy reminder.

The size lends itself to both hand-held
and table top use. The central placement
of the firing button makes it suitable for
both left-and-right handed players.

The joystick handle is about 2': long
(the same as the original equipment
one), but the handle itself is %" in diam-
eter, a somewhat handier size to grasp.
The joystick movement is considerably
stiffer than the original, and is about the
same as the stiffest of the nine Apple joy-
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sticks we tested in 1982. As we noted in
that evaluation, stiffness is a subjective
factor. Personally, I find the original
equipment Color Computer joysticks
much too loose; on the other hand, I
find the Spectrum Stick a bit too stiff for
my liking.

The pushbutton, too, requires much
more pressure than the one on the origi-
nal equipment joystick. This also is a
subjective factor; some people like a
stiffer button.

Subjective factors aside, both the joy-
stick and pushbutton should have a con-
siderably longer life than the Radio
Shack unit since they are made of higher
quality components. On the other hand,
the Spectrum Stick costs $39.95, exactly
twice the cost of a Radio Shack Color
Computer joystick «,

Spectrum Stick is available from
Spectrum Products, 93-15 86th,
Woodhaven, NY 11421. 0



Miner 2049'er

GPcativc Gompatinfi
SOFfW ARE PROFILE

Name: Miner 2049'er
Type: Arcade
Syst-em: Atari 400/800 16K
Format: ROM cartridge
Language: Assembly
Summary: Excellent multi-level game
Price: $49.95
Manufacturer:

Big Five Software
P.O. Box 9078-185
Van Nuys, CA 91409

Big Five, one of the leading software
producers for the TRS-80, has in-
troduced its first Atari 400/800 arcade
game, Miner 2049'er. When I heard that
the folks at Big Five were atitempting to
write an Atari program, I war a bit skep-
tical. After all, these guys know the
TRS-80, not the Atari. After playing
Miner 2049'er, I realized that my worry
was for naught-Miner 2049'er promises
to be one of the most popular Atari pro-
grams in any software library.

Miner 2049'er is written I entirely in
machine language by the president of
Big Five, Bill Hogue. The whole pro-
gram is crammed into a huge 16K ROM
cartridge.

When you first see Miner, you can't

Atari Strikes Gold

must be moving in the direction you
want to jump when you press the button.

Whereas Donkey Kong has only four
screens, Miner has a stupefying ten sepa-
rate boards, each with a different sce-
nario. In general, the object is to control
Bounty Bob and "claim" all of the mine
stations. Whenever you walk along sec-
tions of framework in the mine, the
pieces under your feet will turn solid in
color. To claim a station and advance to
the next one, you must fill in every sec-
tion of framework.

Bounty Bob can die in a number of
ways, the most common of which is to
run into a mutant organism. These crea-
tures roam the mines in hopes of making
your visit a short one. Falling too great a
distance will also prove lethal, as will
miscalculating a jump.

In addition to the deadly mutant crea-
tures, every mine station has specific
hazards that you must avoid (such as
pulverizers, explosives, and slides). Scat-
tered throughout the mine are various
articles that have been lost by previous
expeditions. To grab these objects, sim-
ply touch them. Points are awarded, and
for a short time the mutants will turn
green. While green, a mutant dies if you
touch it.

As if dealing with all of these dangers
is not enough, poor Bounty Bob must
also race against time. Located at the
top center of the screen is the "Miner
Timer." If this timer reaches zero, Bob
dies. Should you complete the station be-
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Owen Linzmayer

help making comparisons between it and
Donkey Kong. Miner 2049'er is similar
to Nintendo's coin-op game in that they
are both multi-level games in which the
player jumps and scuttles about on a
building framework. From there on,
Miner proves to be much more than a
variation of Donkey Kong.

Whether you are playing a one- or
two-player game, your character,
Bounty Bob, is controlled using one
standard Atari joystick plugged into jack
1. To move Bob left, right, up, or down,
simply point the joystick in the appro-
priate direction. To jump straight up,
press the red fire button. If you want to
jump from one place to another, you
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EPYXTemple ofApshai was the very first computer
game ever to win the Hobby Industry award for
excellence. EPYXpledges you that same excellence
in every game you purchase from us .•.the VERY
BESTin entertainment!

EPYX30IFOREVERWARRANTY
*Our30-dayUncondltional Guarantee: If your
EPYXGamehas any defect whatsoever within
30 days of purchase. return it to us or your
dealer and wewIDreplace it free.
*Our Forever Warranty: If anything happens
to your disk at any time after 30 days. for
any reason. just send it back with $5.00 for
Shipping.andwewWsend you a replacement.



Take your marble to
the top. Pick your spot

and let it drop. Hope
for a flip instead of a
flop. Once you get it,
the fun never stops!
It's FLIP OUT - a
crazy new strategy

game for one or two
players. Each marble

you drop causes a
chain reaction, so take

your time and plan
carefully. Plan right
and you'll flip, if you
didn't you Flip Out!

It is up
to you to stop the

invasion of the evil
Quarriors and save

Repton. You are armed
with devastating

Nuke Bombs, a Radar
Screen, a Laser Gun

and an Energy.Shield.
You'll need them all!
You'll be attacked by

Nova Cruisers and
Single Saucers. You

must avoid Spye
Satellites and deadly
Dyne-Beam Shooters
and you must stop the
Draynes from deplet-

ing the Reptonian
power supply. Repton
is a battle so thrilling
you'll be relieved to

find out you're still on
earth when it's over!

Turn your keyboard
into a typing arcade!
You can blast attack-
ing letters and words
right out of the sky,
Type Attack was
designed by a profes-
sional educator and
the fast action game
experts at Sirius. It
features 39 pre-
programmed lessons
and 60 user defined
lessons. Great sound,
graphics and a real-
time words per minute
bar make improving
your typing skills fun!

Talk about adventure
on the high seas!
You're blasting away
at a squadron of
enemy bombers and
Kamikaze fighters from
the deck of your P.T.
boat. Suddenly you
notice the sea is
loaded with mines and
an Exocet missile is
screaming toward you
on the horizon. Instinc-
tively you jerk the joy-
stick to the starboard,
keeping your thumb on
the fire button. Phew!
That was close! Some-
times it's hard to
believe Wavy Navy's
just a video game.

New Games For Your Apple II From Sirius ™

Type Attack, Wavy Navy, Flip Out and Repton packages, programs, and audio visuals © 1982 Sirius. Type Attack, Wavy Navy, Flip Out, Repton and
Sirius are trademarks of Sirius Software, Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

For more information contact your local Sirius dealer or distributor or contact us at 10364 Rockillgham Drive,
Sacramento, CA 95827, (916) 366-1195.
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Miner 2049'er, continued ...
fore time runs out; you are awarded the
number of points remaining on the
timer.

The limited sound effects are probably
the weakest part of Miner. That is not to
say that the audio is poor; it is just not
up to the current standards for the
Atari. Let's give a novice Atari pro-
grammer a little time to learn some of
the better tricks for producing exhilarat-
ing sound effects.

The graphics in the game. of Miner are
detailed and very colorful, To guard
against repetition, the color of the
framework changes from station to sta-
tion as well as from game to game. One
of the most dazzling visual effects I have
seen on the Atari is the animation of
Bounty Bob dematerializing as he
teleports from platform to platform us-
ing the elevators. Miner does not push
the Atari to its full graphics potential,
but it more than makes up for that in its
limitless playability.

As mentioned earlier, Miner 2049'er
has ten independent mining stations
(game boards). The first three sections
are fairly easy to complete with practice,

A multitude of stations
and ever-increasing

difficulty make Miner a
game that is virtually
impossible to master.

but the game gets much more difficult
after that. Luckily, Bill sent me a copy
of Miner that allowed me to "skip" to
any station I wanted. If I hadn't received
this special version of the program, I
doubt that I would ever have seen what
lies beyond the fifth station.

If you are skillful enough to accu-
mulate a high score, you can add your
name to the high score table. Unfortu-
nately, the scores disappear when you
pull the cartridge from the slot.

A multitude of stations and ever-
increasing difficulty make Miner a game
that is virtually impossible to master.
Miner 2049'er is a: great game-no doubt
about it. After reviewing Bill Hogue's
first Atari program, I can't wait to see
what he comes up with next.

In late October, plans were being
finalized with a variety of other manu-
facturers to produce versions of Miner
2049'er for all of the most popular home
computers and video game systems.
Look for adaptations of Miner for the
following: Apple n, TI 99/4, IBM-PC,
TRS-80, VIC-20, ColecoVision, Atari
VCS and Atari 5200. D
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This program can help you make money. and it's so easy. Two separate price move indicators may
be displayed with the standard high-Iow·close financial plot. the popular moving average. or a trend
analysis of the trading cycle. The trend analysis overlays the trading cycle onto buy and sell zones
resulting in a practical. easy to use price move indicator. Plots may be generated for any financial
security. commodity. or market average.

This package is compatible with text files containing historical quotes captured from several of the
popular quote services by any of the popular telecommunications packages. The package also includes
a powerful line oriented text editor for manual data entries. deletions. or additions. Data Files may be
created in whole or in part with the editor.

Tile package is compatible with all of the popular graphics printer and plotter drivers as well as our
other product. The Superplotter

Requirements 48K ApplErIl Plus with DOS 3.3 Price $125.00
or ApplErll1 in emmulation mode

See your local dealer for a demonstration or order direct from.
478 Engle Dr. / Tucker, GA 30084 / (404) 491-7905
Outside Georgia: (800) 241-6753 ext. 503

VISA & MaslerCard accepted Mail Orders' Add $250 shippmg and handling ($500 outsioe USA)
Dickens Data Systems

±~.1 4,,>- ",
O"2'j .,,'" ""'II .,"" or,.,. OIV',
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How To Solve /t- With The Computer

Internadonal Computer Problem
Solving Contest III

Donald T. Pie/e

Move over Pac-Man. Make way for the computer problem
solvers. It is time once again to announce the Annual Interna-
tional Computer Problem Solving Contest sponsored by the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside. This year's contest will be
held on Saturday, April 30,1983. This is how it works.

The Structure
We provide the rules and the problems, and you provide

the computers and the kids. A teacher from a school, an ad-
ministrator from a school district, or an adult representing an
organization may establish a contest site by; submitting the
registration form provided below. This person, the local con-
test director, agrees to abide by the rules of the contest and to
conduct the local contest.

Larger groups, such as regional and state-wide computer
education organizations, may also register to become contest
sites. We especially welcome the opportunity to work with
computer education organizations in administering the con-
test within a state.

Every contest director must appoint a contest duplicator.
This person is someone who is not involved in the teachng or
coaching of students participating in the contest. The contest
duplicator is responsible for making the necessary number of
copies of the contest problems and keeping them confidential
until the day of the contest. We mail only one copy to each
contest site.

Judges, who grade the local contest, are appointed by the
contest director. We help out by providing grading guidelines
including a complete set of sample solutions. Each local site is
responsible for picking its own winners and making any local
awards. For example, in our Southeastern Wisconsin contest,
we award trophies to the top three finishers in each division.
This is done at an awards ceremony held two hours after the
programming is over. In the interim, the contestants attend
our local computer fair sponsored by the UW-Parkside Com-
puter Club.

Every contest director fills out and returns a summary of
local results. If a team correctly solves four or more problems,
copies of the programs and sample runs are also sent to us.

Donald T. Piele. University of Wisconsin·Parkside. Box 2000. Kenosha. WI
53141.

Our team of judges compares the solutions from these teams
and determines the top ten teams in each division.

The first place team in each division receives a traveling
trophy engraved with the names of each team member. The
other nine teams receive certificates of achievement.

The Rules
A team consists of one, two, or three students. All teams

are classified by division. The Senior Division ,is for students
in grades 10-12 (maximum age 18); the Junior Division is for
grades 7-9 (maximum age 15); and the Elementary Division is
for grades 4-6 (maximum age 12).

The contest is a timed event that challenges each team to
solve as many problems from a set of five as they can within a
two-hour time limit. Any computer system or computer lan-
guage may be used; however, each team may use only one in-
put device (keyboard/terminal). After the two-hour period,
each team is allowed time to list its programs and sample runs
to a printer.

The first thing the judges look for in examining a program
is whether it runs correctly. If it does not produce the output
specified in the problem, then the program receives a zero. If
it does run correctly, then it receives 15 points. Additional
points, from 1 to 5, are awarded for simplicity, style, and
readability. The extra points are often necessary to distinguish
between teams with the same number of correct solutions.

We realize that judging simplicity, style, and readability is a
very SUbjective matter and that results may vary widely.
Therefore, we examine the programs and make our own judg-
ments of the results submitted for international ranking. We
use one judge per problem to help ensure uniform treatment
within each problem.

In general, no outside help, such as books or written or
stored programs, is allowed during the contest. The only ex-
ceptions allowed are a text editor for writing the programs
and a reference book or guide to the computer system and the
language being used.
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Our Support
This is the seventh year that we have conducted a program-

ming contest in our area. It began as an experiment at our
first annual University of Wisconsin-Parkside Computer Fair
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New from NRI•••
Industrial Electronics
with color computer.
Get a head start in the

emerging technologies with
practical training in control
systems, instrumentation,
robotics, optoelectronics,
and lasers. Exclusive
computer-aided instruction!

Here's the training that gets you into
the heart of American industry's rebirth.
Over $5 billion a year will be spent in
automation alone ... $2.3 billion in com-
puterized control systems ... $600 million in
industrial robots and robotics is only just
getting underway! Th help meet the soaring
demand for people to operate, maintain,
repair, and design these control systems,
NRI has created the only complete training
in Industrial Electronics for Instrumenta-
tion and Control Technicians.

Your training includes the TRS-SOcolor
computer, the NRIDiscovery Lab, interfac-
ing breadboard, digital multimeter, fre-
quency counter, computer-assisted training
programs, audio instruction tape, and 46
profusely illustrated lessons.

(rRS-SO is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)

Learn on Your Own
Computer

NRI training is more than lessons ...
it's experiences. You learn by doing,
using the TRS-80™ color computer to learn
about control systems, programming, and
troubleshooting. It comes with special
computer-aided instruction programs to
speed learning, is expandable for business
and personal computing, and is yours to
keep. And that's just the beginning.

NRI's exclusive Discovery Lab" is de-
signed to interface with your computer and
special breadboarding card so you build
demonstration circuitry, "see" inside your
computer, and follow its operation. You also
get professional quality instruments, in-
cluding your own digital multimeter and
CMOS frequency counter. You'll use them
during your hands-on training, keep them
to use in your work.

No Experience Needed
Your NRI training is thorough and

complete. Starts you with the fundamentals,
builds step-by-step up to the most advanced
concepts. You learn about automatic con-
trol and feedback systems, control motors,

numerical control systems, lasers and
optoelectronics, robotics, microprocessors,
instrumentation, computer peripherals,
and much more. NRI keeps you up with
technology to make the most of the big
demand for control and instrumentation
technicians.

Send for Free Catalog
Send the postage-paid card for NRI's

big electronic careers catalog. There's no
cost or obligation, and no salesman will
call. In it, you'll find complete lesson plans,
equipment descriptions, and career oppor-
tunities in this exciting field. You'll also get
information on almost a dozen other elec-
tronic courses including Microcomputers,
Electronic Design, TV/Audio/Video Servic-
ing, Digital Electronics, and more. Act today
and get on with your future, If card has been
used, wri te to us.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, nc 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.



How to Solve It, continued ...

in 1977. Since then, we have held the contest locally each
year, and two years ago we expanded it to its present interna-
tiona] form.

After entering the contest, each contest director receives
the following: 1) general information on how to organize the
day's activities; 2) the rules; 3) the contest results form; and 4)
contest problems and sample solutions from the two previous
international contests.

Approximately two weeks before the day of the contest, the
contest duplicator receives; 1) a copy of the official problems
for all three divisions; 2) sample solutions; and 3) individual
and master score cards. This material is duplicated locally
and given to the contest director on the day of the contest.

Your Support
The size of each local contest varies widely. We have had

schools enter with only one team consisting of the one student
programming on the school's only microcomputer. This is
fine with us. We are delighted to be able to challenge this one
student. The only disadvantage with this format is that it pre-
cludes meaningful local recognition. We encourage contest di-
rectors to look around for other potential teams within the
school or school district. A school district is probably the
ideal size for a contest site big enough to make it competitive
and small enough to be manageable.

The next size up is a statewide coritest. Each school or
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school districtcan still hold the contest locally, but the results
are returned to a state-wide organization to determine the top
teams in that state. Any special recognition at this level-is up
to ~ach state. We would like to get involved.

One logical organization would be the state chapter of the
International Council for Computers in Education (lCCE).
To find out whether your state has such an organization or
how to start one if it doesn't, contact David Moursund, Presi-
dent, ICCE, Department of Computer and Information Sci-
ence, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403. (503) 686-
4408.

We have also received requests from foreign countries ask-
ing for directions on how to organize the contest and recog-
nize the winners within their own countries. One even sug-
gested the possibility of having an international face-off
among the top teams from each country.

What worked fine locally, seems to be doing just as well in
other areas of the United States and in many foreign coun-
tries. Last year we received requests for information from
over 400 sources representing more than 3000 students from
44 states and 16 foreign countries. If history repeats itself, we
will double in size this year.

The Cost
In order to improve the administrative support that we feel

is necessary to run this contest properly, we are charging, for

o
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HERE'S
THE PERSONAL
COMPUTER AD
OUR COMPETITION
DOESN'T WANT
YOU TO READ.

It's an ad for NEC's APC·
Advanced Personal Computer.
A solutions-oriented system that
solves business problems in the
simplest, most cost-effective way.
The APC supports both CP/M-86'·
and MS-DOS~· It can store more
information than any system in its
price range. In short, it's got the
best price/performance of any
personal computer. That's why our
competition would pr 1.tyou
never see our systr

We asked SOrT'
lien who s
us why t'

"That APC of yours is tl--~ most
powerful computer of ~s
I saw. I don't know
for that price."

"Now that I've used it
awhile., I see why you n
Advanced Personal Co

And that from bur: --.C'c'l'Y)cm

who have tested t'
When you see
understand why,
others, all of these
picked NEC.

Our business softwa
was optimized to take
advantage of the APC's
unique hardware features.
makes system operation faster
and easier.

Our software includes a full set
of general accounting packages,
word processing, mailing list
management, business planning,
database management, and com-
munications. And we're readying
many more.

We're the only company to
back our software with a unique
'sonditional guarantee. It will
irk or you get your money
rck.
Smaller businesses use the

APC as their principal data pro:
g system. It handles everythr

from ar iting and order
to mailing list
.agement.

companies use the
decision support and

ications tool for managers

'f')e APC
alysis,
'ord

''3.1

Our high-resolution color
graphics run circles, arcs and lines
around everybody else. The APC's
screen images-lines, characters,
pictures-are unprecedented in
their clarity.

See the personal computer our
competition wishes had never been
invented. The Advanced Personal
Computer from NEC. Return the
coupon to NEC Information
Systems, Inc., 5 Militia Drive,
Lexington, MA 02173.

APC is a trademark of Nippon Electric Co .. Ltd.
CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. tnc.---------,Send me more information on the
Advanced Personal Computer I

I Name

I Title

I Company

I
I
ITelephone CC0283

NEe I
NEe Information Systems, Inc. I

Address

City, State, Zip

5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173 J-----------------
The Benchmark in World Class Computers
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How to Solve It, continued ...

the first time, a fee of $4 to each contest site. This fee will cov-
er the cost associated with producing and mailing all of the
contest materials; information, previous contest problems and
solutions, results, certificates, and trophies.

Reflections
Organizing an international computer problem solving con-

test has been an educational experience. Through the contest
results returned to us from schools throughout the United
States and several foreign countries, we have been able to
"feel the pulse" of the programming arm of computer literacy
in pre-college education. Our sensors indicate very clearly
that the exercise this arm is receiving through the spread of
microcomputers into homes and schools is having dramatic
effects.

Since we began the international event two years ago, it has
doubled in size each year, as has the number of teams correct-
ly solving four or more problems. Also, the myth that only
computer freaks with one-dimensional personalities and off-
beat interests can excel in computer programming is being ex-
ploded. The senior division winning team of Spencer Greene
and Truman Joe from Klein High School in Spring, TX are
perfect counterexamples.

Spencer and Truman became interested in computers in ju-
nior high school and started programming extensively in the
ninth grade. In addition to computing, both have received
many awards in mathematics and science.

For example, Spencer placed high in the University of Tex-
as Interscholastic League's State Academic Meet; in the state
and national Junior Engineering Technology Society competi-
tion; and in the University of Houston's 1982 engineering
mathematics meet; and he also represented Texas as a team
member to the 7th annual Atlantic Region Mathematics
League Meet held in Washington D.C. He was also active in
engineering club activities and served as vice-president of Mu
Alpha Theta-Jets.

Truman has also participated in many of the same engi-
neering and mathematics meets. He placed third in the
mathematics/computer science division of the Science Engi-
neering Fair of Houston and was offered a $12,000 scholar-
ship for undergraduate work in engineering at the University
of Houston. He served as president of the Junior Engineering
Technology Society and was a member of the National Honor
Society. He plans to pursue a career in medicine or
engineering.

The senior division second place team of Jonathan Mark,
Ian Taylor, and Washington Taylor from The Cambridge
Rindge and Latin School in Cambridge, MA, was equally im-
pressive. Ian Taylor was valedictorian of his senior class and
is now at Yale University. Washington Taylor (no relation)
was a member of the United States team to the 23rd Interna-
tional Mathematical Olympiad held in Budapest, Hungary.

The team tied for third place and Washington received an
individual second place prize. He is now at Stanford Universi-
ty. Jonathan went to Harvard. All three were National Merit
finalists.

Clearly, the programming arm of computer literacy is mov-
ing out of the backroom and becoming an acceptable and, in-
deed, desirable activity for a large segment of the pre-college
population. Students who rank at the top in our contest are
well rounded achievers with strong mathematical and scientif-
ic backgrounds. If the results of this contest proved anything,
it was that in departments of mathematics around the country
where computer problem solving is being incorporated into
the curriculum, students are developing very strong problem
solving skills.

Postscript
. As usual, the date of the contest, April 30, is a Saturday. In
the past this has caused problems for some schools that can-
not use their school computers on this day or for Whom it is a
religious holiday. This year we are announcing an alternative
date, Friday, April 29, for those sites that cannot possibly
hold the contest on Saturday. This is the only alternative date
that will be allowed.

Another problem for some teams is the language they are
using. Although 99% of the teams in the contest use the Basic
language, a few now use Pascal. Contest directors from these
schools have noted that their teams cannot be competitive in a
timed competition because of the extra time needed to com-
pile the programs.

One suggestion for these schools is to look into the Com-
puter Power curriculum materials developed at the University
of Tennessee under a grant from the National Science Foun-
dation. This package contains the program called Interpas
which is an interpreter for Pascal. This program should give
Pascal programmers the same ease of execution enjoyed by
those using Basic. Contact the project director, Michael
Moshell, Associated Professor of Computer Science, The Uni-
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916. 0

Bit Pit ChasAndres
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Rebuilding Game Paddles

This is the first of a series of articles
on how to build controls for your per-
sonal computer. By control, I mean any
device-from a super joystick to an air-
plane control wheel-that plugs into the
paddle port of your computer. Step-by-
step instructions will show you how to
construct these projects successfully in a
home workshop or high school shop.

The designs in the series will be limit-
ed to practical, easy-to-build devices that
can be built from inexpensive, readily
available materials. If you have put to-
gether an electronics kit and can do ru-
dimentary soldering, you should have no
difficulty with the electronics required
for these paddles. If you can use hand
tools and common power tools, you
should be able to tackle the wood,
plastic, and metal work.

Where to Start?
The easiest way to learn about paddles

for the home computer is by rebuilding a
commercial paddle or joystick. Why is
this a useful training exercise and, in
many cases, a necessary project? The
primary reason is that commercial pad-
dies, which may cost up to $60, are not
very substantially built, and they don't
stand up to the rigorous workouts they
get.

Commercial paddles commonly fail
because: wires are broken inside the ca-
bles, the connectors are bent or crushed,
the potentiometer wipers fail to make
contact, or the pushbuttons break me-
chanically. Few of these failures are elec-
trical. Instead, virtually all failures are
due to the breakage of weak parts that

Tom Riley, 1002 Lewis Ave., Rockville, MD 20851.

and Joysticks

Tom Riley

any competent designer would have seen
were inadequate for their intended pur-
poses. Fortunately, most of these break-
downs are easily diagnosed and repaired,
and doing so provides a good lesson in
basic electronics.

Types of Controls
I have an Apple II Plus computer;

consequently, most of the controls in
this series were designed and tested for
that machine. I will attempt, however, to
point out the changes in the designs that
are necessary to adapt them for other
computers whenever I have the appro-
priate information. Most home comput-
ers have similar electronic circuits for
their controls.

Controls come in two general types,
digital and analog. A digital control
(found on the Atari) consists of a group
of pushbuttons. An analog control,
made up of potentiometers that can be
adjusted uniformly over a range, is much
more versatile.

Most of the projects in this series will
feature analog controls, but I'll throw in
a couple of digitals just for good mea-
sure. The various digital paddles are al-
most identical, but there are two distinct
types of analog controls. They differ in
the cost of their components and in their
electrical wiring, and these differences
will be pointed out.

A Wandering Mage Found These
Paddles and Resurrected Them

Strange as it may seem, it is cheaper,

140

and the final product is better if you re-
build paddles rather than buy new ones.
Let's see what it would take to recon-
struct a beat-up pair of Apple paddles
and' end up with better units than the
originals. Let's assume that the cables
have broken wires, the plug has a miss-
ing pin, and one of the pushbuttons and
both of the potentiometers are broken.

The heart of the paddle is the potenti-
ometer (pot), the electrical component
that controls the adjustment range and
that is located beneath the knob. The
maximum resistance of the pot is mea-
sured in ohms; the Apple, unfortunately,
uses a paddle pot with the value of l50K
(K indicates thousands) ohms.

Pots of this value are somewhat hard
to find. Other computer manufacturers
use much more common values, like
lOOK ohms and 1 meg-ohm, for their
paddle pots. In order to rebuild the pad-
dles you will need to buy two new pots.
(The information in the accompanying
box demonstrates that it is possible,
though somewhat complicated, to use
lower values for the paddle pot.)

You can obtain decent linear taper
pots from mail-order electronics houses
or from local electronics supply stores
that sell to the public (look for ads for
the latter in the Yellow Pages). Radio
Shack pots are of such poor manufacture
that I cannot recommend them. Pots ad-
vertised as Mil Spec (military specifica-
tion) are usually excellent, but the 150K
value is rare.

A good pot will be completely sealed,
will feel very smooth mechanically, and
will be linear, i.e., a graph of the amount
of turn versus resistance will be a
straight line. Most good pots have
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ATARI
400/800

by James Albanese

Nail-biting arcade excitement!
Available on diskette or cassette.
Requires 32K of user memory.
At your ATARI software dealer-$29.95

~QUJlLrTY
~SOFTWJlRE
6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105
Reseda, CA 91335
(213) 344-6599
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If you just bought another computer,
boy are you gonna be sorry.

I
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The new Epson QX-10 is unlike any per-
sonal computer you've ever seen. It's a com-
puter for people who don't have the time to
learn computers; a computer you can be
using within minutes.
And fortunately, you don't have to take

our word for it. Here's how Byte, one of the
computer industry'S most prestigious maga-
zines, describes the QX-lO.
The first anybody-can-use-it computer.
"The Epson QX-10 (is) a computer for less
than $3000 that may well be the first of a new
breed of anybody-can-use-it 'appliance'
computers ... In addition to being a highly
integrated word processing/computer sys-
tem that offers as much usable processing
power as almost any existing microcompu-
ter, the QX-10 ... system is designed to be
used by people with minimal technical
knowledge. We've certainly heard that
claim before, but Epson has delivered on
this promise in a way and to an extent that
no microcomputer manufacturer has done."
That's nice to hear from a magazine like

Byte, of course, but it doesn't surprise us.
It's just what we intended the QX-lO to be
all along.
More computer. Less money.
But use ability isn't the only thing the QX-lO
has going for it. As Byte says, "the QX-10
gives you a great deal for your money.
"Help is available at any time through the

HASCI (Human Application Standard
Computer Interface) keyboard Help key ...
Text can be entered at any time just as you
would in a conventional word processor.
The Calc key turns the system into a basic

4-function calculator. Graphics can be cre-
ated via the Draw key. The Sched (schedule)
key gives you access to a computer-kept
appointment book, a built-in clock/timer/
alarm, and an event scheduler."
Advanced hardware for advanced
software.
As for hardware, Popular Computing,
another industry leader, says: liThe QX-10
includes a number of advanced hardware
features The basic components of the
system are a detachable keyboard, a high
resolution monochrome display, and a sys-
tem unit containing two 51/4 inch disk
drives. The drives use double-sided,
double-density disks (340K bytes per disk)
and are amazingly compact ... The QX-10
uses an 8-bit Z80A microprocessor. The sys-
tem contains 256bytes of RAM. Some of the
RAM is ... battery powered . .. which lets
the computer retain information when the
power is off."
You won't have to wait much longer.
The new Epson QX-10may very well be the
computer you've been waiting for. And for-
tunately, you won't have to wait much
longer - it will be appearing soon in com-
puter stores all across the country. In the
meantime, write Epson at 3415 Kashiwa
Street, Torrance, CA 90505, or call (213)
539-9140.We'll be happy to send you copies
of our reviews.
After all, as Popular Computing puts it, the

QX-10 will "do for computing what the
Model T did for transportation."
And- we couldn't have said it better

ourselves.

EPSON
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

3415 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, California 90505
(213) 539-9140
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Paddles and Joysticks, continued ...
quarter-inch round stems. If you want to
use the knobs from the Apple paddle,
you must file the shaft flat on one side.

The next item on our agenda is the
paddle pushbutton, often referred to as
the "fire" button. A good pushbutton
should make a click that can be both
heard and felt. The button should be
about %/1 in diameter so that it doesn't
tire the end of the finger to use it. A
good quality pushbutton switch will cost
up to $3. Many of the better ones are
slightly larger than the originals, so you
may have to enlarge or move the hole.

Since the index finger can control the
fire button faster and more precisely
than the thumb, you may want to move
the switch to the back of the paddle
where it can be pressed with the index
finger when the paddle is held in either
hand.

The cable is a critical component of
the paddle. The wires can be quite small,
but the cable must be mechanically
sound and quite flexible. This project re-
quires two cables C3-wire, 3-conductor),
each about five feet long. I have found
that telephone modular cable with four
fine, multi stranded wires is good for
building paddles. (The Radio Shack
product is satisfactory.) You can also
weave several individual wires into a
cable with a Boy Scout rope-making
machine or pull #26 wires inside aquar-

Figure 1.

ium tubing. Both of these procedures
have worked for me in various projects.

Replacing the plug is another impor-
tant part of rebuilding the paddle. On
the Apple, the plug is a standard DIP
(dual inline package) plug. It can easily
be made from a device called a header,
or component carrier, at a cost of about
$1.25. A header looks something like a
standard chip, but has a row of tiny
forks to which the individual wires are
soldered. Whenever you are soldering on
this device, plug it into a loose socket so
that the pins will be held straight and
will not loosen in the plastic.

The Mechanical Rebuilding
You will note in Figure 1 that several

mechanical changes were made to the
paddle case. First, the new pots were
mounted and, if necessary, filed flat to
accept the knob. The new switches were
mounted in the original holes; you can
relocate them if desired. Paper labels
with the 1 and 0 clearly marked were
put on the front of the case and covered
with transparent tape. To indicate the
amount of turn, a line was drawn on the
knob with a felt-tip marker.

To give the paddle a solid feel, I glued
weights into the bottom half of the case.
I used lead wheel weights (these fall ofT
automobile wheels) that I found while
bicycling. You can, of course, get them

REBUILT PADDLES

Figure 2.
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from any place that balances tires. Such
weights can be installed with either
epoxy or silicone sealer. I covered the
bottom of the paddle with felt, attaching
it with rubber cement, to further im-
prove the feel and insure that the paddle
will not scratch furniture. In addition, it
may be necessary to enlarge the notch
for the cable, particularly if you use tele-
phone cable.

The Electrical Wiring
Figure 2 shows the standard schemat-

ic for an Apple paddle. You may wish to
refer to page 100 of the Apple II Refer-
ence Manual for more detail. Note that
two resistors from the original paddle,
with a value of 570 ohms each, are
mounted in the game connector. You
may use resistors of any value from 570
to 1000 ohms, rated at 1/4 watt and 5%
tolerance.

The soldering should be done with a
small pencil-type iron of from 25 to 42
watts and resin-core solder. The use of
acid-core solder on electronic equipment
will destroy it forever and always-no
resurrection is possible.

Check and Double Check
The professional procedure for mak-

ing up a circuit from the schematic re-
quires two photocopies of the schematic
drawing and a colored pencil. As you

APPLE II
FACTOR Y
GAME
PADDLE

---OPTIONAL
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A B Computers 252 Bethlehem Pike
Colmar, PA 18915
215·822·7727

Maxell. The Gold Standard.
The floppy disks that meet or

exc.eed every standard of quality.
Look for the Gold Standardseal.

it'syour assurance that Maxell disksmeet
or exceed every definition of quality. For

every computer, including yours.
. Dealer lnqutries Invited

CIRCLE '101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We know software for personal
computers because software is
our ONL Y business.

Thousands of programs. In stock. At discounted prices.

The Program Discount Centers
MT. KISCO, NY, 187 Main St. (914) 666-6036
FOREST HILLS, NY, 113-01 Queens Blvd. (212) 261-1141
PINE BROOK, NJ 101 Route 46 East (201) 575-4574
TEANECK, NJ, 161 Cedar La. (201) 692-8298
SUMMIT, NJ, 5 Beechwood Rd.•(201) 273-7904
MONTVALE, NJ, 147 Kinderkamack Rd. (201) 391-0931
GREEN BROOK, NJ, 60 Route 22 West (201) 968-7780
FAIIWIEW, NJ, 251 Broad AVenue (201) 943-9444
PRINCETON, NJ, 33 Witherspoon St. (609) 683-1644
MIDLAND PARK, NJ, 85 Godwin Ave. (201) 447-9794

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE BOX 313, CLOSTER,.NJ 07624

OFFERING BY PROSPECTUS ONLY
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Paddles and Joysticks, continued

solder the connection, you neatly color
in each connector and wire on the first
copy of the schematic. When everything
is neatly colored in, you are finished.

The second copy is used for the test.
When you think your work is complete,
you take the fresh copy of the drawing
and, with a multimeter, carefully check
each line for continuity, coloring it in on
the drawing once again. You will find
that is is very easy. to miss soldering a
wire or two.

You may want to unbolt the potenti-
ometer and the pushbutton to make sol-
dering easier. Cut the cables to length
and very carefully strip back the outer
insulation. Be especially careful not to
nick the wires. A small pair of wire
strippers, the type that look like pliers
and have an adjustment bolt, are best for
this job.

RUBBER BAND

CROSS S EC TIO N

'--;-'~PEN

CARVE
, OUT

~PLUG
~PROT£CTOR

Figure 3,

If you use telephone modular cable,
you will find that you have four wires,
one more than is necessary, It is best to
double up and use two wires for the line
from pin 1, the +5 supply, which goes
to one side of the pot and one side of the
switch, This reduces the chance of the
pushbutton affecting the pot reading,

You will note that Figure 1 also shows
a jumper between the unused leg of the
pot and the center terminal. This is con-
sidered good electronic practice and
helps performance somewhat when the
pot begins to wear. If the pushbutton has
three terminals, be sure to use the pair
marked "common" (C) and "normally
open" (N,O,).

To attach the header, strip back the
insulation from the cable and expose the
wires, trim them neatly to the length re-
quired, and tin about '/s" of bare wire on
each with solder. Plug the header into an
empty socket and locate the mark for
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Paddles and Joysticks, continued ...
pin 1. The cables usually are fed in from
the pin 8 end to make them easy to plug
into the Apple. Now you can fit the
wires into the tiny forks, hold them with
a pair of long-nosed pliers, and solder.

Clip' off the excess wire with a small
pair of diagonal cutters (dikes). Place the
two resistors (called pull-downs) into the
header, shortening and bending their
leads to fit the forks precisely. Hold
wires with long-nosed pliers, not your
fingers, while you are soldering.

If you have a multimeter, you can
now check out your work without the
risk of plugging it into the computer.
Put it on a low-ohms scale and measure
for continuity between the pins on the
connector and the appropriate points in-
dicated in Figure 2. In addition, measure
from pin 1, the +5 supply, to pin 8, the
ground, to insure that impedance is
greater than 50 ohms, and that it re-
mains greater for all settings of the pot
and all pushbutton combinations. It is a
good idea to have a friend check your
work for you. In any case, checking it
three times usually insures correctness.

The Smoke Test
It is now time to turn off your com-

puter. Never attach or remove anything
from a computer with the power on.
Check again for your # 1 pin, properly
plug it into the paddle connector, and
then turn the computer back on. If the
computer behaves in any manner irregu-
larly, turn it off immediately, unplug the
paddle, and recheck all work. As an ex-
ample of irregular behavior, if the disk
routine starts up over and over again, it
indicates a short to the +5 pin.

If nothing untoward happens, you can
run the program given in Listing 1 to
check out the functions of the paddle
and the pushbuttons. If all is well, turn
off your computer and remove the
paddle connector.

Finishing Up the Job
The next task is to install the bottoms

on the paddles and build up a strain re-
lief for the cables out of silicone sealer.
This material, used for bathroom caulk-
ing, is available at most hardware stores.
The clear sealer is best for electronics

ZerOing Joystick Elements
A common failure of joysticks, par-

ticularly cheap ones, is not to go to
zero. This can be corrected, but the
procedure is tricky, and you can ruin
the joystick element. If you decide to
attempt the correction, first unsolder
and disassemble the joystick element'
and remove the potentiometer. The
metal back must then be removed
from the pot by straightening the
small metal tabs. These tabs will not
bend very many times before they
break. In removing the back be care-
ful not to lose any of the internal
parts.

The pot element now should look
like Figure 4. Note that there is a
small active area of resistive element
Figure 4.

REA TO BE
PAINTED

(LEFT & RIGHT)

TE RMINALS ZEROING

JOYSTICK ELEMENTS
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in the middle and two large inactive
areas on either side. The problem is
that the inactive areas have too much
resistance to read as zero. Look close-
ly at the limits of the wiper track,
which leaves a mark in the active
area.

The trick is to reduce the resistance
of the inactive areas. This can be
done by painting over them with ster-
ling silver-pigmented paint, available
at electronics stores, or with a home-
made paint made from clear nail pol-
ish and lock graphite. Needless to
say, the expensive silver paint is
better.

Carefully wipe clean the inactive
areas. Make up a mixture of nail pol-
ish and graphite into a paste on a
smooth surface, then paint the inac-
tive area of the pot element, covering
the terminal end and continuing until
you just touch the end of the wiper
track. Be very careful that the paint
goes nowhere else, particularly where
it might touch the metal case or the
metal feelers for the central terminal.
It may take two coats for complete
coverage; allow the paint to dry
thoroughly.

Now reassemble the pot and the
joystick element. Resolder the wires
according to the schematic. Run the
check-out program. If correction caps
were used you may have to adjust
their value. 0

work since it is the least messy. (This
material is quite irritating if it gets on
your skin or in your eyes, so be careful
using it.) You may have to apply two
coats of sealer to get a neat result. Allow
each coat to dry overnight.

A Final Touch
One of the most common problems

with Apple paddles is bent pins in the
connector. This isn't a failure in the de-
sign; computer users simply leave them
lying around unprotected. Figure 3
shows a protective foam block for the
connector that may be used whenever
the paddle isn't attached to the comput-
er. Your best choice is the stiff but flexi-
ble white foam that is used to pack deli-
cate electronic equipment. This foam is
easily worked with a pair of scissors. A
rubber band holds the foam block in

Listing 1.
10 REM *** PADDLE CHECK OUT
20 REM ** J.T. RILEY 12/121

81
30 TEXT: HOME
40 UTAB 2: HTA8 6
50 PRINT "PADDLE CHEU( OUT ..APP

LE II"
60 UTAE: 6
70 PRINT" THIS PR()GF~AMIS TO

TEST "'ADDLE "ao PRINT "PUSH I::UTTONSAND POTS.

90
100

PRINT
UTA": 10: HTAE: a: PRINT "PE:O
IS "
UTAI::1.2: HTAE: 8: PRINT "PE:l
IS "
UTAB 14: HTAB a: PFGNT "PE:2
IS t r

OPS = "OPEN ":CL$ - "CLOSEDII

:BL$ .- "
UTAI::1.7: HTAE: 14: PRINT "POL.

110

120

140
(0) = "

i sn UTA8 18: HTAB 14: PRINT "POL.
(1) = "

160 UTAB 19: HTAB 14: F'RINT "POL
(2) =

170 UTAB 20: HTAE: 14: PRINT "F·DL.
<:3) Co. "

190 FOR I = 10 TO 11 STEP 2: UTA8
I: HTAE: 15: PRINT OP$: NEXT

200 REM ~~ TEXT LOOP
210 PO = PEEK ( - 16287)
220 PI = PEEK ( - 16286)
230 P2 = PEEK ( - 16285)
237 UTAB 10: HTA8 25: PRINT 8L$;

: HTAB 25: PRINT PO
238 UTAB 12: HTAB 25: PRINT 8L$;

: HTA8 25: PRINT PI
239 UTA8 I'llHTA8 25: PRINT BL$;

: HTAB 25: PRINT 1"2
250 GO = POL. (0)
252 FOR I ~ 1 'ro 10: NEXT I
255 Gl = PDL. (1)
257 FOR I = 1 TO 10: NEXT I
260 G2 = POL (2)
262 FOR I = 1 TO 10: NEXT I
265 G3 = POL. (3)
270 FOR I = 17 TO 201 UTAB II HTAB

231 PRINT BI.$: NEXT I
280 UTAB 17: HTA8 231 PRINT GO: UTA8

181 HTA8 231 PRINT Gl1 UTA8
19: HTA8 231 PRINT G21 UTA8
20: HTA8 23: PRINT G3

290 IF PO ) 127 OR Pi 127 OR P
2 ) 127 THEN GOTO 300

291 FOR I = 10 TO 11 STEP 21 UTA8
II HTA8 15: PRINT OP$I NEXT



Paddles and Joysticks, continued ...
place. A loose socket may also be used to
protect the pins.

Joysticks
Most of the procedures we use in re-

constructing a paddle can also be ap-
plied to a joystick. You can obviously re-
place the connector and the cable. In
this case, the cable will require more
conductors: four conductors if there is
one pushbutton, five if there are two,
and six if correction capacitors (caps)
are required. A double run of the modu-
lar telephone cable with stranded wires
works much better than the commonly
used ribbon cable. There is usually plen-
ty of room in the joystick case to install
new pushbuttons; it is just a matter of
matching holes.

The joystick element containing the
two pots and the mechanical linkage is
more difficult to replace. It is almost im-
possible to find replacements for just the
pots. The commonly available replace-
ments for the entire element are not very
good. You may also have to use pot val-
ues other than those originally intended
and add the correction caps as indicated
in the accompanying box. Joystick ele-
ments with centering springs and tabs
are usually better made than those
without.

One of the special problems that oc-
curs with joysticks is failure to zero.
There is a procedure to correct this
problem, described in the box on "Zero-
ing Joystick Elements," but it is difficult
to complete successfully.

Be sure to provide proper strain relief
for the cable where it exits from the box.
Broken wires at this point are often seen
on ribbon cables.

Your experience in rebuilding paddles
can serve as a base for the construction
of more sophisticated additions to your
home computer. In the next article we
will look at the design for an airplane
control wheel for flight simulators.
Fashioned from wood and sheet metal, it
isn't difficult to construct, and it is dif-
ferent from anything on the market. 0

Summing Up
As we have seen, it is possible to take

worn or damaged paddles and joysticks
and rebuild them into devices that are
sturdier and better functioning than
manufacturers' originals. Rebuilding a
paddle is an excellent beginning project
in electronics and costs less than'
replacing the unit.

Listing 2.
10 REM *** CAP ADJUSTMENT CALCULATION
17 REM POT & CAP VALUE
18 RMX = 150:CI = .022:K = RMX * eI
20 TEXT: HOME
30 VTAB 2: HTA8 5
'10 PRINT "CAPACITOR ADJUSTMENT CALCUL.ATION"
'15 VTAB 'I:PRINT" FOR APPLE II"
50 VTAB 6
60 PRINT" FOR THE PADDLE POT TO WORI(PROPERLY,"
70 PRINT "A TIMER IT CONTROLS MUST WOI\I(PROPERL.Y."
80 PRINT "THE TIMER IS CONTROLED BY A CAPACITOR"
90 PRINT "AND THE POT IN THE PADDLE WIRED AS A"
100 PRINT "VARIA8LE RESISTOR"
110 PRINT
1.20 PRINT" THE PRODUCT OF THE CAPACITOR AND"
130 PRINT "THE MAXIMUM RESISTANCE MUST REMAIN THE"
1'10 PRINT "SAME. CORRECTION CAPS MAY 8E ADDED"
1.50 PRINT "IN SIDE THE PADOLE."
160 PRINT
170 HTAB 6: PRINT "MAX. POT. RES. I(-OHMS";
175 HTAB 22: INPUT" ";R
177 L = PEEI( (37): VTA~'L.!HTAE:29: PRINT "I(-OHMS"
180 IF R > RMX THEN GOTO 300
190 IF R = 0 OR R -(0 THEN PRINT "POT VALUE MUST BE GRATER THAN 0": GOTO

160
200 C • K / R - CI
205 C. INT (C * 10000 + .5) / 10000
210 PRINT "CORRECTION CAP IS "IC;" MICFWFARADS"
220 GOTO 160
300 REM HIGH POT VALUE SUB
310 PRINT
320 PRINT "CAP CORRECTION DOES NOT WORK ABOVE ";RMX;" 1("
330 PRINT "A CORRECTION RESISTOR FROM +5 TO WIPER"
3'10 PRINT "MAY HELP BUT THE RESUL.TIS NOT LINEAR."
350 RC • (R * RMX) / (R - RMX)
355 RC· INT (RC * 10) / 10
357 PRINT
360 PRINT" CORRECTION RESISTOR )-";RC;" I(-OHM"
370 GOTO 160
999 END

Correction Capacitors
One of the most common means of

. reading paddles is by the use of a
timer circuit. You can tell if this is
the procedure used by a computer by
counting the wires from the paddle
pot back to the computer. If there are
two wires (+ 5 and pot wire), then
the pot is wired as a variable resistor
and is used in a timer. If there are
three (+ 5, ground, and pot wire),

.. ,then.thepot.is.used as a.variablevolt-
age device, or true potentiometer.
The Apple, Commodore Vie and
many other machines use the timing
circuit. Some Radio Shack models
use true potentiometers.

The timing circuit can be adjusted
for pot values lower than the original
values. This adjustment can be made
by adding small capacitors within the
paddle, thus requiring no modifica-
tion of the host computer.

Listing 2 is a Basic program to
assist you in calculating the correc-
tion cap values for the Apple II. The
program works by taking the maxi-
mum value of the pot 'and multiply-
ing it by the value of a small cap in-
side the computer to form a constant.
You then divide that constant by the
new maximum pot value and subtract
the original cap value to obtain the
correctioncap required, .. . "T'

For the. Apple the original maxti-
mum pot value was 150K ohms. T~e
original cap is a .022 microfarad. ~f
you have a different computer ydu
can probably get the maximum pot
value by opening a paddle and either
reading the value off the pot or mea-
suring it with a multimeter. You can
usually find the cap on the schematic
by tracing the wires from the paddle
port back into the machine. These

values can then be placed in line 18.
The correction caps are soldered

from the game control pin to ground.
If they are put inside the paddle, you
must bring a ground wire out to the
paddle. They may also be mounted
on a small printed circuit board a few
inches down the cable from the con-
nector and encased in packing foam.

It is difficult to obtain the exact
values desired, so you are probably .
just as well off to buy an inexpensive
selection,.of caps and uSe trial. and
error.

To test your work, run the paddle
check out program (Listing I). If the
reading reaches 255 before the pot is
turned to its maximum, the cap is too
big. If the reading never reaches 255,
the correction cap is too small. Sever-
al small caps in parallel may be need-
ed to get the correct value. The cap
adjustment program contains the lim-
itations of this procedure. 0
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Fin-Apple Ratios
Analyzing Financial Ratios with the Apple

William J. and Paula K. Purpura
The program described here was written to provide a

convenient tool for financial ratio analysis. Financial ratio anal-
ysis can be made easier when a computer performs the repeti-
tive calculations.

This program is designed to take standard and commonly
available information, (such as balance sheets, income state-
ments, and stock price data) and automatically generate sets of
the most frequently used financial ratios. These ratios are use-
ful in determining the financial health and prospects of a firm,
in performing trend analysis, and for comparing one firm with
another. .

It should be noted that it is for just these purposes, that Dun
and Bradstreet publishes such ratios for entire industries.

The program makes it possible to test the effects of various
circumstances quickly by comparing before and after ratios.
The program is menu-driven to aid the user in its operation.

Readers who already have an understanding of financial ra-
tios may skim the next sections, which provide descriptions of
the various ratios calculated by the program. To help those new
to financial ratios, a single example will be used throughout the
article. Following the tutorial section is a section discussing a
few important points about program operation.

Peter' Piper's Pickle Packing Plant
Peter Piper's Pickle Packing Plant will be used as an example

of how the various ratios can be used and interpreted. The ex-
ample can also be used to verify correct operation of the pro-
gram after you have entered and de-bugged it.

Peter Piper is an energetic young businessman who became
interested in pickles as a boy when he picked a peck of pickled
peppers. He started his own pickle packing plant five years ago,
and has developed the Peter Piper brand of pickles into a high-
ly respected name. Peter sells his pickles directly to grocery
stores in the area under his own name.

Peter Piper's income statement and balance sheet for the
current year are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

About Financial Ratios
Ratios are a means of expressing the relationship between

numbers for comparative purposes. Ratios are usually ex-
pressed as percentages. For example, Peter Piper may be inter-
ested in knowing the proportion of pickles packed which are of
acceptable quality. A useful measure to Peter then would be the
ratio:
Total Number of Good Pickles Packed
Total Number of Pickles Produced
This ratio gives Peter the percentage of good production. If

William J. Purpura and Paula K. Purpura, 5810 Paseo Ferrelo, Anaheim, CA 92807.

this ratio should change periodically, it can be a clue to produc-
tion problems or other changes. Similarly, financial ratios can
be used to present actual operating figures in a more easily un-
derstood format.

Such ratios can be used to spot financial trends and operating
problems. They can be useful in comparing different business
units (i.e., divisions or companies), as the relative sizes of the
organizations involved are factored out. Many firms use finan-
cial ratios to state their budgetary goals or to evaluate manage-
rial performance. Ratios are a widely used and versatile tool for
financial analysis.

The ratios represented in this program fall into six catego-
ries: liquidity, leverage, activity, profitability, coverage, and
stock ratios. Each set of ratios is displayed separately by the
program, and will be discussed individually below. Those ratios
which are published by Dun and Bradstreet as KEY ratios, will
be noted in this article by the symbol DB. The program output
automatically flags these KEY ratios.

Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity ratios compare a firm's current assets (such as

cash, accounts receivable, inventory, etc.) to current liabilities
(such as short-term debts, accounts payable, etc.). These ratios
give the analyst indications of the firm's ability to meet its
short-term obligations, and point out inappropriate balances
between current assets and liabilities.

In addition to the ratios listed below, the liquidity ratio sec-
tion also calculates Net Working Capital (i.e., current assets
less current liabilities).

Note that the information presented below follows a format
which will be used throughout this article. First, the ratio will
be defined, followed by a description of what that particular ra-
tio indicates. Second, the ratio for Peter Piper's Pickle Packing
Plant, as calculated by the program, will be presented together
with an explanation of its significance.

DB 1. Current Ratio = Current Assets
Current Liabilities

This ratio measures the firm's ability to meet its short-term
obligations. For most firms, the value of the ratio should be be-
tween 1.5 and 4. Values beyond these limits may indicate that
the firm will have difficulty meeting its short-term bills, or that
short-term assets are not being well used.

Peter Piper's current ratio is 3:83. Since this ratio is high, we
suspect that Peter will not have trouble meeting his upcoming
bills (accounts payable and notes payable). We should note that
the ratio is so high, that Peter could probably use his current
assets in the business, instead of letting them collect interest in
the bank.
DB 2. Inventory to Working Capital =

Inventory
Current Assets - Current Liabilities
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...

The intensity of the firm's involvement with inventory is
shown by this ratio. If the ratio is too high, it may indicate that
the firm cannot raise money quickly in an emergency. If the ra-
tio is too low, it may indicate that the firm cannot meet the
needs of its clients quickly. The range for this ratio depends
upon the industry in which the firm operates, as service indus-
tries will typically have less inventory than manufacturing or
industrial organizations.

Consider Peter, our friendly neighborhood pickle packer.
Peter's inventory to working capital ratio is 0.61,which is prob-
ably neither too high nor too low. Since we already know (from
the current ratio) that Peter has a lot on current assets, it be-
comes obvious that he does not have all of them in the form of
inventory. He does apparently have enough stock on hand
though to satisfy his customers' needs. Peter seems to have
achieved a good balance between inventory and working
capital.

DB 3. Current Debt to Inventory = Current Debt
Inventory

The firm's dependence on funds generated by selling inven-
tory is measured by the current debt to inventory ratio. A high
ratio indicates that in an emergency, the firm would have little
cash available to meet obligations, since inventory is not a
liquid asset. It is more favorable to have a lower ratio, which
indicates that the firm would not have to try to liquidate its in-
ventory in such an emergency.

Again, in Peter's company, we can see that there is not an
excess of inventory. Peter's ratio is 0.57, which is probably a lit-
tle low for a manufacturing firm. This ratio, together with the
inventory to working capital ratio, indicates that Peter will
probably not have to try to liquidate his inventory in the event
of a cash crisis.

DB 4. Quick Ratio = Current Assets - Inventory
Current Liabilities:

The quick ratio estimates the firm's ability to get cash quick-
ly in an emergency. A firm which has a high percentage of its
current assets tied up in inventory will be less able to pay its
obligations than a firm which has its assets in more liquid form.

Peter has a high quick ratio of 2.09 and would have little
trouble meeting his obligations in an emergency. We can see
again that having a low inventory level leads to favorable
liquidity ratios.

5. Net Working Capital = Current Assets - Current Liabilities

Net working capital is not a ratio by definition, but it is a fre-
quently used measure for estimating the liquidity of a firm.
This value indicates how much of the firm's assets are required
to meet short-term obligations and how much is left over for
running the business. Net working capital is automatically cal-
culated by the program, and provided with the miscellaneous
information.

Leverage Ratios
Leverage ratios compare the balance between a firm's debt

and its ownership. Up to a point, the tax advantages of debt can
reduce the firm's operating costs, and equity (or ownership) in-
creases the firm's financial stability. The balance between debt
and equity is very important to lenders and owners of the firm,
and also gives an indication of the firm's management style.

DB 1.

Total Debt to Net Worth = Current and Long - Term Debt
Tangible Net Worth

This ratio provides a direct comparison between debt and eq-
uity. If the ratio is high, it indicates that the firm has many con-
tractual obligations to payout its money to creditors. Thus,
there will be less money available for operating and paying the

Figure I.

Peter Piper's Pickle Packing Plant
Income Statement

(All figures in thousands)

Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

Gross Profit
Operating Expenses

Gross Operating Profit
Depreciation

Net Profit from Operations
Other Income
Gross Income

Other Expenses
Net Income before Taxes

Taxes
Net Income after Taxes

Dividends
Addition to Retained Earnings
Previous Retained Earnings
Current Retained Earnings

$3500
(2040)
1460

(1300)
160
(60)
100
34
134
(14)
120
(50)
70
(55)
15

925
940

Figure 2.

Peter Piper's Pickle Packing Plant
Balance Sheet

(All figures in thousands)

Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Allowance for Bad Debt
Inventories
Prepaid Insurance
Total Current Assets
Machinery and Equipment
Depreciation Allowance (M & E)
Building
Depreciation Allowance (Bldg.)
Land
Total Fixed Assets
Goodwill
Total Assets

Liabilities and Equity

Accounts Payable
Notes Payable
Accrued Taxes
Total Current Liabilities
Bonds Payable
Total Long-Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Common Stock
Current Retained Earnings
Total Stockholders' Equity

$180
590
(13)
645
18

1420
450
(290)
400
(185)

24
399
10

$1829

153
90
127
370
19
19

389
500
940
1440
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
owners of the firm. There is no single ratio value which will be
high for all firms. The nature of the industry, general economic
conditions, and the preferences of the firm's management will
all affect the suitability of a given value of this ratio. Note that
"tangible net worth" is defined as the sum of all outstanding
stock (both preferred and common) and retained earnings less
the value of any intangible assets.

Peter's total debt ratio is 0.79. This is certainly not a low ra-
tio, as it indicates that every dollar invested in Peter's Plant has
been encumbered by an additional $0.79 in debt. Whether or
not this ratio is too high is dependent upon many factors.

For example, if the current economic conditions Peter faces
include a high inflation rate and a reasonable interest rate, it
may make sense for him to have a large amount of debt. This
ratio also indicates that Peter is not a particularly conservative
manager, as such managers tend to avoid high levels of debt.

DB 2. Current Debt to Net Worth = Current Debt
Tangible Net Worth

The intensity with which the firm uses short-term debt is
measured by this ratio. As with the previous ratio, high values
depend on environmental factors and opinion. This ratio pro-
vides a better indication of the short-term position of the firm
than does the total debt ratio.

The Current Debt to Net Worth ratio for Peter's Pickle
Plant is 0.75. This is somewhat alarming, as it means that Peter
not only has a fairly high level of total debt (as seen in the pre-
vious ratio), but most of that debt has to be paid off during this
year. This is probably the reason that Peter has so much cash
available; he will need it to payoff his current liabilities.

DB 3. Fixed Assets to Net Worth = Fixed Assets
Tangible Net Worth

The fixed asset to net worth ratio guages the firm's use of its
fixed assets. The ratio is very dependent upon the nature of the
organization for useful interpretation. Capital intensive indus-
tries, such as heavy manufacturing, will have much higher ra-
tios than service industries, which generally have little need for
capital involvement.

A low ratio many indicate that the firm will have to acquire
more fixed assets to operate effectively. A high ratio can be a
problem also, indicating that the firm may not be using the
assets it already has.

Peter's fixed asset ratio is 0.81, which is probably reasonable
for his industry. The ratio does not indicate that Peter has
heavy capital involvement. It also does not suggest that he
lacks sufficient fixed assets to properly pack pickles.

DB 4.
Times Interest Earned =Profit Before Tax + Interest Charges

Interest Charges

The firm's ability to meet its interest payments is indicated
by the times interest earned ratio. Interest is usually the major
portion of the firm's contractually obligated payments. When
the firm has difficulty meeting these payments, it is usually an
indication of serious financial problems.

The times interest earned ratio for Peter's firm is 8.14, mean-
ing that he could make his interest payments roughly eight
times from his profit. This is very surprising for a firm as heavi-
ly encumbered with short-term debt as Peter's.

The mathematical reason for this is that the interest pay-
ments made by the firm this year are extremely small. The
practical reason is probably that much of Peter's short-term
debt is in the form of accounts payable and accrued taxes (i.e.,
money Peter owes the government but has not yet paid). Since
neither form of debt requires interest payments, Peter has very
low interest charges compared to his obligations.

Activity Ratios
Activity ratios measure the efficiency of the firm's operations

by the intensity with which its assets are used to generate sales.
The ratios should generally fall within some typical industry
average range. Ratios which are consistently out of these ranges
indicate that the firm is making inappropriate use of its assets
and resources.

DB 1. Inventory Turnover = Net Sales
Inventory

As its name implies, the inventory turnover ratio gives the
number of times during the year that the firm sells its complete
inventory. A high ratio here is generally considered to be good;
the firm is not spending money to finance slow-moving inven-
tory, and the firm's customers are buying.

The ratio should not, however, be too high, as this would in-
dicate that the firm inconveniences its customers with frequent
delays and stock-outs. Similarly, the ratio should not be very
low, as this would indicate that the inventory is obsolete or not
being sold. Net sales, as used above, refers to the total dollar
amount of sales for the period, less deductions for returns, al-

. lowances, and discounts.
Peter's Pickle Plant turns its inventory over 5.42 times per

year. This is a healthy ratio for a firm which deals in a perish.
able product. If Peter turned over his inventory less frequently,
it would probably mean that he had to sell stale pickles to his
customers (in other words, his inventory would be sitting on
the shelf longer). If Peter had a higher ratio, he would probably
have times during the year that he could not meet the demand
for pickles, and thus might lose customers.

DB 2. Collection Period = Accounts Receivable X 365
Net Sales

The collection period is the number of days the firm takes
(on average) to collect the money it makes on sales. The appro-
priate range for this ratio depends upon many factors, includ-
ing the industry, general economic conditions, and manage-
ment attitudes. -

Long collection periods indicate that the firm is too lenient
and many suffer larger losses from defaults and an increase in
the cost of carrying credit. Short collection periods may show
that the firm is losing customers due to excessively restrictive
credit policies. This ratio can be particularly useful in evaluat-
ing the managerial policies of the firm.

Peter Piper's collection period is 61.5 days. Let's assume that
Peter sells to his customers on terms of "Net 30" (which means
that Peter wants to be paid in full within 30 days). A 61.5 day
collection period may indicate that he is not very careful in fol-
lowing up his credit accounts. If times are difficult for pickle
packers, Peter may have decided not to rush his customers in
the hope that they will continue to buy from him rather than
from a competitor. If this is not the case, Peter should take a
careful look at his credit policy to get his collection period
closer to 30 days.

DB 3. Fixed Asset Turnover = Net Sales
Fixed Assets

This ratio measures the intensity with which the firm uses its
fixed assets. If the ratio is high, the firm's assets are productive.
If the ratio is low, the assets are under-utilized. The ratio does
not imply that the assets are profitable, merely whether Of not
they are used. It could be more profitable, for example, to re,
place the firm's asset base with more effective assets than to
continue using the existing assets.

Peter's fixed asset turnover ratio is 8.77, which means that
every dollar he has invested in his fixed assets has produced
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
$8.77 in sales. For a manufacturing firm which uses a lot of
fixed assets this is excellent. This ratio is so high that Peter
might consider the possibility of acquiring more assets and
expanding his production capability.
DB 4.
Working Capital Turnover = Net Sales

Current Assets - Current Liabilities

The firm's use of its working capital (i.e., the difference be-
tween current assets and current liabilities) is measured by this
ratio. Generally, a high value indicates efficient use of working
capital. If the value is too high, however, it may indicate that
the firm needs additional resources to operate effectively.

Peter turns over his working capital 3.33 times per year. This
indicates effective use of current resources and shows that Peter
does not, at this time, need further financing to operate well.

5. Total Assets Turnover = Net Sales
Total of all Assets

Total asset turnover is similar to fixed asset turnover. The
only difference is that for this ratio, all assets are considered
rather than just the fixed assets.

The total asset turnover for Peter's Plant is 1.91, which is, as
expected, lower than his fixed asset turnover. This level of turn-
over indicates that for every dollar that Peter has invested in
the pickle business, he generates $1.91 in sales. Peter should be
very happy that his investments produce such a high level of
sales.

6. Number of Days of Payables = Accounts Payable X 365
Net Sales
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The average amount of time the firm takes to pay its bills, is
estimated by this ratio, which is also called the payables period.
Healthy companies, under normal economic conditions, will
generally try to pay their bills within 30 to 45 days. If the time
before payment increases significantly, it may indicate that the
firm has a critical shortage of cash. Many firms will manipulate
the timing of their bill payments, however, to extend the
amount of time their cash can collect interest.

Peter's payable period is 60.6 days, which means that if his
suppliers sell on terms of Net 30, Peter does not pay promptly.
Most firms expect that their clients will take a few extra days to
pay their accounts and will tolerate late payments. Peter is in
danger of harming his credit reputation, however, if he allows
this excessively long payment period to continue.

Profitability Ratios
Profitability ratios are often the most important to any given

firm. These ratios compare the amount of profit the firm gener-
ates to the factors which contribute to sales. Changes in these
ratios may come from many sources but should be closely mon-
itored by firms which are profit oriented. The ratios may give
useful clues to the problems of the organization.

DB 1. Return on Net Worth = Net Profit After Taxes
Tangible Net Worth

This ratio measures the earnings on the owners' equity. The
owners of a firm require a particular return on their invest-
ment. If the firm does not meet the expectations of the owners,
they will withdraw their support. The firm wants this ratio to
be high, indicating that the money provided by the owners of
the firm is being used effectively to generate profits.

In Peter's case, return on net worth is 14.2%, meaning that
for every dollar of net worth, the business returns $0.142 of
profit. Depending upon outside economic conditions, this may
or may not be acceptable to investors. In general, a high return
indicates a healthy firm.

DB 2. Sales Margin = Net Profit After Taxes
Net Sales

The sales margin comIPares the amount of profit the firm
makes to the amount of sales. Since this ratio can be interpreted
as profit per dollar, the firm will want a high value. This does
not mean that a firm wit~ a low value is in trouble. There are
many cases where firms rljake a very small amount of profit on
a unit of sales, but the volume of sales is very high. Such firms
will be profitable overall despite a low ratio.

The sales margin for Ii,eter's plant is 2%, which indicates
that for every dollar of pickles that Peter sells, $0.02 of profit is
generated. Since Peter se~ls a high volume of pickles, the two
cents per dollar adds up ,0 an acceptable level of profit.

DB 3. Productivity of ASlets = Gross Income -.Taxe~
. Total Assets

The productivity of assets ratio shows how effectively the
firm uses its assets to generate profits. The ratio will have a
wide range, depending upbn the industry in which the firm op-
erates. It should, howeverI , remain fairly constant for a given
firm over time. Note that gross income is the actual dollar in-
come of the firm before any deductions for interest, taxes, or
dividends are made. I

For Peter's firm, the preductivity of assets ratio is 4.5%, in-
dicating that the total assFts of the company produce $0.45 of
gross profit less an allowance for taxes.

4. Gross Margin Ratio =1 Gross Margin
Sales

A somewhat crude measure of profit per dollar is given by
this ratio. The gross margin ratio compares the level of sales to
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If you want to put .
your Apples to work -around the
clock- Thunderclock Plus is the solution. Just plug it
in and your programs can read the month, date, day of
week and time-down to the second-in any of Apple's
languages. So your Apple can do any number of tasks
for you automatically. In the office, the lab or at home.

Most good software packages for business, data base
management, communications and time management
are made to read Thunderclock Plus. (It's compatible
with DB Master,' Micro-Courier '" and VisiDex~ to
name a few). So no matter how you use your Apple now,
Thunderclock Plus can make it a more versatile
and efficient tool.

For example, with business or communi-
cations software, your Apple can auto-
matically access a data base or send elec-
tronic mail when the rates are lowest.

In addition, Thunderclock Plus can
organize your disk files. Our optional
DOS-DATERTMsoftware upgrades the
regular DOS on your disks. So every
time a program is saved or a file is modi-
fied' the time and date, to the minute,
are stored in the CATALOG with the file
name. Now you can instantly know
exactly when your files were last updated.

Thundetwate's DOS-DATER time and
date stamps your disk files to the minute.

o

~. A.~ ~ThunderclockPIUS
~ t ~~ can even give you a sense of ... -

security. Or just make your life a little easier. With our
X-lO interface option and a BSRX-lO* Home Control
System, your Apple can turn on your lights, water your
lawn ... whatever you desire, according to schedules you
create. It comes with our menu-driven SCHEDULER
software. So it's easy to design and modify schedules
that can run in the "background" while you have
"hands-on" use of your Apple.
Thunderclock Plus comes with a one-year warranty.

Powered by on-board batteries, it runs accurately for up
to four years without battery replacement.

So now that you've heard of Thunderclock Plus, isn't
it time you put your Apple to work-

around the clock? See your dealer
for a demonstration or contact us.

THUNDERCLOCK PLUS
and BASIC software $150
DOS-DATER/DEMO disk $ 29
X-lO Interface option $ 49
PASCAL software disk $ 29
"'Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
"DB Master is a registered trademark of Stoneware, Inc.
* •.Micro-Courier is a registered trademark of Microcom.
tVisiDex is a registered trademark of VisrCorp.
WSR X-10 is a registered trademark of BSR (USA) Ltd.

THUNDERWARE, INC.
44 Hermosa Ave., Oak/and, CA 94618 (415) 652-1737
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
the amount of profit the firm generates. The profit level in-:
volved does not take into account all expenses and taxes, thus
the ratio is not wholly accurate. Gross margin (also called gross
profit) is defined as net sales less cost-of-goods-sold.

The gross margin ratio for Peter's business is 41.5%. Com-
paring this to the sales margin (of 2%), which takes into ac-
count all expenses and taxes, we can see that these items take a
big bite out of Peter's sales dollars. The interpretation of this
information could be that for every dollar of sales, gross profit
is $0.415, net profit is $0.02, and expenses and taxes are $0.385.

5. Operating Margin Ratio = Operating Margin
Sales

The operating margin ratio is useful for determining the sen-
sitivity of income to small changes in sales. For example, a high
ratio implies that a small change in sales, will result in a pro-
portionally larger change in operating income. Operating mar-
gin is defined as gross margin less operating expenses.

Peter's operating margin ratio is 4.5%. This is due to the
type of business that Peter is in-one of high volume and low
profit per unit sold. A company which sells high priced items,
such as a jewelry store or automobile dealer, will have a much
higher operating margin due to its low turnover rate and high
overhead.

Coverage Ratios
Coverage ratios indicate the firm's ability to pay its debts.

These ratios compare the amount of money available to the
firm to the amount of interest, lease payments, and debt reduc-
tions for which the firm is Obligated. High ratios indicate that
the firm can meet its obligations from its income.

Low ratios might indicate that the firm will have to seek help
from outside sources to meet its obligations. Low ratios com-
bined with unfavorable economic conditions may force the firm
into bankruptcy. Thus, these ratios are carefully examined by
creditors.
1. Fixed Charge Coverage =

Gross Income
Sinking Fund Payments

Interest + Lease Payments + 1 T R- ax ate
This ratio compares the amount of money the firm brings in,

to the contractual obligations the firm must meet. If the ratio is
high, the firm will probably be able to meet its obligations with-
out financially embarrassing maneuvers.

Note that sinking fund payments are simply deposits into a
special account that will be used to payoff the debt when it ma-
tures. Many lenders require sinking funds when they make very
large loans. The interest term in the equation is the total
amount of interest paid out on all debts during this period.

Peter's fixed charge coverage ratio is 9.57, which means that
for every dollar he is obligated to pay to creditors, he has $9.57
available in income. In other words, Peter can cover his obliga-
tions about nine and a half times. This would be considered
high for most firms, since they usually have higher debt levels
than Peter does.
2. Debt Service Coverage =
Profit Before Taxes + Interest + Lease Payments

Sinking Fund Payments
Interest + Lease Payments + 1 T R- ax ate

The debt service coverage ratio, like the previous ratio, indi-
cates the firm's ability to meet its contractual obligations.

Peter's debt service coverage ratio is the same as his fixed
charge coverage ratio, 9.57. This is because Peter's debt is
structured very simply, and the differences in the equations for
fixed charge coverage and debt service coverage do not come
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GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING 0 MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Our books
simplify yours!

Great Plains Software shows you how to appraise
your business from every angle. Our books handle
your accounting in expert fashion. They analyzeyour
management policies and evaluate the profitability of
your decisions. And our books give you the reports
you need - so you can see where your business is
making profits - and losing them, whether it's by
salesman, product, territory or profit center.

Our new version of the Hardisk Accounting Series
includes General Ledger, Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable and two new modules - Payroll
and Inventory with Point of Sale. Our programs are
fast, powerful and efficient. Our books make it easy
to operate and understand.

You can find Great Plains Software at your local
computer store - or call us for more details. We'll be
glad to show you how the Hardisk Accounting Series
can simplify your books.

OVERALL
SPECIFICATIONS

PAYROLL
Password Privacy System
Written in UCSD Pascal'"
Hard Disk Oriented·
Operates on Apple III.
IBM PC

GENERAL LEDGER
All entries on line entire fiscal
year

Flexibly formatted financial
statements

Comparative income
statements and balance sheets

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Up to 32.767 customers"
Profit by customer. customer
type. salesman and state

Open item or balance forward
Automatically posts to G/L
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Up to 32.767 vendors"
Accommodates manual or
generated checks

Automatically posts to G/L

Up to 32.767 ernployees"
Up to 20 deductions per
employee

Withholding computed
Prints W2. 941 and checks
INVENTORY
FIFO. LIFO. standard cost.
weighted moving average and
serial number valuation

5 price levels per part
Concise report including profit by
part and line

Point of Sale for cash and credit
sales
Part numbers up to 15 characters
Automatically posts to AlP
and AIR

*depending upon disk storage space
*.TM UC Regents

GREAT PLAINS'· SOFTWARE



A True Story
Not so long ago, there

was a kingdom called US.
All of US had been happy
until one day they were
attacked by the
neighboring kingdom of
Bad Games . . . which
rendered all of US bored.
East of US there

fortunately lived a wise
and imaginative wizard
namedNEXA.
With his magical
powers, NEXA
created
two gaines
for US.
There was
SUPERBOWL
FOOTBALL
(Atari 4001800
wi 48K and IBM
PC) with
pro-ball punch.
And then there was
DELTA SQUADRON
(Apple II 64K wlDOS
3.3), launching US
light years ahead into
the heart of a sizzling
starbase attack.
X-citing, X-plosive,

and X-emplary new
games. The Bad
just couldn't compare
with the powers of
NEXA.
And so in the end, all

of USplayed happily
ever after. (Fortunately
for us, NEXA created 7
other games that year.)

N~~
NEX~ CORPORATION
po. BOx 26468 San Francisco, CA 94126·6468
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
Stock Ratios

Stock ratios are used to evaluate how well the firm's own
stock is performing in the market. These ratios are particularly
useful when comparing two or more firms. Generally, the firm
with the highest ratios is more profitable and/or is perceived by
investors to be more promising.

1. Earnings per Share = Total Net Earnings
Number of Common Shares

This ratio shows the amount of profit generated by each
share of common stock. High ratios indicate profitable firms
which are more attractive to investors. This means that the
earnings per share ratio has a direct effect on the price of the
stock.

Peter's firm has an earnings per share (EPS) of $0.875/share.
This means that every share of stock in Peter's plant generates
about $0.88 in earnings. To evaluate how good or bad this
number is, the stock price must also be taken into
consideration.

2. Price to Earnings = Market Price per Share
Earnings per Share

The price/earnings ratio indicates how the market perceives
the value of the stock. A high ratio shows that investors believe
the firm's prospects, profits, and management are good. High
ratios are also typical of "glamour" industries.

Low ratios are not necessarily bad, as they may indicate a
conservative firm in a stable industry. If the trend in this ratio
is downward over time, however, investors probably see the
firm as declining.

The price/earnings (P/E) ratio for Peter's firm is 13.7. This
value seems reasonable for Peter, and is neither ridiculously
high or low. Earnings of $0.875 per share would be phenome-
nally low for a stock with a price of $100 per share, and leads to
an unreasonably high P/E ratio. The P/E ratio gives a measure
of the appropriateness of a firm's earnings compared to the in-
vestments made in the firm.

3. CAPM (a Stock's Required Rate of Return) =

Ks = Kf + Beta x (Kf-Km)
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM), is a technique used

to estimate an investor's required rate of return on a given
stock. The equation takes into account current market condi-
tions and the inherent risk in the individual stock. The terms of
the equation are defined as follows:

Kf is the "risk-free" rate of return in the current market.
This is usually the current T-bill rate (i.e., the interest the gov-
ernment pays on its own debt).

Km is the current average market rate of return. This figure
fluctuates with market conditions and buyer demand. This fig-
ure can usually be approximated by the current yield on aver-
age quality corporate bonds.

Beta is a measure of the volatility (in price) of an individual
stock. Basically, a high Beta indicates a firm with a high degree
of price swing versus the market as a whole. Such a firm will
have to pay a high rate of return to its stockholders to compen-
sate them for taking the risk of a large price drop.

A low Beta usually indicates a firm which experiences small-
er price swings than the market average. A Beta value equal to
one indicates a firm which follows market price variations' very
closely. Several large investment firms calculate and publish the
Beta values for publicly traded firms.

Ks is the investor's required rate of return on the stock
involved.

The CAPM for Peter's firm yields a value of 15.5% based on
Peter's Beta of 1.25, the expected market return of \5%, and
the T-bill rate of 13%. What this means is that Peter's stock
price is expected to fluctuate over a wider range than an "aver-
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Now our $29.95 complete Pascal for CP/M is an even better bargain ...
WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
JRT PASCAL 2.0:

CREATIVE COMPUTING, Nov. '82 r..While
'there is no such thing as a free lunch,'
JRT Pascal at $29.95 (which includes
postage) certainly allows the user to
experience champagne and caviar
at cafeteria prices ... "

INTERFACE AGE, Oct. '82 r.: JRT Pascal is
following the example set by Software
Toolworks (Sherman Oaks, CAYof
offering quality software at extremely
low price ... "

INFOWORLD, Aug. 16, '82 The magazine's
'Software Report Card' rated JRT's

NEW Full support
for indexed files

NEW CRT screen
formatting and
full cursor control

NEW Facilities for
formatting printed
reports

Graphing
procedures

Statistic procedures

14 digit BCD
FLOATING POINT
arithmetic

True dynamic
storage

Advanced
assembly interface

NEW
File variables
and GET/PUT

NEW
Dynamic arrays

Random files
to 8 megabytes
with variable
length records

64K dynamic strings

Activity analyzer
prints program use
histogram

No limits on procedure
size, nesting or recursion

More than 200
verbal error messages

Maximum program size:
more than 200,000 lines

documentation 'good' and performance,
ease of use and error handling
'excellent' - the highest rating.
AND NOW: JRT PASCAL 3.0-
with all the features that earned 2.0 so

much praise-PLUS the many new features
shown here. The price?-still just $29.951
This astonishing price includes the complete
JRT Pascal system on diskettes and the
new expanded user manual. Not a subset,
it's a complete Pascal for CP/M.*

Faster and more reliable than ever,
for beginner or expert, engineer or busi-
nessman, JRT Pascal 3.0 provides a set
of features unequaled by any other PascaL ..
or any other language.

OUR NO-RISK OFFER:
When you receive JRT Pascal 3.0, look

it over, check it out, compare it with similar
systems costing ten times as much. If you're
not completely satisfied, return it-with the
sealed diskettes unopened-within 30 days,
and your money will be refunded in full.
That's right: satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back!

A JRT bonus: if you want to copy the
diskettes or manual-so long as it's not for
resale-that's o.k. with us. Pass it on to your
friends. But don't delay. Send the coupon or
phone today and start enjoying the Pascal
advantage; at $29.95, there's no reason
to wait!

Extended CASE statement
Separate compilation
of autO-loading Fast one-step compiler;
external procedures no link needed

Efficient compiler needs
only 85K diskette space

NEW 175-page user manual
With protective 3-ring binder
and 5-1/4" or 8" diskettes

NEW SEARCH procedure
for fast table look-up

RT/R\rJ\L30
Send
to JRTSYSTEMS

550 Irving Street/E1
San Francisco, CA 94122

Name _

Address _

City State __ Zip _

o Check 0 C.O.D. 0 MasterCard

or
phone 415/566-5100

Here's my $29.95; please send me JRT Pascal. I understand that if I'm
not completely satisfied, I can return it within 30 days-with the sealed
diskettes unopened-for a full refund. (Allow 2-3 weeks for shipping.)
I need the 5-1/4" diskettes for 0 Apple CP/M; 0 Heath, Hard Sector;
o Heath, Soft Sector; 0 Northstar; 0 Osborne; 0 Superbrain;
o Televideo; 0 Xerox 820. I need 0 8" SSD diskettes.

(CA residents add sales tax. Add $6 for shipping outside North America.)
o VISA

Card # Exp. _

Signature _
'CP/M is a Digital ResearchTM. A 56KCP/Msystemis required.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
age" stock (one that responds in exactly the same way that the
market as a whole does). '

Those people who invest in Peter's firm will expect a higher
rate of return on their investment, than they would from a
stock which tracks the market exactly. The reason for this, is
that if the overall market goes down, the price of Peter's stock
is expected to drop by more than the market does. Thus, inves-
tors require a higher rate of return from Peter's stock, to com-
pensate them for taking the greater risk.

4. Stock's Projected Market Price =
Current Dividend x (1 + Growth Rate)
Market Rate of Return - Growth Rate

The stock's projected market price is an equation which esti-
mates the long-term average price for a given firm's stock.
Price is partially determined by a firm's own growth and by the
dividends it pays to its shareholders. The effect of outside eco-
nomic factors on the stock price is considered by the "market
rate of return" term which consolidates the effects of interest
rates, investor preferences, legislation, and other outside forces.

The "growth rate" term refers to the coin pound rate of the
firm's growth over a long period of time. For any single stock
in the market place, the price may range to points widely differ-
ent from the result of this equation. Such variations usually bal-
ance out to the projected stock price over the long term,
however.

The calculated stock price for Peter's firm is $10.70 per
share, which is below Peter's current selling price of $12 per
share. Since the price per share is reasonably close to the selling
price, an investor may feel confident that he has paid a reason-
able price for the stock.

If the calculated price varies widely from the market price, it
sometimes indicates that the market expects a major change in
the growth and profitability of the company. In other cases, the
calculated stock price equation should' not be applied.

For example, a firm experiencing "super-normal" growth
will be unable to maintain its growth rate for more than a few
years. This high growth rate will push the results of the equa-
tion well beyond any reasonable limits,

Finally, the actualprice may vary from the calculated price
due to forces which the equation cannot take into account.

Figure 3.

Peter Piper's Pickle Packing PIl!-nt
Sales

$3300K
$3500K

Inventory
$580K
$645K

Inventory to Sales
.1760r 17.6%
.1840rI8.4%

Year
Previous
Current

Summary
Taken together, the six types of financial ratios can provide a

snapshot of the firm's position, prospects, and problems. If the
complete set of ratios is calculated for several consecutive time
periods, trends in the firm can often be seen. As an example,
inventory accounts which are not closely controlled may grow
faster than the rate of sales. This creates an extra financial
burden on the firm.

Figure 3 shows the performance of Peter's firm over two
consecutive years. Note that Peter's sales and inventory have
both increased, but the balance between them has become less
favorable. Peter is holding a larger amount of inventory than is
optimum for this level of sales. He should note the increased
use of inventory and seek its' cause. By performing this simple
ratio test, problems which are not evident from the raw sales
and inventory data can be spotted and corrected. Similar possi-
bilities exist for the use of other financial ratios.
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The Fin-Apple Ratios Program
The ratio program is menu-driven to be as simple as possible

for the user. Each entry of the main menu corresponds to one
of four principle functions:

1. Initial data entry and data modification (options 1, 2, 3).
2. Storage and retrieval of data toa 51/4" floppy disk (option

10).
3. Actual calculation of the ratios, and optionally, their out-

put to a printer (options 4, 5, 6, 7; 8).
4. Exiting the program when finished (option 11).
The data entry functions bring the user to computer-driven

questionnaires which guide the entry of data from balance
sheets, income statements, and stock information. The ratio
calculation functions automatically display the ratios of the
selected set together with the values of those ratios.

The file function allows the user to create arid store files of
data on those firms which are useful for more than one 'analy-
sis. The exit function brings the user back to DOS. ,

Each sub-function of the main menu allows the user a choice
of options. For data entry functions, the user may change previ-
ously entered data, have the data printed out, or 'return to the
main menu. For the ratio calculation functions, the user may
either have the ratio set printed out or returned to the main
menu. In all cases, the program is designed to return to the
main menu if an error is detected.

The first time the program is used, it will be necessary to
enter all the data to be operated upon. In subsequent runs, the
data can be stored to the disk in the files. (Notethat the stock
data is necessary only if the user wishes to calculate stock-
related ratios.) ,

When entering dollar amounts, the program expects the
numbers to be in thousands. Therefore, ari amount such as

MODULES FOA:

TIMEX-Sinclair'
, , '

WHY PAY MORE?

(RS-232 Port & Software
Included)

64K MEMORY
$119.95 KIT

$129." W&T

RS-232 PRINTER INTERFACE Only $59.95 KIT $69." W&T

CONTROL MODULE S Relays, Sinpuls $59.95 KIT $69."W&T

Expand your 16K to 32K with ourM-16 $59.95 KIT $69.95 W&T

BYTE-BACK CO.
At. 3 Box 147 Brodie Ad.

Leesville, S.C~29070

9O-DayWarranty On All Modules.
'10-Day Return Priviledge

ORDER PHONE 803-532-5812
Add $4.95 shipping & handling to all orders.

THOUSANDS IN USE WITH PROVEN RELIABILITY. ALL MODULES IN STOCK.
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Fin-Apple Ratios, continued ...
$1,358,000. should be entered as 1358. When non-dollar
amounts, such as the number of shares of common stock out-
standing are being entered, they should be entered fully. For
example, 1,500,000 shares of stock would be entered as
1500000.
If an error is made during data entry, a single entry may be

changed without re-entering the entire set. 'This is done by en-
tering a -1 for each entry which is to remain the same, and cor-
recting those entries which were in error. Note: this feature
makes -1 an invalid data value for input into the program. If
the value -1 is needed as a dati point, use the value of -.999 to
overide this feature.

Finally, to assist the user in locating a persistent error, line
80 of the program can be replaced with a REMark. This will
eliminate the error trapping feature of the program.

Some printers, such as the Centronics 773, will not recognize
the TAB feature which is used for spacing the output of the pro-
gram. Printers like the Epson MX-80, however, will give an
output that mirrors the CRT screen. If you find a spacing prob-
lem with your printer, consult your manual to see if your
printer requires special initialization codes to enable the TAB

feature.
The following list gives the general procedure for running the

program:
I. Load the program into an Apple II computer, running

Applesoft, and type RUN.
2. The main menu should be automatically displayed on the

screen.
3. If this is the first time the program has been run, enter the

appropriate data by calling the data-entry functions from the
main menu. Note that any dollar amounts should be entered in
thousands. To check out the newly entered program, it is sug-

gested that the figures for Peter's company be loaded. Then
compare the resulting ratios to those given in this article.

If there is a file in memory which is to be used for operating
data, call the appropriate file from the main menu.

4. To calculate the desired ratios, call the appropriate routine
by selecting its number fromthe main menu. The program will
automatically calculate and display the ratio set.

5. If there are any problems in running the program, each
sub-function of the main menu offers a choice, to print or
return, when the specific function has been completed. .

6. To exit the program, enter 11 when the main menu is
displayed.

For Further Information
It should be obVIOUSthat this article is an attempt only to ac-

quaint the novice with financial ratio analysis. Those who
would like to learn more about the subject may find the follow-
ing texts of interest: . .

The Guide to Case Analysis and Reporting, Edge and Cole-
man, Systems Logistics Honolulu, HI, 1978. This is an excel-
lent beginner's text, that is written and presented in a manner
that is very understandable to the novice. . .
. Financial Management Theory and Practice, Brigham Dry-
den Press, Hinsdale, IL, 1979. This is awell respected college
text used in intermediate level finance classes.

Techniques of Financial Management, Helfert, Irwin Press,
Homewood.Tl., 1977. This text deals with the various financial
analysis tools in use today. It is a more advanced text which
presupposes prior knowledge of the field.

Dun's Review, A Dun and Bradstreet Publication, 666 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY. A well known source of compiled finan-
cial data for industries and individual companies. 0

Ask Your Dealer About
The Sensible Product Line
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CALL "THE COMPUTER-LINE"
When you call us, you talk to fully qualified computer specialists trained to answer ~ your questions pertaining to our line of microcomputers.
We are renowned for our excellent after sales support and our promptness for delivery. Peace of mind and excellence in service is our pledge
to all our customers.

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
QUADRAM CORPORATION

QUAOBOARD

The ultimate memory board lor the IBM. featuring
• fully 8Kpandable from 64 to 256K
• paraltel port
• asynchfonous (AS232) senat port
• clocklcalendar
$CALL
MICROFAZER
• buffering from 810 64K (410 32 pages of text)
• printer and computer Independent
• parallel/parallel: serial/serial and caranecsenar

available
• compute while you print'
SCAt I

Davong
Systems. Inc.
Deocrlpllon:
The Davong Systems Memory Card IS a convenient
RAM memory expansion card for use In the IBM Per-
sonal Computer

The Memory Card may be placed In any tree system
slot. h is completely compatible with all IBM Personal
Computer software and hardware, and runs at the same
speed as IBM memof)' products.

__64K RAM $199_ _ __ 192K RAM $499
256K RAM $575

---

INTERFAZER
Used as
• Peripheral butter
• Multi-User Printer Controller
• Computer If0 Expander
• Incompatible Device Interface
• Peripheral Multiplexer
• Data Transfer Rate Converter
$CALL

HARDDISK SYSTEM
for the IBM®

Personal Computer.
ONLY $1595.00

Description: 5 MEGABYTES STORAGE
Th~ oavong System's Hard Disk Drive fits convenienlly
meide the second floppy drive location of the IBM Per-
sonal Computer chassis, providing more than 30 times
the capacity of a floppy diskette. plus greater speed and
reliability

The oSI-501 System is compatible with IBM software,
and supports IBM DOS· The system includes all nec-
essary components and software for installation.

12 MEGABYTES STORAGE $2195.00

TANDON ADD-ON DRIVES FOR IBM

.SPEe IA L TMS-100-2, Double sided drive. 320K bytes storaqe
Half Height Slim-line available

$269

BUSINESS ENTERTAINMENT
IBM SOFTWARE

TAX MANAGER
256K VISICALC
VISITRENDNISIPLOT
VISIDEX
EASY EFFECTIVE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
SUPERCALC
SUPERWRITER

IRS EVADERS
ZORK I
ZORK II
DEADLINE

··CALLFORNEWGAMESAT
UNBEATABLE PRICES·'

T and G JOYSTICKS
ADAM AND EVE PADDLES
MBI JOYSTICKS

CALL FOR SOFTWARE NOT LISTED

$199
$189
$239
$189
$389

$CALL
$289

MAYNARDELECTROMCS
Floppy Disk Contronerwnn parallel pan
Floppy Disk Controllerlwith serial pert $CALL

$229
$259

MEMORY BOARDS
64K. 128K. t92K. 256K

NEC
Spinwriter 711017730
8023A ..
EPSOM (Graftrax Plus)
MX-80
MX-80FT
MX-100

PERIPHERALS FOR ALL COMPUTERS
. PRINTEfiS .

PrintaColor .... $CALL

OKIDATA
80 no tractor
80 with tractor
82A no fractor
82A with tractor
83A
84Aparallel
84Aserial
2K Buffer
Graphics ~2A, 83A

All Epson, NEC. C-ITOH and OKIDAT A dot matrix print-
er crces quoted are for Immediate delivery inclusive at
shipping, insurance and handling charges.

MONITORS
Zenith ZVM-121 Phosphor, 15 MHZ
NEC 1201 Phosphor, 20 MHZ
NEC 1201 Composite. Color
NEe 1201 RGB Color
Amdek 300 Phosphor
Amdek Composite, Color
Amdek IBM Compatible. COlor
BMC Green

VERBATIM oATALIFE SS/DO (Boxes of 10)
ELEPHANT MEMORY DISKETTES (Boxes of 10)

COMPUTERLlNE, Inc.
1019 8th Street
Golden, CO 80401

SHOWROOM:
1136 South Colorado Blvd.
Denver, CO 80222 .

WRITE FOR OUR IBM/APPLE/NEC/ATARI CATALOG
IN COLORADO (303) 279-2727 - (303) 279-2848

CALL "THE COMPUTER-LINE"
1-(800)-525-7877

$2339
$ 489

$CALL
$CALL
$CALL

$ 339s 399
s 439
$ 479
$ 689
$1029
$1139
$ 55
$ 79

C-ITOH
F10 Word Quality Printer

• 40 CPS Printing
• Letter quality excellence
Now Only $1395

Prowriter 120cps (Parallel) . .
Prowriter 120cps (Parallel/Serial)
Prowriter (136 column) Parallel
Prowriter (136 column) ParatletSenar

SMITH CORONA TPI
Daisywheel Letter Ouautv NOW ONLY $589

$ 99
$ t69
s 335
$ 899
s 169
$ 349
$ 749
s 89

Brother HRl Letterquallty

MODEMS
Hayes Smanrnodem 300 baud
Hayes Smartmodem t 200 baud
Novation Cal
Novation D-Cat .
Novation Auto Cat
CERMETEK

1200 baud modem
DISKETTES

TERMS

SCALl
$29
$29
$39

$44.95
$29.95
$4200

S 469
S 619
s 699s 748

s 219
$529
s 14bs 165
$ 209
$CALL

$24.95
$24.95

APPLE PRODUCTS
CAUFORNIA MOUNTAIN

COMPlITER SYSTEMS HARDWARE
7710 Async. Serial lnt. St 35 CPS Multi-Function Card
7490 GPIB (IEEE-488)lnt. $239 The Clock
7470 Ana. to Otg. Converter $ 99 Super1alker
nl1 Async Serial (Term) $135 MuSIC System
7712 Sync. Seriallnt $149 ExpanStOn ChaSSIS
7721 Apple Parallellnt $109 Romwnter
Calendar/ClOCk Module S 99 Ram Plus
Program able Timer S 99

APPLE INTERFACE CARDS
Aporenme ™ Clock Card (VtSIDEX DB MASTER. etc compatible)
VIP Card (The Ultimate qreptucs Interlace Sene: Port With Cables I

s 89
$129

$169
$229

. $159
$319
$599
$139
$149

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

$229
$189
$189
$159
$229
$189
$ 79
$189
$539

VISICORP.INC.
Desktop Plan III
Desktop Plan II
Vistmes
Visiplot
VisitrendNisiplol
Visidex
Visiterm
Visicalc 3-3
Visipak

WE SELL 4ND SUPPORT
THE NEW BASIS 108
MICROCOMPUTER

STONEWARE
DB Master . $169
DB Utility Pack $ 69

APPLE WORD PROCESSING
On line·s Sensational Screenwriter II . . . . .. $ 89
Word Handler $159

Call for Continental, Dakin 5, Broderbund, Automated
Simulations, Avant-Garde, Edu·Ware, Denver, Howard,
SiriUS. Senslb4e, SynerQistic Software. Etc

DAVONG 5 - 10 - 15M byte
HARD DISK from $1595

MODEMS FOR APPLE
Hayes Mlcromodem II $269
Novation Apple Cat II $299

MODEM SOFTWARE
Visiterm $ 79
Transend II $119

CPM FOR APPLE
Microsoft Z80 Softcard $269

MISCELLANEOUS APPLE PRODUCTS
Enhancer II $119.00
Sup R Mod $ 27.95
System Saver $ 75 00

Apple Compatible
ADD-ON DISK DRIVES, 5'!."

FROM ONLY $299

80 COLUMN CARDS FOR APPLE
Wesper 80 Card $259
Vision 80 Card (Vista) $279
Vidax 80 Card $249

RAM CARDS
Davong 16K Card
Microsoft t 6K Card
T and G PRODUCTS
Game paddles
Joy Stk:k
Selecta-port Expander

s 89
$129

$ 29
$44s 49

CALL FOR PRICES ON
B & H. APPLE II, FRANKLIN ACE, BASIS 108

THE ULTIMATE IBM®
PERIPHERALS

Five Function-Memory/Serial/Parallel/Clock/Joystick

Monte Carlo ™ Card
• Up to 1 Megabytes expandable memory
• Full IBM Compatible RS-232 Serial Port
• Full IBM Compatible Centronic Parallel Port
• Real-time clock with built-in alarm features
• Full dual Joystick Port

SCALL

on a chip

I-C-MAGICTM
GRAPHIC MED/HI RES. SCREEN DUMP
PRINT SPOOLING
TERMINAL EMULATION

PGS-Princeton Graphics Systems
Hi-resolution, RGB Color Monitor ..
5'/4' Half Height 'Slim line' drives
put two floppies in a single siotl

DAVONG 5 - 10 - 15M byte Hard Disk Systems

..................... $CALL

...... $CALL
from $1595

,. Trademarks 01 Microcomputer BUSiness Industries Corp. (MBI)

NEW - NEC - APC - $CALL

computer-Llne, Inc.

RETAIL M.AIL OR.DER A~d ~% shiPPing (Minimum $2.50) . UPS ground We honor all manufacturers warranties and exchange taully goods immediatety Specialists In
~b~f:~~ I~~:.tl~~i~~~~~~~~~ toA~~:~~e: ~rr~~~t ~~j~:ocash discount Purchase orders from organizations With qooo credit accepted. 19% restocking fee on returned
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600
610
62010 REM FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS PROGRAM 630

20 REM WRITTEN 'BY WILLIAM PURPURA 640
30 REM COPYRIGHT JULY 05,1982 650
40 REM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BOTH 660
50 REM NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 670
60 REM PROGRAM WRITTEN IN APPLESOFT 680
70 RHl BASIC FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER 690
75 .REM PROGRAM NEEDS A DIs« DR IVE, BUT 700
77 REM A PRINTER IS NOT NEEDED. 710
80 ONERR GOTO 980 720
90 DIM LR$(4',LM$(4',oP$(11',RR$(4',RM$(6',AM$(3',PR$(5'.,PM$(5',CR$(2),CM$(51,S 730
R$ (10),BS$ (16',15$ (22) 740
100 oT = 1:PR = 0 750
110 D$ = "": REM CNTL D
120 GOTo 980
130 HOME
140 INPUT "READ IN A FILE(YES=1,No~2)";Q: IF Q
150 .IF Q ( 1 OR'Q > 2 THEN 130
160 INPUT "ENTER THE FILE NAME ";NC$
170 ,PRINT D$; "OPEN"; NC$
180 PRINT D$;"READ";NC$
190 INPUT 1<1
200 INPUT K2
210 INPUT 1<3

2 THEN 560

220 INPUT r.~4
INPUT 1<5
INPUT 1<6
INPUT )(7
INPUT 1<8
INPUT 1<9
INPUT KA
INPUT KB
INPUT KC
INPUT I<D
INPUT I<E
INPUT Jl
INPUT J2

2~
240
250
260
2ro
~O
290
~o
310
320
330
340
350 INPUT J3
360 INPUT J4
370 INPUT J5
380 INPUT J6
390 INPUT J7
400 INPUT J8
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500

INPUT J9
INPUT JA
INPUT JB
INPUT JC
INPUT JD
INPUT JE
INPUT JF
INPUTS3
INPUT S4
INPUT 55

!J 510 INPUT 56
~ 520 INPUT 57m 530 INPUT S8
:::!: 540 INPUT SB
Ci5 550 PRINT D$; "CLOSE"; NC$
o 560 INPUT "WRITE OUT FILE (YES=1,'NO=2'";Q: IF Q
o 570 IF Q < lOR Q :> 2 ·THEN .560-5 580 INPUT" ENTER THE FILE NAME ";NC$
§... 590 'PRINT D$: "OPEN":NC$
::J
CO

2 THEN 980

PRINT D$; "WRITE"; NC$ !!
PRINT 1<1 :;,

I

PRINT 1<2 :J>
PRINT 1<3 "C

.PRINT 1<4 "C

PRINT 1<5 (D
PRINT 1<6 :zJ
PRINT 1<7 AI

PRINT 1<8 -
PRINT )(9

O·
PRINT I<A

UI

PRINT I<B 0
PRINT KC 0:;,
PRINT I<D :=:
PRINT KE :;,
PRINT J1 C

PRINT J2 CD

PRINT J3
.0.

PRINT J4
PRINT J5
PRINT J6
PRINT J7
PRINT J8
PRINT J9
PRINT'JA
PRINT JB

760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860 PRINT JC
870 PRINT JD
880 PRINT JE
890 PRINT JF
900 PRINT S3
910 PRINT 54
920 PRINT 55
930 PRINT 56
940 PRINT 57
9S0 PRINT 58
960 PRINT SB
970 PRINT D$;"CLOSE";NC$
980 HOME: REM 5=4 LEVERAGE RATIO
990 oP$(l) = "INPUT BALANCE SHEET": REM S=l
1000 OF'$(2) = "INPUT INCOME STATEt1ENT DATA": REt1 5=2
1010 OF'$(3) = "INPUT THE SToC"::PRICE DATA": RE~l 5=3
1020 OP$(4) = "LIQUIDITY RATIOS": REM 5=4
1030 OP$(S) = "LEVERAGE RATIOS": REM 5=5
1040 OP$(6) = "ACTIVITY RATIOS": REt1 5=6
1050 OP$(71 = "PRoFITAE'ILITY RATIOS": RE~l S=7
1060 OP$ (8) = "COVERAGE RATIOS": REt1 5=8
1070 OP$(9) =. "STOCI( RATIOS": RE~l 5=9
1080 OP$ (10) = "FILE INPUT/OUTPUT": REt1 5=10
1090 OP$(ll) = "EXIT PROGRAM": REM 5=10
1100 DB$ = "(m,B KEY RATIO)"
.1110 LR$(lI = "CURRENT RATIO": REM WI
1120 MI·$ = "*** MISC. INFORMATION ***"
n30 LR$(2) = "INVENTORY TO WORKING CAPITAL": REM W2
1140 LR$(3' = "CURRENT DEBT'TO INVENTORY": REM 1013
1150 LR$(4' '= "QUICI< RATIO": REM W4
1160 LM$(l1 = "TOTAL WoRnNG CAPITAL": REM C1
1170.LM$(2) = "TOTAL CURRENT DEBT": REM )(9
1180 LM$(3) = "TOTAL CURRENT· ASSETS": REM K4
l'190'LM$(4) = ".ENDING INVENTORY": 'RE~l 1<3
1200 AR$ (1) = "INVENTORY TURNOVER": REM Al
1210 AR$(2' = "COLLECTION PERIOD": REM A2
1220 AR$(3) = "FIXED ASSET TURNOVER": REM A3
1230 AR$ (4) = "WoRt<ING CAPITAL TURNOVER": RE~l A4
1240 AR$ (5) = "TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER": RE~l AS
1250 AR$(6) = "NUMBER OF DAYS OF PAYABlES": REM A6



It's like having X-ray ears ...
Tiny, powerful electronic "ears"

let yOU·hear whispers through walls,
conversations 2 mil.es away_

,.-----------------.------------ ..•
NEW HORIZONS, 245 Fifth Ave., Dept.CC2, New York. N.Y. 10016
Please ship at once, with 30-day money-back guarantee:
o Super-Ear Model SB-5, $139.95
o 2 for $129.95 each
o Super-Ear Model SB-l, $99.95
o 2 for $89.95 each
o Dyna-Mike Model IC 18, $129.95
o 2 for $119.95 each
o Dyna-Mike Model X-18, $149.95
02 for $139.95 each
o Dyna-Mike Model X-3, $99.95
o 2 for $89.95 each
o Phone Answerer/Recorder, $49.95
o Phone Recorder, $29.95
o 2 for $24.95 each

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I----------------------------

The Dyna-Mike
Transmitter

It's smaller than a quarter. But DYNA-MIKE
will transmit every sound in a room to an FM
radio tuned to the proper unused frequency,
from '/3 mile to 2 miles away.

If you're at a
neighbor's home
a block from
your own,
you can
hear your baby's
cry, or you can
tell the instant your
spouse comes home. If two
of you are driving tandem in two cars, one or
both of you can communicate with the other
even if other cars drive between you.

DYNA-MIKE has as many uses as your im-
.aqinatlon can think of. For a business con-
ference, let the ti ny microphone sit uneb-
trusively on the table or concealed on a shelf,
and you'll be able to record every word. For
businesses, you can put an FM receiver in a
warehouse or remote office and "broadcast"
instructions or orders to be filled.

Public speakers never had a better friend
than the DYNA-MIKE. Nowires or setup - just
turn on one or more radios and your speech will
come through with perfect fidelity. Put one on
the front porch. If you hear a suspicious sound,
turn on the radio and you'll hear the doorbell or
the ring of the telephone.

Choose Your Model
New Horizons is introducing three models of

the DYNA-MIKE supersensitive broadcast
microphone. Model IC-18 is the world's
smallest micorphone - it's a miracle of elec-
tronic miniature power, with a high-fidelity
range of 1800 feet. Introductory price is
$129.95 (two for only $119.95 each).

Model X-18 is the longest-range microphone,
with an unbelievable two-mile range. Introduc-
tory price is $149.95 (two for only $139.95
each).

Model X-3 is the most sensitive microphone.
It broadcasts perfect-quality sound even from
low-levels or whispers, up to 1,500 feet. In-
troductory price is $99.95 (two for only $89.95
each).

Each microphone is fully wired, complete
with standard HC-l.35v. battery, good for 100
hours of continuous use and easily and inex-
pensively replaceable.

Of course you're protected by the New
Horizon guarantee: use any DYNA-MIKE
transmitter microphone for 30 days, with the
right to return it for a full refund if you're not
delighted.

PHONE OR USE THIS COUPON

The Super-Ear
You'll hear it all.

Effortlessly, you can hear not just a baby's
cries, but quiet breathing, through a concrete
wall a foot thick. Put the SUPER-EARearphone
in your ear and place the speaker on the wall.
That's all there is to it.

SUPER-EARhears every1hing, and even more
astounding, hears it clearly. It's as though the
wall weren't there. If you're coming home late
at night and think intruders are in your
residence, let SUPER-EAR find out for you;
Want to know if the meeting is over in the room
with the closed door? SUPER-EARwill tell you
in a second.

SUPER-EARis undetectable from the other
side of the wall. The quality of sound has amaz-
ing fidelity-good enough to record, and
SUPER-EARhas its own built-in recorder jack.

Because SUPER-EARis the ultimate listen-
ing device, you can
use it to pinpoint hidden
squeaks in your car
or the source of
mysterious
engine
noises.
Construction
experts use
it to check
for flaws
or cracks
in buildings.
It Works Anywhere!

Ever put your ear to a railroad track to try to
hear the train? Try it with SUPER-EAR.You'll
hear that train many miles .away. Use it as a
powerful stethoscope on yourself, a friend, or a
pet. You can even hear a bird's breathing.

The only source for SUPER-EAR is New
Horizons. Choose from two models - Model
SB-5, with ultrasensitlve microphone, $139.95
(two for only $129.95 each); or Model SB-1,
with suction-type microphone, $99.95 (two for
only $89.95 each).

Use your SUPER-EARfor 30 days. If for any
reason you're not delighted, the absolute New
Horizons guarantee means you can return it for
a prompt refund.
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The Phone Answerer
Recorder
The PHONE ANSWERER/RECORDERcon-

nects in seconds between any tape recorder
and your telephone. When you're away it
automatically delivers a message up to 20
seconds to anyone who calls: when you'll
return, when to call back, where you are.

When you're there, the ANSWERER/-
RECORDERstarts

any cassette recorder
automatically

when you pick
up the phone

and shuts
off when you

hang up.

It records both sides of the conversation with
astonishing clarity, giving you a permanent
record of every call, preventing unauthorized
use of your phone. and eliminating misun-
derstandings over what was said. It's specially
wired to extend recording time on your tape
recorder. Needs no batteries - it's always
"alive" .
The PHONE ANSWERER/RECORDERis a

masterpiece of miniaturization. It's yours for
$49.95 (two for only $44.95 each). PHONE
RECORDERumt alone, records but doesn't
answer, $29.95 (two for $24.95) each). Every
instrument has the unbeatable New Horizons
guarantee.

For immediate service on credit card orders,
call toll-free 24 hours a day, seven days a
week:

1-800-227-1617
Ask for operator NO. 110

in California: 800-772-3545

We Absolutely Guarantee' Use any electronic
instrument acquired from us for up to 30 days.
If you decide for any reason that you don't want
to keep it, return it for a 100% refund.

N€W HORIZONS
245 Fifth Avenue

New York. N.Y. 10016

Indicate payment method:
_ Check enclosed

Bill to __ VISA __ Master Card
No. _

Expires Signature _
Name _
Address _

City _____ State __ Zip _
Please add $1.75 per total order for shipping.
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1260 AM$(l) = "NET SALE:; FOR PERIOD", REfi Jl
1270 AM$(2) = "RECIEVABLES FOR PERIOD": REM K2
12BO AM$ (3) = "PAYABLES FOR PERIOD": REM xs
1290 PR$ (1) = "RETURN ON NET WORTH", REM PI
1300 PR$(2) = "SALES MARGIN": REM P2
1310 PR$(3) = "TOTAL ASSET PRODUCTIVITY", REM P3
1320 PR$(4) = "GROSS PROFIT TO SALES", REM P4
1330 PR$ (5) = "OPERATING PROFIT TO SALES", REM P5
1340 PM$ (1) = "NET AFTER TAX PROFIT", REM YY=JA-JB
1350 PM$(2) = "TANGIBLE NET WORTH", REM XX=KD-K6
1360 PM$(3) = "NET SALES FOR PERIOD", REM Jl
1370 PM$(4) = "EARNINGS BEFORE INT. ~< TAX", REM JB
13BO PM$ (5) = "GROSS PROFIT FOR PERIOD", REM J3
1390 CR$(1) = "FIXED CHARGES COVERAGE", REM Cl
1400 CR$(2) = "DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE", REM C2
1410 CM$(1) = "PROFIT BEFORE TAXES", REM JA
1420 CM$(2) = "TOTAL INTEREST CHARGES", REM J9
1430 CM$ (3) = "TOTAL LEASE OPBLIGATIONS", REM JE
1440 CM$ (4) = "SINKING FUND PAY~lENTS", REM JF
1450 C~l$(5) = "TOTAL DEPRECIATION", REf'l J5
1460 SR$(I) = "EARNINGS PER SHARE - EPS", REM SI
1470 SR$(2) = "PRICE TO EARNINGS - PlE", RE~l S2
14BO SR$(3) = "STOCK'S CURRENT PRICE": REM S3
1490 SR$(4) = "CURRENT DIVIDEND PAYOUT", RE~l S4
1500 SR$(5) = "MARKET INTEREST RATE (X)": REM S5
1510 SR$(6) = '''T' BILL INTEREST RATE (X)": REM S6
1520 SR$(7) = "STOCf(S CURRENT BETA": REfi S7
1530 SR$ (B) = "STOCfC:SGROWTH RATE": REM SB
1540 SR$ (9) = "CAPfi STOCK RETURN": REf1 S9
1550 SR$(10) = "CALCULATED STOCK PRICE", REM SA
1560 RR$(I) = "TOTAL DEBT TO NET WORTH", REM L1
1570 RR$(2) = "CURRENT DEBT TO NET WORTH", REM L2
15BO RR$(3) = "FIXED ASSETS TO NET WORTH": REM L3
1590 RR$(4) = "TI~lES INTEREST EARNED", REM L4
1600 RM$ (1) = "TANGIBLE NET WORTH", REf1 Tl
1610 RM$(2) = "CURRENT DEBT": REM K9
1620 Rf1$(3) = "LONG TERM DEBT": REf'l KA
1630 RM$(4) = "TOTAL FIXED ASSETS", REfi f(5
1640 RM$(5) = "PROFIT BEFORE TAXES", REM J6
1650 RM$ (6) = "INTEREST PAID THIS PERIOD", RE~l J9
1660 BS$(I) = "CASH AND ITS EQUIVELENT= ": REM Kl
1670 BS$(4) = "TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS= ", REM K4
16BO BS$ (3) = "NET INVENTORY (LESS CORR.) = ", REf1 K3
1690 8S$(5) = "TOTAL FIXED ASSETS (LESS DEPR.)= ": REM f(5
1700 8S$ (7) = "TOTAL OF ALL ASSETS= ", RE~l K7
1710 8S$ (2) = "NET ACCOUNTS REC IEVA8LE= ", RE~l K2
1720 BS$ (6) = "INTANGIBLE ASSETS= ": REM b~6
1730 BS$ (B) = "TOTAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE= ", REM f(8
1740 E<S$(9) = "TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES= ": REf'l K9
1750 B6$(10) = "TOTAL LONG TERM DEBT= ", REM KA
1760 B6$(14) = "RETAINED EARNINGS= ", REM KE
1770 BS$ (13) = "TOTAL COM~1DN STOCK= ", REt-l KD
17BO BS$(I1) = "TOTAL OF ALL LIA8ILITIES= ", REf'l KB
1790 BS$(12) = "TOTAL OF PREFER ED STOCK= ", REM KC
leOO BS$(15) = "TOTAL STOCK HOLDERS EQUITY= ": REM KD
1810 8S$(16) = "TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES= ", REM KE
1820 IS$(I) = "NET SALES THIS PERIOD= ", REM Jl
1830 IS$(2) = "COST OF GOODS SOLD= ", REM J2
1840 IS$ (3) = "GROSS PROFIT= ", REfi J3
1850 IS$(4) = "GROSS OPERATING PROFIT= ", REM J4
1860 [S$(5) = "TOTAL DEPRECIATION THIS PERIOD= ", REM J5
1870 IS$(6) = "NET PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS= ", REM J6
1880 [S$(7) = "OTHER INCOME= ", REM J7
1890 IS$(8) = "GROSS INCOME= ", REM J8
1900 [S$(9) = "INTEREST PAID THIS PERIOD= ": REf1 J9
1910 IS$(10) = "NET BEFC'RE TAX INCot1E= ": REM JA

"T1
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1920 IS$(11)
1930 IS$(12)
1940 IS$(13)
1950 IS$(14)
1960 IS$(15)
1970 IS$(16)
1980 IS$(17)
1990 IS$(18)
2000 IS$(19)
2010 15$(20)
2020 IS$(21)
2030 15$(22)
2040 HOME,

"TOTAL TAXES PAID= ", REf'l JB
"DIVIDENDS FOR THIS PERIOD= ", RE~l JC
"ENDING RETAINED EARNINGS= ": REf'l JD
"TOTAL OF LEASE PAYMENTS= ": REM JE
"TOTAL SINKING FUND PAYMENTS= ", REf1 JF
"STOCKS CURRENT PRICE= ", RE~l S3
"STOCKS CURRENT DIVIDEND= ", REM S4
"MARf(ET INTEREST RATE (X)= ": REM S5
"CURRENT T BILL RATE (X)= ": REM S6
"STOCKS CURRENT BETA= ": REM S7
"STOCKS GROWTH RATE (X)= ": REM S8
"# OF SHARES OF COMMON (b~)",RE~l SB

TEXT

:!!
:::Jl:-
og
og
CD
::c
I»-0'
t/I

(")
o:::J-:i'
cs

2050 IF OT = 2 THEN 5050: GOlD 2060
2060 GOSUB 4990: GOSUB 5010, GOSU85030: ON S GOSUB 2070,2470,2890,3160,3450,37
60,4080,4420,4650,130,4940: GOTO 2050
2070 REM INPUT THE BALANCE SHEET
2080 HOME, PRINT" INPUT THE BALANCE SHEET DATA"
2090 VTAB 3: PRINT BS$(I);Kl, INPUT L: IF L >
2100 VTAB 4: PRINT BS$(2);K2, INPUT L, IF L )
2110 VTAB 5: PRINT BS$(3);K3i INPUT L: IF L < )
2120 VTAB 6: PRINT BS$(4),K4: INPUT L: IF L >
2130 VTAB 7: PRINT BS$(5),K5: INPUT L: IF L < )
214'0 VTA8 8: PRINT BS~;(6);K6, INF'UT L: IF L
2150 VTAB 9, PRINT BS$(7);K7: INPUT L: IF L < >
2160 VTA8 10, PRINT BS$(8);K8: INPUT L, IF L
2170 VTAB 11, PRINT BS$(9);K9: INPUT L, IF L
2180 VTA8 12: PRINT BS$(10) KA, INPUT L: IF L
2190 VTAB 13: PRINT BS$(II) KB: INPUT L: IF L
2200 VTAB 14: PRINT BS$(12) KC: INPUT L: IF L
2210 VTAB 15: PRINT BS$(13) KD, INPUT L: IF L
2220 VTAB 16: PRINT BS$(14) KE\ INPUT L: IF L
2230 HOME
2240 HO ::;;:1

THEN Kl
THEN K2
THEN K3
THEN K4
THEN K5
tHEN K6

L
L
L
L
L
L

:>

1 THEN K7 = L
- 1 THEN K8 = L
- 1 THEN K9 = L

1 THEN r::A= L
THEN KB = L
THEN f::C= L
THEN VD = L
THEN f<E = L

2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560

IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#l"
PRINT" BALANCE SHEET DATA"
VTA8 3: PRINT BS$(I);Kl
VTA8 4: PRINT 8S$(2);K2
VTA8 5: PRINT BS$(3);K3
VTA8 6: PRINT BS$(4);K4
VTAB 7: PRINT BS$(5);K5
VTAB 8: PRINT BS$(6);K6
VTAB 9: PRINT BS$(7);K7
VTAB 10: PRINT BS$(8);K8
VTA8 11: PRINT BS$(9);K9
VTAB 12: PRINT BS$(10);KA
VTAB 13: PRINT BS$(11);KB
VTA8 14: PRINT BS$(12);KC
VTAB 15: PRINT B6$(13);KD
VTA8 16, PRINT BS$(14);KE
PRINT D$;"PR#(>"
VTAB 23: INPUT "MODIFY=l, PRINTER=2, MENU=3 ";T: IF T
IF T = 2 THEN HO = 2
IF T = 2 THEN 2250
IF T = 3 THEN RETURN
IF T ) 3 OR T < 1 THEN 2420
REM S=2 INCOME STATEMENT
HOME , PRINT" INPUT THE INCOME STATEMENT"
VTAB 3, PRINT IS$(1) ;Jl: INPUT L: IF L < :>
VTAB 4: PRINT IS$(2);J2: INPUT L: IF L :>
VTAB 5: PRINT IS$ (3);J3: INPUT L: IF L'~ >
VTAB 6, PRINT IS$(4);J4: INPUT L: IF L < )
VTAB 7: PRINT IS$(5);J5: INPUT L, IF L <
VTAB 8, PRINT IS$(6) ;J6: INPUT L, IF L < :>
VTAB 9, PRINT IS$(7);J7, INPUT L: IF L' :>
VTAB 19: PRINT IS$(B),J8: INPUT L: IF L < :>

1 THEr-.J 2080

THEN Jl = L
1 THEN J2 = L
1 THEN J3 = L
1 THEN J4 = L
1 THEN J5 = L
1 THEN J6 = L

THEN J7 = L
- 1 THEN J8 ; L



raw UDlockedAPPle Utility Disks
~Don't Ilow Your lucks on Locked-UpUncopyableAppleSoftware.1a)
~\ - •.s.'1'~-=-_ Frame-Up .....£.. Flex Text - GOJ'Oyour

HI-8P11JID GllAPHICS DISPLAY "'... 70-COL11Ml'f TlDXT VTILITY Apg!e ~:::;.:or
BYTOX WlIIBKAAJl BY JlAll][ SDlOJIBJllI ':f.:ka.

CREATE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTHTEXT on the hi-res
Intermixed hi-res, to-res and ten frames. Easy-to- screens with normal Applesoft commands
use and FAST- hi-res Images load In 2''<'- (Including Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded &: com-
aeconc1a! Paddles or Keyboard-advance frames In pressed text on same screen- no hardware!
forward or reverse. ADD GRAPHICS TO TEXT or vice-versa. Run
UNATTENDED SHOWS are possible with each existing programs under Flex.Text control. Easy

frame IndMdua11r pre-programmed to appear on to use and compatible with PLEe>and GPLE.e>
the screen from to 99 seconds. DOS TOOL KITC>FONT compatibility, or use
TEXT SCREEN EDITOR lets you create your Flex Text fonts. Select up to 9 fonts with ctrl-key

own b/w text "slides". Add type iive" from the commands. PrInt/List/Catalog In any style! Cus-
keyboard during preaentations If you want. tom TEXT CHARACTER EDITOR Included.
DISPlAY MODULE: Send entire presentations- FLEX TEXT: $29.50

on-disk to your friends and associates. (Includes PeekslPokes Chart; requires monitor)

FRAME-UP: 829.50
(IOOudesPeekslPokes Chart)

Apple Mechanic
SlIAPII-WlUTJIIB/Br.rJI-ZAP DISK

BY BJIllT JClBSBY
SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for hi-

res animation In your programs. Design propor-
tionally-spaced typefaces with special
characters. 6 fonts on the disk. Listable demos
show how to use shape tables to animate games
graphics and professlonal Charts &: Graphs. '
BYTE-ZAP:Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair

or alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen
for inspection. Hex/Dec/ AscII displays and Input.
Complete instructions for making trick file
names, restoring deleted files, etc.
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for

your programs. Educational documentation.
APPLE MECHANIC:

(Includes PeekalPokes Chart S,

~\ Typefaces
1'0R.APPLlII IIJICKAl'nC

26 NEW FONTS CorApple Mechanic's Xtyper
and HI-Writer programs. Most are full 96-charac-
ter fonts, large &: small, of fully-edltable charac-
ters. (Apple Mechanic required)
BEAGLE MENU: Use with your disks. Display

only the filenames you want (e.g. only Applesoft
lUes or only Locked files) for one-key cursor
selection/execution. Space-on-dtsk, catalog
scan, optional sector-number elimination.

TYPEFACES: 820.00
(Includes PeekalPokes Chart &: BeagleMenuUtility)

Beagle Bag ~.\
1I-GAlD1B-PLUS 011' 0101 DISK

BY BJIlrr JClBSJIY
TWELVE GREAT GAMES from the classic Bea-

ate Bras collectlon- TextTra!n, Slippery Dllllts,
"'owzo, M""'c Pack, BUZZWOrd...Almost all ofour
UGame Pack" games, updllted and re-reieesed on
one jam-packed. entertaining. unprotected disk.
COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with anyone-game

locked-up game disk on the market today. All 12
aames are a blast, the price Is riIlbt. the lnstruc-
Bona are cry8tal cl_. AND the disk Is coovable.
You can even change the programs or list diem to
LEARN, and eee wliat makes them tick.
BEAGLE MEN'OTOO: See ~faceII" above.

BEAGLE BAG:S29.50
(Includes _lPokes Chart &: ~e MenuUtility)

Tip Disk# 1 Where to Buy Beagle Broa Di8ka:
100 TIP BOOK TIPS 011' DISK MOSTAPPLE DEALERS carty Be8llle Brae IIOft'nre.

BY BJIlrr JClBSBY If yours doesn't, get on his cue. Or order cIlrect1y
from us for IMMEDIATESHIPMENT-

100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beaale Bros ••••••••••••••••Tip Books 1-4. Make your Apple do Uilngs Its
never done! AU programs c~le Cor~-. Visa/MasterCard/COD, Ca.llTOLL J'BlIIB
mentation. tncludee our AJ'~ mmand C art: Nattonwide: 1-800-854.2003, ext. 827
ALL Applesoft., Integer &: Commands! • California: 1-800-522-1500, ext. 827

TIP DISK-I: 820,00 •(includes PeekalPokes and AppleCommand Ch..-tA) Alaska/Hawa11: 1-800-854-2622. ext. 827.-==----------
•

OR mall U.S.check. money order or ViSa/MCnos.
to Bl!lAGLE BB.08, Dept. C

4315 SIERRAVISTA/ SANDIEGO. CA92103

Utility City
11 UTILlTIlIIS 011' 0101 DISK

BYBJIllT JClBSJIY
UST FORMATTER prints each program state-

ment on a new line. Loops Indented with printer
page breaks. A great de-bugger! Also ...
MULTI-COLUMNcatalogs for printouts, auto-

post Run-number &: Date In programs, put Invisi-
ble commands In programs, create INVlSmLE file
names, alphabetize/store Info on disk, convert
decimal to hex or INI' to FP, renumber to 65535,
append programs, dump text-screen to printer ...
MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!

unUTY 829.50
Chart &: Tip Book'"3)

10 FORA = 1 TO22: PRINT CHR$(ASC(MIDS(
"IJ-!IPX(T'ZPVS!TJTU1iS@",A, 1))-A/A);

20 FORB = 1 TO4: C = PEEK(49200): NEXT B, A

DOSBoss
DISK COIDIAJI]) BDITOR

BYBJIlrr JClBSJIY & JACK C.A88IDY
RENAME COMMANDS &: ERROR MESSAGES:

"catalog" can be WC";"Syntax Error" can be
"Oops" or anything you want. Protect your pro-
grams: unauthorized save-attempt can produce
"Not Copyab1e" message. Also llST-preYention
and one-key program-run from catalog.
CUSTOMIZE DOS: Change Disk Volume head-

Ing to your message. OmlUalter catalog file codes.
Fascinating documentation and tips; hours of
juicy reading and Apple experiments.
ANYONEUSING YOUR DISKS (booted or not)

will be formatting DOS the way you designed It.
DOS BOSS: 824.00

(Includes PeekalPokes Chart. DOSBook &: Tip Book<"2)

t SINCE I GOT MY
BEA(;L:!; BAD!. coMMAND

_. CHART, I'VE A(QUlRf"D

I

\~) Nf"W VIM ANO 'i&QB.'

. ~an UIlBollcltedendorsement)

"APPLE"1S 8~~~Of-
You-Know-Who. -'

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A' ProntoDOS1'~-HIGH-SPIIBD DISK VTILI'1'Y
BYTOXWlIIBKAAJl

HIGH-SPEED DOS! Take a look-
Function. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . Normal PrOIlto
BLOADHI-RES IMAGE 10 see. 3 see.
BSAVE HI-RES IMAGE 12 see. 6 see.
LOAD 6O-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 see. 4 see.
SAVE 6O-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 see. 9 see.
BLOAD lANGUAGE CARD 13 see. 4 see.
TEXT P1LES (no~)
BOOTPRONTO-DOS or any updated normal-3.3

disk. Create new ProntoDos disks with the nor-
mallNIT command. ProntoDos Is compatible with
ALL DOS COMMANDS and performs normally
with almost ALL programs, Including CopyA.
MORE DISK SPACE: ProntoDos trees-up 15-

extra-sectors per disk. almost one tun track!
PRONTO-DOS:829.50
(IOOudesPeekslPokes Chart)

·.A1phaPlot
HI-US GllAPHICS/TlDXT VTILITY
BY BJIlrr JClBSBY & JACK C.A88IDY

DRAWINHI-RES, on 2 pages, using keyboard or
paddles/!oystlck. See lines before plotting.
Mixed-colors and reverse (background opposite).
Fast circles, boxes and e1llpses: filled or outlined.
COMPRESS HI-RES PIX to 1/3 Disk-Space.

Superimpose pages or re-locate any rectangular
Image area anYwhere on either hi-res page.
.HI-RES TEXT: Proportional spacing. adjustable

character size and color, upper/lowercase, no tab
limits, sideways typing for graphs.

ALPHA PLOT: 839,50
(Includes PeekslPokes Chart &: Tip Book-')

Pleaae add '1.50 FIrat Class shipping. any size order.
Overeeas add $4. 000 add $3. C&Ilfornl&add 6%.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.
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2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820

VTAB 11: PRINT IS$ (9);J9: INPUT L: IF L -:
VTAS 12: PRINT IS$(10);JA: INPUT L: IF L <
VTAS 13: PRINT IS$ (Ill;JS: INPUT L: IF L <
VTAS 14: PRINT IS$ (12);JC: INPUT L: IF L <
VTAS 15: PRINT IS$ (13);JD: INPUT L: IF L <
VTAS 16: PRINT IS$ (14);JE: INPUT L: IF L <
VTAB 17: PRINT IS$ (15);JF: INPUT L: IF L -(

HO = 1
IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#I"
HOME
PRINT" INCOME STATEMENT DATA"
VTAB 3: PRINT IS$(I);Jl
VTAS 4: PRINT I5$(2);J2
VTAB S: PRINT IS$(3);J3
VTAS 6: PRINT IS$(4) ;J4,
VTAB 7: PRINT IS$(5);J5
VTAS 8: PRINT IS$(6);J6
VTAB 9: PRINT IS$(7);J7
VTAB 10: PRINT IS$(8);J8
VTAB 11: PRINT IS$(9);J9
VTAB 12: PRINT 15$(10) JA
VTAB 13: PRINT 15$(11) JB
VTAB 14: PRINT 15$(12) JC
VTAB 15: PRINT 15$(13) JD
VTAB 16: PRINT 15$(14) JE
VTAB 17: PRINT 15$(15) JF

- 1 THEN J9 = L
1 THEN JA = L
1 THEN JE<= L
1 THEN JC = L
1 THEN JD = L
1 THEN JE = L

THEN JF = L

>
>
>
>
:>
:>
:>

2830 PRINT D$; I'PR#OIl
2840 VTAB 23: INPUT "MODIFY=I, PRINTER=2, MENU=3 ";T: IF T = 1 THEN 2490
2850 IF T = 2 THEN HO = 2
2860 IF T = 2 THEN 2650
2870 IF T = 3 THEN RETURN
2880 IF T :> 3 OR T 1 THEN 2840
2890 REM 5=3 5TOCK DATA
2900 HOME: PRINT " INPUT THE 5TOCK DATA"
2910 VTAS 3: PRINT IS$(16);53: INPUT L: IF L :> 1 THEN 53 = L
2920 VTAE< 4: PRINT 15$(17);54: INPUT L: IF L -( ) - 1 THEN 54 = L
2930 VTAB 5: PRINT IS$(18);55: INPUT L: IF L :> - 1 THEN 55 = L
2940 VTAB 6: PRINT 15$(19);56: INPUT L: IF L :> - 1 THEN 56 = L
2950 VTAB 7: PRINT I5$(20);S7: INPUT L: IF L :> - 1 THEN 57 = L
2960 VTAB 8: PRINT I5$(21);S8: INPUT L: IF L -( :> - 1 THEN S8 = L
2970 VTAE< 9: PRINT IS$(22);SB: INPUT L: IF L -(:> 1 THEN SE<= L
2980 HO = 1
2990 IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#I"
3000 HOME
3010 PRINT" 5TOCK DATA "
3020 VTAB 3: PRINT 15$(16) 53
3030 VTAB 4: PRINT 15$(17) 54
3040 VTAB 5: PRINT 15$(18) 55
3050 VTAB 6: PRINT 15$(19) 56
3060 VTAB 7: PRINT 15$(20) 57
3070 VTAS 8: PRINT 15$(21) 58
3080 VTAS 9: PRINT 15$(22) 5B
3090 T = 0
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180

PRINT D$;"PR#O"
VTAB 23: 'INPUT "MODIFY=I, PRINTER=2, MENU=3 ";T: IF T
IF T = 2 THEN HO = 2
IF T = 2 THEN 2990
IF T = 3 THEN RETURN
IF T > 3 OR T < 1 THEN 3110
REM LIQUIDITY RATIO 5=4
HOME : REM LIQUIDITY RATO

HO = 1

1 THEN 2900

3190 IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#I"
3200 C1 = K4 - K9: REM WORKING CAPITAL
3210 WI = K4 I K9: REM CURRENT RATIO
3220 W2 = K3 I 1K4 - K9): REt1 INVENTORY TO WORI<ING CAPITAL

3230
324(1

W3 = K9 I K3: REM CURRENT DEBT TO INVENTORY
W4 = (K4 - 1<3) I K9: REM QUICK RATIO
T = 100 * Wl:XX = T:W1 = XX:Wl = WI I 100
T = 100 * W2:X% = T:W2 = XX:W2 = W2 / 100
T = 100 * W3:XX = T:W3 = XX:W3 = W3 I 100
T = 100 * W4:XX = T:W4 = XX:W4 = W4 I 100
REt1 NOW OUTPUT RE5UL TS
PRINT TAB( 9)"*** LI,QUIDITY RATIOS ***"
PRINT: PRINT LR$(l); TAB( 32) WI: PRINT DB$
PRINT: PRINT LR$(2); TAB( 32) W2: PRINT DB$
PRINT, PRINT LR$(3); TAB( 32) W3: PRINT DB$
PRINT: PRINT LR$(4); TAB( 32) W4: PRINT DE<$
PRINT: PRINT TAS( 9);MI$
PRINT

3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360
3370 PRINT LM$(I); TAB( 32) Cl
3380 PRINT LM$(2); TAB( 32) K9
3390 PRINT LM$(3); TAB( 32) K4
3400 PRINT LM$(4); TAB( 32) K3
3410 PRINT D$;"PR#O"
3420 VTAB 23: INPUT "MENU=I, PRINTER=2 ";T: IF T
3430 IF T = 2 THEN HO = 2
3440 IF T = 2 THEN 3190
3450 REM LEVERAGE RATIOS S=5
3460 HOME: REM LEVERAGE RATI05
3470 HO = 1
3480 IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$; "F'R#I"
3490 XX = KD - 1<6
3500 YY = JA - JB: REM AFTER TAX PROFIT
3510 L1 = (KA + K9) I XX: REM TOTAL DEBT TO NET WORTH
3520 L2 = 1<9 / XX: REt1 CURRENT DEBT TO NET WORTH
3530 L3 = K5 / XX: REM FIXED ASSETS TO NET WORTH
3540 L4 = (J6 + J9) / J9: REM TIMES INTEREST EARNED
3550 T = 100 * L1:XX = T:Ll = XX:Ll = L1 / 100
3560 T = 100 * L2:X% = T:L2 = X%:L2 = L2 / 100
3570 T = 100 * L3:XX = T:L3 = XX:L3 = L3 I 100
3580 T = 100 * L4:XX = T:L4 = XX:L4 = L4 / 100
3590 REM NOW OUTPUT RE5ULTS
3600 PRiNT TAB( 9)"*** LEVERAGE RATI05
3610 PRINT: PRINT RR$(l); TAB( 32);L1:
3620 PRINT: PRINT RR$(2); TAB( 32);L2:
3630 PRINT: PRINT RR$(3'; TAB( 32);L3:
3640 PRINT: PRINT RR$(4); TAB( 32);L4:
3650 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 9);MIS
3660 PRINT
3670 PRINT
3680 PRINT
3690 PRINT
3700 PRINT
3710 PRINT
3720 PRINT
3730 VTAB
3740 IF T
3750 IF T
3760 HOME
3770 HO = 1
3780 IF HO = 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#I"
3790 Al = Jl / K3: REM INVENTORY TURNOVER
3800 A2 = K2 * 365 / Jl: REM COLLECTION PERIOD
3810 A3 = J1 / K5: REM FIXED A55ET TURNOVER
3820 A4 = J1 / 0<4 - ~::9):REt1 WORKING CAPITAL TURNOVER
3830 A5 = Jl / K7: REM TOTAL A55ET TURNOVER
3840 A6 = K2 * 360 / Jl
3850 T = 1~) * Al:XX = T:Al = XX:A1 = Al I 100
3860 T = 10 * A2:XX = T:A2 = XX:A2 = A2 / 10
3870 T = 100 * A3:XX = T:A3 = XX:A3 = A3 / 100
3880 T = 100 * A4:XX = T:A4 = XX:A4 = A4 I 100

1 THEN

***"
PRINT DBS
PRINT DBS
PRINT DDS
F'RINT DBS

R~l$(1)
R~lS(2)
RMS(3)
Rt1$(4)

TAB( 32) XX
TAB( 32) 1<9
TAB ( 32) f<A
TAB ( 32) f::5

RM$(6); TAB( 32);J9
D$;"PR#O"

23: INPUT "MENU=I, PRINTER=2 ";T: IF T
2 THEN HO = 2

1 THEN

2 THEN 3480
REM ACTIVITY RATI05 5=6

F,ETURN

RETURN
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3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090

T - 100 * AS:XX - T.AS - XX.AS - AS I 100
T - 10 * A6.XX - T.A6 - XX.A6 - A6 I 10
REM NOW OUTPUT RESULTS
PRINT TAB( 9)"*** ACTIVITY RATIOS ***"
PRINT. PRINT AR$(I); TAB( 32);AI. PRINT DB$
PRINT: PRINT AR$(2); TAB( 32);A2. PRINT DB$
PRINT. PRINT AR$(3); TAB( 32);A3. PRINT DB$
PRINT. PRINT AR$(4); TAB( 32);A4: PRINT DB$
PRINT. PRINT AR$(S); TAB( 32);A5
PRINT. PRINT AR$(6); TAB( 32);A6
PRINT. PRINT TAB( 9);MI$
PRINT
PRINT AM$(I); TAB( 32);Jl
PRINT AM$ (2); TAB ( 32); fc:2
PRINT AM$(3); TAB( 32);K8
PRINT D$;"PR#O"
VTAB 24. INPUT "MENU-I, PRINTER-2 ";T. IF T
IF T - 2 THEN HO - 2
IF T - 2 THEN 3780
REM S-7 PROFITABILITY RATIOS
HOME • REM NOW CALCULATE A FEW NUMBERS

RETURN1 THEN

4100 HO - 1
411<) IF Ho - 2 THEN .PRINT D$, "PR#I"
4120 YY - JA - JB
4130 XX - KD - K6
4140 PI - YY I XX. REM RETURN ON NET WORTH
41S0 P2 - YY I Jl. REM SALES MARGIN
4160 P3 - (J8 - JB) I K7. REM TOTAL ASSET PRODUCTIVITY
4170 P4 - J3 I Jl. REM GROSS PROFIT TO SALES
4180 P5 - J4 I Jl: RH1 OPERATING PROFIT TO SALES
4190 T - 1000 * Pl:XX - T:Pl - XX.Pl - PI I 1~)0
4200 T = 1000 * P2:X% = T:P2 = X%:P2 = P2 I 1000
4210 T - 1000 * P3.XX - T.P3 - XX:P3 - P3 I 1000
4220 T - 1000 * P4.XX - T.P4 - XX:P4 - P4 I 1000
4230 T = 1000 * P5:X% = T:P5 = X%:P5 = P5 I 1000
4240 REM NOW OUTPUT RESULTS
4250 PRINT TAB ( 6) "*** PROFITABILITY RATIOS ***"
4260 PRINT. PRINT PR$(I), TAB( 321,Pl: PRINT DB$
4270 PRINT. PRINT PR$(2), TAB( 32J;P2: PRINT DB$
4280 PRINT: PRINT PR$(3I, TAB( 32';P3. PRINT DB$
4290 PRINT. PRINT PR$(4), TAB( 32),P4
4300 PRINT. PRINT PR$(5); TAB( 321;F'5
4310 PRINT. PRINT TABe 9);MI$
4320 PRINT
4330 F'RINT
434<) PRINT
4350 F'RINT
4360 F'RINT
4370 PRINT
4380 PRINT
4390 VTAB
4400 IF T
4410 IF T
4420 REM
4430 HOME
4440 HO - 1
4450 IF HO - 2 THEN PRINT D$,"PR#I"
4460 Cl - J8 I (J9 + JE + (JF I .S2»: REM FIXED CHARGE COVERAGE
4470-C2 - (JA + J9 + JE) I (J9 + JE + (JF I .52»: REM DEBT

SERVICE COVERAGE
4480 T - 100 * Cl.XX - T:Cl - XX:Cl
4490 T - 100 * C2:XX - T:C2 - XX:C2
4S00 REM NOW OUTPUT RESULTS
4510 PRINT TAB( 9)"*** COVERAGE RATIOS ***"
4520 PRINT: PRINT CR$(I), TAB( 32);Cl
4530 PRINT: PRINT CR$(2); TAB( 32);C2

PM$ el'
PM$(2)
PM$(3)
PM$(4)
PM$(S)

TAB(
'TAB(
TAB(
TAB(

32);YY
32); XX
32); Jl
32' ;J8

TABe 32);J3
D$;"PR#(l1l

23: INPUT "MENU-I,
- 2 THEN HO - 2
- 2 THEN 4110
S-8 COVERAGE RATIOS

PRINTER-2 ",T: IF T 1 THEN RETURN

C 1 I 100
C2 I 100

4S40 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 9I,MI$ ::!!
:::Il:-
oa
"2-
CD
::c
I»
:=:oen
(')
o:::I
:=:
:::I
c::a

4550
4560
4S70
4580
4590
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660

PRINT
PRINT CM$(I), TAB( 32) JA
PRINT CM$(2'; TAB( 32) J9
PRINT CM$(3), TAB( 32) JE
PRINT CM$(4); TAB( 32) JF
PRINT CM$(5); TAB( 32) J5
PRINT D$;"PR#O"
VTAB 23: INPUT "MENU-I, PRINTER-2 ";T: IF T
IF T - 2 THEN HO - 2
IF T - 2 THEN 4450
REM S-9 STOCK RATIOS
HOME

1 THEN RETURN

4670 HO - 1
4680 IF HO - 2 THEN PRINT D$;"PR#I"
4690 YY - JA - JB
4700 SI - YY I SB: REM EARNINGS PER SHARE
4710 S2 - S3 I SI: REM PRICE TO EARNINGS
4720 S9 - S6 + (S7 , (S5 - S6)1: REM CAPM RATE
4730 SA - 100 , (S4 * (1 + (S8 I 100' II I (S5 - S81: REr1
4740 T - 1000 , SI:X% - T:Sl - XX:Sl - SI I 1000
4750 T = 10 * S2:X% = T:82 = X%:S2 = 82 I 10
4760 T = 1000 * S9:X% = T:89 = X%:S9 = 89 ! 1000
4770 T - 10 * SA:XX - T:SA - XX:SA - SA I 10
4780 REM NOW OUTPUT RESULTS
4790 PRINT TABe 111 "'" STOCK DATA '**"
4800 PRINT: PRINT SR$(I', TAB( 32);SI
4810 PRINT: PRINT SR$(2'; TAB( 32',52
4820 PRINT: PRINT SR$e31; TAB( 32';53
4830 PRINT: PRINT SR$(4'; TAB( 32';54
4840 PRINT: PRINT SR$(5J, TAB( 321,S5
4850 PRINT: PRINT SR$e6'; TAB( 32';56
4860 PRINT: PRINT SR$(7', TAB( 32',57
4870 PRINT: PRINT SR$(8J; TABe 32';S8
4880 PRINT: PRINT SR$(9); TAB( 32',S9
4890 PRINT: PRINT 5R$el01; TABe 32';5A
4900 PRINT D$;"PR#O"
4910 VTAB 23: INF'UT "r1ENU-l, PRINTER-2 ",T: IF T = 1 THEN
4920 IF T - 2 THEN HO - 2
4930 IF T - 2 THEN 4680
4940 OT - 2: RETURN : REM S-10
4950 REM IF PEEK(222)=255 THEN 500
4960 HOME: VTAB 12
4970 PRINT CHR$ (71;"ERROR NUr1BER ", PEH: (222';" IN LINE "; PEEf: (219) * 256
+ PEEK (218)
4980 VTAB 22: F'RINT "HIT RETURN TO CONTINIUE ",: GET A$: GOTO 2050
4990 HOME: GOSUB 5000: FOR I-I TO 7: PFONT "'*"; TABe .38);"**": NEXT: G05UE<

PRICE

RETURN

5000: RETURN
5000 FOR I - 1 TO 38: PRINT "'"" NEXT: F'RINT "*": RETURN
5010 POKE 32,4. VTAB 4: PRINT" MAIN MENU OF THE FINANCIAL": PRINT: PRINT"

RATIOS ANALY5IS PROGRAM": TEXT
5020 FOR I - 1 TO 11: VTAB I + 10: HTAB 5: PRINT I;". ",OP$(II: NEXT: RETum"
5030 VTAB 24: INPUT" SELECTION -)",5: IF S 1 OR 5 > 11 THEN PRINT CHR'i;
(71: VTAB 24: CALL - 958: GOTO 5030
5040 RETURN
S050 HOME: END



Disk Drive for Apple $289.95
Modems

SIGNALMAN - Anchor
Direct-connect automatic answer/originate selection, 300
Baud full duplex, Bell 103, includes RS-232 cable
IOM-5600A Signalman . $89.95

SMARTMODEM - Hayes
Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto-dial
modem, touch-tone or pulse dialing, RS-232C interface,
programmable
IOM-5400A Smart modem $224.95
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph $218.95
IOM-2010A Micromodem II $328,95
IOM-2012A Terminal program for MMII $89.95
IOM-llOOA Micromodem 100 $368,95

APPLE-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or 300 Baud, direct connect, auto-
answer/auto-dial,touch & pulse dialing, euxittery s-wire RS-
232C serial port for printer
IOM-5232A Save $50.00 $324,95

1200 BAUD SMARTMODEM - Hayes
1200 and 300 baud, all the features of. the standard
Smartmodem plus 1200 baud, 212 compatible, full or half
duplex.
IOM-55OOA Smartmodem 1200 $599.95

1200 BAUD AUTO CAT - Novation
212 Auto Cat, 1200& 300 baud, auto dial/answer/disconnect,
LED readout displays mode, analog/digital loop-back self
tests, usable with multi-line phones.
IOM-5231A 212 Auto Cat $649.95

Video Monitors
HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

15 MHz bandwith 700 lines/inch, P31 green phosphor,
switchable 40 or 80 columns, small, light-weight & portable.
VDM-201201 List price $189.95 . $129.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz bandwidth, P31 phosphor ultra-high resolution
video monitor with audio.

VDM-6512oo Deluxe model . $199.95
VDM-651260 Economy model , .••...... $149.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
High resolution cotor monitor with audio.

VDC-651212 Color monitor $389.95
NEC-1202D RGB color monitor $999.95

13" COLOR MONITORS - BMC
18 MHz RGB & composite video color monitors.

VDC-421320 13" RGB Color $369.95
VDC-421310 13" Composite video $329.95
VDX-420090 RGB card for Apple ......••••..... $149.95

COLOR MONITORS - Amdek
Reasonably priced color video monitors.

VDC-80130 13" Color I . $379.95
VDC-801320 13" Color II . . . $894.95
IOV-23OOA DVM board for Apple ... . ....•..... $199.95

AMBER or GREEN MONITORS - Jade
High resolution 18 MHz compact video monitors.

VDM-751210 12" Amber phosphor $149.95
VDM-751220 12" Green phosphor $139.95
VDM-750910 9" Amber phosphor $149.95
VDM-750920 9" Green phosphor / $139.95

EPROM Erasers

CP/M 3.0 Upgrade
NEW CP/M 3_0 - Digital Research

CP/M 3.0 is Digital Research's latest version of the industry
standard disk operating system. It features many
performance improvements such as intelligent record
buffering, improved directory handling, "HELP" facility,
time/date stamping of files and many more improvements.
AND A TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN SPEED!!!, it is fully
CP/M 2.2 compatible and requires no changes to your
existing application software. A vailable only to Versafloppy
II owners with SBC-200 CPU's

SFC-55009057F CP/M 3.0 8" with manuals $200.00
SFC-55009057D CP/M 3.0 manual set $30.00

Apple II Accessories
APPLE DISK DRIVE - Fourth Dimension

Totally Apple compatible, 143,360 bytes per drive on DOS
3.3, half-track capability - reads all Apple software, plugs
right in to Apple controller as second drive, DOS 3.3, 3.2.1,
Pascal, & CP/M compatible.

MSM-123200 40 Track add on Apple drive $289.95
MSM-123200 Controller with free 0083.3 $99.95

16K RAM CARD - for Apple"
Expand your Apple 1/ to 64K, use as language card, full 1year
warranty. Why spend $175.00 ?
MEX-167ooA Save over $100.00 $69.95

Z-80 CPU CARD - for Apple"
Two computers in one, l-80 & 6502, more than doubles the
power and potential of your Apple, includes l-80 CPU card
CP/M and complete manual set.
CPX-628ooA A & T with software ... $249.95

APPLE-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 1200 or 300 baud, direct connect, auto-
answer/auto-dial, auxiliary 3-wire RS232C serial port for
printer.
IOM-5232A Save $50.001!! $325.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER - Vista
New from Vista Computer, single or double sided, Single or
double density, compatible with DOS 3.2/3.3, Pascal, &
CP/M 2.2, Shugart & Qume compatible
IOD-2700A A & T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple"
Complete package includes: Two 8" double-density disk
drives, Vista double-density 8" disk controller, cabinet,
power supply, & cables, DOS 3.2/3.3, CP/M 2.2, & Pascal
compatible.
1 MegaByte Package Kit . $1495.00
1 MegaByte Package A & T $1695.00
2 MegaByte Package Kit ... . .. $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package A & T ......•.•.•........ $1995.95

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
80 column x 24 line video card for Apple 1/, 128 ASCI/
characters, upper and lower case, 9 x 10 dot matrix with 3 dot
descenders, standard data media terminal control codes,
CP/M Pascal & Fortran compatible, 50/60 Hz
IOV-2400A Vista Vision 80 $299.95

CPS MUL TICARD - Mtn_ Computer
Three cards in one! Real time clock/calendar, serial
interface, & parallel interface - aI/ on one card.
IOX-2300A A & T $179.95

Power Strips
ISOBAR - GSC

Single Board Computer

SUPERQUAD - Adv. Micro Digital
Single board, standard size S-100 computer system, 4 MHz
l-80A, single or double density disk controller for 5%" or 8"
drives, 64K RAM, extended addressing, up to 4K of EPROM,
2 serial & 2 parallel I/O ports, real time interrupt clock, CP/M
compatible.
CPC-30800A A & T .....
IOX-4232A Serial I/O adapter ....

.. $724.95
..... $29.95

Z-80 STARTER KIT - SO Systems
Complete l-80 microcomputer with RAM, ROM, I/O,
keyboard, display, kludge area, manual, & workbook.
CPS-30100K Kit with workbook $299.95
CPS-30100A A & T with workbook $469.95

AIM-65 - Rockwell International
Complete 6502 microcomputer with alphanumeric display,
printer, keyboard, & instruction manual.
CPK-50165A lK AIM-65 .. $424.95
CPK-50465A 4K AlM-65 $474.95
SFK-74600008E 8K Basic ROM. . . $64.95
SFK-646oo004E 4K assembler ROM .. $43.95
SFK-74600020E PL/65 ROM. . .. . $84.95
SFK-74600010E Forth ROM.... .. ..... $64.95
SFK-74600030E Instant Pascal ......•........... $99.95
PSX-030A Power supply $64.95
ENX-000002 Enclosure $54.95

SPECIAL PACKAGE
4K AlM-65, 8K Basic, power supply, & enclosure

Special Package Price. . . . . . $649,95

5-100 EPROM Boards
PROM-100 - so Systems

2708, 2716, 2732 EPROM programmer with software.
MEM-99520K Kit with software . $189.95
MEM-99520A A & T with software $249.95

PB-1 - SSM Microcomputer
2708, 2716 EPROM board with on-board programmer.

MEM-99510K Kit with manual $154.95
MEM-99510A A & T with manual $219.95

EPROM BOARD - Jade
16K or 32K uses 2708 or 2716 EPROMs, 1K boundary.

MEM-16230K Kit w/o EPROMs $79.95
MEM-16230A A & T wto EPROMs $119.95

5-100 Video Boards
SPECTRUM COLOR - CompuPro

Full-function color graphics board. up to 8 colors, 256 x 192
graphics, parallel I/O port, 8K RAM.
IOV-1870A A & T .
IOV-1870C CSC .

$348.95
. $398.95

MICROANGELO - Scion
Ultra-high-resolution 512 x 480, 256 color or black & white S-
100 video board
IOV-1500A A & T .. $799.95

5-100 MotherBoards
ISO-BUS - Jade

Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard
6 Sio/ (5y." x 1J5/.")

MBS-061 B Bare board $22.95
MBS-061K Kit ............................•..... $39.95
MBS-061A A & T ........................•...... $69.95

12 Slo/ (9';''' x.8%")
Bare board ....
Kit .
A & T .

18 Slo/ (14%,' x 8%")
MBS-181B Bare board.. . .. $54.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS-181A A & T .. $149.95

MBS-121B
MBS-121K
MBS-121A

... $34.95

... $69.95
" .. $109.95

Isolates & protects your valuable equipment from high
voltage spikes & A C line noise. inductive isolated ground. 15

ULTRA-VIOLET EPROM ERASERS amp circuit breaker, ui: listed
Inexpensive erasers for industry or home. EME-115103 3 socket............... . .... $39.50

XME-3100A Spectronics w/o timer $69.50 EME-115105 4 socket.. .. ........•.... $49.50 ACTIVE TERMINATOR _ CompuPro
XME-3101A Spectronics with timer $94.50 EME-115100 8 socket $54.50 A true mother's helper.
XME-3200A Economy model................... $39.95 EME-115110 9 socket rackmount $74.50 TSX-l00A A & T $59.45

Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please call the store nearest you for local price and availability.



Free CP1M 3.0* I!!
S-100 CPU Boards

SOS6/S0S7 - CompuPro
16 bit, 8 or 10 MHz 8086 CPU with provisions for 8087 &
80130.
CPU-70520A 8 MHz 8086 A & T $624.95
CPU-70520C 8 MHz 8086 CSC ........•........ $764.95
CPU-70530A with 8087 A & T $1224.95
CPU-70530C with 8087 CSC . . $1455.95

SOS5/S0SS - CompuPro
Both 8 & 16 bit CPUs, standard 8 bit S·100 bus, up to 8 MHz,
accesses 16 Megabytes of memory.
CPU-20510A 6 MHz A & T ...
CPU-20510C 6/8 MHz CSC

.......... $398.95

.......... $497.95

CPU-Z - CompuPro
2/4 MHz Z80A CPU, 24 bit addressing.

CPU-30500A 2/4 MHz A & T $279.95
CPU-30500C 3/6 MHz CSC $374.95

SBC-200 - SO Systems
4 MHz Z-80A CPU with serial & parallel 110, lK RAM, 8K
ROM space, monitor PROM included.
CPC-30200A A & T .. $329.95

THE BIG Z - Jade
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-80 CPU board with serial I/O,
accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732 EPROM, baud rates from
75 to 9600.
CPU-30201B
CPU-30201K
CPU-30210A

Bare board w/manual
Kit·with manual ..
A & T with manual

$35.00
. ... $149.95

.. $199.95

CB-2 - SSM Microcomputer
2 or 4 MHz Z-80 CPU board with provision for up to 8K 0'-
ROM or 4K of RAM on board, extended addressing, IEEE S-
100, front panel compatible.
CPU-30300K Kit with manual $229.95
CPU-30300A A & T with manual ' $274.95

2S10 Z-SO CPU - C_C.S.
20r 4 MHZ Z-80 CPU with serial I/O port & on-board monitor
PROM, front panel compatible.
CPU-30400A A & T with PROM $289.95

2S20 Z-SO DMA CPU - C_C.S.
4 MHz Z-80 CPU board with 2 serial I/O ports & Centronics
parallel 110 port, separate data & stetus ports, DMA daisy
chain compatible.
CPU-30420A A & T with manual . . ... $569.95

S-100 Disk Controllers
DISK 1 - CompuPro

8" or 5'/," DMA disk controller, single or double density,
single or double sided, 10 MHz.
IOD-1810A A & T $449.95
IOD-1810C CSC $554.95
SFC-52506580F 8" CP/M 2.2 for Z-80 $174.95
SFC-52506586F 8" CP/M 2.2 for 8086 . .. $299.95
SFO-54158000F Oasis Single user $499.95
SFO-54158002F Oasis multi-user $849.95

VERSAFLOPPY II - SO Systems
Double density disk controller for any combination of 5V,'
and 8" single or double sided, analog phase-locked loop
data separator, vectored interrupts, CP/M 2.2 & Oasis
competlble, control/diagnostic software PROM included.
IOD-1160A A & T with PROM $359.95
SFC-55009047F CP/M 2.2 with VF II $99.95

2242 DISK CONTROLLER - C.C.S.
5'/,' or 8" double density disk controller with on-board boot
loader ROM, free CP/M 2.2 & manual set.
IOD-1300A A & T with CP/M 2.2 ... $399.95

DOUBLE 0 - Jade
High retteoutv' Double density disk controller with on-board

Z-80A, auxiliary printer port, IEEE S-100, can function in
multi-user interrupt driven bus.
IOD-1200B Bare board & hdwr man $59.95
IOD-1200K Kit w/hdwr & sftwr man $299.95
IOD-1200A A & T w/hdwr & sftwr man $325.95
SFC-59002001F CP/M 2.2 with Double D $99.95

S-100 Memory Boards
256K RAM DISK - so Systems

ExpandoRAM III expandable from 64K to 256K using64K x t
RAM chips, compatible with CP/M, MP/M, Oasis,
Cromemco, & most other Z-80 based systems, functions as
ultra-high speed disk drive when used with optional
RAMDISK software.
MEM-65064A 64K A & T $474.95
MEM-65128A 128K A & T ......••.............. $574.95
MEM-65192A 192K A & T $874.95
MEM-65256A 256K A & T $774.95
SFC-55009000F RAMDISK sftwr CP/M 2.2 $44.95
SFC-55009000F RAMDISK with EXRAM III $24.95

12SK RAM 21 - CompuPro
128K x 8 bit or 64K x 16 bit static RAM board, 12 MHz, 24 bit
addressing.
MEM-12810A A & T $1609.95
MEM-12810C CSC ........•.••......•.•...... $1794.95

64K RAM 17 - CompuPro
64K CMOS static RAM board, 10 MHz, low power less than 4
walls, DMA compatible, 24 bit addressing.
MEM-64180A 64K A & T $549.95
MEM-64180C 64K CSC $698.95

64K RAM 16 - CompuPro
32K x 16 bit or 64K x 8 bit low power static RAM board, 10
MHz, 24 bit addressing.
MEM-32180A RAM 16 A & T $598.95
MEM-32180C RAM 16 CSC .....•.••........... $898.95

64K STATIC RAM - SSM
IEEE 696/S-100standard, up t06MHz/8 Bit, 12MHz/16 Bit, 24
Bit extended addressing, disable-able in 2K increments
MEM-64300A A & T .. $499.95

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
64K static S-100 RAM card, 4 to 16K banks up to 8 MHz.
MEM-64400A 64 K A & T $499.95

64K STATIC RAM - Jade
Uses new 2K x 8 static RAMs, fully supports IEEE 696 24 bit.
extended addreSSing, 200ns RAMs, lower 32K or entire
board phantom'able, 2716 EPROMs may be' subbed for
RAMs, any 2K segment of upper 8K may be disabled, low
power typically less than 500ma.
MEM-99152B Bare board $49.95
MEM-99152K Kit less RAM ........••............ $99.95
MEM-32152K 32K kit .............••........... $199.95
MEM-56152K 56K kit .............•••.......... $289.95
MEM-64152K 64K kit ...•.......•.•............ $299.95
Assembled & Tested add $5b.00

2066 64K RAM - C.C.S.
64K RAM board with bank and block select switching
functions for Cromemeco Cromix & Alpha Micro.
MEM-64566A 64K A & T $424.95

64K EXPANDORAM II - SO Systems
Expandable RAM board from 16K to 64K using 4116 RAM
chips.
MEM-16630A
PJ!EM-32631A
MEM-48632A
MEM-64633A 64K A & T

16K A & T
32K A & T
48K A & T

................ $344.95
...........••.......... $364.95
....................... $384.95
....................... $399.95

Free CP/M 3.0 Offer

•••••••••••••
• THREE BOARD SET - SO Systems •

•

S-ioo board set with 4 MHz Z-80A, 64K of RAM
expandable to 256K, serial and parallel I/O ports, •
double-density disk controller for 5V,' and 8" disk

•
drives, new and improved CP/M 3.0 manual set, system •
monitor, control and diagnostic' software. Includes SD

•
Systems SBC-200, 64K ExpandoRAM III, Versa floppy II, •
and FREE CP/M 3.0- all boards are assembled & tested.

• 64K Board Set with FREE CP/M 3.0 $1195.00 •.5 ••••••.•.•• 0••
S-100 t/o Boards

SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 - CompuPro
Real time clock, three 16 bit interval timers, dual interrupt
controllers(15 levels), up to 4K EPROM/RAM, RS-232C
serial channel, provision for 9511A/9512 math chip.
IOX-1850A SSI A & T $359.95
tOX-1850C SSI CSC $459.95
IOX-1855A with 9511 A & T ......•............. $554.95
IOX-1855C with 9511 CSC .. . .....•.... $854.95
IOX-1860A with 9512 A & T .......•••.......... $554.95
IOX-1860C with 9512 CSC $654.95

INTERFACER 1 - CompuPro
2 serial 110 ports 50-19.2K baud.

101-1810A A & T $218.95
101-1810C CSC ....................•.......... $288.95

INTER FACER 3 - CompuPro
5 or 8 channel serial 110 board for interrupt driven multi-user
systems up to 250K. baud.
101-1835A 5 port A & T $558.95
IOt-1835C 5 port CSC .....•.........••........ $828.95
101-1838A 8 port A & T .............•.......... $828.95
101-1838C 8 port CSC .......••......•......... $749.95

INTER FACER 4 - CompuPro
3 serial, 1 parallel, 1 Centronics parallel.
101-1840A A & T $314.95
101-1840C CSC $414.95

MPX - CompuPro
Multi-user I/O multiplexer & interrupt controller with on-
board 8085A-2 CPU & 4K or 16K of RAM.
101-1875A 4K MPX A &'T $444.95
101-1875C 4K MPX CSC ...........•........... $534.95
101-1880A 16K MPX A & T ........••........... $584.95
IOt-1880C 16K MPX CSC ..........••.......... $674.95

I/O-S - SSM Microcomputer
Eight software programmable serial I/O ports, 110 -19.2K
Baud, ideal for multi-user systems
101-1018A A & T $489.95

1/0-5 - SSM Microcomputer
Two serial & 3 parallel I/O ports, 110-19.2K Baud

101-1015A A & T $289.95

MPC-4 - SO Systems
Intelligent s-port serial 110 card, on-board Z-80A, 2K RAM,
4K PROM area, on-board firmware, fully buffered, vectored
interrupts, four CTC channels, add to SD Board set for
powerful multi-user system
IOI-1504A A & T w/software $495.00

1/0-4 - SSM Microcomputer
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports.
101-1010B Bare board w/manual $35.00
IOI-1010K Kit with manual '. $179.95
101-1010A A & T with manual $249.95

2710 4 PORT SERIAL - C.C.S.
Four RS-232C serial I/O ports with full handshaking.

101-1060A A & T with manual $319.95

Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please call the store nearest you for local price and availability.

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHz S-100 bank selectable expandable to 64K.

MEM-99730B Bare board w/manual $49.95
MEM-99730K Kit with no RAM $179.95
MEM-32731K 32K kit .................•........ $199.95
MEM-64733K 64K kit $249.95
Assembled & Tested ...........•............ add $50.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4MHz to-power static RAM board, IEEE S-100, bank
selectable, addressable in 4K blocks, disable-able in 1K
segments extended addressing.
MEM-16171A 16K A & T . $149.95



8" Double-Density Disk Drive $249
Save $500.00 Dual 8" Disk Drive Sub-System Kit - $695.00 Assembled & Tested - $795.00

5114" Disk DrivesPrinters on Sale
N:EVVEPSONS with GRAFTRAX-plus

MX-80 MX-80FT MX-100
Available only from your. local Jade Retail Store

Dallas, Woodland Hills,
Santa Ana, San Diego,
Sunnyvale, Los Angeles
Call the store near you for price or Information.

INDUSTRIAL QUALITY PRINTERS - Okidata
We Can Beat Any Price ... Call Us !!!
Mlcrollne 82A 80/132'column, 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix,
friction feed, 'pin feed, adjustable tractor feed (optional),
handles 4 part forms up to 9,5" wide, rear & bottom feed,
paper teer bar, 100% duty cycle/200,OOO,000 character print
head, bi-directional/logic seeking, both serial & parallel
Interlaces Included, front panel switch & program control of
10 different form lengths, uses inexpensive spoof type
ribbons, double width & condensed characters, true lower
case descenders & graphics
PRM-43082 Friction & pin feed Call

Mlcrollne 83A 132/232 column, 120 CPS, forms up to 15"
wide, removable tractor, plus all the features of the 82A.
PRM-43083 with FREE tractor Call

Microllne 84 132/232 column, Hi-speed 200 CPS, full dot
graphics buittiri, plus all the features of the 83A.
PRM-43084 Centronics parallel. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . Call
PRM-43085 Serial with 2K buffer Call

PRA-27081 Apple card " " $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable ..................••..... $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable ............•.... $24.95
I'RA-43081 2K hi speed serial card .........•.... $99.95
PRA-43082 Hi-res graphics ROMs 82A ..... _•.... $49.95
PRA-43083 Hi-graphics ROMs 83A .......• _•. . .. $49_95
PRA-43088 Tractor option for 82A .........••.... $49.95
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 $9.95

8023 DOT MATRIX - NEC
100 CPS. proportional spacing, hi-resolution graphics,
correspondence quality printing. bi-directional tractor &
friction feed.
NEC-8023A 8023 parallel $499.95
NEC-8023-01 8023 ribbon...................... $11.95

TP-1 LETTER QUALITY - SCM
12 CPS daisy wheel printer from Smith Corona.
PRD-45101 Centronics parallel $648_95
PRD-45102 RS-232C serial $648.95

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - Jade
Uses standard daisy wheels and ribbon cartridges, 16 CPS
bi-directional printing, semi-automatic paper loader (single
sheet or fan fold), 10/12/15 pitch, up to 16" paper, built-in
noise suppression cover.
PRD-ll00l Centronics parallel $899.95
PRD-ll002 RS-232C serial model ........• _ $969.95
PRA-ll000 Tractor Option ................•.... $169_95

KSR DAISY WHEEL - Anderson-Jacobson
Letter quality communications - terminal/printer with full
typewriter keyboard, 30 CPS Diablo print mechanism, RS-
232 interface, includes free printer stand with deluxe casters,
print wheel, ribbon, friction teeo standard (tractor feed
optional), factory refurbished with 30 day warranty. shipped
freight collect.
PRD-99100 AJ KSR prInter.. . $995.00
PRA-99200 Tractor option ... . $150.00

PRINTER PALS - F.M.J. Inc.
Desk top printer stand and continuous form paper holder.
PRA-99080 for MX-80, MX-80FT, Oki 82A, NEC .. S29_95
PRA-99100 for MX-IOO, Oki 83A & 84 S34.95
PRA-99700 for letter quality printers $49.95

InexpensIve S-100 Dlagnosllc Analyzer
So your computer is down. And you' don't have an

oscilloscope: And you don't have a front panel ... You're not
alone - most computers have their occasional bad days. But
witnout diagnostic equipment such as an oscilloscope
(expensivel) or a front panel (expensivel}, it can be very
difficult to 'pinpoint the problem. Even if you have an
extender board with a superfast logic probe, you can't see
more than one signal at a time. You're stuck, right?
Not anymore; Jade is proud to offer our cost-eitective

solution to the problems mentioned above: THE BUS'
PROBE. '
Whether you're a hobbyist with a cantankerous kluge or a
field tectmicien with an anxious computer owner breathing
down your neck, you'll find THE BUS PROBE speeds your
repair time remarkably. Just plug in THE BUS PROBE and
you'll be able to see all the IEEE S-tOOsignals in action. THE
BUS PROBE allows you to see inputs. outputs, memory
reads and writes. instruction fetches. DMA channels.
vectored interrupts, 8 or 16 bit wide data transfers, plus the
three bus supply voltages,
An on-board pulse generator can provide repetitive resets.

interrupts, or wait states, for trouble shooting.
Disk Sub-Systems" Jade TSX-200B Bare board $59.95

H d t I bi t nn ti II bid' TSX-200K Kit $119.95
an some me a ca me Wi propor IOCla y. a ance alf TSX-200A A& T ............•................... $14995

flow system, rugged dual arive power supply, power cable , .
kit, power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling' fan, never- _ •••••••••••
mar rubber feet, all necessary hardware to mount 2-8" disk --= . .'.' . ~ .
drives, power SUPPIY:,and fan, does not include signal cable .• Place 0rders Toll r:ree •

Dua/8 Sub-Assembly Cabinet . Continental U.S. Inside California. .
END-000420 Bare cabmet $59.95 • . .•
END-000421 Cabinet kit $225.00 800-421-5500 800-262-1710
END-000431 A & T $359.95 • For Technical Inquires or Customer Service cell: •

8" Sub-Syslems - Single SIded, Double Density 213-973-7707 '
END-000423 Kit w/2 FD100-8Ds . . .. . . .. . .. $695_00 • •

END-000424 A & T w/2 FD100-8Ds $795.00 ':'-~." .::EI
END-000433 Kit w/2 SA-801Rs .. $999.95 • •
END-000434 A & T w/2 SA-80IRs . $1195.00 Computer Products

8" SUb-Systems - Double Sided, Double De~slty • 4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA90250 .'
END-000426 Kit w/2 DT-8s $1224.95
END-000427 A & T w/2 DT-8s S1424_95 • We accept cash, checks. credit cards. or Purchase Orders
END-000436 Kit w/2 SA-851 Rs ........••...... S1274.95 from qualified firms & institutions. MInimum prepaid order $15 •
END-000437 A & T w/2 SA-851Rs $1474.95. Galiforniaresidentsadd6'!,%tax. Exportcustomersoutsidethe

US or Canada please add 10"10 to all prices. Prices and availlbility •
Prices may be slightly higher at our retail locations. Please I;SUbiect to change without notice. Shipping &_handling charges

contact the slore In your area for exact prICing. , via U.PS Gr.ound.5_O¢/I.b.'UPS. Air $1 .•00/lb m.ln,Imu.mcha.• rge$3~

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD _

Taridon TM100-1 single-sided double-density 48 TPI
MSM-551001 : $219.95 ea 2 for $199.95 ea

Shugart SA400L single-sided double-,density 40 track
MSM-l04000 .. .: $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

Shugart SA455 half-size double-sided 48 TPI
MSM-l04550 $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 aa

Shugart SA465 half-size doule-sided 96 TPI
MSM-l04650 $399.95 ea 2 for $379.95 ea

Tandon TM100-2 double-sided double-density 48 TPI
MSM-551002 $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea

Shuga/'t SA450 double-sided double-density 35 track
MSN!-104500 $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea

Tandon TM100-3 single-sided double-density 96 TPI
MSM-551003 $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea

Tandon TM100-4 double-sided double-density 96 TPI
MSM-551004 $394,95 ea 2 for $374.95 ea

MP/ 8-51 single-sided double-density 40 track
MSM-155100 $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

MP/ 8-52 double-sided double-density 40 track
MSM-155200 ... $344.95 ea 2 for $334.95 ea

MP/ 8-91 Single-sided double-density 77 track
MSM-155300 . $369.95 ea 2 for $359.95 ea

MPI 8-92 double-sided double-density 77 track
MSM-155400 $469.95 ea 2 for $459.95 aa

5,!,,' Cabinets with Power Supply
END-000216 Single cab wlpower supply $69.95
END-000226 Dual cab w/power supply $94.95

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SA810 half-size single-sided double-density
MSF-l08100 $424.~5 ea 2 for $394.95 ea

Shugart SA860 half-size double-sided double-density
MSF-l08600 $574.95 ea 2 for $549.95 ea

Shugart SA801 R single-sided double-density
MSF-l0801R $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

Shugart SA851R double-sided double-density
MSF-l0851R $554.95 ea 2 for S529.95 ea

Tandon TM848-1 single-sided double-den thin-line
MSF-558481 $379.95 ea 2 for $369.95 ea

Tandon TM848-2 double-sided double-den thin-line
MSF-558482 $494.95 ea 2 for $484_95 ea

Qume DT-8 double-sided double-density
NiSF-750080 $524.95 ea 2 for $498.95 e~

M/tsublshl M2894-63
MSF-289463 .

double-sided double-density
$494.95 ea 2 for $474.95 ea

IBM PC Accessories
512K PCiRAM STACK - Hammond

A high quality, high density memory expansion board for
your PC, cool-quiet-reliable operation, full pa;ity checking,
unique stacking sockets, expandable from 256K to 512K,
MDRIVE high speed RAMdisk software only $25.QO with.
256K or 512K board purchase.
MEX-25600A 256K assembled ,& tested
MEX-51200A 512K assembled & tested
MEX-2~OOS MDRfVE disk emulator ..

......... $795.00
........ $999.95

.. '-S25.00

256K PC/RAM - Hammond Engineering
• User expandable from 64K to 256K, same high quality
standards as the RAM Stack above, designed for medium
memory expansion requirements.

••MEX-64000A 64K assembled & tested $299.95
MEX-128000A 128K assembled & tested $399.95
MEX-192000A 192K essembteo & tested $499.95
MEX-256000A 256K assembled & tested $569_95

PC/SASI RAM - Hammond Engineering
Three boards in one, 256K of RAM, RS-232 asynchronous
serial interface, and a SASI (Shugart Assoc Standard
.Interface) hard disk interface.
IOX-6000A PC/SASI RAM $1095_00

PC EXTEND~R CARD - Computel
High quality extender card with free connectors for IBM PC
bus.
TSX-300A A ~ T with connectors .... . ..... $42.95

WIRE WRAP BOARD - Computel
Highest quality, extremely versatile proto typing board with
gold plated card edge for IBM PC.
TSX-310A Proto board $59.95

Jade Bus Probe
THE BUS PROBE .. ~ade.

Siemens FDD 100-8 single-sided double-density
MSF-201120 $274.95 ea 2 for $249.00 ea

Dual Disk Sub-Systems



The Taxman Cometh
ACRS Depreciation with the IBM PC.

"In this world," Benjamin Franklin
observed,' "nothing is certain but death
and taxes." Well, old Ben was able to
avoid the grim reaper for some 84 years,
but, as' Archie Goodwin reminded his
boss, super-sleuth Nero Wolfe in the
film version of Rex Stout's The Doorbell
Rang, in April "the Tax Man cometh."
Don't we know it!

The harbinger of tax time is the sud-
den metamorphosis of every 'previously
vacant little store on Main Street into a
"Tax Preparation Center." (The effect of
this on the hum,m psyche is a lot like
Christmas in reverse.)
Nobody (at least nobody we know)

looks forward to paying taxes. It is just
one of those reminders of our "mere
mortal" status. As we calculate our tax-
es, 'we try not to overlook ways to keep
more of our hard earned dollars for our-
selves. Indeed, it is our right to take ad-
vantage of legal tax deductions. One of
those legal tax deductions is depreciation
ofbusiness property.

It is not the purpose of this article to
bea mini-treatise on depreciation. What
we intend to do is briefly survey the rela-
tively new method of depreciation
known as ACRS, and present a program
which will enable your personal comput-
er to 'help' you' figure your ACRS
deductions.

Background On ACRS Depreciation
. According to the IRS, if you have
qualifying property you use in business
or hold for the production of income,
you ate allowed to deduct a part ofthe
cost of the property each year. This de-
duction is "ailed depreciation. Deprecia~
Linda and Sid Broudy, P,O. Box 525, Brooklyn, NY
11230 '

/..inda and Sid Brol)dy

tion begins when you place the property
in service. It ends when you take the
property out of service or when you have
recovered all of your cost.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981, as you are probably aware,
brought about a number of changes in
the law-s-and language-s-of depreciation.
The Act created a new method of depre-
ciation, the Accelerated Cost Recovery
System (ACRS).

The term
"depreciation" seems
to be gOing the way of
the nickel Coke-the
ne'w'lingo speaks of
"recovery emount,"

. .
Under this new system, the in-crowd

no longer speaks of "depreciable proper-
ty"; it is now "recovery property." The
term "depreciation" seems to be going
the way of the nickel Coke-the new lin-
go speaks of "recovery amount."

In' general, you must use ACRS and
its listed percentages) for all assets you
place in service after December 31, 1980.
(However, you may elect to use an alter-
nate method of figuring your deductions.
This method is based on the straight line
method and is used in place of the pre-

HjO

scribed ACRS percentages.) Property
placed in service before January 1, 1981,
will continue to be depreciated in the
same manner as in prior years.

Under ACRS, tangible' depreciable
property is depreciated' over a 3-year, 5-
year, lO-year, or I5-year recovery peri-
od, depending on the type of property it
is. (The first three types of properties
will be discussed later in this article. The
fourth type, I5-year property, includes
all real property, such as buildings, other
than any designated as lO-year property.
Since it is outside the area of concern of
the average reader of this piece, l S-year
property has not been included in the
ACRS program.) ,

Let's now turn to the ACRS program
itself, which calculates the ACRS deduc-
tion for the first three types of properties
based on the percentages given in the
IRS tables. The program will enable
your computer to figure out, save to
disk, and print out your ACRS deduc-
tion records. In the example ..,vewill use
to guide you through the program, we
will even allow your computer to be the
star of the show. The ACRS program
(see listing, below)' was written for an
IBM Personal Computer, but' it can be
modified without too much difficulty for
most other micros. After you have en-
tered the program and saved it' to disk
(perhaps as ACRS.,aAS), we will run
through the program together. Ready?
Then let's go. '

Running The Program
When you Fun 'the program, the first

thing you will see on your screen are the
words DEPRECIATION (ACRS)
PROGRAM in inverse video. {We want-
ed to come on with a catchy phrase; like

February. 1983 e Creative Computing



ForLine Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides es-
sential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes.

"""""'1-----1,<-- Volts

RMS

T
SYSTEM SAVER -.!' I

APPLE II

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways: 1)Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMSI175 Volts de level. 2) High fre-
quency noise is smoothed out be-
fore reaching the Apple II.A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

130

For Cooling
As soon as you move to 64K RAM
or 80 columns on your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.

Today's advanced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addi-
tion, the cards block any natural air
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself.

for Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets. As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted

.The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
on.You'll never use the Apple power
switch aqainl

Easy Installation

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
Color matched
to Apple II.

I@LlSTED I

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor-
rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Compatible with Apple Stand $89.95 at your local dealer or order .
direct by phone or mail.
For phone or mail orders include $2.50
for handling. New York State residents add
6%% sales tax.
VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Kensington Microware Ltd.
300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L
New York,NY 10022
(212) 486-2802

IF. KENSINGTON
I~ MICROWARE
CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD



COpy SERVICE
FAST • RELIABLE • LOW COST

CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

POWER LINE
PROBLEMS?

SPIKE-SPIKERS ™
THE SOLUTION

PACKER: Machine language program that edits all or
part of your Basic program to run faster, save memory,
or ease editi~g. The 5 options include UNPACK-
unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines.
SHORT-deletes unnecessarywords, spaces,and REM
statements. PACK-packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program 10gic.RENUM-
renumbers llnes, including all branches. MOVE-moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location in program.
On 2 cassettes for 16K, 32K, & 48K. For TRS-80lM
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic $2g.95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes. Includes verify routines. The Model III
version allows use of both 500 and 1500 baud cassette
speeds. .
For TRS-80™ Modell or III Level II $15.95
CASSETIE LABEL MAKER: A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer, Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractorfeed paper.
For TRS-80™Modell or III Level II & Printer .$17.95
PRINTTO LPRINTTO PRINT:Edits your Basic program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except
Print@ or Prinl1l) or LPrints to Prints. Save edited
version.
For TRS-80lM Modell or III Level II. $12.95
FAST SORTING ROUTINES: For use with Radio
Shack's Accounts Receivable, Inventory Control I,
and Disk Mailing List SY,!Itemsfor Model I Level II.
Sorts in SECONDS! You II be amazed at the time they
can save. Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions.
FAST SORTIor Accounts Receivable $19.95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I. $19.95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List (specify datadiskette
cassette for 1 drive system) $14.95

ALL THREE ROUTINES...... . $44.95
Prices subjept to change without notice. Call or write
for complete catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. VISA
and MasterCard accepted. Foreign orders in US
currency only. Kansas residents add 3%sales tax.
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80: 316-682-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone 316-683-4811 or write:

COTIAGE SOFTWARE
614 N: Harding Wichita, KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corponition

Protects, organizes, controls computers &
sensitive electronic equipment. Helps prevent
software "glitches", unexplained memory loss,
and equipment damage. Filter models attenuate
conducted RFinterference.

DELUXE POWER CONSOLE

$79.95
Transient absorber, dualS-staget;..----~filter, 8 individually switched
sockets. fused.

QUAD-II $59.95
Tronsi••nt absorber. Duol3 stage
filter. 4 sockets.

QUAD-I $49.95
Trcnsient pbsorber. 4 sockets.

MINI-II $44.95
Transient absorber, 3 stoge filter,
2 sockets.

MINI-I $34.95
Tronsitmt obso~, 2 sockets.

~ Electronics Co. Inc.
. Colony Drive Ind. Park 215-165-0006
6584 Ruth Rd .. Dept. Ouf of State Order Toll Free
Ilelhlehem. PA t8017 100-523-9685

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
CIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ACRS, continued. __
"Y ou are standing at the end of a road
before a small brick building," but
decided against it.)

You are first asked if you would like
to read clata from disk, Since this is the
first time you are running the' program,
you obviously have no data to read yet,
so answer N, You are next asked to type
in your name, followed by a comma, and
then your social security number. Let's
do that: John Q, Public, 000-00-0000,

Now you are queried as to the item
you wish to depreciate. As promised, we
will enter the computer itself as the lead-
ing man (or, if you prefer, prima donna):
IBM Personal Computer System,

You are now questioned as to the "re-
covery period" for the IBM Personal
Computer System-3, 5, or 10 years. In
general, 3"year property is personal
property that has a midpoint class life of
4 years or less (e.g., automobiles, light
duty trucks, and certain special tools);
or is used for· research and
experimentation,

Ten-year property includes certain
real property (such as theme park struc-
tures' and certain public utility proper-
ty), as well as manufactured homes:
, Five-year property, says the IRS, is

personal property "that is not J-year
property or lO-year property or 15-year
public utility property," How's that for a
catchall?
The 5-year group thus includes most

other tangible depreciable personal
property, such as the majority of equip-
ment and machinery,

It appears from the above that the
computer would be 5-year property, so
let's enter 5, When you enter this num-
ber, the computer will keepIt In mind
and automatically do its depreciation
figuring based on the' right set' of
percentages, (The percentages contained
in 'the program listing for 3-year prop-
erty [lines 410-460], 5-year property
[lines 470-520] and' lO-year property
[lines 530-600] are those- set forth under
the 198I Tax Act for assets placed in
service from 1981-1984,) -
You are now asked for the unadjusted

basis of the item. For property that you
buy, your original basis is usually its cost
to you. Assume that the purchase price
for the computer system was $3000.
Therefore, let's enter that amount (either
as 3000 or ~OOO.OO).

Next you are requested to supply the
date the item was placed in service.
Since the recovery deduction for person-
al property is not prorated for number of
months in service the first year, it would
probably. be sufficient simply to enter
1982. However, if you prefer, the pro-
gram allows you to make a full entry of
month, date, and year (1-1-82).
. Let's assume that the computer sys-
tem is used for business purposes. There-
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ACR$, continued ...
fore, you enter 100 for the percentage of
business use.

Finally, you are requested to enter the
"depreciation year." In other words, you
are being asked whether this is the first
year of depreciation for this item, the
second year, the third year, etc. In our
example, this is the first year, so we'll
enter 1. Well, that's all the information
the computer needs; it is now ready to
get to work.

The program now asks you if you
wish a printout. Let's type Y to see what
it looks like. (It should look like the
printout appearing at the end of this ar-
ticle.) Notice that the printout is headed

Archie Goodwin was
right, the Tax Man

- cometh. -

5-YEAR DEPRECIATION (ACRS)
WORKSHEET and includes your name
and social security number. The com-
puter has automatically performed the
ACRS depreciation calculations for you
at the prescribed rate of 15% (the first
year rate for 5-year property), and
pegged your deduction at $450.

You are then given the opportunity to
look at another depreciation year (e.g.,
year "2") for the same item, or to enter
information for a completely new item ..
(Although either or both of these op-
tions may be tempting, let's enter N for
now.)

Finally, you are given the chance to
save the depreciation information you
entered earlier to disk. This is something
you are urged to do. First, it will give
you a permanent record of this informa-
tion, and make it unnecessary to enter" it
again when you depreciate the item next
year. (Remember that, unless Congress
changes its mind, the percentages in this
program should apply at least through
1984.) -
Second, if you decide to depreciate

anything else this year, you just "read
from disk" at the beginning of the pro-
gram, and are spared the task of reenter-
ing such information as your name and
social security number. You can th-en
not only enter another item (up to 10),
but review any items you have entered
previously. So let's type Y to save our
data.

After that you are asked to name the
file which will contain this data. Be sure
you don't exceed eight alphanumeric
symbols, as the extension. TAX will
automatically be added to the file by the
program. So let's save our data now as
ACRS82.

February 1983 C> Creative Computing

Comments and Caveats
Well, there you have it-a program to

help you with ACRS depreciation. After
entering, saving, and running the pro-
gram, you will be prepared to transfer
the information to your tax return.
(Form 4562 ("Depreciation"), Schedule
A ("Itemized Deductions"-miscellan-
eous deduction if a qualified unreim-
bursed employee expense), Schedule C
("Profit or - Loss - From Business or
Profession-Sole Proprietorship"),
and/or Schedule E ("Supplemental In-
come Schedule") are the forms on which
depreciation (recovery) - amounts are
usually recorded.) -

There are two other provisions of the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
that may be of interest to you. The first
concerns "investment credit." If you buy
certain tangible personal property for
use (or partial use) in your trade or busi-
ness, you may be able to claim an invest-
ment credit of up to 10% of the cost.

For assets placed in service after 1980,
the eligible investment depends on the
recovery period of the property under
ACRS. (Investment credit is computed
on Form 3468.) However, beginning in
1983 (i.e., for assets placed in service af-
ter 1982), you would have to subtract

Sample ACRS program printout.

half the amount of the investment credit
from the basis of the asset before com-
puting the depreciation deduction, un-
less you are willing to reduce the credit
by 2 percentage points.

The second provision of the 1981 Tax
Act that relates closely to ACRS in-
volves expensing. Under this provision,
the taxpayer may currently elect to ex-
pense (deduct) up to $5000 of the cost of
certain qualified property all in one year.
The deduction is in lieu of the ACRS re-
covery amount and investment credit
that would otherwise be allowed.

It goes withoutsaying that it is vital to
your financial well-being to review care-
fully all tax provisions which may affect
you, and read up on any -new tax items
that may come down the pike, before fig-
uring your depreciation deductions or,
for that matter, your taxes .as a whole.
Professional counsel should, of course,
be consulted regarding your individual
tax situation.

We hope that this article-and pro-
gram-will serve to remove at least
some of the pain from April. Sure,
Archie Goodwin was right, the Tax Man
cometh-but at least we know that those
flowers of May await us justa short way
down the road. 0

ACRS DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION =

FULL ACRS DEPRECIATION AMT. $450.00
PERCENT OF USE FOR BUSINESS. 1007.

$450.00

5 - YEAR DEPRECIATION (ACRS) WORKSHEET
JOH~ Q, PUBLIC .•••••••••••••••••• sS. 000-00-0000

COST RECOVERY FOR IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
UNADJUSTED BASIS. $3000.00
DATE PLACED IN SERVICE. 1982
DEPRECIATION YEAR: 1
RATE OF ACRS DEPRECIATION: 15 7.

Listing 1.
10 REM -- ACRS PROGRAM
20 REM -- BY L. AND S. BROUDY
25 REM -- SEPT. 1982
30 N=l
40 CLS:KEY OFF:COLOR 0,7:LOCATE 3,8:PRINT"DEPRECIATION (ACRS) PROGRAM":

COLOR 7,0:PRINT
50 INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ DATA FROM DISK (Y/N) ";ANS$
bO IF ANS$,="Y" OR ANS$="y" THEN 710
70 IF ANS$="N" OR-ANS$="n" THE:~ S=l
80 REM -- INSERTING NEW INFORMATION
90 INPUT "PLEASE TYPE IN-YOUR NAME, AND YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(NAME,SSII)"i N M$, SS$ -
100 INPUT "ITEM";IT$(N)
110 PRINT"IS THE-RECOVERY PERIOD FOR ";IT$(N);" 3 YRS, 5 YRS, OR 10 YRS"I'

INPUT C(N) -
115 IF C(N)=3 OR C(N)=5 OR C(N)=10 THEN GOTO 120 ELSE 110
120 INPUT "UNADJUSTED BASIS";BP(N)
130 INPUT "DATE PLACED IN SERVICE";S$(N)
140 INPUT "7.USED FOR BUSINESS";B(N)
150 iNPUt "DEPRECIATION YEAR (1,2,ETC.)";Y
lbO IF C(N)=3 THEN GOSUB 410
170 IF C(N)=5 THEN GOSUB 470
180 IF C(N)=10 THEN GOSUB 530
190 INPUT "WOULD YOU- LIKE A PRINTOUT";ANS$: IF ANS$="Y" OR ANS$="y"

THEN BOSUe 850
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Time Zorie $69.99
Word Handler $144.99
Super Taxman II $24.95
Crazy Mazey $22.99

IBMEveryday Catalog
Specials

Snack Attack II $29.99
Volkswriter $134.99
Temple of Apsl,lai . : . $29.99
Visi Calc $179.99r----~----------,
To receive you.r free catalog right
qway, send this coupon to the address
below. Do you want our 0 Apple or
o IBM Catalog?

NAME
STREET

CITY

( )
PHONE

. STATE ZIP

Strictly Soft Ware
P.O. Box 338
Granville, OH 43023
Phone Orders & Technical
Assistance: 1·800·848-5253
In Ohio: 1-614-587-2938~----------~----~

CIRCLE 292 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ACRS, continued ...
200
210
220
230
240

REM -- SCREEN DISPLAY
CLS: PRINT C.(N) "- YEAR ACRS"
PRINT"COST RECOVERY ",OR ";IT$(N)
PRINT "UNADJUSTED BASIS: "pPRINT USING "$$*****.** ";BP(N)
PRINT:PRINT"DATE PLACED IN SERVICE: ";S$(N):PRINT "DEPRECIATION. ,S . YEAR:

250
260
270

U;V
PRINT:PRINT"RATE
DEP=BP(N)aR
PRINT:PRINT"FULL ·ACRS DEPRECIATION AMT. =";:PRINT USING

OF ACRS DEPRECIATION: ";100aR;"X"

"$$*****.**";DEP
280 PRINT"PERCEtn OF USE FOR BUSINESS:"; B (N);"X":B=. 01*B (N)
290 TD=B*DEP
300 PRINT:PRINT"ACRS DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION = ";:PRINT USING

"$$*****.**";TD
310 INPUT "DO YOU WANT ANOTHER DEPRECIATION YEAR (Y/N)";A$
320 IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN GOTO 150
330 IF A$="N" AND S=l OR A$="n" AND S=l THEN 370
340 INPUT"DO YOU WANT TO REVIEW ANOTHER ITEM FROM THE DISK (Y/N)";A$
350 IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN 780
360 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN N=M
370 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER ITEM (Y/N)";AN$
380 IF AN$="y" OR AN$="Y" THEN N=N+l:S=l:GOTO 100
390 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE YOUR DATA (Y/N)";A$
400 IF A$="Y" oR A$="y" THEN 610 ELSE END
410 REM -- 3 YEAR ACRS
420 IF Y=1 THEN R=.25
430 IF Y=2 THEN R=.38
440 IF Y=3 THEN R=.37
450 IF Y>3 THEN GOTO 150
460 RETURN
470 REM -- 5 YEAR ACRS
480 IF Y=1 THENR=.15
490 IF Y=2 THEN.R=.22
500 IF Y>2 AND Y<6 THEN R=.21
510 IF Y)5 THEN 60TO 150
520 RETURN
530 REM -- 10 YEAR ACRS
540 IF Y=1 THEN R=.Oa
550 IF Y=2 THEN R=.14
560 IF Y=3 THEN R=.12
570 IF Y>3 AND Y<7 THEN R=.l
580 IF Y>6 AND Y<11 THEN R=.09
590 IF Y>10 THEN GOTO 150
600 RETURN
610 REM -- DISK ACCESS
629 M=N
630 INPUT "WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO NAME YOUR FILE";F$
640 OPEN F$+".TAX" FOR OUTPUT AS *1
650 WRITE *1,M,NM$,SS$
660 FOR 1=1 TO M
670 WRITE *1,IT$(I),BP(I),S$(I),B(I),C(I)
680 NEXT I .
690 CLOSE *1
700 END
710 INPUT "WHAT FILE WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ";F$
720 OPEN F$+". TAX" FOR INPUT AS *1'
730 INPUT*I,M,NM$,SS$
740 FOR 1=1 TO M
750 INPUT *1,IT$(I),BP(I),S$(I),B(I),C(I)
760 NEXT I . .
770 CLOSE *1
780 CLS:PRINT"ITEMS IN THE FILE ARE"
790 FOR 1=1 TO ~
800 PRINT I,IT$(I)
aro NEXT I
820 INPUT "WHICH ITEM WOULD YOU NOW LIKE TO REVIEW (ENTER ITEM * OR 0 FOR

NEW ITEM)";I
830 PRINT IT$(I):N=I:IF 1=0 THEN N=M:GOTO 379
835 IF I<=M THEN GOTO 150
840 PRINT"tHE ITEM YOU CHOOSE ISN'T IN THE FILE":FOR K=1 TO 1500:NEXT:

GOTO 780 .
850 REM -- PRINTER SUBROUTINE
860 LPRINT C(N) "- YEAR DEPRECIATION (ACRS) WORKSHEET"
870 LPRINT NM$; "•••••••••••••• :••••SS. ";SS$ .
880 LPRINT
890 LPRINT"COST RECOVERY FOR ";IT$(N!
900 LPRIiln
910 LPRINT "UNADJUSTED BASIS: ";:LPRINT USING ""$*****.** ";BP(N)
920 LPRINT"DATE PLACED IN .SERVICE: ";S$(N):LPRINT"DEPRECIATION YEAR: ";Y
930 LpRINT"RATE OF ACRS DEPRECIATION: ";100*R;"X"
940 DEP=BP(N)*R '
950 LPRINT:LPRINT"FULL ACRS DEPRECIATION AMT. =";:LPRINT USING

"$$*****. **"; DEP' .
960 LPRINT"PERCENT OF USE FOR BUSINESS: ";B(N);"X":B=.OI*B(N)
970 TD=B*DEP
980 LPRINT:LPRINT"ACRS DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION = ";:LPRINT USING

"$$*****. **"; TD: LPRINT
990 GOTO 319 -
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Apple II+'48ir, Ca
Apple III 126K, Call
Apple II Compatible
Hardware & Software

--- ------ -"---- ---- - ---- - - -----------.~
QUADBDARD by QUADRAM, Inc.
Memory ~xpanslon, Clock, Parallel
Interface, RZ321nt., DN DNE BD.ARD!
Quadboard w/&4K Inllllled $495
Qiladboard w/192K Inltilled 719
Quadlloard w/256K Inltalled 795~

MlcroSolt Soltcard Premium Syst,m
(lncludtl: SoItcard.RAM Clrd, VldllVldeo-
term eO Col., StlllwHch. Olber", CP/M'"
UIII guld.) : Only $595
16K RAM Card by Mlcrosolt 145
Z-lIo Solt Card by Mlcrosolt 275

fiY4!ml
Vldex VldeoTerm 80 Col. Clrd $245
Vldex KeyllNrd Enhlncer I (Orlg.) 75
Vl\lex KtyboIrd E~hlnctr II 129

VistaCOMPUTER
COMPANV InC.

Vision 80 Vide. DI'pIIj Clrd $255
Apple III Clock/Cllender Clrd 159
Dbl. Denl. 8"01lc Controller 299
DUll 8" Disc Drlvis . . . . . . . . . . . Call

IMO~~~~~"
CPS Mu~I·Function Card ...
Music System (16 Voices).
Expansion Chasis (8 SIOls)
Clock/Calandar Card ..
AID+ 01AInterlace
Romplus + card. '
Super Talker 'SD·200 ... , . , ..
Keyboard Filter ROMlor Romplus
Copy ROMlor Romplus, . .. '
RomWriter card 149
RomPlus 32K MM add-on (w/16K) , .: 149

9y'~~.'.q2~'
VlslCalc $185
VlslClilc Templatel (New!) Call
VI,IFlle (OatiS •••Management) 185
VlsITrenC\/Vlsll'lot 199
VlslS~hedule (New) 239
VlslTerm 89
VlslDex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
Desktop Plan 11 185

-IBM SOFTWARE-

ATARI410 Program Recordll $79
ATARI810 DiskDrive 419
ATARI850 Interllce 159
ATARI 830 Modem. . . . . . . . . . . . 145
ATARI825 80 Column Prlntll 559
ATARI JOYlticks, (PIli) : 16

ATARI Pac Man $29.95
ATARI Star Ral~ers 29.95
ATARI Missile Command 29.95
ATARI Asteroids 29.95
ATARI Centipede 29.95
ATARI Caverns of Mars 29.95

-WICO-
Arcade Quality

JOYSTICK'CONTROlLERS
byWICO.. _.... $24.95 ea.

-PERCOM-
ATARI SS DD Single Disk Drive $679
ATARI SS O~ Dual Disk Drive 999

Franklin Ace-l000 $1049
Franklin Ace-l000 wIColor 1099
Franklin Ace-l0 Disc Drive 479
Franklin Ace-l0 Ad~-On Drive 379

-MICROSCI-
Apple II + Compatilile Drive

Disk Drive w/Controlier : $429
Disk Drive w. o.lControlier 379

-RANAlApple-
Elite I Disc Drive. : $349
Elite I Disc Drive wI Controller 449
Elite II Disc Drive 549
Elite Controller Card •........... 99

CORVUS SYSTEMS
Corvus Winchester 5 Mtg.Dllk, $2959
Corvus Winchester 10 Mig.Dilk, 4295
Corvus Wlnchastir 20 Mlg. Disk, 5195
fllJlrror Back-Up ... : . . . . . . . .. C~II

ALIENVOICEBOXVoice Synthesizer (for ATARI&Apple), $99

HP-41 C $149
HP-41CV $219
HP-41 Card Reader 5159 at"""'1'':''''':====r''--;n
HP-41 Optical Wltid 99
!lP-41 PrInter (82143A) 289
HP-IL I!lllt'flce Module 99
Hp·IL PrInter (~2162A). , •.•.•.. , a79
HP-IL DllJiltal Cassette Drive 419
HP-IL Video Interlace Mod. . 229

J2~;TEXAS 'INSTRUMENTS
~ , COMPUTERS

TI-99/4 $198*
"Net 'coit alter $10a Factory Rebate.
P.erlp~eral Expansion System .. $195
RS.232 Interface Card 139
Disk Controller Card 195
Disk Drive 299

~
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

SOFTWARE
PHM-3026 Ext.nded Bille •.•. $74.95
PHM-3035 Termlnll Emulltor II .. 39.00
PHM-3055 EdHor/Assembler 74.95
PHM-3058 MiniMemory. : 74.95
PHM-3013 Prlnl. Rec. Kttplng 39.00
PHM-3053 TlllIVederl 32.00
PHM-3057 Munc~ Man 3,2.00
PHM·3054 C••w•••.......... 32.00
PHM-3112 Plratc 32.00

.AMIEK
Color I. : $339
Color II ., 699
Color III 429

BMC 12"Gr., 599
$anyo 9"Gr., 159 ZYM-121 Green Phos.
Sailyo 12"Gr., .. 209 only $119

-PRINTERS-
MX-80 ~~~ $429 8;m Smith-Corona Daisy Wheel
MX-80FT 519 TP 1 N $629
MX-l00 715 ,-. ,OW

NEe
8021mpact DotMatrix $489
351033 CPS Serlll 1749
3530 :i3 CPS Centronics Par 1749
BI-Directlonal Tractor (3500) 229
7710 5SCPS SlIlal. : Z349
773055 CPS CentroniCSPar., 2349
Tractor lor 770p Series ' 229

-,CENTRONICS-

Conlmodore VIC-20 5189.95
Commodore Dataselte 67.00
Commodore Super Expander 59.00
Commodore 8K Memory 52.00
Commodore VIC Avenger 24.95
Commodore VIC SuperAJltn 24.95
Commodore VIC Jupiter Lander .24.95

-MODEMS-
'IN-O-Ya"':"tio:-.,-hlr..s:J•••· NovaUon Cat .. 5139

NovaUon D-Cat'. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 149
Novation 212 595
NovaUon Apple Cat II 310

(l)HayeS
Mlcromodem II $279
Smartm!Jdem 300 219
Smartmodeni 1200 549
Chronograph .

-CABlES-
Parallel Printer Cables

ATARI .. ~ $35
Apple II 37
18M ..............•......... 40
Osborlle 37

If you are in needof
something you cannot

find in OUf ad,
PlEA~E CAll.
~p

PC-1500 Hand Held Computer. $219
CE-150 Prlnter/Cass. Intlrlace 195
CE-152 Cassette Tape Recorder 75
CE-155 8K RAMMomoryModule 99
CE-151 4K RAMMemory Module 50

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
CALCU~TORS

TI-88 Calculltor $260
TI PC-800 Prlnter/Plottor 150
TI CA-800 Ca,,"tt"lnterlac" 50
TI-59 clleulaiDr : 169
TI-58C Calculltor 79
TI PC-l00C Printer IPioItor 149
TI-5511 Cllculltor 40
TI LCD Programmer 55

ftersonal
"computer
. Systems

P.O. Box 1073
Syracuse, N.Y. 13201



IFYOU'RE CONFUSED
.' M • • • 'I. _, '. ., •

PERSONAL COMPUTER,
. . ~ .' - '.

At this moment, there are no
less than 50 personal computers
onthe market. And more are
being introduced every day

On one hand, having all those
. options is a good thing. On the .
other, it can make picking the
riqht one pretty difficult.

Computers come in two parts.
, You have to buy both.

We'd like to help. So here are a
few suggestions about how to buy
the computer that's right for you.
Computers come in two parts .
.. One part is the "hardware,"
which is the machinery itself. The
other is the "software," or a pro-
gram, as it's sometimes called.

Software is the part that tells
the computer what to do, the way
a driver tells a car what to do.
Without software, a computer

can't do anything.
And vice versa.
Youhave to buy both.

Buy the software first.
Since the reason you're buying

a computer is to get the capability
the software gives youIremember,
it's the software that knows how
. to get things done), it makes
good sense to pick the
software first.

Start by making a list of the
things you want to use the com-
puter for. It can include almost
anything-any kind of inventory;
filing, accounting, graphics,
reportinq, record-keeping,
analysis-you name it and there's
probably a software program that
does it.

Next, take the list into a com-
puter store and ask the salesper-
son to give you a demonstration
of the program, or programs,
that will do the things you
want. '

Even though you'll
rieed a computer
for the

tion, keep in mind the computer'
is just a vehicle. The software is
the driver. And once you've
decided on the software, picking
out the rest of the computer sys-
tem will be much easier.
The simpler the better.

Look for software that's easy to
learn, easy to use, and that does
the job in the simplest way
possible. .

Good personal soft-
ware should be, as the
computer people say;
"friendly!' Meaning

. . that it helps you
'\ . do what you

\, it have to do
.••"" •• . without get-

\ illQ' ting in the
'\ .~ . way

~.
;.oz.
~

Mean-
ingthere

are no com-
plicated routines

to follow to perform
a simple task And no
programrr'ling
language to learn.
Some people, how-

ever, will tellyou that soft-
ware has to be compli-
cated to be powerful.
Nothing could be far-

ther from the truth.
Because in order for a

program to appear simple
to you onthe outside, it has to

be extremely complex on
the inside.



ABOUT BUYING A
BEBE'S SOME BELP.

........,--"""""
.Good software keeps the com-

plications in the computer, where
they belong. And keeps the capa-
bility at your fingertips. It's that
simple.
You simply have to see
for yourself.

You can read any number of
interesting books and magazines
about personal computers. You
can ask friends who have them.
You can look at all the sales litera-
ture you can get your hands on.
And you should do all those
things before you decide to buy:

But as helpful as all that can be,
there really is no substitute for a
real, live demonstration.

When you do go out shopping,
we recommend you take a look at
the PFS®Family of Software.

The PFS family is designed the
way we think all software should
be: simple, straightforward and
powerful.

Currently; three products
make up the family:PFS:Fll...E,
PFS:REPORT and PFS:GRAPH,
with more programs on the way:
Here's a little more about each
of them.
PFS:FILE. The simplest way
to get orgaDized.

Basically; Fll...Eworks like a
paper filing system, without the
paper. So you can record, file,
retrieve and review information in
a fraction of the time it takes with
a conventional filing system.

Fll.JElets you arrange your
information in "forms" you design
yourself. So you can get at and
really use your information in
ways never before possible.

What's more, Fll.JElets you
change the original form without
having to redo the information on it.

PFS:REPORT. Making the most
of your iDformation.
REPORT summarizes the

information on your forms so you
can use it to analyze, plan and
make better-informed decisions.

With REPORT, you get presen-
tation-quality reports-sorted, cal- ,
culated, formatted and printed-
automatically; in seconds.
PFS:GRAPB. Instant pictures.

GRAPH gives you presentation
quality bar charts, line graphs,
and pie charts, in black and white
or color, on paper or the com-
puter screen. To get a clearer
picture of things and spot trends
instantly; you simply enter your
information and specify the kind
of graph or chart you want.
GRAPH does the rest.
You can also mix and match

line and bar graphs, or even stack
or compare up to four bar graphs
simultaneously.

And GRAPH willwork with
PFS:Fll.JE,VisiCalc® files, or data
entered directly into the
computer.

Best of all, compared to the
cost of hand-drawn graphics,
GRAPH can save you enough
money over the course of a few
months to pay for the computer it
runs on.

TheP~~m::~~~--J
Simple and powerful.

Send for our Free PFS
SOFTWARE CATALOG.

It'll tell you more about the PFS
Family of Software and how to
use it.

It's free. And all you have to do
to get one is return the coupon
below; or see your participating
PFSdealer.

The PFS Family of Software.
We've already made

computers simpler to use.
Now we're making them

simpler to buy:

Name _
Address ~ _
City _

State Zip _
I plan to use a personal computer:

oat home 0 at work 0 both.
Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo, Santa Clara, CA 95050 CC2/83

®pFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation. 1901Landings Drive, Mountain View. CA 94043. The PFS Family of Software
currently runs on all Appie® Il and Apple ill computers. ®Appie is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. ~VisiCalc is a registered trademark
of VisiCorp Personal Software. CIRCLE 267 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Financial Analy.sis for the Apple II

One of the primary uses for which I
bought a microcomputer was to cal-
culate the percentage rate of return on
either actual or potential investments. I
also wanted to be able to maintain modi-
fiable disk records of the amounts and
dates of such investments.

To satisfy these needs I needed a cal-
endar-date-based database as well as a
program which could perform Internal
Rate of Return analysis on the data.

The Applesoft program Financial
Analysis satisfies both objectives and
does much more. The program is a
menu-driven, user-oriented modular
program with prompts. It offers a cal-
endar-date-based modifiable financial
database, and can READ/SA VE data
from/to disk.

You can enter individual cash flows
and have the computer generate a series
of equal-amount flows by defining first
and last dates, and the number of inter-
vals (months, days, or years) between
flows.

You can also modify dates or flows of
individual data records, delete data by
individual record number or dates, re-
view all or part of the data on the screen,
search for data record(s) by amount of
cash flow, sort data by date, combine
flows with same dates, and eliminate
records with zero flows.

There is an efficient Newton routine
to solve for Internal Rate of Return, and
you can print a summary or detailed re-
sults (formatted) on an 80-column

Skene H. Moody. 1754 St. Albans Rd .. San
Marino. CA 91108.

Skene Moody

printer with page numbers and headers
on each page.

The program also includes a short,
transportable machine language routine
which allows INPUT of strings with lead-
ing or imbedded commas, colons, or
quotation marks and transportable sub-
routines which calculate the day number
from a given month, day of month, and
year (useful for calculating the number
of days between dates) and the month,

One of the primary
uses for which I bought
a microcomputer was

to calculate the
percentage rate of

return on either actual
or potential
investments.

day,and year from the day number.
Also included is a formatting sub-

routine which allows you to specify
dynamically the right-justified field
width and the number of digits after the
decimal. The routine inserts commas as
appropriate to improve the appearance
of the output.

Some applications for which I have
used the program include calculating
yields for common stocks considering

188

both appreciation in per share price and
dividends paid, calculating bond-yield-
to-maturity, and calculating yields on
Treasury bills.

I have also determined the yield (re-
turn) for my company stock purchase
plan during the entire period I have
participated and during the latest cal-
endar year, calculated the true annual
interest rate on my mortgage loan
considering "points" and prepayment
penalties, and found the true interest
rate on my bank savings account and
credit union share accounts.

Examples
Let's consider a very simple example:

A $100 investment on January 1, 1981
and a return of $110 one year later.
When you RUN the program, after a
brief delay while the program initializes
variables and POKES the machine lan-
guage routine, you will see a menu with
11 choices.
Choose option 2 (INPUT DATA

FROM KEYBOARD OR DISK). and
. you will see the data entry sub-menu. Se-
lect option 2 of the sub-menu (INPUT
SINGLE CASH FLOW DATA), and a
data format window will be displayed on
the screen.

Enter the following data:
1, 1,81, -100
1, 1, 82, 110

Note that I use the convention that cash
outflows are negative and inflows are
positive. You may want to use the op-
posite convention-c-the only program
constraint is that outflows have the
opposite sign from inflows.

February 1983 © Creative Computing



Next, type E to end single-flow data
entry. Now type 4 (RETURN TO
MAIN MENU), since you are finished
with all data entry. Type 8 (CAL-
CULATE INTERNAL RATE OF RE-
TURN), and after the data are sorted
(they are not needed in this case, but the
program has no way of knowing this)
answer the question DO YOU WANT
TO ANALYZE (A)LL OR (S)OME OF
THE DATA? with A.

Next, you will see the various interest
rates the program tries while solving for
the correct interest rate, and then the
final result will again appear on the
screen. These results include the first
and last dates included in the analysis,
the effective annual interest rate
(10.007%), the sum of positive flows
(110.00), the sum of negative flows
(100.00), the sum of all stock flows
(10.00), the daily interest rate
(2.6115759E-04) and the number of
iterations (4) the program needed to
solve for the interest rate.
You are probably wondering why the

interest rate determined by the program
was 10.007% rather than the expected
10.000%. I have chosen this example to
show the one approximation the pro-
gram uses. The effective interest rate cal-
culated by the program is for a
365.25-day year. This is the average
number of days in a year and results in
increasingly accurate interest rates as
study durations increase.

In this particular case, since 1981 is
not a leap year, the conventional answer
can be calculated from the daily interest
rate by the following formula:

«1 + 2.6115759E-4)f 365-1) x 100
= 10.000%

This relationship is defined as FNA(X)
in line 11080 of the program except that
365.25 is used instead of 365.

Yield on Common Stock
Let's look at an example which eval-

uates the yield on a common stock. Sup-
pose the stock sold for $25.75 at the end
of 1978 and paid a $0.62 dividend at the
end of January, April, and July of 1979;
a $0.68 dividend at the end of October,
1979 and also at the end of January,
April, and July of 1980; and $0.74 at the
end of October, 1980. Finally, assume
the stock was quoted at $25.62 at the
end of 1980.
The data to be entered are:

12,31,78, -25.75
1, 31, 79, .62
4, 30, 79, .62
7,31,79, .62
10, 30, 79, .68
1, 31, 80, .68
4, 30, 80, .68
7,31,80, .68
10, 30, 80, .74
12, 31, 80, 25.62
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S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

$14.95

GAME DESIGNER
You Have the Inspiration

We Have the Tools
introducing

THE FROBTM
The hardware/software system
that converts your Apple" II into

a sophisticated Atari'" 2600
VeST\1 game development

workstation.

Now Available for the Atari
5200 HEST\I

Five minutes to install-.-No machine modification-.-Operational simplicity-.-Real time game development
Order Now For Immediate Delivery.

CALL 408-429-1552

iiM FROBCO, a Div. of
Tri-Comp Poly technical, Inc.

P.O. Box 2780
Santa Cruz, CA 95063

The Miracle of Creation
Can Be Yours™

FROB is d trademark u FROBCO.
Atari and Apple arc registered trademark- (11

Atari. Inc. and Apple Computers. Inc.
respectively. \'C5 and HES are trademark- {II

Atari.Tnc

ScotcIi Diskettes
Rely on Scotch- diskettes to keep your valu-
able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
are tested and guaranteed error-free. The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads.
They're compatible with most diskette drives.

(800)235-4137

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Get Serious About

Computing
PROFESSIONALKEYBOARO. Makesyour ZX81
use. Enter programs Quickly and error-free. Plugs
straight into your ZX81 without any soldering. Has 47
keys and a full spacebar. S85.00
32K RAM. Expand the memory capacity of your ZX81
with this direct-plug-in module. Fully compatible with
Sinclair's 16K RAM (to give your ZX81 system a full
48K). 599.95
64K RAM. Expand your ZX81 memory capacity to its
maximum. Plugs in directly to your ZX81 5149.95

SoftwareonCassette
MUlT1F1LE PLUS. GAMES

MAZOGS
A maze-adventure

INVAOERS
to levels of play

STAR TREK
Zap the Klingons

DICTATOR
Political adventure

Dala storage system for 16K 10
64K systems. Flexible. user-
defined setup. Includes oro-
gram tape. detailed instruction
manual. 3 data tapes storage
case.

534.95

Call (716) 874-5510 for Visa, MC Orders.

!g!~fl!!9!1~Ele:~::i;S

Checks or money orders. No COOs.Add shipping.

Top-quality Verbatim" Diskettes
from Tech-Data, your complete
word and data processing supply
center. Dealer inquiries invited.

Call Toll Free
1-800-237-8931.

In FlorIda, call
813-577-2794.

Tech· Data CorporatIon
3251 Tech Drive North
St. Petersburg, FL 33702

CIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD'

Offers Discounts on All

TR8-80@
COMPUTERS

We Have What You Are Looking For

Free Shipping Within United States
* 100% New Original Equipment
* Prices Comparable to Any Other
* No Tax On Out of State

Shipments

For Prices and
Shipping Information

Call Toll Free
1-800-545-9019

N.M. Residents Call 257-7865
or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER 1

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Financial Analysis, continued ...

When the results are calculated, we
see that the effective rate of return is
10.637%. Although this is not a
spectacular yield at today's high infla-
tion rates, the example does point out
that a positive return can be earned on a
stock even though the sale price of the
stock is lower than its purchase price
and that dividends must be considered
when calculating stock yields.

The example also reminds me to men-
tion that the "Internal" in "Internal
Rate of Return" implies that the method
assumes no reinvestment of dividends or
other cash returns. If the dividends had
been reinvested, the owner would have
more than one share of the stock to sell
at the end of 1980, the $25.62 flow
would be increased, and the analysis
would result in a higher yield.

True Interest Rate
Finally, let's evaluate the true interest

rate of a loan. Assume a lender agrees to
lend you $6000 for three years at 17%
interest on December 31, 1980 and tells
you (correctly) that you will have
monthly payments of $213.92 at the end
of each month from January 31, 1981
through November 30, 1983 plus a final

payment of $213.76 on December 31,
1983 (total of 36 payments).
To enter the data, use the INPUT

SINGLE CASH FLOW DATA option
(2) of the DATA ENTRY SUB-MENU
to enter the initial (+) amount of the
loan and the final (-) payment.

Use the INPUT SERIES OF CASH
FLOW DATA option (3) of the sub-
menu to enter the parameters needed for
the program to generate the other (-)
payments. If you REVIEW the data
(main menu 5) you will note that the
program automatically calculates the
correct end dates of each month (28, 30,
or 31 days).

After you return to the main menu
and type 8 to branch to the CAL-
CULATE INTERNAL RATE OF RE-
TURN subroutine, the program will
calculate the interest rate as 18.434%.
This is very close to the theoretical an-
swer which is obtained from the follow-
ing calculation:

«1 + .17/12) t 12-1.0) x 100 =
18.389%

The calculated interest rate is higher
than the quoted interest rate of 17%
since the loan is compounded monthly.
The slight difference between the theo-
retical interest rate and the rate cal-

culated by the program is because the
program considers the actual number of
days between payments and also because
of the 365.25-day convention discussed
earlier.

System Notes
The program was written for an Ap-

ple II Plus (Applesoft in ROM) system
with 48K RAM and one disk drive. If all
REMS are removed, line 12030 is re-
placed with RETURN, lines 12040
through 12270 are deleted and N in line
11030 is changed to 500, the program
should run on a 32K system with a disk
and Applesoft in ROM.

Printer Notes
The program was written to support a

Microtek MT-80P 80-column printer
interfaced with an Apple Centronics
Parallel Interface Card in slot 1. The
user may have to modify lines 5680 and
5720 to suit his particular printer.
Also, the CHR$(12) in lines 5590 and

5720 causes a form feed (top-of-form) to
be execu ted on my printer. The
CHR$(28) in lines 5490 and 5610 causes
my printer to print wide (five
characterslinch) letters and the
CHR$(29) in lines 5490 and 5620 causes

Program Description
Line Numbers Description

10-60 Remarks.
100-360 Displays Main Menu on the screen and

asks for user to select option.
1000-1ll0 Data entry sub-menu.
1120-1240 Display data format window on screen.
1250-1440 Subroutine to input month, day, year, and

cash flows.
1450-1490 Routine to enter single cash flows.
1500-1630 Subroutine to enter the required data for

the program to generate a series of
constant-amount cash flows.

1640-1670 Subroutine which generates a series of
constant-amount cash flows which have an
interval between flows which is a multiple
of one day.

1680-1770 Subroutine which generates a series of cash
flows which have an interval between
flows which is a multiple of one month.

1780-1840 Subroutine which generates flows with an
interval between flows which is a multiple
of one year.

2000-2050 Subroutine which allows the user to modify
individual date and flow records given the
number of the record. The number of a
record can be found by "Reviewing" the
data (option 5 on the main menu).

3000-3100 Sub-menu to delete data.
3110-3160 Subroutine which asks user to enter the

first and last (if more than one) record
number to be deleted. If only one record is
to be deleted the program displays the
data and asks the user to confirm that the
correct record was located.

3170 Deletes a range of records.

3180-3190 Search for the record to be deleted and if it
is found, go to line 3200 where it is
deleted.

3200 Does the actual deleting of one record.
3210-3240 Sort data by date if they are not already

sorted and request inputs from the user to
define the date(s) of data records which
are to be deleted.

3250-3280 Delete all records within a range of dates.
3290-3330 Delete the single data record which con-

tains the user-specified date and ask
whether other single-date records are to be
deleted.

3340-3410 Search for and display all data records
which contain cash flows within one cent
of a user-specified flow.

4000-4030 Applesoft speedup routine (see Credits).
4050-4080 Review routine-asks whether user wants

to review all or some of the data and if
the latter, asks user to input beginning and
ending dates.

4090-4110 Print column headers and "window" the
headers.

4120-4250 Display the range of data specified. Dis-
played data include record number, date,
amount of flow, cumulative flow, and an
asterisk (*) if there is a reversal in sign of
the cumulative cash flow at the displayed
flow.

4260 Applesoft speedup routine.
5000-5100 Determine whether all or some of the data

are to be included when calculating In-
ternal Rate of Return. If the latter, ask
user to input the first and last dates to be
included and find the appropriate begin-
ning and ending record number.
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my printer to output "normal" (10
characters/inch) letters.

Credits
The Speeding in Applesoft routine

which appears as part of lines 4030,
4240, 4260, 7060, 7220, and 11050 is
from an article by Roger Wagner in the
September 1979 issue of Call-A.P.P.L.E.
Temporarily altering the "beginning" of
an Applesoft program can reduce execu-
tion time since Applesoft searches for
"destination" line numbers from GOTOS,
IF ... THENS, etc., from the "beginning"
of the program.

Line 11050 places the pointers to the
original beginning of the program into
the variables PI and P2. Lines 4030 and
7060 temporarily substitute the location
of the current statement into the loca-
tions for the beginning of the program.
Lines 4240, 4260, and 7220 restore the
original program start addresses before
the subroutine is exited.

The Input Anything routine which in-
volves lines 1290, 3330, 5370, 9040,
10040, 11030, and 11110-11170 is from
an article by Val J. Golding in the July-
August, 1980 issue of Call-A.P.P.L.E.

The machine language routine in lines
11110-11170 uses the first defined string
in an Applesoft program (in this case
IN$) as a temporary buffer. The routine
allows the user to input strings contain-
ing leading or imbedded commas, co-
lons, or quotation marks. Syntax is as
follows: CALL 768:A$ = MID$(IN$,
1). A$ is the variable in which the string
is to be INPUT.

Printer output of the first example described in the article.

2 FLOW SERIES @ 10X
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS* *

CUMULATIVE
DATE CASH FLOW CASH FLOW *-------- ----------- -----------

1- 1-81 -100.00 -100.00
1- 1-82 110.00 10.00 *

DAY #

o
365

* NUMBER OF REVERSALS IN CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW

RESULTS

CASH FLOWS FROM: 1- 1-81
ro: 1- 1-82

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL INTE"'EST RATE = 10.007 %

SUM OF POSITIVE FLOWS =
SUM OF NEGATIVE FLOWS =

SUM OF ALL FLOWS =
110.00

-100.00
10.00

DAILY INTEREST RATE = 2.6115759E-001

4 ITERATIONS

Note:
[(1 + 2.6115759 E-4)365.25 -1]*100 = 10.007% as shown. In this particular
case, since 1981 is not a leap year, the expected result for 365-day year could
be calculated as [(1+2.6115759 E-4)365 -1]*100 = 10.000%

5110-5140 Main calculation routine. This iterative
routine uses Newton's method to deter-
mine the amount of change (01) to make
to the last-tried interest rate (IR) to obtain
the next trial interest rate. Note that if
there is more than one reversal in the sign
of the cumulative cash flows (sorted data),
more than one interest rate is mathemat-
ically correct. While this program may
find one of the solutions, it is not able to
find or indicate other possibilities.

5150-5260 Print results on screen. Ask whether user
desires results to be printed on printer.

5270-5290 If printer results are requested, ask whether
Summary (same as screen) or Detailed
(also prints all dates and flows) Results
are desired.

5300-5330 Print summary results on printer.
5340-5580 Print detailed results on printer after asking

user to enter the (maximum of 40 charac-
ter) title which will be printed at the top
of each page.

5590 Prints page number at top of each page
after the first.

5600-5620 Print title at top of each page.
5630-5640 Print column headers at top of page.
5650-5680 Turn printer on (see Printer Notes).
5690-5720 Turn printer off.
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6000-6130 Format routine. The routine is entered with
the number to be formatted (XX), the
width of the right-justified field (W%),
and the number of digits after the decimal
(X%). The routine zero-fills after the deci-
mal if needed, adds commas as appro-
priate, and outputs the resultant string
(A$). If the number is too large for the
field, asterisks are printed.

7000-7130 Sort routine. The routine uses the insertion
sort which is generally regarded as slow.
However, it is the fastest routine for data
which is in near-sorted form. Since I gen-
erally enter data in date-order or add only
a few items to a previously sorted array,
this method was selected. Line 7060 is
part of the Applesoft speedup routine.
Lines 7070 and 7080 place the day num-
ber relative to the date of the first data
record into 0% (1,0 to use as the sort
key. This is done since the day number is
a six-digit number and an integer variable
can only hold values as large as 32,767
(approximately 89.7 years). Thus, a pro-
gram limitation is that all dates must be
no more than 89.7 years away from the
date of the first data record.

7140-7250 Combine flows with same dates and elimi-
nate records with zero flows.
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CompuShack /Where special prices Are Really Special!
vtstcatc Expand Program $59

Data Drive™ for Apple II, 100% Apple compatible; runs VERSAbox scooter /buffer 16K Centronics
DOS3.3, pascal, CP/M, etc. 15% more storage by using Input/Output $199
enhancer diskette. 300% faster track-to-track speed. VERSAbox spooter/burrer 16K Centronics

and RS232C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $239
VERSAbox Real Time ctock/tnsorav option $129
16K Memory Modules forVERSAbox $39
Standard 6' Centronics parallel Cable
for EPSON,C-ITOH,NEC,ANADEX, and others ..... $22

Standard 6' Paper Tiger or Prism printer cable,
Parallel Centronics Male DB25 . . $26

Miscellaneous cables for various printers.
Please specify for ourne, olaote. votrax,
NECsptnwrtter or other. . . . . . $26

SOColumn card. . . $169
zao caro rnoce/Msortware rnctuoecn $149
Controller for Apple II including hardware

diagnostics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $115
ATARI PERSONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
ModeISOO. . . . $659.00
Model 400 $299.00
Paddle Controller $15.95
Numeric Key Pad $99.99
Disk Drive. . . . . . . . . . . . . $459.00
SOColumn Printer. . $575.00
OSBORNE COMPUTER SYSTEM-

includes CRT,64K, Dual floppy disks,
RS-232port, IEEE-4SSinterface, worostar
Mailmerge, suoercarc, Mbasic and CP/M Call

EPSON COMPUTERS
QX-10, ZSOCPUwith 64K Ram Video Graphics

processor, 12" Monitor and many more
features . . . . . . . . . . .. $2195.00

HX-20 Notebook Computer $699.00
MODEMS
Micro Modem II . . . . . . . . . $299.95
Smart Modem 1200 Baud Full Duplex $529.95
Micro Modem II Manual/Diskette $15.00
Game paddles. . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
Select-a-Part $95.95
ALTOS
Computer SOOO-15 .
EAGLE
Computer System
Eagle II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2699
Eagle III . . $3333 Eagle IV . . . . . . .. . $4999
ADDS VIDEO MONITORS
ViewPointA1.. . $560 ViewPointA2.
TELEVIDEO
910C .

CORVUS
5 MBWinchester $2999
10 MB $4399 20 MB $5299

$279.00
SUGGESGEDRETAIL PRICE $429_00
Drive with controller card .. $359

Space Saver™ slim line drive for Apple II,
100% Apple compatible $399

APPLE II + Complete System.
Apple II + Computer, disk drive and
controller, 12" monitor, green screen $1599

APPLE II plus 64K, ZSOcard, SOcolumn card,
controller, disk drive 163K, green monitor-
DOS3.3, CP/M and PASCAL $1950

FRANKLINACE 1000 COMPUTER-
Complete system Franklin Ace 1000,
Apple compatible, 64K, Upper and
Lower Case Typewriter style Keyboard,
12-Key numeric pad, Alpha lock keys,
Visicalc keys, 50 watt power supply
and a built-in fan $1599

Additional Drive for only $100 (Only with
system pu rchasei

S" Drive, controller, power supply, cables,
cabinet and software $1595

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR APPLE II

VERSAcard-multifunction board $169
BSRTransducer $19
Applications/Demo Disk $25
Parallel Printer Card $69
PRT-1with cable $75
PRT-1with EPSONSO/100 screen graphics
dump with cable-Graffitti card . . . . . $99

PRT-1with NECS023 or C.ITOHPROWRITER
screen Dump Graphics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$99

16K ram card $89
32K ram card $175
64K ram card including DOS3.3 disk

emulator $279
12SK ram card including DOS3.3 disk

emulator $369
PASCALdisk emulator $39
DOS3.3 disk emulator $39
Grappler Interface Card $99
Bubble Memory pseudo disk, 12SK $799

512K arrive soon
super Fan and one outlet $59.95
JOYStick $29.95

$3999

.$499

. $599 912C . ... $759

KAY PRO COMP II COMPUTER
Z-SOBased CPU-64K ram 9" dlsolav, SO
COlumns, x24 rams CP/M 2.2, MA-Basic;
Selectword included. . $1699



SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
IBMPC64K, Floppy controller,
Color Card & 2 Drives $2750.00

raxan Umber Monitor
High Resolution $149.00

DISK DRIVES
TAN DON FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
TM 100-1 SS/DD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $189
TM 100-2 DS/DD $249
TM 100-496 TPI DS/DD $379
DEVONG and CORONA HARD DISK
Systems for Apple II and IBM PC
5MB Complete Subsystem $1595
10MB Complete Subsystem $1995

SHUGART:
SA400 $215 SA800/801 $379
SA450 $281 SA850/851 $535
SIEMENS:
FDD100-5 $189 FDD100-8 $349
FDD200-5 . . . .. $259 FDD200-8 $449

QUME:
DT-5 . ... $279 DT-8 $469

TEAC:
FD50A $189 FD55A $199
FD50B $269 FD55B $279
FD50E $269 FD55E $279
FD50F . . . . . $389 FD55F $399
MONITORS & PRINTERS
C.ITOHProwriter parallel $499
C.ITOHProwriter serial $599
C.ITOHProwriter 15" carriage parallel $699
F10 Daisywheel letter quality $1395

OKIDATA
82A .....
84AP .

... $459 83A $730
$999 84AS $1099

EPSON
MX-80 . . . . . . . . . . . . $469
MX-80 FT . . . .. $525 MX-100 $699
AMDEK VIDEO MONITORS
Video-100 $95 Color II $675
Video-300 $169 Color III ' $420
Color I . . . . . . .. $345

NEC
12" green screen $169
RGBColor Monitor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. $959
sptnwrtter 3510. . . . $1799
NECLetter quality printer 7715. . $2399
PC8001 Call PC8031A Call
PC8012A Call PC8023A $479
PC8033A Call
CABINETS/POWER SUPPLY
Dual 8" disk drive cabinet/ os $249
Dual 5%" disk drive cablnet/ps $99
Single 5%" disk drive cabtnet/ps $69
2 single side double density 8" disk drives,
cabinet/ power supply $895

Comrex 12" Green High
Resolution Monitor $99.00

Trump Card from
PDSUniversal ... ; . $459.00

COMPUSHACK--....- .•...----- ----- ----- -. ----- - - -~-==-=~=,~.
IBM PCComplete System: includes 64K

IBM-PCwith 2 Floppy Disk Drives, Floppy
Drive Controller, 12" monitor, Color
Graphics card. All for only $2899

ASTCARD512K memory board for IBM-PC-
512K ram, Clock/Calendar, Serial port,
Parallel port.

64K $620 512K $1199
AST I/O Interface card with Clock/Calendar

1 parallel Port and 2 Serial Ports $249
ASTCOMBOCARD256K ram, Parallel port,

Serial port, Clock Calendar and
Battery back-up $599

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS
Floppy Disk Controller $179
Floppy Disk Controller w / Parallel Port $229
Floppy Disk Controller w /Serial Port $239
Memory Card w /256K ram $499
PROFIT SYSTEMS
Memory Board, Multifunction Board with
256K $599

Same Board with 512K $799
PDS UNIVERSAL MEMORY CARD
A unique memory card with 256K ram,
Game Port and Serial port $499

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
This card gives you 720 x 350 graphics

capabilities and it is completely
comoatatore with DOSsoftware for only $489

BIG BLUE
Dual I/O ports, dual processing, Serial port,

Parallel Port,S MHZ Z-80 B, 64K, Hard disk
interface, Clock/Calendar, let'S you run
existing CP/M software.
List $589 Ours $479

WE'RE OPENING RETAIL
STORES THROUGHOUT THE
U.S.A. SOON!
FRANCHISE INOUIRIES WELCOME
Pricessubject to change without notice
ALL FLOPPIES REPAIRED QUICKLY AT LOW COST

COMPUSHACK
2630-H Walnut Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680
Business Home computers

Sales and Service: (714) 730-7207
Headquarters Telex: 18-3511 Answer Back CSMA

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Financial Analysis, continued ...
Detailed Printer Output of the second example described in the article.

XYZ STOCK# 12-31-78 TO 12-31-80
* INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN AN.AL·YSIS *

DATE CASH FLOW
CUMULATIVE
CASH FLOW * DAY •

12-31-78
1-31-79
4-30-79
7-31-79

10-31-79
1-31-80
4-30-80
7-31-80

10-31-80
12-31-80

-25.75
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.7"'1

25.62

-25.75
-25.13
-24.51
-23.89
-23.21
-22.53
-21.85
-21.17
-20.43

5.19

o
31
120
212
304
396
486
578
670
731

* NUMBER OF REVERSALS IN CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW = 1

RESULTS

CASH FLOWS FROM: 12-31-78
TO: 12-31-80

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL INTEfi·ESTfi·ATE= 10.637 X

SUM OF PO~;ITHIE FLOWE; = 30.94
':;UMOF NEGATIVE FLOWS = -25.75

~;UMOF ALL FLOWS = 5. 19
DAILY INTEREST RATE = 2.76784179E-04
5 HERA TION':;

Data for third example described in
the article.

37
12.31.80.6000
1.31.81.-213.92
2.28.81.-213.92
3.31.81.-213.92
4.30.81.-213.92
5.31.81.-213.92
6.30,81,-213.92
7.31.81,-213.92
8,31.81.-213.n9,30,si ,-21:3.92
10.31.81.-213.92
11.30,81,-213.92
12.31.81.-213.92
1.31,82,-213.92
2,28.82,-213.92
3.31.82.-213.92
4,30.82,-213.92
5.31,82, -213.92
6.30.82.-213.92
7.31.82,-213.92
8.31 ,8::;·.-213.92
9,3(>,82,-213.92
10.31.82.-213.92
11.30,82.-213.92
12.31.82.-213.92
1.31,83,-213.92
2.28.83.-213.92
3.31,83,-213.92
4.30.83,-213.92
5.31.83.-:213.92
6.30,83.-213.92
7.31.83.-213.92
8.31.83.-213.92
9,30.83.-213.92
10.31.83.-213.92
11.30,83,-213.92
12.31.83.-213.76

Variables
A Numeric variable used for INPUT

statements.
A$ String variable used for INPUT statements.

Also used as the output string in the For-
mat (6000 series) subroutine.

Al Numerical input variable containing the
number of periods between equal-value
flows in the Data Entry (1000 series)
subroutine.

Al$ String input variable used in the Review
Data (4000 series)subroutine. Also holds
the title which is printed on each page of
the detailed printer output (5000 series).

Al$(I) Holds the words DAYS, MONTHS, or
YEARS for 1= 1 to 3 respectively which
are used in the prompt in line 1600.

AS$ Holds either blanks or blanks plus an as-
terisk (*) as appropriate to indicate a
reversal in the sign of the cumulative cash
flows.

B% Temporary variable used in the Format
subroutine.

C and C$ Temporary variables used in Format
subroutine.

Cl and C2 Hold either cumulative sum of cash flows,
present value of cash flows, or sum of pos-
itive and negative cash flows as appro-
priated in the Review Data (4000 series)
or Calculate Results (5000 series)
subroutines.
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8000-8040 Calculate six-digit day number from
month, day-of-month, and last two digits
of year. To minimize the amount of key-
board data entry I decided to write the
program to require entry of only the last
two digits of the year. Naturally, this lim-
its the range of dates which the program
can handle to a span of 100 years. Limita-
tions in the largest number which can be
held in an integer variable effectively re-
duce this range to less than 90 years. The
45 in line 8030 positions the partition-the
number 45 will be interpreted as 1945 and
the number 44 will be interpreted as 2044.

8200-8300 Calculate month, day-of-month, and last
two digits of year from six-digit day
number.

9000-9100 Read data from disk. Note that data from
several data files can reside in the program
simultaneously.

10000-10100 Save data to disk.
11000-11090 Initialize variables. IN$ must be the first

string variable defined in the program-it
is used as a temporary buffer for the Input
Anything Routine. N in line 11030 dimen-
sions the date and flow arrays and can be
modified to suit individual system require-
ments. Each 100 change in N changes
RAM requriements by 1500 bytes.

11100-11180 Machine language routine to implement the
Input Anything Routine.

12000-12270 Brief program description.
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Picture where you
can gowith a $99~5computer.

Remember when they said all computers
would be affordable someday?

Well, here they are. All one of them.
The only $99.95 computer.

Now you don't have to spend hundreds or
even thousands of dollars to enjoy some really
useful and interesting software programs.
You can own a full powered TS1000 personal

computer for only $99.95. And you can buy it
directly from Sinclair Research, the company
that pioneered the affordable computer. Only
Sinclair has made this revolutionary new tech-
nology possible, with a unique Master Chip
which replaces as many as 18 chips used in
other personal computers.
The TS1000 is the lowest priced personal

computer on the market. In addition to being
very affordable, its very expandable.

You can select from a number oflK software
programs for the basic computer: You can also
learn how to write your own programs.
The 16KMemory Module. More power to you.
For only $49.95 more, you can purchase

our 16K Memory Module and use even more
sophisticated software, Choose from a wider
selection of games, educational programs .
and businesslhousehold applications.

The 16K Memory Module plugs right onto
the back of the Timex/Sinclair 1000 and pro-
vides 8 times more memory capacity. The
perfect way to expand your system without
emptying your wallet.

A computer even the
merely curious can afford.

The TS1000 is designed precisely for you.
Anyone can afford it. Anyone can learn how
to use it.

So now even the curious can take advantage
of our many software cassettes, which work
with a standard cassette recorder.

The TS1000 comes with a complete software
catalog and a comprehensive instruction book
written in clear, simple English. And the com-
puter hooks up to your TV for video display.

No wonder the TSlOOO is the. fastest selling
personal computer ever. And Sinclair will let
you try it in your home for 10 days at no risk.

Buy three cassettes, get one free.
A good reason to order now. .

The fact that computers are here to stay
is probably reason enough to order now.
However, we also feature a special software

offering. When you buy three cassettes, you get
a free cassette. It's as simple as that. And now
you can buy the computer and both 1K pro-
grams and 16K programs right from your
home. No crowds, no waiting lines, no parking
worries. Selecting from such a large variety
of software has never been easier or more
convenient.
But you have to order right away, this is a

limited time offer. .
How to order today.

Call our toll free number and use your
MasterCard or VISA. Or send the coupon
with a check or money order.

Then try out the Timex/Sinclair 1000 for

I
I
I City I

sinclair l_~ ~ J

w w w •••••~
.a a a Q l1':'li

~ ••••••••••
M M M M

IM~IIIII

10 days. If you're not entirely satisfied, just
return it to us and we will refund your money.
(Sorry, no refunds on software.) .

Call toll free: 800-543-3000. Ask for operator
509. In Ohio call: 800-582-1364. Ask for opera-
tor 509. In Canada call 513-729-4300, operator
509. Have your Masterfard or VISA ready
when calling. Phones open 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. These numbers are for orders
only.

If you want information, please write:
Sinclair Research Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza,
Nashua, NH 03061.

Call toll free -

I Price Qty. Amount' Ii TS1000 IComputer $99.95
I

1i 16KRAM $49.95
I ICheck the boxes of all software cassettes you want.

If you select any three cassettes, get one free. You
must circle the one cassette you wish to receive free.
lK Cassettes for basic comp~ I
o 1)Statistic, . 0 3)Su~r Proll!:M!!7
lncludes Statistics, Racetrack, Chase, Nim, I
Regression and Trend, Tower of Hanoi, Docking
cm Squared Text and the Spaceship, Golf· I
Graphics Plot 0 4)Su~r P~
o 2)SuperPro~ Rings Around Saturn, I
Invasion from Jupiter, Secret Code, Mind
Skittles, Magic Square, Boggling, Silhouette, I
Doodle, Kim, Liquid Memory Test, Metric
Capacity Conversion .

~ssettes~: I
Cassettes for 16K Module: $15.00 I
Q2lfulace Raiders.Bomber . to catalog, maintain
The popular Arcade records, keep track of I
games accounts
o &) TheFlightSimulator 0 11lVU·CALC I
Conirol a h!lrhly . Financial analysis, budget
maneuverable light and projection tables.; a I
aircraft erfu) analytical tool
o nCb... ~)TheCoUP~
Six levels of difficulty List coupons by store or I
o 8)BackgammonandDice type.o 9)TheCubeGame 0 13)TheStockQptiOil I
One, two or three AnaJy!£.l'
dimensional cube puzzle Calculate last trading day; I
solving evaluate ROI, annual ROI
o 10) TheOrganizer and NET worth
General purpose 0 14)Su~r Math I
information storage and Five levels of difficultyI retrieve program. Use it

i 16K . $15.00
Cassettes each
i Shipping!

Handlin" $ 4.95 $4.95I .'U.S. Dollars Total:
I

Name

Street



finan~ial Analysis, contin ued ...

$6~OOO LOAN @. 17X

* INTE:RNAL RATE OF RErURN ANALYSIS *
CUMULATIVE

DATE CASH FLOW CASH·FLOW * DAY •-------- ----------- -----------
12-31-80 6.000.00 6.000.00 0
1-31-81 -213.92 5.786.08 31
2-28-81 -213.92 5.572.16 59
3-31-81 -213.92 5.ass. 24 90
4-30-81 -213.92 5.144.32 120
5-31-81 -213.92 4.930.40 151
6-30-81 -213.92 4.716.48 18i
7-31-81 -213.92 -1.502.5.6 212
8-31-8t -213.92 -1.288.64 243
9-30-81 -213.92 4.07-1.72 273

10-3i-8i -213.92 3.860.80 304
11-30-81 -213.92 3.6-16.88 334
12-31-81 -213.92 3.432.96 365
1~3i-82 -213.92 3.219.04 396
2-28-82 -213.92 3.005.12 424
3-31-82 -213;92 2.791.20 455
4-30-82 -213.92 2.577.28 485
5-31-82 -213.92 2'363.36 516
6-30:-82 -213.92 2.149.44 546, 7-31-82 -213.9'2 1.935.52 577
8-31-82 -213.92 1.721.60 608
9-30-82 -213.92 1.507.68 638

10-31-82 -213.92 1.293.76 669
11-30-82 -213.92 1.079.84 699
12-31-82 -213.92 865.92 730

''Detailed'' printer 1-31-83 -213.92 652.00 761
2-28-83 -213;92 438.08 789

output of the third example. 3-31-83 -213.9:::: 224.16 820
4-30-83 -213.92 10.24 850
5-31-83 ~213.92 -203.68 881
6-30-88 -213.92 -417.60 911
7-31-83 -213.92 -631.52 942
8-31-83 -213.92 -845.44 973
9-30-83 -213.92 -1·.059.36 1.003

10-31-83 -213.92 -1.273.28 1,034
11-30-83 -213.92 -1.487.20 1,064
12-31-83 -213.76 -1,700.96 1,095

* NUMBER OF REVERSALS IN CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW

D Temporary variable holding the day of the
month in the Data Entry subroutine
between lines 1540 and 1820.

D$ Apple Disk Operating System (DOS) de-
ferred-execution control character. De-
fined as RETURN + CTRL-D in line 11040.

D%(I,J) Dat~ array, I=record number (1 to NS). J
Can have values from 0 to 3: D%(I,O)
holds the day number relative to the day
number of the first data record. D%(I, 1)
holds the month (l to 12); D%(1,2) holds
the day of the month; and D%(I,3) holds
the last two digits of the year (e.g., 80 for
1980). .

Dl Holds either a six-digit day number des-
ignating the first date in a range of dates
or the first record number in a range of
record numbers. These ranges appear in
Data Entry (1000 series), Modify (2000 se-
ries), Delete (3000 Series), Review (4000
series), and Calcuate Results (SOOOseries).

D2 Holds the last date or record number in a
range of dates (see Dl). .

D3 and D4 Temporary first and last dates used in Cal-
culate Results (5000 series) subroutine.

DE Flag used in the Data Input subroutine
(lines 1260-1440) to indicate (if DE= 1)
that the routine was .entered from the
Delete subroutine.

DI Contains the value by which the last daily
interest rate (lR) should be changed to ob-
tain the next interest rate when solving for
Internal Rate of Return (lines 5110 to .
5140).

DK Used in lines 9100 and 10030 to indicate (if
DK= 1) that data have been read from the
disk.

DN Contains the six-digit day number cal-
culated in lines 8030 and 8040 from the
month, day-of-month, and year.

DX Six-digit day number calculated in line
7070 from the date of the first data
record.

F Temporary variable holding the cash flow
to be used when generating a series of
flows in lines 1540, 1670, 1710, and 1810.
Also· used to hold the cash flow being
searched for in line 3400.

FL(I) Contains the individual cash flows for each
data re~ord. . . ,

I General subscript and loop variable. Note,
however, that the subscript I must be used
to enter the subroutine which calculates
the day number from the month, day-of-
month, and year in lines 8030 and 8040.

IN$ General string input variable used by the
Input Anything Routine (see credits).
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OUR PRICES, SELECTION
AND SAME·DAY SHIPPING
MAKE US COMPETITIVE.

OUR PEOPLE MAKE US EXPERTS.
Red Baron.

Home of the Nation's Largest Computer Printer Inventory.
NEC8023

Outstanding Graphics, Print
Quality & Performance

144 x 160 dots/inch- Proportional Spacing
•Lower case descenders' N x 9 dot matrix
•8 character sizes. 5unique alphabets' Greek
character set- Graphic symbols '100 CPS
print speed' Bi-directional, logic-seeking
•Adjustable tractors' Single-sheet friction
feed' Vertical & horizontal tabbing

NEC 8023 SCali
Dot Matrix •.•.••.•... List $795

IDSPrism 80/132
Affordable Color, Speed

Dot Resolution Graphics' 9-wire staggered
printhead- Lowercase descenders' 200 CPS
•Bi-directional, logic-seeking' 8 character
sizes' 80-132 columns' Proportional
spacing' Text justification' Optional Color

Prism 80 Base List $1,299 SCali
Prism 132 Base List $1,499

Smith·Corona TP·1
DaisyWheel Printer For Under $900

Letter quality' Standard serial or parallel data
interface' Drop-in ribbon '144 WPM' Various
fonts available' Loads paper like typewriter
•Handles single sheets for forms

Smith-Corona TP-1 List $895 SCali
CRT's and Monitors

Price, Performance & Reliability
Televldeo
910 List $ 699
925 List $ 995 SC II
950 •............... List $1195 a
Amdek F I
Video 300, green •••• List $ 249 . or ow
Color-I List $ 499 Prices

Other Quality Printers at Red Baron
List Discount

Anadex DP-9501A ..••••• $1725 S1300
Anadex DP-9620A ...••.. $1845 S1475
Anadex WP-6000 $3250 SCali
BrotherHR-1 •••....•... $1100 SCali
C.ltoh 8510 Prowrlter •... $ 845 SCali
IDS Mlcroprism 480 •••••. $ 799 SCali
NEC Spinwriter RO
Serial Parallel 7700 $3055 S2500

Serial 3510 •••... $1895 S1700

Interface Equipment
Complete Stock of Options,
Cables and Accessories.

GRAPPLER +APPLE INTERFACE ...••. $175
BUFFERBOARD .......•..• ~ $175
CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable .. $150
SIGNALMAN MODEM $Call
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON

ACCESSORIES ..•....... ~ $Call
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR Apple,

Atari, IBM, TRS-80 (all models) •..... $Call
HAYES MICROMODEM" S300
PRINTER STANDS: Large •............ $ 99

Small ...•••.•..... $ 25
PRINTER RIBBONS-Most Types $Call

The Epson Series
High-Quality Printers

at a Low Price.

Epson MX80FT L!st$745 SCali
Epson MX-100 List $995

Full Line of Epson Accessories.

Our People, Our Product:
Both Are $peci21lized.
Red Baron is an organization of computer printer
specialists. They know the capabilities of each
printer, and how to match one to your exact need.
Call for expert consultation today!

The Okidata Series
Hi-Res or TRS80 Block Graphics

,1

120/200 CPS, 9 x 9 Matrix' Bi-directional, logic-
seeking printing' Lower case descenders
•Four print styles' Optional Hi-Res Graphics
Okidata 82A List $649
Okidata 83A (w/tractor) List $995 SCali
Okidata 84 (Parallel) ..•.. List $1395

Here's How ToOrder:
Phone orders are welcome; same-day shipment on
orders placed before 11:00 a.m. Free use of Master-
Card and Visa. COD's accepted. Personal checks
require 2 weeks clearance. Manutacturer's warranty
included on all equipment. Prices subject to revi-
sion. APO/FPO Orders Welcome.

Call For Free Catalog:
(800) 854·8275
CA,AK, HI (714) 630-3322

..d.aroft
•••••• TEi! PRODUCTS



Financial Analysis, continued"""

-'1 ITERATIONS

DAILY INTEF;'E:3T RATE = 4.63313393E-04

M."ESULTS

$6.000 LOAN @ 17%

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS

CASH FLOWS FROM: 12-31-80
TO: 12-31-83

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL INTEREST RATE = 18.434 X

SUM OF POSITIVE FLOWS =
SUM OF NEGATIVE FLOWS =

SUM OF ALL FLOWS =

[(1 + .17/d12 -1] * 100 = 18.389%

6.000.00
-7.700.96
-1.700.96

"Detailed" printer output of the third example, continued.

IR Latest estimate of the daily interest rate in
the Calculate Financial Results subroutine
(5000 series).

J Temporary subscript or loop index.
K Temporary subscript.

K$ Temporary input string in line 4250.
K1 36525 (100 * Average number of days in a

year). .'
K2 365.25 (Average number ofdays in a year).
K3 367 (used in calculating the month, day and

year from a given day number-s-lines 8230
to 8300).

K4 4 (used in calculating the day number from
a given month, day, and year in line
8040),

K5 9 (used in line 8040).
K6 12 (used in lines 8040 and 8260).
K7 7 (used in line 8040).
K8 27 (used in line 8040).
K9 122.1 (used in line 8230).
L1 30.6001 (used in lines 8230 and 8240).
L2 1900 (used in lines 8030 and 8270).
L3 Temporary variable (lines 8030 and 8040).
LN Line number of screen or printer output.
M Temporary variable. Contains the number

of the month (1-12).
MI Temporary variable used in line 1710.
MX Maximum number of iterations (line 5110)

allowed to calculate the Internal Rate of
Return.

N Temporary variable.
NR Number of active records.
NS Total number of data records, active +

inactive.
NX Temporary, 9000 series.

PI and P2 Low andl high bytes of the pointer to t~e
original beginning of the program. Used in
Applesofl speedup routine. .

P3 Temporary beginning of program used m
lines 4030 and 7060 as part of the
Applesoft speedup routine.

PG Page number. Used when printing detailed
output to the printer. .

Q$ Temporary input string (line 3310).
R%(1) Integer array which contains the sorted or

unsorted (before sort routine is 'called) or-
der of the data records. For example if
R%(9) contains the value 3, this means
that the ninth-in-order record is record
number 3..

RV Reversal' counter. Counts the number of
reversals in sign of the cumulative cash
flow.

SR Sort flag. If SR= 1 then the data is in date-
sorted order.

T$ Contains the name of the last-read disk
data file.

TB Tab value for print statements. TB=O (line
5150) for screen results and TB 0=:: 20 (line
5330) for summary results on printer:

TE Temporary subscript.
TL Tolerance for change in daily interest rate.

If the calculated change in interest rate
(01) is less than TL, then the Internal
Rate of Return is considered to have been
solved to sufficient accuracy.

TM Temporary subscript .
W% Width of output field in Format (6000 se-

ries) subroutine. .
X Temporary variable in 5000 series of line

numbers., Dummy variable in defining
FNA(x) (line 11080).

X% Number of places after the decimal point in
Format (6000 series) subroutine.

XX Variable used to hold the number to be
formatted in the Format (6000) series)
subroutine.

Y and YY Temporary storage of the number of the
year, Y holds the last two digits only; YY
holds the four-digit value.

198 February 1983 0 Creative Computing



SALES COMPANY

SAVEON •••COMPUTERS· MONITORS
PRINTERS •PERIPHERALS •SUPPLIES *

OMEGA SALE PRICED PRINTERS
DIABLO 620 .
IDS PRISM 132 (COLOR) wiACCESS .
C-ITOH PROWRITER 8510 AP .
NEC 3510 SPINWRITER .
NEC 3550 (IBM) .
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A PRINTER .

MODEMS ON SALE THIS MONTH

Amdek Color I Monitor
Our Lowest Price Ever!

OME.~315
PRICE ,

IDS480 Microprism

Manufacturers
Suggested
Retail Price

449.00

NEW '"MaiseyTM '" Print' Quality

OM~549
PRICE

Manufacturers
Suggested
Retail Price
699.00

1,259.00
1,559.00
459.00

1,499.00
1,995.00
679.00

MONITOR BARGAINS FROM OMEGA
AMDEK VIDEO 300 MONITOR ' 139.00
AMDEK COLOR III-RGB MONITOR. . . . . . . . 399.00
ELECTROHOME 13" RGB HIGH RES. . . . . . . . 649.00
NECJB1201M(A) 12" GREEN MONITOR.... 169.00
USI P-2 12" GREEN MONITOR 159.00
USI P-312" AMBER MONITOR. . .. . . . . .. . 175.00

BIG SAVINGS ON ACCESSORIES
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE II) . . . . . . . 289.00 MICROSOFT SOFTCARD PREMIUM SYSTEM.
HAYES SMARTMODEM 300 baud. . . . . . . . . 230.00 MICROSOFT 64K RAMCARD for IBM .
SIGNALMAN MODEM (AT ARI 850) . . . . . . . 85.00 ORANGE MICRO GRAPPLER + .
SIGNALMAN MODEM (IBM PC) . . . . . . . . . . 159.00 RANA ELITE Iwi CONTROLLER .

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS ON • COMREX • EPSON • ALTOS • SMITH CORONA
• All Equipment Factory Fresh wi MFT Warranty

ACCESSORIES & SUPPLIES
OMEGA Has A Complete line of Accessories &
Supplies for the Apple II and many other
Popular Computers by manufacturers like:
• D.C. Hyes • Microsoft • Tymoc
• M & R Enterprises • Mountain Computers
• Kensington Microware. Practical Peripherals
• T.G. Products. Videx

MAGNETIC MEDIA
OMEGA Stocks Diskettes by:
• Dyson • Elephant • Maxell • Verbatim

579.00
269.00
120.00
439.00

• Prices Do Not Include Shipping Charges • Mass. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax

SOFTWARE
Omega Caries Software by the following
companies:
• American Business Systems • Ashton Tote
• Dakin 5 • Innovative Software • Microsoft
• Sorcim • Stoneware • Visicorp

CUSTOMER PICKUP NOW AVAILABLE
At Our NEW Location ...

334 R Cambridge St., Burlington, Moss.
(617) 229·6464

* PRICES, SPECIFICATIONS AND
AVAILABILITY OF ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

334 RCAMBRIDGE STREET,BURLINGTON, MA. 01803



10
20
.30
40
50
60
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
ISO
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

I\) 270
8 2S0

290
300
310
320
330
340
360
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

, 10S0
"T1 1060
CD 1070
g- 1080
c 1090
IlJ-< 1100
~
to 1110
CD 1120w
@1130
0 1140
iiJ 1150
~ 1160
<' 1170
CD 11S0
0 11900
3 1200
'0 1210a.. 1220
:::Jco

REM ************************
REM'* FINANCIAL ANALVSIS *
REM * BV S.H.MOODV *
REM * VERSION 1.1 *
REM * 2-12-S1 *
REM * *.•* *.** * **.**1 * *** * * * I 1* *
Fi'EM
'REM ** MAIN PROGRAM**
REM
REM * MAIN MENU *
REM
CLEAR : GOSUB 11030
TEXT: HOME
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT TAB(.2) "FlNANCIAl ANALYSIS/DATABASE PROGRAM'
PR:INT TAB( 15) "MAIN MENU"
PRINT TAB( 4)'('" ;NR; "ACTIVE & 'iNSi" TOTAL RECORDS)"
PRINT TAB( 12)i FRE (O)i' BVTES FREE'
PRINT: PRINT' (1) PFi'OGFi'AMDESCRIPTION"
PRINT' (2) INPUT DATA FROM I<EYBOARDOR DISI<'
PRINT" (3) MODIFY DATA"
PRINT" (4) DELETE DATA"
PRINT" (5) REVIEW DATA"
PRI NT' ( "') SEARCH FOR CASH FLOW'
PFi'INT" (.7) SORT BY DATE AND ADD FLOW';::;WITH SAME DATE::;"
PRINT" -(S) CALCULATE II~TERNAL Fi'ATE OF RETURN (YIELD) ON I NVP::;
TMEMT'
PFi'INT' (9) SAVE DATA (PRE'3ENT ORDER) TO DISI<"
PRINT ' (10) BEGIN NEWANALY::;IS
PRINT ' (11) END
PRINT : INPUT 'WHICH NUMBER? "iA
ON A GOSUB 12030,1050,2030,3030,4030,3370,7060,5030,10030,150,360
GOTO 160
END
REM
REM II ADD DATA FROMI<EYBOARDOR DISk: **
REM
REM **DATA ENTRY SUB-MENU **
REM
HOME: PFi'INT: PRINT TAB( 10)'DATAENTRV SUB-MENU": PRINT
PRINT' (1) READ DATA FROM DISI<'
PfHNT" (2) INPUT SINGLE CASH FLOW DATA'
PRINT' (3) INPUT SEFi'IES OF CASH FLOWDATA'
'PRINT' (4) RETURN TO MAIN MENU
PFi'INT :' PRINT : INPUT ' 'WHAT IS VOURCHOICE ":' "; A: IF A > = 4 THEN
TEXT : F:ETURN

ON..A GOSUB9030,1480,1530: TEXT: GOTO 1050
REM
REM ** PRINT DATA FORMAT WINDOW**
REM
HOME :
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PFi'INT
PFi'INT
PRINT
-) ,

PRINT: PRINT TAB( 5)'THE FORMATFOR DATA INPUT IS:'

TAB( 5)'MM, DO, VV, FLOW': PRINT
TAB( 5) "WHEREMM = MONTH (1-12)
TAB( 11) 'DD =DAV OF MONTH (l-31)
TAB( lll'YY = YEAR (LAST 2 D1GITS),
TAB( 16) " (YEAR 2000 = '00', ETC.)'
TAB( 9) "FLOW = CASH INCOME (+) OR": PFi'INT TAB( '16)"OUTFLOW (

!!::J
Q)
::J
(.)

[
»::J!!.
'<
UI
(ii"
(')o::J=:::J
Ca

TAB( 5) "ENTER (E)ND TO STOP DATA ENT~'V"
= 1 TO 40: PRINT "-"i: NEXT': F'0I<E34, F'EEf< (37): ~'ETUFi'N

1230 'Ph'lNT
1240 FOR
1250 ·REM
1260 REM
1270 REM
1280 NR = NR + I:NS = NS + 1:DE = I)
1290 PRINT 'RECORD # 'iNS;': 'i: CALL 768:A$ = MID$ <INS';)
1300 IF LEFTS (AS,l) = 'E' THEN NR = NR - I:NS = NS - 1: POP: TEXT: RE

TURN
1310 DX(NS,1) = VAL (AS)
1320 IF.DX(NS,I) < 1 OR DX(NS,I) > 12 THEN PRINT CHRS (7): PRINT 'THERE

ARE NO MONTHS.NUMBERED". i DX(NSd) i ' • ': PFi'INT 'REENTER THE ~'ECOr\'D.":
GOTO 1290

1330 FOR 1= 1 TO LEN (AS.): IF MIDS (AhItl)
o

1340 NEXT
1350 DX(NS,2)= VAL ( MIDS (AS,N + 1»
1360 IF DX(NS.2) < 1 OR DX(NS.2) > 31 THEN PRINT CHRS (7): PRINT "THERE

·ARE NO 'iDX(NS,2) i' DAV MONTHS.": PFi'INT "REENTEF: THE RECORD." : GOTO
1290

1370 'FOR 1= N + 1 TO LEN (AS): IF
1390

1380 NEXT
1390 DX(NS,3) = VAL ( MIDS (AS,N + 1)1: ·IF DE THEN RETURN
1400 FOR 1= N + 1 TO LEN (AS): IF MID$ (A$tItl) = "," THEN FUNS) = V

AL ( MID$ (A$t! + 1)
1410 NEXT
1420 IF FUNS) = 0 THEN PRINT CHR$ (7): PRINT 'FLOW

ORED.': GOTO 1290
1430 RX(NR) = NS
1440 SR = 0: RETURN
1450 REM
1460 REM ** ENTER SINGLE CASH FLOWS **
1470 REM
1480 GOSUB 1150
1490 GOSUBI2S0: GOTO 1490
1500 REM
1510 REM ** ENTER SEFi'IES OF FLOW';::;**
1520 REM
.1530 HOME: GOSUB1150: P~'INT : PRINT "ENTEfi' THE DATA FOr,' THE FIJi'ST FLOW

OF' THESERIES: '
1540 GOSUB 1280:1 = NS:M = DX(I,l):D = DX(II2)JV = DXCI,3):F = FLCI): GOS

UB 8030:01 = ON

** INPUT MM,DD,VV,$FLNJ SUBROUTINE **

"t II THEN N = I: GOTO 135

MIDI (A$,I,l) = ",' THEN N = I: GOTD

1).0 SO RECOFi'DI GN



The Choice of Kings and Professionals
When you need knowledgeable help in hardware and software selection

Manufactured Exclusively for

[gJBell e.1-bNeI1 By ~ computc!r

.~. '.'$gg. g. Or Less For
~. : New Products

Apple II Disk & Controller $450
Apple II Disk 400

THE APPLE
SUPPLY CENTER

Quinten Drive................ $335
Videx80Coi. 289
Kensington Fan............. 85
Novation Apple Cat.......... 328
Orange Micro Grappler...... 129

FRANKLIN
ACE 1000

FAMILY SYSTEM
Includes ACE 1000, Disk,
Monitor, Printer and Word
Processing $2049

ACE 1000 ,................. Call

ONLY
IN THE STORE

~~~«.t~~~~t--~\.~
~\)~~~~~~c:,~ ~

~ Epson HX-20 The Traveler

MONITORS
NEC12"Green $158

12" Color Composite 349
BMC12" Green 99

12" Hi Res. Green 125
Epson Comrex

12" Green 110
12" RGBColor 528

Amdek 13" RGBColor 799

KAY PRO II ..... Call
Word Processing,
Financial Analysis,
MBasic, SBasic, Payroll,
AIR, AlP, General Ledger,
CPIM 2.2, and Letter
Quality Printer

Means $3649 Business

PRINTERS

2 Drive System $1545
Monitor & Keyboard 595
Includes Wordstar,
Correctit, Logicalc,
MBasic, Bazic, Pilot, and Wizardry $39.95
CPIM 2.2494 1------------1 Slime 34.95

1285 ~ . Frogger 29.95
COMPUTERS Chop Lifter 29.95

LETTER QUALITY Princess and Wiz 27.95
AT ARI® Rendezvous 24.95

CALL FOR Zork I & II & 111 34.95
ALL Congo 26.99
. NEW Preepie 26.99

PRICING Knight of Diamonds 34.95
PERCOM DRIVE I $599.99 Swashbuckler 29.99

MHO FIT ..............•... $524
Aixon 80 Col. 350

IDS Prism 132
Color WIGraphics 1594
Prism 80 Color 1494

Okidata 82A .
84S 200 CPS .

NEC 3510 $1459
Diablo 630................... 1549
Epson Comrex............... 990
Starwriter 1.................. 1095
Qume 9145 1749

MICRO DECISION
$1149

Accounts Payable 99 f-----------~
Payroll :.......... 99 1 ,
Accounts Receivable 99
Inventory 150 2.

Micro Tax I 289 3,
Visicalc 189 4.

5.

Milton Bradley $Call
Edu-Ware $Call
Plato $Call ~----------------------~Learning Company $Call

SOFTWARE
BUSINESS

Wordstar $289
Mailmerge 90
dBase 11...................... 495
Condor............. 265
TCS GL 99

EDUCATIONAL

GAMES

NORTHSTAR
List
Price

Purchase
Prica

Advantage-2Q-64K $3599
Advantage-2Q-64K-HD5 4999
Horizon-2Q-64K 3599
Horizon-1Q-64K-HQ5... 4999
Horizon-1Q-64K-HD18 7499

$2795
3825
2999
3825
6599

List Purchase

6.
This space is left blank so you can list
the equipment youare looking for here,
and call us for a super price.

--- ------ - ---- ---- - ---- - - ----------_.-
SUPPLY CENTER

Seattle Memory
With Serial PortPersonal Computer

MBA $695 64K ........ $388

Wordstar 289 128K 538

Mailmerge 90 192K 688
Spellstar 149 256K 798
Visicalc 179 Baby Blue 495

Crosstalk. .. .. 167 Davong Hard Disk .1649

Micro Tax 289

T HECompute. lea.nlng T.ee

•
.. ..... 800-368-3417

IN VIRGINIA 703-750-2631
GOVERNMENTSALES 703-750-269p

7023 LlTILE RIVERTNPK.
ANNANDALE, VA 22003
STORE HOURS: 10 TO 8 P.M. DAILY

10 TO 5 P.M. SAT.
CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD



1550 PFi'!NT '. IS' THE TI ME I NTEIi'VAL A. MULTI PLE OF:"
1560 PRINT- TAB( 5)"(I).DAYS'
,1570 PIi'INT TAB( 5)"(2) MONTHS;"
1,580 Pfi'INT TAB( '5)" (3) YEAfi'S'
1590 INPUT' WHICH? "; A
1'600 PRINT 'HOW MANV "iAl$(A) i·: INPUT" BETWEENFLOW!:;'7 ";Al
1610 I = NS + 1: INPUT 'DATE SERLE:;:;ENDS if'l,O,VI ? ";DXlItl),OX(J,2),DX(J.,

3) _
1620 COSUB8030:02 = ON
1630 ON A GOSUB 1670,1710.1810: RETURN
1640 REM
1650 REM* BASE = DAVIS) *
,1660 REM
1670 FOR DN =,01 + Al TO D2 STEP A1:NR = M,' + l:NS = W:; + t t I ~ N!3: GORIS

82301RX(I) = NR:FL(I) = F: NEXT: RETURN
1680 REM
1690REM·* BASE = MONTH(S) *
1700 ~'EM
1710 M = M. Al:Ml = INT «M - 1) ; 12):M = M - Ml * 12:1 = NS • 1:0X(I,1

) = M:OX(I,2) = 0:DX(I,3) = OK(NS,3) + Ml:RX(I) = NR + I:FL(I) = F
1720 IF D > 29 AND M = 2 ANO INT (D%(I,3)· / 4) * 4 = OX(I,3) THEN01(1,2) = 29: GOTO 1740

IF D > 28 AND'M = 2 THEN D%(I.2) = 28
IF.D> 30 AND (M = 4 OR M = 6 OR M = 9 OR M = 11) THEN D%(I,2) = 30
COSUB8030: IF ON > 02 THEN RETURN
IF D%(It'3) > 99 THENDX(I,3) = 0Y,(I,3) - 100

NR =NIi'·. 1:NS = NS • 1: GOTO 1710
REM
REM~ BASE = YEAR(S) *
REM
V = y. Al:1 =NS. 1:0%(1.1) = M:OX(I,2) ,,;,D:O"(I,3) = Y:RX(I) = NR

I\) • 1!FLlIl = F: IF Y >99 THEN DX(I,3) = Y - 100
~ 1820 IF 0 > 28 ANOM = 2 ANO INT IOXn,3) /4) * 4 <

1,2) = 28
1830 COSUB8030: IF ON > 02 THEN RETURN
1840 Nit' = NR • 1: NS = NS +. 1: GOTO1810
2000 REM
2010 REMuMOOIFY DATA **
2020 REM
2030 HOME: VTAB 5: INPUT 'ENTER RECORDNUMBERYOUWANTMODIFIED

'E' TO'ENO): 'iA$: IF A$ = 'E' THENSR = 0: RETURN
204001 = VAL (AS): PRINT: PRINT' "iO"(OI.1);', ';o"(0I,2)i', 'iO%101,3

Ji', 'iFLl01H: INPUT" THIS ONE (V/N) ? 'iA$1 IF Ai < > 'V" THEN
2030

2050' INPUT 'ENTER NEWMM, 00. YV. FLOW:
%(01,3).,FLlDl) ICOTO 2030

3000 REM
3010 REM** DELETE DATA **

~ 3020 REM
0'. '3030 HOME: PIi'INT·: PRINT' TO DELETE A SERIES OF FLOWS, ENTERA NEW::;E2 RIES OF FLOWSWITH THE ORIGINAL OATESAND WITH A CASH FLOWOF EQUAL
~ MACNITUOE BUT OPPOSIrE SI CN, '
-:: 3040 PRINT: PRINT '~O 'IOU WANT TO:'
co 3050 PRINT : PRINT' (1) DELETE CASH FLOWSBV RECORD NUMBER
.~ OR RANGEOF RECORDNUMBEIi'S (SHOWNIN 'REV I EW" ROUTINE) ,

@ 3060 'PRINT' (2) DELETE RECORDSBY DATE OR RANCE OF DATES'
o 3070 ,PRINT" (3) RETURNTO MAIN MENU'
iil 3080 PRINT: INPUT 'WHI.CH ? 'iA
'e;, 3090 IF A < 1 OR 11' > 2 THEN li'ETURN
<' 3100 ON A COT031tO.3210
CD 31'10· HOME.:VTAB5: INPUT" ENTER FIRST RECORD.NUMBERTO BEoo
3,
'0
§:
::J
<0

1730
1'7·~0
1750
'1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810

DX(I,3) THEN DX(

(ENTER

'iOX(Dl,I),DX(01,2),0

DELETE
0: 'iOl

3120 PRfNT: INPUT' ENTER LAST RECORDTO BE DELETEO (PRESS RETURNIF ONL
Y ONERECORD): 'iA$

,3130 02 = VAL" (A$): IF 02 < > 0 THEN 3170
31-10 PRINT: PRINT 0)(Dl.1')i'·-'iO)((01,2);"-';0"(Dl,3);' 'iFLlDl);: INPUT

THIS ONE (UN) ? ';M: IF A. = 'Y' THEN COSUB 3180

3150 PRINT :"INPUT 'ENTER RECORDTO DELETE ("E"TO END): ',iA$: IF A" <
'E' THEN 01 = VAL (AS): GOTO3140

3160 GOTO3030
.3170 FOfi'DI = Dl TO 02: G08U8:3180: NEXT: RETURN
3180 FOR I = 1 TO NR: IF R"(I) = 01 THEN 3200
3190 NE'Xr: PRINT 'RECORD. 'iOU'.DIDN'T EXIST':'RETURN
3200 NR = NR - 1: FOR J = I TO NR:RX(J) = R"(J + 11: NEXT: RETURN
321(> IF NOT SR THEN HOME : VTAB 5: PRINT 'PLEASE WAIT WHILE I SORT THE

> ":::J
II)
:::J
'(')

~
:t:-

':::J
II)

'<:!e,
(f)

DATA,': GOSUB7060
3220 I = NS. 1: INPUT 'ENTER BEGINNING MM,DD,VV: "i[)Y,(!·,j),DY.(I,2),DX(I,3

): GOSUB8030:01 = ON - OX
3230 INPUT '(S)INCLE DELETION OR (R)ANGE ?"iA$:.IF A$ ~ "!:;" THEN 3;:90
,3240 INPUT 'ENTER LAST MM,OD'YY: "iD};\I,(),DX(I,2),DY,(I,3): GO!:;UB!3030:02 8

= ON - OX
3250 N = 1 a
3260 FOR I = N TO NR:TE = RX(U: IF DX<TE,(l) < 01·0ft' DX(TE,O) ;> D2 THEi~ 3 :;"

280 c:
3270 . GOSUB3200:N = I: GOTO3260 2l
3280 NEXT : GOTO 3030
3290' FOR I = 1 TO NR:TE = ft'X(I): IF DY,<TE,O) ='01 THEN 3310
3300 NEXT: PIi'INT 'RECORDNOT FOUND',: GOTO 3330
3310 PRINTO%ITEd)i"-'iOHTE,2);'-'iDY.<TE,3)i" 'iFLlTE);: iNF'UT" rrH~;

ONE (Y/N1 ? 'iQ$: IF Q$ <: > 'V" THEN 3330
3320 GOSUB3200
3330 PRINT 'ENTER DATE TO'DELETE ('E' TO END): "i:D£ = I:Nti' '~NR + i:N::: =

NS. 1:. CQLL 768:A. = MID. (·IN.,1): GOSUS1300:1 = NIi': GOSUB8030:0
1 = DN'- .OX,:NR = NR - l:NS = N!3 - 1: GOTO3290

3340 REM
3350 REM ·u !;:;EARCH**
3360 REM
3370 HOME: PRINT" USE 'REVIEW' OPTION TO FIND A RECORO GIVEN THE DATE

3380 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 1)"RECORD'i TA8( 9)"OATE'i TAB( 21)"FLOW': PRINT
TAB( 1)'------'i TAB( 8)'--------'i TAB( 19)'-----·----": POKE 34, F'

EEK (37)
3390 PRINT: INPUT' ENTER THE FLOWTO SEARCHFOR (ENTER 'EtT~END): "lA$

: IF A$ = "E' THEN TEXT I RETURN
·3400 .HOME IF = VAL (A$): FOIi' I = 1 TO NRlTE = Ii'X( I) I IF FLlTE) <: F • ,1)1

AND FL(TE) > F - ,01 THEN PRINT TAB( 2)TEi TAB( 8)DY,(TE,1);'-"iD%(
"E.2) i '-' iOX(TE, 3); TAB( 19)FLlTE)

3410 NEXT : COTO 3390
4000 REM
4010 REM *'* REVIEW DATA u
4020 REM
4030 P3 = 'PEEK (1211 + 256 * PEEK (122) + 1: POKE 103,P3 - INT (P3 / 25

6) * 256: POKE 104,P3 I 256
4050 HOME I VTAB 5: INPUT 'REVIEW (A)LL OATA Oft' (S)OME '7 "iAl$
4060 . IF Al$ ( > 'S', THEN 4090
4070 1= NS • 1: INPUT 'ENTER BEGINNING MM,DD,YV: "iOX(1,1),DI(I,2).,07.([,3

): GOSUB8030:01 = ON
4080 INPUT "ENTER LAST MM.OO,YV: ·ID%([,I),OX(.I,2),OY,([,3): GOSUB8030:02= ON
4090 HOME: PRINT: PRINT 'REC DATE FLOW CUM, r: ...OW ii'V'
4100 ' PRINT "--- ---- - --- -- - - -----. -.- ----- ----- - --'
4110 POKE 34, PEEK (37)
4120 Cl = 0:C2 = OIAS. = "':LN = O:N = O:RV = 0
·4130 FOR J = 1 TO NR:I = RX(J): IF AI. <: > 'S" THEN 4140
4135 COSUB8030: IF ON <: 01 Oli' ON > D2 THEN 4230
4140 Cl = Cl + FL(I):N = N + 1: IF SCN (Cl) <: > SGN «(:2) ANO N 1 THEN

AS$ =' *':RV = RV • 1
4150 X~ = 1:101)(= 3:XX =~: GOSUB6030
4160 'XX = OX(1.1): COSUB6030
4170 PRINT "-"iLXX = OX(I,2):WX = 2: GaSUB 6030
4180 PRINT '-'i:XX = D"(I,3): GOSUB6030
4190 XX = FL(IltWX = L2:X% = 2: caSUB 6030
4200 XX = Cl: COSUB.6030
4210 PRINT .ASS
4220'C2 = Cl:AS$ = ''':LN = LN • 1: IF LN ~ 19 THEN LN = 0: GO:;:;1)8-1250



Disk drive fOr Apple II® $295
With Controller/DOS 3.3 $39?

16KRAMtAU
,"$15

Discount Prices
• Nationally Advertised Brands
• Value-Added Testing*

Check our prices on these well known brands: Apple Amdek, Televideo, Novation, Videx, Dysan,
Verbatim, NEC,Tandon, Shugart, Vista, IDS, Printers, Sanyo, Compu Pro, Hayes, Siemens, ADDS,
Morrow, Mitsubishi, Zenith, Electrohome, Peachtree, Xedex, Corvus, QT,Orange Micro.

- $485
$665

C. ITOH PBOWBITEB

120 cps matrix, SO columns $485
120 cps matrix, 136 columns $665

US2A .....................•....... $435
US3A $665
US4 $995

Comrex Daisywheel $815
F-10~er 1345

Disk Drives, Cabinets, & 8-100
Hardware. We carry a
complete selection. '

48K
. Computer

.~CALL$$

AS! BAM Combo I
Clock for IBM
• 64K Parity RAM, expandable to 256K
• Serial Port
• Parrallel port
• Clock with battery on·board···· $37·5·,
Additional sets of64K RAM $65

..,

.Me Monitors
12". Green ~o-Aes.~.. ; : ... , ..•...... $85
12"Green H~Res.... .. . . .. .. . . .149
14" Color........................•... $275
We ~rry 5 addHiona/monitor boards. .....

HAYES
Smartmodem..............•........... $215
Smartmodem 1200 $575
We cany 4 addttionalmodembrands.

Hi-Rel® Hard Disk
For Apple II® , 10 MByte,
CP/M® Compatible $2100
We carry 3 brands of hard disks for Apple, 18M, &100, and NEe.

DYS1U\T
6oxof to.•f 51/4" .. " 0·0 •• '0 .$37.50
Full line a similar discounts.

dBASE II$469
Other quality software at similar discounts.

eolVlPu. PBO
Fun line

I." •.•...1.S%...Discount ..
Other S·100 lines at similar discounts.

Bibbon Cartridges
for EPSON
MX·SO/Black $25/3 pes.
MX·1OO/Black $39/3 pes .

.•.Value~Added~esting
For $20 per item, we will open, lest, and reo
pack each Hem prior to shipping. This is a
general functionality .inspection, and does not
alter the manufacturer's warranty.
fake the worryOllt of buying mail order!

IRONsmES
COMPUiI'ER CORP.
(213) 344·3563 (800) 528·9537

18546 Sherman Way, Suite #110, Reseda, CA 91335
Verify prices by phone. Shipping is extra except within the Continental U.S. on prepaid orders. California.orders, add 6V2% sales tax.



I\)
o..,.

4230 NEXT: IF RV > lAND SR THEN' PRINT: PRINT 'THERE ARE 'iRVi' REVERS
ALS IN THE CUMUL. CASHFLOIoJS--THERE MAV SE MULTIPLE fi'ATESOF RETURN.

IRR ANALVSIS IS UNRELIASLE.'
4240 GOSUB 4250: TEXT : POKE 103, P 1: POKE 104,P2: RETURN
4250 PRINT: PRINT 'HIT •SPACE' TO CONTINUE, 'ESC' FOR MENU"i: GET f($: F'R

INT K$: IF ASC (K$I < > 27 THEN RETURN
'~260 POP: POKE l03,Pl: POKE l04,P2: RETUfi'N

REM
fi'EM** CALCUt.ATE FINANCIAL RESULTS **
REM
IF NOT SR THEN HOME: PRINT : PRINT 'PLEASE WAIT WHILE I SORT THE

DATA': GOSUS 7060
5040 D1 = NR:D2 = 1: HOME: PRINT: INPUT "DO VOU WANT TO ANALVZE (AILL Ofi'

(SIOME OF THE DATA? "iA$: IF Ai < > 'S' THEN Dl = 1:D2 = NR: GOTO
5110

5050 I = NS + 1: PRINT: INPUT 'ENTER THE FIRST MM, DD, VV TO SE
elUDED I 'iDI(I,I),D%(I,21,DI(I,3I': COSUB 8030:D3 = DN - DX

5060 PRINT: INPUT 'ENTER LAST MM, DD, '1''1' TO BE INCLUDED: ';D%(I,ll,DX(
I,2),D%,(I,3): GOSUS 8030:D4 = DN- DX
FOR I = 1 TO NR:TE = RI(I)
IF Dr,(TE,O) > = D3 AND'Dl >- I THEN 01 = I
IF DXITE,0 I < = D4 AND 02 <: I THEN D2 = I
NEXT
HOME: VTAB 5:IR = O:DI ~ 0: FOR J = 1 TO MX:IR = IR + DI:X = 1 + IR

:C1 = 0:C2 = 0: PRINT 'ITER. #"i:XX = J:WI = 3:XI = 0: GOSUB 6030: PR
INT' INT. RATE·'i:XX = FN A(IR):WI • B:XI = 3: COSUS 6030: PRINT

5120 FOR I· Dl TO D2:TE = RI(II:Cl = C1 + FL(TE) / X t DX(TE,0):C2 = C2
+'DXITE,O) * FLCTE) / X t CD%(TE,OI + 1): NEXT

5130 DI = Cl / C2: IF ABS (DI) < TL THEN IR = IR + DI: GOTO 5150
5140 NEXT: PRINT: PRINT 'ITERATION LIMIT OF 'iMX;' EXCEEDED': GOSUS 516

0: GOTO 5260
5150 HOME :TB • 0: COSUB 5160: GOTO 5260
5160 PRINT : PRINT TAB( TB + 161 'RE::;ULTSOF': PRINT TAB( TB + 3)' INTERN

AL RATE OF ii'ETURNANALVSIS': PRINT: PRINT
5170 PRINT TAB( TB + 5)'CASH ROWS Ffi'OM:'i:TE = RXCD1):XX = DY.ITEd):WY.

= 2:XX = 0: COSUB 6030: PRINT '-"i:XX = DI(TE,2): GOSUB 6030: PRINT
'-'i:XX • Dr,(TE,3): COSUB 6030: PRINT

5180 Pfi'INT TAB( TB + 18)'TO: 'iITE = fi'XCD2):XX= DIITEd):W% = 2:XI = 0:
COSUS 6030: PRINT '-'i:XX = D%(TE,21: COSUB 6030: PRINT '-"i:XX = ox
<TE,3): GO,SUB 6030: Pfi'INT: PRINT

5190 PRINT TAB( TB + 5)"EFFECTIVE ANNUAL INTEREST': Pfi'INT TAB( TB + 5)"
RATE ='i:XX. FN A(IRI:W% = S:XX = 3: COSUB 6030: PRINT' X': PRINT

5200 PRINT :C1 = 0:C2 = 0: FOR I = Dl TO D2:TE = RX(I): IF FLCTE) >- 0 THE
N C1 = Cl + FLITE): COTO 5220

5210 C2 = C2 + FL(TEI
52::0 NEXT: PRINT TAB( TB + 11'SUM OF POSITIVE FLOWS ='i:XX = Cl!WX = 12

:XI = 2: GaSUS 6030: PRINT
5230 PRINT TAB( TB + II"SUI1 OF NEGATIVE FLOW::;='i:XX

RINT
52<11) PRINT

PRINT
5250 PRINT I PRINT TAB( TS + 1)'DAILV INTEREST RATE. "iIR: PRINT

T TAB( TB + 21Ji' ITERATIONS": RETURN
5260 PRINT: INPUT "WANT fi'E~;ULTSON PRINTER (VIN) ? ";AS: IF AS <: > 'V"

THEN fi'ETURN
5;::70 HOME: VTAB 4: PRINT 'DO VOU WANT TO PRINT:': PRINT: Pfi'INT' (1) S

UMMARV OF RESULTS (SAME AS ::;CREEN OUTPUT I"I PR INT" (2) DETA ILE
D RESULTS (ALSO PRINTS THE INDIVIDUAL CASH FLOWSI"

5280 PRINT: INPUT 'WHICH NUMBER? •iA '

5000
5010
5020
5030

5070
5080
5090
5100
5110

C2: GOSUB 6030: P
""Tl
CD
0-

<=OJ-<

TAB( TB + 41 'TOTAL OF ALL FLOWS =' i:XX = Cl + C2: CO~:'-'B6030:
PRIN

co
co
co

o
CD
~<'
CD
o
o:3
"0
§:
:::J
<0

5290 ON A GOTO 5330,5370
5300 REM
5310 REM * PRINT SUMMARY RE::;ULTS "
5320 REM
5330 COSUB 5680: FOR L = 1 TO 10: PRINTB 5720: RETURN

NEXT :TS 20: COSUS 5160: ·COSU

IN

5340 REM
5350 REM * PR INT DETAILED RESULT:; * 51
5360 REM ~5370 PRINT: PRINT 'WHAT TITLE DO YOU WANT ON EACH PACE? "i: CALL. 768: :::l

Al$ = MID$ (INS,11:PG = O:LN = O:CI • 0:C2 = O:N = O:RV = O:AS$ =" n
": COSUB 5680: COSUB 5590: CO:;US 5630 iii"

53BO FOR I = Dl TO D2:TE = RI(I)
5390 XX • DX(TE,l):WI = 14:X% = 0: GOSUB 6030: PRINT '-"i:XX

= 2: GOSUB 6030: PRINT "-"; :XX • DI(lE,3): GOSUS 6030
5400 XX • FL(TEI:WI = 15:X% = 2: GOSUB 6030
5410 Cl = C1 + FL(TEI:N = N + 1: IF SGN (Cl) < > SGN (C21 AND N

N ASS = • *':RV • RV + 1
5420 XX = C1: COSUB 6030
5430 PRINT SPC( 4)iASSi
5~40 XX = DX(TE,OI - DX(RX(DI) ,O):WI = 11:XI = 0: GOSUS 6030: PRINT
5450 C2 • Cl:AS$ =' ':LN = LN + 1: IF LN • 58 AND D2 - I > 3 THEN

5590: GOSUB 5630
5~60 NEXT
5470 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 12)"*

W = 'iRV:LN = LN + 2
5~SO IF LN + 20 > 61 THEN CO::;US5590
5490 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT CHR$ (28)i: POKE 36,17: PRINT "RESULT

S': POKE 36,17: PRINT "-------'i CHRS (29): PRINT: PRINT
5500 PRINT TAB( 291'CASH FLOWS FROM: "i:TE = RXCD11:XX = DXITEd):W'I. = 2

IX% = 0: COSUB 6030: PRINT "-"i:XX = DI(TE,2): COSUS 60301 PRINT "-";
:XX = DX(TE,31: COSUB 6030: PRINT

5510 PRINT TAB( 42)"TO: 'i:TE = RX(D2)IXX = DY.(TE,1):WX = 21XX = 0: GOSU
B 6030: PRINT "-'i:XX = DX(TE,2'1 GOSUB 6030: PRINT "-"; :XX = DX(TE,3
I: COSUB 6030: PRINT : Pii'INT

5520 PRINT TAB( IS) "EFFECTIVE ANNUAL INTEREST= 8:X% = 3: COSUB 6030: PRINT' X': PRINT
5530 PRINT :Cl = 0:C2 = 0: FOR I = 01 TO D2:T£

N Cl = Cl + FL(TE): GOTO 5550
5540 C2 = C2 + FL(TEI
5550 NEXT: PRINT TAB( 211"SUM OF POSITIVE FLOWS ='iIXX = CIIWX = 121X•

= 2: GOSUB 6030: PRINT
5560 PRINT TAB( 211"SUM OF NEGATIVE FLOWS =';:XX

= DX<TE,:2':Wr.;-
~
-e

1 THE VI
in"
oo
:::lGO::;UB=:
:::l
c

FLO ~NUMBEfi'OF fi'EVERSALSIN (uMuLin IVE CA::;H

EN A( Ii~') :W};RATE ='; IXX
I Pfi'TNT= flY-O): IF FUTE) I) THE

C:?: COSUS 6030: PRINT
5570 PRINT TAB( 26) 'SUM OF ALL FLOWS ='i:XX = Cl + C2: GO::;U860301 Pfi'INT
5580 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 211"DAILV INTEREST RATE = "iIR: PRINT I PRINT T

AB( 21)Ji' ITERATIONS': GOSUB 57:20: RETURN
5590 LN • O:PG = PG + 1: IF PG > 1 THEN PRINT CHRS (12';: PRINT: PRINT

: PRINT: PRINT TAB( 38I'-'iPCi'-': PRINT: GOTO 5610
5600 Pfi'INT: PRINT: PRINT : PRINT: Pfi'INT
5610 PRINT CHF;'$(28)i TAB( (42 - LEN (AU» /2)Al$
5620 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 3)'* INTERNAL RATE Of RETURN ANALYSIS ."; CHR$ (

291: PRINT: PRINT: RETURN
5630 POKE 36,39: PRINT 'CUMULATIVE': Pfi'INT TABC 151"DATE";; F'OfE ;:::0,,25:

PRINT 'CASH FLOWi: POKE 36,~O: PRINT 'CA::;HFLOW';: F'Dr::F 36,55: F'fi'INT
'.'i: POf(E 36,62: PRINT 'DAV #'

5640 PRINT TAB( 131'-------- -----------
---":LN = LN + 13: RETURN

5650 fi'EM
5660 REM * TURN (MICROTEKI PRINTER ON *
5670 REM
5680 PRINT Df'PR#l': PRINT CHRi (9)'80N'i CHR$ (171i CHRf (29): RETURN
5690 fi'EM
5700 REM * TURN PRINTER OFF •
5710 fi'EM
5720 PRINT CHR. (121i CHR$ (191: PRINT CHR$ (9)'40N": PRINT D$'PR#O': R

ETURN
REM
REM ** FORMAT SUBROUTINE **
fi'EM

XX = ( INT ( ABS (XX) * 10 t XX + .5) • :3CN (XXI / 10 t XXI * 1.0000
0001:C = INT ( ABS (XX)I * SGN (XX):A$ = STR. (CI: IF C = 0 AND XX
( 0 THEN A •• '-0'

6000
6010
6020
6030



CALSOFT
Personal- Entertainment- Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices / 15%to 25% Discount off List Price
FastConvenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection of Software / Call or Write for our FREE Catlog!

i--

We have all the latest
software-ASK US!

ATARI, IBM PC, CP/M:
send for

FREE catalog!

Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641-------------------------------------------
Apple Mechanic.

...... 24.00
..... 29.50
.... 39.50
. ... 29.50

BRODERBUND
Apple Panic. . 29.95
David's Midnight Magic . 34.95
* The Arcade Machine ... 59.95

. 31.95
.34.95

......... 34.95
.. 34.95
.. 29.95

List
Price

HOME ACCOUNTANT
7~5 56.20

CONTINENTAL
* CPA Modules #1-4 (each) . . .. 250.00

..... 74.95First Class Mail .

........ 29.95
......... 34.95

. 39.95
.. 29.95

........ NEW .. 29.95
....... NEW .. 29.95

.... NEW. 34.95

.... 39.95
...... 32.95

. 39.95Algebra series (each) ..
Fractions/Decimals (each)
PSAT/SAT Word Skills (each) .

* Tax Preparer (1963) .
Creative Financing.
Real Estate Analyzer 11.

INFOCOM
Zork I, II, III (each)

Super Text 40/56/70
Castle Walfenstein .

346 N. Kanan Rd. # 103
Agoura, CA 91301

167.50
63.70

Our PENGUIN Price
... 69.95

List

15%OFF
74.95
33.95
59.95

101.95
172.45
33.95
97.45

149.95
25.45
29.70
50.95
29.70
29.70
67.95
29.70
25.45
25.45

Laf-Pak .

Our List
SIRIUS SOFTWAREPrice

59.45
50.95
33.95
25.45

Gorgon.
Sneakers.
The Joyport
Kabul Spy ..

Price
.. 39.95
. .. 29.95

......... 49.95
.... 34.95

..... 34.95
. .. 29.95

. 29.95
. 29.95
. 39.95
... 39.95

. 39.95

25.50
21.25
93.75

Way Out.
* Blade of Blackpoole
Type Attack.

WORD HANDLER
19~5 149.95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
.39.95

. 59.95
.59.95
.. 39.95

Tigers in the Snow . . 39.95
Road to Gettysburg. . . .. 59.95
Pursuit of the Graf Spee . . .. 59.95
Guadalcanal Campaign 59.95
Cytron Masters . 39.95

.39.95
. 39.95

. .... 39.95
NEW 59.95

. NEW. 39.95

. .. 250.00* Visicalc .

Visidex . . 250.00
Visifile 250.00

. 300.00Visitrend/Visiplot .

Price
20.40
25.05
33.55
25.05

Complete Graphics System
Graphics Magician.
Special Effects.
Spy's Demise .

. 59.95
. 39.95
NEW .. 29.95

. NEW. 34.95 29.70 * Bandits

Free Fall ..

Transylvania.

25_45
29.70
44.95
27.15
26.20
29.70
29.70
25.45

SENSIBLE
Super Disk Copy III
Multi-Disk Catalog
* Sensible Speller ..

. 30.00
........ .25.00

.. 125.00

33.95
24.70
33.95 SIR-TECH

Escape from Rungistan .
* FlyWars ..

Cartels & Cutthroats .
Southern Command ..* Napoleon's Campaigns ..
Battle of Shiloh .

Galactic Gladiators ...............•..* The Cosmic Balance .
SEUIS .
* Germany: 1965 .
Battle of Normandy

VISICORP

SIERRA ON-LINE
HI-RES Adventures 0-4
* Time Zone 99.95
Dark Crystal. . .. NEW . 39.95
*U~ 79.~
LISA Educational System.* General Manager.
Threshold.

119.95
....... 229.95

. .... 39.95

. .. 129.95 .

... 49.00 41.65 Wizardry.... . 49.95 42.45

... 49.00 41.65 Knight of Diamonds 34.95 29.70 We also carry complete lines from the
Star Maze. . 34.95 29.70 following companies:

~E~~29~'~~ ~:::~~ ~!?f.!~~~~~~S.~I~~!~.~ 93.75 ADX~~;~IR.E !.~~~~~~~!.~~AL
. .. 195.~)0 165.75 PFS: Report. . ..... 95.00 60.75 AUTOMATED. AVANT-GARDE

I * PFS: Graph ... ............•.. . .. 125.00 93.75 BEAGLE. CAVALIER

.............. 39.\l5 33.95 STONEWARE DATASOFT. DON'T ASK
49'),5 37.45 DB Master. . .......•..... 229.00 194.65 GEBELLI • HAYDEN

..................... NEW .39·

1

l5 33.95 * DB Master Utility Pak#l 99.00 74.25 INSOFT. KENSINGTON
* DB Master Utility Pak #2 99.00 74.25

LEARNING CO.• MICROLAB
Typing Tutor II 24?5 21.20 SYSTEMS PLUS MICROPRO. PEACHTREE
TASCCompiler. . 175.T,0 148.75 * General Ledger.. 395.00 296.25 PHOENIX. PICCADILLY
~A~u~t~~~an . . ~~~:i::.'1:~2~:~~ : ~~~~~~:: ::~:~~:bl~::: ~:~:~~ ~:::~~ QUALITY. SENTI ENT

l SORCIM • SOUTHWESTERN
TG PRODUCTS SPINNAKER. SUBLOGIC

............ 125.'0 106.25 *Joystick 59.95 44.95 SYNERGISTIC. VIDEX
. 29.\l5 25.45 Game Paddles. . . . .. . . .. . 39.95 33.95

..... NEW. 34.l
l
l5 29.70 * Select-a-Port 59.95 44.95 If you don't see it, Ask Us!-----------1--;;-;;;;;;/-;;;;(800) -:;2-;-5290-7n~ali;;,-;;,-;;:~-;3)9-;-;9;4-;------

CALS 0 FT We accept Mastercard & Visa (include # and Expiration Date), check, COD ($1.50 extra), or Money
Order. California residents add 6% sales tax. Include $2.00 for shipping (UPS Blue Label $3.00,
Canada $6.00, other foreign countries $10.00).

Sale prices are through February only! Prices subject to change without notice.

* Screen Writer .* Screen Writer Professional 199.95
Cross Fire 29.95
Mouskattack . . .. 34.95
Ultima II ...............•.... . 59.95

25.45
29.70
29.95
25.45
25.45
25.45
29.70

Frogger. ..34.95
.34.95

. .. 79.95

. .. 34.95
. 29.95

Cannonball Blitz.
The Artist .

Pest Patrol .
Lunar Leepers ! 29.95

FREE DISKETTE
with each order over $50.

Just mention this ad.

CIRCLE 126 ON READER SERVICE CARD



No
(J)

6035 IF XX < 1 THEN CS = ": GOTO 6080
6040 CS = STR$ (XXI: FOR C = 1 TO LEN (C$I: IF MIOS (C$.C.l1 = "," THEN

CS = RIGHTS (C$. LEN (CSI - C + II:C$ = LEFTS (CS.XX + II: GOTO 60
60

6050 NEXT :CS = ·0'
6060 IF C$ = "0' THEN CS = ',0'
6070 IF LEN (CSI < XX + 1 THEN C$ = C$ + "0': GOTO 6070
6080 C = ( LEN (ASI - 1 - ( SGN (XXI = - III I 3:e% = 3
6090 REM NOW INSERT COMMAS
6100 IF C < 1 THEN 6120
6110 AS = LEFTS (AS. LEN (ASI - SII + '.' + RIGHTS (AS.B%I:BX = ex + 4:C

= C - 1: GOTO 6100
6120 AS = AS + CS: IF LEN IASI > W% THEN AS = LEFT$ 1"******************

*******' .WI I
6130 PRINT SPCI WI - LEN (A$))iASi: RETURN
7000 REM
7010 REM * * SORT &0 COMPRES;S * *
7020 REM USES INSEFHION SORT
7030 REM IT'S USUALLY SLOW BUT IS
7040 REM FASTH;T FOR PRE-SOFi'TED OATA
7050 REM
7060 P3 = PEEK 11211 + 256 * PEEl< (1221 + 1: POKE 103.P3 - INT (P3 125

61 * 256: POKE 104.P3 I 256
7070 I = 1: GOSU8 8030:DX = ON
7080 FOR J = 1 TO NR:I = RXIJI: GOSUB 8030:0%11.01 = ON - OX: NEXT
7090 FOR I = 2 TO NR: TM = RX I I I
7100 FOR J = I - 1 TO 1 STEP - I:TE = RXIJI
7110 IF OXITE.OI ( = OXITM.OI THEN 7130
7120 RXIJ + II = TE: NEXT J
7130 RX(J + II ~ TM: NEXT I
7140 REM
71.50 REM * COMBINE FLOWS WITH SAME OATES AND ELIMINATE SO.OO FLOWS *
7160 REM
7170 M ~ 0: IF NR < 2 THEN 7220
7180 TM = RXlll: FOR I = 2 TO NR:TE = RIIII: IF OXITM.OI < > DXITE.OI THE

N 7200
7190 FLITMI = FLITMI + FLITEI: GOTO 7210
7200 GOSUe 7230
721 0 NEXT : GOSLIB 7230
7220 NR = M:SR = 1: POKE 103.PU POKE 104.P2: RETURN
7230 IF FLI TM I = 0 THEN 7250
7240 M = M + I:RXIMI = TM
7250 TM = TE: RETURN
8000 fi'EM
8010 REM **CALC. DAY _ FROM M.D.Y **
8020 REM
8030 L3 = L2: IF OXI 1.31 < 45 THEN L3 = 2000
8040 ON = K3 * ID%II.31 + L31 - INT 00 * lIOX(I.31 + L3) + INT (IDllId

1+ K51 I K6)) 11(41 + INT IK8 * OXI1.11 / f(SI + DXII.2': RETUFi'N
8200 REM
8210 REM ** CALC. M,D,Y FROM DAY- **
8220 REM
8230 TM = ON + 32:YY = INT (ITM - K91 / 1<21:D%(I.l1 = INT I(TM - INT (I<

2 * YY II I Ll I
8240 OXII,21 = TM - INT 11<2 * YYI - INT ILl * DX<I,t1l
8250 D%II,11 = 0%11,11 - 1
8260 IF ,OXI 1,1 I > K6 THEN DX I I •1 I = DX ( I •l' - K6
8270 IF DIII,11 > 2 THEN DIII,31 = YY - L2: GOTO 8290
8280 DX(I,31 = YY - 1899
8290 IF D%II,31 > 99 THEN D%II,31 = DX(I,31 - 1(1)
8300 RETURN
9000 Fi'EM
9010 REM ** READ DATA FROM DI:=;~:: **
9020 REM
9030 HOME: VTAB 5
9040 PRINT: PRINT" WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DISKFILE YOU WANT F:E(,D (DE

FAULTS TO 'CATALOG'I ? "i: CALL 768:1$ = MID$ (INS,I)

-n
CD
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9050 IF T$ = "" THEN PRINT DS'CATALOG": GOTO 9040
9060 PRINT D$'OPEN'1$: PRINT D$'READ"1$
9070 INPUT NX
9080 FOR I = NS + 1 TO NS + NX: NFi' = NFi' + 1
9090 INPUT DXI 1,1 I ,DXI 1,21 ,DXI I .3-1 .FL< I I :RXINRI
9100 NEXT: PRINT DS'CLOSE' :m( = 1:Sfi' = O:NS = NS + NX: Fi'ET(lFi'N
10000 REM
10010 REM ** SAVE DATA TO DISI< **
10020 REM
10030 HOME: VTAB 10: PRINT ' WHAT NAME DO YOU WANT THE DATA SAVED

R 7': IF DK THEN PRINT" IDEFAULT = ";T$i"I,'
10040 CALL 768:AS = MID. (INS,II: IF AS ( >" THEN T$ = A$
10050 PRINT D$'OPEN'T$! PRINT DS'DELETE'TS! PRINT DS'OPEN'TS! PRINT

ITE"H
10060 PRINT NR
10070 FOR I = 1 TO NR
10080 I< = R%I I I
10090 PRINT DX(K,lli','iDXIK,2Ii',';DY.(1<.3Ii','iFLlKI
10100 NEXT : PRINT DS'CLOSE': RETURN
11000 REM
11010 REM ** INITIALIZE **
11020 REM
11030 IN$ = ":N = 600: DIM DI(N,31,FLIN) ,RXCNI,Al$(3)
11040 DS = CHR$ 1131 + CHR$ 141
11050 PI = PEEf( I 103 I : P2 = PEEK I 1O·~I
11060 Kl = 36525:1<2 = 365.25:1<3 = 367:K4 ='~:K5 = 9:1<6 =. 12:K7 = 7:,:8

5: K9 = 122. 1: Ll = 30, 6001 : L2 ~ 1900
11070 Al$ll1 = 'OAYS':Al$121 = 'MONTHS':A1S131 = 'YEARS"
11080 DEF FN AIXI = III + XI t 1<2 - II * 100
11090 TL = .0001 / Kl:MX = 15
11100 REM
1111 0 REM INPUT ANYTH I NG ROUT! NE
11120 REM
11130 DATA 162,0,32,117,253,160.2
111<40 DATA 138t145t105,200t169,O
11150 DATA 1<45,105,200,169,2,145
11160 DATA 105,76,57,213
11170 FOR I = 768 TO 790: READ J: POKE I,J: NEXT
11180 RETURN
12000 REM
12010 REM ** DESCRIPTION **
12020 Fi'EM
12030 PRINT' THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS THE USER TO
12040 PRINT 'CALCULATE THE YIELD IINTEFi'NAL fi'ATE OF
12050 PRINT 'Fi'ETURNI OF A CASH FLOW STRE£:l11. IT IS
12060 PRINT 'MENU DRIVEN AND BASES IT'S INTEf(NAL
12070 PRINT "CALCULATIONS ON A TIME BASE OF ONE
12080 PRINT 'DAY BASEO ON THE CALENDAR DATES OF THE
12090 PRINT 'CA:3H FLOWS.
12100 PFi'INT' THE PROGFi'AM CAN GENERATE VARIOUS
12110 PRINT 'S;ERIES' OF EQUAL-AMOUNT CASH FLOW:;
12120 PRINT 'SIMPLY BY ENTEFi'ING THE DATE AND AMOUNT
12130 PRINT 'OF THE FIRST FLOW. THE INTEfi'VAL
12140 PRINT 'BETWEEN FLOWS I IN DAYS, MONTHS OR
1:2150 PRINT 'YEAFi'SI, AND THE DATE OF THE LA:3T FLOW,
12160 PFi'INT' CASH FLOWS 'TO' THE USER I INCOME
12170 PRINT 'OR WITHDRAWALS I MUST BE ENTERED WITH A
12180 PRINT 'SIGN OPPOSITE TO FLOWS' FFi'OM' THE USEFi'
12190 PR I NT 'I I NVESTMENTS OR DEPO:3ITS I •
12200 PRINT' IF DURING THE STUDY PERIOD THE
12210 PRINT 'CUMULATIVE NET CASH FLOW (INVESTMENTS
12220 PR I NT 'M I NUS WITHDRAWALS I CHANGES; SIGN MORE
12230 PRINT 'THAN ONCE, THEFi'E MAY NOT BE A UNIQUE
12240 PRINT 'RATE OF RETURN.
12:250 PRINT'
12260 PRINT 'HIT ANY KEY TO RETURN TO MENU"i: GET A$: PRINT AS
12270 RETURN
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Don't stay in your shell! Discover a whole new world of programming with Atari*
books from Reston Publishing Company. Exciting gomes, easy-to-Iearn languages,
and challenging programs are all here for the novice or advanced user to experi-
ence and explore.

Take first-time command of your Atari with Atari
Pilot for Beginners by Jim Conlan and Tracy
Deliman with Dymox. Play and record music,
make moving pictures, tell stories, do math, and a
whole lot more. It's hands-on computer fun and
excitement for users aged 8 to 80. Poperbode
$14.95.

Inside ATARI BASIC: A Fast, Fun, and Friendly
Approach, by Bill Carris, is the indispensible BASIC
hondbook for your Atari. From bare-boned pro-
gramming to sound and graphics, this book by the
Training Director of Atari's Home Computer Divi-
sion says it all. Poperbock $12.95.

Move on to more powerful programming with
The Atari Assembler by Don Inman and Kurt
Inman. Verbol and pictorial illustrations allow you
to master the Assembly language while learning
to use the Atari Assembler cartridge. All you need is
an understanding of Basic to begin. Poperbode
$12.95.

Experience a new approach to computer learning
with Atari Games & Recreations by Herb Kohl, Ted
Kahn, and Len lindsay with Pat Cleland. Easy
games you develop set the stage for more com-
plex and creative programs. Have fun while learn-
ing BASIC,using sound, color and graphic features,
and developing a programming style. Paper-
back: $14.95.

Available through your local computer store or bookstore. Or call: 800-336-0338.
f',eston[lool<s f',eston Publishing Compony. Inc.
A Prentice-Holl Compony 11480 Sunset Hills f',ood
f',eston VA 22090 CIRCLE 257 ON READER SERVICE CARD *Atori is a registered rrodernork of Atari, Inc.



An Investment Strategy Using Stock Options

It has been said that stock market
investing and the computer go together
like Brie and Chablis. In this article I
hope to show you that this aphorism is
true and that by using computer power
you can tilt the investment odds signifi-
cantly in your favor.

We will begin by discussing a de-
liciously complicated field of investing
called stock options using call options.
Next, I will outline a specific strategy,
called naked call writing, that allows
you to make a profit without directly
investing any money. Finally, I will
present a computer program that will
help you find the best possible stock op-
tion on which to implement that
strategy.

Before describing naked call writing, I
want to issue two major caveats. First, it
is very important to understand the con-
cepts of stock option investing; they are
complex. No one should invest without
fully understanding the implications of
his investment; yet the temptation is
great to jump into option investing with-
out being completely aware of all the
risks.

Second, naked call writing has a
statistically good chance of making a
profit, and in fact is recommended by
several respected writers, including the
Value Line Advisory service but it can
be very risky, and while there is no ini-
tial cash investment, your losses can be
very large.

There are many types of investment
strategies using options. There are
spreads, straddles, naked puts, naked
calls, covered writes, butterfly spreads,
alligator spreads, and many others. The
possibilities are limited only by the
imagination of the investor. Naked call
writing is one possibility that has a high
mathematical chance of success.

What Is a Naked Call Write
A cal1 option is a contract to sel1 a

Johnathan Richards, 10 Hoffman A ve., San
Francisco, CA 94114.

Naked Call Writing

Jonathan Richards

stock at a stated price, called the strike
price, within a certain specified time. If
you own the stock, your position is said
to be covered. If you do not own the
underlying stock, your position is said to
be naked. In both covered and naked
call writing you are the one who sells the
option to a call buyer. You receive a pre-
mium for the call option, and in return
you agree to deliver the stock to the
buyer of your option for the strike price.

The most money you can make is the
amount of the premium you receive.
You hope the price of the stock will go
down so that the buyer of your call op-
tion will not exercise it and you can keep
the premium. .

If Ashland Oil common stock is cur-
rently selling for $32.25 per share, you
might be able to sell someone the right
to buy 100 shares from you at a price of
$35 per share. In return he would give
you a premium of $275, and the option
might be good until October. You would
say you had sold an October-35 call for
$2.75. (Options are sold in round lots of
100, but quoted in single option prices.)
You hope the price of Ashland Oil

does not go above $35 per share before
the October expiration date. If the price
of Ashland goes to $40, you are ob-
ligated to buy it for that price and de-
liver it to the holder of the call option
for $35 per share. Since Options are al-
ways sold in round lots of 100 shares,
you must buy the stock for $4000 and
sell it for $3500, for a $500 loss.

But you did receive a $275 premium,
so your actual loss is only $225. Your
losses could be even greater if you were
unlucky enough to pick a stock that
went to $50 a share or more.

Why would anyone invest in some-
thing that has a profit limited to the pre-
mium received and a loss that may be
unlimited? First, you do not have to
hold the call option until expiration; you
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can buy it back on the open market
whenever you want to close out your po-
sition. Losing positions can be closed out
at almost any time.

You have two ways of satisfying your
obligation to deliver 100 shares of Ash-
land Oil at $35 per share to the call
buyer. You can buy the stock on the
open market; or you can buy the call op-
tion that you previously sold.

The call option price, like the stock
market price, is quoted in the paper
daily, it fluctuates up and down, and is
very liquid. It is usually more profitable
to buy back the call option and close out
your position than to buy and deliver the
stock, since the commission is smaller on
option transactions than on stock
transactions.

The second reason people sell naked
call options is that as time goes by the
$2.75 premium you received, and for
which you have an obligation to buy
back or deliver 100 shares of Ashland
Oil, is decaying. That is, as the expira-
tion date of October 21, 1983 draws
closer, you can purchase the October-35
call for, perhaps, $1.75, then $1, then
maybe $0.25.

The less you pay to purchase the call
option the greater your profit; and you
hope the call will expire, so you won't
even have to purchase it to close the po-
sition. In other words, for you to lose
money, the stock must make a dramatic
move upward. If it goes down in price or
remains at the same price you will make
a profit.

In And Out Of The Money Calls
Let's consider it another way. There

are three types of calls.
There are in-the-money calls, at-the-

money calls, and out-of-the-money calls.
These concepts are sometimes difficult
for the new investor; yet once they are
understood all the strategies and po-
sitions become clear.

To explain these three types of call op-
tion we need to explain two more terms,
time value and intrinsic value of the .call
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KEEPING UP WITH
FILING SPACE DEMANDS

CAN BE TOUGH.

WITH DB aa ASITERT:imPlYnot getting all-.M you could from your

'

data base manage-IT S EAR ment program.
And there are three powerful

.• accessory programs available to
complement DB MASTER's capa-
bilities. UTILITY PAK #1, for

example, allows 'you to access other standard Apple files
(including VisiCalc), and even recover damaged files.
UTILITY PAK #2 allows you to edit or change up to
five "fields" in a single pass through your files. And
STAT PAK performs statistical analyses on data in your
DB MASTER files. Of course, there's considerably more
capability in each of our accessory paks than we have
room to talk about here. Ask your dealer for the full
details.
Stoneware backs up DB MASTER with a support staff

second to none. Just give us a call. We can help solve
your problems. After all, that's what Stoneware and
DB MASTER are all about.

It seems to
happen before you
know it. The
business is growing
and, naturally, so are your files.
But the more room you need for
files the less there seems to be.
You've added more people, more
equipment, more capacity. The trouble is, you're trying
.to add more file space, when what you really need is
more work space. Those filing cabinets full of folders are
costing you too much-in time, in space, in money.
That's where DB MASTER comes in. It provides

plenty of expansion capability to meet the needs of most
normal growing businesses that use an Apple II. The
floppy diskette version, for example, can be expanded to
contain up to 387,000 individual records. Need more?
The DB MASTER Special Edition For Hard Disk can be
expanded to contain up to 7 million individual records.
Of course, the number of records you may store in

your particular business depends on several variables-
like the number of characters in each record and the kind
of information storage you require. Ask your dealer to
spell out for you just how much DB MASTER can help
your operation.
We designed DB MASTER to make your life easier.

Sure, there are other data base systems for your
Apple II. But if you're not using DB MASTER, you're 50 Belvedere Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 (415) 454-6500

e 1982 Stoneware Incorporated. TELEX II: 910-384-2016 STONEWARE SRFL

DB MASTER is a registered trademark of DB MASTER Associates. Apple II Plus is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCorp.

CIRCLE 286 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Naked Call Writing, continued ...
premium. The intrinsic value of a call
option premium is the value in the call
premium if the call were immediately ex-
ercised. Or to put it another way, the
intrinsic value is the market price of the
stock less the strike price of the option.

The time value part of the call option
premium is the value that the buyers and
sellers of options place on the time
remaining until the option expires, and
for the hope that the stock price will rise
between now and the expiration date.
Therefore, option premiums have been
called a wasting asset. As time goes by,
and the call option gets closer to expira-
tion it will get cheaper and cheaper.
Time is on the side of the call seller.

A call option seller is really only sell-
ing time value. An in-the-money call
option has a premium that is made up
partly of time value and partly of intrin-
sic value. For example, if the price of
Ashland is $36 a share and you are sell-
ing an October-35 call, the premium
would probably be $3.75 rather than
$2.75 per Call, as in the above example,
since there is $1 of intrinsic value in the
call. That is, the stock can be called
away for $35 with the stock at $36; so
the call premium has $1 of instrinsic
value, and the rest of the premium, in
this case $2.75, reflects merely the time
value of the option.

In the first example, with the strike
price at $35 and Ashland oil selling for
only $32.25 per share, the October-35
call is said to be out-of-the-money. An
out-of-the-money call option occurs
when the strike price is higher than the
stock price. The premium you received,
in this case $2.75, consists entirely of
time value. If the stock does not change
in price between now and the expiration
date, that time value will decay to zero,
and you will keep the premium.

At-the-money calls are those that
have strike prices that are close to or

equal to the stock price. An example of
an at-the-money call is one where the
strike price is $35 and the stock is selling
for $35. ,

In summary, if you write a call option
for which the price of the underlying
stock is higher than the strike price of
the call, then the premium must include
the intrinsic value and the time value,
and the call is said to be in-the-money.

An out-of-the-money call has a strike
price that is higher than the stock price,
and the premium is made up only of
time value. These concepts are essential
in making good options investments, be-
cause writing out-of-the-money calls has
different risks and profits than writing
in-the-money calls. Later, I will, in fact,
recommend writing at-the-money calls.

Collateral
Besides an understanding of in-the-

money and out-of-the-money call op-
tions and time value and intrinsic value,
we must consider the collateral required
to write naked calls. As mentioned, you
receive a premium from the call buyer.
This premium goes into your account as
cash and earns interest. You have no
cash outlay for your naked write invest-
ment, and you earn interest on money
you did not previously have.

Your broker, however, wants to be
sure you will deliver should the stock, in
this case Ashland Oil, be called away.
That is, if the holder of your call option
decides he wants to buy the stock from
you at the strike price, you must deliver
it to him. To insure your performance,
the broker requires that you have cash
or other securities in your account.

First, he may require equity in your
portfolio which may vary from $2000 to
$25,000 on deposit with him. This
amount depends on your broker. In
addition, each naked call position re-
quires a certain amount of collateral or

margin, which also varies with each bro-
ker. Generally, the requirement is 30%
of the. price of the stock plus the amount
the stock is in-the-money or minus the
amount it is out-of-the-money. There is
a minimum of $250 per call. The pre-
mium received is used to offset this
collateral requirement.

If you sell six October-Sf calls on
Ashland Oil with Ashland selling for
$32.25 per share your collateral or mar-
gin requirement is $2505. This amount
can be in other stocks or in a money
market account with the broker.

The $2505 was arrived at in the
following way: The stock is at $32.25
and 30% of that is $9.675. It is $2.75
out-of-the-money-$35 strike less the
$32.25 price. So $2.75 from $9.675 is
$6.925; less the $2.75 premium per call
you received is $4.175. Since calls are al-
ways written on 100 shares, you must
multiply $4.175 times the 600 calls you
sold which gives you $2505.

Figure 1 gives us this figure plus $36
in commissions or $2541. We can always
subtract the premium we receive, but if
the call were in-the-money we would
have had to add the difference between
the stock price and the strike price. For
a more detailed description of collateral
requirements you can write to the Chi-
cago Board of Options Exchange for any
of their several excellent booklets.
Collateral is important to understand
since in these strategies it is used to fig-
ure your return on investment and to
compare different naked writes one with
another.

Choosing A Naked Write
There are five factors to consider in

choosing an option to sell or write. First,
we need to find a stock that we feel will
not rise in price. The program presented
here does not really deal with choosing a
poor stock, it concentrates on finding a

Bit Pit ChasAndres
THE.eEAIN'T
ENOUGH JllWNEY

Tli:lCKLJN'llOlNAI
TO PAY YOUR
ELECTlf!/CITY!

,(3ESlDE5~ JOI'1E (!U~TO"'ERS
WANT A HOMAN
I1A/lTEIVDEIe TO
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BE CHALLENGED
If you area talented micro
computer specialist, you follow
the field closely, you know
what's been done and
what's expected. -

But you've never seen anything
like

S A V v
Nobody has.

• A CO-PROCESSORfor the Apple II,
with 54-Megabyte virtual
Memory, 25 Decimal Digits of
Precision, and Hardware Security.

• AN OPERATING SYSTEM. that
automatically Loads, Lin~s, Overlays,
and Executes Application Programs.

• A DATABA$E MANAGER that
· automatically Blocks, Allocates,

Opens, and Closes Data Sets.
• MACHINE INTELLIGENCE that

automatically Resolves: Program
Names, Item Names, Data Types, File
Structures, Folder Names, and Instruc-
tions to the Robot Proqrammer'".

• A COMPILER that Produces Self-
Loading, Self-Relocating, Serially
Reusable Code.

• A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE that
uses Plain-text Language and
Machine Intelligence:

• AN ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK in
which Machine Intelligence, Operating
System, Compiler, Database Manager,
Programming Language, and
Application Programs (Ire all
interconnected in a 20,000 name
Associative Memory.

SAWY can do things its
developers haven't thought of.
SAWY may do things you
think of first.

Excalibur wants to hear
about your SAWY project ...
and if it's really interesting
(that's the challenge) we'll
give you recognition and
a commercial boost in .
national advertising.

To own SAVVY for $950.00
contact your local Apple dealer.

To accept the challenge,
contact Excalibur, the
developers of SAVVY, for
detailed information on this
remarkable system.

Excalibur Technologies Corp.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
(505) 242-3333

SAWY Marketing International markets and distributes
SAWY the Personal Language™ System.
TM - SAWY, Robot Programmer: Excalibur Technologies Corp.
TM - Personal Language is a trademark of SAWY Marketing International.

E~calibur
TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
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Nak~d Call Writing, continued ...
good call option. But in choosing a poor
stock it is usually best to use an advisory
service or your broker. It seems much
easier to pick a 'stock that will not rise in
price than to pick one that will rise. Of
course, if you make a mistake and pick a
stock that takes off, the consequences, as
discussed above, can be disastrous.

Next we need to consider whether to
write an option on a stock that is in-the-
money, at-the-money.' or out-of-the-
money. As mentioned, call options that
are at-the-money have the greatest time
value, and it is time value that we want
to sell.' Writing' far out-of-the-money
calls with the stock at, say, $25 and the
strike price at $40, and receiving it
correspondingly small option premium,
appears attractive since the chance of a
stock rising that much is remote. That is
one way of earning small profits, with a
very large risk should the stock rise.

Or you can write deeply in-the-money
calls, with the strike price, at, say, $25
and the stock selling for $15. In this
case, the premium you receive mightbe
$10.125 . ($10 of intrinsic 'value' and
$0.125 of time value). So the time pre-
mium you earn is only 0.125 of a point,
or $12.50. The only way you could earn

a large profit would be if the stock
dropped in price. Selling deeply in-the-
money calls is' much like selling a stock
short. .

A third factor to consider in choosing
a naked write is whether the call is over-
valued. If it is, it may be a. good can-
didate for selling. Although supply and
demand set option premiums, they are
influenced by the price of the stock, the
volatility of the stock, the time to expira-
tion of the option, risk-free 'interest rates,
dividends on the stock, and other
factors.

While these are difficult to objectify,
several attempts have been made to do
SO by several theoreticians, most' notably
Fisher Black .and Myron Scholes. the
Black-Scholes mathematical model' al-
lows the input of. the 90-day T-bill in-
terest rate, time to .expiration of the
option, and the' volatility of the under-
lying stock, and then predicts a theoreti-
cal value for the call premium. This
formula is so widely used that you can
even buy calculators with the functions
built in. So if we calculate what a pre-
mium should be and' determine what
that figure is more than the actual pre-
mium, we might consider the call over-

priced and sell it. If it is under-priced,
we would not want to sell it.

A fourth factor in considering which
option to sell has to do with the concept
of the volatility of the underlying stock
mentioned above. Volatility is a statis-
tical term and is determined by the an-
nual standard deviation of stock price
movements, You can get the volatility of
a stock from your broker, and advisory
service, a simple computer program, or
even a pocket calculator."

A volatility of 33% means that the
stock Will fluctuate about 33% from its
current price about two thirds of the
time. While this is only a probability
measure, it is a most useful tool in decid-
ing what position to invest in.

Using this concept, we can predict the
statistical chance that the stock will rise
above the breakevenpoint. We look for
those that have a good chance of not ris-
ing past that breakeven point. If Ash-
land Oil had a volatility figure of 33%
and a breakeven point of 37.69, it is pos-
sible statistically. to say that there is a
79% chance that Ashland Oil will not
rise above 37.69. '

This figure is deduced by assuming
that stock prices on a single stock have a

Bear-One who thinks the price of a stock will drop. To take'
a bearish position means that a profit will be made if the stock
drops in price, '
Bull=One who thinks a stock will rise in price. To have a

bullish position on an option implies that a profit will be made
if the stock rises in price.

Call--':'A contract to purchase 100 shares of a stock at a
stated price, called the strike price, within a specified period of
time,

Call Buyer-One who buys the call and who has the privi-
lege of calling or buying 100 shares of the stock at. the strike
price from the seller of the call.

Call Seller or Write-One who sells the call and who receives
the premium from the buyer. The writer has the obligation to
deliver the stock to the call buyer at the strike price.
Collateral-In seIling naked options you do not ordinarily

need to put up any money since you are selling not buying. But
the options exchanges and brokers require that you have a cer-
tain amount of collateral in your account to insure that you are
able to buy back the option sold. This amount is usually in your
account as cash, stock, or other securities. The collateral
requirements are different for each broker.

Covered-Means you own the stock and have sold a call on
that stock. The call is said to be covered.
Exercise Price-Also called thestrike price. It is the price at

which the owner of the call option can purchase the underlying
stock, '
Expiration Date-The date beyond which an option is no

longer valid. Listed options expire three months apart. Options
can be exercised at any time during the life of that option. You
do not have to wait until the expiration date.
In-The-Money-When the strike price of a call option is les

than the price of the underlying' stock the premium is in-the-
money.
Intrinsic Value-The difference between the stock price and

the 'strike price.

Glossary
~
r Long---,Means that you own the stock or option and to close
out the position you must self it. .
Naked-If you sell a call and do not own the underlying

stock, then your position is naked.
Out-of-The-Money=-wuen the strike price of a call option is

greater than the price of the underlying stock, the premium is
out-of-the-money.
Premium~ The price of an option. It is the only variable.

Strike price and expiration dates do not change.
Short-Means you sold the stock or option before buying it,

and to close the position you must buy it back as a closing
transaction, This term is confusing to new investors. You can
borrow a stock and sell it, and then if you can buy it back later
at a lower price you will make a: profit. This is called being
short the stock. You can also be short a call option. It is a bear-
ish position, since a profit is made if the stock goes down in
price. '
Strike Price-Same as exercise price.
Time Value-Teh amount by which an options premium ex-

ceeds its intrinsic value. Longer term options have greater time
value.
. Underlying Common Stock-Options are called derivative

securities because they are always written or derived from other
securities-most often underlying stocks. The value of an OP-
tion is in direct relationship to the value of the underlying
stock.

Upsideand Downside Breakeven- These are the points in an
options strategy at which you will lose money. If the upside
breakeven is 37, then you will lose money if the stock moves to
37, and you will need to take defensive action. Downside
breakeven is the lower point at which you begin to lose money.

VoliatiliO!-A statistical measure of the amount by which an
underlying security is expected to fluctuate in a given period of
time. Generally measured by the annual standard deviation of
the daily stock price changes in the security. .

Write-See call seller.
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IN THE TOUGH WORLD OF
'SMALL BUSINESS

THEGENERALLEDGERCAN
MAKE YOUR APPLE™ SHINE.
The General Ledger from National Software

gives you more management power than any
software in its class. That can give you the
edge you need to outshine the competition.

The General Ledger can produce many times
more reports than competing systems-up to
289 unique Profit &> Loss Statements daily if
you choose.
MEETS THE DEMANDS OF YOUR BUSINESS.
. The General Ledger simultaneously ad-

dresses: general ledger requirement (IRS.etc.),
product profitability analysis with automatic
proration of overhead burdens. financial
budgeting. forecasting and modeling.
automatic depreciation scheduling and
posting. and Instantaneous on-demand
inquiry. With the General Ledger.
two accounting months can be
"open" simultaneously. and a full
year's detailed entries can be
retained on current file.

.The General Ledger lets you
describe your vision of the en-
vironment. emphasizing
marketing. operations. etc. You
can even describe your environ-
ment emphasizing one aspect.
re-organize to emphasize
another. produce
management
reports. and
then-if you
like-sWitch
back to your
ortginal
profile.

All this

inte-
grated.
logical

universe that, as a side benefit. will improve the
skills of your bookkeeper.
THE GENERAL LEDGER IS SOPHISTICATED
ENOUGH TO MEET ALL YOUR NEEDS.

The General Ledger stores many times more
entries than competitive systems. It has multi-
ple techniques for most functtons=-you can
use one. or all four methods. to post entries.
And The General Ledger is extremely efficient.
One test closed one day's 3.440 entry-sides in
21/2 minutes!
THE GENERAL LEDGER GROWS WITH YOU.

The General Ledger is so versatile it can be
operated at a minimal skill level.As you become

more familiar with the system. you simply
move from one level to the next until you
master all of its advanced features. And,
as your business's needs change, The
General Ledger can change with you.

Nowyou don't have to settle for
.the limited capabilities of other ledger
software because you can have The
General Ledger. For more information,
see YourApple" Dealer or contact. The
National Software Company, Chamber
of Commerce Building, Suite 105,

Baltimore MD 21202
(301) 539-0124.

THE GENERAL
LEDGE~

by Acumen. Inc.
for Apple IIIApple II
Plus DOS 3.3
(floppy disk) 48K
RAM Printer.
Distributed
exclusively by
Eastern
Software
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Naked Call Writing, continued ...

log normal distribution, which seems to
be empirically true.

Finally, we want to locate stock and
option positions that offer a good
annualized return on the collateral re-
quired. All returns must be annualized
for easy comparison with other potential
investments.

l~sU:mmary, we want to locate naked
writing positions that allow us to sell
over-valued calls on stocks that will per-
form poorly, that have a good statistical
chance of not rising past the point at
which we will lose money, and that offer
an excellent annual percentage return on
our collateral. .

The Computer And Naked Calls
Figure 1 is the printout from the Na-

ked Call Writing program. It shows the
calculations on all of the items discussed
above.

The first section is a summary of a po-
sition on Ashland Oil with the stock at
$32.25 per share. We sold six October-
35s and received a premium of $2.75 per
call or $1614 in premiums deducting a
commission of $36;

The second section has computed the

theoretical value of the option at $1.91
per call. The call, thus, appears to be
overvalued by $0.84 or 30.52%-perhaps
a good candidate for selling.

The third section shows the maximum
profit to be realized if Ashland Oil is at
$32.25 at the expiration date on October
21, 1983. It also shows the annualized
percentage return based on the collateral
required on the day the naked option
was written. Item 3 in the third section
gives the statistical probability of the
stock moving past the break even point
of $37.69.
.With a 79% chance of the stock stay-

ing below the breakeven point, and an
overpriced call that gives us a potential
profit of $1614 on $2541 worth of collat-
eral this looks like a good investment.
The Index is an arbitrary number com-
posed of the amount by which the call is
over-priced, the ,days to expiration, the
percent of' return, and the chance of
making a profit. I have never lost money
on a position that had an Index over 30.
The higher the Index, the better the
investment. But, you must always realize
that losses can be great; overconfidence
has hurt many an investor.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
========================================

SELLING AN OUT-OF-THE-MONEY CALL #1
JUN 11~ 1983 T-BILLS: 10.2%

6 OCT-35 CALLS ON ASHLAN @ 532.25
COMMISSION: 536 VOLATILITY: 33%========================================
1. THEORETICAL CALL VALUE 51.91
2. ACTUAL CALL VALUE 52.75
* THIS CALL IS OVERPRICED BY .84
OR BY 30.68%--RECOMMEND YOU SELL IT.

1. POTENTIAL PROFIT UNCHANGED ..$1614
2. ANNUALIZED RETURN UNCHANGED ..177%
3. % CHANCE OF MAKING PROFIT ....78%

** INDEX: 31 **========================================
1. MAXIMUM POSSIBLE PROFIT $1614
2. ANNUALIZED % RETURN 96%
3. LOSS-STCK RISES 16.87% TO 537;69
4. COLLATERAL TODAY 52541
5. COLLATERAL @ STRIKE $4686
6. COLLATERAL 15% STOCK RISE 56314
-;.1. DAYS oro EXP I ~!Al-I ON II II • II II II •• II II II 131

Figure 1.

=============================~==========
214

The fourth section of the output has
additional facts to help you choose an
investment. If the call was originally
out-of-the-money, then the maximum
possible return is the same as the return
unchanged, i.e. the stock is at the same
price at expiration as it is today. While
this is unlikely, it offers the best way to
compare between investments. 'If the call
was in-the-money, then the two figures
would be different. The best comparison
between positions is available only if the
stock price at the call expiration is the
same as the stock price when you estab-
lished the naked write position .

Item 3 in this section indicates the
point to which the stock can rise b~fore a
loss occurs. The next three items are
various collaterals that may be required
should the stock price rise to the strike
price or increase by 15%. It is a good
idea to have extra collateral' in your a,cc
count, in case the stock does not move
against you and you still want to main-
tain the position.

The program is written so that you
can enter up to 30 different possible na-
ked write investments at one time and
compare each. A printer is not nec-
essary, but is helpful.
In summary, naked call writing is an

effective strategy for adding' extra in-
come to your portfolio and should repay
diligent study and.close monitoring.

The program is written for an Apple
computer, but should be easily translat-
able to other Basics. If you. would like a
copy of this program, and a Black-
Scholes program to find the volatility or
fair value of calls for other option strat-
egies; and a follow-up program to Naked
Call Writing called' Rolling for Credits
send $6.50 and I will 'mail you all three
programs. . 0
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•••*••••**.**•••••••••'.'•••••**
* *
* NAKED CALL WRITING

10 TEXT: HOllE
20 ·DEF FN A(OO) =
23 DEF FN B(OO)
Z5 ·DEF .FN C(OO)
27 GOSUB 5000: REM
30 VTABI0: HTAB 7:
ET P$: HOME : VTAB ~
31 IF P$ < > "P" AND P$ < > "S'"THEN '.30
50 DIM ANRET(30): DIM BRVN(30) : DIM CA$(30) I DIM 101(300)I DIM VO.L(30)I DIM SRT(3
0): DIM 11(30)1 DIM 12(30): DIM 13

(30): 0111I~(30)1 DIM 11(30)
51 DIM CLL(30)1 DI-MCM(30): DIM DCLL:(30): DIM DTE(30): DIM UPPRICE(30): DIM NU(
30)1 DIM PCNT(30)1 DIM POFIT(30)I DIM

OCPRICE(30)

*
* 'MAY 1982INT (00 * 100 + .5) I 100

INT (00 + .5)
EXP ( - (00 A 2 I 2»
* OPENING SUB *
INVERSE : PRINT "PRINTER OR SCREEN

••••••••••x•••••••*** •••••••••

(P I S) ?"INORMAL I G

STCK$(30)1 DIM STRIKE(30): DIM UCPOFIT(30)I52 'DIM PRICE(30)1 DIM RET(30): DIM
DIM UNRET(30): DIM.NI(30): DIM SCL

L(30)
100 REM * INPUT **
150 .HOME : ViAS ~: INP.UT "CURRENT
CIMAL.E.G. 15X = .15) ?

INTEREST RATE ON 90-DAY T-BILLS? IASA DE
II;R

2.00 INPUT "TODAY'S DATE. (MM/DD/YYl ? ••;A$:0$ = A$: GOSUB 780: IF ER = 1 THEN ER
= 0: GOTO 200: REM * CHECK DA

TE ERROR SUS **
202 B$ = A$:·.GOSUB 2600:CA$ = CA$(I): REM * NAME TODAY'S DATE *
203 FOR I = 1 TO 30
20~ RP = RP + 1
205 HTAB 13: INVERSE : PRINT "CALL WRITE ."RP: NORMAL : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
210 INPUT "STOCK NAME ?";STCt($(I)
215 : IF STCK$II) = ••••THEN GOSUS 6260: .GOT0210
220 INPUT "STOCK PRICE? ";PRICE(I>
230 INPUT" CALL STRIKE ~";STRIKE(I)
2~0 INPUT "DATE CALL EXPIRES (MM/DD/YY) ? ••;S$:D$ sa- S$·:GOSUB 780:: IF ER = 1 T
HEN ER = 0: GOTO 2~0: REM *

CHECK DATE ERROR SUB **
2~5 GOSUS 2600: REM * NAME THE CALL **
250 GOSUS 6000: REM * GET DAYS SETWEEN DATES **
251 IF DTEII) = < 0 THEN HOME: VTAS 5: PRINT "ERROR: OPTION MUST EXPIRE AFT
ER TODAY! TRY AGAIN": FOR DL = 1

.TO 1300: NEXT DL: GOTO 2~0
260 PRINT "PREMIUM· RECEIVED IPER CALL) FOR THIS !'CA$(I)"-"STRIKE (I)"
?••;: INPUT OCPRICE(I)
'270 INPUT "NUMBER OF CALLS SOLD ?"INU(I>:: GOSUB ~000: REM * GET COMISSION *
*280 INPUT" VOLITATILITY IAS A DECIMAl) ? ";VOL<I)
500 GOSUS 2010: REM *PROFIT SUB *
510 GOSUS 2100: REM BREAKEVEN SUB **
520 GOSUE: 2200: REM * PERCENT 'DROP *
530 GOSUS 2300: REM * COLLATERAL SUS *
5'10 GOSUS 2'100:REM '"POTENTIAL :r.RETURN **
550 GOSUB 2500: REM * RETURN IF UNCHANGED **
560 GOSUB 3000: REM * GET ANNUALIZED RETURNS **
595 IF RP = 30 THEN HOME: VTAS 5: PRINT ••YOU CAN ONLY INPUT 30 CALLS AT A TI
ME ! THE COMPUTER WILL NOW

DO THE ANALYSIS.": .FOR DL = 1 TO 1500: NEXT DU GOTO 1
000
599 HOME : PRINT" IF FINISHED TYPE END-ELSE HIT RETURN ":INPUT L$: IF L.$= "E
NO" THEN 1000
600 GOT0800
780 REM "'*·DATE ERROR SUB **
'786 REM ** TODAY'S DATE ERRORS **
787 IF VAL ( MID$ (0$,1,2» > 12 THEN 798
788 IF VAL ( MID$ (0$,1,2» < 1 THEN 798
791 IF 'VAL (.MID$ (0$,'I,2) ) > '31 THEN 798
792 IF MID$ (0$,3,1) < > "I" THEN 798
793 IF MID.$'(0$,6,1) < :> "I" THEN 798
79'1 IF VAL ( MID$ (0$,'1,2» < I·THEN 798
795 .IF VAL ( MID$ .(0$,7,3» > 99 THEN 798
796 .IF LEN ,(0$) > < 8 THEN 798
·797 RETURN

* 798 PRINT TAB( 15l;: FLASH: PRINT "DATE ERROR": NORMAL: .PRINT TAB( 'l1)"PLEA Z
SE TRY AGAIN '": PRINT : FOR 'SS = ~

1 TO 1'100:NEXT BS: VTAS 20:ER - ER + 1: RETURN m
800 NEXT I a.
900 REM **",.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,*,,, 0
9.01 REM'" '" ~
902 REM * .",
903 REM '" OUTPUT '"
90'1 REM '" '"
905 REM '" *
906 REM ***"''''***'''''''''*
1000 REM
1001 FOR I = 1 TO RP
1002 FL = 01 PR. 0
1003 HOME: VTAS 8: HTAS .16: FLASH: PRINT·"WORt<ING•••"1 NORMAL: VTAS .211
T TAB( 5)"THIS WILL TAKE ABOUT 13

.5 SECONDS.": GOSUB '1500: REM * GET THEORETICAL CALL VALUE *
100'1 GOSUS '1900: REM .*GET.PROBABILITY PERCENT *
1005 101(1)- WI NORMAL .: HOME: IF P$ - "P" THEN. PR. 1: PRINT CHR$ (10): PRINT
CHR$ (10): FOR LN = ITO 20: PRINT

*
*

;E~.-:l
10

noPRIN.:l=::l
c:
~

"* ••;: NEXT LN: GOSUB 800Z
1006 GOSUB 3100: REM * GET INDEX SCORE '"
1007 IF STRIKE(I) < PRICE(I> THEN PRINT "SELLING AN IN-THE-MONEY CALL"; TABI 3
5)"1111
1008 IF STRIKEII> :> PRICECI) THEN PRINT ".SELLING .AN OUT-OF-THE..'.MONEY·CALL"; TA
BI 36)•••••1
1009 IF STRIKE(I) = PRICEII) THEN PRINT "SELLING AN·AT-THE-MONEY CALL"; TABI 3
5)"1"1
1011 PRINT CA$;" ••MID$ IA$,'1,2l;", 19"; RIGHT' IA$,Zl; TAB( 2Z)"T-BILLS: "R '"
100"/."
1020 PRINT TAB( '1)NUII>;" "CA$II·)"-"STRn(EII)" CALLS ON ••LEFT$ ISTCt($II),6)"
@ ,••FN A~PRICEII»
1030 .PRINT "COMMISSION: $"CMII) TABI Z2)"VOLITILITY: "VOL'" 100"1.": GOSUE: 800
2
1032 IF DTE(I) > 270 THEN FL = 1
1033 IF VOL1I) > 1 THEN FL = 1
1035 IF FL - 1 THEN 101(1)= O~NlII) - O:SRTII) .• OIDTElI) • 0
10'10 PRINT" 1. THEORETICAL CALL VALUE ••••••••• FN A(W(I»
1050 ~RINT ••2. ACTUAL CALL VALUE ••••••••••• $••FN A(OCPRICEII»
1051 IF FL = 1 THEN PRINT.: PRINT" THE DATA DOES NOT APPEAR T.OBE
LEGITIMAT,E••••YOU MIGHT WISH TO

RE ENTER THIS CALL POSITION.": GOTO 1060
1052 IF W(I> .= OCPRICEII> THEN· PRINT .TAB(·6)"* :rHIS CALL IS'FAIRLY VALUED *
105'1 IF W(I> >.OCPRICEII) THEN PRINT TABI 1)"* THIS CALL IS ";I INVERSE I PRI
NT ••UNDERPRICED ";1 NORMAL: PRINT

••BY"; FN AIWCI) -·O.cPRICEIIl): PRINT
CEIl» I OCPRICE(I» * 100)"%--"1
1056 IF 101II> :> OCPRICE II> THEN PRINT "DO.NOT S.ELL IT."
1057 IF 101(I) < OCPRICE (I> THEN PRINT T·AB( '1)"* THIS, CALL IS ..";: INVERSE I PRI
NT ••OVERPRICED ••;: NORMAL: PRINT

••BY ••; FN AIOCPRICEIIl - 'WII» I PRINT
101(1» I OCPRICE(I» * 100)"X--";

1058 IF 101(1)< OCPRICE(I) THEN PRINT "RECOMMEND YOU SELL IT."
1060 GOSUB 8001
1070 PRINT" 1. POTENTIAL· PROFIT UNCHANGED •••••
1080 PRINT" 2. ANNUALIZED RETURN UNCHANGEil••••
1090 'PRINT ••3. %.CHANCE OF 'MAKING PROFIT'••••"

,1100 PRINT TAB( 13)"** INDEX: "SRTII)" **
1110 GOSUB 8002
1120 . PRINT " 1.
11'30 PRINT" 2.
11'10 PRINT" 3.
1150 PRINT" 1.
1160 PRINT" 5.
1170 ..PRINT" 6.
1180 PRINT" 7.
'1980 GOSUB 8002
1982 IF P$ = "P" THEN ~OSUB 3500
.198'1 IF P. < > "P" THEN GOSUB 8010
1985 NEXT I
1.990 PR. 0

TABI 6)"OR BY" FN AI('(W<I) - OCPRI

TAB( 5)"OR BY " FN A«((OCPRICE<I) -

FN B(uCPOf.'IH1) )
FN'BIUIfRET(I))":too
FN BINH!) )"%"

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE PROFIT ••••••" FN B (POFITC I) )
ANNUALIZED % RETURN ••••.••••••" FN
LOSS-STCK RISES ." FN A IPCNT II) )-x

B(AIfRET(I»ooX"
TO ••••" FN ·AIBRVNII»

COLLATERAL TODAY ••••••••••••• " FN B(CLL(I»
COLLATERAL @ STRIKE •••••••••• " FN B(SCLL(I»
'COLLATERAL 15X'STOCK RISE •••·." FN.B(DCLL<!»
O'AYS TO EXPIRATION •.••••••••••"DTE (I)
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1999 END
2000 'REM .•1<CALL WRITING CALCS.
2010 REM I<POTENTIAL PROFIT SUB I<
2020 POFIT(I).- «NU(I) I<nCPRIGE(I» I<100) - CM(I)
2050 RETURN
;[100 REM 'I<BREAKEVENSUB I<
2110 BRVN(I) = BTRIKE(I) + (POFIT(I) / (NU(I) I<100»
2150 RETURN
.2200 REM *'PERCENT RISE BEFORE LOSS I<
2210 PI ='E:RVN(I> - PRICE(I) :PCNT<I> = (PI / PRICE(I» I<100
2250 .RETURN
'2300 REM I<COLLATERAL SU8 *
23'05 REM '"COL.LATERAL.TODAY I<
2310 CI.L(I) = «(PRICE(I) I< .30) + (PRICE(I) - STRIKE(I») '" (NU(I) I<100» - PO
FIT(I>
2315 IF CLL(I) < (250 I<NU(I» THEN CLL(I) = 250 '"NU(I)
2318 REM '"COLLATERAL A 15X RISE '"
2320 UPPRICE(I) = (PRICE(I) + (PRICE(I) '" .15»
2350 DCll(I) = «(UPPRICE(I) I< .30) + (UePRICE(I) - STRIKE(I») '" (NU(I) '"100»- POFIT(I) .
2360 ..IF DClL<I) < (NU(I> I<25.0) THEN DClL<I) c, (NU(1) '"250)
2365 ·REM '"COllATERAL @ STRIKE I<
2370 SCll(I) = «(STRIKE(I) '" .3) + (STRIKE(I) - STRIKE(I») * (NU(I) • 1110» -
'POFITa)': REM • COLLATERAL REOUIR

ED IF STOCK RISES TO STRIKE •
2371 IF SClL<I> <: ·(250 • NU(I» THEN SClL<I> = 250 * NU(I)
2390 RETURN
2'100 REM '"PERCENT RETURN .*
2'110RET(I) = (POFIT(I) / SCLl(I» '"100: REM
G TO STRIKE I(
2500 'REM '"RETURN IF UNCHANGED *
2510 IF STRIKE(I) > = PRICE(I) THEN UCPOFIT(I) = POFIT(I): RETURN
2520 OCPRICE = PRICE(I) - STRIKE(I) I GOSUB '10001 REM • GET COMMISSION ON REPURC
HASE' OF'CAll SINCE IS IN THE MONE

Y ••
UCPOFIT(I) = «OCPRICE(I) - (PRICE(I) - STRIKE(I») • NU(I) '"100) - CM(I)
RETURN
REM I<NAME' THE CAll *.
IF lEFT. (8.,2) c P01P THEN CA.(I)
IF lEFT. (B.,2) = P02P THEN CA.(I)
IF lEFT. (S.,2) c P03" THEN.CA.(I)
IF lEFT. (S.,2) - "0'1"THEN.CA.(I)
IF lEFT. (B•.,2) = "05" THEN CA.(I>
IF lEFT. (B.,2) = "06" THEN CA$(I)
IF lEFT$ (B$,2) = "07" THEN CA$(I)
IF LEFT$ (S.,2) = "OS" THEN CA$(1)
IF lEFT$ (B$,2) = "09" THEN CA$(I)
IF lEFT$ (S$,2) = "10" THEN CA$(I)
IF lEFT$ (8$',2) = "11" THEN CA. (I>
·IF LEFT$ (S.,2) = "12".THEN CAt(I>
RETURN
REM .• ANNUALIZED MAX a'UNCHANGED RETURNS.

ANRET(I) = «RET(I) / DTE(I» • 365.25)
Ul = (UCPOFIT(I) / Cll(I» '"100
UNRET(I) = (Ul / DTE(I» • 365.25
RETURN
REM '"SORT INDEX •
REM * POINTS FOR Z CHANCE STOCK WIll'8E ASOVE 8REAKEVEN *
IF Nl(I) < c 50 THEN 11(1) = - 10
IF'Nl<I) ",.5'0AND NUl) < = 55 THEN

312'1 IF Nl(I) > 55'AND Nl(I) / = 60 THEN
3126 'IF'Nl(I) > 60 AND Nl(I) < = 70 THEN

IF Nl(I) 70 AND Nl(I) <: = 80 THEN
IF Nl(I) > 80 AND Nl(I) <: .= 90 THEN
IF Nl(I) > 90 THEN 11(1) = 6
REM • paINTS FOR ANNUALIZED RETURN UNCHANGED •
IF UNRET(I) = < 15 THEN 12(1) = - 10
IF UNRET(I) > 15 AND UNRET(I) < = 20 THEN
IF UNRET(I) > 20 AND UNRET(I) < = 25 THEN
IF UNRET<I) > 25 AND'UNRET<ll < = 30 THEN
IF·UNRET(I) > 30 AND UNRET(I) -< c '10THEN

.COllATERAl BASED ON STOCK RISIN

2530
25'10
2600
2605
2610
2620
2630
26'10
2650
2660
2670
·2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
3000
3010
3015
3020
3030
3100
3110
3120
3122

== IIJANIf
"FES"

:= IIHAR"
== "APRil

"MAyll
== "JUNII

:= "JUL"
II AUG II

= "SEPT"
"OCT"
"NOV"
II DEe"

r i cr:
r i r r :
11(1)
IUI>
11(1)

3
'I
5

z

3128
3129
31:30
.3200
3210
3212
321'1
3216
321S

12(1) = 1
12(I> = 2
12(-ll = 3
12(ll· = 'I

3120 IF DTE(I) > 90'AN~ DTE(I) <. = 120 THEN 13(1) = 9
.3'122 IF .DTE(1) > 120 AND DTE(1) <. • 110 THE/':I13(I) = 7
S+21 :IF DTE(I) > 110 AND DTE<.l> < '" .160 THEN 13(l).", 5
3126 IF OTE(l)· > 160. AND D1E(1) <. .• 180 THEN 13U) = 3
3128 IF DTEH) > ISO AND D1E(l) c 220 THEN I3U) c 2
3150 REM '"POINTS OF FOR OVER OR UNDERPRICED '"
3152 IF 101(1)>·OCPRICE(I) THEN l'I(I) '" - 10
3"151 II(l) - HOCPR·ICEcI) - 14(1» '/OCPRICE(l» • 100
3'156 IF 11(1) > 0 AND IIlI) <. - .75 ~HEN 11(1) - 1
3'15S IF 11(1) > .75 AND II!I) <. = 1.5·THEN 11(1) = 2
·3160 .IF. rr cr» > 1.5'AND 11(1) <. - 3 THENI'I'll .• 3
3162 .IF II(I) > 3 AND IItl) <. - 5 THEN 11(1) -.'1
'3161 IF 11(1) > 5 AND 11(1) <. = 7 THEN 1'1(1) = 5
'3'166 IF II(I·) > 7 AND II(l) <. = 9 THEN l'I(1) '"6
3'168 IF II(I) ) 9 AND 11(1) < - 11 THEN 1'1(1) - 7
3'170 IF '11(1) > ·11·AND II(l> <. '" 11 THEN 1'l(I) - S
3'172 IF 11(1) > l'1·AND.II(I~ <. - IS THEN 1'1(1) = 9
3'17'1 IF II(l) > IS THEN I'I(I) '"10
3'180SRT(I) = 11(1) + 12(1) + 13(1) + 1'1(1)
3'190 RETURN
3500 REM • PAGES •
3530 'IF I = 2 THEN 'GOSUS S020
35'10 IF I = 'ITHEN .GOSUB S020
3550 IF I = 6 THEN GOSUB S020
3560 'IF I = 8 ·THEN GOSUB S020
3570 IF I = 10 THEN GOSUB S020
3580 IF I = 12 THEN GOSUB 8020
3590 IF I =1'1 'THEN GOSUS S020
3600 IF I = 16 THEN GOSUS S020
·3601 IF I - IS THEN GOSUB S020
3602 IF I = 20 THEN GOSUB 8020
360'1 'IF I = 22.THEN GOSUB S020
3606 IFI =,2'1 THEN GOSUB S020
360S' IF I - 26 THEN .GOSUB B020
3610 IF '1 '"2S THEN GOSUB 8020
'1000 REM "'COMMISSION '"
'1010 REM.* OPTION COMMISSIONS
'1030 REM 1<.KAll·a CO. (·'115)392-0761 "'.
'1035 NU(I) c·NU(I) * 100
'1036·0CPRICE = OCPRICE(I)
'10'10 IF OCPRICE <. = 2 AND NU!I) < = 1000 THEN CM(I) = (NU(I) '"'I) / 100
'1050 IF OCPRICE < = 2 AND Ni.J(I>> .c. HOO AND NU(I>. < '1900 THEN CM(I) = (NU(I>
* 3) / 100

'1060 IF OCPRICE <. = 2 AND NU(I) = ;, 5000 THEN CM(1) = (NU(I) • 2) / 100
'1070' IF 'OCPRICE > 2 AND OCPRICE < 8.AND· NU(I) = < 1000 TtlEN CM(I) = (NU(I> '"6
) / 100
'1080 IF OCPRICE '>'2 AND OCPRICE < 8 AND NU(I> = ;, 1100 AND NU(I.) < = '1900 THE
N CM(I) = (NU(I) lit 5) / 100
'1090 IF·OCPRICE;'·2 AND 'OCPRICE .c 8 AND NU(I) > 1900 THEN CM(!) = '(NUU) * 3) /
100

'1100
'1110'
'1115
"11-20
'11'10
'150'0
1520
'1530

3220
3222
322'1
3226
3228
3230
3400
'3'110
'3'112

.'3'113
3'11'1
3'116

.3'118

IF UNRET(I) > '10AND'UNRET(I) .<.
IF'UNRE~(I) >.50 AND UNRET(I) ~ ~
IF 'UNRET(I> .> 60 AND UNRET ('I),<
IF UNRET'(I) .> 70 AND UNRET(I) <
IF'UNRE~(I) ;',80 AND UNRET(I) <
IF UNRET(I) > 90 THEN 12(1) c'10
REM '"POINTS ·FOR DAYS TIll EXPIRATION •
.IF DTE(I) < 5 THEN 13(1) - - 1
IF DTE(I) > 220 THEN 13(1) = - 10
IF D1E.(I) > 5 'AND DTE (·1)< c 25 THEN 13 (I> - 3

'IF DTE(I) >.25 AND DTE(I) < .= '10THEN 13(1) = 6
IF DTECI) ) 10 AND DTE(I> <. c 60 THEN 13('1) ••9
IF nTE~I) > 60 AND DTE(1) < = 90 ~HEN 13(1) • 10

Z
Ql

"CDC.
o!!.

50 THEN 12(1) = 5
60 THEN 12(1) = 6
~O .THEN I2(I) = 7
80 THEN 12(1) = 8
9~'THEN .12(1) = 9

:e~.-:sco
(')

o:s
:::
:s
c8.

IF OCPRICE = > 8 AND NU(I) =
IF OC~ICE = >'B AND NU(I) >

NU(I) -.NU(I) / 100
IF CH(I) ~ 30 THEN CM(I) = 30
RETURN
REM'" BLACK· SCHOLES CALL' EVAL.
REM l"''J=TIMETO EXPIRATION IN
REM • RETURNS H=OPTION VALUE •

<. 1000 THEN CM(I) = ~NU(I) '"S) / 100
1000 THEN CM(I') - (NU(I).••7.) / 100

-'**
YEARS •



Applied Software Technology
Versaform $291.75
Art-Sci./Softape
Magic Window
Basic Mailer
Magic Spell
Avant Garde
Hi-Res Golf
Hi-Res Secrets
Zero-Gravity Pinball
Sentence Diagramming
Broderbund

$74.95
52.49
52.49

$22.50
94.95
22.50
18.75

Galactic Empire
Apple Panic
Payroll
General Ledger
Budgeco
Raster 81aster
California Pacific
Budge's 3D Graphics
Continental Software
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Payroll
Property Management
Home Accountant
Guardian
First Class Mail
Dakin 5
Rings of Saturn
Depreciation Planner
Budget Planner
Bus. Bookkeeping Sys.
Datamost

$18.75
22.50

296.25
371.25

$22.50

$29.95

$188.75
188.75
188.75
188.75
371.25
56.50
22.50
56.50

$29.95
295.00
111.50
295.00

Thief $22.50
Snack-Attack 22.50
Tax Beater 97.50
Real Estate Anal. Program 97.50
Edu-Ware
Algebra I $29.95
Compu-Math: Arithmetic 37.50
Com pu-Math: Fractions 29.95
Compu-Math: Decimals 29.95
Spelling Bee 29.95
Perception (3.0) 18.75
Algebra II 29.95
Howard Software
Creative Financing $146.75
Real Estate Analyzer 146.75
Tax Preparer 112.50
Innovative Design
Pool 1.5 $24.95
Shuffleboard 22.50
Trick Shot 29.95
IUS
Easy Writer $75.00
Easy Mailer 52.50
Date Dex 112.50
L&S Computerware
Crossword Magic $37.95
L.J.K. Enterprises
Letter Perfect $112.50'
Data Perfect 75.00
Mesa Research

$75.00

Dog Fight $22.50
The Learning System 112.50
The Invoice Factory 150.00
Tax Manager 112.50
Asset Manager 150.00
Visifactory 56.95
Visiblend 37.50
Roach Hotel 24.95
Data Factory (5.0) 225.00
Muse
Super-Text 40/80 $135.00
Form Letter Module 75.00
Castle Wolfensteln 22.50
Three Mile Island 29.95
ABM 18.75
Data Plot 43.95
Elementary Math 29.95

37.50
75.00 Sir-Tech
24.95 Wizardry $37.50

150.00 Software Publishing Corp.
PFS $93.95
PFS REPORT 60.00
PFS Graph 93.95
Southwestern Data
Apple Doc
The Correspondent
Apple II Utility Pack
ASCII Express
On-Line Dial Up
Norad
Stoneware

On-Line Systems
Hi Res #1: Mystery
House $18.75

Hi Res #2: Wizard and
Princess 24.95

Hi Res #3: Cranston
29.95
29.95
29.95
97.50
22.95

112.50
75.00

Manor
Hi Res #4: Ulysses
Hi Res Football
Screen Writer II
Hi Res Soccer
The General Manager
Time Zone
Memory Management
System

The Dictionary
Frogger
Screen Writer Pro
Silicon Valley
Word Handler
List Handler
Appointment Handler
Sirius Software
E-Z Draw (3,3)
Space Eggs
Gamma Goblins
Gorgon
Sneakers
Beer Run
Computer Football
Fly Wars
Penguin Software
Complete Graphics II
3D Drawing System
100 Color Drawing
System

Special Effects
The Graphics Magician
Additional Fonts & Sets
Magic Paintbrush
Complete Graphics
(TABLET VER.)

Special Effects (TAB LET
VER.) 60.00

Personal Business Systems
Executive Secretary $188.00
The Executive Speller 60.00
Piccadilliy Software
Warp Destroyer $22.95
Star Blaster 22.95
Professional Software T seh

$188.00
60.00
29.95

$37.50
22.50
22.50
29.95
22.50
22.50
22.95
22.95

I VIS4' II FREE!
DISK DRIVE

Apple II compatible
64K of RAM
Upper and lowercase
Typewriter-style keyboard
12-key numeric pad
Alpha lock key
VisiCalc keys
50-watt power supply
Built-in fan

PACKAGE PRICE

$1690
$1595
N/C
95

$60.00
24.95

24.95
29.95
45.00
15.00
22.95

90.00

Executive Briefing
System $150.00

1·404-487·7538

-ACE 1000
- DISK DRIVE
- CONTROLLER CARD

DISK DRIVES
Franklin
M-SCI A~2
M-SCI A40
M-SCI A-70
Controller Card

$549.00
400.00
395.00
535.00
99.00

PRINTERS

$37.50
45.00
14.95
60.00
75.00
29.95

Okidata
80
82A
84P
84S
Bytewriter
Transtar
Daisywheel $1,395.00

$375.00
560.00

1,195.00
1,295.00
$995.00

D. B. Master
Strategic Simulations
Computer Bismark
Warp Factor
Computer Baseball
Synergistic Software
Program Line Editor $29.95
The Data Reporter 165.95
The Directory Manager 22.95
Planetary Guide 22.95
Game Animation Package 37.50
Global Program Line
Editor

USA Software

MONITORS
$175.00

BMC
12" green phos.
Amdek
12" B & W
12" green phos.

$45.00
29.95
29.95

$99.00

$135.00
175.00

ACCESSORIES

45.00

Microtek
16K RAM BD $110.00
Para. inter 100.00
Videx
Video term $295.00
Enhance II 125.00
Orange
Grappler plus $145.00
ALS
Z Card $245.00
Smart term 295.00
Mt. Hdwe.
CPS Card $175.00
TG Joy Stick 49.00
Prometheus

Supercram
Request
3D Supergraphics
Micro Pro
Wordstar
Spelistar
Mailmerge
Datastar
Supersort
Calcstar

$135.00
169.95
29.95

$250.00
125.00
.78.95
175.00
125.00
175.00

CIRCLE 295 ON READER SERVICE CARD



~5~5 VOL = VOL(I)
~560 PRICE = PRICE(I)
~570 STRIKE = STRIKE(I)
~630 T = OTE(I) I 365.25
~650 GOSUB ~670
1660 REM RETURNS W=OPTION VALUE
~670 Cl = STRIKE. EXP ( - R • T)
16BO L = LOG (PRICE I Cl)
1690 01 = ( .LOG (PRICE I STRI~) + (R + S " 2 I 2) • T> I (VOL. SIlR (T»
~700 02 = 01 - VOL. SOR (T)
1710 0 = 01: GOSUB ~770
~720 W = PRICE. N:D = 02: GOSUB ~770
~730 W = W - Cl • N
~7~0 IF X > 300 THEN X = O:FL = 1: REM .ERROR HANDLING
1750 W(X) = W
1755 RETURN
1760 REM NEUTRAL- DENSITY FUNCTION
~770 H = ABS (D) I 211X = O:P = 1
~7BO FOR Il= 1 TO 11
1790 X = X + H:P = P + ~. FN C(X)
~BOO X = X + H:P = P + 2. FN C(X)
~BI0 NEXT Il
~B20 X = X + H:P = P + 1. FN C(X)
~B30 X c X + H:P c P + FN C(X)
~8~0 P = P • H I 3
~B50 N = P I 2.50663
~B60 IF 0 < 0 GOTO ~BBO
~870 N = .5 + N: RETURN
~BBO N = .5 - N: RETURN
~900 REM • PROBABILITY CALCS ••
~910 T = VOL(I). SOR (T)
~920 PP = LOG (BRVN(I) I PRICE(I»
~922 SX = PP I T
~92~ Yl = 1 I (1 + .2316~19 • SX)
~926 Z = .39B9~23 • ( EXP ( - (SX " 2) I 2»
~92B Nl = Z • (1.33027 • (Yl " 5) - 1.B21256 • (Yl " ~) + 1.7Bl~7B • (Yl " 3) -
.356538 • (Yl " 2) + .3193815 • Y1

)
19~0 NUll = (1
~911 IF DTE(I)
~9~2 IF VOL(I)
~950 RETURN
1952 IF DTE(I) > 270 THEN FL = 1
5000. REM •• THIS IS THE OPENING SUB ••

HOME
VTAB 31 PRINT TAB( 11)". CALL WRITING "''':PRINT : PRINT TAB( n"SELLING
FOR PROFIT": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB( 19)"BY": PRINT: PRINT
TAB( 12)"10 HOFFMAN AVENUE":
PRINT TAB( 5)"SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 9~11~"

5005 PRINT: PRINT TAB( 13)"COPYRIGHT 1981": PRINT: FOR XA c 1 TO ~O: INVERSE
: PRINT "c";: NEXT XA: NORMAL

5007 PRt 0
5010 VTAB IS:
5020 VTAB 20:
5030 VTAB 22:
HOME
50~0 IF ASC (T') = 27 THEN ENO
5050 IF ASC (T') = 13 THEN 5500
5060 IF ASC (T') = 32 THEN 30
5065 RETURN
5500 REM '"OPENING OESCRIPTION •
5505 PRINT" 'NAKED CALL WRITING' IS A STOCK
ATHEMATICALLYGOOD CHANCE OF MAKING

A PROFIT. THE PROFIT OCCURS IF THE UNDERLYING STOCK
CH. STAYS THE SAME OR DROPS IN P

RICE BY THE";
5506 PRINT" EXPIRATION OF THE CALL."
5507 PRINT
5510 PRINT"
OSSES COULD

- Nll • 100
> 270 THEN FL c

)-1 THEN FL =

5001
5002
CALLS
5001
RINT

TAB( 12)"JONATHAN RICHARDS": PRINT: P

PRINT "FOR PROGRAM DESCRIPTION PRESS'RETURN'f(EY"
HTAB 10: PRINT "TO LEAVE.PRESS'ESC'KEY"
HTAB 6: PRINT "<TO CONTINUE PRESS'SPACE BAR'>":: GET H: PRINT

OPTION STRATEGY WITH

DOES NOT RISE MU

SHOULD THE UNDERLYING COMMON'STOCK
RESULT. IN FACT. YOU

RISE SUBST~NTIALLY. MAJOR L

HAVE THEORETICALLYUNLIMITEO POSSIBLE LOSSES AND A LIMITED GAIN. NONETHElE ~
SS. THIS IS PERHAPS ONE OF THE BES ~

T OPTIONS "; '"5511 PRINT "STRATEGIES IF OPTIONS PREMIUMS ARE RELATIVELY HIGH. "I PRINT [
5512 GOSUB BOlO
5515 PRINT" IN THIS STRATEGY YOU SELL OPTIONS ON STOCf(S YOU DO NOT OWN. YOU (")
COLLECT A PREMIUM. AND IF THE S ~

TOCK DOES NOT RISE ABOVE THE STRIKE PRICE YOU CAN KEEP THE PREMIUM."
5516 PRINT
5520 PRINT"
POSITIONS

WITH THIS PROGRAM YOU CAN INPUT DATA
AND THEN COMPARE EACH

~
ON UP TO 30 DIFFERENT STOCK ~.-

5522 PRINT
5523 PRINT: PRINT" MOST INPUT ITEMS SHOULD BE CLEAR.
AMOUNT A STOCK IS EXPECTED TO F

LUCTUATE AND CAN BE GOTTEN FROM MANY BROKERS."
552~ GOSUB 8010
5525 PRINT: PRINT" THE FIRST SECTION OF THE OUTPUT IS A
ITION. THE SECOND SECTION USES

THE FAMOUS BLACK-SCHOLES FORMULA TO HELP
o SELL. YOU DO NOT WANT TO SELL ";

~~
VOLITATILITY IS THE n

o~-
SUMMARY OF YOUR POS g

CD
YOU LOCATE 'OVER-PRICED' CALLS T Q.

5526 PRINT "'UNDER-PRICED' CALLS. THE FORMULA DOES NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT DIVID
ENDS ON THE STOCK. IT THUS GIVES

A CONSERVATIVE EVALUATION; I.E. AN OVER-PRICED CALL IS TRULY OVER-PRICE
D. THEORETICALLY."
5528 GOSUB BOlO
5529 PRINT" THE THIRD SECTION COMPUTES THE PROFIT IF THE STOCK PRICE IS UNCHA
NGED AT EXPIRATION; THIS IS T

HE BEST COMPARISON BETWEEN SEVERAL POSTIONS. THE X CHANCE OF MAKING MONEY
IS A STATISTICAL MEASURE";
5530 PRINT" USING THE STANDARD DEVIATION. VOLITATI-LITY. AND TIME TO EXPIRATIO
N TO COMPUTE THE STATISTICAL CHANC

E OF THE STOCK BEING ABOVE THE BREAKEVEN POINT BY EXPIRATION OF TH
E OPTION."
5532 GOSUB 8010
5535 PRINT: PRINT" THE INDEX IN THE THIRD SECTION IS AN ARBITRARY FIGURE BA
SED ON FOUR CRITERION1. DAYS TO EX

PIRATION. 2. X OVERVALUED. 3. PROFIT UNCHANGED. AND 1. X CHANCE OF MAKING A
PROFIT. THE HIGHER THE INDEX"

5537 PRINT "THE BETTER THE 'WRITE'."
55~0 PRINT: PRINT" THE LAST- SECTION IS MISCELLANEOUS DATATHE COLLATERALS -RED
UIRED ARE WORTH NOTING • -AND T

HE AMOUNT NECESSARY IN YOUR ACCOUNT IF THE STOCK PRICE RISES SHOULD BE AVAIL
ABLE UNLESS YOU INTEND TO SELL EA. RLY."
5512 PRINT: PRINT" ABOVE ALL. PICK A STOCK THAT IS GOING TO GO DOWN IN PRICE

A

5555 PRINT I PRINT: PRINT I HTAB 1~1 PRINT "GOOD LUCK !!"I NORMAL
5560 GOSUB 8010
5999 RETURN
6000 REM •• DATE SUBROUTINE .'"
6010 GOSUB 6030
6020 GOTO 6090
6030 PRINT 1M = VAL ( LEFT. (B'.2» - VAL ( LEFT. (A'.2»
60~0 0 = VAL ( MID. (BS.~.2» - VAL ( MIO. (AS.~.2»
6050 Y E VAL ( RIGHTS (B$.2» - VAL ( RIGHT$ (A$.2»
6060 IF M < 0 THEN M = 12 + MIY = Y - 1_
6070 IF 0 < 0 THEN 0 = 30 + DIM = M - 11 IF M < 0 THEN Y = Y - 11M = M + 12
6080 RETURN
6090 DTE(I) = INT (0 + (M • 30.~1666667) + (365.25 • Y»
6110 RETURN
6260 HOME I VTAB (10) I PRINT "YOU MUST ENTER THE NAME OF THE STOCK UP TO TEN LE
TTERS. TRY AGAIN!! "I FOR XA = 1

TO 13001 NEXT XAI RETURN
8000 REM '" MISC. SUBS "'.
8001 FOR LNE = 1 TO ~O: PRINT "-";: NEXT LNE: RETURN
8002 FOR LNE = 1 TO ~O: PRINT "=";: NEXT LNEI RETURN
BOlO VTAB 211 PRINT TAB( 5)"OEPRESS THE ";1 INVERSE: PRINT "RETURN";: NORMAL
: INPUT" KEY TO CONTINUE";IN.: HOME

: RETURN
8020 FOR JO = 1 TO 12: PRINT CHR$ (10): NEXT JO: RETURN

M



•
:I
..........oD. INFOCOM

Zark I.

• lark II

O lark III
Deadline.

W INSOFT
~ Gralorth II D 79.95 55.95-.. * I.S.M. * ISA * IUS * L&S * LINK Pinball D 29.95 25.95

O• * LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB Graph. Combo Pkg 0 119.85 99.95
Music Maker. . .. 0 39.95 31.95 Bandits. .48K D 34.95 27.95 t

t"4 * KRAFT * SOFTECH * SORCIM Beanie Bopper .. . ..... CT 34.95 27.95

~ ;;~~c:o~~: INTERNATIO:~:500 122.50* ~~:'RN;~~~!T~CS~FT~~R: 39.95 27.95* :Y~:::~:~~T~~~~ATlONS * SUBLOGIC ~

••• ~~L.;,0cS~r·d. . .... ~ 1~~.~~ ~~.~; * TURNKEY SOFTWARE File Manager 800+ 40K 0 9995 69.95* •••
=:'III . . . . Disk Manager. . 32K 0 29.95 23.95 •
till * MUSE VISICORP Protector. 32K 0 29.95 20.95* •••••
• Visitrend/Plot 0 300.00 209.95* * * ~
U ON-LINE SYSTEMS Visicalc . . 0 250.00 187.50 SYNCRO SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE t.t
O
n Ultima II 0 59.95 47.95 Visischedule 0 300.00 209.95* UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA t

Frogger. . . 0 34.95 24.46* * VERSA COMPUTING * USA 3-D Supergraphics .. 40K 0 39.95 31.95

QC ~~r~~~a~ri~e~~ilncess .•••••• g 1;~~; ~~~; * VIDEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE * VISICORP ••••W Threshold. . .. 0 39.95 31.95 WICO VERSA COMPUTING •
U Pest Patrol. . .. 0 29.95 23.95 Trackball... A 79.95 63.95 Graphics Composer. . 32K 0 39.95 31.95 ••••
~ General Manager II .... 0 229.95 160.95* VersaWriter Graphics Tablet A 299.00 239.95 all
lid CALL TOLL FREE 1·800·854-2914 (~OU\~~~~~~~I~~~~~1) iC.-=e FOR INSIDE CALIFORNIA AND OTHER INQUIRIES CALL 1-714-287-0190e * SEND' FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES· CALL FOR WEEKL Y SPECIALS ts
• PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME •••

~

•••• FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADD 10% SHIPPING 0•..•
PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED "*I

All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check, Money Order, Cashier Check. For Faster Delivery Service - Master Charge - Visa.
Include Expiration Date on Card. California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax. Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. "'"

~. Please Add $2.50 for Shipping. Specials Valid Through This Month's Issue. •

flit DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS. P.O. BOX 1967-CA. SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92119 lY
•rRS-aO-APPLE-IBM-XEROX·APPLE·ATARI·V1C-NEC·AP'9\1

•

!•o
CO

~

Arcade Machine. ... D 54.95 38.50*
Choplifter ... .. 0 34.95 27.95

* BUDGECO

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
3D Graphics ............... 0 39.95 31.95
Ultima II . ... 0 59.95 47.95

* CONTEXT * C.P.U.

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant. .D 74.95 52.45*
1st Class Mail ... ...... 0 74.95 59.95

* COMPUTER STATION

DANKIN 5/LEVEL 10
Business Bookkeeping Sys . . 0 395.00 295.00

DATAMOST
Snack Attack ... D 29.95 23.95

.. 0 39.95 27.95*
..... 0 34.95 27.95

* DELTA SOFTWARE

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
.... A
.... 0
... 0

..... D

49.95
29.95
39.99
39.95

DATASOFT

39.95
23.95
31.95
31.95

Text Wizard. . 32K 0
Micropainter. . ASK D
Graphics Master 40K 0
The Basic compiler D
Canyon Climber. . 16K O·
Spell Wizard .48K 0

DON'T ASK SOFTWARE
SAM. .. 8K D

99.95 79.95
34.95 27.95
39.95 31.95
99.95 79.95
29.95 23.95
79.95 63.95

59.95 47.95

•;g
tot
•:s
o•z
tIS
o•
~
tIS
IIo
~•

•

Aztec.
Tubeway.

* DATASOFT * EDU-WARE* DENVER SOFTWARE* GEBELLI SOFTWARE

* HAYDEN SOFTWARE* HOWARD SOFTWARE* INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOFTWARE

..... D
.D

...D
................ 0

39.95
39.95
39.95
49.95

27.95*
33.95
31.95
39.95

Joyport .
Freefall
Way Out.
Blade of Black Pool
SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizardy.
Knight of Diamonds .
Star Maze.

* SPINNAKER* SOFTAPE * SOFTWARE EMPORIUM

o 49.95
.. 0 34.95

... 0 34.95

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP.
PFS. 0 125.00
PFS Report 0 95.00
PFS: Graph 0 125.00

* SOUTHEASTERN

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Merlin 0 64.95 51.95
The Routine Machine. . 0 64.95 51.95
l- Term "The Pro" 0 150.00
P-Term 0 129.95
Munch-A-Bug 0 49.95

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
O.B. Master. ..0 229.00 182.95
O.B. Mas. Utly. Pak I. . .... 0 99.00 79.95
D.B. Mas. Utly. Pak 2 . .. 0 99.00 79.95
O.B. Master Stat Pak . . ... 0 99.00 79.95

* STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS * STC

119.95
103.95
39.95

SUBLOGIC

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

34.95*
27.95
27.95

* EDU-WARE

INFORCOM
Deadline.
lark I.
lark II .

49.95
39.95
39.95
39.95

34.95*
31.95
31.95
27.95*

* GEBELLI

.......... 32K 0
............ 32K 0

.32K D

99.95
71.95
99.95

Starcross 32K 0* IN-HOME SOFTWARE

INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOFTWARE
Pool 400 . . .. C 39.95
Speedway Blast ... 16 CT 39.95

* JV SOFTWARE

31.95
27.95*

* K-BYTE * LJK * MEGASOFT INC.

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Ultima II .0 59.95 47.95
Frogger . 32K 0 34.95 27.95
Ultima I . . .48K 0 39.95 27.95*
Golf Challenge. . CT 44.95 35.95

* OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE INC .

* PRISM COMPUTERS* QUALITY SOFTWARE
ROKLAN CORP
Gorf . .. CT 49.95
Wizard of War CT 49.95

34.97*
39.95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE



The Economic Recovery Act of 1981
permits individuals covered under tax
qualified pension plans to set up their
own Individual Retirement Accounts.
An individual may contribute up to
$2000 (not to exceed 100% of gross in-
come) to an IRA and deduct the amount
from his income. Any amount with-
drawn from the account must be count-
ed as taxable income in the year of with-
drawal, and, if the money is withdrawn
before age 59'/2, the IRS imposes an ad-
ditional 10% penalty.

The Act, signed into law by President
Reagan on August 31, 1981, has been
described as the biggest tax cut in histo-
ry. Those who set up an IRA have two
advantages. Taxation on the IRA contri-
butions can be deferred until retirement
(presumably taxes will be lower then),
and the interest earned by the IRA isn't
taxable until withdrawn.

The latter of the two is of more value
than it might seem at first glance, be-
cause the taxpayer retains the interest
that would otherwise have been paid to
the IRS, and because this interest accu-
mulates and earns more tax-sheltered
interest.

In my case, I was a bit reluctant to set
up an IRA because of the 10% penalty
on early withdrawal. I am far from age
59'/2 (not as far as I would like), and I
wasn't sure that the tax advantages
would compensate for the loss of
liquidity.

What should I do? VisiCalc to the res-
cue. I designed a spreadsheet that pre-
dicts when the tax advantage overtakes
the penalty for various combinations of
interest rates and tax rates.

The spreadsheet, shown in Figure 1, is
divided into three sections. The first see-

R.A. Dousette, 8283 Woodcrest Dr., Apt. I, Westland,
MI48185.
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$ IRA Analysis with VisiCalc

$'IS
Savings Spreadsheet

R.A. Dousette
Figure 1.

CONSTANT SECTION:

MARGINAL TAX RATE 30.00

INTEREST RATE 15.00

SECTION I: NO IRA

CALENDAR CASH------------------------------

YEAR INVST INCOME TAXES BALANCE

--------------------------------------------------
1982 2000.00 300.00 90.00 2210.00

1983 0.00 331.50 99.45 2442.05

1984 0.00 366.31 109.89 2698.47

1985 0.00 404.77 121.43 2981.80

1986 0.00 447.27 134.18 3294.89

1987 0.00 494.23 148.27 3640.86

1988 0.00 546.13 163.84 4023.15

1989 0.00 603.47 181.04 4445.58

1990 0.00 666.84 200.05 4912.36

1991 0.00 736.85 221.06 5428.16

1992 0.00 814.22 244.27 5998.12

1993 0.00 899.72 269.92 6627.92

1994 0.00 994.19 298.26 7323.85

1995 0.00 1098.58 329.57 8092.86

1996 0.00 1213.93 364.18 8942.61

1997 0.00 1341.39 402.42 9881.58

1998 0.00 1482.24 444.67 10919.15

1999 0.00 1637.87 491.36 12065.66

2000 0.00 1809.85 542.95 13332.55

2001 0.00 1999.88 599.96 14732.47
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Analyze Faster and Easier with Sams Mind Tools™58--------------------------
Sams Financial Planning Mind Tools'" give
you a head start on spreadsheet forecasting!
• These 17 pre-set calculators instantly
superimpose on your Multiplan'", VisiCalc",
or SuperCalc® spreadsheet the correct for-
mulas and column headings for calculations
involving compound growth, discounted
cash flows, annuities, profit planning, statis-
tics, and real estate planning .• Mind Tools
let you focus on financial forecast and
analysis instead of on tedious spreadsheet-
setup, yet leave you free to return to manual
setup whenever you wish! • All you need is
your regular version of Multiplan, VisiCalc,
or SuperCalc, plus the corresponding Mind
Tool program for your microcomputer. • ~auJ~~~:~kiSoft~~~~t~ar~o~~~~~~~Of~c~~~~~fctta·rSe~:/e~:~i:r!d:~!;r~
Sams Financial Planning Mind Tools corne VisiCorp.-IBMisaregisleredtrademarkoflnternationaIBusinessMachines.

complete with one disk containing 17 finan- ~~d:,~~~~er~~i~t!r~eg~~~~:~~;~~~~!j~Oo;h~~r'~~~d:~~~~~:~ti~~.~R~·i~~
cial calculators matched to your spreadsheet Tools is a trademark of Expert Systems,lnc

Introductory $10 Discount Off Above Prices Through 3/31/83.

Available ® ® TRS-80®
for APPLEII IBM PC Model II

Multiplan 22058 22063
$79.95 $89.95

SuperCalc 22061
$89.95

VisiCalc 22059 22060 22062
$79.95 $89.95 $69.95

and microcomputer, a complete instruction
manual and an easy-to-read, quick-
reference guide .• Get 5ams Mind Tools
from computer stores and bookstores
nationwide, or directly from Sams. To order
by phone, call 800-428-3696 or 317-298-5566
and reference #AD248. Dealer inquiries in-
vited. In Canada, contact Lenbrook Indus-
tries, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario.

I~Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street, p.o. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206
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SOFTWARE
FOR

TRS·801+ III
PEDESTRIAN
CRASH-OUT
LEM I

ADDRESS FILER
FINANCE
MATH SKILLS

MORE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
SOON FOR THE TRS-BO AND
SiNCLAIR ZXB1.

WRITE FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOGUE TO:
__ DDL SOFTWARE, INC.
_Z:t::L PO BOX 116

WESTTOWN, PA. 19395

TRS-BO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE
TANDY CORP. SINCLAIR ZXBl IS A REGISTERED
TRADEMARK OF SINCLAIR RESEARCH. LTD.
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DISKETTESAND
DISKETTE DUPLICATION

DISKETTES (Hub Ring/Write Protect)
Certified tOO% error free

5'1. Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Double Density

8 Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Double Density

Box of 10
$17.50
20.00
24.00
2000
25.50
30.00

Specify soft. 10 or 16 sector on 5'1. diskettes
Shipping S1.5O(Ca]. add tax) ,
Money Order /VISA/MasterCard/C.OD
DUPLICATION
• Duplication services - all popular formats
• All services performed on latest lechnically

advanced equipment
• Prices start at $1.90. including diskette
Please write tor full description of all Hoffman
services and prices.

,.~ Hoffman
COM'UTE:R PI!OI)UCTS

~lnoFlowERAVE _DUARTE.CA.91010
~ (21)13031$71
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MEMOREX
nUlaL. DIICS
WE WlU NOT BE UNDER-
SOLDrf Call Free (8OO)235-t137
for prices and information Dealer
mqumes invited and COo.·s
accepted
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IRA Analysis, continued ...
tion assumes that no IRA is set up, and
then calculates the cash available at the
end of each year. Interest is earned on
the principal each year based on the as-
sumed rate, and the tax is paid at the
end of the year based on the marginal
tax rate.

The second section illustrates the
effects of setting up an IRA. There are
two funds: the tax-sheltered IRA fund in
which interest isn't taxed, and a second
fund in which it is. The second fund rep-
resents an accumulation of the tax sav-
ings that arise from setting up the IRA.

The third section compares the cash
available at the end of each year from
the first two sections.

The VisiCalc commands for creating
the worksheet are shown in Figure 2.
Explanations of the entries are also
given.

The worksheet shows that if 15% in-
terest can be earned, the tax advantages
of the IRA exceed the 10% penalty in
only five years for those in the 30% tax
bracket. By entering different tax brack-
ets it can be shown that the same five
year advantage applies to those in the
40% and 50% tax brackets.

What if the average yield on invest-
ments is 12% over the next several

YEAR

TAX NON-TAXED IRA TAXED

TAX BALANCE

Figure 1, continued.

years? Those in the 30% to 50% mar-
ginal tax range will find that the IRS
comes out ahead in the sixth year; if the
marginal tax rate is 20%, the IRA ex-
ceeds the 10% penalty in eight years. A
further decline in yield to 8% adds
about another two years to the time re-
quired for the IRA to move ahead.

It would seem, then, that for most tax-
payers who can set aside some money
for the next six to eight years, the 10%
penalty on termination is a threat with-
out teeth. So, if setting up an IRA in
1982 is such a good idea, why not do it .
again in 1983? Or in 1984?

Figure 3 shows an IRA illustration in
which $2000 is invested in each of the
succeeding years. This worksheet can be
derived from the Figure 1 worksheet by
. entering the commands shown in Figure
4.

The new worksheet assumes that the
taxpayer invests an amount each year
that, with the prior year's tax refund, to-
tals a $2000 contribution to the IRA.
Thus, In the first section of the
worksheet, the investments after 1982
are the same as the additional invest-
ment needed under the IRA.

There is no need for a fund to accu-
mulate the tax refund in the second see-

SECTION II: WITH IRA

REFUND INTEREST BALANCE INTEREST

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1982 2000.00 600.00 300.00 2300.00 0.00 0.00 600.00

1983 0.00 0.00 345.00 2645.00 90.00 27.00 663.00

1984 0.00 0.00 396.75 3041.75 99.45 29.84 732.62

1985 0.00 0.00 456.26 3498.01 109.89 32.97 809.54

1986 0.00 0.00 524.70 4022.71 121.43 36.43 894.54

1987 0.00 0.00 603.41 4626.12 134.1"8 40.25 988.47

1988 0.00 0.00 693.92 5320.04 148.27 44.48 1092.26

1989 0.00 0.00 798.01 6118.05 163.84 49.15 1206.94

1990 0.00 0.00 917.71 7035.75 181.04 54.31 1333.67

1991 0.00 0.00 1055.36 8091.12 200.05 60.02 1473.71

1992 0.00 0.00 1213.67 9304.78 221.06 66.32 1628.45

1993 0.00 0.00 1395.72 10700.50 244.•27 73.28 1799.44

1994 0.00 0.00 1605.08 12305.58 269.92 80.97 1988.38

1995 0.00 0.00 1845.84 14151.41 298.26 89.48 2197.16

1996 0.00 0.00 2122.71 16274.12 329.57 98.87 2427.86

1997 0.00 0.00 2441.12 18715.24 364.18 109.25 2682.78

1998 0.00 0.00 2807.29 21522.53 402.42 120.73 2964.47

1999 0.00 0.00 3228.38 24750.91 444.67 133.40 3275.74
2000 0.00 0.00 3712.64 28463.54 491.36 147.41 3619.70

2001 0.00 0.00 4269.53 32733.07 542.95 162.89 3999.77

CALENDAR
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tion, because the tax refund is used to
reduce the next IRA contribution.

In the third section, the total cash
available with the IRA is equal to the
IRA fund reduced by taxes and the pen-
alty and increased by the tax refund on
the last contribution.

As in the other worksheet, the num-
ber of years required for the IRA to
move ahead can be determined by enter-
ing different marginal tax brackets and
interest rates. For those in a 30% tax
bracket, the IRA moves ahead in ten
years if 12% is earned on the fund, and
in eight years if 15% is earned. Those in
40% and 50% tax brackets will be ahead
with an IRA in nine years if 12% inter-
est is earned, and in seven years if 15%
is earned. Those in a 20% tax bracket
will have to wait ten years if they can
earn 15% interest; at 12% interest, they
must wait 12 years.

What about those unfortunate (or
clever) enough to be in a 10% tax brack-

Figure 1, continued.

et? If the interest earned is 15%, the
IRA will break even in 15 years. If inter-
est earnings are 12%, 18 years are re-
quired to break even. If only 8% is
earned over the next several years, then
it will be more than 20 years before the
IRA moves ahead. Obviously, the higher
your taxes, the more you benefit from
tax breaks.

The worksheets contain several sim-
plifying assumptions that other users
may want to modify. For example, they
assume that the IRA investments are
made exactly one year before the tax re-
fund is received; in actuality, the tax re-
fund could be received much sooner by
adjusting the tax withheld from pay.
Also, tax rates and interest rates can
change in the future.

However adjusted, the conclusion
should remain that an IRA is an excel-
lent investment for those who can relin-
quish the liquidity of their assets for a
few years. 0

SECTION III: WITH IRA

TOTAL IRA

YEAR

NO IRA BALANCE NON-IRA

EDGEIRA BALANCE AVAIL. BALANCE

CALENDAR

CASH

----------------------------------------------------------------------
19B2 2210.00 2300.00 13BO.00 600.00 19BO.00 -230.00 *
19B3 2442.05 2645.00 15B7.00 663.00 2250.00 -192.05 *
19B4 269B.47 3041.75 1B25.05 732.62 2557.67 -140.BO *
19B5 29Bl.BO 349B.01 209B.B1 B09.54 290B.35 -73.46 *
19B6 3294.B9 4022.71 2413.63 B94.54 330B.17 13.2B

19B7 3640.B6 4626.12 2775.67 9BB.47 3764.14 123.2B

19BB 4023.15 5320.04 3192.02 1092.26 42B4.2B 261.13

19B9 4445.5B 611B.05 3670.B3 1206.94 4B77.77 432.19

1990 4912.36 7035.75 47.21.45 1333.67 5555.12 642.76

1991 542B.16 B091. 12 4B54.67 1473.71 632B.3B 900.22

1992 599B.12 9304.7B 5582.87 162B.45 7211.32 1213.20

1993 6627.92 10700.50 6420.30 1799.44 B219.74 1591.B1

1994 7323.B5 12305.5B 73B3.35 19BB.3B 9371.72 2047.B7

1995 B092.B6 14151.41 B490.B5 2197.16 106BB.00 2595.15

1996 B942.61 16274.12 9764.47 2427.B6 12192.33 3249.72

1997 9BB1. 5B 1B715.24 11229.15 26B2.7B 13911.93 4030.35

199B 10919.15 21522.53 12913.52 2964.47 15B77.99 4958.84

1999 12065.66 24750.91 14B50.54 3275.74 1B126.29 6060.63

2000 13332.55 2B463.54 1707B.13 3619.70 20697.B2 7365.27

2001 14732.47 32733.07 19639.B4 3999.77 23639.61 B907.14

5 YEARS TO BREAK EVEN

1986 IS TI-<E: YEAR WI ...U:::N TI-<E: IRA

MOVES AHEAD.
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Programmer
Productivity
Multiplied

Langhorne, PA -- Ouic-N-Easi
Products Inc. announced availabil-
ity of a complete Applications
Development System called Ouic-
N-Easi PRO. The package is
.designed to help professional
programmers make a lot more
money by multiplying productivity.
The Ouic-N-Easi PRO System

is based on the widely acclaimed
Ouic-N-Easi package. BYTE,
INFOWORLD and other national
reviews marvel at how fast abso-
lutely professional results can be
achieved with little effort.

Ouic-N-Easi PRO handles the
entire application, including:
o Formatted Data Entry
o Data Base Management
o Information Processing
o Report Generation
The product is difficult to

compare with simplistic code
generators or half solutions like
so-called data base managers.

Don't waste any more time with
tedious coding in BASIC. Ouic-N-
Easi PRO $395 at your dealer.

OUlc·n·eaSI CPwITJ'"
Requirements: Z80, CP/M, 64K

Bytes, 2 Drives, Addressable Cursor.
D Attached is my check for
$399.50 ($395 + $4.50 Shipping)
o MC 0 Visa Exp. Date _

# ----------------------
Signature _

My system is _
With (Microcomputer Mccel)

D5% Disks 0 Hard 0 Soft
D 8" Disks (Single Sided, Single Density)

Name Title

Company

Address

Mailto~'"

oujc·n·easi products inc.
(formerly Standard MicroSystems Inc.)
136 Granite Hill Court
Langhorne, PA 19047
Phone order today (215) 968-5966
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Verba1im
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.
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HOUS.EHOLD
INVENTORY
PROGRAM

FOR AN APPLE II
WILL STORE EVERYHOUSEHOLD ITEMS'

• SERIAL NUMBER
• MODEL NUMBER
• PURCHASE PRICE
• REPLAr~MENT COST

• AND MORE

SEND $30 (CHECK OR M.O.)
AND STATE PRINTER/MODEL

TO:
SFA ENTERPRISES. INC.

P.O. BOX 33511
NORTHGLENN. CO 80233
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*IBM-PC
***ATARI

**TRS 80
****NEC

"Quality Computer Products at Sensible Prices"

EARTH ATTACKERS
• Great graphics. quick action
• TRS 80-11. With Basic

UTILITIES 19.95
• Collection of software tools (Printer setup.

file conversion and more)
• IBM-PC with DOS Basic

MAIL LIST and LABEL control proqram 49.95
• User Friendly
• IBM-PC

BASIC CROSS REFERENCE
• TRS 80-11 with Basic

ATARI-400 48K upgrade kit
(introductory offer)

• Simple i -hour installation
• Everything you need (except soldering iron)

RACET computes, ltd. software
• Michael Shrayer's ELECTRIC

PENCIL (NEC)
• All other RACET products

____ = .; == Micro Systems Exchange==== -===- =- PO Box 4033 Concord
= ~ = :- = --=:=... CA 94524 t4151355-7130

'Trademark International BUSiness Machines Corp
·-Trademark Tandy Corp.
-"Trademark of Alan, Inc. r 1_'_1; _.,.

····Trademark N EC
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19.95

49.95

99.95

99.95

IRA Analysis, continued ...

Figure 2.

IGCI0
IGF$
IGOR
>Al:"CONSTANT S
>Bl:"ECTION:
>A2:"MARGINAL T
>B2:"AX RATE
)C2:30
>A3:"INTEREST R
)B3:"ATE
>C3:15
>A5:"SECTION I:
>B5:" NO IRA
>A6:/FR"CALENDAR
>B6:/FR"CASH
>C6:1--
>C6:/R:D6.E6
>A7:/FR"YEAR
>B7:/FR"INVST
>C7:/FR"INCOME
>D7:/FR"TAXES
:>E7:/FR"BALANCE
>A8:/--
IA8:/R:B8.E8
>A9:/FI1982
>AI0:/FI1+A9
>AI0:/R:All.A28:R
>B9:2000
:>BI0:0
>Bll:+B10
>Bll:/R:B12.B28:R
)C9:+C3*(B9+E8) 1100
>C9:/R:CI0.C28:NRR

>D9:+C2*C9/100
>D9:/R:DI0.D28:NR

>E9:+E8+B9+C9-D9
>E9:/R:EI0.E28:RRRR

)A32:"SECTION II
>B32:": WITH IRA

Entry of global commands for the
worksheet.

This sets up the headings and constants
for the worksheet. The marginal tax rate
and the interest rate are entered here.
Note that the marginal tax rate is the
rate that applies to the top of your in-
come, not the rate that applies to your
total income.

Headings for Section I.

Entry of the calendar year for each row.

Entry of the amount to be invested each
year at the beginning of the year. For the
first worksheet, an investment is made in
the first year only.

Interest earned during the year. The in-
terest is earned on the balance at the end
of the prior year and the amount invest-
ed in this year.

The income tax due at the end of the
year is equal to the marginal tax rate ap-
plied to the interest earned during the
year.

The fund balance at the end of the year
is equal to the fund balance at the end of
the previous year increased by interest
earned and any additional investment
that year, and decreased by taxes.

Headings for Section II
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Figure 2, continued.,

>A34:/FR"CALENPAR
>C34:/FR"TAX
>D34:/FR"NON-TAXED
>E34:/FR"IRA
>F34:/FR"TAXED
>A35:/FR"YEAR
>C35:/FR"REFUND
>D35:/FR"INTEREST
>E35:/FR:"BALANCE
>F35:/FR"INTEREST
>G35:/FR"TAX
>H35:/FR"BALANCE
>A36:/--
>A36:/R:B36.H36
>A37:/FI1982
>A38:1+A37
>A38:/FI/R:A39.A56:R
>£137:2000
>£138:0
>£139:+£138
>B39:/R:B40.B56:R
>C37:+B37*C2/100
>C37:/R:C38.C56:RN
>D37:+B37*C3/100
>D38:+E37+B38*C3/100
>D38:/R:D39.D56:RRN
>E37:+B37+D37
>E38:+E37+B38+D38
>E38:/R:E39.E56:RRR
>F37:0
>F38:+H37+C38*C3/100
>F38:/R:F39.F56:RRN
>G37:+C2*F37/100
>G37:/R:G38.G56:NR
>H37:+C37+F37-G37
>H38:+H37+C38+F38-G38
>H38:/R:H39.H56:RRRR
>A68:"SECTION II
>£168:II I:
>C69:/FR:"WITH
>D69:" IRA
>C70:1--
>C70:/R:D70.F70
>A71:/FR:"CALENDAR
>B71:/FR"NO
>C71:/FR"IRA
>D71:/FR"BALANCE
>E71:/FR"NON-IRA
>F71:/FR"TOTAL

Entry of the calendar year of each row.

Entry of the IRA investment. The in-
vestment is made at the beginning of
each year. For the first worksheet, an in-
vestment is made in the first year only.

Tax refund. Equal to IRA investment
multiplied by the marginal tax rate.

Tax sheltered interest. Equal to interest
on the IRA balance at the end of the
previous year and the investment during'
the year.
Balance in the IRA. Equal to the previ-
ous IRA balance plus additional invest-
ment during the year plus interest
earned during the year.
Interest on the taxed fund. This fund is
the accumulation of the tax refund that
resulted from setting up the IRA.

Tax on the interest earned on the tax
refund.

Balance at the end of the year. This col-
umn contains the accumulation of the
tax refund at interest and after taxes.

Headings for Section III.
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TACTICAL
, ~c

<0>

D

HIGH PERFORMANCE
, ATARI ,. JOYSTICK
• LOW COST ADVANCED JOYSTICK
• HIGH SPEED TACTILE RESPONSE
• HIGH-TECH CONDUCTIVE ELASTOMER

SWITCHES WITH 24K GOLD CONTACTS
• PATENTED VELCRO '" IE,LASTIC LEG

BELT FREES HANDS TO OPERATE
JOYSTICK (NOT HOLD IT) ,

$19.95 PPD CONVERSION
OF YOUR ATARI" JOYSTICK

$27.95 PPD. NEW ATARI" JOYSTICK
INCLUDING CONVERSION

TACTICAL ADVANTAGE GUARANTEED
SEND YOUR JOYSTICK OR REQUEST FOR NEW
JOYSTICK ALONG WITH YOUR CHECK, OR
MONEY ORDER, TO .

TACTICAL DESIGN 270 SCIENTIFICDRIVE SUITE 17
NORCROSS,GEORGIA30092

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED
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The
Mean Little Kit

New compact 24-piecekit of electronic tools
for' engineers, scientists, technicians,
students, executives. Incl udes 7 sizes
screwdrivers, adjustable wrench, 2 pair
pliers, wire stripper, knife, alignment tool,
stainless rule, hex-key set, scissors, 2 flex-
ible files, burnisher, miniature soldering
iron, solder aid, coil of solder and desolder-
ing braid. Highest quality padded zipper
case, 6 x 9 x 13M" inside. Satisfaction
guaranteed.Send check, company purchase
order or charge Visa or Maslercharge. We
pay the shipping charges.
JTK·6Tool Kit. , ' , , , . ,$95.00

Free Catalog!
Page after page of hard-
to-find precision tools.
Also contains complete
line of tool kits and tool
cases, Send for your free
copy today!

JENSEN Tools INC.
7815 So~th46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85040
Phone: 602·968·6241 TWX:910·950·0115
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IRA Analys!s, continued ... Figure 2, continued,

>G71:/FR"IRA
>A72:/FR"YEAR
>B72:IFR" IRA
>C72:/FR"BAl-ANCE
>D72/FR"AVAIL.
>E72:/FR"BALANCE
>F72:/FR"CASH
>G72:/FR"EDGE
>A73:1--
>A73:/R:B73.G73

>C74:+E37
>C74;IR:C75.C93:R
>074:+90-C2*C741 100
>D74:/R:D75.D93:NR
>E74:+H37
>E74;/R:E75.E93:R
>F74:+D74+E74
>F74:/R:F75.F93:RR

Entry of the calendar year of each row.>A74:/FI1982
>A75:/FI1+A74
>A75:/R:A7b.A93:R

>G74:+F74-B74
>G74:/R:G75.G93:RR
>H74:/F*~IF(G74>0,0,1)
>H74:/R:H75.H93:R

>B74:+E9
>B74:/R:B75.B93:R

Fund balance if no IRA is set up.

Figure J.

CONSTANT SECTION:

MARGINAL TAX RATE 30.00

INTEREST RATE 15.00

SECTION I: NO IRA SECTION II: WITH IRA

CALENDAR CASH------------------------------ CALENDAR TAX NON-TAXED IRA

YEAR INVST INCOME TAXES BALANCE YEAR REFUND INTEREST BALANCE

--------_._---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
1982 2000.00 300.00 90.00 2210.00 1982 2000.00 600.00 300.00 2300.00

1983 1400.00 541.50 162.45 3989.05 1983 1400.00 600.00 645.00 4945.00

1984 1400.00 808.36 242.51 5954.90 1984 1400.00 600.00 1041.75 7986.75

1985 1400.00 1103;24 330.97 8127.1~ 191'15 1400.00 600.00 1498.01 11484.76

1986 1400.00 1429.07 428.72 10527.52 1986 1400.00 600.00 2022.71 15507.48

1987 1400.00 1789.13 536.74 13179.91 1987 1400.00 600.00 2626.12 20133.60

1988 1400.00, 2186.99 656.10 16110.80 1988 1400.00 600.00 3320.04 25453.64

1989 1400.00 2626.62 787.99 19349.43 1989 1400.00 600.00 4118.05 31571.68

1990 1400.00 3112.41 933.72 22928.12 1990 1400.00 600.00 5035.75 38607.44

1991 1400.00 3649.22 1094.77 26882.57 1991 1400.00 600.00 p091.12 46698.55

1992 1400.0q 4242.39 1272.72 31252.24 1992 1400.00 600.00 7304.78 56003.33

1993 1400.00 48'F·84 1469.35 36080.73 1993 1400.00 600.00 8700.50 66703.83

1994 1400.00 5622.11 1686.63 41416.21 1994 1400.00 600.00 10305.58 79009.41

1995 1400.00 6422.43 1926.73 47311.91 1995 1400.00 600.00 12151.41 93160.82

1996 1400.00 7306.79 2192.04 53826.66 1996 1400.00 600.00 14274.12 109434.94

1997 1400.00 8284.00 2485.20 61025.46 1997 1400.00 600.00 16715.24 128150.19

1998 1400.00 9363.82 2809.15 68980.13 1998 1400.00 600.00 19~22.53 149672.71

1999 1400.00 105,57.02 3167.11 77770.04 1999 1400.00 600.00 22750.91 174423.62

2000 1400.00 11!375.51 3562.65 87482.90 2000 1400.00 600.00 26463.54 202887.17

2001 1400.00 13332.43 3999.73 98215.60 2001 1400.00 600.00 30733.07 235620.24
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Balance in the IRA if the IRA is set up.-,
>E95:/FI<i)SUM(H74.H93)+1

>F95:" YEARS TO
IRA balance available. After taxes and
the 10% penalty have been paid. >G95:"BREAK EVEN

Accumulated value of IRA generated
tax refunds.

>E96:<i)CHOOSE(E95,A74.A93)

>F96:" IS THE YE
Total cash available if IRA has been set
up. Equal to IRA balance plus tax re-
fund accumulation.
Exces/of IRA over amount if no IRA is
set up.

>G96:"AR WHEN TH

>H96: liE IRA

>F97:" MOVES AHE
An * indicates that the IRA is behind in
this year. >G97:"AD.

SECTION III: WITH IRA

CALENDAR NO IRAIRA BALANCE TAX TOTAL

YEAR IRA BALANCE AVAIL. BALANCE CASH EDGE

1982 2210.00 2300.00 1380.00 600.00 1980.00 -230.()O *
1983 3989.05 4945.00 2967.00 600.00 3567.00 -422.05 *
1984 5954.90 7986.75 4792.05 600..00 5392.05 -562;85 *
1985 8127.16 11484.76 6890.86 600 ..00 7490.86 -636.31 *
1986 10527.52 15507.48 9304.49 600.00 9904.49 -623.03 *
1987 13179.91 20133.60 12080 ..16 600.00 12680.16 -499.75 *
1988 16110.80 25453.64 ~5272.18 600 ..00 15872.18 -238.61 *
1989 19349.43 31571. 68 18943.01 600.00 19543.01 193.58

1990 22928.12 38607.44 23164.46 600.00 ·23764.46 836.34

1991 26882.57 46698 ..55 28019.13 600 ..00 28619.13 1736.56

1992 31252.24 56003.33 33602.00 600.00 34202.00 2949..76

1993 36080.73 66703.83 40022.30 600.00 40622.30 4541.57

1994 41416.21 79009.41 47405.65 600.00 48005.65 6589.44

1995 47311.91 93160.82 55896.49 600.00 56496.49 9184.59

1996 53826.66 109434.94 65660.97 600.00 66260.97 12434.31

1997 61025 ..46 128150.19 76890.11 600.00 77490.11 16464.66

1998 68980.13 149672.71 89803.63 600..00 90403.63 21423.50

1999 77770.04 174423.62 104654.17 600.00 105254.17 27484.13

2009 87482.90 202887.17 121732.30 600.00 122332.30 34849.40

2001 98215.60 235620.24 141372.14 600.00 141972.14 43756.54

8 YEARS TO BREAK EVEN

1989 IS THE YEAR WHEN THE IRA

MOVES AHEAD.
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Unusual software
FROM

TYRANJ:
FOR

Atari400 Vic20, TI 99/4
Timex 1000, SinclairZX81

TITLES INCLUDE

>: PARTY GAMES 0 PARTY GAMES FOR
CONSENTING ADULTS 0 COLLEGE and
PRO BASKETBALL 0 FOOTBALL 0 US

i OPEN GOLF and TENNIS 0 Z-TREK
TRIVIA QUIZ 0 PRIMARY (age 3 t06)
ASSOCIATION 0 ARITHETIC' BASEBALL

SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOGUE (credit
on first order) TO :

TYRANT_ . .. Software
BOX 31569. AURORA, COLO. 0 80041

CIRCLE 288 em READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-BO, COLOA COMPUTER, PET

& APPLE II
ELEMENTARY MATH
SCIENCE HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY ACCOUNTING
ECONOMICS BUSINESS ED.
FOREIGN LANG. PHYSICS
GRAMMAR FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
2134, N Mankato, MN S$OOl .

(507) 625-2205
VISA I MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.
TAS-BO is a registered trademark of
TANDYCOAP.
PET is II trademark of COMMO-
DOREBUS. MACHINES.
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO.

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICRO-USERS:
PUBLICATION EXPLOSION

BUGGING YOU?
Now, up-to-date abstracts offea-
tures, hardware/software, book
reviews, programs, etc. from pop-
ular micro publications.
Search and select YOUR topics of

interest. Subscribe to:

~~~k
Journal of Micro Abstracts

$30,00 / 12 months
Send check/MO, name & address to:

~BBk
C. Skovronek. Ed.
88 Moraine Road

Morris Plains, N.J 07950
Systems, business, utility, education. home,

technical. and occasionally, games.
CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CARD



~ru!
CREATIVE

COMPUTINC
IN YOURSTOREl

o Big profits on
sale's 'o We pay shipping

Minimum order 8 copies per issue,

FOR DETAILS. CALL COLLECT:
- ,LYNN KUJAWA
(212) 725-7679
AHL COMPUTING.INC, _

A SUBSIDIAR,YOF ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

IRA Analysis, continued ...

Figure 4,

>BI0:I00-C2*B9/100 The non-IRA investment must equal the
additional cash investment under the
IRA. This is necessary for the two in-
vestment programs to be' comparable.
The $2000 investment is offset by the
prior tax refund to give the additional
investment required.

The tax refund is calculated on the total
of the additional investment and the pri-
or tax refund.

>B38:2000-C37
>B38:/R:B39.B56:R

>C38:+B38+C37*C2/100
>C38:/R:C39.C56:RRN

>D38:+E37+B38+C37*C3/ 100 The interest is calculated, on the prior
>D38: IR: D39.D56: RRRN IRA balance plus the additional

investment.

>E38:+E37+B38+C37+D38
>E38:/R:E39.E56:RRR~

The IRA balance is equal to the prior
balance increased by the, additional in-
vestment and interest. ' ,

These columns are no longer needed.>F33:/R:F34.F56
>G33:/R:G34.G56
>H34:/R:H35.H56
>E71:"TAX
>E72:"REFUND
>E74:+C37
>E74:/R:E75.E93:R

Transfer tax refund from Section II into
this column.

Street Electronics Corporation
1140Mark -
Carpinteria, Cal ifornia 93013
(805) 684-4593

; "" :p ""'...r ..• .. ",,::> .•. . . . -jl',"" {jJ
'.CHQ U'" •••~~..... •. .••• _.-_ ...._..

- --", wiulJ,!(I : ;';;0" •
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RALSTON-CLEARWATERS ELECTRONICS
536 N.E. "E" Stree~ -Grants Pass, Or. 97526
ALL BRAND NAMES ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS

FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION CALL (503)479-4711

TH EN · ORDER TOLL·FREE
• 800-S47 -2492

IN OREGON CALL 503 479-4711

Kensington:
System Saver

Keypad ABT 15 key
Keypad KBD 24 key
Paddles:

Keyboard Co
MuseTG

Sup-r-mod
Sup-r-fan

COLOR
BMC 13 inch
Sanyo 13 inch

$ 69
$129
$139

$27
$ 29
$ 24
$ 36

MODEMS
Atari830
Anchor

HAYES
Chronograph
Micromodem
Sm •••.tmodem
1200 Baud Smartmodem

BIZCOMP

T'ARI'. 400 (16K) .$:I9lr $269,I, ,.II\. 800 (48K) ~ $639
EPSON with MX - 80 ~ $439
GRAFTRAX + MX - 80FT ~ $539

MX -100 ~ $699
I.D.S. Prism 80 w/color ~ $1329

Prism 132 w/color ~ $1549
FOURTH DRIVES .1 yr. warranty $299
Controller - wiApple 3.3 DOS $89

AlARI HARDWARE
400 16K Computer $269
800 48K Computer w/Besic $639
CX-853 16K Ram Cartridge $ 79
410 Program Recorder $ 75
810 Disk Drive $429
850 Interface Module $165
830 Modem $149
820 40 Col Printer $249
82280 Col Thermal Printer $339
825 80 Col Printer $569
eX-30 Game Paddles $ 19

g~::glolo~~;~cks Pair ~ ~g
Polntmastar Stick $ 14
Epson Printer Cable s 29
Video & Audio Cable $ 27
leStick RAF Style Joystick $ 36
Micro Tek 32K Ram Card $109
Full·View SO·Column Card $299

PER COM
Atari Single Density
Ateri Double uensrtv

Modem
NOVATION

AppJeCat II
Auto Catc.,
DCat
212 Apple Cat
UDS212A

S 79
$179

$559
$269

$269
$239
$569
$179
s 49
$309
$179
$159
$159

$119

s 69
$119
$27

PRINTERS
IDS

Micro Prism
Prism 80 w/out Color
With Color!!!
Prism 132
6 Ft Cable
12 Ft Cable
Grappler +
Tigertrax

OKIOATA
$330
$455
$695

$1229
STAR MICRONICS

Gamin; 10 $499
Gemini 15 $649

BO"A
B3A
B4

$ B9
$ 99
$145
$205

$145
$189

$159
$169

BROTHER
letter Quality Serial
Letter Quality Parallel

. SMITH CORONA
letterOuality

INTERFACES
PI!HI. & Cable .
Apple Dumpling
Grappler +
MicroBuffer 16K
MicroBuffer 32K

$1599

$679
$849

$1363
$1549
s 29s 34
$139s 15

$899
$799



Part 2: Mesh Plots and Hidden Line Removal

ITIllE0
.RAPHlel

Last month's discussion on creating
lifelike images with plausible depth will
be extended in this installment to in-
clude plotting of mathematical functions
of two variables with retnoval of hidden
lines. I hope you still have the viewer de-
scribed in the first part of this series.
You will need it to capture the sense of
depth inherent in the stereo images
shown on these pages. Most of the defi-
nitions and concepts introduced in the
first part will also apply here.

The plots which accompany this arti-
cle are two-dimensional projections of
three-dimensional graphs of functions of
two variables. A function of two vari-
ables may be written as:

y=f(x,z).
The dependent variable y is uniquely
determined by some mathematical com-
bination of terms involving the indepen-
dent variables x and z. For each value of
x and z, the functional relationship re-
turns a single value of y, the value of the
function. Some examples of two-variable
functions will be given later in this
article.

The presence of a three-variable (y, x,
and z) relationship creates a serendipi-
tous correspondence with the three di-
mensions of our real world. If we let
pairs of values for x and z represent
points on a flat surface, the functional
values of y can represent the height
above the plane over the points (x,z). If
we take regularly-spaced values of x and
z in order to form a square grid on the
flat surface, the corresponding values of

John D. Fowler, Jr., 946 Capulin, Los Alamos, NM
87544.

John D. Fowler, Jr.

y will form a set of points above or be-
low this grid. Connecting neighboring
values of y along lines of equal x and
equal z gives us a net-like graphic
approximation of the function. Such a
graph is called a mesh plot.

A mesh plot of a pyramid-like func-
tion is shown in Figure 1. The figure is a
projection onto the page of an object
(the three-dimensional graph of the
function), plotted from a particular
viewing point. If it were plotted from di-
rectly above (or below) and with a large
enough viewer-to-object distance to pre-
vent perspective distortion, the square
mesh projection onto the X-Z plane
would be apparent.

One source of confusion in viewing
plots of this type is the presence of line
segments which, had this been a real
solid, would be hidden from the viewer.
Removal of these hidden lines renders
the object more readily recognizable
and, in the case of mimicking real ob-
jects in stereo, enhances the illusion. Fig-
ure 2 is a plot of the function in Figure
1, but with hidden lines removed.

Hidden Line Removal
Removal of hidden lines (or surfaces

for solid objects) has occupied the atten-
tion of workers in the field of computer
graphics for almost as long as computers
have been drawing figures. Specific
methods have beenl discovered which
work efficiently for particular types of

232

plots, but will not function properly for
others. Several methods will be outlined
here.
Direct coding. Given a particular ob-

ject with a specific orientation and view-
er position, the programmer can hand-
code the program to plot only those lines
which will be visible. This can be done
by calculating the end points of visible
line segments prior to writing the pro-
gram. This method, of course, is very
specific and useless for displaying ob-
jects in more general situations.

Plotting from the front using a memo-
ry map. This takes a lot of memory but
allows a more general solution to plot-
ting multiple objects with hidden lines
removed. The amount of memory need-
ed depends on the display resolution.
One bit is required for each picture ele-
ment (pixel) of the display. For a lK dis-
play (2'0 x 2'0 bits) 220 bits or 128K
bytes of memory must be dedicated to
plotting. There exist today personal
computers with this much memory, and
they will be commonplace in the near
future.

The procedure is as follows. Clear
(zero) the memory map. Assign a bitin
the map to each point on the display.
Start at the front of the nearest object to
be plotted and calculate, point by point,
the display elements to be plotted.
Check the map, and if the bit corre-
sponding to a given point contains a
zero, set the bit to 1 and plot the point.
If the bit already contains a 1, the point
is hidden and should not be plotted. Af-
ter the nearest object has been plotted,
continue with the second-nearest object,
and so on.
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Overlapping objects, for which parts
of object 1 are both closer and further
away than object 2, can be tricky.

Plotting from the front and maintain-
ing a perimeter list. For certain types of
objects, remembering every visible point
is unnecessary, thus allowing the use of
considerably less memory. This class of
objects consists of those for which any
thin vertical slice through the object is
filled from a single bottom perimeter
point to a single top point. Objects with
holes or non-vertical projections do not
qualify. Mesh plots are acceptable, as
long as they are not rotated with respect
to the horizon. For our purposes, this
means that the mesh plots can not be
rotated about the Z axis.
The procedure for plotting these ob-

jects is to start from the front and work
back, always keeping a record in memo-
ry of the perimeter of the portion of the
object which has already been drawn.
Each point under consideration for plot-
ting must be compared to the current pe-
rimeter. If it lies outside the perimeter,
then the perimeter is extended to include
the point, and it is plotted. If the point
lies insides the perimeter, it is hidden
and not plotted. The perimeter can be
kept in two vector variables of dimen-
sion XRES, which is the number of re-
solvable points along a horizontal line on
the display. One vector can contain the
top half of the perimeter, and the other
vector the bottom half.

This is the procedure which we shall
use in our program for generating mesh
plots. Notice the intimate connection be-
tween the variable dimensions and mag-
nitudes and the display resolution. Since
XRES and YRES will be a few thousand

at the most, we can use 2-byte integers
for most of the variables in our program.
This will yield a substantial saving in
memory.

I r-;;-:::::-;-j
i+----..fj

"It seems to be in pretty good shape. and it has excellent peripheral vision."
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Figure 1.

Other Features
Some of the features of the program,

in addition to hidden line removal,
include:
• Arbitrary rotation of the function from
o to 3600 about the Y axis, followed by
arbitrary rotation about the X axis.
• Arbitrary viewer position (x,y,z) and
plotting resolutions (XRES,YRES).
• Color coding of the function in the Y-
direction according to the value of the
function (See Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6).
• Using a different color for the bottom
side of the mesh (Figures 4 and 5).
• Drawing single frames or stereo pairs.

The program is shown in Listing 1.
The function to be plotted, which is
written in the form:

P=f(K,L)
goes in the subroutine starting at Line
4000. This subroutine always terminates
by scaling the function as follows:

P = P*YRES/(3*TX*FR),
followed by a RETURN statement. The
function is usually written so that the
origin occurs where K and L both equal
D/2. D is the number of lines along one
side of the mesh.



Stereo Graphics, continued ...

Listing 1.
10 CF=3.1415931180
2 0 Dn: v I <12 )
30 INPUT "l"IN FOFt PEN l"n'I(I)
40 FOR 1=2 TO 12
50 PRINT "~AX FOR PEN" I-IJ:INPUT VI(I)
60 NEXT I
70 INPUT "I FRAtt.E OR 2" JFX
80 FX=ABS CFX-2)
90 INPUT "NU~BER OF LINES"JC
100 D=D-I
liD INPUT "XRES.YRES"JXRES.YRES
120 DIM H(XRES).LCXRES).MLCD).NLCC)
130 FR=(FX+I )*. 3*XRES/D
140 INPUT "PHI.THETA.,'IEWER DISTANCE" JPh.Tn. .•Z~::::::::::,"""" T
150 INPUT "~AX ABS OF FN"JTX -
160 OC=INTCPH/45)+1
170 11=0: 12=D: I 3= I :JI=O :J2=C:J3=1 :FI=I :FJ=O
180 ON OC GOTO 190.190.200.210.220.220.210.200
190 JI=D:J2=0:J3=-I:II=D:12=0:I3=-I:GCTC 220
200 I I=D:12=0:I3=-1 :GOTO 220
210 JI=D:J2=0:J3=-1
220 IF OC=2 OR OC=3 OR OC=6 OR OC=7 THE~ 240
2 30 F I =0 :T J= I
240 X=-XRES/30:W=YRES/2:Y=0
250 IF FX= I THEN X=-O
260 CT=COSCCF*TH):ST=SINCCF*TH)
2~0 CP=COSCCF~PH):SP=SINCCF*PH)
280 Q=CFX+I)*XRES/4
290 FOR 1=0 TO XRES:H(1)=O:L(I)=YRES:NEXT
300 F OR I = I I r 0 12 STEP 13
310 GOSUB 850
320 FOR J=JI TO J2 STEP J3
330 K=I*FI+J*FJ
340 L=J*FI+I*FJ
350 GOSUB 4000
360 HF=O
370 IF MLCJ»=O THEN 410
380 ~:L(J)=-ML(J)
390 IF HOLD=O THEN MF=I
400 GOTO 420
410 ~',F=O
420 'M=ML(J)
430 N=NLCJ)
440 IF tt.F=1 OR J=JI THEN 810
450 IF M=MOLD THEN ~10LD=MOLD+I
460 DX=CM-MOLD)/ABSCM-MOLC)
470 DY=CN-NOLD)/ABSCM-MOLD)
480 MX=MOLD:NX=NOLD
490 FOR IN=~lOLD TO M STEP CX
500 IF IN=MOLD AND HOLD=I THEN 590
510 IF NX<H<IN) THEN 560
520 H( IN)=NX
530 P2"1
540 tF LCIN)=YRES THEN LCIN)=

INTCNX-I)
550 GOTO 590
560 IF NX>L<IN) THEN 610
570 P2=0
580. LCIN)=NX
590 IF HF=I THEN 700
6QO MI=IN:NI=NX:HF=I:GOTO 700
610 IF HF=O THEN 700
620 HF=0:M2=IN:N2=NX
630 PN=2
640 IF P2=1 THEN PN=3
650 IF I/D=INT(I/D) THEN PN=I
660 IF PN>2 THEN 690
670 CALL DRA,W (1'1I.NI.M2.N2)
680 GOTO 700
690 GOSUB 3000
700 ~lX=MX+DX :NX=NX+DY
710 NEXT IN
720' IF HF=O THEN s i o
730 PN=2
740 IF P2KI THEN PN=3
750 IF I/D=INT(I/D) THEN PN=I
760 I.F PN>2 THEN 790
770 CALL DRAW CNI.NI.1-1.N)
780 GOTO 810
790 ~:2=M:N2=N
800 GOSUB 3000

Figure 2.
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810 MoLD=M:NoLD=N:hCLD=HF
820 PL=P
830 NEXT J :NEXT I
840 GoTO 1240
850 FOR KI=JI TO J2 STEP J3
860 K=(I-13)*FI+KI*FJ
870 LocKI*F 1+(I-13)*FJ.
880 GOSUB 4000
890 PL=P
900 K=I*FI+KI*F~
910 L=KI*Fl+l*F~
920 GoSUB 2000
930 IF 1=11 THEN 1210
940 IF N>H(M) OR N<L(M) THEN 970
950 ML(KI)=-M:NL(KI)=N
960 acre 1220
970 MoLD=ML(KI)
980 NoLD=NL(KI)
990 IF M=MoLD THEN ~lOLD=MoLD+I
1000 DY=(NoLD-N)/ABS(M-MoLD)
1010 DX=n;oLO-M)/ABS(M-MOLO)
1020 10"'0
1030 IO=ID+I
I040 MI=~l+IO*OX
1050 NI"'INT(N+ID*DY)
1060 IF NI<=H(MI) AND NI>=L(MI) THEN 1110
1070 IF NI>H(MI) THEN H(MI)=NI
1080 IF NI<L(MI) THEN L(MI)=NI
1090 IF MI=MOLO THEN 1130
1100 GOTo 1030
1110 IF N>H(M) THEN NI=H(MI)
1120 IF N<L(M) THEN NI=L(MI)
1130 PN-2
1140 IF N>H(M) THEN PN=3
1150 IF KI/D=INT(KI/D) ThEN PN=I
1160 IF PN>2 THEN 1190
1170 CALL DRAW (MI.NI.M.N)
1180 GoTO 1210
1190 1'2=M:N2=N
1200 GOSUB 3000
1210 NL(~I)=M:NL(KI)=N
1220 NEXT KI
1230 RETURN
1240 IF Q=XRES/2 THEN END
1250 IF Q=3*XRES/4 THEN END
1260 Q=3*XRES/4:X=-X:GOTO 290
2000 GoSUB 4000
2010 A=(K-D/2)*CP-(L-D/2)*SP
2020 B=P
2030 C=(L-D/2)*CP+(K-D/2)*SP
2040 B=B*CT-C*ST
2050 C=C*CT+P*ST
2060 CZ=C/( Z-C)
2070 M=INT«A+(A-X)*CZ)*FR+Q)
2080 N=INT«B+(B-Y)*CZ)*FR+W)
2090 RETURN
3000 P8=P*TX*FR*3/YRES:P7=PL*TX*FR*3/YRES
3010 IF MOLD-MI THEN 3030
3020 P7=P7+(MI-MOLD)*(P8-P7)/(M-MOLD)
3030 IF M2=M THEN 3050
3040 P8=P7+(M2-MI)*(P8-P7)/(M-MI)
3050 C4=SGN(P8-P7)
3060 C3"0
3070 IF C4=1 THEN C3=1
3080 FOR 15=1 TO 12
3090 IF P7>VI(I5) THEN CI=I5
3100 IF P8>VI(15) THEN C2"'15
3110 NEXT 15
3120 ~14"MI:N4=NI
3130 pNaCI
3140 IF CI<.C2 THEN 3180
3150 Y,3-M2
3160 N3=N2
3170 GOTO 3200
3180 M3t=MI+(M2-_~a)*(V 1(CI+C3) -1"7)I (1"8-1"7)
3190 N 3

1
=N1+(N2-N I)*(V 1(CI+C3)-1"7)I( 1"8-1"7)

3200 CM.L DRAW (M4.N4.M3.N3)
3210 MJ=M3:N4=N3
3220 I1C1=C2 THEN 3250
3230 CI CI+C4
3240 G ITO 3130
3250 RElTURN
4000 R=I(K-D/2)"2+(L-D/2)"2
40101"=2.3*EX1"(-3*R/D)-.2*COS(50*R*CF/O)
4020 p=p*YRES/(3*TX*FR)
4030 RETURN

Figure 3.
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Stereo Graphics, continued ...

Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Word Processing $90
Computer Tutoring Game (COCO) 50
General Ledger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199
Pet Emulator (emulates 4.0 basic) . . . . . . . . . . 30
CBM EasyCalc (for the 64) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
CBM EasyFinance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
CBM EasyPlot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
CBM EasyScan (appointment manager) . . . . . . 80
Sprite-Magic (build sprites on screen with

Joystick, save to disk or cassette). . . . . . . . 30
Assembler Package for CBM 64 (cassette)

Editor (creates and updates source code),
Assembler, Loader, Disassembler. . . . . . 50

Mail Mate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
IEEE Interface (64) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Parallel Interface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
RS232 Interface (modems, printers) . . . . . . . . 45
VIC PRODUCTS
VIC 20 Computer, 5K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $199
Vic Datasette Recorder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Vic 1541 Disk Drive " " " " " " .. .. . 395
VIC MODEM (for CBM 64) . . . . . . . . . 100
VIC 1525 Graphic Printer (for CBM 64) 325
8K Memory Expansion Cartridge. . . . . . . . . . . 49
16K RAM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
24K RAM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. ... 155
IEEE Interface (VIC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Gorf (great arcade game) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Omega Race. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Midnight Drive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
VIC 3 slot Expander. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
VIC 6 slot Expander. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
Seawolf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... . 23
Cosmic Cruncher . . . . . . . . 23
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Stereo Graphics, continued ...
Color coding the height of the func-

tion is accomplished by assigning maxi-
mum values for given colors (pens) to
the vector V 1. This is done in lines 40
through 60 and used in lines 3080
through 3110. The program as listed
provides for 12 colors. This number can
be altered by changing lines 20, 40, and
3080.

Variables FR and TX serve the pur-
pose of scaling the plot so that it will fit
properly on the display. In particular,
TX is intended to be the maximum of
the absolute value of the function over
the plotting range, but it can also be
used as a vertical scaling factor by set-
ting it larger or smaller. The program as-
sumes that the display coordinate (0,0)
defines the lower left corner of the dis-
play. The variables Q and W then define,
respectively, the horizontal and vertical
displacements necessary to move the
origin to the center of the display.

Since the program must always draw
from the front, some calculations are re-
quired to set loop indices based on the
viewing angles PH and TH. Lines 160
through 230 set the indices properly so
that plotting will always begin at the
nearest corner of the mesh. Sines and co-
sines of the angles are calculated in lines
260 and 270.

The perimeter vectors H (for high
side) and L (for low side) are initialized
in line 290. These two vectors test the
visibility of a point in the following
ways: For any point (M,N) on the dis-
play, if N is greater than H(M) or if N is
less than L(M), the point is visible; oth-
erwise, it is hidden. If the point is visible,
the perimeter must be altered by setting
either H(M) (if above) or L(M) (if be-
low) to N. Note that the variable M'
must be an integer, since it is used as a
subscript in the perimeter vectors.
The main part of the program begins

at line 200. There are five subroutines
which perform the functions discussed
below. The subroutine at line 2000 cal-
culates the display coordinates (M,N)
for mesh points. For a more detailed de-
scription of this subroutine, see Part 1 of
this series in the January 1983 issue of
Creative Computing.

The subroutine at line 3000 does the
vertical color coding of the function, us-
ing ten variables as input: the starting
point of the line (MOLD, NOLO); the
end point (M,N); the first visible point
(Ml,Nl); the last visible point (M2, N2);
and the starting and ending values of the
functions, PL and P. The subroutine cal-
culates pen-changing points and calls the
plotting subroutine.
I The subroutine at line 4000 defines

the function P(K,L).
You will have to write your own plot-

ting subroutine, since it will be specific
to your system. This will be easy to do,

Table 1. Functions Used in the Figures.

Figures 1and 2.

400~ IF K>D/2 THEN KK=K-D/2 ELSE KK=K
4010 IF L>D/2 THE~ LL=L-D/2 ELSE LL=L
4020 TlcD/4-ABS(D/4-KK)
4030 T2-D/4-ABS(D/4-LL)
4040 IF TI<T2 THEN P=il ELSE P=T2
4050 IF K>'D/2 AND L>D/2 THEN 4080
4060 IF K<D/2 AND L<D/2 THEN 4080
4070 P=-P
4080 P=P*YRES/(3*TX*FR)
4090 RETURN

Figure 3.

4000 R=(K-D/2)-2+(L-D/2)-2
4010 P=2.3*SINC-3*CF*R/D)-.2*COS(50*CF*R/D)*SIN(77*CF*L)+.3
4020 P=P*YRES/C3*TX*FR)
4030 RETURN

Figure 4.

4000 R=SQRC(K-D/2)-2+CL-D/2)"2)
4010 IF L-D/2=0 THEN 4060
4020 T7=ATNCCK-D/2)/CL-D/2»
4030 IF L>D/2 THEN T7=T7+3.1415963
4040 P=SIN(T7*9)*R
4 05 0 GOT 0 4 0 70
4060 P=-SGNCK-D/2)*R
4070 P=P*YRES/(3*TX*FR)
4060 RETURN

Figure 5.

4000 Ra(K-D/2)-2+<L-D/2)-2
4010 P-2.3*EXP(-3*R/D)-.2*COS(50*R*CF/D)
4020 P=P*YRES/(3*TX*FR)
4030 RETURN

Figure 6.

4000 R=.5154*CK-19.22)-2+2. 174*CL-27.4)-2
4010 P=2.858*EXPC-R/D)
4020 R=I.441*CK-5.549)-2+1.179*CL-2.312)-2
4030 P=P-1.869*EXPC-R/D)
4040 R=2.97*CK-27.09)-2+1.16*(L-23.97)-2
4050 P=P+.89*EXPC-R/D)
4060 R=1.647*CK-22.45)-2+.1782*(L-2.221)-2
4070 P=P+2.669*EXP(-R/D)
4080 R=2.393*(K-.4131)-2+2.862*(L-28.21)-2
4090 P=P-l.927*EXP(-R/D)
4100 P=P*YRES/(3*TX*FR)
4110 RETURN
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You've got to know what to do with it.
That's why applications are our primary
focus. Text editing, animation, graphics,
business simulations, data base and file
systems, music synthesis, control of
household devices, communications,
games-some of the applications and soft-
ware you'll learn about in Creative
Computing.

4 Creative Computing
covers computer
education in depth.

We started out as a computer education
publication, and we're still committed to the
educational community. We regularly carry
articles on designing educational software,
evaluating educational software, teaching
concepts and terminology in computer
education, text editing applications for lit-
erature and computer simulations in the
classroom-plus a great deal more.
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Stereo Graphics, continued ...

however. The reference CALL DRAW
(A,B',C,D) appears in the listing at lines
670, 770, 1170, and 3200. You must re-
place these lines with calls to a subrou-
tine which draws a straight line from the
point (A,B) to the point (C,D) using the
color specified by the variable PN.

In drawing the mesh, the program
distinguishes between two types of lines,
almost-horizontal and almost-vertical
(called h and v below). These directions
are referenced to the horizontal and ver-
tical axes of the display. A line which
lies in a direction closer to the horizontal
than the vertical axis is an h-line.

The subroutine from line.850 to line
1230 calculates the mesh points and de-
termines the visibility of v-line segments
connecting the current h-line to the next.
Visible segments are plotted. Display co-
ordinates (M,N) for the next h-line are
saved in the vectors ML and NL. If a
point is not visible, the vector compo-
nent of ML for that point is set to its
negative. This information will be used
in the next part of the program.

The portion of the program from lines
300 through 830 handles the h-line seg-
ments. If both the last and current com-
ponents of ML are negative, then the
entire line segment is assumed to be hid-
den. Otherwise, the loop in lines 490
through 710 is executed to test for visi-
ble portions of the h-line segment.

When stereo images are drawn, the
image intended for the left eye is drawn
on the left side of the frame.

The functions which were used in
drawing the figures are listed in Table 1.
These should give you some good ideas
in making up your own. The parameters
for the function of Figure 6 were select-
ed with the RND (random) function, so
you might say that the computer did the
whole thing. For further ideas on func-
tions to plot, consult Melvin L. Prueitt's
Computer Graphics (Dover Books,
1975).
The decision as to whether the bottom

side of the mesh or the top side is being
plotted, is made in lines 640, 740, and
1140. The pen color number, PN, equals
2 if plotting is on the underside; other-
wise, PN equals 3.

Lines 650, 750, and 1150 will switch
PN to 1 whenever the line number being
plotted is exactly divisible by D. This is
what colors the border of the mesh with
the color corresponding to a PN of 1. To
use color number Ion,. for instance,
every fifth line, change D to 5 in lines
650, 750, and 1150.

If PN is greater than the number spec-
ified in line 660, 760, or 1160, the color-
coding subroutine at line 3000 will be
called. To color-code the whole mesh,
set this number to zero. To color-code
just the top side, the number should be

Figure 6.

2, as in the listing. If the number is set to
3 or more, no color-coding of the verti-
cal direction will occur.

The foregoing offers a very incomplete
sketch of how the program works. The
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best way to learn about it is to use it.
Observe what happens as the picture is
being drawn. Try to change it. Make up
some functions of your own. Most of all,
I hope you have fun. 0
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

TO ORD~R TOLL FREE 800-233-8760
CALL US In PA 1-717-398-4079

AlARI
SPECIALS

810 Disk Drive
32K RAM .
40032KRAM

800 48K.

$ 429.00
$ 79.00
$179.00

•• $539.00
PERCOM : In Stock
Single Drl.e
bual Dri ••.. , .
(R.ad .11 Alllri Disks)

. CALL
.. CALL

PRINTERS
Okld.ta 82A
Okidat.83A
Okidat.84
Cltoh ..

...••............ 1479.00
....•.•........ 1719.00
............. '1089.00
......•......... CALL

Prowrlter I "'..... . '499.00
Prowrlter II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... CALL
SMITH CORONA TP'1 '625.00

NEC .. . CALL
(Int.rtaclng A••ilabla)

JOYSTICKS: In StOck
118.00

LeStick •... '34.00
Wico Comm.nd Control '24.00
WICO RED BALL '27.95
STICK STAND .....................• 6.75

Computer Covers
800
400
810

'6.911
'6.1111
16.99

DISKETTES: In Stock
Milxall MOl (10)
Maxall MD2 (10) ...
EI.phant (10)

134.00
'44.00

..• 21.00

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE
ATARI PROGRAM EXCHANGE

East.rn !'"ront 11141

Wizard 01 W.r
Gort .

125.50
115.50
115.50
115.50

$31.00
131.00
$26.00Froggler

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: In Stock
Atari Word Proce ••ing 5i09.00
Lette' Pertect '129.00
Teit Wizz.rd ..............•. $ 89.00
Dat ••••m/65 $125.00
Intertisp ......••.......... 5125.00

Monkey Wrench

ATARI HARDWARE
410 C•••• tt. R.corder .. 175.00
825 Printer .................••.... 15115.00
830 Phone Modem ' '1411.00
850 Int.rt.ca .. , '164.00

PACKAGES
CX481 Entertaln.r .. "11.00
CX482 Educator.. .... ". '125.00
C:X483 Programm.r ........••.... 1411.00
CX4114 Communicator '. '325.00

CXL4012
CXL4013
CXL4020
CXL4022
CXL4011
CXL4004
CXL4006
CXL4006
CX8130
CX41 08
CX41 02
CX4112
CX4114
CX410!1
C)(4121
CX4123
CX41 01
CX41 06
CX4117
CXL4015
CX4119
CX4118
CX4120
C)(4120
CXL4OO7
CXL4OO2
CX8126
CXL4OO3
C)(8126
CXL4018
CX405
CX415
CX414

SOFTWARE
MISSILE COMMAND '~8. 75
ASTEROID '28.75
CENTIPEDE '32. 75
PACMAN '32.75
STAR RAIDER '34.75
BASKETBALL '26.75
SUPER BREAKOUT '28.75
SPACE INVADER '28.75
CAVERNS OF MARS '31.75
HANGMAN 112.75
KINGDOM '12.75
STATES & CAPITALS ,. '12.75
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. '12.75
GRAPHIT '18.75
ENERGY CZAR '12.75
SCRAM $19: 75
PROGRAMMING 1. '19.75
PROGRAMMING II '22.75
PROGRAMMING III '22.15
TELELlNK .................• 21.75
FRENCH '39. 75
GERMAN .. , .......•.•..... '39.75
SPANISH $39.75
SPANISH '39.75
MUSIC COMPOSER '33.75
ATARi BASIC 145.75
MICROSOFT BASIC '65.75
ASSEMBLER EDITOR 145.75
MACROASSEMBLER '69.75
PILOT HOME '65.75
PILOT EDUCATOR '99.75
HOME FILING MANAGER $41.75
BOOKEEPER ............• 119.75

NEW RELEASES

CHOP LIFTER $27.75
APPLE PANIC • '23.75
PREPPIE .....................•••...... $19.95

THIRD PARTY !ilnIIl'"TW.,RI:

for atari 800 or 400
K·BYTE

KRAZY SHOOTOUT .
K·DOS
K'STAR PATROL.
K·RAZY ANTICS.

. .$35.00
.... sss.oo
.. 537.75

K'RAl'!' KRITTERS.
a·BALL JOYSTICK KIT .

AUTOMATIED SIMULATIONS
Star Warrior
Crush. Crumbl. & Chomp.

WE CARRY MANY OTHER THIRD P.RTY PRODUCTS

you CAN CALL FOR PRICES ON
FREE ATARI PRODUCT

In-Stock items shipped within 24 hours of order
Personal checks require four weeks clearance
before shipping. PA residents add sales tax.
All products subject to availability and price

Mastercard and

• POLICY

VIC-20 ................... $189.00
VICI530 DATASSETTE . .. '67.00
VICI540 DISK DRIVE 14911.00
VIC1515 PRINTER 5355.00
VIC1210 3K RAM $35.00
VIClll0 81< RAM 152.00
VIC1211 A SUPER EXPANDER $53.00

VIC·20 SOFTWARE
VICt 212 PROGRAMMER AID
VIC1213 VICMON
VIC11lO6 SUPER ALIEN
VIC11114 ADVENTURE

LAND ADVENTURE .
VIC1915 PRIVATE COVE

ADVENTURE.
VIC1916 MISSION IMPoSSIBLE
VICI917 THE COUNT ADVENTURE
VIC1919 SARGON II CHESS

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE
ALiEN BLITZ. . .

OmegB R.ce ............•..•....
Gort .......••••....
16K RAM/ROM .
AMOK
SUPER HANGMAN

SPIDERS OF MiA.RiS.'.III11I11Ii1_lIIliIiiil

R
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
In PA 1-717·398-4079

or send order to
Lyco Computer
P.O. Box 5088

Jersey Shore, PA 177



Part 8: A Bit of a Shift

Let me open with a short story. A
year or two ago, I was convinced that
there was some standard set of graphics
routines along the lines of those in
ROM, and that these routines were used
by all the top programmers. It was a
natural enough assumption, since many
early programs did use some version of
the hi-res routines supplied by Apple in
the demo tapes. I was sure some
"souped up" version of these was
making the rounds.

Bob Bishop was kind enough to
straighten me out, explaining that there
were no standard routines, Indeed, many
programmers created specialized
routines for each new game. The key to
these routines is the concept of pre-
shifted shapes.'
After learning of this, I procrastinated

for a while, afraid that the task of coding
such concepts would be enormous. Fin-
ally, I gave it a shot, and was pleasantly
surprised to learn that a plotting routine
for pre-shifted shapes is both simple and
short. Before presenting the code, how-
ever, I want to go over the ideas behind
shifting shapes.

Unlucky Seven
If you have followed this series from

the start, you already know how each bit
in a byte is mapped to the screen. For
those who are just joining us, here is a
quick recap. Each byte in screen mem-
ory controls seven pixels. The highest bit

The Graph Paper

David Lubar

controls color. The other seven bits are
free to produce patterns of lit and unlit
dots.
The bits appear on the screen in what

seems to be a backwards fashion. The
lowest bit produces the leftmost pixel of
the group. To put a specific shape on the
screen, you must create the bit pattern
and place those bytes in screen memory.

As we saw when dealing with charac-
ter graphics, such shapes can be moved
across the screen by moving the bytes to
successive horizontal positions. But
moving a byte causes a shape to move
seven bits. Smooth animation requires
smaller moves. As a first example, let's
examine the case of the simplest possible
shape-a single dot.

The bit pattern for such a shape might
be 00000001. This, if placed in screen
memory, would produce a single lit pixel
in the leftmost position of the byte (as
mentioned, the bits plot in a "back-
wards" fashion). Assume the byte was
placed in location $2000. The first pixel
of the hi-res screen would be lit. If the
byte were moved to $2001, the pixel
would jump seven places. To produce a
smaller move, the byte value must be
changed.
The seven positions, in hex, are 01,02,
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04, 08, 10, 20, and 40. If you put these
values into location $2000, you will see a
single dot move toward the right, one
step at a time. Note that it alternates col-
ors. If you skip every second value, the
bit will move two locations at a time and
maintain its color.

Now, if you wanted to animate such a
shape in a program, you could perform
the shifts on the fly, figuring out the re-
quired value based on the desired loca-
tion of the pixel. For the case of a single
dot, this is a simple, brief calculation.
But, for any more-complex shape, the
process becomes tedious and slow. Bits
that are shifted out of one byte must be
shifted into the next byte, and the hi bit
must be skipped over.
The solution, and a technique used in

virtually all modern games, it to pre-
shift the shape. The programmer first
creates the byte pattern for the shape.
Then he calculates six more sets of val-
ues, one for each of the possible starting
positions for the shape.
Basically, there are two ways to cal-

culate the shifts. One is to use graph pa-
per and actually draw the shape seven
times, then figure out the byte values.
The other method is to calculate the first
set of byte values, then just shift the
numbers for each new view. These seven
shifted versions are placed in a table. A
plotting routine can access the correct
set of bytes and place the shape in the
desired location.
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Byte1 Byte2
Lobit ...•1248124 1248124

•••
•••••
•••••
•••

•••
2 •••••

•••••
•••

•••
3 •••••

•••••
•••

4
•••

•••••
•••••
•••

5
•••

•••••
•••••
•••

6
• ••

•••••
•••••
• ••

7
•••

• ••••
• ••••

•••oPattern is first drawn on
graph paper.

DATA VALUE (in Hex)
Byte 1 Byte 2
OE 00
1F 00
1F 00
OE 00

1C 00
3E 00
3E 00
1C 00

38 00
7C 00
7C 00
38 00

70 00
78 01
78 01
70 00

60 01
70 03
70 03
60 01

40 03
60 07
60 07
40 03

00 07
40 OF
40 OF
00 07

~ 02 04 OE 00 1F 00 1F 00 OE 00

Each shift is preceeded with length and
height bytes (02, 04 in this case).

o 00 OE 00 18 00 22 00 2C
00 36 00 40 00 4A

Offset index is calculated. Since index
has 7 pairs of entries, first valve will al-
ways be $OE. Note that the offsets are
given with hi byte first. See Figure 2 for
final table.

Figure 1. Compiling a shape definition.

Figure 1 shows one method for creat-
ing such a table. Note that the shape,
when shifted, requires an extra byte to
the right for expansion. A shape gen-
erally requires an extra byte for each
line, except in cases in which only the
first bit of the rightmost byte is plotted.
In such cases, that bit will not be shifted
far enough to require another byte.
Once the table of the seven shifts is

produced, we need a way to access the
desired shift. One method is to use an in-
dex. The table is preceded by a series of
index bytes giving the location of each
shifted image. To allow flexibility, the
index doesn't give an absolute location,
but instead gives the offset from the
beginning of the table. In contrast to the
standard format, this offset is given with

February1983 e CreativeComputing

0Hex values are calculated
for each shift (shifts can
also be calculated
arithmetically without
redrawing shape).

Listing 1.
*EXCLUSIVE OR ROUTINE

2 * LOOKUP TABLE STARTS AT $6100
3 * SHAPE INDEX STARTS AT $6290
4 *
5 *
6 ORG $6000
7 *8 XBYTE EQU 0
9 XBIT EQU 1
10 YLOC EQU 2
11 SHNUM EQU $3
12 TEMP EQU $4
13 XCOUNT EQU 5 ;KEEP TRACK OF X BYTE
14 DLO EQU $06 ;POINTER TO SCRN
15 DHI EQU $07
16 SRCLO EQU $08 ;POINTER TO SHAPE
17 SRCHI EQU $09
18 YVAL EQU $OA ;SCREEN Y VALUE
19 COLL EQU $OB ;COLLISION FLAG
20 PARAM EQU $20F9 ;SCRATCH AREA FOR SHAPE INFO
21 TABHI EQU $6100 ;LOOKUP TABLE
22 TABLO EQU $61CO
23 SHTB EQU $6290 ;INDEX TO SHAPES
24 SBUF EQU $7000 ;DUMMY LABEL. WILL BE MODIFIED BY CODE
25 *
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Graph Paper, continued ...

*6300.6353

63121121-00 I2IE00 18 12112122 1211212C
531218-12112136 121121412112104A 02 1214
631121-0E 121121lF 1210lF 00 I2IE121121
5318- 02 1214lC 12103E 00 3E 00
632121-lC 121121121204 38 01217C 00
&328- 7C 00 38 00 121204 71211210
633121-78 121178 01 71211210121204
&338- &0 1211712103 70 03 &0 01
634121-121204 40 03 512107 50 1217
5348- 4121121302 04 121012174121I2IF
635121-40 I2IF12112107
*

Figure 2. Sample shape definition. First
14 bytes are an offset index in hi byte, 10
byte format. Each shift begins with width
and height of the shape. This shape,
placed at $6300, can be used with Listing
2.

Look up table, Listing I.

*}CALL-151

*6100.627F
6100- 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
6108- 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
6110- 21 -?~ 29 2D 31 -:;.C' :,9 3D~...J .•~•.J

6118- 21 '"'~ 29 2D 31 _'...J 39 3D~...J
6120- 22 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A ~,E
6128-· 22 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A 3E
6130- 23 27 2B 2F ._' ...-, 37 3B 3F
6138- 23 27 28 2F 33 37 38 3F
6140~ 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
6148- 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
6150- 21 25 29 2D 31 35 39 3D
6158- 21 25 29 2D 31 .••.' ••J 39 3D
6160- 22 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A 3E
6i68- 22 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A ~,E
6170- 23 27 2B 2F ...\,-' 37 :,B 3F
6178- 2::; 27 2B 2F "';''''\ 37 3B 3F
6180- 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
6188- 20 24 28 2C 30 34 313 3C
6190- 21 -,~ 29 2D 31 ~'::;5 :'593D~...J
6198- 21 25 29 2D 31 35 39 3D
61AO- '"'-? 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A 3E
61A8- 22 26 2A 2E 32 36 3A 3E
61BO-- 23 27 213 2F :~;3:;7 :)8 :;F
61B8- 23 27 2B 2F ...\ ...' 37 :;B 3F
61CO- 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
61C8- 80 130 80 13080 80 80 80
61DO- 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
61D8- 80 80 80 ao 80 80 80 80
61EO- 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
61E8- 80 130 80 80 80 80 13('80
61FO- 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
61F8-· 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
6200- 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
6208- A8 AS A8 A8 A8 A8 A8 A8
6210-- 28 28 2S 28 28 28 28 28
6218- A8 A8 AElA8 A8 AI3 A8 A8
6220- 28 28 28 213 28 2El 28 28
6228- A8 A8 A8 A8 AI3 AI3 AI3A8
6230- 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 2El
6238- A8 A8 A8 A8 AI3 AI3A8 Aa
624ci- 501 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
6248- DO DO D() DO DO DO DO DC,
6250- 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
6258- DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO
6260- 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
6268- DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO
6270- 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
6278- DO DO DO DO DO DO DO DO
*

the hi byte first. If you look at the plot-
ting code, you will see that this method
saves a bit of time wheri calculating the
address. Thanks go to Mark Pelczarski
for informing me of this neat trick.

Since shapes can be various sizes, and
we want the plotting routine to handle

Listing I, continued.
6000: A9 00
6002: 85 (lB
6004: A5 03
6006: OA
6007: A8
6008: B9 ~O 62 31
600B: 85 08 32
600D: C8 33
600E: B9 ~O 62 :;4
6011: 85 09 ~~

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

6013: A5 01 43
6015: OA 44
6016: AS 45
6017: B1 08 46
6019: AA 47
601A: C8 48
601B: B1 08 49
6010: 18 50
601E: 65 08 51
6020: 85 08 52
6022: ao 5D 60 ...J~\

6025: SA 54
6026: 65 09 55
6(128:85 09 56
602A: 8D 5E 60 57
602D: AD 01 ~8
602F: B1 08 59
6031: 99 F9 20 60
60:;4: 88 61
6()35:10 Fa 62
6037: A2 02 63
6()39:A5 02 64
603B: 85 OA 65

66
67
68
69

60:;D: AD F9 20 70
6()40: 85 05 71
6042: A4 OA 72
6044: to CO 73
6046: 90 04 74
6048: AO 80 75
604A: BO oe 76
604C: B9 CO 61 77

604F: 85 06 78
6051: 89 00 61 79
be)54: 85 07 80

81
6056: A4 00 82
6058: CO 28 83
605A: BO 13 84
605C: BD 00 70 85
605F: 85 04 86
6061: 31 06 87
6063: 29 7F as
6065: FO 02 89
6()67: 85 ()~ 90
6069: A5 04 91
606B: 51 ()6 92
606D: 91 06 9:;
606F: E8 94
6070: CB 95
6071: C6 (15 96
6073: DO E3 97
6IT75: E6 OA 99
6077: CE FA 20 100
607A: DO C1 101
607C: 60 102

26
27
28
29

START

whatever we feed it, each shifted defi-
nition is preceded by information on the
height and width of the shape. First
comes a value telling how many bytes
across the shape is, followed by the num-
ber of lines the shape occupies vertically.
A sample table is shown in Figure 2_

LOA
STA
LOA
ASL
TAY

#$00
COLL
SHNUM

;CLEA~ COLLISION FLAG
;GET SHAPE NUMBER

;TIMES 2 FOR PROPER SHAPE
30

LDA SHTB,Y ;GET ADDRESS
STA SRCLO ;OF SHIFTED SHAPE
INY
·LDA SHTB,Y ;POINT TO SHAPE
STA SRCHI

** SRCLO AND SRCHI NOW POINT TO* THE BEGINNING OF THE SHAPE
* DEFINITION. THE NEXT STEP I~ TO* FIND THE REQUIRED SHIFT OF THE* SHAPE.
*

LOOPO

*

LOA
ASL
TAY
LOA
TAX
INY
LDA
CLC
ADC
STA
STA
TXA
ADC
STA
STA
LDY
LDA
STA
DEY
BPL
LOX
LOA
STA

XBn ;GET BIT POSITION
;TIMES 2

(SRCLO),Y ;GET HI BYTE OF OFFSET
;SAVE FOR LATER
;POINT TO LO BYTE OF OFFSET

(SRCLOl, Y

SRCLO ;ADJUST ORI8INAL LO BYTE
SRCLO
COLL1+1 ,MODIFY CODE

,RESTORE HI BYTE OFFSET
SRCHI ,ADJUST HI BYTE
SRCHI
COLL1+2 ,MODIFY CODE
#$01 ,MOVE WIDTH AND
(SRCLO),Y ;HEIGHT INTO
PARAM,Y ;TEMPORARY AREA

L.OOPO
#$02
YLDC
YVAL

,FOR FIRST SHAPE BYTE

* SEt UP IS COMPLETE. THE FOLLOWING
• CODE DISPLAYS THE SHAPE
*LOOPl

98

STA
LDY
CPY
BCC
L.DY
Be!3

N1 LOA
STA
LOA
STA

.PUT SHAPE ON
LDY

LOOF-2 CPY
BCS

COLL1 LDH
STA
AND
AND
BED
STA

BLOCfd LDi~
EOF:
STA

CONT INX
INY
DEC
BNE

I1ST LINE IS
mc
DEC
BNE
RTS

LOA F'ARAM
XCOUNT

244

;# OF HOR. BYTES

Y'-!AL
#$CO
Nl
#$Ele>

,GET DEST LOC HND
,CHECK IF OFF SCREEN

;DUMMY VALUE TO KEEP LINE OFF SCREEN
L.00P2
TABLO,Y ,ADD HOR. OFFSET
Dl_O
rr,BHI,Y
DHI
SCREEN
X8YTE ;HORIZONTAL STARTING POSITION
#$2El ;CHECK IF OFF EDGE
CONT
S8UF,X ,GET BYTE OF SHAPE
THlP ;SiWE IT
(DLO),Y ,CHECK FOR COLLISION
#$7F ,STRIP HI BIT
BLOCK! ;NO COLLI S ION
CCiLL
TEMP

,SET FLAG
;RESTORE SHAPE BYTE

(DLOi,Y
(DLO),Y ;PUT IT THERE

,NEXT SHAF-E BYTE
;NEXT SCREEN LOC.

XCOUNT· ,KEEP TRA~K OF HOR.
LOOP2 ,STILL O!~ SAME LINE

ON SCF:EEN NmJ
YVAL ;NEXT VERT. SCRN. LOC.
PARAM+1 ;# OF VERT. LINES
LOOP1 ,NOT FINISHED
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Datasott= brings the thrills of a video arcade to your living room with four new programs
tor your 16K Atari® 400/200 Home Computer. In Canyen Climber you explore the beauty and
meet the challenges of the Grand Canyon. Face angry goats, fierce Indians and overbearing

birds. Next, step up and try your luck at Shooting Arcade. Take aim at stampeding elephants,
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COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS

Save up to 33% on Computers &Electronics, too!

The Computers & Electronics
Sweepstakes is open to ali our
readers. No purchase is neces-

sary-and you'll receive a fantastic
Atari home computer system worth
over $1600 if you're the lucky winner!

How the
Sweepstakes works

Just mail the attached card or the
coupon below after filling in your
name and address. Be sure to indicate
whether you're also subscribing to
Computers & Electronics at the spe-
cial rates shown-you can save as
much as 33%.

Then, if you win, you'll get a
superb Atari personal computer sys-
tem: the Atari 800 with 16K RAM
and 10K ROM ... an 810Disk Drive ...
a 16K RAM Memory Module for
extra memory ... a pair of Joystick
Controllers for game interaction.
Use the Atari to handle small
business and professional applica-
tions as well as sophisticated
home processing functions-and,
of course, for entertainment.
Analyze your investments, learn

===OFFICIALRULES ===
NoPurchase Necessary

1. Onan official entry torm or a 3" x 5" piece of paper, hand print
your name. address and zip code. Enter as often as you wish, but
mail each entry separately to Computers & Electronics Sweep-
stakes. P.O.Box 2785, Boulder, Colorado 80322. Entries must be
received no later than March 31, 1983, and the drawing will be
held by April 21. 1983. All entries become the property of
Computers & Electronics, which reserves the right to reprint the
name and address of the winner.

2. The winner will be selected in a random drawing from among all
entries received, under the supervision of the publishers of
Computers & Electronics, whose decision will be final. Only one
prize will be awarded in this Sweepstakes. Winner will be
notified by mail and may be required to execute aftidavit of
eligibility and release. Oddsof winning will dependon the number
of entries received. lift -Davis will arrange delivery of prize.
Taxes are the responsibility of the winner. Any manufacturer's
warranties will apply. but lift-Davis makes no warranties with
regard to any prizes. Prize is not transferable. No substitutions
lor prizes.

3. Sweepstakes open to all residents of the U.S., its territories and
possessions. except employees (and their families) of lift-Davis
Publishing Company, its affiliates, and its advertising and
promotion agencies. Void wherever prohibited or restricted by
law.

4. For the winner's name. send a stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes, Circulation Depart-
ment. lift-Davis Publishing Company, One Park Avenue, New
York. N.Y. 10016.

languages, do business accounting,
play video games. Programmable in
Basic or Assembly, the 800 can use all
Atari peripherals and can control up
to four disk drives and a 60 lpm
printer. In all, the BOO and its acces-
sories form a package worth a full
$1620at retail!

You're sure to win with
Computers &Electronics!
Whether you win our Sweep-

stakes or not, the hours you spend on
a personal computer-or with home
electronics projects-are certain to be
winners when you subscribe to Com-
puters & Electronics (formerly Popu-
lar Electronics). It's the Number One
magazine in its field-concentrating
on computers, but packed with news
of audio equipment, communications
and electronics.

Why not enjoy a year or more of
Computers & Electronics at our
low introductory prices? You'll
save up to 33% if you subscribe
at the same time you enter .our
Sweepstakes!
Alan is a registered trademark of
Atari.Inc.
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FORM-
Mail to: Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes

P.O.Box 2785,Boulder, Colorado 80322

DYES! Enter my-name in the Computers &
Electronics Sweepstakes, and start my subscription
to Computers & Electronics for the term checked:

D One year (12 issues) only $12.97-19% off!
D Two years only $22.97-28% off!
D Three years only $31.97-33% off!
Savings based on full one-year subscription price of$15.97. CHECK ONE:

o Payment enclosed.o NO I don't wish to subscribe now, but tell me 0 Bill me later.
if I've won the Computers & Electronics Sweepstakes.

8H435

Mr./Mrs./Ms. ;::-;-:-::-c:-c~~;_::_:c::_;_------------
(please print full name)

Address Apt. _

City State Zip _
Offer valid only in the U.S., its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first
issue if you subscribe.



Graph Paper, continued ...

Figure 3. Byte/bit numbering (MOD 7).

So, now we have a table containing
the correct values required to place a
shape on any bit within a byte. The next
step is to produce a routine that will dis-
play this table. Here, we begin to en-
counter the diversity of graphics styles.

There are many ways to put an image
on the screen, and many ways to handle
the various indexing requirements. The
routine presented here lies somewhere
between simple but slow' code and fast
but complex dedicated routines. It is a
good starting point, and can be the basis
for many kinds of subroutines. After-
wards, we shall look at some of the other
approaches in use. For now, let's get
down to' plotting.

Hatching Plots
. Since the plotting code is a subroutine,

it will require certain parameters. Obvi-
ously, we must tell it the desired x and y
coordinates of the shape. And, in case
we are dealing with more than one
shape, we should also provide a shape
number.

Because the table contains versions of
the shape for each bit position within a
byte, it is convenient to break up the x
coordinate into its bit and byte values.
For example, horizontal location 0 is
considered byte 0,. bit O. Location 2 is
byte 0, bit 3; location 7 is byte 1, bit 1;
and so oil. You might recognize this as
MOD 7 arithmetic. Later, we'll look at
methods for calculating this value.

For now, take a look at Figure 3,
which shows the byte/bit system. The y
coordinate' is just the desired vertical
location. So much for the parameters.
Let's take a look at the routine.
The code, shown in Listing 1, first

uses the shape number to find the loca-
tion of the desired shape definition. This
is contained in a table. The table can be
placed in any free area of memory. I
chose to put it after the screen lookup ta-
ble. When using this program, you will
have to place the proper index values for
your shapes in this table.

Next, the program uses the value
XBIT to determine the location of the
desired shifted version of the shape. This
is where we get to the one tricky part of
the code.
The 6502 is gifted with a less-than-

huge selection of index registers. We will
be using indirect Y to place the bytes on
the screen. This leaves the X register for
accessing each byte of the shape. Since
indirect X indexing is slow and awk-
ward, the ideal approach is to use ab-
solute X indexing. In order to do this,
we must resort to self modifying code.
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X coorcjinate
byte
bit

o 1 2 3 4 5 6
o

o 1 2 3 4 5 6

789ABCD
1

o 1 2 3 456

Listing 2.

26
27
28

1000: A9 20 29
lO()2:85 F9 30
1004: AA 31
l()05:A9 00 32
1007: 85 F8
1009: AS 34
100A: 91 F8 ~~
100e: C8 36
1000: DO FB 37
100F: E6 F9 38
1011: CA 39
1012~ DC)F6 40

41
42
43

1014: 80 50 CO 44
1017: 8D .J~ CO 45
101A: 80 54 CO 46
1010: 80 57 CO 47

48
49

1020: A9 13 51
1022: 85 FA 52
1024: A9 60 ~~
1026: 85 FB 54
1028: A9 00 J~

1()2A: 8D 90 62 56
102D: A9 63 57
l02F: 80 91 62 58

~:i9
60
61

1032: A9 FF 62
1034: 8D Ie) 23 63
1037: 80 10 27 64
l03A: 80 10 28 65
1030: 80 10 2F 66

67
68
69
70

1040: A9 rn) 71
1042: 85 03 72
1044: A5 FA 73
1046: 20 C5 10 74
1049: 85 01 75
104B: 86 00 76
104D: A5 F8 7,7
104F: 85 02 78
1051: 20 00 60 79

247

EF1011121314
2

012 3 4 5 6

2
* SAMPLE ANIMATION PROGRAM* USES DRAW ROUTINE AT $6000 AND* A SHAPE AT $6300

6 ** PARAMTERES USED BY DRAW ROUTINE

ORG $1000
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

*XBYTE
XBIT
YLOC
SHNUM
COLL
*DESTLO
DESTHI
XCOORD
YCDDF:D
NEW8YTE
NEl'J8IT
DLDkEY
TEMP
ORA.!
INDEX
*

3
4
5

20
21
22
23
24
25

EQU $00
i;OOU $01
EOU $02
EOU $03
EOU SOB

EOU $F8
EOU $F9
EOU $FA
EQU $FB
EQU $FC
EQU $FD
EOU $FE
EQU $FF
EQU $6000
EQU $6290 ;INDEX TD SHAPEq

START
* CLEAR SCREEN
* LOA #$20

STA DESTHI
TAX
LOA #$00
STA DESTLD
TAY
ST,; (DESTLO> ,Y
INY
BNE [.:LEAR
INC DESTHI
DEX
BNE CLEAR

** ENABLE GRAPHICS

srA $C050
STA $C052
ST(~ $C054
STA $C057

50 *
* INITIALIZE VARIA8LES

LOA #$13
STA XCClOF:D
LOA #$60
STA "'COORD
LOA #$00
STA INDEX
LOA #$63
STA HlDEX+l

*• PUT A SQUARE DN THE SCREEN

LOA #$FF
STA $22:10
STA $2710
ST,; $2Bl0
STA $2FIO

** PUT SHAPE ON SCREEN BEFORE* START OF ERASE/REDRAW CYCLE
* LOA #$00

STA SHNUM
LoA XCClDRD
aSR MClDSUB
~-;TA XBI T
!3TX XBYTE
LOA YCClClF:D
STA YLDC
JSR DRA.J

CLEAR

*

*



Graph Paper, continued ...

The routine accesses the shape bytes
with the command LDA ADDRESS, X.
Before reaching this code, the value of
the address is modified to point to the
desired shape bytes. Once this has been
done. We can start plotting.

Each shape is preceded by its width
and height in bytes. This information is
moved into a scratch area (the sample
program uses part of the unused hi-res
area for scratch storage, but this can be
changed to zero page locations to in-
crease speed of operation).

The program contains two loops; the
inner loop grabs each byte of a line, and
the outer one loops through each line of
the shape. The code also checks for
screen boundaries, clipping any shape
that goes beyond the screen. This half
page of code is all that is required to
place a shape on the screen. The code
also contains a collision check. This, and
the check for screen boundaries, are ex-
cess baggage. If your application doesn't
require them, they can be eliminated.

As mentioned, the code requires you'
to pass on bit and byte values for the x
coordinate. There are several ways to
obtain this value. One way is to perform
a MOD 7 loop. Take the x coordinate
and divide it by seven. The result is the
X byte; the remainder is the bit.

A faster approach is to use a set of
lookup tables, one containing the byte
values, the other containing the bit val-
ues. The byte table would begin with
seven O's, then seven 1's, seven 2's and so
on. The bit table would cycle from 0
through 6 repeatedly. .

The easiest way to create such a table
is to write a Basic program that POKES
the values into memory, and then to save
the table to disk. The third method is to
update the byte and bit values constantly
as the shape moves. But this is slow and
tedious.

One advantage to using the byte/bit
method is that objects can be tracked
when they leave the screen. Since the
screen is only 40 bytes across, and since
the byte variable can go up to 255, you
can keep track of the position of an ob-
ject over an area that is actually more
than six screens wide.
As an example of how this plotting

routine might be used, Listing 2 contains
a program that demonstrates animation
and collision detection. It puts a small
square and a ball on the screen. You
control the ball with the keys, using A"
Z, left arrow, and right arrow for move-
ment, space to halt movement, and es-
cape to leave the program (this is the
same control method used in the charac-
ter animation program we saw a while
back). Whenever the ball hits the square,
the program restarts. Naturally, any real

Listing 2, continued.
80
81
82
83
84
85

87
1054: A5 FA 88
1056: 20 C5 10 89
1059: 85 FD 90
105B: 86 FC 91
105D: 20 00 60 92
1060: A5 FD 93
1062: 85 01 94
1064: A5 FC 95
1066: 85 00 96
1068: A5 FB 97
106A: 85 02 98
106C: 20 00 60 99
106F: A5 OB 100
1071: FO 03 101
1073: 4C 00 10 102

103
104
105
106
107
108

1076: AD 00 CO 109
1079: 30 02 110
107B: A5 FE 111
107D: C9 C1 112
107F: FO 17 113
1081: C9 DA 114
1083: FO 1A 115
1085: C9 88 116
1087: FO lD 117
1089: C9 95 118
108B: FO 20 119
108D: C9 AO 120
l(i8F: FO 2A 121
1091: C9 9B 122
1093: FO IF 123

124
125
126

1095: 'Ie i:tD It> 127
12E1
129
130
131

1098: 85 FE 132
109A: C6 FB 133
109C: 4C BD 10 134
109F: 85 FE 135
10Al: E6 FB 136
10A3: 4C BD 10 137
10A6: 85 FE 138
10A8: C6 FA 139
10AA: 4C BD 10 140
lOAD: E15 FE 141
lOAF: E6 FA 142
lOBI: 4C BD 10 143
10B4: 2C 10 CO 144
10B7: 8D 51 CO 145
10BA: 60 146
10BB: 85 FE 147

148
149

10BD: A9 40 150
10BF: 20 A8 FC 151
10C2: 4C 54 10 152

153
154

156
157
158
15'"

IOC5: A2 00 .160
10C7: C9 07 161
10C9: 90 06 162
10CB: 38 163
10CC: E9 07 164
10CE: E8 165
10CF: DO F6 166
lOD1: 60 167

86

** FOLLOWING CODE WILL ERASE THE* SHAPE AT THE OLD LOCATION AND,
• PUT IT AT THE NEW LOCATION.* SINCE THE DRAW ROUTINE MAINTAINS* ITS PARAMETERS, NO CALCULAT ION* IS NEEDED FOR ERASURE.
*MA I~lLOOP LDA

JSR
STA
STX
JSR
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA

XCOORD ;PREPARE PARAMETERS
MODSUB ;FOR NEVJ LOCATION
NEWBIT ;TO MINIMIZE DELAY
NEWBYTE ;BETWEEN ERASE AND DRAW
DRA~J ;ERASE OLD SHAPE
NEVJBIT
XBIT
NEWBYTE
XBYTE
YCOORD

STA YLOC
JSR DRAW ;PUT UP NEW SHAPE
LDA COLL ;CHECK FOR COLLISION
BEQ READKEY ;NO COLLISION
JMP START ;COLLISION

*
'"* SHAPE HAS BEEN DRAWN.
'"TiME TO CHECK KEYBOARD AND* ADJUST LOCATION.
*F:EADKEY LDA

BMI
LDA

FOUNDKEY CMP

ICOOO ;CHECK KEYBOARD
FOUNDKEY ;IF MINUS, KEY HAS BEEN
OLDKEY ;USE LAST VALlP VALUE
#$Cl ;A
UP
#IDA ;Z
DOWN

F'F:ESSED

BED
CMP
BED
CMP #$88 ;LEFT ARROW
BED LEFT
CMP #195 ;RIGHT ARROW
BED RIGHT
CMP #IAO ;SPACE
BED PAUSE
CMP #$9B ;ESCAPE
BEQ GET OUT

** NO VALID KEY HAS BEEN FOUND
JMP KEY DONE

'"* ROUTINES TO HANDLE THE
• VARIOUS KEYBOARD ENTRIES
*UP STA OLDKEY

DEC YCOORD ;TOP IS 0 SO USE DEC TO MOVE UP
JMP KEY DONE
STA OLDKEY
INC YCOORD
JMP KEY DONE
STA OLDKEY
DEC xcoonn
JMP KEYDONE
STA OLm:EY
INC XCOOF:D
JMP KEYDONE
BIT IC010

DOWN

LEFT

RIGHT

GETDUT
STA IC051 ;RESTORE TEXT

PAUSE* DELAY
*KEYDONE

RTS
STA OLDKEY

FOR A WHILE, THEN JUMP BACK

LDA #140 ;TRY DIFFERENT VALUES HERE
JSR $FCA8 ;MONITOR DELAY ROUTINE
JMP 11AINLO[)P

'"
155

* THE MOD 7 SUBROUTINE CALCULATES* THE BIT AND BYTE LOCATION BASED* ON THE X COORDINATE.* ENTER WITH X COORDINATE IN A.
'"ON EXIT A=BIT, X=BYTE
*MODSUB LDX #100
MODLOOP CMP #107

;X IS BYTE COUNTER

BCC MOD DONE ;LESS THAN 7
SEe
SBC #107 ;DECr.:EASEVALUE
INX ;INCREASE ~YTE COUNT
BNE MODLOOP ;ALWAYS TAKEN

MODDDNE RTS
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game would do something more
spectacular at this point.

Note that the MOD subroutine only
handles values up to 255. To go higher,
the routine would have to be modified to
handle a two-byte value. The plotting
routine uses exclusive or to draw and
erase the shape. This is just one of many
possible approaches, which, brings us to
our next topic and our question of the
month. .

Charles Kluepfel wrote to ask
whether exclusive or is still the best
method for plotting, or whether other
techniques have made it obsolete.

Getting It On
A byte can be placed on the screen in

various ways. Each method has advan-
tages and drawbacks. The advantage to
exclusive or is that it leaves the back"
ground undisturbed. The first EOR puts
the shape up, a second EOR with the
same shape and coordinates erases the
shape, restoring the background. Any
number of shapes can overlap, and they
can be removed in any order, leaving the
background the way it was after the last
shape leaves.

The disadvantage is that when shapes
overlap, black areas are produced. If two
identical shapes are plotted in the same

location, both will vanish until one is
moved. Still, EOR is fast and efficient,
and has been used with fine results in
many games. Bandits and Tsunami are
two good examples of games that use
exclusive or for plotting.

A faster method is to use a straight
block draw. Here, instead of the se-
quence of an exclusive or followed by a
store, the shape definition is just stored
to the screen. The shape actually wipes
out anything underneath it.

While this wiping out might seem to
be a liability, it has one powerful aspect.
Since it wipes out whatever was there be-
fore, it can be used to erase itself.

If the shape is defined with a blank
border around it, and the border is as
high and wide as the largest move the
shape will make, the image never. has to
be erased. Every time it is plotted, it will
wipe out the old image. This produces
fast plots.

The biggest disadvantage is that as
shapes overlap, the top shape will wipe
out a portion of any shape plotted pre-
viously. Good examples of this tech-
nique can be seen in Space Eggs and
Gorgon. .

For really clean animation, the shape
can be put on the screen with ORA.This
produces' some of the cleanest graphics

around, at the cost of some loss of speed.
Take a look at the portion of Beer Run
where the blimp passes behind the
ledges. I asked Mark Turmell how he
achieved this clean animation. He ex-
plained that he combines orring with
page flipping. The shapes are placed on
the unseen screen with ORA;and erased
with AND or just by storing D's to the
area occupied by the shape. It is this era-
sure that creates a potential problem.

When a shape is erased using AND
(generally, the shape byte is first EORed
with $FF, producing it "negative" of the
mask, and then ANDed with the screen),
any background beneath the shape' is
also erased.

There are two possible solutions. One
is to store the original background some-
where. The other is to redraw anything
that might be erased. In Beer Run, the
ladders are redrawn every time.

These, and other methods, are all in
current use. The selection depends on
the specific requirments of the program.
Once you are familiar with these tech-
niques, you will be able to tell how most
games are done by just looking carefully
at the graphics. Each technique has its
distinct signature. .
. There is no need for each shift of a
shape to be identical. It is possible to

COMPUTER KITS - FROM $69.95
LNW SEMI·KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI· KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry - the LNW80. The LNW SEMI· KITS are affofdable modules. You
can·start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time. _.
A_ LNW80 CPU- Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will have when your LL,NW80 CPU board is fully assembled:
• 16K RAM. Color and black and white video. 480 x 192 high resolution graphics. 64 and 80
column video. 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display. 500 and 1000 baud cassette
1/0-$89.95
B. SYSTEM EXPANSION-Expand the LNW80corriputerboard, TR5-80and PMC-8Q computer
with the following features: • 32K memory. Serial RS232C and 20Ma port. Real time clock.
Parallel printer port • 5 inch Single density disk controller. ExpanSion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply. Solder-masked and silk screened legend-$69.95 (tin plated contacts)-
$84.95 (gold plated contacts)
C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard- includes 1.2key numeric keypad, Fully
assembled and tested. - $99.9&
D. COMPUTER CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNW80 that professional factory-built appearance. - $84.95 Add $1'2.00 lor shipping.
E. SYSTEM EXPA~SION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance. - $59. 95
Add $10.00 for shipping.
F.L,NW80 CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $31.00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $120,00

VISA and MasterCard accepted. Add $3.00 for shipping plus $1.00 for each additional item. All
shipments via UPSsurface. Add $2.00 for U.S.Mail. Shipments outside continental U.S.:funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS & INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE - (714) 641-8850

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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Graph Paper, continued",
produce internal animation by changing
positions in, each of the seven shifts. Thi~
way; as an object moves horizontally, it
also becomes animated. I am not pos-
itive, 'but I believe this is the technique
used ill Apple Panic to animate the run-
ning man and the enemy apples.

If the shape' is to be moved one pixel
at a time, the animation is created in se-
quence from the first to last shift. If the
shape is moved two bits at a time to pre-
serve color, the sequence is 1,3,5,7,2,4,6
since this .is the order in which the
shifted versions will occur. '

For internal animation when a shape
is moving vertically, or remaining in one
place, you merely use a sequence of dif-
ferent shapes: In some cases, two views
are. sufficient; at other times, more are
needed.

Not only are there many ways to put
an image on the screen, there are also
various' approaches to a plotting pro-
gram. As mentioned, the one above. lies
in the middle as far as speed and
complexity are concerned. Some pro-
grams contain highly dedicated plotting
routines; similar to the dedicated
scrolling mentioned last month. Since
such routines can vary enormously
depending on the nature of the program,
I'll just discuss the basic concept here.
.Let's say you want to plot many in-

stances of a single shape. Since the width
and height of the shape will be constant,
there is no reason to pass this informatin
to the plotting routine. A special routine
can be coded which is designed for a
shape of that particular size.

Going further, it is conceivable that
you' would have seven plotting rou-
tines-one for each shifted location-
each of which contained the desired byte
values, thus avoiding any need to index
into a table for the shape bytes. The use
of indirect Y, one of the bottlenecks of
graphics, ~an be bypassed using routines
that 'already contain the required ad-
dresses. And, as already mentioned, any
frills, such' as collision detection or
boundary checks, Can be stripped when
not needed. '

In general, whenever speed is essen-
tial, the plotting routine should be as
specific and dedicated as possible. This
eats up memory, but 48K is 'a lot of
space. Come to think of it 48K is an in-
credible amount of space. I believe the
first version of Microchess was written to
run on a lK Kim.

Many early Apple games, including
some very. nice graphics by Bob Bishop,
were written in under 16K. I am cur-
rently involved in writing games for the
Atari YCS which has a grand total 'of
4K of ROM and 128 bytes of RAM.

While I'm on· the topic, and since even
the most virtuous of columnists has been
known to fall from grace with an occa-

sional boast or plug, I may as well men-
tion my new game, Fantastic Voyage
(based on the movie and distributed by
Fox Games). Ii has a few neat graphic
touches, such as a clock and oscillo-
scope, and all in all I'm pleased with the
way it came out. O.K., I'm done with
the self-serving portion. I'll try not to let
it happen again.

While pre-shifting is one of the keys to
fast graphics, it is still possible to bog
down a program. If you try to move too
many shapes, or if the shapes are too
large, the program will begin to crawl.
The best thing to do in such situations is
to save time wherever possible.

If a shape can be whittled down
slightly, you will save time whenever it is
plotted. If a shape is nine bits wide, its
shifted version will require three bytes
across. Cut it down to eight bits and it
will fit in two bytes. If the same shape is
eight lines high,the first version will
contain 24 bytes while the second is
pared down to only 16 bytes.

If you are not using a block draw, the
empty bytes need not. be included at the
edge of each line of a shape definition.
They need only be included in the later
shifts when there are actually data in the
byte. ' .

The more often a section of code is re-
peated, the more important each wasted
cycle becomes. An extra operation
which occurs only once won't cause any
problem. But wasted time in loops can
really slow down a program. This is
where a bit of thought and elegance can
come in handy. A few examples follow.

Trimming Code
.One common way to save a value is to

push it onto the stack. For instance, let's
say you want to AND a byte with SOme
constant, store the result, then AND the
original byte with some other constant:
If the byte is saved and recalled with
PHA, PLA, the combined operations re-
quire seven machine cycles (PH A takes
three and PLA takes four). If, instead,
you store and load the value using a zero
page location, the process requires only
six' cycles. .'

If you have a register free, you can use
T A Y, TY A and take only four cycles.
Again, while a saving of one cycle
doesn't matter in isolated code, it could
become crucial in a loop. To save and re-
store a value in the X register, you can
use TXS and TSX, each of which requires
only two cycles. However, if the proper
value isn't restored to the stack pointer,
the results could be somewhat disas-
trous, so use this one carefully.

Suppose the' accumulator' and both
registers contain needed values, but you
want to determine whether some loca-
tion in memory has the hi bit set. Rather
than save off one of the registers in order
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to load and test the byte, you can use the
BIT operation. Among other things, this
tells you whether a hi bit is set without
disturbing the accumulator.

While operations such as TXS and BIT
are not as commonly used as some of the
other 6502 commands, it pays to become
familiar with them. There are usually
many ways to produce a desired result,
and there is almost always' a better way
than the one that first comes to mind.
Take a look at the code in Listing 1. See
if you can streamline some of the opera-
tions, or find an elegant way to reduce
the required steps. Any time you can re-
place a slow command, such as INC (five
cycles) with a faster command such as
IN-Y (two cycles), you'll streamline your
code.

Beyond looking for quicker ways to
perform a series of operations, look for
alternative approaches. The first plotting
routine I wrote didn't use self-modifying
code. It moved the shape definition into
a standard buffer area and indexed it
from there. Needless to say, this block
move was time-consuming.

If had I concentrated my attention on
streamlining the block move, rather than
looking for alternative approaches, I
would have ended up with a faster ver-
sion of a slow routine. Again, look at
Listing 1 and see if you can find a better
approach to any portion of the routine.

Well, that pretty much covers the area
of pre-shifted shapes. But remember,
though it is a good technique and widely
used, keep an eye out for alternatives.
You could just come up with something
that will blow everything else away. It
has happened before.'

Next month we will look at moving
and controlling multiple shapes, dive
into sound effects, and cover the general
structure of games. 0

{Illi'/(
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Computer books and software for the TRS-80s,
at your IJG dealer today.

1. TRS-80 Disk & Other Mysteries by H. C. Pennington. The
"How To" book of data recovery. 128 pages. $22.50

2. Microsoft BASIC Decoded & Other Mysteries by James
Farvour. The complete guide to the Level II operating system &
BASIC. 312 pages. $29.95

3. BASIC Faster & Better & Other Mysteries by Lewis
Rosenfelder. Microsoft BASIC programming tricks & techniques.
290 pages. Software available on disk. Radio Shack Cat. No.
62-1002. $29.95

4. TheCustom TRS-80 & Other Mysteries by Dennis Bathory
Kitsz. A guide to customizing TRS-80 hardware and software.
Schematics and listings. 336 pages. $29.95

5. Machine Language Disk I/O & Other Mysteries by
Michael Wagner. The guide to machine language disk software for
TRS-80 Models I & III. 288 pages. $29.95

6. TRSDOS 2.3 Decoded & Other Mysteries by James
Farvour. The TRSOOSoperating system explained. Disassembly of
code with commentary. 300 pages. $29.95

7. How ToDo It On The TRS-80 & Other Mysteries by Bill
Bardon. The applications guide to the TRS-80 Models I, II, III and
Color Computer. 288 pages. $29.95

8. Electric Pencil 2.OzWord Processing System by Michael
Shrayer. Includes operators manual. Available on Disk $89.95,
Stringy Floppy or Cassette $79.95

9. Electric Pencil2.0z Operators Manual by Michael Shrayer
and H. C. Pennington. 123 pages. $24.95

10. Blue Pencil. Dictionary - Proofing program for use with
Electric Pencil word processing system. Disk only $89.95

11. Red Pencil. Automatic spelling correction program for use
with Electric Pencil word processing system. Disk only. Must be
accompanied by Blue Pencil to operate. $89.95

12. BFBLlB - BASIC Faster & Better Library Disk by Lewis
Rosenfelder. 32 demonstration programs, BASIC overlays, video
handlers, sorts and more for the Modell & III. Disk only. Radio Shack
Cat. No. 260-2021. $19.95

13. BFBDEM - BASIC Faster & Better Demonstration Disk by Lewis
Rosenfelder. 121 functions, subroutines and user routines for the
Modell, & III. Disk Only $19.95

IJG products are available at computer stores, B. Dalton
Booksellers and independent book dealers around the world. BASIC
Faster and Better & Other Mysteries, and BFBLlB are available at
Radio Shack.

If IJG products are not available from your local dealer, order
direct. Include $4.00 for shipping and handling. Foreign residents
add $11.00 plus purchase price. Please also enclose the name and
address of your local dealer so hemay be contacted and made aware
of the needs for our products in your area. Prices subject to change
without notice. U.S. funds only please.

IJG, Inc. 1953 West 11th Street ~
Upland, California 91786 ~
Phone: 714/946-5805 •.•.......•

Helping You Help Yourself
TRS·SO TM TANDY Corp. Microsoft TM Microsoft Corp. APPLE TM APPLE Computer Inc.
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COMPUTERS

MODULAR PERSONAL
COMPUTER
Spectra Video, Inc, has announced the

Spectravideo SV-318 modular designed
personal computer system priced at
$299.95.

Features include a Z80A CPU built-in
32K ROM memory capacity that is
expandable to 64K, built-in 32K RAM
memory capacity that is expandable to
. 128K, a 3.6 MHz clock, and built-in
extended Microsoft Basic interpreter and
internal monitor program.

The' keyboard features 71 keys in-
cluding upper and lower case alphabet,
52 graphics symbols, 10 user-definable
functions, and 16 colors directly address-
able from the keyboard.

The computer features a built-in joy-
stick, game cartridge slot, high-resolution
graphics (256 x 192), CP/M 2.2 and 3.0
compatibility, and program status line on
screen.

Screen layout provides 32 characters
per line in the graphics mode and 40
characters per line in the text mode (24
lines in both modes). Editing specifi-

cations include cursor control (up/down/
left/right/home/clear), insertion and
delete keys. The sound capability of the
SV-318 is three channels with eight
octaves per channel. .

The 15 Spectra Video accessories that
are available for immediate delivery
include the Dual Channel/Stereo Data
Cassette Drive, Floppy Disk Drive, Dot
Matrix Printer, Seven Slot Super Expand-
er, Dual Baud Rate Modem; Sensor
Touch Graphic Tablet, Single Slot
Expander, Colecovision Game Adaptor,

Disk Drive Controller Cartridge, Cen-
tronics-Printer Interface, RS-232 Inter-
face Cartridge, 80-Column Display Card,
16KRAM Expander Cartridge, 32K RAM
Expander Cartridge, and Quik-shot Joy-
stick Controller.

Spectra Video, 39 West 37th St., New
York, NY 10018.
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PORTABLE COMPUTER

Non-Linear Systems, Inc., has
announced the Kaycomp II, a portable,
self-contained, general purpose computer
which includes a large display, two double
density disk drives, and a Keytronics key-
board with numeric keypad.
. The unit features a Z80A central pro-
cessor, and comes with the CP/M oper-
ating system, MBasic, Multiplan spread-
sheet, and Select word processor.

Interface accommodations include
Centronics parallel output, video output,
and RS-232C serial interface. $1795.

Non-Linear Systems, Inc., 533 Stevens
Ave., Solana Beach, CA 92075. (714) 755-
1134.
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APPLE III SOFTCARD
Apple has announced the Apple Soft-

card III System.
Designed by Microsoft Corporation,

the Apple Softcard III System is a com-
plete hardware and software environment
that increases access to business, scien-
tific, and education programs written
using the CP/M operating system and the
Z80 microprocessor. Through the Apple
III Sophisticated Operating System (SOS),
existing CP/M applications can take ad-
vantage of the ProFile mass disk storage
system and the easy configurability of the
Apple III.
The Softcard III package includes a

plug-in Z80 microprocessor card, an

Apple Softcard III Master diskette, an
SOS-CP/M utilities diskette, and four
manuals discussing card installation and
use of CP/M software. The system also
provides for the use of Microsoft Basic.
Microsoft Corporation, 10700Northrup

Way, Bellevue, WA 98004.
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IBM PC·COMPATIBLE
PORTABLE COMPUTER

Compaq Computer Corporation has
introduced the Compaq Portable Com-
puter, a self contained, 16-bit system that
is compatible with the IBM Personal
Computer.

Housed in a compact carrying case, the
basic system includes a high-resolution,
9" diagonal video display; a 16-bit Intel
8088 microprocessor with 128K bytes of
RAM, expandable to 256K bytes on the
main system board; a 5 1/4" floppy disk
drive with 320K bytes of storage capacity,
and room for an optional second 320K
drive. It has an MS DOS operating system

and advanced
soft Corp.
The basic system, which sells for $2995,

also includes ports for an optional RGB
color video monitor, composite video, and
connection to a standard television set
through an RF modulator. It also has a
parallel printer interface and a socket for
an Intel 8087 co-processor. An
asynchronous communications interface
is optional.
Also included are three IBM PC-

compatible hardware expansion slots
which make it possible to add extra
memory, peripheral attachments and
other options available from both the
company and independent vendors.

Compaq Computer Corporation, 12330
Perry Rd., Houston, TX 77070. (713) 890-
7390.
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Super Fan II by R.H. Electronics 59.95/79.95

Applicard, a high performance Z-80 card
with 64K Ram, complete with CP/M

4 mhz 324.95/445.00
6 mhz 395.00/595.00

Microsoft Z-80 card with CP/M and
Microsoft Basic

2 mhz 269.95/395.00

Microtek Parallel Printer Interface complete
with centronic compatible connector

64.95/79.95

Lazer Lower Case +Plus with Character
Set +Plus 49.95/84.90

Lower Case +Plus alone 39.95/59.95

Lazer Graphics +Plus 99.95/159.95
Graphics +Plus and

Lower Case +Plus 134.95/219.90

Computer Stop 16K Ram Board 69.95/149.95

Computer Stop Omnivision 80 Column board
129.95/295.00

Videx Video-term with softswitch, inverse
character set and 80 column Visicalc preboot

295.00/450.00

Wizard BPO 16K buffered printer interface
(expandable to 32 K) 134.95/179.95

Wizard 80, 80 column board 195.00/295.00

Lazer Pascal 29.9"5/39.95

Anix 1.0 34.95/49.95

Lazer Forth 44.95/59.95

D Tack 68000 board for the Apple II
with 4K Ram 895.00

Lazer Model/32 (16032 board for the Apple II)
CALL!
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Lisa
Lisa Educational Pak
Alien Ambush
Bandits
Cannonball Blitz
County Fair
Cranston Manor
Cyclod
David's Midnight Magic
Dosource 3.3
Dueling Digits
Falcons
Firebird
Foosball
Horizon V
Genetic Drift
Kabul Spy
Jelly Fish
Lemmings
Labyrinth
Mouskattack
Outpost
Red Alert
Pig Pen
Russki Duck
Mina.tor
Track Attack
Thief

59.95/79.95
79.95/119.95
19.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
24.95/39.95
19.95/29.95
21.95/29.95
21.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
25.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
25.95/34.95
24.95/34.95
19.95/29.95
17.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
19.95/29.95
24.95/34.95
24.95/34.95
69.95/99.95

99.95/149.95
19.95/29.95

179.95/250.00

Space Quarks
.Snack Attack
Swash Buckler
Gin Rummy
The Dictionary
General Manager
4 Ft. Disk Cable
Visicalc
Using 6502 Assembly
Language Book
Kids and The Apple
Computer Book 15.95/19.95
Apple Panic 19.95/29.95
Kraft Joystick 49.95/69.95

)lR~_~~~,.c.
/"~ "-. ,~ y~.~:, ' .: ::~. --:-::::;.../ Your Salvation

:_;-7' In The Sea Of
<, r=>: -....... Inflation.

14.95/19.95

714735-2250
P.O. Box 2025

Corona, CA 91720



New Products, continued ...

-DISK SYSTEMS

IBM HARD DISK EXPANSION

A low cost, 5Mb hard disk system for
the IBM PC is now available from Com-
puter Dynamics, Inc.
The Win 5-IBM is a complete sub-

system, operating under MS-DOS. The

unit features a Shugart Winchester with a
4.8 Mb data transfer rate.

As it is external to the PC, problems
with heat build-up are avoided. $1695.
Computer Dynamics, Inc., 105 S. Main

St., Greer, SC 29651. (803) 877-7471.
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81NCH DUAL DENSITY
CONTROLLER

Sorrento Valley Associates has intro-
duced the Pro-Guard 8" dual density con-
troller, designed specifically for the Apple
III. When configured with two Shugart
compatible drives, the Pro-Guard pro-
vides up to 2 Mb of on-line storage or
hard disk backup for all standard SOS
and DOS application programs.

SVA's adherence to IBM 3740 and Sys-
tem 34 media formats also allows data

transportability via the 8" floppy, between
the Apple III and other computers, in-
cluding IBM mainframes.

Pro-Guard is compatible with SVA's
AMS 8000 8" drives, 5 1/4" drives, Thin-
line 8" drives and double data minis.

SVA Inc., 11722 Sorrento Valley Rd.,
San Diego, CA 92121.
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TERMINALS & 1/0

MICRO LINK MODEM

peripherals
Unlimited ...

FANTASTIC PRICES!

NEC PRINTERS

7710 Spinwriter RIO
7720 Spinwriter KSR
7730 Spinwriter RIO
7700 Bi-directional Tractor
7700 Ribbons
3510 Spinwriter
3515 Spinwriter
3530 Spinwriter
3550 Spinwriter
3500 Bi-directional Tractor
3500 Ribbons
NEC Thimbles - All Styles

$2295
$2649
$2295
$250

$5
$1689
$1699
$1689
$2149
$225
$14
$18

OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT
SELECTION AND OUR CUSTOMERS'
SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.

$539
$129

NEC DOT MATRIX

PC-8023A-C $474
PC-8023 Ribbons $14

OKIDATA PRINTERS

Okidata Microline 82A $459
Okidata Microline 83A $699
Okidata Microline 84P $1069

. Okidata Microline 84S $1099
Tractor (Oki 80 & 82 Only) $60
Okidata Okigraph $85

Call for prices on ribbons

DIABLO PRINTERS

Diablo 620
Diablo 620 Bi-Directional Tractor
Diablo 630 RO
Diablo 630 KSR
Diablo 630 Bi-Directional Tractor
RS232 Cable

Call for prices on ribbons

$1349
$175

$1999
$2700
$275
$35

EPSON PRINTERS

MX-80 w/Graphtrax Plus $469
MX-80FT w/Graphtrax Plus $529
MX-l00 (15" Carriage) $699
Grappler Plus Interface $129
MX-80 Ribbons $12
MX·l00 Ribbons $18

Call for prices on interfaces & cables

The Micro Link 1200 modem is Bell
212 compatible and operates at 1200baud
(120 characters per second) in full duplex
over standard phone lines, using a stand-
ard RS-232C interface.

The unit provides manual originate/
manual answer operation. An analog
loop back self-test feature is included.
There are also five front-panel LED indi-
cators. $449.

U.S. Robotics, Inc., 203 N. Wabash,
Suite 1718, Chicago, IL 60601. (312) 346-
5650.
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DOT MATRIX PRINTER

The Microprism dot matrix printer
from Integral Data Systems, Inc., offers
print quality approaching that of a daisy-
wheel printer.
Available in serial and parallel versions,

the unit features automatic line buffering
with 1400 bytes standard, and speeds of
75 cps in the correspondence-quality and
110 cps in high-speed data mode. $799.
Integral Data Systems, Inc., Milford,

NH 03055. (603) 673-9100.
CIRCLE 408 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NEC MONITORS

NEC JB I 201 GRN Phosphor
NECJC1201 Color

$149
$339

IDS PRINTERS

IDS Microprism
IDS Grappler

AMDEK MONITORS

Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor $149
Amdek 13" Color I $319
Amdek 13" Color II $739
Amdek 13" Color III $429

FOR SERVICE, QUALITY &
DELIVERY, CALL
TOLL FREE
1-800-343-4114

ORDERING INFORMATION

Our order lines are open 9AM to 5:30PM EST
Monday thru Friday. Phone orders are welcome;
Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Personal
checks require 2 weeks clearance. Manufac-
turer's warranty included on all equipment.
Prices subject to revision. C.O.D. 's accepted. All
U.P.S. shipments are subject to a shipping
charge of 1% of the total purchase, with a mini-
mum charge of $5.00.

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED
(617) 655-7400

62 North Main SI. •Natick, MA 01760
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---- .."... INDUSTRIES, INC. ---~
In Texas Orders 22511 Katy Freeway To Order

Questions & Answers 1-800-231-3680
1-713-392-0747 Katy (Houston) Texas 77450 800-231-3681

SAVE BIG DOLLARS ON ALL TRS-80®HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TRS-80® BY RADIO SHACK. Brand new in cartons delivered. Save state sales tax. Texas residents add only 5% sales tax.
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-1. We pay freight and insurance. Come by and see us. Call us for a reference in or near your city.
Ref: Farmers State Bank, Brookshire, Texas.

No TIX on Out of Texel Shipments I

Save
10% 15%

OR MORE
Telex n-4132 (Fleks Hou)

WE OFFER ON
REQUEST

Faderal Express (Ovarnight Delivery) Ia

Houston Intercontinental Ia
Airport Delivery (Same Day)

U.P.S. BLUE (Every Day) Ia

References from people who have Ia
brought computers from us probably in
your city. We have thousandsof
satisfied customers. WEWILL NOTBE
UNDERSOLD!

ED McMANUS

[II

WE ALWAYS
OFFER

Ia NO extra charge for Mastar Card
or Visa.

Ia We use Direct Freight Lines. No
long waits.

Ia We always J!!Ythe freight and
insurance

Ia Toll free order number
Ia Our capability to go to the giant

'"TRS·aO Computer warehouse 5
hours away. in Ft. Worth. Texas.
to keep you in stock.

JOE McMANUS

®TRS·80 is it Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp
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COMPUTERS:

PERSONAL &; BUSINESS

PRINTERS:

LETTER QUALITY &; MATRIX

MONITORS:

GREEN PHOSPHOR &; COLOR

SOFTWARE:

IBM, APPLE, ATARI, CP/M

BOOKS & SUPPLIES

ICOMPUTERTIMEJ INc·1

I
o P.O. BOX 216

KENTFIELD, CA. 9·U 14
800-227-2520 TOLL FREE
IN CALIF. CALL
(.u5) 459-8082

.-----------.
I FREECATALOG I
I WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF II CoMPUTERlWP SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES! I
I •One·Stop Shopping. More than • Risk·Free Trial. Work-test any pro- I

2000 products - from line-printer duct in the catalog for 45days. If

I paper to connectors and cables - not satisfied, return forfull refund. I
to help keep your minicomputer • Guaranteed Quality. Field-tested

I or word processing system up far precision performance and I
and running. compatibility. Backed by warran-

• Quick, Convenient Ordering. ties ranging up to 10 years - and

I Expert assistance. By mail, some with LitetimeGuorantees. I
phoneorTWX. Your verbal P.o.s •

I are always welcome. I
• Fast Delivery. Your order shipped IBIBBU

in 24 hours from the Inmac Center

I nearest you. Overnight emergency Catalog Dept., 2465 Augustine I
Shipments also available. Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

I SEND TODAYFOR YOURFREE 1OO-PAGE I
INMAC CATALOGOR PHONE (408) 727-1970.I Please RUSH my copy olthe Inmac Catalog. I

I Name Title I
I

Company Phone I
Address

&
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New Products, continued ...

FOUR COLOR MICRO-PLOTTER

Radio Shack has added a four color
printer with graphics plotting capability
to their peripheralline. The TRS-80 Color
Graphic Printer can create anything from
doodles to four-color pie charts, as well
as more standard text and graphics.
ASCII characters (96) are available, along
with image plotting.
The text mode offers 40- and 80-char-

acter lines at 12 cps. Parallel and serial
interfaces are built in.

The unit is compatible with all Radio
Shack computers and terminals. $250.
Tandy Corporation/Radio Shack, 1800

One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX
76102. (817) 390-3272.
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NTSC/RGB MONITOR
Panasonic Video Systems Division has

announced the CT-1350MG monitor, fea-
turing pushbutton NTSC/RGB selection.
The monitor has a horizontal resolution

of more than 400 lines from RGB. The
13" CRT uses a high contrast matrix for
sharpness. Audio is also standard.

Panasonic, One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094. (201) 348-7182.
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CPU's, MEMORY

DUAL PROCESSOR UPGRADE FOR
HEATH IZENITH-89

TMSI announces H-1000, the Ann
Arbor board, a board that turns a Heath
H89 or Zenith Z89 into an 8086-based
system. The board contains an 8086, a 4-
megahertz Z80, and 128K of RAM. The
H-1000 replaces the standard CPU board.
The board will be shipped along with

the customer's choice of CP/M-86 or MS-
DOS. The Customer's CP/M-80 or HDOS
will run with the new board with no
changes.

The board can hold up to a megabyte
of RAM and can be programmed to emu-
late a disk drive. Multi-user support is
also promised. $1495.00_

Technical Micro Systems, Inc., 366
Cloverdale, Ann Arbor, MI 48105.
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PERIPHERALS

LOW COST LASER
VIDEODISC PLAYER

The PR8210 is an industrial duty laser
videodisc player which can be operated
in stand-alone mode or as a computer
peripheral. The PR8210 has a serial com-
puter control port as well as a wireless
infrared remote control keypad.
Like the consumer players, the PR8210

has pause; three times normal forward
and reverse speeds; forward and reverse
scan to chapter stops; forward and reverse
slow motion; freeze; chapter and frame
search and stop; and switchable two-
channel audio.

Heavy duty motors and optical drive
system allow the player to be used in
continuous duty applications such as
training and point-of-sale displays.
Price is $740 to $845 depending upon

quantity.
Pioneer Video, 200 West Grand Ave.,

Montvale, NJ 07645. (201) 573-1122.
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LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The OS-65Oigisector® opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The
OS-65is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital
information your computer can process. The OS·65features:

• High Resolution - a 256 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision - 64 levels of grey scale

• Versatility - Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input
• Economy - A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The OS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with on-board software in 2708 EPROM.
Check these software features:
• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen HI-RES PICTURE USING THE OS-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

Use the OS-65for preclslon security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators;
reading UPCcodes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVEYOURAPPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! OS-65Price: $349.951 FSII
Camera Price: $299.00I Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE 05-65
-Picture Scanner: Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95
-Superscan: Enables you to enhance the OS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom, enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided.
Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95
-Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information .

•Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems, Inc.THE~D©~
W@~

MasterChargeNisa Accepted

P.O. BOX 1110 DELMAR, CA 92014 714-942-2400
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New Products, continued ...
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
has introduced the Hayes Stack Smart-
modem 1200, a Bell 212A compatible
modem that lets RS-232-C compatible
computers or terminals communicate
over telephone lines at 1200 baud. It
connects directly to the telephone line
and an RS-232-C port. The Smartmodem
1200 is approved by the FCC for direct
connection to any U.S. telephone system
for both pulse and Touch-Tone dialing.
The Smartmodem 1200 carries a two

year limited warranty. Included with the
Smartmodem 1200unit are: a power pack,
one modular telephone cable to connect
the unit to the telephone and an owners
manual. $699.
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.,

5835 Peachtree Corners East, Norcross,
GA 30092.
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MISCELLANEOUS

OSBORNE I BATTERY PACK

The Bits Power System is a portable
battery pack for the Osborne, including
integral electronics and controls. Charger
and vehicle interface are also provided.

Stand-alone operating time is three to
four hours. The standard computer power
supply remains inactive, eliminating 37%
of the heat normally produced by it.
$180.
Burns Industrial Technical Service,

6456 Danbury, Dallas, TX 75214. (214)
361-4815.
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SPEECH SYNTHESIS FORVIC

Metavox is a speech synthesis system
for the Vic-20, announced by
Metaresearch Inc. The system uses a plug-
in card to generate phonemes. Messages
can be edited with included software, then
sent to the card from Basic programs.

Metavox is configured for use on un-
expanded Vie systems. Vocabulary and

/

Micro Power Bench"is
• Single Switch Control of CPU and Peripherals
• Built in circuit breaker protects your system
• Four power expansion outlets
• Choice of high quality oak or walnut
• Compatible with 18M, APPLE, TRS-80 and others

Order Direct
800-343-4311

Master Charge and Visa Accepted

CAB-TEK, Inc.
Riverside St., Nashua NH 03062

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS

~~~®
DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURE '99!
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machine language driver software is
stored at the top of memory, leaving the
bottom free for Basic programs.

The package includes port card, editor
software, Basic and machine language
output subroutines, and user manual.
$189.

Metaresearch, Inc., 1100 S.E. Wood-
ward, Portland, OR 97202. (503) 232-
1712.
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REPRINT BOOKLET

Inc. Magazine has put together a col-
lection of article reprints in a 21-page
booklet titled "Computers: Answers To
Questions You Never Thought To Ask."
Some of the articles included are: How
To Buy A Little Computer, An Apple On
Every Desk, Jim Umbaugh Used To Hate
Computers, A Buyer's Guide To Personal
Business Computers, How VisiCalc
Works, A Buyer's Guide To Personal
Business Software, Can A Little Com-
puter Solve All Your Problems?, Eight
Problems A Computer Can't Solve, and
How To Avoid The Pitfalls Of Computer
Contracts. The booklet is available for
$5.50 post-paid.
Inc. Magazine, Attn.: Randi Straus, 38

Commercial Wharf, Boston, MA 02110.

Financial
Armor

• COsT

,
,1

A
i
,)

i
,)

Protect your success
with Quality Software from CMA

APPLE II - APPLE / / / - TRS-80 - IBM

Micro Computer Division
55722 Santa Fe Trail

Yucca Valley, CA 92284
(619) 365-9718
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HIGH CLASS PROGRAMS
(on tape or disk)

AT POOR MAN PRICES. . . ..

Get 12 tapes or disksa year containing over 75 quality programs -
and pull ahead of the Joneses without joining the prodigal sons.

A subscription to (LOAD Magazine (tape or disk) consistsof 6 to 8
ready-to-Ioad programs delivered by First ClassMail every' month.
Programslike CIA Adventure, DiskMail, PilOT, Trend Calc, PacMania,
Keyplus, and Stellar Empire.

No need to beg for a good software meal - Get a subscription to
(LOAD Magazine. Or just go for hors d'oeuvres and try a back
issue.

The Bottom Line:
Tape
$50.00
$30.00

$6.00
$12.00
$13.00

Disk
$95.00
$55.00

1 year (1 2 issues)
6 months (6 issues)
Single Copies

Back Issues
Good Games # 1
Adventures # 1

$11.00
$2300
$24.00

California residents add 6% to Single copies.
North America - FirstClass postage included
Overseas - add $10 to subscriptions and $ I to Single copies Sent AO rate. P.O.Box 1448

Santa Barbara,
CA93102
(805) 962-6271

__________________________ ~ ~~L_ ~

The Fine Print:
All issuesfrom Od 78 available on tape. Issuesfrom Od 82 available on disk, also.
I\sk for list (24 Level I ISSUesalso available). MasterCard/Visa
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ONLY THE 8EST SOFTWARE
ON TAPE AT THE BEST PRIC~
(under 75 cents 'a program ..• )
" '. .

Get 12tapesayear containing over 75colorful programs - and give
your typing fingers a vacation.

A suoscnpnon to CHROMASETTE Magazine consistsof 6 to 8
ready-to-Ioad programs on tape delivered by First ClassMail every
month. Programs like Blockade. Draliver. Mansion Adventure. CK
Monitor. Append. Germ. and Cataloger.

Give yourself an extended holiday - Get a subscription
to CHROMASETTE ~agazine. Or just take

a break and try a back issue (your fingers
may never work again) .

I year 1 I2 issues) $45.00
6 months 16 issues) $25.00
Single Copies $ 5.00

The Bo~om Une:

Calif. reslcents add 6% to single copies.
North America - First Classpostage included
Overseas - add $ 10 to subscriptions and sI

to single copies. Sent AO rate.

MasterCard/Visa

The Fine Print:
All issuesfrom July 198I available - ask for list. Programs are for
the Extended BASIC models and occasIonally for disks.

P.O. Box J 087 Santa Barbara, CA 93102 (805) 963-1066
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Due to the financial emphasis of this
issue of the magazine, we will dig into
the money compartment of the Apple
Cart. In it we find a book to help you
learn Visicalc, and instructions on how
to balance your checkbook with Visicalc
or another spread sheet language,

The Power of Visicalc Volume I
This low budget book by Robert E.

Williams and Bruce 1. Taylor does ex-
actly what The Visicalc book Apple Edi-
tion does not. It gives complete
descriptions of solved practical prop-
lems. It does not always make. clear the
motivation behind the problems it tack"
les, but it covers an awful lot of ground,
including some very advanced material.
The Power of Visicalc contains the

documentation for six ambitious Visicalc
models. The topics are: accounts receiv-
able aging, customer invoicing, equip-
ment, rental stock monitoring, manu-
facturer production scheduling,
manufacturer job cost estimating, and
checkbook accounting.

The first chapter is a key-by-key
demonstration of how to update a
monthly ledger by saving and reloading
parts of the worksheet. It uses the leg-
endary DIF format. Another example
shows how to use a lookup within a
lookup, and how to calculate values for a
lookup table before using the table. Wil-
liams and Taylor know countless ways
to USetables, and they share a wealth of
secrets. Because the book was produced
almost entirely by computer printers, it
lacks graphic polish. Everything is
clearly legible, however, and the 88
pages contain very little fluff. It is pub-
lished by Management Information
Source of Portland, OR, and costs $9.9S.

Registers for the Draughts
Few people today .enjoy balancing

their checkbooks. My favorite form of
guilt is that which bugs ine as I postpone
the rite of reconciliation. The computer
helps by letting me catch up quickly at a
later date. Those who enjoy budgeting
should also appreciate the recordkeep-
ing abilities of their Apples.

Michael Coffey

The simplest way to record checks
and reconcile with the bank is to run a
specialized checkbook program. These
programs usually cost about $40. They
lead you through the process of checking
each entry on the bank statement against
the entries in your register. The register
itself is stored on disk. The best pro-
grams include a good screen editor
streamlined for entry of checks and
deposits.

Many of the record oriented file man-
agers can also handle checkbooks. If the
program you use for telephone direc-
tories or mailing lists can sort and print
calculated columns, you should think of
your checking account as a type of
database. .

Visicalc Check Register
Visicalc is a language for describing

spreadsheets a n d other arithmetic
arrays. You can write a self calculating
check register in a spreadhseet language.
You can use data from the register in
other programs you buy or write.

To make a check register, you must
layout fields in the worksheet, fill in
some input data, install formulas, test it
and use it. The goal is the worksheet
picured in Figure 1. Once the worksheet
starts working, you need enter only
additional data: as you write checks and
receive statements.
Because most of our numbers should

be displayed in dollars and cents format,
type /GF$ in Visicalc before doing any-
thing else. Next, place the names of the
columns at the top of the sheet. Use re-
peated hyphens to set the column titles
off from the columns. You should freeze
titles to the top of the screen with a /TH
command issued from the row with the
hyphens.

Check numbers should be displayed as
whole numbers left justified in the first
column. Typing > A4:/FL will get the
column started. We must extend this
format further down the column in or-

der to avoid retyping it many times. We
can extend as far as necessary for the
nmber of checks to be entered. The com-
mand /RA4.A4:AS.AI00 will format al-
most 100 check number fields. This
replicate command, and all others in this
article, should be made fully relative by
pressing R at each RELATIVE OR NO
CHANGE prompt.

The input area can now accept data.
Starting at A4, type a check number,
press the right cursor key, type the date,
and continue. The date has to be
prefixed bya quote sign to prevent
Visicalc from dividing the month by the
year. You place the amount in column E
only for checks and other debits. Col-
umn F is for the amounts of deposits and
other credits. Ignore the All Clear? and
Balance column until you have com-
pleted the first six columns for about 10
checks.

The first formula to install is the bal-
ance calculator. You can always add any
deposit amount to and subtract any
check amount from the old balance to
get the new balance. The best place to
put the opening balance is cell H3,
where a dashed line now sits. Use the
>H3 command to get to this cell within
the title zone. For good looks, put a hy-
phen line at H2 while the cursor is in the
area.

Make the first Balance formula
+H3+F4-E4 at location H4. Now copy
that formula all the way down the col-
umn with /RH4.H4:HS.Hl00. Column
H should now show a correct running
balance based on the check and deposit
amounts you typed. Test it with all sorts
of numbers until you are confident that
it works.

Next, the All Clear column helps
match your numbers to the bank's.
Make sure that cell G4 is blank, enter
/F* there and copy it down the column.
This gives the column a graphic format.
Cells that contain'! will each show a sin-
gle star. Cells that contain 0 will display
no stars. Cells containing higher num-
bers would show more stars, but we
don't want that.

The last column on the sheet, not seen
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DIsK DRivE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit! Floppies, printers,
memory & processor often interact! Our patented ISOLATORS
eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging Power Line
Spikes, Surges and Hash. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

• ISOLATOR(ISO·1)3 filter Isolated 3·prong sockets; Int~ral
~~~g:~~e~~e.suppressi.on; .1.8t5. ~ .Maxi.~u~ .Ioad,.1.K .. ~~af69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO·2) 2 filter isolated 3·prong socket banks; (6
sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875W Max
load, 1 KW either bank $69.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·3) similar to ISO·1 except double
Isolation &. Suppression $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO·11)similar to ISO·2 except double
isolation & Suppression $104.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR(ISO·17)4 Quad Isolated sockets; For
ULTRA·SENSITIVESystems $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER,any model (Add·CB) Add $9.00
• REMOTESWITCH, any model (Add·RS) Add $16.00
AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express
DEALERS ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·225·4876

(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

L£7Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street, Box 389, Natick, Mass. 01760

(617)655·1532
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Reliable Business
Software

DATASMITH software're'qulres no previous computer
experience. so it can be used effectively by your present
office staff. The rnenudnven systems feature extensive
error detection and correction facilities. so they are
"friendly" to the user.

• GENERAL LEDGER. Everything you need to keep
the books. Features easy-to-use data entry and
error correction. trial balanc.e. fast post. and a van-
ety of comprehensive reports. Automatic error
detection keeps the books in balance. Writes
checks and makes Journal entries In one operation.

• PAYROLL. A very flexible system that adapts to a
wide variety of needs. Features Federal. state. and
local tax calculations. EI credit. and special pay
and deduction amounts. Prints all necessary
reports. paychecks. and W·2 forms.

• DATA MANAGER A powerful generalized data
management system triat lets you define. enter. up-
date. sort. select. and print reports from a database
of your own design Applicable to almost any job
where records must be kept. this system can
replace literally hundreds of programs

Put your computer to work with these sophisticated
systems now. Programs are available for 48K or larger
two-disk systems in your choice of code for Microsoft
BASIC·80· under CP/M' IBM' Personal Computer
BASIC. or Micropotis ' BASIC.

[)RTR6~~TH
Box 8036. Shawnee MiSSion. KS 66208. (913) 381-9118

650
289
239
385

3899
1999
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From Computer Plus to YOU ••.'

PLUS aHerPLUS aHerPLUS

Ji)
Color Computer Dlik Drive
Drive 0 $385 Orive1 $239

l1li
OkidQta ISO$326
Okldata 82A $~5
Okldota U $1029

BUY DIRECT ~:,;eTaoUIi/MJ~":r ~~~~~:b~~~:f~ri~".-_TaRS' OISK DRIVES
R:.S.Model III 1ST·OriveLymeDirect Connect MUMIII

Hayes Smart Modem II"
R.S. Acoustic Coupler AC·3
ItS. ~odem I D.C.
R.S.Modem II D.C.
PIIINTUS
Dolsy Wheel II 1715
DWP-410 1335
smlthCoronoTPIDalsyWheel 575
Epson ~X80 499
Ep50n ~X8O FT 549
Epson MX100 735
CGP·115 199
DMP·100 315
DMP·200 599
DMP-4QO 1029
DMP·500 1569 ·~~~~~a~=~~~~;l~~lpm.nl.
Mlcrollne 80 325 1aoocv Compute, PlusWarfonty
Mlcrollne82A 425 SColorCOmpute,6U'e<!ul,es
Mlcrollne 83A 679 DiskOondFte. 0.0.5

Mlcrollne84Paroliel 1029 TOLL •••••
P.C.PJonerPrinter 100 1~"'-111_

We have the lowest possible
Fully Warranteed Prices AND com .
a full complement of Radio Shack
Software.

Pflc"lUb~ttOChonge~thOutnotlc.. ~. ....Not fetpOnllb ••tOf typogfophlC~ .rOfl.
tJr$.1O"a'~""'trodetnaftl ofTandyCorp.

$2675
599
799

856.50
831.SO

91.
864

235
235
134
130
210

Tondon 40 Track MI
Color Computer Drive 1
Color Computer Drive 0
Primary Hard Disk Mil
Primary Hard Dls~ Mill.,.C .

Modelll64K
Model III 41( LEV I
MODEL ill 16K
MODEllll32K

•MODEL III 32K
MODEL III 48K

•MODEllll46K
ModelIU48K
2 Disk 6. RS232c
Color Computer 16K
Color Computer 16K
w/extended basic
Color Computer 32K
w/extended basic

;Color Computer 32K-64K
w/extended basic 460
Pocket Computer 2 230
Model 161DR 128K 4199
Model 162DR 128K 4799
DT·1Oota Terminal 599
PT·210Portable Terminal Tl9

CCR·81 recorder 52
C. C joysticks 22
161( RAM N.E.C. 200 N.S. chips 25
64K Rom Chips 15
Color Computer Flex 0.0.5. 99
Brand Name Software·
Send for listing.

R.S.Software 10% off list

1899
249

335

449

P.O: 8ox926'
.taD King Str•• t
LlttI4Iton. MA: 014160
617·.ta6-3193
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LIMITED-TIME
CLEARANCE

SALE
50% OFF!
ON THESE HANDSOME
GP6ativ6

Gomputi~f1
.BACK ISSUIS

BINDERS

Are your back issues of Creative Com-
puting stacked in piles? In boxes? Is the
one you want always missing? If so, you
need our binders. Made of vinyl with the
Creative Computing logo silk screened
on front and spine, they're a handsome
way to keep your back issues safe and
intact. Each holds 12 issues with sturdy
locking wire posts. And now you can
have them at HALF PRICE: from now
until February 28, 1983 each binder is
only $3.00-after that they go back to
their regular price of $6.00 each. Act
today, this offer won't be repeated and
ends February 28, 1983.r--GPeath?'e Gomplittiii1 '""":'- ..,

D.pt.HA4C 39 East Hanover Avenu •. Morris Plains. NJ D795D Io Please send me Creative Compullng Binders allhe special .
Warehouse Clearing Sale price of iust $3.00 per binder.
(Offer good only until February 28. t983.)o PAYMENTENClOSEQ $ . (NJ residents add
5% sales tax) Add $1 per order for postage and handling
in USA. Outside USA add $2.50 per unit ordered. Send
U.S. funds only. .

o CHApGEMY: 8 American Express
MasterCard "0 Visa

Card No. --"xp. Date _

Signatur"-- _

ML/Mrs./Ms·---:,c:::"."'as:-::. ,":;:r;n""lIu"""n""am=.),-------
Address. _

City State lp _
For fasler service. PHONETOll FREE800·631·8112.
II~N.J. only 201·54IJ.0445., Pleau refer 10 Dep!.L__~c~~~e~ ...J

Apple Cart, continued ...
in .any report, is the Outstanding
Amounts column. Start with +(I-G4) *
(F4-E4) in cell 14 and fill the column

. with relative copies. This formula results
in 0 if the corresponding A~l Clear entry
contains '1; otherwise, it 'shows the net
amount, positive for a deposit, negative
for a check, of the transaction.

At the bottom of the Outstanding
Amounts column, put the total,
>1101:@SUM(I4.1100). Subtracting
this number from the final figure in the
Balance column gives the balance that
should be on the bank statement.

You can create a reconciliation center
in the lower left of the sheet. Make labels
for book balance, outstanding, and bank
balance. This table is created with:

> A102:BOOK BALANCE
> A103:0UTSTANDING
> Ai04:BANK SHOULD BE

> B102:+fil00
> iH03:+1101
> B104:+B102-B103

For smoothest operation, recalcula-

tion should be done row by row instead
of column by col unin. Normally,
Visicalc evaluates all of column I before
evaluating row 1 of column 2. Since the
reconciliation formulas in column B re-
fer to values calculated in later columns,
we 'want Visicalc to finish row 101 be-
fore calculating row 102. To force row
oriented calculation, enter the
command/GOR.

If you set a horizontal window at the
bottom of the screen to hold only these
three formulas with labels, you will have
a feedback window that will be very
helpful when entering data. .

The Act of Reconciliation
The hard part is over. Scan the entries

and compare to your bank statement,
entering a 1 into the' All Clear cell for
each check and deposit reflected in the
bank statement. Make little check marks
on the bank statement, too. When the in-
put data is complete, the .bottom line
should contain the. Same balance as the
bank statement shows. '0

Check Date To

--------------------------------------------------------------- 0.121121
Number

Check Depo~it All Balance
Amount Amount Clear?

4/16 Deposit startup 7121121.121121
11211 4/3121 AsnJ lessoy. 27.90
11212 5/6 Cash 59.121121

4/3121 Deposit paycheck 345.00
11213 51?? Cash '3'3.121121
11214 5/12 Fi~enes shoes 38.00

5/2121 Deposit paychec~. 345.121121
5/21 Fbay,k fee-check 7.43
p/15 Deposit paycheck 5121121.121121

7121121.121121
672~ 1121
613. 1121958. 10
858.1121
821. 1121

1166.10
1158.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658~67

Book Balance 1658.67
Outstanding 1658.67

Bank Should Be 121

Figure 1. This short Check register has not been reconciled with the bank. TheAll
Clear? column is still blank, the Outstanding value is the same as the Book Balance,
and the Bank Should Be entry is O. See Figure 2 for an example of a reconciled
register.' .

Chec~. Date To For Check Deposit All Balance
Arl1l:>lJ.nt Amount Clea)"?

4/16 Deposit sta,-tup 7121121.121121*11211 4/3121 AsnJ lesson 27.9121 *11212 5/6 Cash 59.121121 *4/3121 Deposit paycheck 345.121121 *1121~ 51?? Cash 99.121121 *11214 5/12 Fi lenes shoes 38.121121 *
5/20 Deposit paycheck 345.121121 *5/21 FbaYik fee-check 7.43 *6/15 Deposit paycheck 51211/).121121

--------------------------------------------------------------- 0.00
7121121.121121
672, 1121
613.1121
958.1121
859.il2l
821. 1121

1166.1121
1158.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658.67
1658.67

Book Balance 1658.67
Outstanding 5121121

Ban~.·Should Be 1158.67

Figure 2. The check register has now been reconciled with the bank. The All Clear?
column shows an asterisk for each check and deposit that I found on the statement.
The Outstanding Amount column, which I normally don't bother printing, shows a net
value for each uncleared transaction. .
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TI;lE TACKLER "r• .; DUAL. MODE PARAUEL
INTERFACE FOR THE APPLE® 2 BOARDS IN ONE FOR NO MORE
COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS!
An intelligent board to provide easy control of your printer's full potential.
Plus a standard parallel board at the flip of a switch - your assurance of
compatibility with essentially all software for the APPLE". Hires printing
with simple keyboard commands' that replace hard to use software
routines. No disks to load. Special features include inverse, doubled, and
rotated graphics and many text control features, available through easy
keyboard or software commands. Uses Industry standard graphics
commands. This is the first truly universal intelligent parallel interface'
Change printers - no need to buy another board. Just plug in one of our
ROM'S and you're all set. ROM'S available for Epson, C. itoh, NEC, and
Okidata - others available soon. Specify printer when ordering. Call for
Price. .

THE UPGRADEABlE PPC-IOO
PARAllEL PRINTER CARD

A Universal Centronics type parallel printer hoard 'complete with cable
and connector. This unique board allows you to turn on and off the high
bit so that you can access additional features in many printers. Easily
upgradeable to a fully intelligent printer board with graphics and text
dumps Use with EPSON: C. ITOH; ANADEX, STAR· WRITER, NEC, OKI
and others with standard Centronics configuration. S139,00

Super Pix
Hiresscreendump software for the Epson, OKI, C Itoh and Nec 8023 Use with Tymac PPC·IOO.
Special S19.95 (Specify Printer)

Mr. Lister - Customer Contact Profiler & Mailer
A Super Mail List Plus more - up to 1000 Entries on single 33 Disk (on'ly I Drive required) - 2
second access time to any name - full sort capabilities - Dual Index Modes - supports new 9
digit Zip. Easy to follow manual - Not Copy Protected - 4 user defined tables with 26 sort
selections per table - Beta tested for 6 months - user defined label generation.
Introductory Price $135. S99,00 Dealer &; Disl Inquiries Invited.

APPLE LINK
A communications system for the Apple" (Requires Hayes Micro Modem). Transmit and receive any
type of file between APPLES', Automatic multi- file transfer, real time clock indicating file transfer
time. Complete error check. Plus conversation mode. Only one package needed for full transfers.
Compatable with all DOS file types. (requires Hayes Micro Modem) S59.00

THE APPLE CARD/ATARI
Two sided 100% plastic 'reference card Loaded with information of interest to all Apple and Atari
owners. S3,98

FOR THE VIe 20 ®

GRA . AND MATTING THEN
CHOOSE THE PERFORMER

for Epson, OKI, NEC 8023, C. ITOH 8510 provides resident HIRES screen
dump and print formatting In firmware. Plugs into Apple slot and easy
access to all printer fonts through menu with PRH command. Use with

printer cards to add intelligence. specify pnnter.

THE MIRROR FIRMWARE FOR NOVATION APPLE CAT II®
The Data Communication Handler ROM Emulates syntax oi an other popular Apple Modem product
with improvements Plugs directly on Apple CAT II Board. Supports Videx and Srnarterm 80 column
cards, touch tone and rotary dial, remote terminal, voice toggle, easy printer access and much more.
Ust $39.00 . Introductory Price

MINI ~OM BOARDS
Place your 2K program on 'our Mini Rom
Board. Room for one 2716 EPROM. Use in any
slot but zero. Only S34,95

DOUBLE DOS Plus
A piggy· back board that plugs into the disk·
controller card so that you canswitch select
between DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3 DOUBLE DOS
Plus requires APPLE DOS ROMS. S39,00

Word Wizard
A user friendly WORD PROCESSOR with fulljcystick control (use of joystick optional). Easy edit and
string manipulation commands that follow the standard VIC 20' format. Full use offunction keys 'for
ease of use.
'Requires at least 8K RAM cartridge. Only S34.95·

Universal Tape Interface & Duplicator
No need to use the VIC 20 Recorder with this device you can easily load, save or even duplicate tapes
easily with your recorder. Full LED indication of Data transfer makes this the most reliable way to
load, Save and .Duplicate. A complete 110 device with extras. Only S49,95

Look out for our NEW exciting cartridge and tape programs, reasonably priced memory boards and
more for the VIC 20 and soon for the VIC 64, Call or write for our catalog of exciting Vic 20 products,

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited.

~ MICRO-VU4RE D15T. INC.
. VISA ~ P,O, BOX 113 POMPTON PLAINS, N.J. 07444

. 201-838-9027
CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model EP-2A-79

EPROM'Programmer
North Star TRS-SO

Apple H-S
5-100 H-S9
55-50 Ohio

SID-Bus Scientific
Atari SWfP
Pet Aim-65

Kim-1 Sym-1

Three years in the field with unsurpassed performance. Software is available for
the EP-2A-79 for most all of the microcomputers including the popular CP/M,
FLEX,HDOS operating systems, Write or call for specific hardware/software inter-
facing. Driver packages available for F·8, 6800, 6809, 8080,8085, Z·80, 1802,
6502 and 2650 based systems. .

115V 50/60 uz .
Personality Modules

.... .$169.00Ep·2A-79

PM·O TMS2708 . ____ __$17,00 PM·5 2716,2758 , $17,00
PM·l 2704,2708 __ 17.00 PM·5E 2816 __________ 35.00
PM·2 2732. 33.00 PM·8 MCM68764 . 35.00
PM·2A 2732A 33.00 PM·9 2764, ____ 35,OQ
PM·3 TMS2716 17.00 SA·64·2 TMS2564 __ 39,00
PM-4 TMS2532. 33.00 SA·64·3 2764 . 39.00

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Phone (S04) 973-54S2.

Blue Wood 127 . .' Earlysville. VA 22936

CIRCLE 232 ON READER SERYICECARD ~-~~~=~~===~~~=~-~CIRCLE 238 ON READER SERVICE CARD .

~~------~------~-,
INVESTMENT
ANALYSIS

New Software
How do you know when to be in Cash? Stocks?

precious Metals? or Other Assets?

INVESTOR'SPATHWAY@>uses our sophisticated total return
analysis to give buy or sell signals and selects individual stocks,
currencies, silver, gold, cash or any other assets from historic prices.
This easy-to-use, menu driven system includes FILE PATHWAY@>
our data ftIedeveloper-and editor program. .
Price with FILE PATHWAY@>,Data Disk and Instructions ... $179

MARKEr PATHWAY@>is an easy-to-use, technical trading discipline
which telIswhen the Dow, NYSE; Gold or any selected index turns
bullish or bearish.
PricewithFILEPATHWAY@>,DataDiskandlnstructions .... $59

Order now and purchase both for ",.",.",. $199,00

Both programs are available for Apple 11+ , 48K RAM,
APPLES OFf, 1 disk drive, DOS 3,3 .

PATHWAY@ SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 2006

Dept. CC302

Traverse City, MI 49685



AlARI TM

800 48K .. $619

400 16K .. $259
410 Recorder .
~10 Disk Drive
825 Printer ..
830 Modem.
850 Interface
481 Entertainer
482 Educator
483 Programmer
484 Communicator.
853 t6K Ram.
The Bookkeeper Kit.

.... $ 15
.$419

. $579
. $t55

... . $165
..... $ 79

$t 19
.. $ 55

.. . $299
.. .$ 75

....... $169

ATARI Software
CX4104 Mailing list
CX404 Word Processor.
CXl4007 Music Composer.
Programming 2 & 3 .
Conversational Languages ..
CX4018 Pilot
CX405 Pilot
CXL4003 Assembler Editor.
CX8126 Microsoft Basic ..
CXL4022 Pac-Man
CX8130 Caverns of Mars.
CXL4020 Centipede
CXL4006 Super Breakout
CXL4008 Space Invaders.
CXL4009 Computer Chess.
CXL4011 Star Raiders ..

..... $ 19
...... $105

.. $ 45
. ... $ 22

The Bookeeper.
Home Filing Manaqer .
Atari Speed Reading.
My First Alphabet.

.s 45
$ 59
.s 99

.. $ 45
... $ 67

$ 33
..$ 29
.s 33
.s 28

.. $ 28
.s 28

.. $ 33

$ 28
. $ 28

.......... $105
.s 36

...... $ 54
. .. $ 26

CXL4012 Missile Command
CXL4013 Asteroids

Business & Utilities
Visicalc. . . . $169
Mail Merge. . . $ 20
Data Perfect. . $ 75
Letter Perfect. . $105
Text Wizard. . . $ 65
Disk Detective. . . $ 20
Datasm 65 2.0 $ 59
File Manager 800 + $ 65
Syn Assembler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 34
~~6.... . $W
Atari World. . $ 39
x-nos .s 59
Micropainter .... $ 23
Color Print . . $ 27
lisp Interpreter. . $ 79
Bishops Square. . .s 20
Graphic Master , $ 27
Graphic Generator . $ 17
Basic Compiler. . $ 65

Programming Techniques
Display lists $ 17
HoriZ/Vert Scroll $ 17
P&ge Flipping. . .. $ 17
Basics of Animation .... $ 17
Player Missile Graphics. . .. $ 24
Sound. . .. $ 17
Data Files. .$ 24

F.or Fast Delivery, sena certified or cashier
checks, mqney orders, or airect bank wire
transfers. P~rsonal' checks aI/ow 2 to 3
weeks to clear, Prtces reflect a cash dis-
count only and are subject to change.
Shipping-Software ($2.OQ Minimum).
H~rdware-(;alJ. Foreign inquiries invited
,-. add 15% /0; shipping. Nevada residents
add sales tax. .

NEW LOWER PRIC~
TOP SELLERS

Atari
Temple of Apshai , . , $ 27
Raster Blaster. . $ 20
Apple Panic. . . , .•......... , . $ 20
Crossfire. . ... $ 20
Threshold ... , . . . . , . $ 27
Mousekattack ...•.•......... $ 23
Krazy Shootout . $ 34
Deadline. . $ 34
Tumble Bugs $ 20
Pool 1.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 23
Crypts ot Terror . . . . $ 23
Richochet $ 15
Empire of the Overmind $ 23
Tanktics .. : , .. .. $ 20
Match Racers , . $ 20
Wiz & Princess. . .. $ 22
Mission: Asteroid $ 17
Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves $ 22
The Shattered Alliance $ 27
Bug Attack: .. $ 20
Canyon Climber , . , . .$ 20
Shooting Arcade , . . $ 20
Pacific Coast Highway. .$ 20
Clowns & Balloons ..... $ 20
Ghost Hunter. . $ 23
Preppie. . , . , . . $ 20

Rear Guard. . $ 17
Lunar Lander $ 17
War ,$ 17
Star Warrior , , . , , $ 27

.. $ 17
... $ 20
.... $ 20

.. $ 20
.... $ 23

.. $ 27
.... $ 27

.s 20
.... $ 20

......... $ 23
Protector ,. . . $ 23
Dodge Racer $ 23
Chicken $ 23
Nautilus. . . $ 23
Alien Hell " $ 15

.... $ 17

.... $ 20
... $ 23
.s 23
.s 15

.. $ 12
..... $ 20

Invasion Orion
Dragon's Eye ...
-Crush, Crumble & Chomp ..
Jawbreaker
Pathfinder
Zork I. .
Zork II
Action Quest ..
Soltporn Adventure.
Deluxe Invaders

Mar Tesoro .
Galactic Chase
Alien Swarm.
Intruder.
Lords of Karma
B·l Nuclear Bomber
Rescue at Rigel

*** SPECIALS OF THE MONTH ***
ELEPHANT DISKS (BOX), , , , , , , . , , . , $ 22
HAYESSMARTMODEM , , $209
MOSAIC 32K RAM , , $ 99
RAMDISK (128K): ,$42~
AMDE:KCOLOR I MONITOR , .. , , ., . , , .$309
PERCOM DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE , , , $639
NEG8023A PRINTER , . , . ,. , . , . , .. , , , $479
BASIC A + .. , .. ,., , , $ 59
FLIP N' SORT DISKETTE BOX. , . , , . ' , ,$ 21
(Holds 50 Diskettes)

FLlP·SORT CARTRIDGE BOX .. , , , . , .. $ 21
(Holds 10 AtartCcmputer Cartridges)

AXIOM GP;100GRAPHICS PRINTER. , ~. , , $299
AXIOM IMP-4 GRAPHICS PRINTER. , , , . , , , , .$499
MOSAIC6~K RAM , , , . , , , $179
BIT 80 COLUMN BOARD , ,., , $289
ALL APX SOFTWARE . , , , 15% TO 20%QFF

Computer Outlet
Park Place - Upper Level

1095 E. Twain - (702) 796-0296
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free800·ti34·6766
We accept Major Credit Cards

Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M,-6 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

NEW
At~ri

Automated Simulations
Upper Reac~es ofApsbai (D, C) , . $ 15
Curse of Ra (D, C) $ 15
King Arthur's Heir (D) . .$ 20
Escape from Vulcan's Isle (D). .$ 20
Crypt of the Undead (D). . $ 20
The Nightmare (D) . . $ 20
Danqer in Drindisti (D, C) .s 15
Armor Assault (D) $ 27
Monster Maze (CT) $ 27
Alien Garden (CT) $ 27
Plattermania (CT) $ 27

Broderbund
David's Midnight Magic (D)
Track Attack (D) .
Star Blazer (D)
Choplifter (D) .
Deadly Secrets (D) .
Stellar Shuttle (D, C) .
Genetic Drift (D, C)
Labyrinth (D, C) .
serpmune (D) .
Sea Fox (D) .

. ... $ 2~
.s 20

.... $ 22
... $ 23

..... $ 23
...... $ 20

.... $ 20
. ..... $ 20

... $ 23

... $ 20

Datasoft
Spell Wizard (D) .
Sands of Egypt (D) .
O'Riley's Mine (D, C) .
Rosen's Brigade (D, C)
Fathoms Forth (D) .

.s 53
. ..... $ 27
..... $ 23

. .. $ 23
. .... $ 23

Gebelli
Doctor Goodcode's Cavern (D) $ 20
Firebird(CT). . $ 34
Embargo (CT) . . $ 34

Innovative [)esign
Pool 400 (CT) . $ 27
Speedway Blast (CT) $ 27

JV Software
Ghost Encounters (D; C) . .s 20

K-Byte
K·razy Kritters (CT) $ 34
K·Star Patrol (CT) . . $ 34
K.Razy Antiks (CT).. .$ 34

L & S Computerware
Crossword Magic (D) $ 34

Lightning Software
Master Type. . .. $ 27

On-Line
Frogger (D) , $ 23
Ulysses and The Golden Fleece (0) .. $ 23
Ultima I (D) $ 27
Ultima II (D). . $ 39

Roklan Corp.
Gorf .' . (D) $27, (CT) $30
Wizard of Wor . . . (D) $27, (CT) $30
Anti Sub Patrol. . .(D) $20, (C) $15

Sentient
Cyborg (D).
Gold Rush (D) .

... $ 23
.s 23

Sirius
Space Eggs (D). . . $ 20
Sneakers.(D) . . $ 20
Cycled (D) . . $ 20
Snake Byte (D) $ 20
Bandits (D) $ 23
Way Out (D) ,. . $ 27
Fast Eddy (CT) . $ 20
Deadly Duck (CT) $ 20
World War I (CT) . . $ 23
Beanie Bopper (CT) . . .. $ 23

Strategic Simulations
Battle of Shiloh (D, C) . . $ 27
Tig-ers ih the Snow (D, C) $ 27
The Cosmic Balance (D) . . .. $ 27

Big Five Software
Miner 204ger(CT) $ 34

Bram Inc.
Attack at EP·CYG·4 (D) $22, (C) $20



NEW
AlAR I

Odeljt. Corporation
Chess (D) ... . $ 45
Checkers (D) . . $ 34
O(jin(D). .. ........•. .. .. s 34

Sp,ctravision
Nexar(CT) .
Cave In (CT) .. :
Number crunch (CT) .
Reaganomics (CT.) .

... $ 24
. $ 27

.... $ 27

.... $ 27

Spinnaker
Snooper Troops .1 (D) ,... ' .
Snooper Troops .2 (D) .
Story Machine (D) .
Face Maker (D).

.$ 30

.$ 30
.. $ ~3
..$ 23

Swifty Software
Haunted Hill . . ... (D)$20,(C)$ 17
Trivia Trek (D) . ' $ 20
Datalink(D) $ 27
snace shuttle (D). . $ 20
Jerry While's Music Lessons (0, C) . .s 20
Swifty Tach Master. ,(D) $20, (C) s t 7

Synapse
, (D) $23, (CT) $ 29

.... (D) $23, (CT) $ 29
,(D) $23, (CT) $ 29

...... (0) $23, (CT) $ 29
Picknick Paranoia ' ,(D) $23, (CT) $ 29
Claim Jumper. . .(0) $23, (CT) $ 25
Acocalypse (0, C) . $ 23
Raptillian (0, C) . .$ 23

Projector II.
Chicken, .
Slime,
Shamus.

Tronix
Kid Grid (D,.C) ,,$ 20

Milliken Pliblishing
Aliencounter (Face Flash (0, C) $ 26
The Jar GamelChaos (0, C). ' $ 26
GulplArrow Graphics (0, C) $ 26
Golf Classlc/Compubar . $ 26
FrenzylFlip Flop (0, C). ' $ 26
Battling' BugSIConcentratiQn (0, C) .s 26

Thorn EMi
Submarine Commander (CT) ,$ 34
Jumbo Jet Pilot (CT) . .. .. $ 34
Soccer (CT) ... $ 34
Kickback (CT) .. $ 34
Darts (C) ... " ..... , . . . . ' , , ,$ 22
snooker arid Billiards (C) ,. . $ 22
Pool (C) . ' .. $ 22
Dominoes and Cribbage (C) $ 22
Humpty Dumpty and Jack and

Jill(C) . .s 22
Hickory Dickory Dock and Baa

Baa Black Sheep (C) . ' , , ,$ 22
British Heritage Jigsaw

Puzzles (C) .. $ 22
European Scene Jigsaw Puzzles (C) . $ 22
Owari and Bull and Cow (C) . ' '.$ 22

Avalon Hill
Andromeda Conquest', ,(D) $16, (C) s 13
GFS Sorceress. .. .. (D) $23, (C) $ 21
VC(D) . . .... $ 1(
Legionnaire (C) . .s 23

Datamost
Pig Pen (D) .

Infocom
... $ 27
.. $ 27

Starcross (D)
lork 111(0) ....

ln-Home Software
The Guardian of Gorm (D) $23, (C) $ 20
Sentinel I . ' .. : (D) $23, (C) $ 20
Basetiall'. . (D) $23, (C) $ 20

NPI LOWER PRICES
IBM

Software
Business & Utilities

Supercalc . . ..... $179
Superwriter .. $239
Desktop Plan 1 . . . $199
VlsitrendlPlot. .. $199
Vjsidex . . .~169
Visicalc. .. ' .. $169
Visifile ...............•.. . .$199
Words tar . . . $279
spsustar . .. . ,. . .$169
The Tax Manager .... $159
Spellguard . . .$179
personal Invester $ 89
The Home Accountant Plus. . . $ 95
Executive Accounting System. . . $499
Real Estate Analyzer II $159
dBase II' $459
tl.M. III. ,$299
Easy Speller. . .. $105
Easy Fi ler . . . $239
Easy Writer II . , . $209
Easy Planner .. ,$159
Peacht"ie GIL .. $329
Peachtree AIR . . $329
Peachtree AlP . $329
Peachtree Inventory .. $329

Entertainment
Frogger. . $23
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece $23
Cyborg $23
Deadline. . $34
lork I. . . .. $27
lork II .... $27
Apple Panic . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . $20
Temple of Apshai . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..' $27
Upper Reaches of Apshai . .. . $15
Jabbertalky , .. , $20
Curse of Ra $15
The Warp Factor $27
Call to Arms. ,$20
Snooper Troops .1 $29
snooper Troops #2 $29
story Machine ,.$23
Face Maker . , , , , . ' $23
Pig Pen .................•........ $20
Space Strike. . $20
Lost Colony' . , $20
Galaxy ' $17
Midway Campaign .. $15
Computer Stocks and Bonds, .... $17
Voyager. . .$17
Draw Poker. . ..... $15

APPLE
SPECIALS

BusineSS
Screenwriter II : . . . ... $ 89
Visicalc 3.3. . . . . . . .. $179
The Word Handler. . $129
Magic Window. .. . .$ 65
Magic Mailer . $ 45
Magic Words . . $ 45
Real Estate Analyzer II $125
Supeicalc....... . . .. $179
PFS: Repor!(New) . . . . . .. . . ,$ 65
PFS: . , $ 89
PFS: Graph. .$ 89
The General Manager, $ 97
D.B. Master ..... ',....... ' .. $159
Pascal 'Programmer $ 89
Pie Writer :' $ 95
Wordstar. . $219
Datafax: . $129
Datalink . . .. $ 65
The Home Accountant ' $ 52
Payroll Manager: $199
The Basic Compiler $ '69
Pie WriterlMulti 80 column $105'
Pro·EasywriierlMail Combo. . $209
Executive Briefing System, $139
The Sensible Speller. ' . $ 89

Peripherals
Micromodem II. . $ 269
Novation Apple-Cat II Modem $ 319
The Joyport $ 53
The Grappler Plus. . . ,$ 129
Garrie Paddles. ,$ 28
Ramplus·32K ,.... ...$ 159
Card Reader. . ,$1219
The Clock ' $ 229
Rana Elite One Disk Drive, ,$ 359
System Saver , , . . , $ 65
NEC3510 Printer. . .. $1699
NEC 12" Green Screen Monitor $ 169
Microline84 Printer , $108g
Amdek Color II Monitor. , , . ' . $ 699
Versa Writer Graphics Tablet $ 209
Ramcard. . $ 139
Soft card . . .. $ 249

Entertainment
Bez-wars ..... $ 19
Bez-Man . . .. $ 15
Baseball , ' $20
Ali Baba & The Forty Thieves $ '22
Fly Wars $ 20
Kabul Spy. . . $ 23
The Gauntlet .............•.•.... $ 24
Sea Fox. . ,$ 20
The Queen of Phobos . . $ 23
Zero Gravity Pinball. . $ 20
Amoeba Man . . .. $ 24
Marauder. . $ 24
Knight of Diamonds .' .$ 24
Cytron Masters ... , , , . , . . . . .. . .. $ 27
Star Blazer, . , ,$ 22
Swashbuckler , $ 23
Twerps '. . $ 20
Minotaur. . . $ 23
Lemmings . $ 20
Bandits. .. $ 23
Dueling Digits $ 20
Cycled .. .. $ 20
Frogger ' $ 23
Choplifter. . , $ 23
Serpentine. . $ 23
David's Midnight Magic $ 23
Escape (A2·SG 1) '.......... .. . $ 22
Congo. .. .. ,$ 23
Goldrush ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 23
Pig Pen. " $ 20
Oannonbalt Blitz $ 23
Threshold. . . $ 27
Time lone $ 65
Ulysses & The Golden Fleece $ 23
Gorgon. .s 27
Ceiling lero . . . $ 20
Raster Blaster. . $ 20
Pandora's Box. . . . . . . . . • . . $ 20
Guadacanal . . $ 39
Juggles Rainbow. . $ 30
Bumble Games ............•..... $ 39
Gertrude's Secrets ..... $ 49
Snooper Troops,#l .. $ 30
Snooper Troops #2 $ 30
Story Mac~ine . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 23
Face Maker . $ 23

*** SPECIALS OFTHE MONTH ***
SLAGH 24K MEMQRY BOARD - VIC 20 $ 145
VERBATIM DISKS(BOX) : $ 27
HAYESSMARTMODEM 1200 $ 519
WICQ TRACKBALL $ 49
WICO JOYSTICK. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 43
WICO JOYSTICK DELUXE '.' $ 26
WICO FAMOUS RED BALL JOYSTICK $ 24
CAR.oCO6 SkOT EXPANSION MOTHER BOARD $ 79
CARDCO 3SLOT EXPANSiON MOTHER BOARD $ 39
CARDRITEFI LIGHT PEN (VIC 20) $ '29
POINTMASTER JOYSTICK $ 15
USI AMB~R MONITOR (12") $ 169
KIDS AND THE ViC (BOOK) $ 18
KIDS AND THE ATARI(BOOK) $ 18

.S 20

Computer Outlet
Park Place - Upper Level

1095 E. Twain ~ (702) 796-0296
Las Vegas, Nevada 8~109

Gall Toll Free 800u834·87~6
We accept Major Credit Cards

. Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 'p, M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
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Welcome to the "Outpost," fellow
Atarians. I trust your power lights are
on, and you are ready for another excur-
sion into the realm of the Atari Personal
computer-s-a machine with as many
possibilities as your imagination can pro-
vide. We shall examine just a few of
those possibilities here.
.First, a quick word to all who have

been in touch, as well as those who are
thinking about it: keep those cards and
letters coming in! I have very much
enjoyed hearing from you, and am
attempting to aim the content of this col-
umn to answer your questions, and cater
to your interests. The only way I can
effectively continue this policy is if I
hear from you. So let me now what ma-
terial you would like to see, and I will do
my best. Okay?

Let's get right on to the matters at
hand, beginning with program title card
generation for your many programming
treasures.

John Anderson

Compute! over the past two years. The
routine that follows has some new fea-
tures, and' allows you to create your
own, customized displays with a mini-
mum of fuss.

If you are short on memory for a' spe-
cific application, or don't have a disk
drive, you might not want to commit
many lines of Basic to the likes of this
routine. However if you have a disk, the
program can run as a separate file,
invoking your main program file as its fi-
nal act. It takes about 50 sectors on disk,
and is well worth every bit of that space.

The routine appears in Listing 1. I
have left the code relatively free of REM
statements to conserve memory. If typed
in exactly as shown, the program will
display the letters A through U on the
screen, cycle through the rainbow and
text window displays, and then start all
over. In order to display letters V
through Z, change line 120 to RESTORE
862. This will at least give you a view of
all the letters in the font, so you can en-
sure that the program has been entered
correctly. The only reason the alphabet
has been split in this manner is because
the screen is capable of displaying only
three rows of seven characters at one
time.

The program breaks down as follows:
Line 10 initializes, while POKE state-

ments suppress the cursor and move the
margins out to 40 columns. It also in-
vokes two subroutines: the first reads
machine language data into a string
which will then execute the rainbow seg-
ment from a USR call in line 30. The sec-
ond subroutine reads data which define
the placement and choice of characters.

Lines 50 through 70 constitute the
secondary message, which will appear in

Super Text Mode
After a program is written and de-

bugged, it should be cleaned and pol-
ished. When you think of all the work
you did to get it working, the least you
can do is mount it well-and that entails
making it look and run right.

The first display a program generates
is supremely important, as it sets the
tone for all that is to follow. If you have
been wanting a professional quality title
card to distinguish your programs, here
is a routine that will fill the bill. It can be
tailored to display your message in a
large, custom font, and then to cycle
through a veritable rainbow of color.
From there, another message can flash
into the text window. After the title card
has cycled fully, the rest of your pro-
gram will execute.

Programs that plot and fill character
sets into a non-text mode (in this case
graphics 7) have appeared in Byte, and

the text window. There is no reason why
this font, which is in' graphics 0, could
not be modified, perhaps along the lines
of the program that appeared in the
"Outpost" last month. .

Line 80 creates a pregnant pause, then
starts the whole procedure over again.
Before it does so, however, it POKES the
attract mode into operation. You mayor
may not like the effect this creates, but
the command shows that color back-
ground capability is there. This is also
the line from which the rest of another
program would take off.

Lines 130 through 230 are really the
heart of the program, and exemplify a
powerful and efficient manner of reading
plotting (as well as other) information
from an upcoming series of DATA state-
ments. This handsome approach has ap-
peared in Compute!, though I have
improved upon it here.

Briefly, the following happens when
reading DATA statements: if preceded by
a P, upcoming data pertains to plotting.
Read the numbers, PLOT and DRA WTO
as necessary.

If preceded by an R, the following
data will indicate where the plot should
begin (always at the 0,0 point of any let-
ter). These numbers always occur at the
outset of a letter plot, and must be
manipulated by the user in order to en-
sure correct placement. The font is
"proportionally spaced"; for example,
an I is narrower than an M, and care
must be taken to layout words so that
spacing between letters is pleasing.
Shades of art direction! The first number
is the vertical coordinate, the second the
horizontal. And remember, the Atari
does not use the Cartesian coordinate
system, but rather places 0,0 at the
upper left-hand corner.

If preceded by an S, the data pertain
to sound statements. Thus the user can
create a tone for each letter, building
into and moving between chords, if so
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A unique experience for those .
SPITFIRE SIMULATOR ...

love a challenge ...

Fly a 360 mph Spitfire fighter • Pursue and attack 3-D target
aircraft • Eight target types (Me 109, Fw 190, etc.) •Scores

. for targets hit and successful mission cornpleflori
•Aerobatic (loops, rolls, .

• AIRSIM-I pilots:.SPITFIRE .
use.AIRSIM-
~11~~:!0t'¥

•-.... .1'1,:5:4 ....

$40.00

Mass. residents
add 5% sales tax.
Overseas shipping
add $3.00. For
Apple II or II+ with t.
48 K RAM Applesoft RONi1:'
or equivalent One disk.
Game paddles or joysticK,

See your dealer o~
contact us diredlV

TR5-eO TR5-eO

·WE.HAVE:
FLEXPLUS is a powerful. ~asy-to·use disk operetinq system. Spectral Associates has adapted * SUPER BASIC GAMES
TSC's FLEX to the best DOS completely compatible with RadioShack software for use on the CC POKER
Color Computer. Eliminate "the need for Radio Shack' 5 TRS OOS . use FLEXPlUS with
EditorrAssembler and have the options of a fullranqe of utilities. FLEXPl(JS works on the 32K ~~~EER p~~~/I\AND
Radio Shack disk system with 64K "memory chips with a High Resolution multi-screen format that ALCATRAZ II
supports a 24 line by 51 character display! Also included are special enhancements to Radio SUB HUNT
Shack' 5 Disk system when you are running FLEX with single or double sided, single or double BA TTLE FLEET
density, 35. 40 and 80 track drives. PIRATE AHOY

1< BOOKS
1< GEOGRAPHY PAK

A..EXPLUS DOS 16K MACHINE LANOOAGE GAMES

• GHOST GOBBLER
• DEFENSE
For Missile Command enthusiasts.

• SPACE WAR .$21.95
• GALAX ATTAX $21.95

• PLANET DEFENSE $21.95
like the arcade version of .DEFENDER.

Advantages of FLEX PLUS are:
• Best price anywhere
• Easy start-up-just type "RUN FLEX +"
• Allows you to save RS compatible disk files from FLEXPLUS
• All FLEX compatible software will run including INTERRUPT

DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS NEEDED
• Warranty will not be voided-no need to open computer
• Wide range of available software
• Requires Supercharger board
• $149.95 for FLEXPLUS. Editor/Assembler and Supercharger

SAVE SAVE SAVE
FLEXPLUS DOS is a great value for only $149.95. FLEXPLUS DOS
includes:

FLEXPLUS.
SUPERCHARGER.
EDITOR/ ASSEMBLER

MEMORY EXPANSION
', f XTfND MfMORY

FROM 16K 10 32K
• IOO~. Compatible With
Fxtended Basic

• No Soldering Or Modification
• Fits Inside Computer

• $79.95

SPECIAL

• CROID $12.95
Carry on an intelligent conversation with the computer with this
version of the ELIZA artificial intelligence program.

10,,"0 discount
on any 3 games
over $50.

• CC THELLO $ I4.95
Super arcade quality OTHELLO game.

• KEYS OF THE WIZARD $19.95
Best new adventure (lame! Over 200 rooms filled with
creatures. tricks. treasures and magic spells. Cassette save
feature built-in.

• COLOR OUT $9.95
Like Breakout. you must knock out six layers of blocks using
your paddle to prevent missiles from escaping. Joysticks
optional.

.... $99.99
39.95
59.95

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
143 HARVARD AVE.

TOLL FREE Tacoma. Washington 9~66
. WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

ORDERS ONLY ADD 3., FOR SHIPPING s 1.00 minimum
Allow 2·3 wks. for delivery

800-426-1830 (206) 565-8483

You get this $199.89 value for only $149.95!
S(JPERCHARGER - Allow machine language access
to all 64K RAM in a Series E PC board.
No hardware mods. $39.95
DISK BASED EDITOR/ASSEMBLER· MACROS.
CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY· will work with Super-

r. $49.95



Outpost: Atari, centlnued.v.

desired, by cycling voices. The first
number indicates which voice to use, the
second what pitch. I worked exclusively
with pure tone (10). By altering the
distortion value in line 160, you can
experiment with sound effects.

The next data identifier may seem a
bit mysterious, as it is not used in the
denionstration version of the program. It
is a dummy identifier, placed there only
for possible use as a time delay. As cer-
tain letters require fewer steps to draw
than others (I as opposed to S, for exam-
ple, they will plot much more quickly.
By padding the DATA statements for the
letter I with D's, you would be able to
even out its plot time, to create a truly
professional-looking display.

If preceded by a letter F, the numbers
indicate a following fill statement. These
ensure that the insides of each character
will be delineated from the outside, so
that the rainbow can then well up from
within. And if the word END is en-
countered, the job of this section of code
is terminated:

What follows are the somewhat
lengthy DATA statements themseives.
"Why the jump from line number 230 to
6507" the more observant Atarians out
there may ask. -w-n, for a good rea-
son," I respond. The line numbers that
initiate each letter correspond exactly to
their ATASCI code times 10.

An observant but somewhat slower
subgroup might ask as a follow-up, "so
what?" w-n I'm glad you asked that
question. In a subsequent version of this
program, (which I haven't yet written
because I am hoping one of you will do
it for me), the user will be able to input
an entire message into a character string,
and through the use of techniques out-
lined in the December "Outpost," the
program will then modify itself into the
specific message, deleting all extraneous
material. .
. A hint at a possible approach: 1) find

out what letter the user wants, 2) LIST
CHR$ (user's letter) *10+2, give it a new
line number (how about that gap be-
tween lines 230 and 650), then re-enter
the line. Do this for + 4, + 6, and + 8,
and you will have the entire letter re-
entered. Preset R (origin) and S (sound)
values that the user can fiddle with later.
There will be plenty of time for that,
what with the time saved not having to
edit the whole thing by hand. Then have
the program automatically delete lines
650 through 904 completely. Voila, a
custom title card, in minimal memory.

I'll go so far as to spice the deal-the
first group of programmers to meet this
challenge with a running, self-modifying
title card generator, will get a shot at
reviewing new Atari software for
Creative-software we will supply and

Listing 1.
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TRs.aoMoDEL III .

$1950 $819
48-K 26-1066 16-K26-1062

TRs.ao COLOR $309 $425 $525
. 16·K· 26·3004 16-K 26-3002 32-K 26-3003

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES 0 - $475 1·2·3 - $315

WE ALSO CARRY EPSON AND OKIDATA PRINTERS,
XEROX 820 AND ALTOS COMPUTERS.
NO OUT·OF·STATE TAXES. T.M. TANDY CORP.
sold with the manufacturers limited warranty. Copies of such war-
ranty may be obtained for review from Perry Oil and Gas Co.

WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS,
CASHIERS CHECKS

AND MONEY ORDERS.

LEARN VISICALCN
THEEAS'fWAY

USING OUR'
TEIVIPLAT~S

First load Visicalc, then load the Template
diskette and key in the numbers. You will
enjoy the power of Visicalc instantlyf

ATR8000: THE DOUBLE DENSITY DISK
INTERFACE FOR THEATARI® 800/400

The ATR8000 disk interface converts the ATARI
800/400 into a double density business machine
... at an affordable price. The ATR8000:
• Comes with 16K RAM for disk and printer buffer
memory. A 64K upgrade is available.

• Operates with standard 5114" or 8" drives.
• Has a Z80 4MHz controller.
• Gives dual processor flexibility: Z80 or 650~.
• Comes standard with a serial or parallel port.
• Is software compatible with existing ATARI
software.

• With the addition of OSA+ Version 4, the
ATR8000 is a double density system that
doubles disk storage capacity.

• Is CP/M compatible (with the 64K upgrade).
PRICING: ATR800b $499.95 5',4" disk drive $399.95

64Kupgrade -Call- 5',4" drive cable $ 35.00
OSA+ Ver. 4 $ 49.95 8" drive cable -Call-

Parallel or serial printer cable $29.00
CONTACT:

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS. INC.
2500 E. Randol Mill Rd:
Suite 125
Arlington, TX 76011
(817) 469-1181

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital
Research. Inc. .
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DOYOUR:
ESTIMATING In CONSTRUCTION Job Cost $49.95

The Building Site' Preliminary Costs· Site. Ciearing Excavation, & Fill' Footings .'
Foundation' Floor System' Super Structure· Roofing' Electncal, Plumbing, Heating & Air
Conditioning' Brickwork' Energy Saving Materials '. Inte(ior Wall & ceiling Finish'
Exterior Trim' Concrete Floors, Walks, & terrace- Intenor Tnm •Paintmg, Floor Covenng
& Appliances' Gutters, Onsite Improvements & Misc .• Overhead Contingency'& Profit.** *ANALYSIS in FINANCE $49.95
Break·Even Analysis -casn Budget •Pro·Forma P & L •Pre-Forma Balance Sheet * Ratio
Analysis' Depreciation Tables (5) " Net Present Values.* * *PROJECTIONS in REAL ESTATE $49.95
NIREB Forms: CID B - Property Analysis· CID C - Comparative Investment Analysis'
CID 0 - Individual Tax Analysis· CIDG - Excess Depreciation' Net Proceeds, CID I·A
- lnternalPate of Return. * * *BUDGETS for the HOME $29.95
Personal Budget· Shopping List· Mortgage & Loan' Indiviqual Retirement Account· IRS
Schedule A. * * *Future Templates - Retailing' Energy Audit· Engineering • Statistics • Multi·Level
Marketing. Customize Templates $30., * * *
Specify which one: Apple II • TRS·80 I, II, III • IBM PC ' Atari 400, 800 ' Commodore. * * *
ORDERS ONLY. . , (800) 5.25·9391 EXT. 533
INQUiRIES , , , , , . , .. : : .. (714) 338·5075
COO..,;,· Cashiers Check or Money Order Only. Prepaid - Personal Check O.K.
UPS - Add $2.50 shipping or handling, street address required. Calif. - add
6,50/0 sales ·tax. .. .

SOFTWARE MODELS
"The Template People"

P.O. Box 1029 • Crestline, CA 92325
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Color Comj,
~f"'"

~',""",,_.A>/. ~..,

Are you tired of searching the rarest
rnaqazine for articles about your
new Color Computer? When was
the last time you saw a great sound-
ing proqrarn fisting only to discover
thai it's for the Model I and it's too
complex to translate?' Do you feel
that you are all alone In a sea 01
Z-BO·s? On Ilndlng an ad for a Color

Computer program did you mail
your hard earned c.ash only to
receive a turkey because the
magazine the ad appeared in
doesn't review Color Computer
Software? If you have any ~)f these
symptoms you're suffering trorn
Color Computer BlueS!

But take heart there is a curet

It's CQLOR COMPUTER NEWS,
The monthly magazine for Color Computer owners and only Color Computer
owners. CCN contains the full range 'of essential elements for relief of CC
Blues. Ingredients include: comments 10 the ROMS. games. program listings,
product reviews. and general interest articles on such goodies as games.
personal nnances. a Kid's page and other subjects.
The price for 12 monthly treatments IS only $21.00 and IS available from:

REMarkahle Software
P.O. Box t 192

Muskegon, MI 4!!443

NAME _

ADDRESS' _

CITY ~-----------Stat"--- Zip _

Allow 8·10 weeks lor 1S1 Issue.
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. Outpost: Atari, continued ...
you can keep. How is that for an offer a
hacker can't refuse?

Disk Utilitjes
Want to learn more about how your

disk drives work? Need a way to retrieve
data from crashed disks? Want to look
at and alter disk information sector by
sector? Interested in backing up your
disks? If your answer' to any of these
questions is yes, you are a candidate for
a disk utility package.

Every time I have been about ready to
write something on disk utilities, an-
other package makes makes its appear-
ance. The latest I have had a chance to
become acquainted with is Diskey from
Adventure International. This packs the
most features I have yet seen in a disk
utility, and is accompanied by a rare bo-
nus: sparkling, well-written documenta-
tion by the software author himself. The
tutorial value of the manual alone makes
the package worthwhile.
. But just wait until you see the soft-
ware. Disk maps are presented simulta-
neously in hexadecimal and ASCII
format. The software allows for
sector-by-sector data examination and
alteration. It provides tools by which to
salvage damaged disks. It provides func-
tions to compare, copy, reformat,
search, create disk files from tape
autoboot files, erase (write zeros), dis-
able verify, calibrate drive speed, and
manipulate disk directories as well as
DOS files.

Another unique function of Diskey is
its ability to flag "dead" disk sectors.
This is a capability previously unavail-
able in any disk utility I have seen.
Though the potential for misuse is there,
author Sparky Starks stops short of
spelling out a means to write bad sec-
tors. He states strongly in the manual
foreword his equation of software pirates
with common thieves.'

As a learning tool, Diskey is super-
lative. The documentation and software
work in tandem to provide the most
solid disk tutorial you can find any-
where. And,hard as it may seem to
imagine, even the driest stuff is' pre-
sented in a fresh, almost breezy manner.

Diskey is more than a professional
utility: it is obviously a labor of love:
There are many more features in the
software than would have peen nec-
essary to create' a salable package. For
over 50 reasons (the product has over 50
separate commands), Diskey very
quickly attained a pre-eminent position
in my utilities box. How about an assem-
bly language tutorial, Mr. Starks?

Obviously, you must have a disk drive
to run the package; in addition, you
must have at least 32K and Atari Basic.
The . system is optimally configured,

&6Z ~ATA R,0,66~S,~~13
664 ~AT~ P,2,JFZ~~~~4,L~~~~1$.3pL~~L7~
1~~2A,1~p2~~17~25~15,2S,1~P,6.7~F,6,1L
;F,8,13.Ff13,~~~F,20,~L~ZO~7,~,7 .
636 ~~T~ P~2S~~,Ff%~1. '
6"'0 REI\1:1I1'E811- ~.;..-:---.----,....---,--- --'-.- ••.--,-~---

6~Z ~AT~ R,O~$3,S~O~L5
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5~1.6~1S,J6,7,1~F7,1~~1,,25~1'~25~~.F,.2,A '. .
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7J2: [lo"iTIAi It, 01 I' 1,~2:~So, :2:1 23: .
7L4 ~AT~ P,2~7~tll1T~4,L~~~,1$~8,~~.3,~
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"Because the jobs you can't get with a degree in Computer Science pay a lot more
than the jobs that you can't get with a degree in Psychology, ". . .
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A unique experience for those who love a challenge ...
SPITFIRE SIMULATOR ...
Fly a 360 mph Spitfire fighter • Pursue and .attack 3-D

aircraft • Eight target tvpes (Me 109, Fw190, etc.) • scores ..·•
for targets hit and successful mission ,..,...rnr"\,,,,,,·

•Aerobatic (loops
• AI~SIM-' pilots

-

THIS TAX PROGRAM WILL
NOT ONLY SAVE YOU TIME,

IT WILL' SAVEYOU MONEY.

For your Apple™ II, Apple 11+,
Apple lIe, Apple III, IBM rc=,
TRS-80™, and your Visicalc™,
With The Iax-Iemplates'" you don't have
to spend an arm and a leg to hopefully
save a couple of bucks. For just $89.95
you get instructions and templates for
your 1040, Schedules A, B, C, D, E, G,
SE, ES, W, and Investment Tax Credits,
Energy Credits, Child Care Credits and
much, much more.
It's current and it's good. The Tax-
Templates'" author Barry D. Bayer is
also the noted author of the monthly
column Visulating in Desktop
Computing and has written many

articles for TheApple Orchard,
Info World, Creative Computing and
Microcomputing.
It will organize, categorize and calculate
your taxes the way many CPASdo.
And just in case you want to nitpick a
fine point in an IRS ruling, that low
$89.95 includes the 1982 edition of
J.K. Lasser's 328-page book, Your
Income Taxes.

All you need is your computer, a
VisiCalc™ program and the simple
desire to keep your taxes and tax
preparation time to a minimum.
Please don't wait until April 14 to order.

0'\N\10
OMEGA M1CROWARE, IHe.

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 648-4844

MasterCard and Visa holders order
toll-free 1-800-8J5-2246

Dealer inquiries invited. Purchase ofthis program may be considered a tax preparation related expense. Apple isa registered trademark of AppleComputer, rnc.IBM PC isa registered
trademark of IBM Corp., TRS-SO is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, VisiCalc is a registered trademark ofVisiCorp, Inc., The Tax-Templates and Omega MicroWare are trademarks of Omega Microware, Inc.

© 1982 Omega MicroWare, Inc.
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Outpost: Atari, continued ...
however; with a 48K system, two drives,
and an 80-column printer like the Atari
825.

The package lists for $49.95. For
more information, contact Adventure
International, Box 3435, Longwood FI.,
32750. (305) 830-8194.

Poking Around
This part of the column was initiated

as an attempt to respond to the many
questions we have received at the maga-
zine concerning Atari memory map
locations, and ways of "tweaking" them.

I have at least three letters from Atari
Basic hobbyists, all asking the same
question: how can Basic programs be
made unlistable? First of all, let me go
on record as one of the category of folks
who believe in keeping things listable
wherever and whenever it is feasible to
do so. The problem of code theft is not
nearly as acute in Basic as it is in ma-
chine language, nor is that diehard pi-
rate going to be deterred by the mere
fact that a program is unlistable in its
usual environment, My feeling is, in the
spirit of enlightenment, if other people
stand to learn something from a bit of
my code, more power to them.

That disclaimer having been duly
filed, let's look at the only tried, true,
and simple method I have seen to help
protect your precious Basic files from
prying eyes.

Most approaches I have seen to
rendering Basic programs unlistable are
unsatisfactory. Last month I noted the
memory locations you can alter to dis-
able the BREAK key. (A quick aside-
a couple of folks wrote in telling me they
experienced problems disabling BREAK.
The POKE commands must be reasserted
often. For instance, POKE again after ev-
ery graphics mode command. If you put
enough sets of them in your program or
stick them right places in the main
loops, you will effectively disable the
key.)

I have not found a way to disable the
RESET key, but with the command POKE
580,1 you can make the key into a
"true" reset: that is, pressing the key will
initiate a cold start, as if the system has
been powered down and up again. This
will flush any resident program from
memory. To return to the normal RESET
mode, POKE 581, 1.

The trouble with merely disabling
these keys is that the program can still
be listed before it is ever run. Still an-
other approach I have seen converts pro-
gram listings into control characters or
variables into carriage returns. Likewise,
the fixes do not become operative until
the programs are run. If the user asks for
a LIST directly after loading, a full listing
will be obtained.

782 &~TA R~25,~32~S~A~63
734 DATA Pr~.L~2~7,3~L3r2fLl,2~L~,2S,1
~,25,L3rF~L~~L3~F~L~r7~25,7r~,2S.L~~,2IL~Z,7~~,L3~F~%~~37-'iOR.EH U1l):DI-.---.--.---.-.-.---.--.---'-----.-- ..-
7~2 DATA RfSO,e~S~Z~7~
"7-" 4. I) A T'A fPI' 2: , "7~2: , .13~4. I .16 , 6 , J. i8i , 8 p .1,",.1,!,
£'p2J.L8.23,~6,2:5,L~~P,8,7,6,'.F~6,~L,F,8,1~,F,1~,J~,F,2L,L~~2~.',L'.7p3,77'6 DATA fP.Z5,L~,25,7,Fr23,4~F.2~.Z,F,
1".1,F,a~1.F,6,2rf,4,4,F,2t7
8010 1R:EI1 l~p,.I----,---'--'---'--'--'---'---.--.---
802 ~~TA R~50,22,S,~~368~4 ~ATA PrZ~1,2,~3,4,.1&,6o,.13,8,.19,L~~
L~r15,.l8,.17,.16~L'~L3,~~6~',f.6rJL,Fr7.L2pF,8,.1I,F,~~,L3.L3~7
8~6 ~A~A $~7p7,8,6,'~P.L'.13~L~_7~25,7
" 2,5 , 1. .' If I' 2: ~Jl.81,0lR,EI1 ~IIIJll._,---,-----'-.-,-.-------.-----,--,,-

822 OATA ~pSO~~6~1~1pL03
8%4 DAT~ Pr2,L,2,~3J4,J6,6.13,8~1~,~O,
Jl.~pL2pL7~13,1.SI~S,L7.L?1~,25,J',25.LS
81:6D-Al"A,P" 15, ,,7' p r,6, .1.IL, f~, <3,;1,3,F ,,10,,1,.1, F
I 1,0,7"6· I' j1
823 &~TA P~25,13,F.22,~3#~,L~,Jl.a,F,Jl.~p~,~3,7,2Sp7,2S,1,F,2rL
83:0 R;EH 111'5.•1---.-,-------,---,-----,-..----,---,

832 DATA R.SO~$8,S~Z.lA5
~~l4 Il>AT'A, P' I' 2:~'(',1:, J3, 4.,1.60,6,1.3,3», J,,,,3, J
~:~,~1~~·6.'.~,7,.10,~,~O~A~,.12.16t14,1
836 ~AT~ 1~,J',2L,L$,Z~fL6,ZS,JI12S,?,
~i!;,7,J',~IF~1~,J~,F,j7,~3,f,lS,LIIFI
838 ~AT~ Pr2S.L3.Ff1S,?pF,23~4,F,2L,~,F,J~,L,Fr17,lp17t7~P,L5p',~,.14p7f J2
4rF.I0r2pFI3,~,Fr~.2,f,4,4pF~2,7" ,840,R~EH "T'II--,-.-,-.--'--,-----,---,--,---.--,---,
842 D~T4 R,S~.LJO,S,~,J28
844 ~~TA P,~,L,2~1~,8.1~,8pL3,25,~~,251"7,f,8,7~3,L,F,2~1
is50. R~E" •au··-.- - -.- -"-,- -.- --. - ._.-- -.- -- -- - -'- --,
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Electronic news ... stock market
updates direct to home or office ...
published articles government
and industry reports electronic
mail ... there's hardly anything going
on, anywhere in the world, that can't
be captured by giant computers,
ready to be examined at the touch of
a button. But until recently, these vast
resources were available only to a
select few: those having access to the
largest computers and the skill to
use them.

Suddenly, that's all changed. Now
the information of the world is availa-
ble to anyone who can tap out a few
words on a keyboard. The reason: an
extraordinary piece of portable equip-
ment that weighs less than six pounds,
takes no special training to operate,
and gives you instant access to the
world's major information and commu-
nication services.
The RCA VP3501 Videotex Terminal.

With the VP3501 , you don't need a
personal computer. If you have a tele-
phone and a TV set, you have every-
thing you need to get in touch with the
incredible range of services at Compu-
Serve, The Source, the Dow Jones
News/Retrieval Service and others.
The world 'of videotex.

A subscription to such services
gives you ready access to literally thou-

Stay intouch
,with the world
anywhere you go.
Plug into the largest information
banks ever compiled, with the inex-
pensive and easy-to-use ReA Videotex
Terminal.

sands of "menu" selections covering
subjects of vital interest.

• Read electronic editions of impor-
tant newspapers and magazines,
right on your TV screen national
and international news weather,
sports ... direct from the newswires.

• Research almost any subject in
depth ... with published articles ...
government and industry reports
... other authoritative sources.

• Keep up with the world of finance
... latest stock market prices ...
commodity reports ... market
and business commentaries ...
detailed information on thousands
of publicly held companies.

• Send and receive electronic mail
with other subscribers nationwide,
including private person-to-person
communication at less cost than a
long distance phone call.

• Bank and shop at home ... choose
from thousands of electronically
catalogued items ... made availa-
ble at discounted prices.

• Enjoy a wide selection of home serv-
ices, including dozens of challeng-
ing games to test yourfamily's playing
skills.

write and run your own programs on
host computers. In addition to the
built-in direct connect modem and RF
modulator, the VP3501 has 58-key
alphanumeric and 16-key calculator
keypads ... resident and user-defina-
ble character sets. Color-locking cir-
cuitry provides sharp graphics ...
and there are programmable tones
from a white noise generator.
Order now: only $399.

We know of no comparable videotex
data terminal available today at this
low price. The VP3501 terminal
comes with basic cables and connec-
tions for your TV set and telephone
(with certain phones, the optional
RCA acoustical coupler may be neces-
sary), and the illustrated User's Guide
with comprehensive instructions.
Order now and you'll also get a free
hourofconnecttimefromCompuServe,
The Source and the Dow Jones News/
Retrieval Service. Try the VP3501 for
just 10 days. If not completely satis-
fied, you can return it to RCA for a
full refund.
Call toll-free: 800-233-0094.

In Pennsylvania, call collect to 717-
393-0046. Visa and MasterCard
orders are accepted by phone or mail
your order direct to RCA Microcom-
puter Products, Dept., CC-283, Cus-
tomer Service, New Holland Avenue,
Lancaster, PA 17604. Be sure to
include name and shipping address,
telephone, and payment: $399.00
each, plus $3.00 each shipping, plus
applicable state and local taxes. Send
check or money order payable to RCA
Corporation. Prices and specifica-
tions subject to change without notice.

Quick and easy start-up.
The VP3501 is as easy to use as a

video game. Just follow the easy-to-
understand instructions you get in the
User's Guide. Connect the VP3501
to your phone and TV set, turn it on,
touch a few keys, and you're in direct
contact with a whole new world of
information.
Other VP3501 applications.

The VP3501 may also allow you to
communicate with your company or
school computer, in addition to the
many subscription services available.
There are expansion interfaces for a
printer and cassette recorder. These
features can provide you with hard
copy and a full cassette of down-
loaded information for review off-line,
at your convenience. You can even
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Outpost: Atari, continued ...

How then, to protect a program be-
fore it can be listed? The answer lies in
the creation of a "RUN only" file. This
type of file can not be LOADed or EN-
TERed, nor can it ever be LISTed. It exe-
cutes perfectly in every other respect,
but can only be invoked with the com-
mand RUN"D:FILENAME", (or RUN
"C:" if you are using a cassette-based
system). In order to create such a file,
append the following line:

POKE PEEK (138)+256*PEEK
(139)+2,O:SAVE' 'D:FILE-
NAME' , : NEW

It does not matter if the line is at any
time executed by the main program; the
code therefore remains unaffected in any
way. It is imperative, however, that the
line be the chronologically last line of
code. When you are ready to protect a
program (that is, do not intend to alter it
any further), type this line with a higher
line number than any other in the pro-
gram, choose a filename, than GOTOthe
line. Listing 2 is a working example.

That is all there is to the technique:
"RUN only" files can be simply gen-
erated to disk or tape. Attempts to do
anything other than RUNwill result in a
nasty case of system lock-up. And yes,·
even autorun files can be protected in
this manner.

Scuttiebytes
Well, we have finally managed to con-

firm the existence of the Atari 600, and
have heard that at least two Atari plants
are currently tooling up to produce
them. The 600, as its model number im-
plies, will fill the gap between the Atari
400 and 800., It was rumored that the
machine would be unveiled at the Win-
ter CES in Las Vegas. It will sport 48K
standard, and a full-stroke keyboard.
Owners of 400s and 8005 need harbor no
fears of obsolescence: the 600 will be
completely compatible with its
predecessors.

Many Atari types are awaiting with
curiosity the final verdict on the Com-
modore 64, which features graphics,
sound, and gaming capilities very much
akin to those of Atari computers. Atari
has, in the meantime, added to its busy
legal docket a suit against Commodore,
concerning the design implementation of
Commodore joysticks, which are for use
with the VIC-20 and all latest generation
machines. It seems the sticks are not
only Atari-compatible, but nearly identi-
cal in many respects.

Atari, which patented its stick when
the VCS was first introduced in 1977
and improved the design several times
since, claims patent infringement. The

8~2 ~AT~ Rp35fZ5fSpO,L53
8~4 ~~TA P~2'~'%f7pL4~7p1~~~pL6~L~~~4,li~2~lZ~2,1,,~7~~~p25p1L.Ff25/'~F~i7pL,F~2,J.
SG6 ~AT~ P~Ljp'~F~~&~~L,F~L4~13rFpZ,~3
"-'0! RE.H tlJ.lU--.---.-.-.---.-----.--.----- ..---.--
872 ~.TA R,3S,47pS,1,~72
$74 ~~T~ P,2,J~2~7,1'p7,L6~13~1~,13,Z,
13,2,L~,25,A~,25~L~~Fp22f10,25,7~25,1,
F' )' 2: , 1.
a7~ ~ATA P~A&,~3p~,£~p7~P~2.~3,Ff~',J3
8:301 RE:t.11.')Cnll,--.---.-.--.--.--.-.--.-----._--.-.----

&~2 ~~T~ R,3S,~L,S~3,205
&~4 O~T~ P,2,1p2p7,~pJO,2pJ~,21~~,8,J~
,13,J.S,L6p13f25~13,2S,?,F,L~,7.F.13.S.
1F·.~3,.11.,f,2:.1.
$~~ ~~lA p,.11.0,~O,F,2,13
"00 RE:r1 .II'ZU--~.--.---.--.---.----.-.--.---.---.-
'02 ~AT~ R,35,~13,'.O,255'04 D~T~P,2fl.2pL~.a~L~fL~,~O~~~,.11.'p25,L~.Z5'~fFpL~.LpF,8/JO,~,J.F~2pL
Hh) IlJI[hr.· T JQI 1E:!lt[10
101~ RESTORE 104e
L026 FOR ~=1 TO 32:REA~ C:C$(~)=CHR$(C
) ~NlIE')( T' r
1.031lJ:~:E.T:1IJiRI4I
L046 ~AT~ L34,104p164,72,L~2,S7,~60.~p113,0,2L~r10L~20,L4.11.,22p208114LpLO.Z~2
113~.Z03,242~202p2~8,237.L34L~SO ~AT' SSF2J3,~,2~3.223,~~

Listing 2.

.to '? "TH IS "ROiliRAIM IS IlNLlL'S,TAIJlLE':l
20' l' "1~VEMiniOlllGHi TItfiE RE'S,ET AlfI&"
J:O! ? rll3iREAiK KE~Y'S REt1AI:1ifI EN~8L.ED. n
401 l'
501 ? "TRY JeT' ~ II60 FOR X=~ TO L060~HE~T ~70 GR~PHr.eSO;60TO ~O
30 RIE:r1 REHEtIBE~R T'O lI"GOJ"ll'O ~EI;II
'0 REH TO SAVE THE UNLISTABLE FrLE!
~030~ P~KE PEEK(L33)4256*PEEK(JJ:~).2,~
: 'So~"'E: 101l):: OIUTPO'S,T"n : NE~
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IT'S TIME TO START WINNING
WITH

NEW from Creative Computing,
for anyone who enioys electronic games!

Ifyou're fascinated by video games,
turned on byVCRchallenges, filled
'with joystick fever-here's the pub-

lication you've been waiting for!
Video & Arcade Games, from the

editors of Creative Computing, is writ-
ten for the video games enthusiast who
wants to know more, learn more, and
enjoy more- about every kind ofvideo
and arcade game available. If you love
the excitement of electronic game
challenges, Video &Arcade Games is
the one publication you can't afford to
be without.

A PRACTICAL PLArER'S
GUIDE

Video & Arcade Games is packed
with information and "how to" strategy
tips on all t:he latest electronic enter-
tainment-arcade games, home video
games, home computer games, home
electronic games and all the games
that bridge these categories. You get
descriptions and reviews of every
game, pointers on playing techniques
and a comparative assessment of
games that are similar. Video &Arcade
Games tells youwhich ones are worth
the money, which ones aren't worth a
microchip, and how to save on games
and gaming for the home as well as in
the arcade.

GAMES PLUS!
Lady Bug, Centipede, Star Castle,
Kaboom!, Lost Luggage, Worm Wars,
Planet Patrol, Bandits, Chiplifter,
Mouskattack, Pac-Man-these are
only a few of the games you'll find dis-
cussed in Video &Arcade Games.
But we give you far more than just

games: interviews with game inven-
tors and innovators, puzzles, book re-
views, high score surveys, articles on
the history and future of games, pre-
views of soon-to-be-released games,
plus a wealth of game lore and game
news too extensive to detail here.

ORDER YOUR COpy
TODAY!

To get your copy of Video & Arcade
Games, fill out the coupon below and
mail it to us with $4.95, plus the appro-
priate sales tax (ifany).

Butyou'd better do it today! Supplies
of Video &Arcade Games are limited,
and they're sure to go fast.

r------------
GPcativc Gompntiug
P.o. Box 640, Holmes, PA 19043

YES! Please rush me _
copies of Video & Arcade Games at
$3.95 each ($2.95*plus $1.00per copy
for postage and handling). ($5.00 per
copy outside the U.S.A.)
Mr.
Mrs.
Ms. __ ----,:==-===>=~---(please print full name)

Address ---1\.pt._

City _

State/Zip _

'Residents of CA, NJ and NY State add appli-
cable sales tax.

Please allow 30 days for delivery.L _



you need fast, reliable
production-up to 326 diskettes per
hour on dual-drive systems. Automatic
loading options are available .

•••When you need total copy accuracy
-guaranteed by error-checked RAM,com-
puterized verification of both source and
copies, and concentric diskette positioning.

•••When you need to work with any
diskette format-including Apple,
Commodore, and other complex GCR
formats. We're the experts in format
technology.

•••When you need piracy protection-
our sophisticated recording techniques
can defeat virtually all forms of illegal
software copying.

•••When you need maximum operator
simplicity-ten minutes willtrain the most
junior operator. Add another ten minutes for
setting up automatic software serialization.

With millionsof diskettes processed on
FORMASTER" diskette duplicators, we've
made lifeeasier for a lot of people. Can us
at (408)942-1771to see howwe can do it
for you. '

FOR 1\,1ASTER
CORPORATION

*

Technology That Works For You T.M.

2102 Ringwood Ave., Son Jose, CA 95131 'formerly Acorn Systems, Inc.
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Outpost: Atari, continued ...

Atari joystick connector has set an infor-
mal design standard in the industry. The
Colecovision videogame uses an Atari-
compatible format, and it was rumored
that the new microcomputer, to be re-
leased by Apple this year will also make
use of Atari-cornpatible digital sticks.
But compatibility and patent infringe-
ment are two separate concepts.

Joysticks
While we're on the topic of joysticks,

let me tell you about two hot sticks
we've been play testing. The first is the
Pointmaster joystick. This stick has an
extra long handle with built-in grip and
handle-mounted trigger button, making
it perfect for "flyer" games like Star
Raiders and Protector II. The stick is
very much like the one in the stand-up
arcade version 6f Zaxxon, and once you
playa few games of Raiders with it, you
won't want to use anything else. Con-
versely, the stick is cumbersome in maze
games like lawbreaker or MBAF AS
("move back and forth and shoot")
games like Threshold. Still, at $17.95, it
offers a real boost to your "flyer" game
collection.

For more information, contact·
Discwasher, 1407 North Providence

Road, Columbia, MO, 65201. (314) 449-
0941.
The other sticks we looked at, called

Game Mate 2, are pretty nearly regula-
tion Atari sticks, with one big difference:
they are wireless, and work by remote
control. My main fear was that there
would be a time lag between the move-
ment of my hand and what I saw on the
screen. I experienced no such
sensation-the sticks seemed as fast as
any I had ever tried. My only reserva-
tion is their size. They are quite bulky,
and take a while to get used to.

With the YCS, the console power sup-
ply plugs into the Game Mate receiver
unit, and then into the YCS console. For
the 400 and 800 computers, however, an
additional 9-volt power supply is a nec-
essary purchase. Each stick also takes a
9-volt transistor battery. The units op-
erate at distances of up to 20'.

Complete with receiver and two
sticks, Game Mate 2 lists for $99.95, but
I have already seen this price substan-
tially discounted. If the luxury of wire-
less sticks is appealing to you, this
product will assuredly not disappoint.

For more information, contact Cynex
Manufacturing Corporation, 28 Sager
PI., Hillside, NJ, 07205. (201) 399-3334.

Games
Smoothly we seque from sticks to the

games played with them. We have con-
firmed 400/800 versions of Galaxian
and Defender in ROM form from Atari.
Both games are spin-offs from the new
5200 model videogame. The 5200 may
yet prove to be a boon to owners of Atari
computer systems, if it spurs game
development common to all machines.
Galaxian has already been demonstrat-
ed, and is a solid implementation. One
can only hope that Defender will be up
to snuff.

Datasoft also has an ambitious project
on its drawing boards right now:
Zaxxon for the Atari. We can't wait.

I must admit it: when I first heard
that Big Five Software was releasing a
game for Atari, I sort of chuckled.
Somehow I assumed that because Miner
2049'er was from one of the best TRS-80
game houses, it would probably run in
graphics 5. Did I make a mistake. Miner
2049'er, in ROM cartridge format, is
bound to be one of the runaway hits of
the year. With superlative graphics, hu-
mor, and 10 completely different screens
to master, the game leaves Coleco-
vision's Donkey Kong pale by
comparison. 0

STONEWARE'S AMAZING NEW
GRAPHICS PROCESSING SYSTEM

Professional quality
graphics for the
Apple II Plus.

After two years of develop-
ment, Graphics Processing
System is the ultimate in fast,
low cost, easy-to-use graphics ,~:~:c.,--
programs. Graphics Processing I'
System creates and edits images .j
in the same manner word pro- 1':[/11'
cessors work with text.//I/·
Graphics Processing System

features: Grid Maker for work-
ing with scale and proportion -
Colors can be mixed and used
to color lines, objects and back-
grounds - Two Zoom powers <-
for greater detail resolution - 2-D Rotation to full 3600

- Duplication on screen, to disk, and from disk
- Text Capabilities in upper case
A-Z, 0-9, and all characters on
the Apple keyboard - Modify or Erase
a portion of an image without having to

,(

start from the beginning
- Enlarge or Reduce images
- Change Proportions verti-

cally and/or horizontally
.•Print Overlays separately

and in different colors
- Accesses 16K RAM card

- Compatible with other
Apple HiRes graphics - Uses

Apple compatible game paddles
and joystick - Speaks directly
to The Apple Silentype printer

and accommodates graphic
dump programs for other

printers - Professional Ver-
sion is also compatible with

Apple Graphics Tablet, Symtec
Light Pen, Houston Instruments

HiPlot DMP 3, 4, 6 and 7, HP7470A Plotter, Strobe 100
Plotter, IDS 460 and 560 Graphics Printers, Epson MX80

Printer with Graphtrix.

Only $179. for Professional Version
and $69. for Standard Version.

I'''! " •.", "",,,. 1",··., •.",,..01 TElE_ II ~'O·18~·20'S STONEW/lIlE MHl

Requires 48K Apple II Plus. one or two Apple Disk drives. B&W or color screen, game paddles or joystick. Optional: 16K RAM Card or Language Card, Apple Silcntypc or other B&W or color printer.
GPS is available through leading software distributors and Apple Dealers. Or send check, money order. Visa or MasterCard (include expiration date) to Stoneware Incorporated. California residents add 6% sales tax.

Rt·f· Tradt'mark~: Apple: :\pplt· <':Onlputt·r. Inr.: Srmtel': S\':\lTEC. Inr.: lIiPlut: Huus\(Jn Instruments IJj\', uf Bausd'! & Lumh; JlP7HOA: Hewltlt·Packard Co.: Strobl' 100: Strobe. 1m:. IUS 460 & 5tilJ: Integral Oatil. Sy~tem~. Inc: Ep~()n :-'-lXHO:Ep~on Ameriu. lnt".
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I enjoy writing "Images," and it's
been nice to get so many encouraging
letters. In November, however, I blew it.
This month my readers let me knO\'j
it-so much for fame and fortune,

The problem was my benchmarked
study of languages for the FC. Although
mostly accurate, my work could have
been somewhat more complete and I
did, in fact, make a few mistakes. I think
all the language system manufacturers
deserve fair treatment, so I've completed
the study and corrected my mistakes.
Table I is a new list of the language sys-
tems tested, and the results of the
compilation, linkage, and execution of
the Sieve of Eratosthenes Prime Number
program.

My first oversight was pointed out by
a reader from New Jersey, James
Holtman, who wrote to tell me that my
time for IBM Pascal was accurate but
misleading. Mr. Holtman correctly
pointed out that Pascal does a consid-
erable amount of run-time checking, es-
pecially in the Sieve because of the array
references. In his version of the pro-
gram, Mr. Holtman included a compiler
directive to disable the 'checking and ob-
tained a time of 10 seconds, considerably
faster than my reported 76 seconds and
also faster than the fastest time I re-
corded. I modified my version to include
the directive and obtained a time of 12
seconds. The difference in time is ex-
plained by a slight difference in the two
versions: in mine, a loop is used to
initialize the array while Mr. Holtman
calls the library routine FILLC. The
times are excellent in either case, but
FILLC is obviously a better approach.
Sincere thanks to Mr. Holtman for his
insight.'

One thing is still true of Pascal: the

W. H. Fastie, 7110 Sheffield Road, Baltimore, MD
21212. Correspondence can only be acknowledged
when a stamped, self-addressed envelope has been
provided.

Also on the subject of Pascal, Profes-
sor Scott Owen from Atlanta University
wrote to tell me of his Sieve benchmarks
of the UCSD p-system. The p-code ver-
sion (that's an interpreted version) ran in
188 seconds in Pascal. A native code
version (complied for the 8086/88) re-

Will Fastie

executable file is very large at over
32,000 bytes. Only Fortran was larger,
and it was twice the size.

Language System Object Executable Execution
File Size File Size Time (sees)

IBM Basic-single precision 2430
(Interpreted)

IBM Basic-integer 2020
(Interpreted)

IBM Fortran 2079 68736 777

IBM Basic-single precision 1267 1536 315
(Compiled, uses BASRUN.EXE)

IBM Basic-single precision 1709 19072 220
(Compiled standalone)

IBM Pascal 1015 32640 76
(with run-time checking)

PC/Forth 56

C86 512 9572 22

Janus 1024 10240 18
(no run-time checks)

IBM Basic-integer 1282 18432 16
(Compiled, standalone)

IBM Basic-integer 1141 1536 15
(Compiled, uses BASRUN.EXE)

IBM Pascal 807 32512 12
(no run-time checks)

Lattice C 8777 19072 11

Table 1. Sieve of Eratosthenes Benchmark Results (Revised).
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Move up to
Microsy~tems

THE JOURNAL FOR SOPHISTICATED
MICROCOMPUTER USERS.

Microsystems is not, in any sense, for beginners.
Unlike "personal computer" magazines,
Microsystems is written exclusively for expert users
and designers in the software and support hard-
ware field.

If you need a reliable, high-level, up-to-date
journal devoted to CP/M~ MP/M~ MS-DOS;M
UNIX~ XENIX;M OASIS and other operating
systems, then Microsystems is for you. We feature
tutorials on the modification and special use of
systems, offer short-cut routines, show you debug-
ging procedures, techniques for interfacing, and
much more. Our one purpose is to keep the
advanced microcomputer professional at the lead-
ing edge of DOS development and use.

In a few recent issues of
Microsystems you would have seen:
• Reviews of four C compilers: BDS C, Small C,

tiny c TWOTMand Whitesmiths C.

• A programming style comparison: Digital
Research PL/I-80™ vs. Microsoft BASIC.

• Twenty-seven 16-Bit DOS compared.

• Virtual segment procedures under UCSD
Pascal.

• An in-depth look at MP /M-80 II:rM

• A simple 6-byte hexadecimal ASCII conversion
routine.

• Using CP/M's undocumented "Autoload"
feature.

• An explanation of double density disk
controllers.

• A comparison of five popular S-IOOdisk
controller cards.

• OS-l-a UNIX-like DOS with a CP/M adapter.

Every issue of Microsystems keeps you at the
forefront of the industry in customizing software
and adapting hardware to meet new requirements
and standards. You'll also find industry news, book
and new product reviews, plus our regular Software
Directory listing newly available programs.

To get the high-level systems information you
want, join the club of serious microcomputer pro-
fessionals who subscribe to Microsystems. Use the
coupon below to order, and save up to 33%!

PROFESSIONALS
PLEASE NOTE:

Your subscription to Microsystems
may be tax deductible. Check
with your accountant.

.-S2~~--""-:.,~;;~+~••"""..•...~-•......•., ,.,.

_'lllll •••••••••••

I·m.p." -,,,,,',.,,.,,,, .."'2~"--~'~~':' ;.",!",:-:.::,,::,:::+"':::

_ 54 -_ •••••'.-.:..,...- '::~:'":..:.:--:-';:.;.;:.,"::..~:...--E:" ..~j~r~J;:'Trademarks:
XENIX: Microsoft; tiny c TWO: tiny c assoc.;
PL/I-80, MS-DOS, MP/M-BO Ii: Dig~al Research.

Registered Trademarks:
CP/M, MP/M: Digital Research; UNIX: Beli
Laboratories.

YES. enter my subscription to Microsystems for:

o 12 issues at $19.97-1 save 20%.

024 issues at $36.97 -I save 26%.

o 36 issues at $49.97 - I save 33%.
Savings based on full12-issue subscription price of$24.97.

Mr.
Ms.

(please print full name)

Company

Address

City

State Zip

CHECK ONE: 0 Payment enclosed. 0 Billme later.
Offer valid in Ll.S. and possessions only. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first

issue. Satisfaction guaranteed or a prompt refund for unmailed issues.
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EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 $419
MX-80·F/T $499
MX-100 $645

OKIDATA PRINTERS
Microline- 82A $425
Microline- 83A $699
Microline- 84 PARALLEL $1049
Microline- 84 SERIAL $1299

for TRS-80
MODEL I

TEAC
40 Track, Single Sided

40 Track, Dual Sided

80 Track, Single Sided

80 Track, Dual Sided

TANDON
40 Track, Single Sided

40 Track, Dual Sided

80 Track, Single Sided

80 Track, Dual Sided

CDC
40 Track, Single Sided

MODEL III:
48K
48K, 2 DRIVE

5825
51595
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TEC
40 Track, Single Sided

THE ABOVE DRIVES COME COMPLETE
WITH POWER SUPPLY & CABINET

Business •
Games •
Utilities •

Educational
Music
Data Base

• Graphics
Science
Finance ...

•
•

Library disks 1,2 & 3 are mixed categories and new
disks 4 (Games), 5 (Utilities), 6 (Graphics) & 7 (Integer)
at $59.95 each. Why pay more?

Order direct from this ad and $ave up to $136.
Buy disk library package 1,2 & 3 and get a
special bonus disk FREE- over 260 programs
for $179.95 + shipping. For best value, get
all 8 disks for $349, postage prepaid, for over
530 of our best programs at 65¢ each!
Call now toll free: 1-800-327-8664
Florida: 1-305-987-8665
6400 Hayes SI.
Hollywood, FL 33024
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BACK ISSUES OF
GP6ativ6 Gompntiug

Add to your Creative Computing collection today, while
copies are still available. The more complete your library of
back issues, the more authoritative and useful it will be to
you.
The earliest available issue is July / August 1977. Order any
issues you wish, being sure to specify the month and year
for each. If a particular issue is out of stock, your payment
will be refunded promptly.
Back issues of Creative Computing are priced at $4.00
each, postpaid. Outside the U.S.A., $5.00 each.r------------------
Creative Computing
Dept. HA 1Q, 39 East HalJOlIfH AWHJue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Pleasesend volumes of Creative Computing listed below:
Month & Year Total PriceQuantity Unit Price

PAYMENTENCLOSED$ (NJ residents add
5%sales tax.) .

Mr.jMrs.jMs. __ --;:c=::-:::c=~::_::_;_------_
(please print full name)

Address _

City jStatejZip _L _



IBM Images, continued ...
quired 49 seconds. Professor Owen also
b en ch rn ar ked Fortran, but had to
change the program to avoid a LOGI-
CAL test. That version executed in 280
seconds, and a Pascal version revised to
match the Fortran change required 288
seconds.

Professor Owen was rather excited
about the performance. But he also
wanted to point out that the UCSD p-
system comes with a built-in full-screen
editor which he considers excellent. He
correctly points to the total integration
of the p-system, and to the full
compatibility with other hardware
enviroriments, such as Apple.

Let me digress for a second. The
Professor was, I think, a little hurt that I
did not include the p-system in my
evaluation. He wrote that I "ignored" it,
and he is quite correct. Although I am
familiar with the p-system (my depart-
ment was an early licensee of UCSD), I
do not think it is of broad general in-
terest. Software developers are very in-
terested, and rightly so. But the vast
majority of users will not have the sys-
tem due to its cost, and the vast majority
of users will probably never use a system
implemented with it. IBM has on several
occasions offered my a review copy, but
I have declined. My attention will con-
tinue to be focused on PC-DOS, because
I contend that 95% of all IBM PCs will
be installed with it.

I appreciate the work Professor Owen
did to prepare and report the Sieve
results for the p-system.

The second oversight was with Basic.
In the version I used, the numeric pre-
cision defaulted to single precision float-
ing point. If a DEFINT A-Z statement

is added at the beginning of the pro-
gram, dramatic improvements appear in
the compiled version. Microsoft called
me on this one. I think the results in
Table 1 are self-explanatory, and really
impressive, My statement in November
that the Basic Compiler could improve
performance was grossly understated in
light of these new results.

I apologize to IBM and Microsoft for
my misrepresentations. I hope none of
you has been inconvenienced.

Other Language Issues
One language I failed to mention in

November is Janus from RR Software.
This language is a subset of Ada, the
new "official" DOD lahguage. I am not
a fan of Ada, and I don't know the lan-
guage very well, so I procrastinated. In
the meantime, a new update arrived, and
guilt set in.

From Table 1 you can see that the
language system performed rather well.
Both the size of the object module and
the size of the executable file are reason-
able by comparison, and the execution
time is right up there. Ada, like Pascal,
does extensive run-time checking, but
the version of the Sieve I used (provided
by RR Software as a sample package) in-
cluded the necessary Pragmas (the Ada
term for compiler directives) to disable
the checks (I'll not. make that mistake
again!).

I am generally impressed with the
professional level of effort RR Software
has made with Janus. The system is
complete and the document is above av-
erage. The manual will not teach you
Ada, as the expected audience is knowl-
edgeable programmers, but a list of

Y:;;uL---

''1 don ~ mind his pocket computer, but now that he's added a Winchester drive and line
printer, it s gotten a bit out of hand. "

books is provided as a guide to the pri-
mary references.

The system includes its own linker,
assembler, and disassembler. Two ver-
sions of the compiler are supplied, one
for single sided disks and one for double
sided disks or hard disks. I think that's a
little confusing, but the document con-
tains explicit instructions, So it is not a
problem.

All this software is delivered on four
disks. The installation procedure for sin-
gle sided disks involves breaking out the
files onto six disks for general use. This
turns out to be very complicated, and
took me about 90 minutes. The instruc-
tions were actually wrong on this point,
because I needed seven disks. The main
problem is that a given working disk
may require files from more than one of
the distribution disks, but the document
does not describe which distribution
disks are needed to construct each work-
ing disk. I found this very irritating, and
I suggested to RR a way to automate the
process. Granted, only experienced pro-
grammers are likely to use this system,
but I think they will appreciate a quick
and clear installation.

The product appears to be stable.
Don't forget that this is a subset of Ada,
so be careful if you are considering the
language to meet a government require-
ment. Some of the more difficult Ada
concepts are not implemented. For a
complete review of Janus, see the Janu-
ary issue of Creative Computing.

I got an interesting call about the C
compilers mentioned in November. Lat-
tice called me to explain why their exe-
cutable file was so large. They pointed
me to the specification of C in the
Kernighan and Ritchie book which says
that uninitialized static and external ar-
rays are guaranteed to be zero. Lattice
thus builds the large array of the Sieve
program as part of the object file and
sets each entry to zero.

I wondered whether C86 from Com-
puter Innovations was deficient in this
regard, since the files were half the size
of the Lattice files. George Eberhardt
told me that his arrays are also guar-
anteed to be zero, but that the initializa-
tion takes place at execution time. This
leads to a smaller file to keep on disk
and a smaller file to load-important
considerations on small floppy disks. I
prefer the C86 approach. I just wish
George would finish the code generator
and optimizer; he will readily admit that
his current code generation model leaves
something to be desired.

I continue to be interested in C com-
piler technology, and I'll report on new
compilers as I have the opportunity to
test them. When I have five or six, I'll
compare them all head-to-head. My in-
terest stems from the fact that a very
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IBM Images, continued ...
NCe. The correct prices are $3500
(what a disappointment!) and $300,
respectively.

Anchor Pad International has an-
nounced the availability of their security
product for the IBM PC. The device se-
cures the PC to a surface to prevent
theft. The manufacturer claims that a
system so protected must be virtually de-
stroyed before it can be removed from
the restraint and then, of course, it loses
its value to the thief. The three-tiered
system shown in Photo 1 costs approxi-
mately $445 including installation. I had
a look at this equipment at Comdex, and
it is rugged.

There are several new programs from
M.A.P. Systems, distributed by Indigo
Data Systems, Inc. and available in
Computerlands. One, Print-It, I have
used, and I think it is the best screen
dump program available. If you think
back to the December column in which I
reviewed a number of games, you will
recall that sample pictures were included
for most. These images were obtained
from this screen dump program. What I
like best is that it prints the entire
character set from the Monochrome
Display as well as graphics images from
the Color/Graphics Adapter. The pro-Photo 1Anchor Pad International's Security System.

strong de facto standard exists for C" to
the extent that programs written in the
language are very portable. In addition,
the language can be used in such a way
that code generation is very good to ex-
cellent; the nature of C makes it ideal for
systems programming.

Portability has been widely touted as a
strength of Pascal, but my professional
experience belies this. Every manufac-
turer's version of Pascal has a set of
extensions designed to complement their
machine and to implement separate
compilation. This latter issue is im-
portant: the original definition of Pascal
did not include a way to have more than
a single source module (this was on pur-
pose, by the way) and no generally ac-
cepted standard has emerged. The
closest thing to a standard is the UCSD
p-system, now marketed by SoftTech
Microsystems.

Firms mentioned in this column:
RR Software
P.O. Box 1512
Madison, WI 53701
(608) 244-6436

Datamost
9748 Cozycroft Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-1202

Anchor Pad International, Inc.
3224 Thatcher Ave.
Marina Del Rey, CA 90291
(213) 306-3881

IBM
System Products Division,
Entry Systems
P.O. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33432

Lattice, Inc.
P.O. Box 648
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
(312) 843-2405
(Order Lattice C Compiler from
Lifeboat Associates)

Computer Innovations
75 Pine St.
Lincroft, NJ 07738
(201) 530-0995 Wang Laboratories, Inc.

One Industrial Ave.
Lowell, MA 01951
(617) 459-5000

Funtastic, Inc.
5-12 Wilde Ave.
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
(215) 622-5716 Intelligent ,Statements

The Courtyard, Suite 21
P.O. Box 2602
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

News and Micro Reviews
What's a "micro" review, you say?

Well, it's too small to be one of my fam-
ous "mini" reviews, that's all.

Here's an item that really should be in
my "My Face Is Red" department, but I
checked my notes and I reported ac-
curately. A letter from Wang corrected
my October pricing of two Wang prod-
ucts for the Professional Computer. I
said that the 5Mb hard disk drive was
$2000 and that MultiPlan was $500.
These prices were given to me by a
Wang representative in their booth at

TG Products
P.O. Box 2931
Richardson, TX 75080

Emerging Technology
2031 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 447-9495

Lifetree Software Inc.
177 Webster, Suite 342
Monterey, CA 93940

Indigo Data Systems, Inc.
100 E. NASA Road One, Suite 107
Webster, TX 77598
(713) 488-8186

Laboratory Microsystems, Inc.
4147 Beethoven St.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 306-7412
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CHRISLIN YEARS AHEAD IN
MEMORY DESIGN

512KB SINGLE BOARD IBM MEMORY WjRS232.C PORT
• Addressable as a contiguous block in 64KB increments thru 1 megabyte.
• On board parity with interrupt on parity error.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $895.00 MEMDISK 1: $10.00
MEMDISK 1 Allows memory to emulate disks. Increases system performance!!

64KB SINGLE BOARD EXORCISOR
1, 11, AND ROCKWELL
SYSTEMS 65 MEMORY

512KB SINGLE BOARD
MULTIBUS MEMORY

• Parity checker on board.
• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K increments with

respect to VXA or VUA.
• Pin to Pin compatibility.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $390.00

• Pin to Pin MULTIBUS compatibility for both 8 bit and 16
bit systems.

• On board parity with selectable interrupt on parity
ERROR.

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 16Kword
increments up to 16 megabytes.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $1395.00

• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K word
increments.

• Battery back-up capability.
• Functions with on-board refresh.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: $390.00

256KB SINGLE BOARD
LSI 11MEMORY

• On board parity generator checker.
• Addressable as a contiguous block in 4K word

increments through 4 megabytes.
• Battery back-up mode.

SINGLE QTY. PRICE: 128K x 18 $795.00
32K x 18 $390.00

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

64KB SINGLE BOARD
S100MEMORY

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas e Westlake Village, CA 91362. 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
Multibus is a trademark of the Intal Corp. LSI II is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. EXORciser is a trademark of Motorola.
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COM"TAR .SHIPPING WITHIN 2 DAYS

Jl\.ATA RI
800 (WITH 48K)
400 (WITH 16K)
410 RECORDER
85D INTERFACE
12" MONITOR
AXIOM PRINTER
PROWRITER PRINTER
48K RAM (lNTEC)
32K RAM (lNTEC)
ANCHOR MODEM
NEWPORT PROSTICK
WICO JOYSTICK
WICO REDBALL
WI CO TRACKBALL
FLIP N FILE
ELEPHANT DISKS (10)
VDlCE BOX (D,T)
STEREODAPTER FOR 800 (26 H)
VALFORTH (D) 24K
fROGGER (DJ) 16K
TEMPLE OF APSHAI (D,T) 32K
CANYON CLIMBER (O,T) 16K
SU8MARINE COMMANDER (C)
SHAMUS (D,T) 16K
BANDITS (D) 48K
CHOPLIFTER (D) 48K
CENTIPEDE (C)
PACMAN (C)
PREPPIE (D,T) 16K
THRESHOLD (D) 40K

C = CARTRIDGE

S64D
280
19

170
90

490
46D
140
75
B5
31
24
27
52
24
24

139
10
36
26
29
23
39
24
24
26
34
34
23
29

BAJA BUGGIES (O,T) 16K
PROTECTOR (D,T) 32K
WIZARD OF WOR (D) 16K
EASTERN FRONT 10,T) 16K
ZORK I, II or III (D) 32K
All BABA (D) 32K
LOST COLONY (0)
TRACK ATTACK (O)48K
STAR BLAZER (D)
RASTER BLASTER (D) 32K
GORF (D)24K
ADVENTURELAND IT) 24K
BASEBALL (T) 16k
DELUXE INVADERS (C)
STORY MACHINE (D)
KICKBACK (C)
SAMMY SEA SERPENT IT) 16K
JUMBO JET PILOT (C)
APOCAL YPSE (OJ)
MINER 2D49ER
TIGERS IN SNOW (OJ) 48K
BATTLE .OF SHILOH (D,T) 48K
K-RAlY SHOOTOUT IC)
BASIC A+ WITH OS/A+ (D) 32K
REAR GUARD IT) 16K
PILOT IC)
WORDRACE (D) 32K
SAM. (D) 8K
ALIEN SWARM m 16K
INTRUDER (T) i6K

COM~ ORDERS:800-558-8803
~ 1M" or send check or money ordQr_ VISA, MC add

P,O, BOX 1730 GOLETA,CA93116 3%_ Shlpplng-S2 for soltware (call for
(B05) 964-4660 hardware). Calif add 6% tax, COD add S2_50.

D = DISK T.= CASSETT~
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25
24
28
24
29
25
21
21
25
23
27
20
21
29
27
35
16
39
26
36
29
29
3i1
60
17
59
21
46
21
21

FILE-FAX
~ DATABASEMANACEMENTSYSTEM,

The easiest-to-Iearn,
simplest-to-use
DBMS available

today! Designed as
a "filing system" for
the businessman or
hobbyist, FILE-FAX

quickly accesses
records, retrieving

information at excep-
tionally high speeds,

FILE-FAX can be used to keep track of a
wealth of information-about people, places, dates, events. It
has an 8-level sort, wide ranging search capability, and a
powerful report generator. Use it for inventory control, cus-
tomer files, mailing lists, purchase records, and more-you
are limited only by your own imagination.

FILE-FAX will run on your Apple II or 11+, Atari 800, IBM-
PC, NEC PC-B001, Commodore 64, Osborne, and Victor
9000. Write for full details. Please specify the computer you
are working with.

GetMOREoutof VISICALC With

W[3UTi{Lli~W ~1J~a00
OOPYR'CII'\' C) 1911 YOCAIPASoClPft'oUtt

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC DOS 160K DRIVE) VER 5,0 sreat«
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC DOS 320K DRIVE) VER 5_5 COi'lP/DEJ/

TRS 80 (MOD I VER 4_0), (MOD III VER 4.1) ~DEL
APPLE II+ (DOS 3_3) VERSION 3_3

V:-UTILITY CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING "USER FRIENDLY"
SPREAD SHEET DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS ON ONE DISK
RUN BY INDEX AND PROMPTS_ COMPLETE REFERENCE MANUAL

(
\Wi' ~ t:fiil!IO"TlllID ~) YOU SELEC',' COLUMN FOR NUMERICAL OR ALPHA
'fJ "" ~ ~ 1Iro ill SORT ~HEN ENTIRE SPREAD SHEET OR SELECTED

. -- •••••0 '••, ••••,"'... • . ROWS WILL BE REARRAINGED IN SORTED ORDER.
CAN BE ROUTED TO THE PRINTER, TO THE DISK TEXT FILE, OR TO BOTH

(!~J~>'mK~~T)

(I~,,~..T 118T )

SELECT FROM 1 TO 16 COLUMNS AND PRINT THEM
IN ANY ORDER, YOU MAY SPECIFY THE. PRINT
WIDTH OF EACH OF THE COLUMNS INDIVIDUALLY
AND SELECT SPACES BETWEEN THE COLUMNS,
PROGRAM COLLECTS DATA AUTOMATICALLY
FROM THE VISICALC COLUMN AND CALCULATES
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION, CORRELATION

COEFFICIENT, REGRESSION ANALYSIS, CHI' TEST, AND T-TEST, YOU
MAY SELECT THE COLUMNS FOR DATA ENTRY AND SPECIFY THE ROW# TO
START AND ROW TO END DATA COLLECTION, PROGRAM IS EASY TO RUN,

[
TI'V ~ 'i7M B rff\ ffii) THIS PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY INPUTS DATA
\1 ~ ~~ II FROM A VISICALC COLUMN, PERFORMS AUTO

•....-- SCALING THEN PLOTS EITHER 1 OR 2 COLUMNS
ON A REGULAR LINE PRINTER (GRAPHICS NOT REQUIRED)_ IDEAL FOR
ANALYZING UP TO 250 NUMERICAL DATA POINTS IN RELATION TO TIME

[wtr t.Ii1\\'!IIII'QIffl'l~. ~'<!!') PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING SELECTION OF::'.~!!5!tl:i1l!I>&..li'ill 1> OVERLAYS TO LOAD ON TO THE VISICALC
. . SHEET, MOVING AVERAGES, EXPOTENTIAL

SMOOTHING EQUATIONS, TIME SERIES TREND ANALYSIS, DATE COLUMNS_

Iaoi, APPlE, 'IRs-OO, an:l VISIC1U.C are tra:lemu:ks resp:!Cti\.€ly of Intematiaru.
9.1siness ~ Cbrp, Af:ple Q:npIt.er Irx:,. 'IBrrly Cbrp, ani VisiCbrp

12343 12TH ST' YUCAIPA'CA'92399
PHONE (1141 191-6331

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SHIPPING &
too $3,00

TradeMark tmgof Quality

SOFTWARE, INC.
Oept. D, 82 Fox Hill Drive, Buffalo Grove, IL 60090

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Be~t In Price, Selection and Delivery
Call Now TOLL FREE
800·368·3404
(In VA, Call Collect 703..237-8695)
n'r'3i['f.. .
INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN "
64KDD' ..•.. ;'
64KQO' •.. '
64K so' (96TPI).' .. ,'
'(includes MISoft BASIC)
ODS-10Meg
(Hard Disk)
i:Ol;O:W!ifJl
NEC
7710 Ser.: . . . $2196
7715 Call fot Special Price
7730 Par. $2150
7720 Call lor Special Price
7725 Call lor Special Price
Std. Forms Tractor $ 200
3510 $1390
351 OEX ... Call for Special Price
3515. .$1395
DATASOUTH Call
DIABLO 630-R102 $1995
620-SPI. . $1144
630-R110 . $i795
630-R153' $1745
630-R 155 . .Call

In addition, we can ma.ke EIA RS 232 or RS 449 cables to your order,
and supply you with ribbons, printer stands, print wheels, thimbles lor
311printers listed. And many, many more nems. CAll NOW. ~
All Items shipped freight collect either motor freight or UPS unless ctner.
wise. specmeo. All prices already Include3% cash discount. Purchase With VI.s4
credit card does not Include discount Virginia res.cerus. add 40/0 Sales Tax
For fastest delivery send certified check. money order or baok-wrre transfer
Sorry. no C.O.D. orders AUequipment ISm factory canons With manutac
ture-e warranty (honored at OUfoeccu. PfiCEtSsUDJeCtto cnanqe wnnoor

TEiiiiii'iiSLS 11111'11::'
Terminals Terrific, lnc., P.O. Box 216, Merrifield, VA 22116

Phone: 800-368-3404 (In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695)

630-K104IKSR) .. $2385
630-R (EX. CHAR.) .Call
-(lOr IBM PC. Apple II, TRS-SO)
QUME
Sprint 9/45 FP. . $1794
Sprint 9/55 FP. . $2119
Sprint 9/55 FP/XMEM $2186
Sprint 9/55 LP/XMEM $2094
Sprint 11/40-130. .Call
Bi-Dir Forms Tractor .$ 199
't(·]·lj:fJ
PRENTICE STAR 3OOBd .. $ 124
1200-9600 Baud' Call

SOFTWARE
Wordstar . . $ 279
Data Star. . $ 218
Mail Merge. . .. FREE'
Spell Star. . $ 149
CalcStar .. $ 191
SuperSort ... $ 158
InfbStar . . . . . . . . . . . . .Call
Super Calc $ 249
d Base II $ 529

·With purchase of InfoStar.
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IBM Images, continued ...
gram becomes a permanent part of PC
DOS and is invoked by pressing Shift
PrtSc. Retail price is $44.95.

Two other M.A.P. System products
are Spool-It, a printer spooler program
at $44.95, and Color-It, at $49.95. The
former product allows a section of mem-

The Snacker Cometh
There's a new game on the block.

Well, it's not exactly new. It's a game
that has been around on the Apple
for a while, and which has just been
converted to the IBM Pc. It is a hot
seller on the Apple, ranking high on
So/talk's bestseller list with a strong
index. And as far as I'm concerned,
it's the best arcade-style game cur-
rently available for the IBM Pc. The
game is Snack Attack IL It's a Pac-
Man clone. It's addictive and tough.
It's well-built. It's fun.

I liked it from the start. I took it
onto work (at the moment, the PC In
my office has a color monitor) and let
the folks there play it. I had to send
in the Marines to get the disk back
out. I should have put a slot for quar-
ters next to the PC!

The game is well-engineered. After
the disk boots, a number from 1 to 6
is entered to select the level of play.
The game has a high score list and an
"attract mode" like an arcade game,
and the program alternates between
these two when no one is playing.
The program allows either the key-
board or a joystick to be used, and
the user can select any four keys on
the keyboard (except the function
keys) to be used as the controls.
There are three different mazes which
are played one after the other.

There are two slight problems with
the game, and one enhancement that
would be useful. Problem number
one is the selection of keys built into
the program. One might expect the
arrow keys on the cursor keypad to
be the logical choice, but the program
comes set for A, Z, X, and C. Prob-
lem number two is that it is difficult
to tell when the "snacker" is about to
run out of energy, and this leads to
some close calls, most of which go
against the player. This lends some
uncertainty to the game, which
surprisingly serves to make it more
interesting.

The enhancement is the ability to
reset the high scores back to zero.
This would allow a set of high scores
that were not getting any higher to be
removed so that players building
from lower scores could record them.
It's frustrating to play and never be

ory to be set aside as a buffer for print
requests. When you direct output ot the
printer, it is written to this buffer and
the computer is quickly freed for the
next task while the spooler prints from
the buffer. Color-It is a screen print pro-
gram for the IDS 80 or 132 Prism

printer that allows color images to be
printed. I've seen some sample print-
outs, and they look great. The program
will also support the IDS 460/560 with
the bit graphics option for black and
white dumps.

Laboratory Microsystems, Inc. has

be comfortably held for long periods
of time. It can also be set on a flat
surface, held from slipping. with one
hand, and easily manipulated with
the other. I found the length of the
stick to be just right for my hands,
which I think are of average size. The
unit provides good feedback if the
centering feature is enabled.

I did have a slight problem with
the handle on the stick. It does not
appear to be glued or otherwise se-
cured, and I found it slipping up and
almost off. I had to adjust the way I
was holding it to compensate, but
Snack Attack II requires so much ac-
tion that I found the handle slipping
no matter 'what I tried. A touch of
glue will solve the problem, some-
thing TG should deal with in the
manufacturing process. The joystick
carries my recommendation even
with this minor fault.

By the way, the highest score for
Snack Attack II were attained under
keyboard control, and not with the
joystick.

And a final point. the IBM
diagnostics expect both joysticks to
be plugged in and will fail if you at-
tempt to check out just one. A single
joystick is a very likely circumstance.
IBM should make an adjustment in
their programs.

able to have satisfaction of at least
saving a score higher than your last
one. (Amenf-EBS)

No question about it, though. This
is a really good piece of software. It'll
cost you $38.95, and although that
seems high, I think you get good
value. None of the 24 cartridges I
own for the Atari YCS has the appeal
of this game. I

The game requires a 64K PC with
the Color/Grap~ics Adapter and a
disk drive. It is manufactured by
Funtastic, Inc. I
Controlling The Snacker

I have a Gamb Adapter and some
jury-rigged joyst~cks. I also have the
new TG Products joystick specifically
built for the IBM, and I had good
opportunity to test it while playing
Snack Attack II, Ieven though button
depressions were not required.

The joystick comes ready to go,
with a nice came and the correct
connector. TG Ijoysticks are self-
centering, alth06gh they can be
opened and the centering springs re-
moved. For Snack Attack II, the
automatic centering is absolutely
essential. Without it, control of the
snacker becomes much more
difficult. I

The joystick is a nice size, and can
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BASF Ql:JALIMETRIC™ FLEXYDISKS®
gUILT FOR ETERNITY - WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.
BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer
you the industry's first lifetime war-
ranty* on flexible disks. The BASF
Qualimetric standard is a dramatic
new international standard of qual-
ity in magnetic media ... insurance
that your most vital information will
be secure for tomorrow when you
enter it on BASF FlexyDisks today.

We cali offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Ouelimetric standard reflects a con-
tinuing BASF commitment to perfec-
tion ... a process whid: begins with
materials selection and inspection,
and continues through coating, pol-
ishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification. Built
into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two-piece liner. This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra
space in the head access area, insur-
ing optimum medie-to-heed align-
ment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.

When your information must
be secure for the future, look for
the distjr'ICtive. BAS,Fpf;l.c;kage with.
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-343-
4600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.



IBM lmaqes.iconttnued ...
announced some new products for the
Pc. The PC/Forth Debugger allows trace
ing and single-stepping of Forth pro-
grams, along with a dynamic display of
the parameter and return stacks and the
trace audit. Ten breakpoints are 'sup-
ported. PC/GEN is a utility program for
the creation of new character fonts for
the video display. The Color/Graphics
Adapter ' is required. Finally,
PC/Forth + is an upward compatible
version of PC/Forth that removes the
64K address space restriction and allows
the entire available address space of the
8088 to be used for dictionary space. No
prices were available, and the products
were to have been available by last
November.

IBM announced some new products
in October. Two payroll products were

announced, one from Peachtree ($595)
and one from BPI Systems ($425). The
Peachtree Payroll system can post to the
IBM Personal Computer Peachtree
General Ledger. The BPI Payroll can
post to the BPI General Accounting sys-
tern and 'to another newly announced
product, the BPI Job Cost ($550).

Also from IBM is a new game, Adven-
ture in Serenia ($35) by On-Line Sys-
tems,Inc. In this adventure, the user has
to save a captured princess who has been
kidnapped by an evil wizard.

From Intelligent Statements comes
Ken Uston's Profe$$ional Blackjack.
This is the ultimate computerized black-
jack game, and includes such amenities
its the house rules for more than 70 ma-
jor casinos and an exterisive instruction
manual which describes Mr. Uston's SYSc

Volkswriter Revisited
, '.>. ., .. 1.... '.

This column was prepared using
the most current' release of
Volkswriter from Lifetree 'Software.
Release (2 includes many important
new features and has also been
"smoothed" operationally.

Perhaps the tm os t' important
improvement is the availability of a
version of the program in which all
functions are available in a 'single

,,'module; The delivered product is still
two modules, but when the registra-
tion card is returned" Lifetree will
send the single module version: This
program requires a 128K system,
whereas the. delivered program will
run in 64K. The two-module version
has been dramatically improved with
the addition of a very simple feature:
when transfer to the printing module
is effected, the name of the file being
edited by the editor module is
transfered as, well. That's really
helpful. '
, Another important change is that
the disk is no longer copy-protected.
ltis, thus, possible to back up the
master disk, use the program froma
hard disk, or use electronic disks. I
really appreciate thai, as I think most
users will., I t.looks like Lifetree has
decidedjhat flexibility in th~ user's
hands is more important than the
limited protection a copy-protected
disk provides. '
, After these, I liked' the changes to
the human .interface best, Most nota-
ble is theability to type ahead of the
program. For example,I like to' give.
the command to read in a file fol-
lowed immediately-by the command
to edit it. However, the previous ver-
sion of, Volkswriter would not accept, I

input hntil .it was ready, and then
anything typed ahead was discarded.
Now 'type-ahead is accepted. 'The
addition of this feature has not
caused the excellent protection
mechanisms of Volkswriter to be re-
lax-ed; .the" program discards type-
ahead in these cases and waits for a
definite answer to its query, And even
if Ys and Ns are typed ahead, the
programignores-them and waits-for ,
one subsequent to its prompt. This is
a' very good example or quality
human engineering.
. Majorchanges have been made in
the way formats are handled. In the
previous release of the program, for-
mats created more work 'than they
eliminated because it was constantly
necessary to be sure Volkswriter was
using the right one. Now formats can
be associated with files in a simple
way, and a master default format, dif-
f,erent from the one Volkswriter uses,
can also. be defined. .
, Association of a format with a file

is,most easily accomplished by nam-
ing.the.format with the same filename
arid, 'an extension of .FMT .. It may
also be made by naming th~ format

. V:WFORM,ATwitl1.anextel1sion
matching that of the file. Most im-
portant, a format, either a specifically
associated format or a default format,
is loaded whenever a file is retrieved
fromldisk, This saves a lot of busy-
work, and is a wonderful
improvement.

A number of new embedded com-
mands have been added. Themost
significant are ..HEAD and ..FOOT
which allows headers and footers to
be added. These headers and footers

tem. The program is designed to teach
the user how to play winning blackjack;
Mr. Uston made a fortune playing
blackjack with his system.
, Datamost has two games for the Pc.

The first is Space Strike, a Space Invad-
ers clone which is pretty good. At the
higher levels of play it IS tough.. The
other-is Pig Pen which I found some-
what boring. A Pac-Man variant, the ob-
ject is to leave dots behind and avoid
being slaughtered on the tusks of wild
pigs. This game just can't compare with
Snack Attack II

I neglected to include the address for
EmergingTechnology with my Novem-
ber column. It is included this month.
The company manufactures the Edix
program editor and the Wordix text
processor. I apologize for the omission.El

can include an automatically gen-
erated 'page number, and a number of
formatting options are available.
There is a great similarity to the
headers and footers of' Easy Writer,
but Volkswriteroffers greaterflexibil-
ity, especially because there can, be
more than three lines of header and
footer. '

One new feature was poorly done.
It is another embedded tcommand,
..VERB, which allows all characters

'to be passed through to a printer
without Volkswriter interpretation.
This is a valuable feature, but
..VERB works on a sectional basis,
that is, on one or more lines of text at
a time. The ability to pass arbitrary
characters through 'to a printer
should be implemented on a charac-
ter-by-character basis. .

Finally, a number of editor
enhancements have been made which
result in smoother operation. It is
now possible to move to the begin-
ning or end of a line with a 'single
keystroke, an important .improve-
ment. Insertion mode is indicated by
a different cursor appearance instead
of by an indicator at the bottom of
the screen. The.line and column num-
bers are displayed in the status area.
And the cursor now returns to itslast
position in 'the text after various op-
erations: for example, the cursor po-
sition used to be lost after a tab
setting operation, Was performed.

Volkswriter has . reached
adolesence, and it, has done so quite
rapidly. The program has become
simpler to use as it has grown more
powerful. It is easy to learn, even for
a novice. If yqu are looking for an
entry-level word processor, this pro-
gram deserves serious consideration,
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Outstanding cOIPPuterbooks for
PROGRAMMER'S

GUIDE
TO

CP/MR

Edited by Sol libes

Programmer's Guide to CP/M@
edited ~y Sol Libes

Here's an important collection of CP/M
insights not available in any CP/M .
manual. CP/M is the most popular micro-
computer DOS in use today; and this
widespread use has spawned many
enhancements of CP/M. Programmer's
Guide to CP1M tells you what these
enhancements are and how to put them to
use, how to get around apparent limita-
tions of a CP/M system and why CP/M is
far more versatile than you might have
thought. All articles originally appeared
in Microsystems magazine. This guide
gives you an in-depth look at CP/M from
the viewpoint of the individual who
creates the software that interfaces with
CP/M, or who is installing CP/M on
systems for which configurations do not
already exist.
200 pages. $10.95 ($2 P&H) #14C

Computers for Kids
by Sally Greenwood Larsen

Computers for Kids is written for the
elementary age child who is fascinated by
computers, but put off by the reading
level of most programming books.
Published in four editions (Apple, Atarr",
TRS-BO' or Sinclair ZXBl), this delightful
book features large, easy-to-read text,
many illustrations and complete instruc-
tions: It tells how to write programs that
print, do calculations and draw pictures.
Also explains how to save and load
programs, write flow charts and use

BASIC language.
Softbound. $4.95. ($1 P&H) Specify: Apple,
#12G. Atari, #12J. TRS-80, #12H. Sinclair
ZX81, :;;:12S.

Basic Computer Games
edited by David Ahl
A complete anthology of 101favorite

games and simulations, each complete
with sampleruns, program listings and
description. All games run in standard
Microsoft" BASIC and are easy to use
with any computer. There are games just
for fun, to develop logic strategies, to
teach environmental solutions, to simulate
athletic competition, to play alone or with
a group.
200 pages, softbound. $7.95. ($1.50 P&H) #6C

More Basic Computer Games
edited by David Ahl and Steve ~orth

B4new games to challenge you. All are
complete with program listings, sample
runs and description. All run in Microsoft
BASIC and are easy to use with any
computer. A conversion table for BASIC is
included. Games include Talk with Eliza
the Psychologist, Crack a Safe, Race Your
Ferrari, Joust with a Knight, and much
more!
200 pages, softbound. $7.95 ($1.50 P&H) #6C2
TRS-80 Edition of More Basic Computer
Games $7.95. ($1.50 P&H) #6C4

Katie and the Computer
by Fred D'ignazio and Stan Gilliam

In this delightful full-color adventure,
Katie "falls" into the imaginary land of
Cybernia inside her daddy's home
computer. Her journey Parallels the path

of a programming command through a
computer. While the book is aimed at
children 4 to 10,parents can use the
supplemental information to relate the
story to actual computer operation.
Iniosystems calls this book "entertaining
and educational."
36 pages, hardbound. $8.95. ($2.00 P&H) #121\

Getting Acquainted with Your
VIC@20 (Revised Edition)
by Tim Hartnell

This book leads the reader from the
absolute basics of programming the VIC
to writing complex, sophisticated
programs. It thoroughly describes the
use of the sound, music and color
graphics capabilities, and illustrates the
use of these functions in over 60 pro-
grams and games. By following the
comprehensive explanation given for



home, school or business uses!
each program and computer function, the
reader will learn a great deal about the
VIC, the BASIC language and microcom-
puters in general.
132 pages, softbound. $8.95. ($2.00 P&H) #15R

Computers ,n Mathematics:
A Sourcebook of Ideas
edited by David Ahl

This best-selling book contains scores
of pragmatic, easy-to-use, classroom-
tested ideas in dozens of different areas.
Covers probability; problem solving,
approximations, binary counting,
regression analysis, proof of geometric
theorems, drill and practice programs, art
and graphing programs. Complete
proqram listinqs and sample runs are
included, plus a section of over 250
problems, puzzles and programming
ideas.
224 pages, softbound. $15.95. ($2 P&H)

Best of Creative Computing,
Volume I
edited by David Ahl
All the articles, stories, learning

activities, games and puzzles that
appeared in Volume I of Creative
Computing, Covers computer applica-
tions in education and recreation. Over

.,.

200 contributors, from college professor
to U.S. Senator to science fiction author. A
must for anyone concerned with the
growth of computers and their increasing
role in American society.
328 pages, softbound. $8.95. ($2 P&H) #6A

Best of Creative Computing,
Volume II
edited by David Ahl

The best features from Creative
Computing's Volume II. A potpourri of
information on languages, programming
theory; artificial intelligence, computers
in education and computers and the arts.

Many puzzles and games.
336 pages, softbound. $8.95. ($2 P&H) #6B

Best of Creative Comp""ting,
Volume III
edited by David AIlI& Burchenal Green

Articles, fiction, games, programs and
more from Volume Ill of Creative
Computing. Features on technology;
public access, educational use of
computers, medical applications and
computer music. Reviews of calculators,
games, equipment, software and books.
Many puzzles, programs and games.
336 pages, softbound. $8.95 ($2 P&H) #12C

CALLTOLL FREE800-631-8112
(IN NJ) 201-540-0445

~_ CHARGE AND PHONE ORDERS $10 MJNIMlJM
PLEASEHAVE AD AT HAND WHEN ORDERING

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS:
Apple: Apple Computer, Inc. Atari: Atari, Inc.
CP/M: Digital Research. Inc. Microsoft: Microsoft Consumer
Products, Inc. TRS-SO: Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.
VIe: Commodore Business Machines.

Item No. Qty, Price Each P&W Total Price

'P&H charge indicated in parentheses ( ). Foreign orders
(excluding Canada and Mexico) add an additional $3
per order; shipped airmail only. 0 Send FREE Catalog.
o PAYMENTENCLOSED $ . NJ residents add 5% sales tax.
o CHARGEMY: 0 American Express 0 MasterCarcj. 0 Visa
Card No. -'- Exp. Date

Print Name _

Signature _

Address __
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I am happy to hear from you, and encourage your
correspondence. I will try to acknowledge all
correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier
for both of us. Please send your letters to "Personal
Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box 354, Palo
Alto, 'CA 94301.

For the past five years I have faith-
fully pounded out my correspondence
and articles on an ancient but trusty
IBM Selectric I. My attitude toward
word processing was summed up in
these statements: "Who needs a word
processor? Certainly not me! I write my
copy once and out it goes; word process-
ing is for the rewrite people." "If a word
processor is like the editors I had to use
at Tymshare several years ago, this is all
for the birds. I'll look at WP when I can
see wha: I am doing before I print it."
. Well, the inevitable happened-one of

my clients demanded his text in
WordPro format so he could change the
manuals with new releases of his prod-
ucts. I was persuaded to try word
processing at last-and I am sold on it.
The last few columns were done with
Word I'ro 4+ ($450 from Professional
Software) on my 8032. .

I am not going to bore you with a
description of the features of WordPro.
If you want to know these details, ask a
Commodore dealer to give you a
demonstration. Instead, here are a few
words on how WordPro is affecting my
writing and use of the Pet.

The first discovery is that WP lets me
type 'more rapidly and more accurately.
The Selectric is unforgiving of errors and
each error forced' me to stop and make

decided to make all of my written output
via my 8032 and WordPro.

So, if you haven't already used a word
processor, consider WordPro. I have
found it worth its price-definitely.

More On The Best Vie Products
In the December column I took a very

brief look at some 200 products for the
Vie as a buyer's guide for Christmas.
Unfortunately there wasn't enough
space to say much about the best prod-
ucts individually. Here are some com-
ments about the products that I liked the
most.

Astrohlitz******
Astroblitz (Creative Software, $46.95,

cartridge) is my favorite game for the
Vie. It is modeled after the Defender ar-
cade game and kept me going for hours
and hours. Don't give up if you get
wiped out at the start (which you will).
It took me about five hours of play to get
past the first screen-but then things got
better. If you ever get past 25,000 points
there is a nasty surprise awaiting you!

Vie Forth******
The Vie can be found at some dis-

count outlets for less than $180 which is
indeed a bargain. A little known fact
about the Vie is that it is more capable
than the Aim-65 system (or the Kim or
Sym for old timers) and costs less. If you
are designing a dedicated computer to
control equipment, take a hard look at
the Vie.

Forth has a history of being a com-
pact, rapidly programmed and fast run-

Greg Yob

the correction immediately. This broke
the flow of my thoughts, so I tended to
write less and in a choppier style. Next
was the "perfectionist" phase where I
had to get all of my output exactly cor-
rect, which took many printouts until I
got used to reading the text on the
screen. (Have you noticed that if it is on
a CRT you don't read it?)

Then; my correspondence changed. I
usually had to make a stack of letters by
the typewriter to do in batches or, as
happened most of the time, I hand scrib-
bled notes in place of letters. Well, my
handwriting is illegible even to me, so I
have no idea how well I was understood
by my correspondents. Now a simple let-
ter template file makes letters more
palatable-and much faster.

I am also using WP to maintain lists.
For example, in the Vie products col-
umn (December 1982) I kept the alpha-
betical files and the product files on
WordPro. This was forced on me after a
catastrophe using Jinsam which wiped
out quite a bit of work. The end result
was better, for WordPro let me make the
printout just as I liked it, which wasn't
possible with Jinsam. (Be assured that
Jinsam has its uses too.)

Then there is the elimination of copier
use. Now my text is on disk, so I don't
have to make copies -for my correspon-
dence files. In fact, the disks are far
more compact than paper so I have now
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
TERMINALS

Zenith ZT-l
Zenith ZT-100
Televideo 910+
Televideo 925
Televideo 950

$679.00
$595.00
$595.00
$779.00
$969.00

RAM

16K Ram Kit for Apple II, TRS80
200 nano seconds; 4116 chips $17.50

DISKETTES

Maxell 5V.' single side
Maxell 8" single side
Maxell 5V.' double side
Maxell 8" double side
BASF 5%"
BASF 8"
Verbatim 5V4'
Verbatim 8"
Wabash 5V4'

$39.00
$49.00
$45.00
$55.00
$26.95
$36.00
$26.95
$36.00
$21.95

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Novation Cat Modem
Novation D-CAT
Novation AUTO-CAT
Novation APPLE CAT
Hayes Smart Modem
Hayes Smart Modem 1200
Hayes Micro-Modem
Hayes Chronograph
Signalman Mark I

$139.00
$155.00
$209.00
$319.00
$249.00
$589.00
$319.00
$229.00
$85.00

COMPUTERS
Sanyo MBC 1000 64K CALL
Call for information on the complete Sanyo line.
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEM
Mainframe 2200a
Z-80 CPU 2810a
64K RAM 2065
Floppy Controller 2422a
ZENITH
Z-8948K
Z-90 64K
z-roo

$485.00
$265.00
$569.00
$369.00

CALL
CALL
CALL

Call For Prices On The Complete Zenith Line.
Casio FX702P Pocket Computer $179.00

SOFTWARE
MICROPRO'
WordStar
MailMerge
Customization Notes
SpeliStar
DataStar
CalcStar
MICROSOFT
Basic Interpreter
Basic Compiler
Fortran 80
Cobol 80
DATA BASE
dBase II

$239.00
$89.00

$359.00
$239.00
$199.00
$199.00

$349.00
$389.00
$499.00
$695.00

$495.00

DEALER INQUIRIES PLEASE
CALL 1-800-343-7036

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money
orders, or call to arrange direct bank wire
transfers. Personal or company checks require
one to three weeks to clear. All prices are
mait order onty and are subject to change
without notice. Catl for shipping charges.

•

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Z-80 Card by Microsoft
16K Card by Microsoft
32K Card by Saturn
Keyboard Enhancer II by Videx
Videoterm by Videx
Game Paddles by TG
Joystick by TG
Pkaso Cards
ALF 3 Voice Board
System Saver by Kensington
Microbuffer II 16K w/graphics
Microbuffer II 32K w/graphics
APPLE INTERFACE CARDS BY CCS
Serial Asynch #7710
Centronics #7729
ADVANCED LOGIC
Add-Ram 16K Card
Z-Card CP1M for the Apple II
Smarterm 80 Column Board w/Softswitch

$319.00
$165.00
$199.00
$125.00
$259.00
$49.00
$49.00
CALL

$229.00
$75.00

$259.00
$229.00

$139.00
$149.00

APPLE SOFTWARE

$79.00
$225.00
$249.00

MICROPRO'
WordStar
MailMerge
SpeliStar
DataStar
CalcStar
VISICORP
VisiCalc
VisiTerm
VisiDex
VisiPlot
VisiFile
VisiSchedule
VisiTrend/Plot
MISCELLANEOUS
Micro!T erminal
Screenwriter II
Executive Briefing System
Supercalc
Personal Filing System
PFS Report Writer
Word Handler

$199.00
$99.00

$149.00
$199.00
$189.00

$199.00
$79.00

$199.00
$169.00
$199.00
$259.00
$239.00

$79.00
$129.00
$169.00
$279.00
$115.00
$75.00

$169.00

PRINTERS
NEC 7710 Serial
NEC 7720 KSR
NEC 7730 Parallel
NEC 3510 Serial
NEC 3520
NEC 3530 Parallel
NEC 3550 for the IBM PC
Antex "Generic Model of the Prowriter"
Epson MX-80
Epson MX-80FT
Epson MX-100
IDS Micro Prism
IDS PRISM 80
IDS PRISM 132
Okidata Microline 80
Okidata Microline 82A
Okidata Microline 83A
Okidata Microline 84

The CPU Computer Corporation
Announces:

CPUnet'"

$2395.00
$2749.00
$2395.00
$1850.00
$2099.00
$1850.00
$2095.00
$479.00

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

The Local Area Network that uses real
CP/M'· for Apples. CPUnet'" allows you
to run hundreds of popular CP/M'"
programs, on your Apple terminals,

without disk drives!
Call for more information.

$2995.00

420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. CR14

VisiTerm
MICROPRO'
MailMerge
WordStar
MISCELLANEOUS
Supercalc by Sorcim
Superwriter by Sorcim
Home Accounting Plus
ENTERTAINMENT
Deadline $39.00
Temple of Apshai $29.00
Curse of Ra $15.99
Call For More IBM Software And Accessories
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

Th~OR£!!~!E1!!!!lP
Hours 9 AM - 9 PM (EST) Mon-Fri. (Sat. 'til 6)
Technical information call 617/242/3361

MONITORS
Sanyo 9" B&W
Sanyo 9" Green.
Sanyo 12" B&W
Sanyo 12" Green
Sanyo 13" Color
SMD 13" Color
Zenith 12" Green
Zenith 13" Color
Electrohome 13" HI-RES Color Monitor
Electrohome 13" Color
Electrohome 12' B&W
Electrohome 12" Green
Electrohome 9" B&W
Electrohome 9" Green

$159.00
$165.00
$179.00
$199.00
$399.00
$329.00
$99.00

$339.00
$829.00
$379.00
$179.00
$189.00
$149.00
$159.00

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISK DRIVES
CCI 100 for the TRS-80 Model 1

5'/.' 40 track $299.00
CCI189 for the Zenith Z-89 5V4'40 track $379.00
CORVUS 5M with Mirror $3089.00
CORVUS 10M with Mirror $4489.00
CORVUS 20M with Mirror $5389.00
CORVUS Interfaces CALL
RANA SYSTEMS add-on Disc Drive for the Apple II
Elite Two 80 Track CALL
Elite One 40 Track CALL
Elite Controller CALL
Tandon TM100-2 for the IBM CALL

IBM PC ACCESSORIES
64K Card by Microsoft
Joystick by TG
128K Card
192K Card
256K Card
Quaddram
Combo Card by Apparat
Call for more IBM PC add-ons.

$435.00
$49.00

$579.00
$629.00
$699.00

CALL
$249.00

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH
SANYO MBC 1000

INCLUDES
~ORDSTAR,CALCSTAR

CCI ADD-ON DRIVE
$2195.00

IBM PC SOFTWARE
INFORMATION UNLIMITED
Easy Writer
Easy Speller
Easy Filer
VISICORP
VisiCalc 256K
VisiFile
VisiTrendNisiPlot
VisiDex

$289.00
$149.00
$319.00

$199.00
$219.00
$259.00
$209.00
$99.00

$119.00
$299.00

$279.00
$289.00
$139.00

~
~ .

••
TWX- 710-348-1796

Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax



PET IVle, continued ...

ning language suited for process control
and structured programming. The Forth
cartridge from Human Engineered Soft-
ware lets the Vie become an incredibly
flexible machine for these things. HES
has added many words to Fig-Forth to
take advantage of such Vie features as
sound and graphics. The cartridge sells
for $59.95.

Though Forth is to some an eclectic
language, this cartridge is one of the
most seriously useful tools for the Vie.

Alphacom Printer *****
I have never liked the Vie printer-

mainly due to its unusual paper size and
slow speed. The Alphacom printer,
which sells for $219, plugs into the Vie
serial bus just like the Vie printer and, in
most cases, behaves identically. (There is
one minor difference which is described
in the manual.)

The biggest plus for the Alphacom is
its speed. It runs more than twice as fast
as the Vie printer. The printer is ther-
mal, so it is also much quieter. On the
negative side, the printer is a 40-column
device, and if you don't like thermal pa-
per this isn't for you.

Oh yes, look at the price; it is quite a
bit less than the Vie printer.

COLOR SLIDES
FROM YOUR APPLE*
0(Q)~ruU[~:r5)TM
~SLlDE EXPRESSlJ'U

Turnsyour Apple 11*
Hi Res Graphics

into 3Smm Color Slides
Have slides made from:

• Apple Business Graphics*
• Executive Briefing svstemt
• Visiploti
• Other 33 or 34 Sector

Binary Picture Files

Slides for
•Meetings. Conferences
•Lectures. Trade Shows
for only $6.00 per slide

($30.00 minimum)
Turnabout Time - 5 Days
For information call or write:

VISUAL HORIZONS
180 Metro Park, Rochester, NY 14623

(716) 424-5300

'T~ademarkS of Apple Computer Corp tTrademark 01Lotus
Corp f Trademark of Personal Computer. Inc Computer
Slide Express is a trademark of Visual HOrizons. Inc
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Defender On Tri * * ***
You control a somewhat fragile ship

on a rescue mission which involves pick-
ing up several astronauts and threading
a dangerous maze. A variety of in-
genious hazards must be passed through,
and you must keep track of your time
and fuel supply. I could get through the
first two screens and am working on a
particularly tortuous passage in the third
screen.

Defender on Tri requires both the
usual hand-eye coordination and some
strategy as well. Note: you do need at
least 3K more of memory for this game.
The game is from Nufenkop and sells for
$12.95 on tape.

Chomper, Snakman
and Trashman * * ** *

Chomper from Random Access Com-
puters and Snakman from Microdigital
are very close imitations of our familiar
all-devouring yellow dot (I wonder if
Pac-Man is the reincarnation of the
Happy Face of the 70's). I very slightly
prefer Chomper, but I haven't spent
enough quarters to know the real thing
that well. Both games are sold on tape.
Chomper is $12.95, and Snakman is
$24.95.

Trashman from Creative Software is
the same thing with a different cast of
characters, in this case a garbage truck
which you drive and giant flies (inspired,
no doubt, by the famous Medfly here in
Silicon Gulch) which chase you. Trash-
man lets you set the bonus level so as
you improve in skill you can make the
game harder. It sells for $46.95 in car-
tridge form.

Sureit's illSlRWlP
SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:
• Fire> Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake> Water Damage- Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-0598
(In Ohio call 1-800-848-2112)

~l\J'"
COLUMBIA NATIONAL GENERAL AGENCY

CIRCLE 114·0N READER SERVICE CARD

rBBB
CATALOG!

Just let us know and we'll mail you a
FREE Creative Computing Catalog
-16 pages filled with books, buyer's
guides, magazines, and more!

To get your FREE catalog, write
to: Creative Computing Catalog,
Oept HA9X 39 East Hanover Ave,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

Hopper *****
Hopper from Data Equipment Supply

is like the arcade game Frogger. You use
the joystick to help a froggie across a
road, through some buildings and mov-
ing walls, to one of several safe spots.
Then it starts all over again with fewer
safe spots. I had a lot of fun with this
one, and the jumping sound is the best
sound I've heard from the Vie. The tape
sells for $12.

VIE Vie to IEEE-488 *****
If you own other Commodore equip-

ment or have a lab with IEEE-488
equipment, this cartridge can provide
the IEEE-488 bus interface for a Vie,
For example, I used this cartridge with
my standard CBM 4040 or 8050 drives
and saved the expense of buying the Vie
disk drive unit.

.Tust plug in the cartridge and do a
SYS and the Vie speaks IEEE-488 for
devices 4 to 31. The Vie and this car-
tridge provide the least expensive IEEE-
488 controller for a lab that I know of-
less than $300 total. (Note: Micro-
Sytems, the manufacturer, tells me that
they have a similar unit for the Pet-64.
As far as I know, Commodore has never
released their IEEE-488 cartridge, so get
this one for $79.95 instead.)

PromQueen *****
The Prom Queen cartridge from

Gloucester Computer Bus is designed
for two major functions. First, it can
program 2716 and 2732 EPROMs which
is very handy if you are developing
firmware for the Vie. A "shadow" me,m-
ory is provided so you can first load the
code into the same address as the ROM
for testing. A ROM is provided with a
program for hexadecimal editing of the
ROM pattern and the burning routine.
This relocates to leave the memory space
free for the blank ROM.

Second, you can use a jumper cable to
attach the ROM socket to a RAM
socket in some other machine. The
shadow memory permits the other ma-
chine to see memory and switching back
and forth, you can more rapidly work
with other dedicated machines (this is
called a development system in some cir-
cles). The cartridge sells for $174.50.
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APPLE 11+
COMPATIBLE

DRIVE

WI CONTROLLER
MSL OUR PRICE

549.00 429.00

WIO CONTROLLER
MSL OUR PRICE

449.00 379.00
~ COMPARE TO ~ COMPARE TO
216.00 APPLE DRIVE 146.00 APPLE DRIVE

\PPLE IS A REG. TRADE MARKOF APPLE COMPUTER

9" GRN PHS
MSL 189.00

OUR PRICE OUR PRICE
88.00 119.00

~ ~ METAL
$101.00 $70.00 CABINET

11"1·"'.lf' .••••• Card
Works With
• Integer Basic
• ApplesoW •• MSL 159.00
• Pascal 1.0 & 1.1 • CP/M
•.Apple.oft 18a registered Trademark 01 Apple Computer, Inc.
"CP/M 18a registered trademark of Digital Research.

PERSONAL
~ COMPUTER

.-.INCLUDES:
2 Drives DS/ DD

::, ColorGraphic Board
. - 64K Memory

~!'12"BMC
~ GRNPHS

OUR PRICE S~
MSL $2895.00 410.00

3305.00 'Subject to availability

OSBORNE
PERSONAL COMPUTER

Our
MSL Price

Videx Combo Package 375.00 259.00
Videx Videoterm Card 345.00 239.00
Videx Keiboard Enhancer II 149.00 115.00
Microsoft Softcard with CP/M 345.00 235.00
Microsoft Premium Pak 685.00 469.00
Microsoft 16K Card 99.95 72.50
PCP Appll Card (4 MHZ version) 44500 339.00
PCP Appll Card (6 MHZ ve sicn) 59500 449.00
Corvus Winchester 5MB 2,495.00 1.949.00
Corvus Winchester 10MB 3.495.00 2.849.00
Corvus Winchester 20MB 4.495.00 3.699.00
Saturn Systems 32K 249.00 165.00
Saturn Systems 64K 425.00 312.00
Saturn Systems 128K 599.00 452.00
Hays Micromodem II 379.00 285.00
Hays Smart modem 279.00 225.00
Kensington System Saver 90.00 68.00
M & R RF Modulator 30.00 22.00
M & R Super Fan 50.00 37.00
Grappler + t 75.00 135.00
Practical Peripherals

Microbuffer II t6K 259.00 225.00
Practical Peripherals

Microbuffer II 32K 299.00 239.00
Prometheus Versa Card 199.00 149.00
SVA Disk 2+2 Controller DSSD 395.00 335.00
SVA Disk 2+ 2 Controller DSDD 595.00 489.00
SVAApp·L·Cache 256 K Memory 1.200.00 1.049.00
TG Jorstick 59.95 24.00
TG Select-APort 59.95 24.00
Wesper Micro Wizard 80 249.00 \79.00
Wesper Micro BPO 16K 179.00 139.00
Wesper Micro BPO 32K 219.00 159.00
Wesper Micro SOB 16K 249.00 189.00
Wesper Micro SOB 32K 279.00 229.00
BMC 140t w/RGB Interface 595.00 319.00
ALS Z·Card w/CPM for Apple II 349.00 209.00

APPLE
SOFTWARE

Our
MSL Price

$ 250.00 $ \80.00
250.00 \80.00
100.00 150.00
115.00 75.00
160.00 \97.00
250.00 \80.00
150.00 180.00
100.00 149.00
750.00 588.00

Visicalc Apple Dos 3.3
Visidex
Visiplot
Visiterm
Visitrend
Visifile
Desktop Plan II
Desktop Plan III
Visipack

NEe
STUDENT
SYSTEM
64K .. '
'NEC PC80~
'NEC PC 8012
'NEC PC 8031
12" Grn. Phs. Video Mon itor

HARDWARE
CORVUS Hard Disk 5MB
Microsoft

64K Ram Card
128K Ram Card
256K Ram Card
64K Ram chips

Quadram
Quad Ram 256K.4 function brd

TG Products
Joystick

SOFTWARE
Automated Sim. Temple of Apshai
Cavalier Championship Blackjacks
Continental Home Accountant Plus
Denver Easy(Exec.Accounting Sys.I
Infocom Deadline
Innovative HM. III (a DBMS)
ISM Mathmagic
Info Unlimited

Easy writer II
Phone Support of Easywriter II
Easyspeller (88K words)
Easyfiler (aDBMS)

Micro Pro Wordstar
Sorcim Superwriter

Super Calc
Visicorp Visicalc

Visicald156K
Desktop Plan I
VisiTrend/Plot
VisiDex
VisiFile

VersaWriter Graphics Tablet
Conquest
Frogger
The Tax Manager
Galaxy
Midway Campaign
Computer Stocks and Bonds
Voyager
Draw Poker
Lost Colony

399.00 369.00
599.00 475.00
995.00 777.00
195.00 \55.00

995.00 675.00

65.00

35.00
35.00

149.00
695.00
35.00

450.00
75.00

350.00
350.00
150.00
400.00
495.00
395.00
195.00
100.00
150.00
300.00
300.00
150.00
150.00
199.00
19.95
34.95

150.00
15.00
11.00
15.00
15.00
11.00
11.95

APPLE II
PLUS
48K

'Subject to

availability

MSL
1330.00

47.00

F/iOW HEWLETT
IL:I.!.I PACKARD
Hp·llC Slim-Line Advancea
Hp·12C Slim-Line Financial
Hp·41 CV New 2.2
Bytes Mem

HP 15C Adv Prog Calculator
HP 16C Adv Financial Calc
Card Reader For 41CVlC
Printer For 41CV/C
Optical Wand For 41 CViC
Quad Ram Equals
4 Mem. Mods
HP-97 Prcgramble Printer
HP-67 Programble
Calculator
HP-34C Programble
Scientific

HP·38C Programble
Bus. R/E
Hp·32E Adv. Scientific
Hp·37E Business Mgmt.

135.00
150.00

175.00
135.00
150.00
215.00
385.00
115.00

95.00
m.1?I

119.00
\29.00

209.00
109.00
119.00
162.00
289.00
97.00

81.00
5IDlIJ

295.00

1\1.00

1\1.00
48.00
57.0028.00

28.00
\09.00
535.00
17.00

355.00
65.00

269.00
260.00
119.00
289.00
229.00
289.00
189.00
\55.00
\89.00
240.00
240.00
\99.00
\99.00
255.00
24.00
29.00

\99.00
21.00
17.95
21.00
21.00
17.95
23.95

MONITORS
NEC
Nec 12" Hi Res

Green Monitor
Nec 12" Composite

Color Monitor

SANYO
Sanyo 9" B s W
Sanyo 9" Green Monitor
San yo t1" B s W
Sanyo 12" Green

(New Case Style)
Sanyo 13" Color Monitor

ZENITH
Zenith 12" Green Monitor 159.00 :\9.00

375.00

150.00

150.00
55.00
75.00

1tO.00 \65.00

449.00 345.00

115.00 \65.00
115.00 \69.00
175.00 185.00
310.00 249.00

489.00 359.00

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CORRECT
CEDES ALL PREVIOUS ADS. PRICES SUBJl-f;l~MICROB~I~S;W~L-; - - -1~1:;~;:8~~~~o :A-
I. r:v:lli\nn (ij1IolI]1RIol 1~~~~~~~r~~#108

lMJlJ-J.Uu l!l) UlJlJ!) L£lJ1) Tarzana, CA 91356 *California residents add 61/2% sales tax.I OUTSIDE CA CALL TOLL FREE 1 (800) 423·5886 IN CA {213) 996·2252 **Add 3% Shipping & Handling - Add 3%
surcharge for credit cards. Order cannot be

I ~~~r:~~lease print) fnh~rJd~~9U~~~~~ina~~~~~cil~~~da~~fa~/:~~:e
I City state Zip_____ applicable.

Oty Makp Model ~_,"De:,sc,"-r",IPt",lo:nc _.--:-:Pr",lce=-,-,T",ota:c..,1 TOTAL OROER $

II~-I I I ITAX IF APPLICABLE·FF.~----+-----+----+--I~~;:~~;l~~~~it_NG_· _

I I~
D Allow 2 weeks clearance for VISA II personal check \..~

Our
Price
\39.00
149.00
169.00
289.00
175.00
1\9.00
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THE APPLE COMPATIBL
ALTERNATIVE
FRANKLIN .
BUSINESS~,
SYSTEM ~
Franklin Ace 1000 system. 64K •
Disk Drive with controller card. 12"
green phs. video monitor.
Color optional $49.00

S1395.00
SAVE $1000 COMPARED TO APPLE SYSTEM

TPI SMITH CORONA
DAISY WHEEL

EPSON
Epson MX~80 T Type III

w/graphics
Epson MX~80F/T Type III

wI graphics
Epscn MX·tOO Type III

w/graphics

OKIDATA
Okidata 82A w/tractor 80 eel
Okidata 83A W/tractor 132 col
Okidata 84A 132 col. serial
Gkldata 84A 132 cor. parallel

C. ITOH
C. Itoh F to 40 cps (parallel)
C. Itoh F 10 40 cps (serial)
C. Itoh Prow-iter (parallel)

(serial)

649.00
995.00

1495.00
1395.00

745.00

995.00

Call

Call

5'/••' FLOPPY DISK DRIVES'

MSL
For the IBM Single-Sided $195.00
Personal Tan- 48TPI
don TM tO~1
For IBM/North· Dual-sited. 395.00
star/Cromemco 48TPl
Tandon TMtO~1

5'14' WINCHESTER DRIVES
Seagate ST 506 6.38Mb 1500.00
Seagate ST 4t1 11.76Mb 1750.00
Tandon TM 601 6.4Mb 1395.00
T~nrlon TM 603 9.fiMb 1500.00

Signature



PET !VIe, continued ...

A new ROM is now available with
more functions for the advanced user.

Terminal 40 *****
Of the several dumb terminal pro-

grams for the Vie, Terminal 40 from
Midwest Micro Associates is by far the
best. It assumes that you have an RS-
232 device on the User Port. (This can
be the VicModem or an RS-232 adapter
and a standard modem.) By working
magic with the programmable charac-
ters, the device makes 40 columns ap-
pear on the screen with readable
characters.

Another nice feature is smooth scroll-
ing of the lines, which is a big and fancy
feature of terminals like the VT-100.

To my surprise, most dumb terminal
programs for the Vie do not handle con-
trol characters. Terminal 40 handles
these with ease using the CTRL key just
as you would expect. I found Terminal
40 a much better program than the one
supplied with the VicModem.

Public Domain for Vic *****
Public Domain has taken on the un-

enviable task of collecting all known
public software for the Pet and Vie.
They are planning to provide these pro-
grams at $10 per disk filled with pro-
grams on an "as-is" basis. They also
plan to offer selected collections of the
best programs as well.
Their first collection includes 80 pro-

grams taken from several Vie user
groups. Since many Vie owners do not
have disks, both disks and tapes will be
available. This is an incredible bargain,
and if you are learning about your Vie,
these programs will teach you many
interesting things.

HesWriter *****
The problem with most of the Vie

word processors (aside from the 22-col-

umn screen which is unavoidable) is that
they either require additional memory
just to hold the word processing pro-
gram or are very limited. HesWriter
from Human Engineered Software has
most of the desirable word processing
features, and I consider it to be the best
word processor for the Vie at present. It
sells for $39.95.
(I must admit to some bias about

word processors. I avoided using one on
my 40-column Pet mostly due to the in-
ability to see on the screen what the
processor would give as output. If you
are serious about WP, get a computer
with an 80- or 132-column display first.)

BUTI Basic Utility *****
BUTI from United Microware In-

dustries is a ROM chip with some
firmware equivalent to the Pro-
grammer's Toolkit with commands like
Auto, Renumber, Trace, and so on. Sev-
eral additional commands to help with
the Vie are included. The retail price is
$34.95.

UMI should have put BUTI into a
cartridge. Currently you have to buy a
cartridge with empty ROM sockets (an-
other $30 or so from UMI) in order to
install it.

Vic Carrying Case *****
If you travel a lot with your Vie, this

nifty and well built carrying case from
Carry-Comp will hold your treasure
well. Space is provided for the Vie,
power supply, tape deck, and a few tapes
and manuals. Everything is protected
with a plush furry fabric. It sells for
$89.95. Carry-Comp will also have a
larger case with space for the disk and
printer.

Bike Exercise * * **
The Softpedal Bike Exerciser from

Practical Applications is perhaps the

III I !lt~llI11111ISlil'IIII~!lnnNn~IJn~~)llll)Hn~IJ.
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most unusual Vie product I have seen. It
includes a stand for a standard bicycle
which supports it for stationary cycling
and has some fans to provide the biker
with a drag to work against.

A sensor, which plugs into the Vie
User Port, is attached to the rear wheel.
The software times the turning rate of
the wheel and calculates your speed and
mileage. Two programs are provided,
one for exercise work and one for
simulating bike racing,

I found the software, which costs
$145, a bit crude and expect that Prac-
tical Applications will provide better
programs soon.

RS-232 Interface ****
The Printer RS-232 interface from

United Microware Industries is the best
of the RS-232 interfaces in construction
and clarity of instructions. The Com-
modore RS-232 interface is a close sec-
ond. I found the required diagrams for
using the Vie RS-232 port quite clear. A
short dumb terminal program is in-
cluded to get you started. The interface
is priced at $49.95.

Expansion Board * * **
The Expandor 3-slot expansion board

from Precision Technology is my favor-
ite of the six expansion boards I tried for
the Vie, Though some units had protec-
tive plastic covers and others had lots of
options (for more money), this unit
merely has a selection switch for each
slot which lets you keep several car-
tridges plugged in. The switch tells the
Vie which one to see.
The cheaper units did not have this

feature, so in many uses they could serve
only to save some wear and tear on the
main connector. I do find that an expan-
sion unit is easier to plug and unplug
than the Vie connector. The Precision
Technology board sells for $59.95.

Turtle Graphics ****
The turtle is a popular educational

tool for graphics. The Turtle Graphics
cartridge from Human Engineered Soft-
ware provides a turtle language for the
Vie, You can make fairly complex
graphics and sound effects with Turtle
without the gyrations required in Basic.

Be aware that this is not the Logo tur-
tle, which is a more sophisticated tool
for education. The HES Turtle is fun to
use once you realize this. The cartridge
sells for $39.95.

Typing Tutor ****
Typing Tutor from Academy Software

is a series of lessons in the use of the key-
board. It includes all of the patterned
drills needed to help with typing ability.
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EXCLUSIVELY JllS?FTWARE
ATARI® ~ ~ANDHARDWARE)

PRICES GOOD THROUGH AT AR I® •

JAN. 31. 1983 '"' I'"'
Send For Our
Complete Catalog!
• Includes game

and program
descriptions!

$419.88 UPS DEUVERED
• 100 cherectersper second, bi·directional, logic'seekingprinthead action

(48 lines,!min.)with 2K print buffer, expanable to 4Kon-~rd
9 x 9 matrix produces proportional, 10, 12, 17 cpi with true descenders,
double width, double strike,italiCS,& special graphics characters
120 x 144 hi-resolutiondot-addressable graphics matrix
Subscripts, superscripts, underlining, backspace, plus 2K user-programmable
characterROM, perf skip, vert,lhorz tabs

• Friction/tractor standard; handles3-part forms (8,5")

Star

'.NTlRS

Mldex OP-9501A.
Anadex OP-9629A ,

. , $1409.88
, $1499.88

.. $69.88
.... $949.88
.. $1649.88

· $2324.88

PRlNTlRS
Microline 80 . , , , , , . $349.88
Microline 82A. . . , , , . $439.88
SO/82A Tractor. , .... $59.88
82A Roll Paper Holder, . , $49.88
Mlcroline 83A. . . . $694.88
82A!83A Okigraph ROM. . . $44.88
Microline 84 w / graphics & tractor
Parallel,200 cps. . $1044.88
RS·232C, 200 cos. . $1164.88

NEe PC·8023A .
NEC 3510.
NEC 3530.
NEC 3550.
3500 Tractor.

.... , $509.88
. $1929.88

" $1809.88
. $2199.88

$239.88

$2109.88

Centronics 122·1 .
Centronics 122·3 .
Centroocs 352 ..
Centronics 353.

$499.88
$609.88
$734.88
$789.88

C. Itch Prownter,
w/RS·232C
( Itch Prownter 2
w/RS-232C
(Itoh F·10 Starwnter, 40 cos
Parallelor 1lS·23K . $1499.88
Utah F·l0 Printmaster, 55 cos
Parallelex RS-23K $1799.88
F·l0 Tractor $289.88

Daisyvvriter 2(X)()
Daisyvvnter Tractor
Dalsyvvnter Cable

· $1089.88
$149.88
$49.88

$1269.88
$1969.88
$2694.88
$314.88

$469.88

. $679.88
· $1104.88
$1339.88

.. $1459.88
$1539.88
$1269.88
$1339.88
$1459.88
$1699 88

Qume Sprint 9/45

Smith Corona TP·l ..... $599.88
10 or 12 cpi, parallel or RS-232C

CALL FOR PRICESon Epson, DIP, MPI,
Detasouth, & other printers.

MODEMS
Hayes 300 Baud.
Hayes 1200 Baud
Hayes Micromodem-II
w/Softvvare ..

, $234.88
$569.88
$299.88
$329.88

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

THEBOnOM LINE____ MILFORD NH 03055-0423 _

DlBbI0620.
DlBb10630
Deblo 630 KSR.
630 Tractor ..

DMP·85 Pnnter

IDSMicropnsm .
IDS Prism 80 .
above w/graphlcs ..
al:x:Ne N/ sheetfeed.
above w/4·color
IDSPrism 132 .
ebove w/graphics.
ebove w/sheetfeed
above w/4-color.

Novation Apple Cat 1200 .... $579.88
Novation Apple Cat 300 . . $334.88
Novation 1200 Upgrade. $324.88
Novation Auto Cat 300 ..... $224.88
Novation Auto-Cat 1200 .. $569.88
Novation Cat. $159.88
Novation D Cat , $159.88

. $89.88

$1.00
(Refundable with your order)

New Years
Specials!

• Shamus (D/T) ••••••••••• $22.00
• Frogger (OfT) ••••••••••• $22.00
• 810 Disk Drive $419.00

(Pre-paid only)

Call (503)683-5361 or write to:
2160 W. 11 th Ave .• Eugene, OR 97402
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Memory Loss?
Disc Drive Problems?

Don't Blame
The Software.

throughout the human body
completely unnoticed.
WattsOut provides protection
against this naturally
occurring static electricity by
allowing you to drain off the
energy before touching the
sensitive equipment.

A stroll across a carpet can
generate enough electro-static
energy to disrupt your entire
computer system. This energy
can cause altered memory,
loss of programs and errone-
ous data entry. WattsOut is
positive protection from the
damage of static discharges
for your word processing facil-
ity, data entry station, mini-
computer or point of sale
terminal.
Ordinary clothing, especially

synthetics, is capable of gen-
erating and storing high vol-
tage static charges of several
thousand volts. The human
body can develop and trans-
mit levels of static electricity
in excess of 20,000 volts
without harm, while the levels
of 3,000 volts can pass

Associated Research Enter. P.O. Box 22463
Denver, CO 80224 (303) 759-3880 Dealer Discounts Available.

Please send __ WattsOut
(at $5.95 ea.). Make check,
money order payable to
Associated Research
Enterprises, Colorado
residents add 3.5% sales tax.
Price includes shipping.
Overseas orders add 15%.
Allow four to six weeks
delivery in U.S.

• a i1311sDui
CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Signalmar Mark 1

Monitors, cables, IBM PC & Apple/Franklin hardware & software also
available. Call for more information.

Information & Orders
(603)·881·'855
Orders Only: (800)-343-0726

NO HIDDEN CHARGES
FREEUPS shipping on all orders-No extra charge to use credit cards-All equipment
shipped factory fresh with menutecturer's warranty-COD orders accepted ($10 fee)
No purchase orders accepted- No foreign or APO orders accepted- Minimum $50 per
order- This ad prepared in November, pnces subject to change.



PETIVle, continued ...

Several kinds of exercises help relieve
the tedium of this kind of work. I
remember with dismay the times that I
learned typing the old way (my Selectric
finally taught me typing), and the Vie is
far better. The tape sells for $9.95.

A Bit of Twiddling For 8032 Owners
Though the focus of this column has

been on the Vie, the 40-column Pet and
recently the '64, there is an important
minority group in the Pet world-the
owners of the 8032 80-column machines.
Here is some fun just for you guys.

Buried in the 8032 is a chip, the
Motorola MC6845, which controls the
803.2display screen. This chip deals with
items like the number of characters on
the screen, where the video RAM is to
be seen on the display and sundry simi-
lar things. To the 8032 this chip appears
at two addresses, the pointer register at
59520 and the video register at 59521.
The pointer register (PR) is used to se-
lect which one of the 17 internal reg-
isters of the MC6845 is to appear at the
address of the video register (VR). For
example, a POKE 59520,5 would select
the fifth CRT register (CR) to be seen at
the location 59521. A POKE 59521,13
would set CR #5 to the value 13.

The gory details on these CRs can be
found in Programming The PET/CBM
by Raeto West on pages 270-271. I
highly recommend this book.

If you want to play with the 17 reg-
isters, the program in Listing 1, the 8032
CRT Explorer, may be used. It asks for
the register number (the number of the
CR), draws a test pattern, and asks for
the value to be put into the register. En-
ter a -1 to get back to the register num-
ber question. Note subroutine \000
which restores the original 8032 values
to all of the registers.

There is one caution with this pro-
gram: some values of the registers will
either cause the display to freeze up
(with or without visible garbage) or
worse, the electronics in the CRT will
complain audibly. I got several ominous
crackling sounds and high pitched
screams while fiddling about. I suggest
that you save the program on disk and
keep a reset button handy. Don't leave
your 8032 in a state of display
stress-damage may result.
For just fun, the program in Listing 2

goes through most of the interesting
video states available from the control-
ler. Don't try extending the ranges given
in the program without first seeing what
the program will do. When using num-
bers outside of these ranges, I found they
were dull or that my CRT was telling
me that it didn't like being tortured that
way. 0

Listing 1. 8032CR T Explorer.

18 RE" B832 CRT CONTROLLER EXPLORER
28 PR=59528:CR=PR+l
38 INPUT'RE6ISTER NU"BER:'jR6
48 IF R6(0 OR R6)17 THEN 38
5~ POKE PR,R6:60SUB2~88:PRINT'RE6ISTER NU"BER:'R6"
60 INPUT'RE6ISTER VALUE:"jRV
78 IF RV(8 THEN 60SUBl888:60TO 38
B0 IF RV)255 THEN 68
98 POri CR,RV:60T060
1000 RE" RESTORE TO ORI6INAL VALUES
le10 RE5TORE:FORR6=8TOI7:READRV:POKEPR,R6:POKECR,RV:NEXT:RETURN
1020 DATA 49,48,41,15,39,8,25,32,8,9,0,8,16,8,8,0,S,8
28~0 RE" TEST PATTERN
2010 PRINT'":PRINT:FORL=IT02~:FOR"=~T09
2020 PRINTCHR$(b4+")' ·;:NEXT:NEXT:RETl~N
Note: Several lines use the CBM screen control characters.
In particular:

Line 30 has a CLEAR before the text.
Line 50 has HOME before the text.
Line 60 has HOME CRSR DOWN before the text.
Line 20\0 has a CLEAR in the first PRINT statement.

Listing 2. 8032 CR T Demo.
Ie RE" 8~32 CRT CONTROLLER DE"O
20 PR=59S2':CR=PR+l
38 60SUB 2e88
48 R6=0:RV=41:60SUB3888:FORJ=lT04588:HEXTJ
50 LO=42:HI=52:DL=588:60SUB4888
68 R6=I:L0=0:HI=58:DL=388:60SUB48S8
78 R6=2:LO=8:HI=48:DL=28i:60SUB4880
80 R6=3:l0=8:HI=128:DL=2i8:60SUB488~
90 R6=4:LO=28:HI=127:DL=288:60SUB4e8'
1~0 R6=5:LO=8:HI=63:DL=18S:60SUB48SS
110 R6=b:LO=S:HI=27:DL=2i8:60SUB48S8
t20 RV=34:60SUB3seS:60SUBI0ee
138 R6=7:LO=8:HI=33:DL=280:60SUB4S'8
14e R6=B:LO=0:HJ=31:DL=288:60SUB4888
15@ R6=9:LO=8:HI=31:DL=288:60SUB4SS8
16@ R6=13:LO=8:HI=255:DL=lj8:60SUB4ee@
170 R6=12:LO=@:HI=127:DL=288:60SUB4889
18@ PRINT"AND THAT'S ALL, FOLKS ••.•••
19@ END

180~ RE" RESTORE TO ORI6INAL VALUES
1010 RESTORE:FORR6=~TOI7:READRV:POKEPR,R6:POKECR,RV:NEXT:RETURN
1@20 DATA 49,48,41,15,39,8,25,32,8,9,8,9,16,8,8,8,8,e
2088 RE" TEST PATTERN
2818 PRINT··:PRINT:FORL=lT022:FOR"=8T09
2020 PRINTCHR$(b4+")' 'j:NEXT:NEXT:RETURN
3980 RE" POKE INTO REGISTERS AND 6IVE SHORT DELAY
3010 POKE PR,R6:POKE CR,RV
382@ FORJ=ITODL:NEXiJ:RETURN
4@8@ RE~ 60 THRU RAN6E LO TO HI
4010 FOR RV=LO TO HI:60SUB 38ee:NEXT:605UBle0e
4020 FORJ=lT02ii0:HEXT:RETURH
Note: Line 2010 has a CLEAR between the quotes in the PRINT.
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Practical Applications of California
P.O. Box 255678
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 920-1900

Gloucester Computer Bus
6 Brooks Rd.
Gloucester, MA 01930
(617) 283-7719

Firms mentioned in this column:

Precision Technology
2970 Richards St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 487-6266

Academy Software
P.O. Box 9403
San Rafael, CA 94912
(415) 479-4703

Human Engineered Software
71 Park Lane
Brisbane, CA 94005
(415) 468-4110

Professional Software, Inc.
166 Crescent Rd.
Needham, MA 02194
(617) 444-5224

Alphacom
2323 South Bascom
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 559-8000

Microdigital
752 John Glenn Blvd.
Webster, NY 14580
(716) 872-0647

Carry-Comp
24687 Aric Way
Elkhart, IN 46517
(219) 875-8698

Micro-Systems
11105 Shady Trail # 103
Dallas, TX 75229
(214) 484-7836

Public Domain
5025 Sou th Rangeline Rd.
West Milton, OH 45383
. (513) 698-5638

Midwest Micro Associates
P.O. Box 6148
Kansas City, MO 54110
(816) 921-6502

Creative Software
201 San Antonio Circle # 133
Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 948-9595

Random Access Computers
P.O. Box 1453
Destin, FL 32541
(904) 837-7201

Nufenkop
P.O. Box 156
Shady Cove, OR 97539
(503) 878-2113

Data Equipment Supply
8315 Firestone Blvd.
Downey, CA 90241
(714) 778-5455

United Microware Industries
3503 Temple Ave., Suite C
Pomona, CA 91768
(714) 594-1351
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1-9 Boxes - $21.90 ea.
10+ Boxes - $19.90 ea.
FREE PLASTIC CASE

WITH EACH BOX

ATTENTION
PROGRAMMERS!!

OATASOFT is currently seeking programs and
programmers to add to their rapidly growing
and expanding operation. A leading marketer
and developer of personal computer software,
OAT ASOFT offers experienced assembly-
language programmers the opportunity to join
their staff to develop and translate arcade
games such as ZAXXONTM, as well as to author
original material for their games, education and
home management product lines. OATASOFT
pays competitive salaries, plus bonuses based
on product performance. Relocation assistance
is available, if needed.

If you have working knowledge of Atari, Apple,
TI, or Commodore operating systems, graphics,
animation and sound, call or write Melinda
Storch at:

D SEND ME BOXES AT $ PER BOX
PLUS $3.00 SHIPPING/HANDLING PER ORDER

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ _
(Texas residents add 5% sales tax.)

D CHARGE MY:
DMasterCard . D Visa

D SEND ME YOUR PRICE LIST

Card No. Exp. Date __

Signature _

Name----~(p7Ie~a~se~p~ri~n~tf~u~lI~n~am~e~)------

Da~E~~~
9421 Winnetka Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 701· 5161 1(800) 423·5916

Address Apt. _

City State Zip _

[WSoftware
mt' Boot

Ole

IIZAXXON and 5EGA are registered trademarks of 5ega Enterprises.
DATA50FT is a registered trademark of Datasoft, Inc. P.O. Box 396

Richardson, TX 75080
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Pausing just before the 48th twirl
around the ice rink between the Tandy
Towers in Fort Worth, we look at the
PT-210 Portable Data Terminal, how to
write a secret program that can't be re-
vealed by a L I STing, how Radio Shack
stores uses the TRS-80 for reporting to
headquarters, packing strings with De-
bug, a few words about Color Computer
manuals, and a short program that dis-
plays asterisks no matter what you type.

New Product Preview
Last September, New York's St. Regis

Hotel was the scene of the annual Tandy
Corp.!Radio Shack New Product Pre-
view. This preview included a roomful of
new products that appear in the 1983
Radio Shack general merchandise and
computer products catalogs, displayed
for examination by security analysts and
the press.

In addition to new stereo equipment,
modular telephones, auto anti-theft
alarms and such, the display included
high-resolution graphics for the TRS-80
Model I and III, several new printers,
Winchester hard-disk drives, the Porta-
ble Data Terminal, and several software
products. An adjoining room offered the
opportunity to play a variety of Color
Computer games, to tryout Logo or
watch it in operation, and to examine a
prototype videodisc/computer system.

Portable Data Terminal
The PT-210 Portable Data Terminal,

priced at $995, is Radio Shack's first
venture into the portable printing termi-
nal market. It includes a full QWERTY
keyboard, a very quiet 80-column dot-
matrix thermal printer, and an acoustic
telephone coupler.

The terminal, as a Radio Shack execu-

Stephen B. Gray

tive put it, is "an approach to the Tele-
type market as a low-cost alternative to
what's available. Radio Shack stores are
everywhere, so it's easy to get the termi-
nal fixed when necessary."

You can use the pr210 at your office
to communicate with your TRS-80 at
home, if your computer is turned on,
and is equipped with communications
software and an auto-answer modem

Figure 1. The PT-21O Portable Data Ter-
minal weighs 15 pounds, prints quietly,
and communicates with almost any
modem-equipped computer.

such as the Modem II. The terminal can
be used for timesharing, and by at-home
programmers.

Using the PT-21O, you can communi-
cate over a telephone line with just about
any computer equipped with a modem,
from a TRS-80 to a mainframe. Add the
$69.95 RS-232C interface and you don't
need the telephone coupler any more;
just wire the terminal to a direct-connect

modem such as Radio. Shack's $149
Modem I or $249 Modem II.

At the preview, the PT-210 was con-
nected to a mainframe computer in Cali-
fornia, via a data-formatting accessory.

Videodisc and Computer
One of the most fascinating preview

displays was a prototype combination of
a videodisc player and a TRS-80 Model
III computer, engineered at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska and envisioned for the
industrial training market. A special cir-
cuit board mounted in the Model III
permits the computer CRT to show pic-
tures from the videodisc player. Thus
the screen can display either television
pictures or computer characters.

Although the prototype was pro-
grammed to run by itself, to demonstrate
continuously the basic principles by
switching back and forth from TV pic-
tures to computer displays, it could have
been programmed for interactive use.
For example, a picture of a relay, with
its contacts labelled, could be shown
from the videodisc, and the computer
could then ask a multiple-choice ques-
tion on how to wire the relay for a
particular purpose. Then, depending on
the response, the computer could call up
videodisc frames to either tell the user he
was right, or show him exactly why he
was wrong.

But don't count on the videodisc/
computer combination becoming a prod-
uct; it's still in prototype for evaluation.

Covering Up Program Lines
Dennis Tanner, Radio Shack's Man-

ager of Educational Products Develop-
ment, demonstrated Logo for me. He
also showed me how to cover up pro-
gram lines with meaningless words, so
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The DOSPLUS4..0 hard
drive system ishere!

A hard drive withaut the dynamic new OOSPLUS4.0 is like
an eggshell without the egg. The new OOSPLUS4.0 is the
leading edge-the latest in the line of advanced disk oper-
atingsystems from MICRO-SYSTEMSSOFTWARE,INC. It's the
only current operating system written from the ground up
for hard disk operation. Not just a driver but a fully devel-
oped system. What that means to you is more bang for
your buck! Finally an unlimited TRS-80 for small business.
For only $1899 you get the OOSPLUS"PLUS."

THEDOSPLUS4.0 FEATURES
•Single volume addressing/Double sided floppies seen as
one drive-one file can expand to limit of the hard drive

•Hard Disk-disk editing utilities
• Incredible I/O speed
•Runs any combination of densities or tracks
•Also operates 8" drives with special hardware-comes
with expanded users guide and complete DOS technical
section on I/O calls and OCBorganization

•Ability to use hard drive as the "system" drive.

"PLUS"MANY OF THESENSATIONALNEW OOSPLUS3.4
FEATURES
•BASICarray sort-multi key.multi array
•Tape/Oisk"':"'Oisk/Tape utility (with relocator)
•Input (controlled screen input)
•Random access and ASCII modification on Diskdump
•BASICchecks for active ''~O''
•Backup and Farmat from a ''~O'' file
•Much improved Backup (More reliable)

S~899TAKE YOUR MICRO
TO THEMAX.
ORDER NOW!

COMPLETE WITH 5 MEG SYSTEM.

•I/O package much faster (disk access time reduced)
•Repeat last DOS command with "I" [ENTER]
•Short directory (filename and extension) available
•Short directory of Model III TRSOOSdisks
•Single file convert from Model III TRSOOS
•COMPLETEdevice routing supported (DOS and BASIC)
•Ability to save IlASICprograms directly to another machines'
memory (if equipped with OOSPLUS3.4)

NOTE:The final versions of 3.4 and 4.0 will have almost
identical features and docurnentotion.

THECOMPLETESYSTEM
•Smooth, silent, swift
•Error-free disk I/O
•*Add on up to 4, 10 meg units for a total of 40 megabytes!
•Plugs on the 50 pin data bus.-no loss of floppy drives
•Completely self-contained-just plug it in end go
*10 meg units available Soon.

NOTE:Specify 40 or 80 track when ordering DOS diskette.
After initial bootup, user can create any DOSdesired.

The first in the industry backed by a lifetime warranty**
··lifetime warranty on original media

DO.SPWS
. .

DOSPLUS;I~ In qu.lltyl
"Nt In the In~uetryl

•

MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, INC.
4301-18 Oak Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33431
To order call toll free 1-800-327-H724

, For product information (305) 983-3390

TRS-SO IS a trademark of the RadiO Shack DIVISion of Tandy Corporation
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TRS-80 Strings, continued ...

that a secret 'program can be concealed.
First you write a program line, such as

10 PRINT' 'HELLO"
and after you ENTER it, you call it up
with .

EDIT 10
and then hit X to move the cursor to the
end of the line. Hit SH 1FT 7 to write a
single quote (also called apostrophe),
which is the abbreviation for REM.

Now comes the basic secret. While
holding down the shift key, press the
left-arrow key, which backs up the
cursor-without erasing any charac-
ters-until it gets to the begin'ning of the
line. Then you can enter any phase or
group of characters you wish, such as

NOW I S THE T I ME
by writing it over the' old line, followed
by hitting the !=ONTERkey.

If you do a RUN, you don't get
SYNT AX ERROR I N 10

as might be expected, but rather
HELLO

which is what the original line called for.
If you 1-1ST line 10, the part before the
apostrophe will show on the screen, but
so briefly you won't be able to read it.
However, ifyoudo an

ED I T 10
and use the spacebar to look at the line
letter by letter, you'll see the cursor
move to the right as it traces the original
line, then move left to the beginning of
the line and, moving right' once more,
trace the cover-up words. What you
have created, of course, is a line that in-
cludes a REM statement that includes
several backspaces. When you LIST it,
the line folds over and conceals the char-
acters you placed to the left of the
apostrophe.

You can use
:REM

instead of the apostrophe, but that takes
more space and time. When backspacing
the cursor, the SH I FT key must be held
down while the back-arrow key is being
operated, otherwise the line will be
erased: And you can't simply write a
line, add an apostrophe, and back up the
cursor with the SH I FT IIeft-arrow com-
bination; this will erase the line. You
must write the line first, and then go into
edit mode.

Note that you can cover the original
program entirely with text, or you can
use the originalline numbers and make
the program look entirely different, us-
ing a cover-up program that would
work, or one that wouldn't. All sorts of
fiendish things can be done with this
idea, such as altering just one line in a
friend's program.

Model III For Store Inventory
While at the Radio Shack preview, I

spoke with Jon Shirley, vice president of

Radio Shack Computer Merchandising,
and author of the "View From the Sev-
enth Floor" column i~ the "TRS-80 Mi-
crocomputer News."

He told me that all 4400 Radio Shack
stores in the continental U.S. and Puerto
Rico use 'IRS-80 Model Ills every night
to call orders in to headquarters in Fort
Worth, and to transmit daily reports and
payroll information, The Computer
Centers are on the same system, each us-
ing a Model II. The information is pro-
cessed in Fort Worth by a Tandem
"NonStop" computer system,' which
uses a pair of processors arranged so
that one will continue to operate if the
other should fail.

Orders can be transmitted faster to
warehouses now, eliminating several
costs, as well as keypunch errors, and
improving inventory turnover. Program
updates can be quickly sent to stores, as
well as inventory information. An elec-
tronic-mail system will eventually be in-
stalled for transmitting individual mes-
sages to stores.

Radio Shack will change, and perhaps
by now already has, to an auto-dial sys-
tem with automatic polling, so nobody
has to be at the stores to transmit data to
Fort Worth, as long as the Model III or
II is left on. .

Shirley has a Model II in his office, as
do manyother people in Fort Worth
management. Radio Shack is working
toward networking these machines via
Datapoint's ARCnet.

String Packing Using Debug
Back in the December 1980 column

(p. 194), we discussed how to create
graphics using string packing, which was
invented by Leo Christopherson, the ace
graphics artist and game programmer
who was signed up by Radio Shack last
year (Dec. 1982, p. 408).
. Leo's string packing assigns charac-
ters in the string. Then you look into
memory, with the variable pointer
VARPTR, to find out where the comput-
er stored the string, and you just POK E
the graphics codes into the string.

Dennis Tanner is quite a programmer
himself, having been a Radio Shack pro-
grammer for a year after leaving teach-
ing, and before moving into the Educa-
tional Division. He invented a new way
to pack strings, using Debug in Model
III TRSDOS, which eliminates the use
of VARPTR, because it is not modifying
the program in memory, but modifying
the program on disk. Dennis says he
taught this method to Leo Christopher-
son, and that it was due to appear in Ra-
dio Shack's "TRS-80 Microcomputer
News," where you may have seen it by
l1OW.

First you write a program in Basic,
such as .

10 A$="
20 PR I NT A$
30 PRINT LEN (A$)

then save it with
SAVE' 'DENN IS' , , A

which puts it in ASCII format.
Return to TRSDOS by using

CMD' 'S"
(you can leave out the second pair of
quotes) and then type

DEBUG
followed by

F
which calls up the File Patch utility that
allows you to modify the contents of a
diskette file, and which will cause the
Debug program to respond with the
prompt

FILESPEC?
So you enter the name of the file to be
patched

DENNIS
and Debug sets up a full-screen display
that shows the first 256 bytes in' the
DENNIS file. The top line will display
at left, in part, 3130 2041 243D 2220
2020 2022 and display at top right the
ASCII equivalent

10 A$='"
The 20 is a space, in hex code, and there
are four of them, one for each blank
space between the quotes in line 10.

Next you press
M

to get into Modify-Memory mode. Now
you can pack the string with whatever
you like, by simply writing new hex val-
ues over the old. Use four

BF
for instance, and then

ENTER
to keep all the changes made (by updat-
ing the diskette file) and to get out of the
Modify-Memory mode. Press t h e
BREAK key twice to return to TRSDOS.
To see the effect of packing the string
with BFBF, do a

RUN ' 'DENN IS' ,
and the display will show

•A
instead of only the 4 that was displayed
when the original program was run. BF
is the hex-code equivalent of decimal
191, which is the graphics character
consisting of all six blocks. Note that
you could also have changed the line
numbers, to 100-110-120, or whatever
you wish.

That's how easy it is, with string-
packing using Debug on a TRS-80 Mod-
el III. One big advantage of using Debug
is that, as you write new hex values into
the blank spaces between the quote
marks, you can immediately see what
the equivalent graphics characters will
look like, over at the right side of the
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COMPUTER CONNECTIO,N

. ,

DON'T JUDGE A COMPUTER
By IT'S COVER' ,
... Ifyou were tohave a Microcomputer operating at 4 MHZ

... If you were to have a Hard Disk built in
... If you were to have a floppy disk drive built in

... If you were to have an Amber Phosphor Monitor built in
... If you had the finest Hard Disk 'Operating System available

THE BT HARD DISK MODEL III MICROCOMPUTER

rStarting with a basic TRS-gO Model III, add one Tandon 40 Track Dual
Sided Disk Drive, 4gK of High Grade NEe Memory. the famous Holmes
Engineering Disk Controller System. with Real Time Clock. and the
security of B.T. Enterprises engineering. assuring longlife. and dependability!

Then we really get started; include a 4 M HZ Module installed to make the
Model III Microprocessor operate at twice the speed of a standard Radio
Shack Model III. Also include the use ora Superdense Disk Drive for exira
Floppy disk storage. Then have installed a Hard Disk Drive (winchester
Technology). When the system is configured. the Hard Disk Drive contains
the operating system and becomes the master (primary) drive. The Hard
Disk has 40 times the speed of data transfer as compared to a normal floppy
disk as well as containing the storage capacity of more than 30 standard
floppy disk drives.

Each unit is built and tested in our Long Island. New York assembly plant
and delivered to your dealer complete with a Dos Plus 4.0 Hard Disk
Operating System which we consider to have the finest features of any
Operating System available.

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS
4 x 5 5 Megabyte Formated Storage
4 x 10 10 Megabyte Formated Storage
4 x 15 15 Megabyte Forrnated Storage

Add $20.00 Shipping & Handling

$J'/95.00
S4l45.00
S4295.00

The Voltector

End the paper mess on your
computer desk. Our printer
stand allows your paper to
. be fed from under the
printer, making room for the
used paper to stack behind
the print out of the way,
Regular Stand (300010) " " $29.95
Regular w-shelf (300011) " , ,,, , $44,95
Large Stand (300020) , " , .. $34,95
Large w , shell' (300021) " "",,",,",,""" $49,95
Large w slot (.100050) " $49.95

B, T. Enterprise Dep«. 7B /)('(I/('J" Inquin» 1Ii'/CUIIIl'

lOB Carlough Road PricesSuhjcc: tu Chang«
Bohemia. N. r: 11716 N I:S Ni'sidi'I1I.1 ..1dd "lin
(516) 567-8155 (voice) Add $2.00 Shipping & lIandling N, y. Call (516) 567-gl~5

(516) 588-5836 (modem) American Express, Carte Blanche, Diners
WI: Enterprises is a division or Hi-Tech Enterprises InL Club, MasterCard and VISA accepted,

The VOLTECTOR'PJ plug-in power
conditioner adds the positive, high-
performance surge protection and
filtering that most manufacturers
have left out of their equipment.
And, when computer manufacturers
include protection it is usually not
enough, They generally safeguard
their equipment for "typical case"
power line pollution, since it is
uneconomic to design for "worst
case'' conditions, The
VOLTECTOR"J protects your
equipment against "worst case"
conditions, paying for itself many
times over by reducing data loss
and costly down time,

Printer Stands

Vol t e e t o r
:30020 $68,50

Multi Strip OUllel(6)
300210 $27,00

o Diskettes
The best for LESS'"',, Yes, ANSI Rated Elephant diskettes
are not only a great diskette, they're now at a great price!!
Select the type for your computer, and SAVE!
Single Sided, Single Density, Soft 5'1i" ... .,.,
Single Sided Double Density, Soft 5 'Ii" .,.,.,.,.,.,.".,
Double Sided, Double Density, Soft 5'1i" .,.,.".,.".,
Single Sided, Single Density, Soft S" .,.,.,.,.,.,., . .,.,.,
Single Sided, Double Density, Soft S" ., ..... """ .... .,
Double Sided, Double Density, Soft S"

Orders Only

800 645 1165
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TRS-80 Strings, continued ...

screen, where the ASCII translation is
shown. Just remember that you have to
store the original program in ASCII
format.

Color Upgrades Cost Less
Now that the 16K Color Computer is

available for $399.95, or 95 cents more
than the 4K Color Computer previously
was, the cost of upgrading your 4K Col-
or Computer to 16K has been reduced
from $99 to $49. The Extended Color
Basic ROM Kit (which requires a mini-
mum of 16K) is still the same $99, but
both the added memory and the Extend-
ed Basic can be installed for a $30 labor
charge.

If you are into color graphics, the ad-
ditional features are well worth the mon-
ey. You get high-resolution graphics (up
to 256 by 192 pixels); automated draw-
ing of lines, rectangles and circles; a
DRAWmode for simplified sketching; as
well as additional functions such as SOA,
EXP, LOGand more.
One of the few problems is the man-

ual. The 4K manual, "Getting Started
with Color Basic," seems to have been
written for children, which may be bet-
ter than if Radio Shack had tried to
write it for adults, because anybody ten
or older can understand this manual.
Except for most of the section on string
operators, that is. And the manual
makes no mention at all of about 20
functions, such as LIST, ABS, and SIN.

As elementary and as frustrating as
the 4K manual is, it's better than the
"Going Ahead with Extended Color Ba-
sic" manual. In some places the Ex-
tended manual just barely mentions a
feature, and in others makes another fea-
ture sound highly complicated.

For example, the manual is too com-
plex when trying to explain why you are
limited to displaying two colors in some
circumstances, or why you need to re-
serve pages, or why PCLEAR or PCOpy
is needed. On the other hand, the man-
ual keeps mentioning all sorts of good-
ies, but doesn't give much detail beyond
one simple illustration each. Several pro-
grams cry out for an explanation, but
none is given for most of them. There is
great power in Extended Basic graphics,
but the Radio Shack manual only begins
to hint at it.

Non-Radio Shack Color Books
As noted before, Radio Shack's delin-

quency in generating decent manuals for
all too many TRS-80 products provides
work and profit for freelance writers.
Just look at page 41 of the RSC-8 cat-
alog, which has at Ieast half a dozen
books written by outsiders-books of the
caliber the Radio Shack manuals should
be.

Listing 1.

10 CLS
20 I$=INKEY$: IF I$=" THEN 20
30 IF I$=CHR$C81 ~ND A$<)" THEN PRINT CHR$C8';:

A$=LEFT$CA$iLENCA$'~l': GOTO 20
SO IF'I$=CHR$(13' PRINT AS: END
60 IF AScII$'(320R"ASt(I$')127 THEN 20
70 A$=A$+I$ ,
80 PRINT '.';: GOTO 20
90 GOTO·20

A very good book published recently
by John Wiley & Sons is "TRS-80 Calor
Basic," by Bob Albrecht. However, it
doesn't get into Extended Color Basic,
because the author knew his friend Don
Inman was writing a book on the sub-
ject, which Reston published and which
will be reviewed here. Meanwhile, the
Albrecht book is highly recommended
for its fine, extensive coverage of Color
Basic; look for it in the Book Review
section of a future issue.

Short Program #36
, Sometimes you don't want to display
certain numbers or letters when you use
the keyboard. For example, when you
are logging on to a timesharing system,
it will usually ask for your password.
You don't want somebody standing near
your terminal to see' your password and
perhaps use it later, so the system usual-
ly doesn't print it. Or if you use a side-
walk banking terminal (known as an
ATM, or "automatic teller machine," in
the trade), you don't want people in line
behind you to see your" personal securi-
ty number" as you key it in. So the ter-
minal may display asterisks instead of
your number. .' '

How can you make your TRS~80 do
the same thing? Dennis Tanner had
written the "cover-up" program so
quickly, I asked if he could write anoth-
er that would print asterisks instead of
whatever is being entered from the key-
board. Within a few minutes he wrote a

program that worked perfectly, and
which would. have taken me much longer
to write. It appears in Listing 1 with only
a smidgen 'deleted to siinplify it.

The use of INKEV$ in line 20 lets you
build a string of characters in line 70.
These characters arelimited, by line 60,
to those whose ASCII values are be-
tween 32 and 127, but line 80 prints an
asterisk for each key' you press: When
you hit the ENTER key, line 50 senses
the carriage return (ASCII code 13), and
prints the string of characters right after
the row of asterisks thatrepresents those
character. '

What does line 30 do? It lets you
backspace to correct 'any" mistakes you
may make in entering your secret num-
ber. ASCII code 8 "backspaces and
erases current character," according to
the Level-If manual. Can you figure out
how the LEFT$ and LEN string opera-
tors work here?
,You can change line 80 to display any

character you wish in place of the aster-
isk. By changing the numbers in line 60,
you can restrict the "secret number" to
letters only,or numbers only, etc. You
can turn this short program into a sub-
routine, perhaps as part of an ATM pro-
gram for a banking simulation, and use
the secret number' Within the program
without ever displaying it.

Why can't line 30 be split in two? Re-
write it in two parts, using lines 30 arid
40, and try to figure out what happens
when you try to RUNthis new version. 0

"A small computer would eliminate all that clutter. ..
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Steve Gray, et al.

The VisiCalc Book (Apple Edition) by Donald H. Beil, Reston
Publishing Co.~~~ston, VA. 301 pages. $14.95. 1982. (Atari
and IBM PC versions to follow.)HH' .
When this book arrived in the mail, my first inclination was

to scream, shout, and throw a temper tantrum. So I did.
I wanted to write such a tome myself last year, and even

talked to a publisher about it. Alas, nothing has come of my
idea to date.

Donald Beil's book isn't what I was and am thinking of, I'm
pleased to say, but it appears to be an awfully good tutorial
for the many people who use this popular program.

It is clear, well-illustrated, and well-indexed, with a biblio-
graphy. As such, it should prove useful to beginners as well as
experienced VisiCalc users as well.

Beil is an associate professor at the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf at the Rochester (NY) Institute of
Technology. He has obviously tried to think as a user would,
-rather than as a scholar. For example, he emphasizes making
backups of everything you do, including having trained people
who can use the system if the usual person isn't available.

Chapter 8 is titled Recognizing, Preventing, and Correcting
Errors. In it, Beil shows some common errors, with examples.
He talks about how data entry activity on the spreadsheet is
the most common source of errors. He explains some simple
checks that can be used to detect errors.

Much of the book is devoted to the idea of templates. That
is, using a preformatted design that may be upgraded for each
period the operator desires. This could include such things as
a daily production report, a weekly test results printout, a
monthly sales report, a quarterly marketing review, or a
yearly report. Each of these need be designed onto VisiCalc
templates only once, then upgraded as necessary.
As an example, let's set one up for weekly salaries of the

staff. It might allow data entry for only the hours worked.
Through careful planning, it would deduct the correct amount
of taxes, social security, insurance, etc., automatically and
provide a listing of what each employee should be paid. This
template could be saved as "Weekly Salary."
Every Friday, when it is time to write the paychecks, the

checkwriter simply loads "Weekly Salary" into memory, types
in the hours worked from time cards or whatever, presses the
manual calculation ! key, and prints out the report from
which the checks will be written. Then he can SAVE the
updated report to disk as "Weekly Salary Wk. 23" or whatever
is appropriate.
The following week, once again "Weekly Salary" is plugged

in and used. It can easily be changed and updated as personnel
come and go, and taxes and other expenses change. Beil
shows how such documents can be laid out in such a way as
to minimize data entry errors. He even lists 21 template
guidelines that should prove invaluable to anyone who wants
to use this easy way out.
Another chapter is on Documentation. He illustrates how

easy-and wise-it is to provide internal documentation on
the spreadsheet itself.

One shortcoming of the book is its lack of support sources.
That is, it doesn't talk about such items as VersaCalc, or any
of the other programs that will support it. It simply notes that
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such things are available. It also passes over the Data Inter-
change Format (DIF) with just two brief mentions. This needs
much more exploration.
Beil's book appears well worth the money, however, for

anyone who is using VisiCa1c. As for me, I'm going to go out
and look for a publisher for my VisiCa1c book.

-Dale Archibald

TRS-80 Model III: Programming and Applications, by Larry
Joel Goldstein. Robert J. Brady Co., A Prentice-Hall Co.,
Bowie, MD 20715.315 pages, paperback $12.95. 1982.

The back cover says this is "for the first time ever," a text
specifically designed for novices and experienced users of the
TRS-80 Model III, offering a "thorough yet refreshingly
informed introduction to programming in Basic."

Well, if there were no author's name on the book, you
might think it was written by Bob Albrecht· and/or Don
Inman. There is the same boldface for program lines, the
same informal writing, even the same enclosing of some call-
out phrases in wavy clouds, just like the dragonmasters of
Menlo Park (that's an inside joke, son).

Which is not to detract from this book; after all, Albrecht
and Inman have written some of the best and easiest to read
computer texts available. This one has all the usual chapters
a good Basic book has, plus one with a title seldom seen in
such a book: word processing. However, that chapter is .
mostly about string manipulation and printer operation.
Scripsit is mentioned in passing, and a brief word-processing
program is presented.

The chapter on Programming for Scientists also has a
somewhat misleading title: it is about double-precision num-
bers, variable types, mathematical functions, and USR. A
nice touch is the last chapter, on Where To Go From Here,
which suggests assembly-language programming, other lan-
guages (Fortran, Cobol, Pascal) and operating languages
(CP/M).
Exercises are presented after each section, and answers to

"selected" ones (actually, most of them) are in the back of the
book.

This is one of the best books on TRS-80 Model III Basic
available, with veryclear writing, a no-nonsense and keep-it-
moving approach (he's up to print zones by page 19), many
program examples set off in boldface, and much detail. Also,
this is one of the handsomest books available on computer
programming.

While Visicalc' was growing up and becoming the in
language of business computing in America, a parallel revolu-
tion has been taking place in Japan. SORD Computer Systems,
Japan's fastest growing company, made it happen with PIPS,
a sophisticated non-programming business system. PIPS is
actually far superior to Visicalc for business purposes. It can
do anything that Visicalc, Visifile', or Visiplot' can do plus a
lot more-and a lot more easily. PIPS is perfect for strategic
computing applications like marketing and product pricing, and
you don't need computer experience to put it to work for you.

The PIPS revolution is about to happen here, too. PIPS
is now available with a wide range of desktops from SOCIUS.
There's the M23P: a portable desktop with 2 built-in micro-
floppy drives, a Z-80A microprocessor and 128K of RAM-
so light and compact, it travels in a briefcase, yet is more
powerful than many larger computers. There's also the M343:
a compact giant with a 16-bit microprocessor, a high-speed
arithmetic processor, 256K of RAM, color graphics with a
1024 X 1024 dot memory, multi-terminal timesharing
capability, communications interface and more.

Lots more software is also available with SOCIUS com-
puters, including
the SB-80' oper-
ating system for
compatibility with
all CP/M'-based
programs.
The SOCIUS

SOCIUS
M23P
Suggested
retail price:

CAI Sourcebook, by Robert L. Burke. Prentice-Hall Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 219 pages, hardcover $14.95. 1982.

The front of the dust jacket carries a subtitle of sorts,
"Background and Procedures for Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion in Education and Industrial Training," while the back
says "this book provides a step-by-step introduction to the
systematic development and validation of CAI courseware,"
and also says the book shows how to develop CAI courseware
for microcomputers.

The dozen chapters involve: Becoming a Computer
Assisted Instruction Author, What is CAI?, Microcomputers
and CAI, Systems Thinking and CAI, Instructional Writing
and CAI, CAI Frame Protocols (with over 20 samples), CAI
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$2395
(CRT not included)
'Visicalc, Visifile, and Visiplot are of Visicorp. S8-80 and CP/ Mare
trademarks of Lifeboat Associates and Digital Research Inc. respectively.

~m~Drn~
SORD Computer of America, Inc.
c/o Mitsui (U.S.A.) Inc., 200 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10166-0130
Attn: M. Taketani or M. Kitamura, Tel: 212-878-4403305 •• ---------- ~
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100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

EI $199*
SINGLE SIDE
SINGLE DENSITY

~~$17o*
SINGLE DENSITY
W/HUB RING

100% CERTIFIED
2 YEAR WARRANTEE

SOFT.
10 OR 16
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SOFT
OR 32
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SOFT
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* • Minimum order 10
• Packed 10 boxes 01 10 dlskelles with sleeves and labels

Rein/orcing rings
of tough mylar
protect disk hole
edge from damage.
Applicators .
Hardhole Rings (50) .

LIBRARY CASES
8" xas-seuezrc .
5W' Mini Kas-setteI10 .. Floppies. Tape. Oata Cartridges,

Data Cassettes, and Disk Packs

• Wrill •• purchase orders accepted lrom government
agencies and well rated firms lor net 30 day billing .• International orders
accepted with a 15.00 surcharge lor handling. plus $hipping charges. • C.O.D.
requires a t 0% deposit. • We accept Visa. Mastercharge. Money Orders. and
Certilied checks. • Checks require bank clearme •.• AlIshlpmllts F.O.B. San
Diego .• Minimum shipping and handling 2.00. minimum order 10.00 .• California
residents add 6% sales taL Prices and terms subiecllo change without nollce .•
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Satisfaction guaranteed or full refund.

We also offer printer ribbons, printwheels. type elements,
equipment covers. power consoles. paper supplies. storage and
filing equipment, furniture and many other accessories for word
and data processing systems. Write for our free catalog.
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Lesson Designs, Validation of CAl Lessons, Developing the
CAI Lesson, CAI Courseware Review, Cashing In (getting
started, publishing and distributing courseware. etc.), and
The Future of Microcomputer CAI. The book ends with a 24-
page glossary that is concise and relaxed; a prompt is
described as "Any technique which is built into the lesson to
help the student make the correct response."

The text itself is concise and relaxed. and breaks the
verbiage into subheaded groups of several short paragraphs
each, to make for easy reading, which is helpful because the
entire text is typed. Yet the chapter names are set in MICR
capital letters, sometimes difficult to read.

Anyway, the author does provide a great deal of material
on developing CAI lessons, with many examples, and even
includes advice on how to publish your own courseware. If
you use microcomputers inteaching, or write CAI lessons, or
want to get into CAI, you are bound to find useful material in
this detailed book.

VisiCalc Home and Office Companion, by David M.
Castlewitz and Lawrence J. Chisausky with Patricia Kronberg.
Osborne/McfIraw-Hill, Berkeley, CA. 186 pages, paperback
$15.99. 1982.
The "companion" consists of 50 VisiCalc models, each

offering a short description, sample printed reports, and a
listing. Five of the seven categories are for business: Loans

.. a:~d",In~estme'nis' (hondpoiifolio:promissor)/ notes, rental
property), General Business (break-even point. cash-flow
analysis, financial schedules). Inventory ControllEOQ, value
of inventory, in-stock position), Advertising and Sales (retail
mark-up, seasonal index. survey results, etc.), and Personnel
and Departments (mini-payroll worksheet. time sheet. client
survey, etc.).
Two categories provide personal models: Personal Finance

(home inventory and personal-possessions evaluation. net
worth statement, collector's values), and Household Aids
(events scheduling, vacation tour planner. paint a room). All
50 models are "designed to accommodate most computers
and all versions of the VisiCalc program." the back cover
says.
As usual with nearly all Osborne/McGraw-Hill books, this

one is very handsomely produced, with neat layouts, easily
readable reports, and very careful attention to detail. One
slight problem: some of the program listings are a little faint,
but can be read if you peer closely enough. The book is
enlivened with occasional semi-cartoon drawings that help
relieve what would otherwise be a bookful of type and
printouts; they are among the best illustrations to be found in
any computer-related book, and are by LD. Chukman.

Once more. Osborne/McGraw-Hili has generated a fine
book, and although very few readers will find a use for all 50
programs, anybody who has VisiCalc should take a good look
at this "companion."

The Custom TRS-80 & Other Mysteries, by Dennis Bathory
Kitsz. JJG Inc., 1260West Foothill Blvd., Upland. CA 91786.
335 pages, paperback $29.95. 1982.
In their three previous "Mysteries" books, IJG revealed as

much as possible about what goes on inside the TRS-80 and
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how to get the most out of it. This fourth Mysteries book
involves actually getting inside the Model I TRS-80 and
modifying it in various ways, and is not for the butterfingered
or faint of heart. Page 2 warns that modifying a TRS-80 will
void the warranty, and that "modifications are done at your
own risk."

If you get past the warning, pages 8 and 9 list the tools you
will need, from a screwdriver to a drill. If you feel comfortable
using such .rools.on your TRS-.80,.go.on.to .the first.chapter,
which is all about Getting Inside, written very simply at first,
but by page 25 getting into masking out the interrupt, with an
explanation that is simple enough for bright readers; this is
the beginning of power-up routines in assembler, some know-
ledge of which certainly wouldn't hurt here.

Subsequent chapters (which have no names) get into areas
such as number systems, wire-wrapping techniques, software
mods (keyboard debounce, machine language monitor, etc.),
simple mods (adding 16Kmemory, adding an extra keyboard,
reverse video), adding a HALT instruction, fixing relays,
adding hi-res graphics, interfacing the TRS-80 for making
music and control, adding a printer interface, adding an 8-
track mass-storage system and, now that you have broken
your TRS-80, how to repair it, with all sorts of diagnostic
programs and scope photos.

The book ends with lists of parts suppliers, bibliography,
reference publications, byte values and their equivalents, and
Ie pinout diagrams.
This book is for the few who are rather bright and who

really enjoy digging into the innards of the Model I TRS-80,
unafraid to unscrew, cut, solder, drill and otherwise modify
their machines. 0
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~HEAP!
APPLE® IBM® ATARI® NEC®
CP/M® ZENITH® COMMODORE®
Super Printer & Monitor Values

FAST DELIVERY
DISCOUNT PRICING

Let's face it; you're shopping mail order to obtain down-
to-earth pricing on quality equipment. Prices and
support have always been excellent, but now -
because of huge purchasing commitments on our part
- you can save even more. We don't advertise prices
because The more we buy, the more you save.

LOW COST 100% APPLE-COMPATIBLE

DISK DRIVES
RANA SYSTEMS DRIVES: 20Kbytes more storage (double
side/density delivers over 650Kbytes), 300% faster tracking,
50% better precision than Apple. Unique finger tip
write/protect switch and more.
Add a drive to present Apple Controller or use Rana's
controller with 4 drive capacity.

MOST HARDWARE 10% ABOVE COST
SYSTEMS
Apple
Atan
Altos
Zenith
North Star
Televideo
NEC
And More!

MONITORS
Adds
Amdek
Televideo
NEC
Zenith
Sanyo
And Morel

PRINTERS
Anadex
Epson
C.ltoh
Okidata
IDS
NEC
Transtar
Trendcom

PERIPHERALS
Rana Systems
Orange Micro
Hayes
Microtek
Axlon
Mountain Computer
Vista
Universal Data
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* SPECIALS *
IBM® - PC DISK DRIVES

(TANDON®) BOARDS & ACCESS.
ATARI COMPUTERS & DRIVES1----

* We take MasterCard and VISA (include card number and expiration
date). Maryland residents add 5% sales tax. Include $2.00 for postage
on orders less than $50.00. Add $1.50 for C.O.D. orders. Foreign and
hardware shipments are extra. Prices are subject to change. Some
prices reflect 3% cash discount.

• Apple is a Registered Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
• ATARI is a Registered Trademark of ATARI, Inc.
• CP/M is a Registered Trademark of Digital Research
• IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
• Commodore is a Registered Trademark of Commodore Business Machines
• Tandon is a Registered Trademark of Tandon Magnetics

15924 SHADY GROVE RD • GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877

BAL TIMORE - ANNAP.

(301) 532-2506
MD., D.C., NORTH VA.

(301) 840-5979
OUTSIDE MARYLAND

1-800-368-2805
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Get the most from your SINCLAIR
with these practical, program-filled books from Sync!

The ZX81 Companion
by Bob Maunder

The ZXB1 Companion follows the same
format as the very popular ZXBO
Companion, and assists the ZX81 user
in four applications areas: graphics,
information retrieval, education and
games. This practical guide contains
scores of fully documented short rou-
tines plus complete programs and a dis-
assembled listing of the ZX81 ROM
Monitor. "Thoughtfully written, detailed,
and illustrated with meaningful pro-
grams."-MUSE
5%"x8", 132 pages. #17P $9.95 ($2.00)

Getting
Acquainted
With Your

ZX81

The Gateway Guide to the
ZX81 and ZX80
by Mark Charlton

The Gateway Guide is a practical pro-
gramming manual for the beginner that
furnishes over 70 fully documented pro-
grams. The majority of the programs
have been written for easy conversion
from machine to machine (ZX81, 4K
ZX80 or 1K ZX80). The Gateway Guide
describes each function and statement,
illustrates it with a demonstration rou-
tine or program, and combines it with
previously discussed material to help
you understand your computer.
5%"x8", 172 pages. #160 $9.95 ($2.00)

Computers for Kids (Sinclair Edition) by Sally Larsen

This new edition of Computers for Kids is written specifically to introduce
children aged 8 to 13 to the ZX81. The book requires no previous knowl-
edge of algebra, variables or computers, and it enables a youngster to
program a ZX81 in less than an hour. There's also a section for parents
and teachers. "Computers for Kids is the best material available for
introducing students to their new computer."

-Donald T Pie Ie, Professor of Mathematics,
University of Wisconsin-Parkside.

8W'x11", 56 pages. #12S $4.95 ($1.00)

All volumes are softbound.

Third Edition
More than 80 Programs

r------------------------------------~I Creative Computing Press Dept.HA8F, 39 East Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950 I
I Please send books listed below: 0 ENCLOSED IS $ .NJ residents add 5% sales tax. II 0 CHARGE MY: 0 American Express 0 Visa 0 MasterCard I
I Card No. Exp. Date I
I Signature I
I Print Name I
I ~~ I
I City/State/Zip I
I book. 0 Check here for FREE Creative Computing Catalog. I
I Outside U.S.A. add $3.00 per order- For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112 I
Chippedairmail only. (In NJ only: 201-540-0445) .J

Please refer to Dept. HA8F, when ordering.-----------------------------------

by 1\mHartMIl
Creative Computing Preas

Getting Acquainted With
YourZX81

by Tim Hartnell

This informative volume for the new
ZX81 user contains more than 70 pro-
grams to help the reader get the most
from his Sinclair computer. Game
programs include Checkers, Alien
Imploders, Blastermind, Moon Lander,
Breakout, Star Burst and Derby Day. The
book also shows programs for cascad-
ing sine waves, plotting graphs and
tables, data sorting, equation solving,
plus the use of PLOT, SCROLL, PRINT,
TAB, PEEK, POKE and much more!
5%"x8", 120 pages. #15V $9.95 ($2.00)



tho cpofttivo GOlRputop IRftPt
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

Ustf.frirndlv sof\wUt for your ...

10M PERS(]NflL ®
lUll I C[]MPUTER

.... an Emplovee PavrollSvstem
for the progr,J.mmer~eu environment

ELIZA IS HERE!
AT lASTI A Fl,Jll IMPLEMENTAT.ON of the original EIJZA
program is now available to fun on your mlcrocomputerl

Created at Mil in 1966, ..ELIZA has become the world's mosl
celebrated artificial intelliganc:e-demonSlration pt ••'Qram. ELIZA is
8 non-djreclj~ psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as
you type it in and then responds with her own comment or question
- and her remarks are often startlingly appropriate!

Designed to run on a large mainframe. ELIZA has hitherto been
unavailable to personal computer users except in gr.atly stripped
down versions lacking the sophistication which made the original
program so fascinating.

Now, our new microcomputer version possessing the FULL power
and range of expression of the original is being offered at the
Introductory price of only $25. And it you want to find out how she
does it (or teach her to do more) we will include the complete
SOUre. P;oo,*m for only $20 additional.

Order your copy of ELIZA today and you'll never again wonder how
to respond when you hear someone say "Okay, let's see what this
computer of yours can actually dol"

EUZA IS AVAIlABLE IN THE FOllOWlNG DISK FORMATS:
1.Standard 8 inch singledensity !of all CP1Mbasedcomputers

$25 lor· ELIZA COM·add $20 lor MicrosoftBASIC·SO Source
2. 5V. inch CPM for Apple II equipped with Z·80 So/tCsrd

$25 for ELIZA COM·add $20 lor Microsoft BASIC·SO Source
3. 5V. inch lor <18KApple 11with AppIesoft ROM and OOS 3.3

$25 lor Protected Fil&-add$20 lor A.ppIesoftSource
4. 5V. inch lor 64K IBM Personal Computer

$25 lor Protected File-add S20lor IBMDisk BASIC Source
5. 5V. inch lorOsbome I Microcomputer

$25 lor Protected File-add $2OfOl" MicrosoftBASIC.a<J Sautce

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
921 NORTH LA JOLLA AVENUE-DEPT. FI

~ lOSANGELES,CAUFORNlA90046 I~I
~ (213)65&7368 (213)654-2214 .0...~

Me, VISA and CHECKS ACCEPTED

$87.50
CONDITIONAL SALE

We must receive at least 100 orders to qualify for
a special purchase price. If less than 100 orders are
received, all payments will be returned within 30
days-

How To Order: Make checks and money orders
in the amount of $87.50 payable to E. Arthur Brown
Co. MN residents add $4.38 for sales tax. VISA &
Mastercard: Give card name, number, expiration
date, and sign your order. Finally, print or type your
name, address, and zip code on a blank sheet of
paper and mail it along with your method of pay'
ment to the address below.

E. Arthur Brown Company
Depl rE·I
1702 Oak Knoll Drive
Alexandria, MN

COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
FOR UNDER $3000.00

THE NEW CC SYSTEM:
Z80 Processor 4MHz,
64K RAM, 2 Serial Ports,
1 Parallel Port,
2 8" Drives-1.6 MB Storage,

Microline-80·Printer, Adds
Viewpoint Terminal.
Complete Retail Price $37.45
30-Day Special $29.96:
Custom Systems Development

114 PaHie
Wichita, KS 67211
(316) 262-1415

Order Yours Today!

LOW PROFILE DISK DRIVE
(2V4" high) $279.95

DISK DRIVE (Reg.)
16K RAM STICK

$279.95
$ 49.95

Run Pascal, Applesoft, Integer Basic,
etc.

Please add $2.00 shipping/handling.
In Utah add sales tax.

To Order send check or money order.
EVERTEK

P.O. Box1311
Provo, Utah 84603

801 373-5389

8086/8087/808.
CROSS SOFTWARE PACKAGES

t c cross compiler for the 8086. All facilities of the
complete e language. including floating point

for !he 8087. are supported. Optionally. memory
can be allocated for use wtth the 8088. Output is
symboliC assembly language. The compiler is sutta-
b~ for use in porting UNIX to the 8086.

Zeross assembl~rllinker/librarian/downline
loader for the 8086. Assembler input is an ex-

tension to that used by Intel. Loader output is a file
In standard Intel hex format.
, Simulator/debugger for the 8086. Capatnlities
~ include display. breakpoints. interpretive execu-
tion. as w~1I as many others.
Host System: PDP·II running RT·I L RSX·IIM.
UNIx/V6. UNIx/V7; or VAX· I I running VMS.
UNIx/32V.

~anced
~igital Products, Inc.

1701 2lstAve. S.•Suite 222· Nashville. TN 37212
Phone (6151 383·7520

Intel Is a trademark or Intel Corporatlon; UNIX and UNIXl32V are
tT~maooof8e1l teccratcrres. RI·II, RSX-I 'M,POP-I I, VMS, and
VAX-II are uademarks 0' DIgItal Equipment Corporation.

* Where to find: Disk Drives, RAM Extensions,
Printers, Modems, Key Boards, Game and Serious
Software. Books. Programming Aids. and Other
Exciting Accessories!

• Artlcl.s on: Timex Sinclair 1000. History & De-
veloprnent, New Accessories, How-To-Projects,

• Reviews of: Books & Monthly Publications
No ZX81 or Timex 1000 owner should be without
this valuable resource book!

Only $5.00 ... postpaid
How to order: Make checks and money orders in

the amount of $5.00 payable to E. Arthur Brown
Company. MN residents add 5% sales tax. VISA &
Mastercard: Give card name, number, expiration
date, and sign your order. Finally, print or type your
name, address, and zip code on a blank sheet of
paper and send it. along with your method of pay-
ment, to the address below.

E. Arthur Brown Company
Departmenl ZE!-I
1702 Oak Knoll Drive
Alexandria. MN 56308

*MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

MEDICAL MGMT .
DENTAL MGMT .
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING .....
PROPERTY MGMT ..
AND MUCH MORE!

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 SI. Charles Rock Road
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63114

(314) 426-1099



EDUCATIONALSOFlWARE
"PLANES" the spatial relations pri""r for
the Apple II.

Displays in high resolution graphics, plain
geometric shapes.

Prompts viewer to visualize shapes at dif-
ferent orientations before displaying.

Facility for adding newshapes that requires
some calculations.

Promotes abstract reasoning, reading
comprehension along with arithmetic exer-
cises.

The Primer includes 200 prEKlefined
shapes, reference manual and workbook.
$39.95.
Requires Apple 11+and 48K with disk drive.

Direct inquiries to:

VERSACALC
VERSA CALC ! T.M.

VERSACALC!
VERSACALC ! TUTORIAL
VERSACALC! UTILITIESr'IIA~t,tfI AND FILE MANAGER
B}f~, ~NH#'NCEMENTS TO VISICALC't

WRITE FOR FREE
CATALOG AND FREE
PROGRAM LISTING
OF MASTERMIND

* MENU-DRIVEN MODULES
lor your own accuceucn

•. SORT any number 01 ro •••••s:

tabers.vetues. formulas.
You select tne extent 01 programs.

ITCTechnologies Corp.
7100 Boulevard East
#2J

Guttenberg, N.J. 07093
201) 861-8573.

SPARTAN Hectrouicv lnc.

11 CALL MAIL
(516) 499·9500

6094 Jericho Tpke
Commack. N Y 11725

tne sort

•. CONDITIONAL TESTING
10 several levels

•. AUTO·CAT AlOa
fromwllhinVISIcatc.

•. PRINT OUT THE LIST
OF COMMANDS

•. AUTO SCREEN FORMAT
saves hundreds of keys,rakes

•. AUTO BATCH UPDATE

e.g. runningyear·lo·date
forms

YERSAC"LC runs within Vislcalc.

::.i!'.;;;:,;:;::::S"l:{.::-;:::' ,_,,,. ~
'.....
Coontnodort 115.00
IBM Personal Computer I~O.OO
Appltlll 150.00

o.Jer 0._ D•••.An.ll ••••••

RAM
For ATARI

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400
with Lifetime Warranty

rBBB
CATALOI!

• Highest quality available
• Reduces power consumption
• Reduces heat Just let us know and we'll

you a FREE Creative '-'Vllll-'U'-

ing Catalog-16 pages filled
with books, buyer's guides,
magazines, and more!

To get your FREE catalog,
write to: Creative Computing
Catalog, Dept HA 7X 39 East
Hanover Ave., Morris Plains,
NJ 07950.

48KBoard (4001

32K Board (400/8001

16K Board (800)

$175
$ 90
$ 60

FREE SHIPPING ANYWHERE IN USA

INTEC
PERIPHERALS

CoRP
906 E. Highland Ave.

San Bernardino. CA 92404

3: (714) 881-1533 •
ATARI. 400. 800 are T,ad.m,,,ks 01 ATARI.lnc.

BASF DISKETTES

5%" SS/DD Softsector $1.99 each in boxes
of 10

5Y4"DS/DD Softseclor $2.99 each in boxes
of 10

5%" DS/DD Hardsector 10 Sector $2.99 each
in boxes of 10

5%" DS/DD Hardsector 16 Sector $2.99 each
in boxes of 10

8" SS/SD Softsector $1.99 each in boxes
of 10

8" SS/SD Softsector $2.99 each in boxes
of 10

8" 00/00 Softsector $3.60 each in boxes
ofl0

Really teaches how to use
and program the APPLE!
INSTRUCTIONAL/TUTORIAL MANUAL
An 'easy to read' guide.
(Disk 1) 14 TEACHING MODULES
Detailed explanations and
examples of programming.
(Disk 2) 11 LEARNING TUTORIALS
Over 35 'hands on' programs.
EASY TYPE entry system.
For Apple II Plus*48K*DOS 3.3
Send cheque or money order to:Send Check or Money Order to:

SOUTHERN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
630 Main Street
Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065
or call (502) 633-5639

Visit our Retail Store. Write for Catalog.

Franklin Ace 1000
Totally Apple compatible

•

yet so much more.
Includes 64K of RAM,

Upper/Lower Case, Numeric
Pad and Vislcalc keys.

SOFTWARE 6 PAK
When you
purchase a
VIC 20 8K Exp

and spills with a
qualify dusl cover from The Trader. The
form fiHed cover provides protection during sloroge
or lransport. Available colors: black, ton, royal blue,
brown, navy blue and burgundy.

DEALER ••DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOME
•Califarnia residenls add 6% sales lax. Please m-
elude $1 postage and handling. AllOW 1·3 weeks for
delivery. Specify color and amount.

The Computer Trader
P.O. Box 20976
San Diego, CA 92120



PRICE/lO
1 SIDE/DOUBLE DENSITY $26.70
2SIDE/DOUBLE DENSITY 37.10

5 1/4" MEMOREX
1SIDE/DOUBLE DENSITY c 25.60
.2SIDE/ DOUBLE DENSITY 36.40

5 1/4" WABASH
1SIDE/SINGLE DENSITY __ .. 20.80
2SIDE/DOUBLE DENSITY •_32.90

5 1/4" VERBATIM
~5~~g1~18~)5~t8~~~:::.': -_:~~~g
MD550 2SIDE/DBLDENS 44.20

ALL 5'/4 DISKS SPECIFY SOFT, 10 OR 16SECTOR
a"O'SKS AVAILABLE AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS

ASK ABOUT QUR OTHER SUPPliES

SHIPPING $2/0RDEA _MICH RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAl(

MONEY QROEA-MC-VISA-CQD

CALLl3131882·8705
J &K SYSTEMS

Software to assist you in organizing
and preparing an accurate Tax Return.

TAX I
• 1040, Schedule A and B
• For 16K Timex-Sinclair, Commodore,

Texas Instruments, Apple, Radio
Shock Color, Mod 1/111.

• Program on cossette,
tax deductible.

• Tax Estimator
• 1040 and frequently used schedules
• For 48K Apple II, Radio Shock Mod 1/111.
• Program and Tax Tables $34 75

on Disk, tax deductible. •
Specify machine with your order.
(Po. Residents odd 6% Sales Tax)

Eugene H. Bock Be Associates
Consultants 215-362-5082 1~UTERWARE®

~!rI"""""'" Bo,668'
6809Specialists Encinitas, CA 92024

(714) 436·3512

6502 TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

SCHOOL • INDUSTRY
Micro-Window uses HI-RES graphics to dls-
playa programming model which shows,
in binary, the contents of all 6502 regis-
ters as machine language instructions are
executed.

Micro-Window completely simulotes a
microprocessor system with 2K of RAM
starting at address zero. Programs can be
loaded into the 2K RAM and run while
observing their execution in the model, or
instructions can be entered one at a time
and immediately executed to see their
effect on the current state of the model.

APPLE II PLUS
Very Easy To Use 48K DOS 3.3

S 120 B3 ~~~~~~s~~~~~~i~~~H

ATARI* SOFTWARE
ADVENTURES AND GAMES

Each adventure takes up to an hour and is
programmed with random variables to
change the game every time you play.

THE TALISMAN OF POWER
A search through many obstacles for the
four keys of Gremlock. Will you get out
alive? 16K - $18.95.

THE GHOST TOWER
Find a Magical Gem in a tower haunted with
Ores, goblins, etc. 16K - $16.95.

GALACTIC ADVENTURE
A space fantasy adventure in which the
aliens have galaxial control. Your mission
as Star Ship Commander is to destroy their
Star Base. 16K - $19.95.
Send Check or C.O.D. - Discs $4.00 extra.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write for
further information on our other software.
Dealer Inquiries welcome. Continental
Adventures, 4975 Brookdale, Bloomfield
Hills, MI 48013. (313) 645-2140.

IBM - XEROX - TRS-80 - CBM
HEWLETT-PACKARD - NORTHSTAR
DEC - HEATH - ZENITH - PMC
OSBORNE - OSI - INTERTEC- ----- - ------------

Personal

Connect your IBM Selectric" ,
IBM Electronic, or Olivetti
typewriter to any Microcomputer.

UNDER
$600or send money order to:

APLogica, Inc.
P.O Box 535, dept.LZ
New York, NY 10014

ESCON Products, Inc.
12919 Alcosta Blvd.

PC/FORTH
Complete FORTH program development systems
lor the IBM'" Personal Computer. Packages
include interpreter/compilerwith virtual memory
management, line editor, custom screen editor,
assembler, decompiler, utilities, lile and record
access modules, and many demonstration pro-
grams. 100 page user manual .... $100.00

Floating point arithmetic .extensions and cross
compiler available at additional cost.

Ready to run under PC-DOS or CP/M-86'"
Standalone version available soon. 64 kbytes
RAM and two disk drives recommended. (IBM
is a registered trademark 01 International
Business Machines Corp. CPI M is a registered
trademark 01 Digital Research, Inc.)

Laboratory Mlcrosystems
4147 B••thoven Str.et
Los Angel ••r CA 90066
12131 306-7412



The easy and fun way to use
your 64's marvelous sound system, You can
delay the tone, sustain or release It Of change the
pitch. Sound qenerators In the form of triangle.
sawtooth. square waves and white norse are all
accessed directly from vour kevbo ar d

SPRITE WRITER: A simple means 01 creating
se-ne qraptucs. Sprites ale moveeb!e. hrqh
resolution programmable cbrects that can be
made rote neartv any shape. With the 64. up
to 8 cntter ent Sprues call be created as move
able figures lor Simultaneous d.solav on 3 seoa
~1f:..!.cr~ll~ls~ _

IFull SE"V'CE' AUlhor'led
7103 W. Cle,rw,lIr. H·222 Commodore DeaterI
Kennew.ck. WA 99336
15091 783·49800, 15091 783·9566

$I.._Z,,,

• I •••• FREE ••••••
Softw,re Clt.log included with you, order.

M""e M.g,e. __ hll ••" $19 .•5 O. __ 0, ••, to 124.95 ••.

Spo-""W,,, ••. _T.petil$11t.ltSo,_O •••,to$24.ltS ••.

Widest line of Hardware and Software
for the Timex Sinclair 1000 and

ZX 81 Computers.

Memotech
Thurnal Electronics
QuickSilva
Haven Hardware
Down East Computers
Abacus Electronics
Aerco

International Publ.
Including "Crakit"
J. P.Gibbons
Kopak Creations
Ksoft
Gladstone
M.C. Hoffman

Write, Sinclair Place for Hardware
or Software Catalog (Specify) at

P.O. Box 2288 Redmond, WA. 98052.

DEALER
INQUIRIES

INVITED

5% SS/SO

$19.~~f!OX OF10) _ L:
NO MINIMUM QUAN. ~~

ADD 2.00 SHIPPING
CAPTAINS

SPECIALS

RIBBONS
M1N OROER 3

-MX-80 $3.75...
CAIITAIOGf
'NEe $4.30••.
IiIIUlTISTAIKE
'CIABLO $2.10••
HynP£IINYlOH
'OIUDATA 12 A $1.75.,

WITH OROER 0' DISKETTU

WESTWORLD
Computer Supplle ••

Ac~sor'lel
4699 S. W. 45th Street

Fort Lauderdale, F13;314
305·587.1130

HOT LINE 800-327-1013

SINCLAI R~I~~~~OOO
I/O IIoard wIIhour herl TImeCIock/~

Time Month Dote Year Day of wk
23:59:59 12 31 99 7

e8 Outputs capab16 cI drMng relay' e8 ill
Compatible inputs .Battery bock-up for clock
.AII software included .Feed through Sinclair
Bus connector to allow normal expansion
.Output lines expandable through Multiplexing
.5 volt regulator .90 day warranty.
Future products used with I/O board:
• Touch Tone" encoder/decoder
• Speech and Sound synthesizer
Model Description price

310 I/O port with reol time clock' 549.95
315 PC board and manual of #310 S24.95
320 A to D and D to A converter" S39.95
325 PC board and rronucr of #320 519.95
330 Wirelesscontrol system(BSR"') S54.95
340 Solidstate 250mp sw.modules" S19.95
3SO 8 SPOT5 amp relay board S69.95
317 Clock IC and crystal (tested) S12.95

Shipping aod haodllng S3.95

WIN A
PRINTER

OKIDATA-82-A
'120 CPS.
·DOT MATRIX
No Purchase
Necessary Call
HOTLINE To
Enter.

Built and tested Calif. residents odd 6% tox
Moil oroer.creck/morevoroee Foreign orders
in USmoney Visa/Mastercard

-JICAUDIO WESTWORLD
Computer Supplle ••

Accenorl"
4699 S. W. 45th Street

For' Lauderdale, FI 33314
305·587·1/30

HOT LINE 800-327-1013

p.OBox 3295.Escoodido. CA 92025 •oseo
Info.(714) 741·5132
24 hour order line only NAn 100·227·1617
Calif. Res.8(1).772.3545 Ext.367

-Full 40 columns
- Prints library of regular

+ inverse alpha-numerics and graphics

- Print in regular and enhanced (double
type size) to list program from memory.
print text or data from program, print
screen
-Includes mini-interface. Can be up-
graded to use with high speed storage
device, computer networking and other
CAI peripherals
-For TIS 1000, ZX-81, ZX-80

Order by phone or mail. Check. money
order, VISA or MasterCard (include
number and expo date) Postage $5

CAI Instruments
PO Box 2032, Midland, MI 48640 MARK DATA PRODUCTS

Cassette (16k). . . $24.95
Disc. (32k) $29.95

•••- AnDlTllf"'S--
Calixto Island

{ij~e iJlack @>anttum
Cassette (16k) . $19.95

Pre paid shipping on domestic orders
Over seas add $3.00
California residents add 6% tax

SINCLAIR/TIMEX

Top-quality
Memorex
Diskettes
from Tech-Data, your complete
word and data processing supply
center. Dealer inquiries invited. Esss.ss

M
many

brands to

choose from!!!Call Toll Free
1-800-237-8931.

In Florida, call
813-577-2794.

Tech-Data Corporation
3251 Tech Drive North
St. Petersburg. FL 33702



Ii!i

»JJ"?jJ~ :J .ll]JJ..]
The Subscription Magazine for
the Sinclair ZX-81 fTS-1 000
Microcomputers

'Games, Educational, Business, Graphics
Tutorial, Etc., 1K, 2K, 16K .

12 Mo. Issues - 6 Bi-Month
CASSETTES

AT LEAST 6 PROGRAMS EACH

ffi $39.50 :Ie
III. Residents add $2.07 tax
outside USA add $10.00

Ask for operator # 383
24 Hr. I-Iot Line 800-543-1300

THE S & S COMPANY
388 W.l.ake Street, Dept. CC
Addison, IL 60101
(312) 628-8955

MAXELL FLOPPY DISKS

5%" SS SD Qty 10
$29.90

Qty 100+
CALL

&TDK.
"LIFETIME GUARANTEE!"

Qty 10
$ 9.90
$10.50
$11.50
$13.90

Item
C30
C46
C60
C90

Qty 100+
$ 89.00
$ 95.00
$105.00
$129.00

UPS shipping on orders up to $70. add
$3.50. Over $70. add 5% to total order.
Outside UPS zones double above. Me/

c+··· Visa welcome. Include expo date and sign. If

TAPE PLACE
Box 248
Howard Beach, NY 11414
800-645-6529
(516) 569-5976

cpeative COlRputiRd CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum. REGULAR: $2.00. EXPAND-AD®: $3.00. Ads set in all bold type at 20% premium. Ads set with
background screen @ 25% premium. GENERAL INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany order except credit
card-Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include expodate)-or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher's approval; must be typewritten
or printed. First word set in caps. Advertisers using P.O. Boxes MUST supply permanent address and telephone number. Orders not acknowledged.
They will appear in next available issue after receipt. Closing date: 5th ofthe 3rd month preceding cover date (e.g., April issue closes Jan. 5th). Send
order & remittance to: Classified Advertising, CREATIVE COMPUTING Magazine, 1 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Direct inquiries to (212)
725-3927.

SOFTWARE
SINCLAIR ZX81/TS-IOOO/TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER
PROGRAMS. Wide Selection/High Quality. Catalog $1.00. Zeta
Software, Box 3522, Greenville, SC 29608.

DOS HELPER: Easily search, read, modify, rewrne sectors;
change DOS commands, error messages; alphabetize
catalogs, restore deleted files etc. Only $29.951 THE PRO-
FESSOR, PO. Box 301, Swanton, Vermont 05488, (514) 747-
9130.

FRENCH SOFTWARE-French Software for the Apple Com-
puter: 50 programs entirely in French. Wr~e for FREE Catalog:
COMPUTERRE, C.P 782, SI. Laurent, Quebec, Canada, H4L
4W2, (514) 744-1608.

lJE:rTER WRITER makes writing letters on Apple II and Spson:
printer a breeze. Auto-formating and easy editing. 48-K w/Disk.!
1$19.95. J. M. Wimbrow, 101 Crowndale Dr., Taylor, SC 29687.

APPLE II, CIVIL-ARCHITECTURE design software. Hydrau-
lics, hydrology, earthwork, beam design, structural and road
design. Brochure available. CIVIL-WARE, 725 Gallup Road,
Fort Collins, CO 80521. (303) 221-3492.

DETECT STOCK MARKET trends ... Generate Automatic
Buy/Sell Signals ... Requires 8K ... TRS-80, PET, Apple compat-
ible ... 90 page stock market programs booklet. $22.50. Dr. Wm.
Schmidt, PO. Box 362, Dublin, PA 18917.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR AND ZX81 Software Cheap! Catalog plus
two sample programs for $1 and SASE: FLORIDA CREA-
TIONS, CC1, Box 16422, Jacksonville 32245.

SOFTWARE at wholesale prices for all popular systems.
Write for free catalogue. New York Software Exchange,
P.O. Box 722, Newtown, PA 18940.

ATARI OWNERS: JKRsoft will send you their catalog of DIS-
COUNT priced Atari 400/800 software for FREE!! Includes util-
ity programs and games! Send your name and address to:
JKRsoft, 606 Welsh Place, Fayetteville, NC 28303.

FREE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY. Database manager, mailing
list, inventory, accounting, payroll. TRS-80, Xerox, IBM-PC.
Long SASE. 37<. Micro Architect, 96 Dothan, Arlington, MA
02174.617-643-4713.

SALE! EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: Pre-hlstorlc creatures
(apple) in-dimension, $24.95, ends 6-1-83. Dealers welcome.
OMEGA STAR INC., PO. Box 77287, Houston, Texas 77287-
7413.

TI-99/4A GAME CASSETTE - 4 games (Blackjack, Lunar
Lander, Spacewar, Checkers), $10. TEXware Associates, 350
First North Street, Wellington, IL 60973.

LIBRARY MATE: Filing/keyword retrieval system for books, ar-
ticles, excerpts, etc. Supports multi-volume database. CON-
TOUR MAPPING: High quality contouring system for printer,
plotter, CRT. Includes data editor, file manager. Accepts
irregular/gridded data. Manual and HI-Res demo disk. $15.00.
Consulting/Development of Geological/Geographical Software
for Apple and others. Geosystems, Inc., 802 E. Grand River,
Williamston, Michigan 48895. (517) 655-3726.

INCOME TAX PROGRAMS-FED TAX I does long/short
forme, etc" $59.95. FED TAX II also does bueln".'ncome,
.capttal gains/loss •• , $119_95. FOR TRS 80 I, II. SpecleNzed
'Software Inc., PO Box l004C, PortHuron, MI48060. 24 hour,
order tine (519) 432·2865. VI,s/MC.

1982 FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROGRAMS for Applesoft DOS
3.3 and printer. Have your Apple compute and print your taxes
on IRS forms. 1040, l040A, Schedules A,B,C induded on disk
or cassette, $39.95. Haystack Software, 732 Dearborn, South
Belolt, IL 61080.

ATARI SOFTWARE-Super discount prices. Free catalog.
t-Stop Software Stores, PO Box 21828, Denver, CO 80221.
(303) 431-6598.

SOFTWARE SEARCHING - Having difficulty locating the
canned routine for your specifIC application? Let us find n for
you. We maintain extensive lists of producers, and their product
information.F,?r complete deSCriptions of relevant software
packages, iOCiuiling available manUtacturers'ltterature, wtthin
'any discipline, send complete specifications with $15 to,
SOFTSEARCH, 7609 Matera sr., SuHe 202, Falls Church, VA;
22043. Fee returned if no results wHhin 1 month. 9

MBASIC SMALL BUSINESS/HOME DATA Management Pro-
gram for CPM Computers-$25.00. Source listing (19 pages)
$15.00. CC Consu~ing, 1565 East 775 South, 8, Ogden, UT
84404.

COMPUSETTEis a C-I0 cassette which is espe-;
cially designed for micro-computer application by'
Tapemasters. 25 for $20, 100 for $70. Compu-
sette+ is a C-20 cassette. 25 for $22, 100for $17.
Visa, MC, COD. Texas (214) 349-0081, other 1-
800-527-1227.10% discount for check with order;
POB 38651'&,Dallas, TX 15238, Freight pre-paid:!
Defectives replaced.

HARDWARE

IBM BOARD. 64K- V, Megabyte on single board. 64K
$395.00, Warranty. Applied Logic, Inc., Box 328, Jamaica, NY
11415. (212) 459-4064.

INTERACT OWNERS. Expand your system to 60K RAM,
more. Send SASE for free information. Bill Johnson, 3921 38th
Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55406.

,ATARI, VIC-20, all peripherals.' Printers,' Modems, MonKors,'
Diskettes. Apple/Alari l.I:>icebox. Software for Atarl, Apple"
VIC-20, TRS 80. Catalogue available, We'll beat most prIces~
Its a Micro V\\:lI1d, P.O. 17636, Rochester, New York 146t7.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

ELEPHANT FLOPPY DISKS 5"/8"-(IO/Box)-5" SSSD/
soft $21.96, $20.96/2+; SSDD $24.96, $23.96/2+; DSDD
$32.49, $30.9612+. Double density available soflll0/16 sector
(specity). 8" SSSD $24.96, $23.9612+. Shipping $2/order. Add
NJ sales tax if applicable. WrHe for other prices, info. Direct-to-
Tape Recording Company, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.

PLUGS-INS AND ADD-ONS FOR THE IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER. Available in kH form as well as assembled. Build ~
yourself and save. Free Information. Compatible Computer
Corp., Dept CC 8, Box 51102, Seattle, WA 98115.

ATARI400/BOO full-travel extension keyboard and keypad k~s,
from $59.95. Complete easy instructions. Send 25< (refunda-
ble) for brochure. SlWARE, 1341-F Quail Hollow Rd., Harris-
burg, PA 17112.

:LOWEST PRICES-Atari 400 $265/Atari BOO $624/Vic-20!
$179/Timex $8S and more. Televideo/NSC/Diablo/OkidstaiStar'
'Micronics. HARDWARE SOFTWAR.E ANYWARE, 10 COles!
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11231, (212) 596-3592.

COMPUTER CLUB

JOIN THE BIG RED APPLE CLUB, a national Apple users'
group w~h benefits including monthly newsletter and large li-
brary of free software. Annual membership $12. Sample news-
letter $1. BIG RED APPLE CLUB, 1301 N. 19th, Norfolk, NE
68701. (402) 379-3531.



COMPUTER CONSULTANT

SPACE CITY SOFTWARE-Business System/Software Con-
suHing, Design, Programming, Training, Support. CP/M Spe-
cialist. Houston (713) 465-3131.

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

iHo..v TO MAKE MONeY, WITH YOUR MICROcoMPUTER:
'Hard-back. 168 page guide shows how .•. Money back guaran-
!eed ... Send $14.95 to RH Publications, RO. Box 105/.C, sum,
Itan,llllnois 61951. $1 for.Complete'book list.,.

THE FUTURIST: A journal of forecasts, trends and ideas about
the future. Bi-monthly publication exploring tomorrow. $20.00/
year-money back guarantee. Write: Dept. C, 4916 St. Elmo
Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20814.

SPECIAL SERVICES. NEC PC8001A NEWSLETTER SER-
VICE. Send SAS.E. to: NEC NEWSLETTER, Box 7000-309,
Redondo Beach, California 90277.

COMPUCOLOR/INTECOLOR-Basic/Graphic Books, Disk.
Wrtte/Call for information. CHARLES PUBLISHING, 130 Sher-
wood Drive, Dept. CC, Hikon, New York 14468. (716) 392-8152.

APPLE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY. Over 500 programs with
full program descriptions, prices, and ordering Informa-
tion. Available at APPLE dealers, bookstores, or send
$4.95 to: The LAMA Software Directory, PO Box 201,
Bloomingdale, Illinois 60108. Next deadline for program
listings March 31, 1983.

FREE CATALOG & NEWSLETTERS FOR TI-99/4A USERS-
Catalog includes hundreds of programs of all types: Education
& Science, Business and Professional applications, Games,
Music, Utililies, Languages, and Demos. Largesl collection of
educational software for the TI-99/4(A) ever assembled. TI
SOURCE - For latest developments and reviews of new
software. TILOGO SOURCE-Keeps TILOGO users abreast
of latest developments, and reviews LOGO procedures. Wrtte
or phone for your free catalog & newsletters today: Microcom-
puters Corporation, 34 Maple Avenue, Armonk, NY 10504 (914)
273-6480.

CHESS 'n stuff-fun magazine! Art, fiction, games, etc. $8/
year. 7211 Timothy Place, Longmont, CO 80501.

FOR SALE/BARTER

TELETYPE EQUIPMENT for experienced computer en-
thusiasts and beginners. Teletype machines, parts, supplies.
Catalog: $1.00. ATLANTIC SALES, 3730 Nautilus Ave., Brook-
lyn, NY 11224. (212) 372-0349.

RESISTORS, V.WV,W5% C.F. 3¢ ea., 1% metalfilms. No
minimums. Cabinet Assortments. Ouantity Discounts. Details
from JR INDUSTRIES, 5834-G, Swancreek, Toledo, OH
43614.

COMPUTER HATS. IBM, Apple, Atari baseball caps. $4.00
plus $1.00 postage and handling. M&C Co., RO. Box 10036,
Brooksville, Fl 33512.

DIAMOND NEEDES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STAN-
TON, EMPIRE, GRADO,AUDIO TECHNICA,ORTOFON,
ADC, SONUSAND DYNAVECTOR.Send S.A.S.E., free
catalog. LYlE CARTRIDGES,Dept C, Box 69, Brook-
lyn, NY 11218. For fast COD service TOLL FREE
1-800-221-0906. NY state (212) 871-3303. 9AM-
8PM except Sunday.

ATARI

YOU CAN AFFORD AN ATARI COMPUTERI 48K 800 com-
puter $639. 400 computer $275, 810 disc drive $439, 825
printer $589, Pac-man/Centipede $35. Small, local dealer wtth
fast. PERSONAL service. SASE for price list. IN-HOME COM-
PUTER SERVICES, Box 1022, Williamsville, NY 14221.

GAMES

ADVENTURERS- Why stumble around in the dark? Become
a 'Grand Master Adventurer' wtth our complete schematic map
of the 'COLOSSAL CAVE' as your guide to the 'original' Adven-
ture Game. Send $4.00 (includes postage & handling) to
BLUEJACKET SOFTWARE, Dept. CC, PO. Box 13547, St.
Petersburg, FL 33733.

CPM SPACE ADVENTURE GAME; On 8"-$19.95. K. Kuzel,
KCS, 8654 W Berwyn, 3S, Chgo, IL60656.

VIC-20 (5K) game of strategy. Brand new! BASEBALL AD-
VERSARY pits you against the computer-an artificially intelli-
gent baseball manager. There are homeruns, pinch hitters,
extra innings, etc.-just like the game played on turf. limiled
sixty day warranty. $10.95-send check/money order to: Parr
Programming. 2664 Tyler St., Gary. IN 46407. (219) 885-0611.
Free shipping wtthin continental Uniled States. IN residents add
4% sales tax.

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER-Exciting "SAVE MAN" Game.
Requires 16K-extended. Test your skill against UFO's and elec-
tric lasers to save the last human. Cassette $9.95. Mike Milde,
115 Creekside Rd., Greer, SC 29651.

COMPUTER SHOWS

iTRS-80/AppIe)IBM-PCOOMPUTER SHow. New York Statlef

~ote\,Apr. 8;W. For in!or!"atio"'L(201) 2~?::~526:.f ,/ ,.'...., ,'.J1I
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IBM PC PRODUCTS

FREE PC INFORMATION, RGB Color Cables, Graphics
Software and Booklet-"CHOOSING COLOR,MONITORS."
J.C. Strick & Associates, 949 S. Southlake Drive, Hollywood,
Florida 33019. Or call (305) 925-7004.

MAILING LISTS

MAILING LISTS of over 250.000 microcomputer owners for
rent. By machine: Apple, IBM, TRS-80, etc. Plus stores, clubs
and much more. Wrne for catalog or call. Irv Brechner, Box 453,
Livingston, NJ 07039. (201) 731-4382.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR

COLOR GRAPHICS-package includes lK RAM (expandable
to 6K), Serial I/O interface "Tiny Turtle" Software. MICRO-
FLEX, 9760 South Laura, Wichita, Kansas 67233, 316-78!l:
4571.

WORD PROCESSING

TXMODE give. you quality TRS-eo word procewng with-
out dlsk.1 Machin. language .xpan.lon of UI, only $29.95.
Fra. brochur •• TOPS, 8990 SW Camille, Portland, OR
97223.

COMPUTER INSTRUCTION

COMPUTER REPAIR, PROGRAMMING. WORD PROCESS-
ING Courses. Exciting "Hands On" training in 4 months,
lifetime placement assistance. Systems Technology lnstltute,
6442 Edgewater Drive, Orlando, Fl32810. (305) 299-6535.

INSTRUCTION

EARNYOURCOLLEGEDEGREE!Bachelor's, Master's,
MBA, or Ph.D. No residence required. Credit for pro-
fessional experience. Ideal for busy men and women
interested in professional advancement. Write to:
PACIFICINTERNATIONALUNIVERSITY,5318 Middleton
Rd-C, San Diego, CA 92109. (619) 272-6605.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COMPUTER CASH-l0l exciting, new, spare-time home
businesses. $4.50. Associated Research, Box 22485CR,
Houston, TX 77227.

MAKE MONEY IN COLLEGE - Sell consumer audio, video,
car stereo and computers. Over 10.000 Kems in stock of name
brand merchandise. Call 800-241-6270 for information and
200-page catalog: ask for Kay.

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start prof Hable business wHh-
out experience or capital. Information free. MAIL ORDER AS-
SOCIATES, Dept. 619, Montvale, NJ 07645.

WANTED

WANTED Business, Engineering problems for homebound
engineer wilh home computer. Send problem description and
$5 for cost estimates & computer-solution outline: Kwilloughby,
Box 317, Fairacres, NM 88033.

TAX-DEDUCTIONS-Please donate Apples/Equipment. Spe-
cial education program. Erikson. Drexel Hill School, Drexel Hill,
Pennsylvania 19026. (215) 853-4580.

SERVICES

•••

CUSTOM KEYTOPS ENGRAVED for computer keyboards.
REPLACEMENT KEYTOPS for word processing software also
available. Arkay Engravers, 2073 Newbridge Road, Bellmore,
NY 11710. (516) 781-9859.

ATARI REPAIR-Authorized service station for videogames,
computers, TRS-80. Ship to Electronic Service, Route 150,
Mansfield, IL61854. (217) 489-3241.

•·• SUMMER CAMPS

SUMMER IN VERMONT!-Champlain College Compuler
Camp, Rm 50, RO. Box 670, Burlington, Vermont 05402lcall
Shelley Richardson. (802) 658-0800.

~---------------- ------



cpeative computinfj's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEY CARRY

TO PLACE A LISTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-7226

ALABAMA ORLANDO-SOFTWARE UNLIMITED, 3216 East Colonial
Drive 32803. (305) 894-3304. Discounted programs, acces-
sories, supplies for personal computers.VILLAGE COMPUTERS, 1720 28th Avenue South,

Homewood, 35209. (205) 870-8943. Apple, Vector, Graphics,
Peripherals, Software, Training and Service.

ARIZONA

PHOENIX-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 2727 W. In-
dian School Rd. (602) 279-6247. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, peripherals.

TUCSON - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 7109 E.
Broadway. (602) 885-6773. HeathiZenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

SIMUTEK COMPUTER PRODUCTS, 4897 East Speedway,
9881 East Skyview, Tucson, Apple, TRS-BO, Xerox, Corvus,
Tons of Software, Disk Drive and Printers.

ARKANSAS

GAME SHOP - Ft. Smith. Computer games for TRS-80/
Apple/ Atari. 7 days/week.

CALIFORNIA

D.E.S. DATA EQUIPMENT SUPPLY - 8315 Firestone, Dow-
ney 90241. (213) 923-9361. VICVILLE: (714) 778-5455. Com-
modore PET, Commodore 64, Vic 20 specialists. Latest
Software, Hardware, Books, Supplies, Peripherals in stock.

OMNI UNLIMITED; 105 S. Los Robles; Pasadena; 91101; 213-
795-6664; Commodore, Zenith, Otrona, Victor, Supplies/
Peripherals.

ANAHEIM-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 330 E. Ball
Rd. (714) 776-9420. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

CAMPBELL- HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 2350 S.
Bascom Ave., (408) 377-8920. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

EL CERRITO - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 6000
Potrero Ave., (415) 236-8870. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

LA MESA-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 8363 Center
Dr., (714) 461-0110. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

LOS ANGELES-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 2309
S. Flower St., (213) 749-0261. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

POMONA - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 1555 N.
Orange Grove Ave., (714) 623-3543. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

REDWOOD CITY - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER,
2001 Middlefield Rd., (415) 365-8155. Heath/Zenith Comput-
ers, Software, Peripherals.

SACRAMENTO - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 1860
Fulton Ave., (916) 486-1575. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

WOODLAND HILLS - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER,
22504 Ventura Blvd., (213) 883-0531. Heath/Zentth Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

COASTAL COMPUTERS, 986 Monterey, San Luis Obispo
93401 (B05) 543-9339. Apple, Osborne, Alpha Micro. Software,
Peripherals, Supplies. Full Service Center.

PC. COMPUTERS, 10166 San Pablo Ave., EI Cerrito 94530.
(415) 527-6044. Commodore Pet, Vic 20 Specialists. In House
Maintenance.

LOTUS CENTURY, Westlake Shopping Center (Inside Mini
Mali), Daly City, 94015, 415-992-5230. All Major Computer lines
discounted.

BEST COMPUTER STORES, INC. 1122 B Street, Hayward
94541. (415) 537-2983. Apple, Compupro, Gimix, Osborne, Ot-
rona, Panasonic.

BYTE SHOP OF HAYwARD, 1122 B Street, Hayward 94541.
(415) 537-2983. Apple, Compupro, Gimix, Osborne, Otrona,
Panasonic.

COMPUSALES-16819 South Hawthorne Boulevard, Lawn-
dale 90260. (213) 370-3224. IBM, Victor 9000, Basis 108, Os-
borne, NEC, Apple.

THE SOFTWARE AFFAIR-l0127 East Rosecrans, Bellflower,
90706. (213) 866-5206. Apple/TRS-80/AlariIT.I.IColor Com-
puter Software.

COMPUTERLAND-16720 South Hawthorne, Lawndale
90260. (213) 371-4624. IBM, Apple, Commodore, Osborne,
Fortune. Software. Service. Computer Enlightenment.

COMPUTER SERVICE CENTER-Floppy disc drive repair
SI00 Sales/Service. Okidata Service. L.A., California 90038.
(213) 851-2226.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 11672 Ventura Blvd, Studio Cny,
90069.213-763,3425. Hardware, Software, Peripherals, Mag-
azines, Books. Talk to the pros today!

EXPERT TRAINING, SALES AND INSTALLATION. Systems
Consulting. 265 Lytton Ave., Palo Atto, CA 94301. (415) 326-
8605. Apple, Epson, Xerox, Diablo, etc.

ANAHEIM COMPUTER AND VIDEO, 3016·W. Lincoln Blvd.,
Anaheim, CA 92801, (714) 995-0224. Atari/O.S.I., Vick Games.

COMPUTER STORE/San Leandro-701 MacArthur Blvd., San
Leandro, CA. 94577, (415) 569-4174. Atari, Altos, S100, Print-
ers. Terminals, software, books, magazines, Supplies.

SOFTWARE PLUS, 6201 "C" Greenback Lane, Citrus Heights,
95610, 916-726-4979, TRS-80 color, model lilli, Apple, Atari,
Vic-20, TI, Sinclair.

COLORADO

DENVER-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 5940 W. 38th
Ave., (303) 422-3408. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

CONNECTICUT

COMPUTERWORKS-1439 Post Rd East, Westport 06880;
(203) 255-9096. 12-6 Tues.-Fri., 12-8 Thu., 10-5 Sat.

AVON-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 395 W. Main st.
(Rt. 44), (203) 678-0323. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

MULTI-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS - Marl-
borough Street, Portland, 06480, 203-342-2747, Complete
Commodore Line, Hewlett-Packard, Northstar, Printers,
CRT's.

EAST HARTFORD-Computerifics, 1227 Burnside 06108.
(203) 528-9819. Atari, Vector, NEC HW/SW. Apple, Vic Sw.
Books.

DELAWARE

COMPUTERLAND, ASTRO SHOPPING CENTER, Newark;
(302) 738-9656. Authorized Sales/Service-IBM, Apple, Os-
borne, Software, Peripherals, Training.

FLORIDA

HIALEAH-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 4705 W.16th
Ave., (305) 823-2280. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

JACKSONVILLE-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 8262
Arlington Expressway. (904) 725-4554. Heath/Zentth Comput-
ers, Software, Peripherals.

PLANTATION-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 7173 W.
Broward Blvd., (305) 791-7300. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

TAMPA-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 4109 W. Hills-
borough Ave., (813) 886-2541. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 2550 Okeechobee Blvd., West
Palm Beach 33409, 305-689-1200. Hardware, Software,
Peripherals, Magazines, Books. Talk to the pros today.

NEW WORLD COMPUTERS, De Sota Square, Bradenton,
33505, (813) 748-6494. Sell/Lease, in stock - XEROX, AP-
PLE, COMMODORE, SHARp ATARI, VECTOR GRAPHICS,
OSBORNE, PANASONIC, over 1,000 pieces of software,
custom programming, in house repair, HANDS ON EXPERI-
ENCE.

SOUTHERN MICRO COMPUTER, 15945 NW 57th Avenue,
Miami Lakes 33014, (305) 621-4137, Discount prices on
Apple/Sanyo, Miami area's oldest dealer.

COMPUTER SYSTEM RESOURCES, INC., GAINES-
VILLE-Butler Plaza (904) 376-4276. Apple, Osborne, Atari,
Software, Peripherals, Classes, Service.

GRICE ELECTRONICS, Fort Wanon, Panama City, Pensacola,
800-342-4646. (800-874-8398). Apple, Hewlett-Packard, 24
Hour Service.

THE BYTE SHOP OF MIAMI & FT. LAUDERDALE-7873 Byrd
Road, Miami 33155 (305) 264-BYTE-2176 W. Oakland Park
Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale 33311, (305) 486-BYTE, Apple, Altos,
Kapro, Alpha Micro.

COMPUTER TUTOR-l000-23 US Highway 19, Port Richey,
33568 (813) 848-8121-(813) 847-0296. Apple, Kapro, North-
star, Micromation. Discount Prices.

FT LAUDERDALE-THE SOFTWARE CONNECTION, 5460
N. State Rd 7, 33319. (305) 484-7547. Discounted software/
peripherals for Atari/TRS-80's/Apple/Vic.

CORAL GABLES-International Computer Systems, 2201
Ponce de Leon Boulevard, 33134. (305) 448-5960. Apple, IBM.
Software. Programming. Support.

GEORGIA

ATLANTA-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC_CENTER, 5285 Ros-
well Rd., (404) 252-4341. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY, 3957 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta,
30340,404-447-6236. Franklin, Atari, Televideo, Sanyo, Altos,
C. ITOH Printers Software. CP/M, Apple, IBM.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 2524 Cobb Parkway, Atlanta
30080. Opening in December.

ILLINOIS

COMPUTERLAND/DOWNERS GROVE -136 Ogden Ave.,
Downers Plaza 60515; (312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon.-Sat., 10-8
Tue., Thurs. IBM, Apple, Atari, Osborne, IBM Personal Com-
puter, Fortune.

THE COMPUTER ROOM, 638 North Michigan, Chicago, IL.
60611. (312) 337-6744. Apple, Televideo, Osborne. Business
Program Specialists.

VIDEO ETC., 465 Lake Cook Plaza, Deertield, 60015, (312)
498-9669. Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655, Orland
Park (312) 460-8980, Buffalo Grove, (312) 459-6677, strong
Hard/Software support for Apple, Atari.

DATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG, 1612 E. Algonquin Rd.,
Schaumburg, 60195. (312) 397-8700. 12-9 Mon.-Fri., 10-5 Sat.
Apple, Osborne, Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard calculators.
Largest book and Magazine selection.

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING-890 E. Hoosevelt,
(312) 620-0808: Apple, Atari, NEC, Altos, Dynabyte; Software,
Peripherals, Classes.

COMPUTERLAND/LAKE COUNTY-Rtes 45 & 60, Munde-
lein-(312) 949-1300: IBM, Apple, Osborne, Attos, Fortune, Di-
gttal: 150 other manufacturers.

NILES-COMPUTERLAND-9511 N. Milwaukee Ave. 60646.
(312) 967-1714: Apple, IBM Personal, Cromemco, Fortune,
Osborne, Otrona: Software.

COMPUTERLAND/NORTHBROOK-3069 Dundee Road
(60062). (312) 272-4703: IBM, Apple, Atari, Osborne, Altos,
Vector: Software, Peripherals, Service.

COMPUTERLAND/OAK LAWN-10935 S. Cicero, Oak Lawn
60453; (312) 422-8080; IBM-PC, Apple, Atari, Osborne, Cor-
vus, Dynabyte: Software, Peripherals.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-3462-66 W. Devon
Ave., Chicago 60645 (312) 679-2270-224 Ogden Avenue,
Downer's Grove 60515, (312) 852-1304-Heath/Zentth Com-
puters, Software, Peripherals.

GALESBURG-MIDWEST INFORMATION SYSTEMS. 41
South Cherry 61401. (309) 342-7177. Apple, VIC-20, Peripher-
als, Software. Open 6 days.

THE SOFTWARE STORE-GLENVIEW-1767 Glenview
Road, 60025, (312) 724-7730. Popular Micro Computer
Software. Special Orders Specialists.

MAIN STREET COMPUTER-215 North Main, Decatur
62523. (217) 429-5505/1610 Broadway, Mattoon 61938. (217)
234-4404/313 East Monroe, Springfield 62701. (217) 753-
8808/123 West Main, Tay!orville 62568. (217) 824-4984. Ap-
ples, Hewlett-Packard Calculators, large stock of business,
personal Software. Repairs.

MICRO COMPUTERS PLUS-349 East Main, Galesburg
61401. (309) 342-9572. All Systems/Home, Business. Classes,
Service, Books.

ABC COMPUTER-SKOKIE-3361 Dempster, 60076. (312)
673-3550. Gamemaster, Telecommunication Experts.
Business/Personal Computers. Software, Supplies, Service.



ABC COMPUTER-OAK LAWN 60076, 9010 Cicero (312)
423-2800. Gamemaster, Telecommunication experts.
Business/Personal Computers. Software, Supplies, Service.

COMPUTERLAND/ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-270 West Rand
Road, 60004. (312) 870-7500. Apple, IBM, Altos, Fortune,
Xerox, DEC. Peripherals.

ALPINE COMPUTER CENTER-ROCKFORD-2418 S. Al-
pine, 61108. (815) 229-0200. Apple, Cromemco, Olivetti, OSI,
VIC, Corvus, Peripherals. .

SYSTEMS SOURCE-131 W. Madison, Chicago 60603-Fi-
nancial District. Apple, Osborne, Xerox, Mos. Business Sup-
port specialists.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 1029 East Golf Road, Woocfield
Commons West, Schaumburg. Opening in December.

FARNSWORTH COMPUTER CENTER-1891 N. Farnsworth
Ave., Aurora 60505, (312) 851-3888 and 383 E. North Ave., Villa
Park 60181, (312) 833-7100 Mon.-Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10-5. Apple,
Hewlett-Packard Computers, HPCalculators, IDS Prism, SMC,
Daisywrfter Printers. .

INDIANA

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS COMPU'I'ER CENTERS-133
South Pennsylvania, Indianapolis 46204, (317) 634-8202. Ap-
ple, Victor, NEC.

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS COMPUTER CENTERS-96th &
North Keystone, Indianapolis, 46204, (317) 844-1255. Apple,
Victor, NEC.

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS COMPUTER CENTERS-3433 E.
Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 46801, (219) 423-3422. Apple,
Victor, NEC.

IOWA

BEACON MICRO CENTER, 213 lincoln Way, Ames 50010.
(515) 233-4807. Apple, Atari, Nec Computers, Peripherals,
Software, Service.

KANSAS

GAME SHOP - WicMa. Computer games for TRS-80/Apple/
Atari. 7 days/week.

MISSION-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 5960 Lamar
Avenue; (913) 362-4486 Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals, Service.

WICHITA-CUSTOM SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT -114 Pat-
tie 67211, (316) 262-1415. Ohio Scientific, Altos, SO Systems,
CPM Software. Service.

KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER-12401
Shelbyville Road, 40243. (502) 245-7811. Heath/Zen.h Com-
puters, Diablo Printers, Software, Peripherals.

LOUISIANA

~HE COMPUTERPEOPLE--Apple, NEC, Os~orne:
porvus Concept-Seminars, Sales,Service. Houma
,.,organ City. Lafayette-1-800-352-5828.
COMPUTERLAND/LOUISIANA-312 St. Charles, New Or-
leans 70130. (504) 522-2255. IBM, Apple, Osborne, Fortune,
Vector. #1 in service.

HEATHKIT ELECTRICAL CENTER #29-1900 Veteran's
Memorial Boulevard, Kenner. Computers, Software, Books,
Courses. CALL NOW!

MARYLAND

COMPUTERS, ETC ... 13A Allegheny Ave., Towson, 21204.
(301) 296-0520; 9330 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring, 20910. (301)
588-3748,257 West St., Annapolis 21401. (301) 268-6505. Ap-
ple, Cromemco, Osborne, Northstar, Seequa. Sales/Service/
training.

BALTIMORE - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 1713 E.
Joppa Rd., (301) 661-4446. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

ROCKVILLE - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 5542
Nicholson Lane. (301) 881-5420. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

BETHESDA COMPUTERS-8020 Norfolk Ave., Bethesda
20814. (301) 657-1992. Apple Hardware/Software-Sales/
Service/Peripherals and Accessories.

OLNEY COMPUTERS, 3414 First Ave., Olney 20832. Dis-
count prices on Atari, NEe, Epson. Okidata. Commodore.
Amdek.

BASIK COMPUTERS INC., 515 Firstfield Road, Gatth9rSburg~
20878, 301-840-0412. All Hardware/Software compatible witH
tIPpie, B<lSis 10(1, Franklin, IBM, Kay Pro, Eagle, and th.e nj
IEpson Computers, call,for Discount Prices.

MASSACHUSETTS

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE-18 Eliot St., Harvard Sq.,
Cambridge 02138; (617) 547-5917. 11·6 Monday-Saturday till 8
Thursday. Apple, Atari, IBM and TRS-80 games.

PEABODY - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 242 An-
dover St. (617) 531-9330. Heath/Zen.h Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

WELLESLEY - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 165
Worchester Ave. (617) 237-1510. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

BURLINGTON/SOFT SUPPLY INC.-68 Middlesex Tpk.,
01803; (617) 229-6666. Supporting IBM, NEC, Dig.al, Apple
Microcomputers. •

HOME ENTERTAINMENT SHOWPLACE-757 Belmont,
Brockton, 02401. (617) 588-1643. Atari, Commodore,
Peripherals. Game/Business Software. Call nowl

BRAINTREE-J.l. HAMMETT Hammett Place 02184, (617)
848-1000. South Shore Plaza Store (617) 848-1000. Apple, all
educational software, books.

MICHIGAN

COMPUTER CENTER-Garden Cny; (313) 425-2470 & West
Bloomfield; (313) 855-4220; Hewlett-Packard Computers/
Calculators, Apple, North Star. Large Selection of Software/
Hardware.

COMPUTER CONTACT -3017 East Hill, Grand Blanc 48439.
(313) 694-3740. Apple, Mos. Software, Peripherals, Service.
Business/Education/Personal.

DETROIT-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC-E. Detroit 48021:
18149 E. Eight Mile (313) 772-0416-Detro.: 18645 W. Eight
Mile (313) 535-6480.

COMPUTERLAND-22000 Greater Mack Avenue, St. Clair
Shores 48080. (313) 772-6540. Mos, Apple, Atari, DEC, For-
tune, IBM, Osborne, Xerox.

MINNESOTA

Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,

MISSISSIPPI

MISSISSIPPI MICROS, Mart 51, 1700 Terry Road, Jackson,
39204, (601) 948-7846, Apple, Commodore, Atari, Cromenco,
Sales and Service.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 4030 Metro Drive, Metro Con-
venience Center, Jackson 39209. Opening in December.

MISSOURI

CENTURY NEXT COMPUTERS-l001 E. Walnut, Columbia,
65201; 314-875-8613/2120 Missouri Blvd., Jefferson City,
65101; 314-636-6502-Apple, Osborne, Atari.

COMPUTER MART-1904-B E. Meadowmere, Springfield,
65804, 417-862-6500. Apple, Commodore, IMS Interna-
tional, Software, complete Computer Bookstore, Business
Specialist.

BRIDGETON/ST. LOUIS HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC
CENTER-3794 McKelvey Road, 63044-(314) 291-1850:
Heath/Zen.h Computers: Software, Peripherals, Support.

COMPUTER ANNEX-411 South Campbell, Springfield
65806. (417) 864-7036. Bell & Howell, "Apple," Franklin, Sales,
Service, Supplies.

MONTANA
THE COMPUTER STORE-BILLINGS-1216-CC 16th Street,
59102. (406) 245-0092: Apple, Commodore, Hewlett-Packard:
Software, Perpherals, Service.

NEVADA
HOME COMPUTERS -1775 E. Tropicana #~, Las Vegas
89109; (702) 798-1022. Mon.-Sat. 10-7 A1'PPle, Atari,
Hardware/Software, Books & Service.

NEW HAMPSHIRE I
COMPUTER MART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, j70 Main St.,
Nashua, 03060. (603) 883-2386. THE Apple Specialists. Full
line Hardware/Software. Training Service. I
COMPU-CRAFT. 11 Dunbar Street, Keene 034~1. (603) 357-
3901. Commodore, Mos, Software. Buy right for educationl
business.

VIDEO STORE-140 Congress, Portsmouth 03801. (603)
431-1211. Osborne and Atari for your business/home.
Software. Supplies.

NEW JERSEY

STONEHENGE COMPUTER CORP., 89 summa Ne., Summft
07901. (201) 277-1020. 10-6 M.-F., 10-5 Sat. Apple, Canon,
Wicat. Authorized Dealer. Sales and Service.

COMPUTERLAND, 35 Plaza, Rt. 4 West, Paramus, 07652.
(201) 845-9303. Apple, IBM, Vector Graphic, etc. We know
small computers.

COMPUTERS, ETC ... Plaza 38 Center, Rt. 38, Cherry Hill,
08002. (609) 779-0023. Apple, Cromemco, Osborne, North-
star, Seequa. Sales/ServicelTraining.

ASBURY PARK - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 1013
State Hwy. 35; (201) 775-1231. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

FAIR LAWN - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 35-07
Broadway (Rt. 4), (201) 791-6935. Heath/Zenfth Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

COMPUTERLAND OF CHERRY HILL- Pine Tree Plaza,
1442 E. Rt. 70, Cherry Hill 08034. (609) 795-5900. Apple,
IBM, Fortune.

$OFTWARE MART - 352 Bloomfield Aven.ue, Caldwell
pr006,·201-228'4949.SoftivareforAPPle;'A1ari,.TRS.aol
1()"20% off list.

WAYNE SOFTWARE, 1459 Route 23, Wayne Tile Center,
Wayne 07470, across from Packanack Center. Computers.
Programs. Books. Peripherals. Discount Prices. 201-628-
7318.

SOFTWARE ASYLUM, INC. - Rt. 9 South, Box 175, Old
Bridge 08857. (201) 536-1401. Huge Selection for Atari-
over 400 Programs available. Call for our catalog.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, Soon to open in Paramus.

SOFTWARE CITY'S- The Program Discount Centers. PINE
BROOK, 101 Route 46 East, (201) 575-4574; TEANECK, 161
Cedar La., (201) 692-8298; SUMMIT, 5 Beechwood Rd., (201)
273-7904; MONTVALE, 146 Kinderkamack Rd., (201) 391-
0931; GREEN BROOK, 60 Route 22 West (201) 968-7224;
FAIRVIEW. 251 Broad Avenue, (201) 943-9444; PRINCETON,
33 Witherspoon St., (609) 683-1644; MIDLAND PARK, 85
Godwin Ave., (201) 447-9794.

NEW MEXICO

OMEGA COMPUTER CONNECTION, 8244 Menaul N.E.,
Hoffmantown Shopping Center, Albuquerque, 87110, (505)
298-5400. Commodore VIC 20 and Victor 9000.

NEW YORK

COMPUTER WORLD - 4254 N. Buffalo Rd., Orchard Park,
14127. (716) 662-4141. M-F: 9-9, Sat: 9-5. Atari, Commodore-
VIC-20, 64, TI 99/4A. Hardware/Software.

AMHERST - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 3476
Sheridan Drive., (716) 835-3090. Heath/Zennh Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

ROCHESTER-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 937 Jef-
ferson Rd., (716) 424-2560. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

N. WHITE PLAINS - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 7
Reservoir Rd., (914) 761-7690. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 20A Jericho Turnpike, Jericho,
Long Island 11753. (516) 333-2266. Hardware, Software,
Peripherals, Magazines, Books. Talk to the pros today,

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, Sm.h Haven Plaza, (Route 347)
Smnh Haven, Long Island 11755. (516) 724-4490. Hardware,
Software, Peripherals, Books. Talk to the pros today.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 131 Mamaroneck Avenue, WMe
Plains 10601, (914) 761-9283. Hardware, Software, Peripher-
als, Magazines, Books. Talk to the pros today.

BUSINESS COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL-342 Madison,
NYC 10173. (212) 697-9400. Specialization Export: Archives,
Wicat, IBM Series I, System 23 Datamaster, Arabic Conversion
Packages, All Software.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, Rickel's Plaza, Commack, l.I.
11725. Opening Late October.

VIDEO VILLAGE, LONG ISLAND, 5060 A Sunrise Highway,
Massapequa Park, 11762. (516) 799-1616. Long Island's
Largest Atari Dealer. Great Software/Service. Catalog 25'.

COMPUTER COTTAGE Inc., Main Road, Mattituck, N.Y.
11952. (516) 266-1084, 24 hours. Featuring Atari Home Com-
puters. Also, TI 99/4A, Commodore, North Star. Authorized
Service.

BUFFALO-PERSONAL COMPUTERS, Inc., 3251 Bailey
Ave., (716) 832-8800. Osborne, NEC, Atari, Commodore,
Wicat. Personal Service.



PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, 5024A East Jericho Turnpike,
Commack, 11725, 516-499-2828. Hardware, Software,
Peripherals, Magazines, Books. Talk to the Pros today!

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOp, 1823 Western Avenue, Al-
bany, 12203, 518-456-3019, Commodore, Altos, Victor,
Eagle.

UPSTATE COMPUTER SHOP, Commercial Drive/Route 5A,
Rd 1 Box 17A, Whitesboro, 13492. 315-768-8151, Apple, Com-
modore, Altos, Victor. Software/Hardware.

COMPUTER DISCOUNT SERVICES. 448 West 55th St., New
York, 10019. 212-757-8698. Timex Sinclair, Atari, Texas Instru-
ments Hardware, Software, Peripherals.

SOFTWARE CITY'S - The Program Discount Centers.
MOUNT KISCO, 187 Main St., (914) 666-6036; FOREST
HILLS, 113-01 Queens Blvd., (212) 261-1141.

ROCHESTER-MICRO AGE COMPUTER STORE-1707
Monroe Avenue, (716) 244-9000. Personal/Business Systems.
CP/M, MP/M Specialists. Unusual applications. Expert Service.
Books/Periodicals. '

LEIGH'S COMPUTERS, 212 East 85 Street, New York City,
(212) 879-6257. Apple, Atari, Franklin, VIC 20, Commodore 64,
TI, Timex Sinclair-Hardware/Software. All Peripherals.
Classes. Discount prices.

ARMONK, NY-Wide asssortment of TI software, hardware
and accessories all at discount prices. Also authorized Scott',
Foresman dealer. Write or phone for nine-page catalog w~h
hundreds of ~ems. Microcomputers Corporation, 34 Maple Av-
enue, Armonk, NY 10504, (914) 273-6480.

NORTH CAROLINA
GREENSBORO-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 4620
W. Market Street, (919) 299-5390. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

PERSONAL COMPUTER CENTER, 2605 Chapel Hill
Boulevard, Durham 27707, 919-493-5466, Raleigh 919-833-
2240. Full Line of Apple Hardware/Software for Business, Edu-
cation & Life.

COMPUTER & VIDEO CENTER-1902 Clarendon Blvd., New
Bern 28560. (919) 638-5030. Vic-20. Northstar, Attos. Specializ-
ing in Small Business Systems.

OHIO
ABACUS 11-1417 Bernath Pkwy., Toledo 43615; (419) 865-
1009.4751 Monroe St. (419) 471-0082.10-6,10-7 Thurs. Apple,
Osborne, Adds, NEC, Atari, Epson & IDS Printers.

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED, Golden Gate Plaza, Mayfield
Heights, 44124. (216) 449-4030. Hardware, software,
peripherals, magazines, books. Talk to the pros today!

MICRO CONCEPTS, 1655 Brittain Road, Akron, 44310, (216)
633-7740. Commodore, Atari, Onyx, Northstar. Full Service
dealer, Classes, Custom Programming.

BARNHART STORES-548 N. Main, Urbana 43078. (513)
653-7257. 8AM-5PM. AtarilCommodore at discount prices.
Timex/Sinclair.

ELECTRONIC CONNECTION-424 E. Stroop, Kettering
45429; (513) 294-0222- Trojan Village Shopping Center, Troy
45373. Atari, Commodore, Timex - Home Computer Spe-
cialists.

JERRY'S COMPUTER-The Euclid Arcade #30, Cleveland,
44115, (216) 579-0648-Authorized North Star, PMC80 dealer
-Software-Peripherals.

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS COMPUTER CENTERS-239
Northland Blvd., Cincinnati 45246, (513) 772-1661. Apple, Vic-
tor, NEC.

TOLEDO-U-Compute, 3137 West Central, 43606. 419-473-
2439. Software: Timex, Atari, VIC, Apple, IBM. Catalogue
Available.

MICRO LOGIC, 2322 Bethel-Maple Road, Hamersville, 45130,
513-735-3047, complete Commodore Line-VIC 20, 64, PET,
CBM.

COMPUTERLAND/CLEVELAND: 4 Convenient locations! Co-
lumbia Plaza, N. Olmstead, (216) 777-1433; Som Center,
Mayfield Hgts., 461-1200; Belden Village, Akron-Canton, 493-
7786; E. 9th St., Cleveland, 621-7262; IBM, Apple, Osborne, Al-
tos, Fortune, Peripherals. APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE TO
FIT MOST NEEDS. FULL PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT. We
know small computers.

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER,
2727 Northwest Expressway. (405) 848-7593. Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software, Peripherals.

GAME SHOP - Norman, Stillwater, Oklahoma City, Tulsa.
Computer games for TRS-BO/AppleJAtari. 7 days/week.

SYSTEMS PLUS-3407 South Boulevard, Oklahoma City,
73034. (405) 348-0862. NEC business applications, Atari,
VIC-20, Peripherals for IBM.

ENID-Specia~y Electronics (405) 233-1632. Atari, Commo-
dore, Texas Instruments. All Software/Business Applications.
Open 6 days/week.

OREGON

MICRO COMPUTER SUPPLIES, INC. 3809 Southwest Hall,
Beaverton, 97005. (503) 643-0865. Kaycomp-2, Televideo,
Xerox, Diablo, Dysan, 3M. Ribbons, Forms, Software.

THE COMPUTER STORE-2015 Northwest Circle Boulevard,
Corvallis 97330. (503) 754-0811. Microcomputers/Peripherals
sales and service. Training.

MAIL ORDER-COMPUTEROLA-PO. Box 13748, Portland,
92713. (503) 239-4315. Atari, VIC-20, Epson, Okidata, Hayes.
Software, Peripherals.

BYTE SHOP-625 SW 10th, PORTLAND 97205/3482 SW
Cedar Hills BOUlevard, BEAVERTON 97005'. Apple, IBM, Atari,
Osborne, Northstar, Alpha Micro. All Software.

PENNSYLVANIA

CALDWELL COMPUTER CORP., 6720 Rising Sun Ave.
Philadelphia 19111. (215) 742-8900. Apple, Commodore, Per-
com, Northstar Sales/Service.

ERIE COMPUTER CO., 2131 W. 8th St., Erie, 16505. (814)
454-7652. Apple, Commodore, OSI, Xerox, Atari, Huge inven-
tory of Software.

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS INC., 2337 Philmont Avenue, Hun-
tington Valley, 19006, (215) 947-6670. We sell and service Mic-
roComputers and Peripherals. Related books/magazines
available.

STARGATE ENTERPRISES, 1111 Fifth Avenue, McKeesport,
15132, (412) 664-1111, hours: 10-6/Monday-Saturday. Au-
thorized Atari dealer with Atari Information Center.

INTEGRATED MICRO COMPUTER SERVICE, 168 Madison,
Rochester 15074, (412) 728-6331, authorized dealer of Atari,
also ,selling Televideo, quasar, Casio.

20/20·COMPUTER, 2020 Hamilton Street, Allentown, 18104,
(215) 439-1800. Atari, Apple, Durango, Hewlett-Packard,
Data General, Zenith, Televideo. Hardware/Software and
Peripherals.

PHILADELPHIA-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 6318
Roosevelt Blvd. (215) 288-0180. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

FRAZER-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 630 Lancas-
ter Pike, (Rt. 30) (215) 647-5555. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

PITTSBURGH - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 3482
Wm. Penn. Hwy. (412) 824-3564. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

FRAZER-COMPUTER FORUM-490 Lancaster Pike
19355. (215) 296-3474. Commodore/Altos/Apple-
Hardware/Software; Epson. Service/Training.

CAMERART, The Court at King of Prussia, King of Prussia,
19406, (215) 337-2020. CAMERART, opening August 1982,
Willow Grove Center, 2500 Moreland Road, Willow Grove,
19090, (215) 657-7272. Apple/Texas Instruments. Sales/
Service. For Business Systems Call: (215) 544-8700.

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike, Paoli, 19355, 215-
296-2726. SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS. Custom Programs,
Canned Programs and Peripherals.

YORK-COMPUTERS UNLIMITED-2813 E. Prospect Road
(17402), (717) 755-1045: Apple, IDS, VIC: Software,
Peripherals-Full Service.

THE COMPUTER SOURCE-546 Penn. Ave., West Read-
ing, Pa. 19611, (215) 375-4231. Apple, I.D.S., Sales/Service
training.

NEWSY-AT-THE-CHATHAM, 139 South Twentieth Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103. Largest selection of computer maga-
zines.

RHODE ISLAND

WARWICK - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 558
Greenwich Ave. (401) 738-5150. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

SOUTH CAROLINA

OPTEC COMPUTER SYSTEMS: PO Box 210546, Columbia,
SC 29221, (803) 731-9731. Systems Service, Software, Data
Processing.

SOUTH DAKOTA

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN-2139 Jackson Blvd., Rapid
City, 57701. (605) 341-3662. Apple, Vector Graphics. Custom
Software. Restaurant Management!

TENNESSEE

VIDEO VISION STORE, 1645 Downtown West Blvd., Suite #3,
#4, Knoxville 37919, 615-690-8800, Atari 400/800,
Hardware/Software.

UTAH

MIDVALE -HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 58 East
7200 South. (801) 566-4626. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

VIRGINIA

COMPUTERS, ETC ... 6671 Backlick Rd., Springfield, 22150.
(703) 644-5500. Apple, Cromemco, Osborne, Northstar,
Seequa. Sales/Service/Training.

ALEXANDRIA - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 6201
Richmond Hwy., (703) 765-5515. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

VIRGINIA"BEACH - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER,
1055 Independence Blvd. (804) 460-0997. Heath/Zenith Com-
puters, Software, Peripherals.

WASHINGTON

SEATTLE - HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 505 8th
Ave., N. (206) 682-2172. Heath/Zen~h Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

TUKWILA-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 15439 53rd
Ave., S. (206) 246-5358. Heath/Zenith Computers, Software,
Peripherals.

VANCOUVER-HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTER, 516 S.E.
Chaklov Dr., (206) 254-4441. Heath/Zenith Computers,
Software, Peripherals.

CENTRALIA-DSC COMPANY. 119 West Magnolia 98531.
(206) 736-3240. Atari, Commodore, Helix/6809. Services,
Consultinq, and supplies.

TACOMA-ELECTRONICS SHOWROOM. 2504 Jefferson
Avenue, 98402. (206) 272-2329. AtarilVlC Computers. Ataril
Apple/TRS-80/Commodore Software. Supplies.

KENT VIDEO AND COMPUTERS-1415 West Meeker 98031.
(206) 854-7629. Atari/Kaycomp-2/Commodore. Printers/
Modems/Software/Books.

YAKIMA-ROB ROY COMPUTER SHOP-ll09 West Yakima
Avenue 98902. (509) 575-7704. Northstar, Atari, Software,
Peripherals, Magazines.

ELLENSBURG-COMPUTERCRAFT 115 East 8th 98926.
(509) 925-3755. Popular Software/Hardware, Kaypro.
Business/Personal. Books/Magazines. Classes. Services.

KIRKLAND-USS ENTERPRISE, 12091 124th Avenue NE
98033. (206) 821-5353. Game Software. Atari, Intellivision,
Odyssey, Astrocade, Coleco.

ELECTRONIC SUPER MART-Parkway Plaza 98188, (206)
575-1093/3070 Kitsap Way, Bremerton 98310, (206) 377-3979.
Commodore Business Machines. Parts.

WISCONSIN

COMPUTERLAND/MADISON-6625 Odana Rd., 53719,
(.608) 273-2020; 3205 E.washington, 53704 (608) 241-2100.
Apple, Osborne, IBM-PC, Xerox, Hewlett-Packard, Fortune.

COLORTRON COMPUTERS, 2111 Lathrop Ave., Racine,
53405. (414) 637-2003. Apple, Hardware and Software, C.
ITOH Printers. Service/Training.

BLUE LAKES COMPUTING-Apple, Fortune, Osborne,
Sony-Software, Service, Supplies-Madison (608) 233-
6502-Brookfield/Waukesha (414) 785-1788-Maxell Disk-
ettes $2.29, limit 3 per customer with coupon.

MILWAUKEE-COMPCO-7110 W. Fond-Du-Lac, 53218, (414)
438-0610: Apple, Altos, DEC, Osborne, Software, Peripherals,
Service, Custom Programming.

MAGIC LANTERN-406 South Park Street, Madison 53715.
(608) 251-9112. All Atari Products. 500 Programs in stock.

PHOTOART VISUAL SERVICE-840 North Plankinton, Mil-
waukee 53203. (414) 271-2270. Bell & Howell, Apple. Educa-
tional/Industrial Software.

CREATIVE COMPUTING Readers will respond to your store's
listing in the RETAIL ROSTER. Let them know what brands of
computer-oriented products you sell: what services you offer.
Rates are reasonable ... success is lasting! Call number listed
above for complete information and assistance.

RETAIL ROSTER growth rate is phenomenal because a listing
in these columns produces results way out of proportion to cost.
If more of your competitors are in here now, doesn't it make
sense that your computer store should be too? Call now-make
the next issue.
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161 Discount Data Products 221 237 Omega Microware 271 355 Thunderware 161
165 Dresselhaus Computer Products 160 Omega Sales 199 303 TMQ Software 284
162 Dynacomp 215 232 Optimal Technology, Inc 263 288 Tyrant Software 229
163 Edu-Ware Services, Inc. 49 226 Pacific Exchanges 189 306 Val Par International 15
167 Electronic Specialists, Inc. 261 226 Pacfic Exchanges 224 284 Videx 39
166 Epson America 142-143 226 Pacific Exchanges 226 309 Visual Horizons 292
168 EPYX 58 238 Pathway Software 263
169 EPYX 129 239 Peek 229 311 WICO 159
170 Excalibur Technologies Corporation 211 241 Peripherals Unlimited 254 304 Xerox Education Publications 72-73234 Perry Oil & Gas 269

Financial Software 114 242 Personal Computer Systems 185 305 Yacaipa Software 284



The VERSABuSINESS™ Series
Each VERSABuSINESSmodule can be purchased and used independently,

or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated 'business system.

WERSARECEIVABLES'· $99.95
ERSAREcEIVABLES"· is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable. invoicing, and

monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac-
counts. VERSARECFJVABLES'" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERSALEDGERll" and VERSAlNvENTORY'".

VERSAPAYABLES'· $99.95
VERSAPAYABlES~is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSAPAYABlES'"maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERSAPAYABlES'·,you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL'· $99.95
VERSAPAYROU'·is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
'k~eps track of all gOvernment·required payroll inforrriation.Cornplete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, With

, totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati-
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGERIl" system.

VERSAINVENTORY'· $99.95
VERSAINVENTOR~is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY'·keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder. etc., stores sales and pricing data. alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEIVABLES'·system. VERSAINVENTORY'·prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re·
ports, period and year-ta-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

VERSALEDGER lI'. $149.95
VERSALEDGERIl'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSALEDGERIr" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSALEDGER II'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERSALEDGEJlW" comes witha professionally-written 160 page manual de,
signed for first-time users. The VERSALEDGERIl" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSALEDGER Il'", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEEID!
Every VERSA BUSINESS'· module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems,
and at a fraction of their cost. Ifyou are not satisfied with any VERSABUSINESS'· module. you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSA BUSINESS'· module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y.S. residents call914.425.1535)

• add $3 for shipping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADA0' MEXICO
• add $4 for C.O.D. or non-UPS areas ~ • add proper postage elsewhere

--- •• ~DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject to change / Delivery subject to availability.50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

* TRS·SO is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. - ·APPLE is a trademark of Apple Corp .. ·IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp .. ·OSBORNE IS a trademark of Osborne Corp.
·CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research . ·XEROX is a trademark of Xerox Corp.
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MORE THAI JUST IIOTHER PRETTY FACE.·
Says who? Says ANSI.
Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI)says so. The fact
is all Elephant ™ floppies meet or exceed the specs
required to meet or exceed all their standards.
But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?
They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines-from
academia, government agencies, and the computer
industry. People from places like IBM,Hewlett-Packard,
3M, lawrence livennore labs, The U.S. Department
of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch
of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in
order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making
business.
How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct mere
and more rules to increase the quality of flexible
disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-
spaced pages-listing, and insisting upon-hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in
order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken
seriously by people who take disks seriously.)
In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-

ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you
one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI. . . . .;,.""c" .. ' .:,
We think you'll want us to make,:sonie~~(Dh<;lnf~

for you. ' -

ELEPHAllM HEAVYomDISKS ..
For a free poster-size portrait of our powerful pachydenn, please write us.

Distributed Exclusively by leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021
Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
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